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My son died. No will to live
914 upvotes | February 17, 2020 | by throwawaybjjj2324 | Link | Reddit Link

Hey guys, I'm one of the older redpillers here (45M). My son was 16 and he was murdered several
days ago.
I've never felt this much pain before. I feel so much rage and sadness. I feel utterly useless. All I do is
cry all day and stay in bed, don't eat anything.I've completely lost the will to live. I don't even
understand the concept of frame anymore, because I feel like my reality is broken down. I just feel
like an empty shell. What do I do
Edit - there's so many responses here. Fuck. Im immensely grateful for this community ❤
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Dear Michael from Toronto…you need to stop.
773 upvotes | May 22, 2021 | by SFVisitor84 | Link | Reddit Link

Dear Michael,
I’m sure you know who this is.
My sister and you broke up last week, all good, it is what it is, none of my business, I get it. You do
you.
For the love of god, please stop embarrassing yourself by sending her links to some of the posts here.
She changed her phone number on Tuesday; our mom has that number now and I had to spend a good
30 minutes explaining to my 62 year old mother what a “plate” is.
I hope you come out of this stronger than you’ve ever been, but please, just stop man.
@Others: I tried to reach out to him via phone, text, WhatsApp, he won’t answer. This is the only
way I could get my point across. His real number is blocked, I believe he uses some type of online
messaging service that sends every message under a new number.
@Mods: Can’t hold it against you for deleting this, I know…it’s a shit post. Having said that, if
there’s any way for you to keep this post alive at least for 1 day, that would be awesome. I’m hoping
he sees this today some time.
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I Created a PDF of asktrp's Sidebar
642 upvotes | April 5, 2020 | by dream-hunter | Link | Reddit Link

After creating a PDF of the entire TheRedPill sidebar last week, I decided to create one for askTRP
as well. Every single post from askTRP's sidebar can now be downloaded as a single PDF file below.
Features:

Available fonts: Times New Roman, Sans Serif and Baskerville
Download as: A3, A4, A5 or A6
Table of Contents
Numbered pages
View the PDF online without downloading
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Enjoy, and don't forget to save it offline incase anything gets removed.
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Girlfriend and parents died in 2020, I can't take it anymore
624 upvotes | January 15, 2021 | by Legitimate-Phrase293 | Link | Reddit Link

I'm asking for guidance and advice. My girlfriend struggled with depression for a long time and
commited suicide in the beginning of this year. We were together for 7 years and this broke me.
While I was grieving we got news that my father was diagnosed with stage 4 pancreatic cancer. They
told us treatment wasn't viable anymore and his prognosis was that he had 2 more months to live.
My father lived for 4 months because we wouldn't accept what the doctors said and looked for
specialized hospitals and clinics. I looked after my mother and sister during this time.
After my father passed away my mother spung into a deep depression. I moved back in to help with
everything. It was really hard for months but she seemed to be doing better. Her mood was better, she
did more around the house and she began to work again. Then in the beginning of December I found
my mother in our parents bedroom.
I'm talking to a therapist, I'm taking SSRI's, I follow my 25 point list I made myself years ago that
always helped me with my mental health. I try to do everything to not break down but I feel I'm at
that point now. I just want to not deal with the pain anymore, I'm so exhausted.
Edit: Thank you for all the comments, I don't know how to reply to them so I just want to say thank
you to all. After posting I thought about deleting the post and I still do because I sound like someone
who has given up. I don't want to that person.
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UPDATE; my fiancé cheated on me while drunk
569 upvotes | December 22, 2019 | by throwawayaccou1989 | Link | Reddit Link

Being drunk is no excuse. It only helps us do the stuff we want to do when sober. I’ve blocked her
and told our friends and family that the wedding is off. It was the most humiliating thing I’ve ever
had to do but everyone has been supportive. The bitch has been trying to call my mother. She has no
shame. Here’s to spinning plates for the next year minimum.
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My "Zeroed Out" Story - Advice Requested
562 upvotes | September 30, 2020 | by KidBrody77 | Link | Reddit Link

I got a couple of requests to post my story. I've never shared it before and genuinely need feedback as
it's probably one of the worst you'll ever hear. It can be easy to forget being a Blue Pill Beta can, and
often is, fatal. Becoming Red Pill aware can save your life and that's not an overstatement. I do know
that part of my purpose in life is for my life to serve as a warning to others so hopefully I can save
other young men from what happened to me.
I am 43 years old. I was married for 15 years (together for 17). I did everything in my life I was
supposed to in order to be happy and successful. I went to college at a good university and got my
degree. I got a good job out of college at a national bank and age 24 I had been promoted to Branch
Manager making $75,000 a year. That's when I hired a gorgeous 23 year old blonde named Emily as
a loan officer who would eventually become my wife. Emily was a single mom with a 2 year old
daughter.
One night at a company Christmas Party we ended up hooking up. We dated in secret until I
eventually got a better job at another bank. I wanted a family, and I loved Emily's daughter, so I did
the "right" thing and married Emily and adopted her daughter. I was crushing it professionally,
making great money, and just built a huge 5,000 square foot home in a gated community for my new
family. It was probably the happiest I have ever been in my life.
We waited a couple of years before trying to have kids and when we did it wasn't working. After
meeting with doctors it was revealed she had developed benign tumors on her ovaries and our only
possible option would be IVF which would cost $30,000 and which health insurance didn't cover. So
I went back to work and worked even harder to save up the money. We go through IVF and it doesn't
work. I'm crushed. I'm now 35 years old and realize I will never have my own biological children.
However, a year later she shows up miraculously pregnant. I'm literally on my knees thanking God
for this miracle. 2 months into the miracle pregnancy she has miscarriage. There would be no more
miracle pregnancies after that.
But I still had a beautiful wife whose body hadn't been destroyed by a bunch of kids. I had a big
home with tons of equity. I had $250,000 in my 401k and $40,000 more in stocks and savings. I was
debt free expect for my mortgage and student loans. I had a 800 credit score. Life wasn't horrible.
THEN IT HAPPENED.....D-DAY......November 6th, 2017. I will never forget this day as long as I
live. My lifelong best friend called me. He said he had something important to tell me and it wasn't
going to be easy. He said "I know for a fact Emily has been having an affair with Rob" (Rob was this
loser guy that was "a friend of a friend" who was very much lower in socio-economic status than me).
Of course I didn't believe him. We had just got back from an anniversary cruise and our daughter was
crushing in sports and our life was going amazing. Like we were not unhappy. We were still having
sex regularly and going out and having fun. It just didn't seem possible. Rob was short, not attractive,
and made a fraction of the money I did.......but he was 100% alpha. Had been arrested a couple times
including for beating up women.
But not being a complete idiot I knew something had to be driving this rumor so I started to quietly
investigate. Well, long long long story short she admitted to having an affair with Rob over the entire
past year. Over the course of the next several months she admitted to 2 additional affairs she had
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going back 5 years. Oh yeah and that miracle pregnancy? Yeah, that wasn't mine. That was one of the
guys she was having an affair with that knocked her up.
However, I was so Blue Pill, and knowing I lived in a no-fault divorce state, I still didn't want to get
divorced. She stayed with me another year before leaving me for a totally different guy she met on
Facebook, filed for divorce, and moved herself and our daughter to another city. In the divorce she
got half my 401k, half the equity in the home, half our savings, and child support and alimony. I
moved into a 2 bedroom apartment with our two dogs. Oh but it gets better. In order to hide her
affairs she took out a bunch of credit cards to hide charges for hotels and fuel and gifts she was
buying for these guys. $30,000 in total which is considered marital debt even though I didn't know
about it. I was ordered to pay half that debt. I started drinking heavily, my mental state was a mess,
my work suffered and eventually I was rightfully let go from my good paying job.
It was at this point I decided I was going to take my own life. I was 40 years old, alone, broke, no
assets, no job, no income, and now an alcoholic. There was no way I was getting another job because
my career was in banking and with shit credit good luck getting an executive or even teller job in
banking. I was borrowing money from my elderly parents to pay my rent. I did not want to live. I
actually set up a date to do it. Called my life insurance and made sure it was paid and got the
beneficiary changed to my parents. Wrote a note to my parents and my daughter. Even deleted all the
porn off my phone and anything else that would be embarrassing to find. Had a text ready to go to my
brother-in-law about what I did and to come find me (he's a state trooper so I felt like he could handle
it best). Sitting on the edge of the bathtub, so drunk I can hardly hold my head up, my loaded S&W in
one hand and my phone in the other ready to send that text, for some reason this incredible sense of
injustice swept over me. Why should I have to die, and she and these other men she fucked get to
live?
That night I convinced myself not to kill myself......not because I didn't want to....but because I
thought I should kill myself after I kill at least Rob and if I could the other two men as well. The only
reason I didn't want to kill her is I didn't want our daughter to have no parents. The next couple of
days I starting researching on the Internet ways to kill this guy. That's when I stumbled onto the very
first Reddit Red Pill forum that doesn't even exist anymore. I spent hours reading through posts. Until
then I genuinely thought I was the only man who had ever been through something like this. From
that day forward I haven't thought about killing myself or others. It's still been a monumental struggle
but there is no question Red Pill awareness saved my life and likely the life of several others.
My specific question is this.......can your "purpose" be to serve as a warning to others? That sounds
kind of pathetic but at this point that seems like the best fit for me and my life at this point.
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Wow, you really can't show any emotional weakness at all, can
you?
554 upvotes | November 14, 2020 | by thyexorcist | Link | Reddit Link

This girl I've been with for about 5 months now, everything's good and dandy. Always cocky as fuck,
never dropped frame and passed all shit tests. Last week, my mom got sick (cancer came back) and I
got kinda overwhelmed. I remembered when she was first diagnosed and she was honestly lucky, but
it was one of the worst periods in my life. She messages me that I've been quiet for the past 4 days
and that I've been distant. I told her im feeling a bit down right now but I'll be okay.
She said "tell me, you can open up to me". I dont know what my thought process was but i guess i
wanted to test the theory about showing emotional weakness to women. So i opened up to her and
told her what was going on and what i was feeling. She did the normal platitudes and tried to make
me feel better.
A week later, she wont even reply to my messages till the next day and keeps avoiding dates and me
inviting her over. That pussy dried the fuck up boys. My fucking mother got sick and she instantly
lost attraction the moment i told her about it. What the actual fuck...
Edit: just wanted to reply to all of you guys who commented but cant personally reply to you. Thanks
a lot boys, thats a shit ton of advice and for the people sending your best wishes, i really do
appreciate it, even if its from a stranger online. And trust me, she was hard nexted instantly. Dont
have the time or the emotional capacity to worry about some chick that ive known for 5 months. Shes
insignificant in comparison to my mother. I just posted this at a time where i was mostly pissed at this
situation. Honestly, the stories ive read here are just sad. Its a shitty way to live with such
expectations, but it is what is.
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What Is Your Most Harsh Example Of Female Nature?
504 upvotes | November 23, 2018 | by Caper67 | Link | Reddit Link

A female friend of mine has recently ended a 6 month LTR with her boyfriend.
We were at a group get together this past weekend at a mutual friends place. I arrived late, said my
hellos to everyone. I then said to Lara, "Where's Robert at?." To which the group starts to laugh and
says " Yeah Lara, tell him where Robert is!"
I looked confused at Lara as she puts her face in her hands half laughing half giving the - I'm a
terrible person face.
Then my buddy says. "Lara is going to hell basically." Tell him why Robert isn't here Lara!"
Lara continues to half laugh half cry feeling incredibly guilty at the same time letting out periodic
laughs.
"I dumped him...." Lara said.I said " Ohh what happened?"The group laughs again.Lara says "I'm
basically going to hell, like Mike just said"
To make a long a story short. Lara and her boyfriend Robert have been in an LTR for 6 months and
they never really talked about Robert's diseased mother who passed away when he was 12. Robert is
now 28.
As they were driving the other day, she was brought up in conversation. As Robert started talking
about his mother, he became emotional and eventually started to cry as he talked to Lara about how
much he still misses her every single day.
In Lara's words as shes laughing and crying at the same time : "I know I'm a terrible person, I
know I'm probably going to hell, but I just cant get past how unattractive and cringe worthy it
was and I just can't look at him the same now."
There will never be an excuse to show your weakness to a woman. Even if it's your deceased mother.
What are some of your examples of the harsh but amoral nature of women?
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F*** YOU REDDIT.
478 upvotes | September 29, 2018 | by Andgelyo | Link | Reddit Link

I don’t know where to post this, but I want to vent out what I’m feeling since the beloved sub was
taken away from me (us).
The red pill was the only place where masculine, intelligent, like minded individuals would
congregate. It was the only place where I could return and actually feel safe despite living in a world
of painful feminism and weak castrated subhuman men. It was one of the few safe havens, where I
could be a man and not become chastised for it. The red pill was my library, where I would
voraciously read and gain irreplaceable knowledge. I loved how despite not knowing anyone
personally in the community, we bonded and were able to share our ideas and experiences which in
turn helped better ourselves. I am absolutely infuriated how reddit took that away from me. The red
pill to me wasn’t even about sleeping with women (I’ve already been doing that before TRP), it was
about navigating my life through the challenges of a man in today’s age and reaching my goals.
HOW DARE reddit take that away from me. How can they allow men shaming to thrive here but take
away what’s left of our raw masculinity? It’s not fair, it’s unjust, and I’m upset.
Fuck you Reddit.
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“Men learn from their mistakes. Wise men learn from the
mistakes of others.” Please share one of your mistakes the rest
of us can learn from
464 upvotes | May 10, 2020 | by myfirsttimecoding | Link | Reddit Link

Trash mod banned me for 14 days for ‘posting too much’ fuck TRPCops can’t even chat with the
boys in peace.
Fuck TRPCops
Terminal Psychosis is also a pussy suck up
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A month ago I was addicted to cocaine, heartbroken, and
broke. Smoked DMT one day and swallowed my red pill; been
lifting, working construction and sober every day. Cheers to a
life worth living.
455 upvotes | May 15, 2021 | by MountainFact9 | Link | Reddit Link

Before/After: https://imgur.com/gallery/laMCw86
This isn’t a question nor worthy of the main sub; remove if necessary. I simply can’t believe I made it
this far and hope to inspire anyone in a rut.
No matter how dark shit gets, we always have the power to turn it around. Never give up, never
surrender!
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Hard next after revelation from LTR
455 upvotes | February 20, 2019 | by BadDeath | Link | Reddit Link

So I was taking us (LTR and I) to a trip that I had planned a few weeks prior that I wanted to make to
take some time of work. Some minutes in to the drive she tells me she met with an old male friend of
hers for coffee (that she previously had a crush on). She told me nothing happend but AWALT. So, I
turned the car around, dropped her off at her home while she begged me to continue driving to the
destination. Told her she should not expect any further messages from me. Too harsh?
Edit: I still took the trip alone. Guess I will have a free spot next to me tonight.
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Why is the red pill sub unavailable ?
442 upvotes | September 27, 2018 | by Sendo15 | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/9jfn6w/why_is_the_red_pill_sub_unavailable/
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Is it just me or is TRP being run over by incels?
439 upvotes | September 23, 2019 | by l4w_z0ne | Link | Reddit Link

Used to be a cool sub for men. Now I read crap like "mentalcel" etc everywhere and it's just cringy as
fuck. Is it just me or did anybody else notice this?
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I made you a Red Pill Cheat Sheet
418 upvotes | May 23, 2017 | by SmoothBeliever | Link | Reddit Link

This post is intended to serve as a quick sheet to many red pill topics and struggles, and to help
those looking for quick guidance/information.
The information in this post has been gathered from The Side bar, the Red Pill Handbook, Stickied &
Top All Times, Endorsed Contributors, various manosphere websites, or myself, and then summed up
in a sentence or five for quicker referencing.
This post assumes you are familiar with Red Pill terminology, and have at least moderate success
with your life and with women
This post comes from a position of amorality. Moral friends and concern trolls begone!
Think of this post as a compilation of flash cards.
If you have your own additions to these topics feel free to add them
This cheat sheet will be continuously updated.

Your tools in the SMP
There are many ways to become attractive. Different girls are attracted to different aspects to
varying degrees, but remember AWALT
You do not need all sexual market points to be attractive, but having them all will of course raise
your SMV.
Choose to focus on the ones you excel at the most. Old TRP Saying -> Play to your strengths
minimize weaknesses
Listed in no particular order

Your Masculinity. Your most valuable AF asset. This is expressed through a deep, low, slow,
and commanding voice. Or by your Tonality. breaking rapport tone. Not asking questions.
downward/commanding/challenging tonality.
Dangerous Vibe. A masculine factor. You are unpredictable, mysterious, you take calculated
risks. You are bold. You live life on the edge. You pin her down, you wrestle and play fight
with your girl. You choke her. You threaten her. (If you don't know how to threaten in a
seductive manner just don't try it - that method is not for you.)
Playfulness. Balanced with danger. Playful and relaxed. Strongest after the hint of danger and
threat. Masculine polarity is more important, but a little playful can work wonders.
High confidence. Self love and self acceptance without justifying your life choices to others
translates into confidence and true IDGAF attitude. This includes acceptance of rejection, and
the ability to hear out nay-sayers, laugh at them, and then continue on your merry way. <--- The
first easiest way to get laid.
Detachment. The Buddhist principal of emotional detachment. Stoicism. Acceptance of the
good and bad as is - both factors of life. Being non-needy. Not looking for ANY validation in
any way shape or form from her. You escalate, but you have zero interest in her words,
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reassurances, respect, etc.
Muscularity/Fitness. Being healthy and looking sexy makes you sexy - Period. <-- The 2nd
easiest way to get laid.
Fashion Sense. Being well dressed with clothes that fit you and suit your style without being
improperly dressed and awkwardly standing out.
Mental and Social Wit. Being skilled with words, navigating social situations, properly
triggering panty dripping, and proper physical escalation. Knowing the right thing to say, with
the right tone, at the right time, combined with the right kino touch. You don't have to be
muscular to be sexy and turn women on.
Status. Being popular, being rich and having extraordinary social standing. This is what we call
social circle game. The more friends and colleges you have = more social proof = more
opportunities = more fun = more sex.
Talent. (Talent does not help your SMV unless you have garnered success from your talent.)
Have hobbies & passions for yourself but find ways to monetize / expose the world to your
talent and have them appreciate it. Having talent simply for the sake of is altruistic foolishness.
Look to get ahead. Having success skill/potential in athletic/artistic pursuits. Being a
successful and skilled fighter, painter, soccer player, writer, bowler, skater, and more. What
matters is not what you do, but that you are a champion of your pursuit. Steven king can get
laid by hot intellectual woman for his success in writing in the same way VirtruivanPhysique
can get laid by hot party girls for his physical superiority.
The ability to lead. Women want to fuck the king, but settle for the peasants.
Social Media. High numbers = instant social proof.
Your ego. Your ego is who you believe you are. Your beliefs are your mask you show to the
world. The mask you wear determines your allies and enemies, and lovers. Are you a pushover
beta? Are you a rouge criminal? Are you a reckless biker? Are you a man's man lumberjack?
Are you an urban hipster? Maybe you're a Hippy psychedelic person? Are you a creative artist?
Are you an intellectual? Are you a gym fanatic? Are you an entrepreneur? Too cool for school?
Edgy gothic? Preppy? The list goes on and on - there are an infinite number of egos one may
have. Hence the term - alter ego. If you are of the group that lacks morality, you gain more
freedom from in this aspect. Law # 48 -> assume formlessness.

If you learn how to disassociate yourself from your ego you have given yourself one of the ultimate
freedoms in this life. I think therefore I am.
You can change your desired ego at any time.
A drastic way to change your ego (force yourself into a paradigm shift) is with ego death.
I.e. just cus you're an intellectual doesnt mean you can't thrive in a loud frat party, as long as you
know how to craft your ego. Just because you are a loud party frat boy doesnt mean you can't fit in
with the business people.

How to beat LMR

Stop, talk, than resexualize. The 2 forward 1 back method
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Stop and do something else. Pretend that she is not even there. Turn around and go to sleep or
go read a book or something. Just withdraw attention completely
The verbal nuke. Tell her that she makes you horny and if she is gonna withhold putting out
then she needs to GTFO.
The physical nuke. Actions speak louder than words. When a girl continuously stops and denies
your sexual escalation and keeps saying you won't have sex, simply say "Alright, I totally
understand" .... while you walk her to the door. You are clearly stating "sex or GTFO" but
without the level of threat that she'll later rationalize as rape "he forced me to have sex with him
by telling me I had to have sex or I would have to leave!". You walk her to the door, if she
escalates then you go with it (but don't move back towards the bedroom the second she
starts!).

How to qualify your prospective plate/ltr
The Ly Star of Attraction.

Does she mentally stimulate me? (Personality, intelligence, wit, feminine [or masculine if
you're a feminine dude] mental state.)
Is she physically appealing? (Feminine face, feminine or womanly bodily features [feminine =
small, womanly = thick/tonned] over all good looking / healthy. 1-10 scale)
Is she sexually stimulating? (A hot sexy ass. That plump and thick round kind is my favorite. >
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/CzMtGxFVQAA6Fy-.jpg < Big not not too big tittties, dick
sucking lips, and she has sexual skills / stamina. She is a slut in bed. She knows how to ride.
I.E. is not a starfish. She is of my personal "type" or preference. Tan/gold/caramel girls are
more sexy than white girls to me. 1-10 scale.)
Does she stimulate me spiritually? (Does she give the illusion of a higher connection? Does
she give my soul romantic experiences? Am I able to feel a divine, pair bonded connection to
her? [No this is not some oneitis disney movie bullshit] Does she value art, creativity,
meditation, and nature?)
Is she emotionally stimulating to me? (She shows me happiness, sadness, horniness, shyness,
anger, frustration. She lets me appreciate all aspects of her human emotions and doesnt hide
herself.)
Is she in a good situation financially? (Will she be dependent on my money? Will she try to
goad me into Beta bux? Is she able to cover her own fairs? Is her wealth surplus to the point of
buying me gifts?)
Is she careerly set? does she have a good career? Will she support mine? This is different from
financial.
Is she socially savvy? Does she have her own circle of friends, or would I be the centre of her
attention? Who are her friends? Are they good people?
Is her family happy and healthy? Does she come from a loving, sane home? Is the father in the
picture? Is he respected?
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How to succeed in the SMP's of Highschool and College
These tips are best applied for to girls between the ages of 16 - 25. This is my favorite age group -
low desire for commitment, high likelihood of coitus. Even when I am 40 I will still find and bang 20
year olds. Haters get mad.

These girls are not women. They are girls. While AWALT generally applies, they are 90%
looking for fun, adventure and experience rather than stability.
Expect and embrace drama. Read the sidebar and become a shit-test expert and you will
increase your chances of laying young bimbos substantially.
Make the girls feel emotional. Not make them feel good, make them feel emotional. That
means happy, sad, sexy, plain, excited, disheartened, calm, anxious - anything but letting
them not be emotional. Lack of emotions = boredom = no tingles.
Young girls think in general consensus. Win the majority to win the minority.
They don't care what you do and what your hobbies are AS LONG AS YOU ARE
ATTRACTIVE AND POPULAR!! Awkward, skinny neckbeard collecting action figures
with his 4chan is weird and creepy. Fit and well shaven charismatic dude friends with hot
females and high SMV males collecting action figures is "so nerdy and cute <3 ;3 " Jacked
gym-bro with no social awareness or social life is a compensating weirdo creep. Jacked gym
bro getting hit up 1000 times a day is Adonis.

The principals of secrecy and moderation
Followers of the Gumby prophecy believe life is about balance. We all have vices, no one is perfect
100% of the time, nor should you be. We are human - we aren't meant to be perfect.
Imbalance creates unhappiness.

Drink a couple brews and get buzzed - don't get shit faced every day.
Smoke weed once and a while if you like - don't advertise it to the world. You will be labeled.
Go to the gym 5 times a week - Don't lift for 7 hours a day.
Go out and approach women - don't spend every waking minute approaching.
Go snowboarding every day - don't let that be your only hobby.
Invest in your business - don't turn every single interaction into a business transaction. (Unless
you're an annoying scum bag pyramid schemer.)

Work hard, play hard.
All work and no play makes jack a dull boy.
There is a reason why these quotes exist.
Secrecy
Do not be an open book. Be vague in your intentions, but open enough not to draw suspicion.
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You want to get a promotion. No one needs to know that, only that you want to start taking
your job a little more seriously.
You want to fuck a fat girl for practice. No one needs to know that, only that "you got laid the
other night. It was okay."

If anything, lying to exaggerate yourself and value is more beneficial than telling the truth. If you are
a moral-friend, use secrecy.

How to make a woman lose attraction for you.

Communicate verbally with a woman. They lie about themselves and assume you are doing the
same. They cannot act/feel on the basis of anything verbally communicated. If she steps out of
line say "don't do that". But don't sit down and communicate to her - it will weaken your
position and strengthen hers. She will act on absolutely nothing that has been discussed even
when she swears on her grandmother she won't (or will) do whatever the problem is. The only
exception is putting her in her place when she does something not to your satisfaction.
Confide and share your problems with a woman. Weakness = loss of attraction.
Commit too much too early. Commitment kills passion.
Give her a sexual monopoly. Oneitis is your enemy. Do not commit to one girl - they don't
appreciate it and you will start to backslide into betahood the second you feel you don't have
the options you did. Cure oneitis by exploring other options.

Identifying Your Enemies
The more you succeed in life the more you will attract the hated and envy of the mediocre, or the
opposition of the successful who want to maintain their monopoly. Find allies to combat your
enemies. Preferably, be a leader who finds underlings just under your level, so that you are always
their idol, and you serve as their guide. This is the concept of tribe building.
Eliminate your enemies from your life as quickly as possible. This is a law of power. Do not
hang out with the miserable or the unlucky.
You stand either by my side, in my legion, or in my fucking way.
Recognizing your enemies

The Naysayer. They are easily identifiable, simply share your intentions with someone. If they
react by telling you what you can/cannot do, they are a naysayer. Identify the type of naysaying
that they are acting upon, as there are many different types, the insecure and envious failure,
and the well meaning.
The Insecure Naysayer: This person is reminded of their own failures through your successes
and ambitions. They are merely weak-willed scums who project their own limitations onto you
and should be disregarded as the losers they are.

Example: You want to become one of the best roller bladers in the world. Your insecure naysayer
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acquaintance has been practicing skating for 3 years. In 1 month you already show more promise.
Insecure naysayer: "What? You think you're gonna be the next Brian Aragon or Tony Hawk? Come
on dude be realistic. There is a 99% chance no matter how much you practice you will never be that
good."

The Well Meaning Naysayer: This person believes they have your best interests in mind. Only
you have your best interests in mind, remember that. Know thyself. Be aware of the well
meaning nay sayer's advice, for sometimes it is beneficial to you to heed their warnings.

Example: You want to become a famous battle rapper. Your well meaning naysayer brother believes
you won't get famous and even if you do the risk is not worth the reward.
Well meaning Naysayer: "What? You wanna be a famous battle rapper? There's like a 1 in a million
chance of you blowing up like that bro, there are better things for you to invest your time in to
become successful, like lifting. Besides, you will be surrounded by low life thugs who will probably
shoot you if you roast them too hard."
Recognizing your enemies

The Underminer. They are easily identifiable, simply share a piece of your life with them and
listen to their words. They will try to make you believe that you are worthless because your
success in your interpretation of the world angers them and contradicts their failed world
model. Undermining is personal. Refutation is for your benefit. Learn the difference.

Example: You share the fact that you published your first novel with a meat head acquaintance of
yours. Your meat head friend has been lifting for years, but still struggles to get with those fit and
sexy gym girls. You, on the other hand, get quite the attention from your liberal art intellectual
groupies who hear about your publishing success and want to suck your cock.
The underminer: "Lol you're a writer? You're such a fucking faggot. You and all other artist/creative
types are the most disposable scums in our society. Please bro, just kill yourself because you and your
hobbies are gay."
The refuter: "Oh you're a writer? Are you actually a good one or did you publish a steaming pile of
shit? Matter of fact let me read your book and be the judge of that."

How to maintain an attractive frame:

Genuinely believe you and your ways are superior to everyone else, without making others feel
worthless. You can be arrogant without making others feel like shit. (If they choose to feel
offended by you that is their own problem. I am referring to deliberate malicious behaviors
towards those you consider under you.)
Hear what your haters say, nod, smile, laugh at them, then do whatever the fuck you were
gonna do anyways.
Realize the majority of people are complacent and mediocre, and their "advice" is there way of
bringing you back into the crab bucket. This realization will free your mind of shame & fear of
judgement.
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Reject their reality and substitute your own.
Think of yourself as a God Sun, and people are planets and comets that orbit you. Planets are
the people you love and who support you throughout your life. Comets are people who come
and go. If they don't want to orbit you anymore, let them lose the benefit of your radiating
warmth. Let them freeze in the cold abyss of space.
Understand that people speak from a position of perceptive interpretation. That means your
opinions and values will differ from others. Do not feel bad if an artist type thinks you are a
loser cus you lift and play sports. Do not feel bad if a gym bro thinks you are a loser because
you like to paint and write.
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I made a pdf containing asktrp's sidebar.
410 upvotes | October 1, 2018 | by thetautandtame | Link | Reddit Link

Not a question, I know... but I thought it would come in handy. The fact that the main subreddit has
been quarantined makes me think that this one also isn't very safe, so here it is: The ASKTRP
Sidebar. Here's the .docx file if corrections are needed or if anyone wants to make .epub and/or .mobi
files (I don't know how to do it).
Eventually, it might be added in here.
EDIT: As u/rudolf323 said, an index was needed. So, I added page numbers, an index and additional
material*. The links above have been updated with the new links.
(*namely, the "Plate Theory" series by Rollo Tomassi. I didn't originally add it in the file because it's
published on a blog, not on reddit, so I didn't fear for its removal. But I felt it was too important to set
aside. Enjoy your almost-six-hundred pages beast!)
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Father died, girlfriend left me shortly after
404 upvotes | May 12, 2020 | by DrKing_Schultz_ | Link | Reddit Link

My dad succumbed to Covid-19; my girlfriend was with me for about a week until the grief set in and
I started getting really emotional (rage/depression). I hate the reality that we have to objectify women
as these incapable pieces of meat. Like, why can’t my girlfriend sympathize—why do I, after even
losing my father, have to maintain this stoicism. Im fucking entitled to some emotion, im a real
fucking human being.
TRP philosophy breeds success; would really appreciate some advice from the community on dealing
with this grief and the deriving emotions caused by the breakup.
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why aren't you guys reading the side bar
401 upvotes | December 14, 2020 | by emerre_ | Link | Reddit Link

Seriously I read the same questions again and again.
-How do I gain her back?
(spoiler, you don't)
my ex is fucking another dude and that upsets me
(ghost her, she's dead)
Is this girl shit testing me?
(YES)
Hit the sidebar guys there's no excuse for you not knowing the theory. For the most part, there's no
exceptions to this Game she's not the One, you are no special snowflake and you need to LIFT.
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I turned her down.
397 upvotes | January 13, 2019 | by Backthatpassup451 | Link | Reddit Link

Had a date set up for tonight with a girl I met on tinder. We made arrangements on Tuesday. Earlier
today she texted me asking if we were still on for tonight? I replied “of course see you at 5.” I’m
currently on my way to the bar and she contacts me and says she’s feeling stressed from work and if
we can do this another day. I replied “nah I’m good”
I have zero tolerance for examples like this. Now if she would’ve said she couldn’t make it earlier
today than I would’ve been more accepting. But I feel like she purposely waited until 30min before
our date to cancel. Was I too harsh?
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So I hard nexted my ltr
396 upvotes | January 16, 2020 | by urbanfoh | Link | Reddit Link

During our relationship we had many fights. Most of them because she wanted more attention,
commitment, say 7 days of the week.
What she did several times was saying: "Then lets break up if you don't want to see me"
First I shrugged that off as the shit test it was. Then last month I said "fine" and began packing her
stuff and telling her to leave. She began to cry like crazy, apologised and I took her back as she
promised to never say it again.
Today the same old fight came up: She wanted to meet in the evening on a work day, I had stuff to
do, she was upset and then texted me the next day something along the lines: "Okay so you don't care
at all how I feel! Then we have an open relationship now and we both can do what we want"
Furthermore, the day before she talked suspiciously much about a smart, funny collegue who was
about to work in her office now.
So I told her: "No we have no relationship at all", blocked and deleted her number, packed her stuff
and told her she I will put it in front of my door.
This was not quite easy I admit. So it would help me a lot if you could leave you comments and help
me put things into perspective. Thanks in advance.
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Girlfriend cheated on me
387 upvotes | September 30, 2019 | by PrettyPreethi | Link | Reddit Link

Just found out that my girlfriend had been sleeping with a dude from her friends group for the last 8
months. She wanted to fuck him and she did, I get it. She could have told me one word that she
wanted to do it so that I could go on my own way. But she didn't. She had been hiding this fact from
me and behaved with me as if nothing was wrong.
I didn't ask her why did she sleep with him, rather why did she hide it from me. She says she loves
me and it was just a fling. I'm not feeling bad for her whoring around, but the fact that she made me a
dumbass all these 8 months is devastating to me.
I found about this while we were on a trip. I've calmly told her that what she did was disrespectful
and I don't want to be indulged in a relationship with a whore. She cried, pleaded, yada yada. I bailed
on her while she was asleep.
Although I didn't show my anger to her, I'm absolutely fuming inside because of the fact that she
made me look like a dumbass. Why the fuck do women do this? She could just have told me that she
wanted to sleep around, and I wouldn't have stopped her. But this hiding stuff has crushed my ego.
How could women be so evil? What does she get by making me look like a fool? Is this what I get for
always letting her do whatever she wants, never suspecting her and not being a controlling freak?
When I think back of the moments we had all these 8 months, everything looks fake. How could
women put up such a facade and be all lovey-dovey while whoring around behind the men?
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Does anyone else wish it wasn’t all so true?
376 upvotes | June 1, 2019 | by herbyx10 | Link | Reddit Link

The whole thing. The other side you only saw upon awakening. I’ve been reading it for years and
I’ve never had such a brilliant grasp of women as I do now. I know how it works, without sounding
big-headed. I get it. It’s a sixth sense by now.
The plots, the ploys, the tests, the tears, the dual dynamic of AF/BB. The way women gravitate
toward toxic behavior yet overtly criticize it. It’s like a literal switch. The cruel, constant paradox of
more investment constantly being desired by women yet the moment it is given the attraction wanes.
I have seen branch swinging so many times I believe we may still be monkeys. There is very little
variation and I find that the few times I stumble upon a girl who I think is different I am always soon
to find that I am wrong.
I’m in very good shape, have a medical degree and am becoming a doctor, have girls showering me
with salacious and not-so-subtle invitations and a beautiful girlfriend. Yet no matter what I do, no
matter how I act, I can never get rid of this dull ache of detachment since swallowing the pill. It’s like
the little boy in me died suddenly. There are times I wonder if any of it is worth it. TRP doesn’t bring
me true joy like before, just the joy associated with completing a task.
There is a lens that can never be fully retracted once you’ve swallowed it. Social interactions are
observed with a keen objective detachment and judged according to what you have learned. Almost
robotically seeing it in the cold gray light. Yet on the surface this is imperceptible.
I remember being a younger man, being free from it, but all the same much more hopeful, more
emotional, more truly in love with women. There is a dehumanizing element to the Pill; a stoic,
amoral constitution. Everything with people has a somewhat calculative tenet to it; every interaction
being marked as some arbitrary ulterior design to become somehow more attractive. Always more
attractive. But to what end?
Frankly I’m not depressed by it as I used to be, but I often feel dead inside. Not to say that I am
joyless, but a lot of natural instincts are ignored and at times it feels as if I am a massive imposter in a
sea of real people.
I have it all on paper, largely thanks to TRP, yet at times all I want is for it to not be true, to run home
and curl up and collapse into bed. To be overwhelmed by emotions for a girl without having to
constantly pull myself back and worry about becoming overinvested. There are times on my cycle to
work where I dream of weaving into the oncoming traffic. It’s not suicidally rooted but merely a
sense of utter disgust with the world. A desire to walk away from it. The world truly is repugnant to
me. While the bluepilled world is delusional, it may be happier. And I often question whether finding
the Pill helped me at all.
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Why are there so many rude entitled bitches everywhere?
376 upvotes | May 16, 2021 | by cliptarp86498_ | Link | Reddit Link

I was at the gym yesterday, I decided to use one of the cable machines. The cable machine i decided
to use was the only one available. Bitch was using one of the cable machines next to me. I was not
looking at her or anything.
Bitch glares at me and says "excuse me, could you please just walk around and come back in 10
minutes once I've completed my exercise". I politely say no. Bitch starts raising her voice at me and
causing a scene saying "I WAS HERE FIRST!! YOU ARE MAKING ME UNCOMFORTABLE !!!!
YOU DIDNT ASK ME FOR PERMISSION TO USE THE MACHINE !!!! I AM
UNCOMFORTABLE AROUND YOU !! I DONT KNOW WHO YOU ARE!!!!". Everyone at the
gym is looking at us at this point. I say to her "no im going to stay right here, if you don't like it go
use another machine".
Bitch then carries on with her exercise, when she sees that I wont budge, she moves to another
machine.
What the fuck is wrong with all the entitled fucking princesses everywhere I go. Its like I constantly
run into them. I dont hit on them, or do anything. Its always the fucking average or below average
girls too. Fucking fatties and plain Janes. Ffs man.
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Someone help me, please. My life is spiraling and I’m losing the
battle.
372 upvotes | December 25, 2019 | by Conway2709 | Link | Reddit Link

This is the only place where I can get no bullshit advice with more substance than the typical “it gets
better” word vomit that you find in all other subreddits.
I’m fucking struggling right now guys. My life has been a persistent fuck up with some good times in
between that inevitably come to an end and I’m back at square one with nothing and nobody.
I’m 25, turn 26 in January. I’ve just filed bankruptcy in December (could fuck me financially for 10
or more years) and I make significantly less money than I ever have in a start-up role that will
hopefully land me an apprenticeship with the same company in a union pipe-fitting position. I’ve lost
my car, my possessions, all assets, either in the bankruptcy or selling them to stay afloat.
Everything’s gone.
I have no friends as they all have moved on without me to have their own family and create their life.
They all have careers and hobbies and families and they enjoy their life. I don’t even come around
because I’m fucking ashamed of myself and where I am in life right now.
My love life is basically non-existent. I don’t even bother with spinning plates anymore because it
brings me literally no joy at all. I feel miserable around them because I know they’re not good people
on the inside. My quality of women is so low that I’ve stopped bothering. They’re not fat and busted,
their just pieces of shit humans.
I found this subreddit after being cheated on by a chick who I really fucking loved and cared about.
Who I thought wasn’t a fucking piece of shit human and who actually cared about me. I saw the red
flags toward the end of everything, but I couldn’t put my finger on it. So I sat back and watched it
play out and distanced myself. She couldn’t even be honest with me about what she’d done. Only
afterwards was I able to connect the dots and see that she’d cheated with her ex who allegedly treated
her terribly and gotten pregnant - leaving her with no choice but to basically ghost me to not own up
to her bullshit. It’s been over a year and I’m sure she has her own little family and has long forgotten
about me. I’d be lying if I said I didn’t think about her every day. It’s like I can’t accept what has
happened or who she really is. My brain is playing tricks on me.
I don’t know what to do from here. How to make friends again, how to surround myself with good
people, how to find a good woman or even start spinning plates again. I haven’t worked out at all,
can’t find the motivation to keep going. I spend my days and nights alone and barely talk to anyone at
all anymore. Every day is the same and I fall further into this hole of depression.
I look at other people my age living it up & having fun. Having children and getting married.
Spending time with their family and friends. Going on hikes and doing fun shit. Adventures and trips.
Here I am, home alone on Christmas & watching my life fall apart more and more. I don’t even know
how to love another person, I don’t even love me anymore. I’m fucking broken and I don’t think
there’s a way to come back from this and turn this around now.
I don’t want to die but suicide has been heavy on my mind for the past few weeks.
I’m fucking drowning.
If you read this, thank you.
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TRP Transformed My Entire Life
369 upvotes | September 28, 2018 | by JerryLawlerPigFace | Link | Reddit Link

I’m not one to follow the crowd. I am 25 years old, have never had a sip of alcohol. I was the only
person in my high school graduating class to go farther than 2 hours away to college. (I went 22) I
live my life different than most people my age.
But with that being said, I also didn’t do a lot of things people my age did either, in a negative sense.
I plan on making a full post on this one day, but let me illustrate to you what TRP has given to me.
Before I found TRP:

virgin (failed attempts at sex due to ED)
addicted to pornography with porn induced erectile dysfunction
blue pilled Disney faggot that was highly prone to ONEitis for the first girl that showed interest
in me.
unemployed
suffering from depression and an extremely severe form of anxiety called
Depersonalization/Derealization (the cause of my unemployment)
no license
no car
Skinny fat due to weight lifting injuries

After TRP:

I am the manager of a gym
Certified Personal Trainer
Blocked and ghosted my biggest ONEitis
I got my license
I got a new car
I have overcome my severe pornography addiction, with only jerking off 12 times in the past
285 days.
I lost my virginity (with a fully hard D)
Began meditation as a habit and completely recovered from depression and
depersonalization/derealization
I upped my wardrobe, styled my hair, improved my teeth, and drastically improved my
physique.
I have read 25+ books since January 1st

I would consider myself a loner. But the ban on TRP has me borderline feeling like grabbing a
pitchfork and flame. I feel like this is one of few things where I am comfortable in being apart of it.
The fact that reddit went out of its way to take this away, and try to stifle men from waking up from
the blue pilled dream is disgusting.
I don’t know about you, but I personally feel like contributing to something bigger and better than
ever before. As Andrew Carnegie once said:
“Take away my people, but leave my factories and grass will grow on the factory floors...take away
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my factories but leave my people and soon will will have a new and better factory”
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I recently signed up as a sugar daddy, I learnt some things.
360 upvotes | October 20, 2019 | by mickenrorty | Link | Reddit Link

"I had found the uber of sex at cut price discounts... seeking arrangements is the ultimate plausible
deniability... the perfect loophole to unlock the majority of women to prostitution".
Before I describe things of note that I learnt... a quick summary of my circumstances in life.
I'm 33, divorced, I have a 2.5 yo son with primary custody of 4 days/4 nights per week, I'm very
successful (so far anyway) at my career (Software engineer and tech stock trader), I've managed to
buy my own new luxury 2 bedroom apartment (In Sydney Australia) (Despite divorce) and I
own/drive my childhood dream car with the money I make.... I NEVER want to marry again and I'm
unlikely to commit to a long term relationship again... but those statements are stories for another
time.
I'm a good looking guy, most women I fuck tell me this... the older I get the better looking I've
become...weirdly... I'm lucky... I'm not trying to boast and I know how it sounds... I never got told I
was good looking until I started lifting and eating clean... I used to be skinny, pimply and pathetic... it
is what it is...... anyway......... After my divorce I fucked at least 30 women in the space of 12 months
on tinder,
And of those women, I briefly properly dated 2 of them, both were extremely beautiful but the
problem was both (at some point) wanted to have their own families, one was 29 (Eurasian
filipino/Australia) and one was 26 Turkish. The Turkish girl was the type of women a man
should/could marry, she was extremely protective of her man, and extremely conservative with her
man, caring about my wellbeing ... shit she'd wake up early to do my house chores and fold my
clothes... I remained skeptical of her long term, but she was clearly an amazing women to have in
your life as an ally and to have a family, she was very friendly and accepting of my son... but she
wanted to have her own family and she wanted marriage.... as our fuckfest relationship matured this
became more and more apparent... her friend inviting her back to turkey for a wedding celebration
was the final straw....as she wanted me to come... as much as I knew she was beautiful and loyal and
relatively untainted by western feminism... I had to cut it off sharp. I told her If I hadn't already had a
son and hadn't already been married I know for a fact that I would have made a much wiser choice to
be with her... anyway I can't be in a proper relationship again, the risks are simply more than I can
afford to lose.
Now if you've ever been married or married/divorced... and you're a man... you will know that
marriage is a stressful risky thing... to put it politely... fraught with serious life threatening risks
statistically speaking... I wont go into the details but after the Turkish girl I realised I only wanted
NSA with women til the day I die, so I updated my tinder profile to: "Only looking for fun, and
swapped out one of my face picks for a gym abs pic at a peak abs moment." ... I reduced the
maximum age from 31 to 25.... which reduced my tinder hits considerably so I rewrote it to allow for
plausible deniability to: "Looking for a CoD Zombies co-op partner" which improved my ability to
get the under 25 demographic around for a drink and playstation before seducing them into becoming
my fuck toy for the remainder of the night.
But still I would only really be able to get 5's, 6's and 7's around on demand... I simply didn't have the
genes and/or photos to attract the truly beautiful women around reliably on demand... one evening
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once my son was put to bed I started browsing "Seeking Arrangements"......
Suddenly a smorgasbord of 8's/9's/10's in an seemingly endless supply around Sydney was presented
to me like a catalogue... almost every profile reading descriptions like "Only in it for non sexual
mentorship/arrangements aka nice dinners/holidays/events"...
Could these profiles be fake? I had to understand it all entirely....
My SA profile simple said "Seeking NSA", and I messaged a handful of these women, some women
messaged me... some as young as 18, but the average age around 22 years old... I told them my
situation honestly... and that I wanted NSA... every single one of them was completely fine to fuck
for money... or PPM . (Pay per meet) as they called it...
The epiphany moment had hit... they all have profiles that say they don't want a sexual relationship
but that was to both hide their true intentions in case someone they knew found them but also to
politely decline men they didnt want to fuck... I realised maybe 33% of our young women were
available as whores for the right 'arrangement'.
Some women would straight off the bat say their price, I would offer half. Sometimes they wouldnt
reply for a day, but they were always happy to take half price if it was a week night... on demand.
They would haggle I would remain firm they would happily oblige...
For the first time in my life I was able to fuck 9's and 10's for almost no effort for 2 hours worth of
after tax work... no effort at all... like watching porn but far more pleasurable.
I fucked an ex olympic russian gymnast, an 8 but her photos were a 9 and a 21yo mother of a 1yo
who doesnt know who the father is... a solid 9 who had signed up 24 hours after I signed up... who
charged me maybe 1/4 of the amount someone of her beauty could be charging... to this day the
hottest women I've ever fucked... and may have completely destroyed my minds inclination for pair
bonding forever.
It's been 2 weeks since I signed up, I'm doing a 5 day weights training regime atm, so my balls are
constantly needing to be drained... so both occasions have been out of the planet amazing... each time
ordering her over once my Son has gone to sleep... sharing a couple of glasses of wine and going well
over time to fuck and chat and listen to music... listening to their view of the world unfiltered by any
expectations...
Pure honest sex.
The one thing that I learnt scrolling through the endless sea of our next generation of girls selling
themselves covertly... was how transactional their minds were about the whole process... and how
indifferent their minds were to the transaction... sex was a bit of frivilous fun to them calculated not
just on money but on the quality and success of the man fucking them... it wasnt just that I was
paying them but that my body was that of a body builder and that my perception of success was that
of at least above the average man. Women are transactional with sex... it is men who are the
'romantics'.
The transaction wasn't as simple as money for sex of course even if it was a major factor... these
women still needed a certain type of seduction to open their legs (or mouth) and become my slutty
cum dumpster for an evening... whereas a traditional whore would have charged 4x the amount...
women on sugar daddy websites needed certain assurances if they were going to fuck, no-questions-
asked, and they were prepared to take 25% the market rate if the guy was clearly trustworthy free of
the more darker and questionable BDSM kinks that old school whores must generally cater to... at
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market rates no less....
It struck me however as I scrolled the infinite sea of women, that these women were just
cute/innocent friendly looking college or traveller girls looking to make some extra cash and extra
connections with some fun somewhere in between that. These were women who will certainly go on
to marry our young lads of today... and be mothers and naturally divorcees expecting their child
support money... it occurred to me that my ex wife was one of this type of women... another story for
another time.
I've fucked 2 of them so far, but I'll fuck a lot more with my fun money before I'm done as I learn to
seduce them with the whole "50 shades of grey 'just-this-once-plausible-deniability'" that they need to
become whores without anyone knowing including themselves.
I've decided I'm going to fuck one 8/9/10 a week for the rest of the year as a weekly reward for my
serious diet and training... as the relaxation of doing so is so superior that it lifts my mood so
considerably that the risks and concerns around it are far outweighed by benefits.
What a time to be alive.
I've said it often since my red pill graduation, but the cuter/innocent she looks the more of a whore to
our alpha/successful men she is... in fact she's specifically presenting herself that way to proudly and
happily be a mans whore...
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This girl sent me a fucking survey after we had sex
357 upvotes | July 17, 2020 | by skyrains | Link | Reddit Link

I fucked this chick 3 weeks ago and today she sent me a survey for me to rate her and my sexual
experience with her
She’s been trying to hook up with me after the one and only time we met but I’ve been busy with
other shit now she comes with this ssshit. I’m not putting my dick in crazy again.
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I have been Falsely accused of Rape and kicked out of
University
355 upvotes | September 9, 2019 | by Dhahill | Link | Reddit Link

Not sure how you guys can help me or what advice you can give me. But I have just been accused of
raping a woman when I know for I fact I did not. The most we did is make out and I touched her
boobs, and for whatever reason she reports me 3 months later to the University claiming I had raped
her. I guess this post is mostly to vent to people who can see the reasons behind this and the bigger
picture. I am 19.
I'm in a terrible mood, I've had mental health issues for years and am thinking about hurting myself
and all other people. My life feels as if it has been taken away from me and all I am left with is anger
and hatred. I had just met a woman who I had a genuine connection with (call me blue pilled but
that's how I feel) and now I can't even speak to her. My friends, my rugby and basketball team and
my home have all been taken away.
I'm gonna contact my dads lawyer tomorrow and see what we can do. What do you guys think I
should do? The gym I use is at the University, I was making very good progress and it shows, I have
already started to get fat, I have great pain in my heart, what the fuck should I do??
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why does everyone here try to talk like a drill Sgt?
354 upvotes | July 1, 2019 | by BradyBrosef33 | Link | Reddit Link

literally everyone here reminds me of my Phase 1 training.
fuckface fag bitch weak shit gay faggot
why, when someone asks for advice where they have done something wrong or are wondering what
they did wrong do they get responses like something out of full metal jacket?
"YOU WERE A BETA MAGGOT COCK SUCKER! GO LIFT AND SUCK DADDYS DICK FOR
ALL THAT SPERM PROTEIN FUCKFACE"
we're all here for the same thing, stop acting like you're better than everyone and help each other.
Some of these replies are just incels trying to be edgy and not actually addressing anything in peoples
posts
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My mom had a sudden jump in her SMV, and just recently
she's been cooking a divorce after 26 years of marriage. I hate
her guts for it and I don't know how to deal with the situation.
352 upvotes | April 25, 2021 | by cuztrp | Link | Reddit Link

The title describes it all. My mom didn't marry my father for his riches or good looks or whatever. It
was a traditional pre-arranged marriage but they weren't forced into it. They were basically put
together and if they liked each other enough, their parents (my grandparents) would allow their
marriage (she declined 3 dudes before my father). They were engaged for approximately 2 years and
then they married and started a family and I came to the world.
She's been a very good and supportive mother in my entire life (she had her fuckups, so did my
father, but nothing too traumatizing or grave). She didn't finish high school, so she stayed at home
and took care of us and my father literally sweated his life away to provide for us. It's been like this
until a few years ago when her sister (my aunt) started a business and needed a hand. My mom
helped her for a hefty salary, and just by commuting to work everyday, she lost a lot of weight and
completely transformed.
Well, now she's talking about "lIViNG hER LiFe" and that "sHe HaS aLrEaDy gIvEn eNoUgH"...
But what about my fucking father? He's hitting 50 this year and he's been working his ass off his
entire thirties and forties to help us survive and this is what he gets?
The man is obviously devastated. My mother is not backing down either. We had a fight and told her
that she's making a big fucking mistake that I'll never forgive her for... But it's making my blood boil
how women can be so fucking quick and callous in dating upwards like what the actual fuck guys.
I honestly don't know how to react or say. I'm feeling really overwhelmed and it's really sad to have
TRP hit you so hard in a situation like this.
Edit: first of all, thank you all for the love and support you showed. Usually you guys shit on people
asking stuff but this time you came through, so thank you all for this.
My dad is emotionally devastated, but we've talked about the matter and he's handling it like an adult.
It's not like he's trying to change her mind or chasing after her. She told him she's getting a divorce
soon, he asked why, she said the above, and he was like, "Okay, do what you want," and stayed quiet
but I can tell he's hurting. He said he feels like he's being stabbed in the heart and didn't see this one
coming, but he's overall glad that he provided for me and my 2 sisters and doesn't regret it. I told him
that I'm pissed at her and everything, and he advised to not completely shut her off from my life
because she's still my mother and I should respect her...etc.
He's a bad cook so my sisters and I will take care of him from now on, and he's got a daddy belly
going on I'm gonna help him solve it by putting him on keto and multivitamins. You recommended
that I get him back in shape, but he's already in shape. He lifts a lot of heavy shit in his work and he
walks a lot, the only problem is his overweighed belly and I know from a nutrition perspective it's
just he got fats stuck in his intestines because of so much sugar, and they can easily be cleansed by
stopping eating carbs and sugar. I'm gonna start finding time to take care of him and get him back
into a stud.
I'm gonna talk to mom and ask her to not touch his fucking money or his retirement money and
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basically severe all financial ties to him or else I'll go nuclear and threaten to not invite her to my
wedding in the future and let her see my kids....etc etc. I don't give a fuck what my sisters do, that's
what I will do in support of him and I really wish he spends all his money on getting things he wants.
Fun fact: he owns the land and the house built on it and he makes double the money she does.
I don't know whether she found someone richer or with a bigger dick (I can tell you my father's isn't
that short either judging from the size of mine lol) but whatever the fuck she's in the making, I just
wish her the best and my soon-to-be stepdad can go fuck himself upside down and sideways.
My father has a lot of productive hobbies, his favourite is fixing broken stuff. He made good money
off of it on the side, and he likes to jog and learn languages and whatnot. He's thinking about finally
retiring next year and finding time for himself to do shit he postponed for a long time which I fully
support.
I'm still pissed typing this, but it is what it is. Thank you all again, and I wish you never experience
what I just did.
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What did you do to fix this posture?
352 upvotes | January 17, 2019 | by wellhellothere45 | Link | Reddit Link

https://imgur.com/a/TKw9Xm2
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My girlfriend has cancer and will likely die in the next half
year.
349 upvotes | November 28, 2016 | by gfhascancer | Link | Reddit Link

I've been around here on another account for just over 2 years and firstly I'd like to offer some thanks
to you all for helping me in that time.
This time I'm here asking for something different and I'd rather not associate my main with this. After
a while of implementing TRP into my life and spinning plates etc I met my current girlfriend. She's
good for me and she has actively improved my quality of life unlike any other girl I've met. We've
travelled around Europe together and are currently sharing a flat.
A month ago she felt a lump in her breast and went to the doctors about it. Cancer, terminal.
I'm here to ask you what can I do to help her and how am I supposed to deal with the emotional
aftermath when the time comes? I'm shaking because this isn't supposed to happen to the good ones.
This question may be unconventional for this place, but you guys have helped me a lot in life and I'd
like your input.
Thanks.
EDIT: Just arrived at work, will read all replies in 7 hours or if I take a break. Thank you guys.
EDIT 2: Just got off work and I will be reading and replying to comments, got a lot of support here
and I thank you guys again.
FINAL EDIT: I'd like to thank each and everyone of you wonderful people that offered advice and
solace in the last day, it means a shit tonne and you have opened my eyes to lots of different things I
could be doing right now.
Me and my girlfriend are gonna be doing whatever the fuck we please for a little while, might sound
stupid but neither of us have really smoked much weed, so me and her are gonna get blitzed out of
our minds this weekend, and if we enjoy it, smoking weed may become a regular thing. We have a
big trip booked to Florence coming real soon.
For me though, I've reorganised my schedule a little in order to spend less time on shit thats not
important right now. When times start getting tough and the end is in sight, I'm getting a private
therapist, someone who I can vent to face to face weekly and run through all the emotions and mental
breakdowns I need to. Some me time is definitely important here and there so when she goes to see
family/friends I'll go hang out with my bros, they've been there for me before and theyre there this
time.
TRP you have helped me significantly over the years and during my time of major crisis you have
pulled through for me yet again.
Fucking love this community.
CHRISTMAS EVE EDIT: Hello. I've been coming back to this post every few days and I must say the
responses I have seen are incredible and I am so touched by it all. It's Christmas time right now and I
will be spending Christmas Day with my own family and she will be spending its with hers.
The advice I have gotten from this post has helped me lots and I am still the same man I was before,
nothing has changed besides the fact am I a little more comforting and I watch the odd shitty poor
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quality chick flicks with her.
The trip we planned is coming soon and I can't wait, it's gonna be great. She still seems healthy for
the most part, a little weaker but healthy.
This will be the last time I respond to anything in this post, as I believe that it has run its course and I
think that it's time to moe forward. I will post on the main subreddit if/when the worst happens.
Thank you.
BLUE PILL EDIT: I've been getting quite a few messages from some blue pill fags, shut the fuck up
I don't want anything to do with you go the fuck away.
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What the fuck is wrong with girls and social media?
345 upvotes | June 5, 2019 | by AuberyBitoni | Link | Reddit Link

In my early 20's and out of all the girls I've met, atleast 95% is addicted to social media.
brb, flirting a girl and asking for her number. 'Message me on Instagram' -> No thanks Jeff.
brb, ugly whales at work showing off their Tinder matches. 2/10 fat chick has 100+ guys messaging
her
brb, at an event and girls are all glued to their phones, filming theirselves instead of enjoying the
moment
brb, want to approach a girl but she's on her phone and has earpods in
brb, you're considered a weirdo if you don't have social media
brb, trying out Tinder, almost every girl has her Instagram linked 'Not on Tinder much, follow me on
IG'
brb, getting close to a girl only to realize she has 3k followers, thousands of orbiters and bikini pics
everywhere

YES, this is a rant. Why the fuck is it so hard to meet a girl who isn't addicted to social media? Every
6/10+ who I've met has Insta/Twitter/Snapchat/etc, ... I WILL NEVER date an Instagram slut
anymore. Dating one is just asking for trouble.
How do you guys cope with the social media sluts and disgust that comes along with it?
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How can i stop my compulsion of asking stupid question on this
subreddit?
339 upvotes | October 30, 2019 | by AlphaBinomialDistrib | Link | Reddit Link

Like how do i stop getting advice from blue pilled dudes?
What does it means when i walk by girls and i notice that their toes and shoulders are pointed towards
me, but they are acting distracted by having conversations with their friends?
How do i increase my dick size from 8 to 10 inches?
Should i fuck fat girls?
Is ok to be seen in public with a 5 even though i'm a 7 and will it lower my smv?
What does it mean when guys check me out and girls don't?
How do i stop getting hit on by gay guys?
Do people really believe in how many sexual partners a girl has?
Is it ok be to be friends with girls?
Should i fuck this girl who i haven't even talked to yet and doesn't acknowledge that i exist? i know
she wants me.
Should i ask out the girl out who made my coffee this morning at starbucks and smiles a second
longer than usual to me compared to the other customers?
should i plate my co-worker? then should i plate my boss?
Should i plate my ex?
Should i plate my ex's ex? As a power move to show dominance?
Is saying thank you and having manners beta?
I gave my friend ten dollars and he didn't pay me back, should i next him?
Should i pass on this girl who when i asked her how her day was going, she just gave me a one-word
reply?
How come after i did a burn out set of bicep curls on my first day at the gym, men are suddenly more
intimidated of me at the gym?
Why do i have to read the sidebar and ignore the search bar when i keep asking the same fucking
question over and over again?
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My date asked what is my age and I responded with "Old
enough to fuck".
338 upvotes | February 14, 2019 | by Hacides | Link | Reddit Link

She got repulsed, disgusted and said yuck. A tantrum followed afterwards so I just left her without
saying a word and went home.
Tell me what happened and what I could have done better next time.
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Well apparently the worlds largest cuckold checking in.
337 upvotes | July 23, 2015 | by badbfriend | Link | Reddit Link

Yeah, its me. The "bitch", "faggot", "cuckold" and several other colorful names that many of you
have p.m. me since my last update in r/relationships.
I guess somehow my story resonated with you guys as I have been sent this link about 190 times.
https://www.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/3e64iy/remember_the_guy_who_dumped_his_fianc
e_because/
Look I had no idea what the hell the red pill is or was but honestly some of the vile stuff spewed my
way since my post from some of you is unbelievable.
I'm fair game. I get it, I put the post out there and I have thick enough skin to not get offended by
ideas or words. Hell some of the stuff you guys have said privately to me and a few that made to the
main relationship thread made sense to me and I get why some of you guys were upset.
But telling me that you hope my g/f is raped again while I have to watch is not okay. Now those
people may or may not have been members of this community but they sure as hell sent me the links.
Like I said, call me whatever you want but seriously is advocating the rape of a woman what you
guys stand for? I sure as hell hope not.
Reading some of the articles on the sidebar of your main page has provided me some decent info. I
can't say I agree with everything but I certainly think I could benefit from looking at things from a
different point of view.
So here is the question part of my post for you.
How do I take back control of my part in her life? I will freely admit that I fucked up big time when
this all went down. I felt helpless and hopeless and all I wanted to do was help her and do what it was
everybody was telling me to do.
It was a mistake. I should have been more assertive and taken a firm lead in helping her through this.
I abdicated my spot as the man in her life even though I thought I was doing the right thing by her.
Please spare me the "dump the bitch" or "lose the hoe" posts. This is my choice and I'm right now
choosing to take back what was my place in her life. If it blows up in my face then its on me, I am
going into this with my eyes wide open.
P.S. Also since I know that one of the things that sticks in everyone's craw is the cheating (believe me
I hate it as well) I can say this. There is a new development on that front. I am going with her again to
her therapist on Friday for more info. I'll just say it now. If it was ongoing or more than one, I'm out.
No questions asked. I don't give two shits what either sister has to say about it.
Bash away.
Edit: Guys I have been reading and watching video's for hours now. I would like to express to
/u/OmLala gratitude for directing me to his article about defeating the enemy mindset. I shared with
him why that really hit me hard and this was well before she was attacked.
As to hiding the fact that I was here because they will know it due to my history, I don't really care.
From what I've read and seen the reality is that the vast majority of what this is about is self
improvement. Sure there is some "women are the enemy" vibes I get, but I honestly think at the core
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this is about being a better man.
I've really seen some grievous errors I've made in the aftermath of this. I've just got some thinking I
need to do.
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To the person who just asked what he can do to improve his
face - here is my answer. Someone made fun of you and you
deleted the topic before I finished the response.
334 upvotes | August 6, 2015 | by raredare359 | Link | Reddit Link

Some dude nicely asked for suggestions on how to improve his face. I guess that sounds strange to
the average person but I understood what he was trying to say. Some asshole spent more time shitting
on him than contributing anything of substance, which caused OP to delete the topic and lowered his
low self esteem even further. I understand anything goes in this Subreddit, which I agree with,
however - I think that topic could have been a good opportunity for me to not only HELP him but to
also help other people who might otherwise think they're ugly to reconsider that assumption. Just
because the vast majority of the female population ignores you doesn't mean your DOOMED to
ugliness, it just means you have work to do.

So on that note, here is a screenshot of the original post: (http://i.imgur.com/0lRIKxH.png)
Here are the pictures he provided. (Sorry OP, this is a learning opportunity for the forum as
well as yourself): Picture 1 | Picture 2| Picture 3.

Here is the response that I spent way too much time typing.
25 year old gay male here. You painted a horror story in the description but you're not that bad. Nice
eyes, fullish lips, 5'10, no overly bad facial features, and the dark hair/dark eye combo is generally
well received. We can work with this. Your issue isn't your face, rather - it's everything else.

First things first: Your hair looks really greasy. I don't know why - are you using hair product?
If so, get rid of it and get a new one because it's not working. I suggest one (or both) of the
following: American Crew Molding Clay or American Crew Forming Cream.
I've tried at least 10 different hair products and this is by far my favorite brand and I have been
using it for at least 3 years now. I'm picky as fuck too. These products will give you a styled
look without looking like you're trying to style your hair...which is good, because if you're
making it too obvious you're trying to look good then it ends up having the opposite effect.
Don't put too much product in because you need less than you think. Your hair won't look
greasy with this stuff. The Molding Clay is high hold and medium shine, while the forming
cream is medium hold with shine. The level of shine on BOTH products (but ESPECIALLY
the forming cream) is dependent on how wet your hair is prior to applying the product. If you
have slightly damp hair while doing so, your hair will have that "sexy just woke up from bed
look" without actually looking like you just woke up. The wetter your hair, the stronger the
"shine" will be. Once you get the hang of applying the product, you can make your hair look
WET (yet with a strong hold) rather than "shiny".
Wet hair looks good because it often darkens the color and it will make a big difference when
you combine that with your tan skin and dark eyes. It can literally take you from being a kid
with dark features to being "exotic looking". If what I am saying sounds like another language,
just accept it as truth because I know what I'm talking about. Keep playing around with this and
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find the "perfect amount" because it makes a big, big difference.
If you're not wearing hair product then you need to wash it. Wash it about two or three times a
week but don't overdue it because I can tell from looking at your skin that you're prone to dry
scalp and dandruff will show very easily with your hair color. I've never dealt with dandruff but
I heard Head and Shoulders works really well.
If washing it doesn't fix the problem then it's obviously just your natural hair. Which brings me
to my next suggestion:
Regardless of whether or not it was hair product or grease, I recommend cutting your hair
shorter. You have what I call "straw hair", which can only be described as being similar to the
texture of straw. By going just a little bit shorter it will look much, much better. HOWEVER -
if you're able to get rid of the greasy look while still maintaing a straw texture then keeping it
the same length can look good if you style it differently.
Based on what your hair looks like now, I think some sort of variation of the style below isn't
too much of a stretch and would look good: Here.
I'm unable to pick up your vibe and I have no idea who you are though so hairstyles are tricky
because they can be awkward if they don't match your personality. I feel like a style like this
gives off a clean, confident vibe.
I recommend speaking to a hair stylist because they generally make recommendations based on
the total package....and if I had to recommend further, go to a gay male stylist. Men are visual.
There is a reason the best stylist in the world are often Men and it has nothing to do with the
"Patriarchy". A gay guy will know what works, what doesn't, and what would look good on
you. To be totally honest, a female hairstylist won't give a fuck and will say whatever. A gay
guy will make it his personal mission to maximize your sex appeal if you ask him to.
(Ironically...that is what I'm trying to do right now.)
Another big issue is your skin texture but I think it can easily be corrected. I'm going to give
you a very easy skin routine to try out and I believe it will make a HUGE difference over the
course of a few days. Not even exaggerating, you'll see a big difference 10 minutes after doing
it.
Get this Toner: Neutrogena Pore Refining Toner, Alpha and Beta Hydroxy Formula.
Splash a tiny amount in your hand and rub it on your face every morning or every night,
whatever you prefer. It is going to dry the FUCK out of your skin and minimize the size of your
pores...immediately giving you smoother skin. It's also going to strip away any oil build up -
which is great for people who get blackheads on their nose....and you, sir, are definitely prone
to oil build up.
You WILL feel your skin as being very dry and tight after doing that so it's important to follow
up with some Aloe Vera. The product I use (and recommend) is this: Earth's Daughter Aloe
Vera Gel for Skin and Hair.
Apply that right after the toner and it's going to restore the "normal" feeling to your face while
also moistourizing it, which is important because skin that is too dry can respond negatively
after using the Toner (your face will go overkill on producing oils to restore the balance which
will then cause you to break out). The aloe vera goes on like water and you won't feel like
you're wearing lotion. It's also completely natural and doesn't block your skin. It is truly the
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most perfect skin product.
This is going to come off as really gay but hear me out on this because your skin is in desperate
need of being exfoliated - which removes dead skin cells, promotes an even skin tone, and
helps to smooth everything out. It makes a BIG difference. These are the only gloves I could
find that come in semi masculine colors but they're cheap, quick and make a very VISIBLE
difference. Just put them on and scrub your face. Earth Therapeutics Hydro Exfoliating Gloves.
I have no idea what your teeth look like but something tells me they're not pearly white. Get
Crest White Strips or get them whitened at a dentist. Very clean, white looking teeth make a
huge difference and are one of the first things people notice.
Fixing your greasy hair and uneven skin tone will make a bigger difference than you can
possibly comprehend. Combining that with shorter hair or another hairstyle that looks good yet
accurately reflects your personality can easily bump you from your current rating of 4/10 to at
least a 5/10. If you get rid of that shirt and purchase a more appealing wardrobe and
subsequently develop a more confident persona because of your improved appearance, you
could reach a 6. If you bulk up and add some weight, you could even hit a 7. 5'10, dresses nice,
clean & sharp haircut, nice skin, with an average to lean body can make a sizable difference in
your sexual market value. You will go from being IGNORED to having options...especially if
you continue mastering the Red Pill.
You're not ugly...you're just not utilizing your features properly.
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Why Do So Many Average Women Have Such a Comically
Overvalued Sense of Ego?
333 upvotes | October 31, 2020 | by OttoVonBismark71 | Link | Reddit Link

I fully understand why a Victoria's Secret model feels like she's a stunner. Not only does she have
hordes of men at her feet, she's on the cover of magazines, stars at events, etc. Even if she was an
egotist and narcissist I wouldn't really blame her...she's only human.
But why do these girls who are 5s (maybe 6s) think they are models? I've been caught off guard about
this now on many occasions, where I will be talking to a very average girl (who I'm probably only out
with because I feel a bit bad about being too judgmental) and she acts like she's is a queen. Why is it
always the 4s to 6s. These girls genuinely see themselves as models, and even a hint of an attack on
their ego completely wounds them. What is even going on inside these girls heads? I once had a 5 tell
me I was lucky we were hanging out because she was "so hot" and she believed it to her core. I felt it
necessary to excuse myself, but I was mystified.
Is this the result of massive simping? Feminism pushing girls egos up? And more importantly, how
do you guys use female narcissism to your advantage?
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It would never happen to me. She's special. And I'm wrong.
331 upvotes | October 18, 2019 | by 3vil007 | Link | Reddit Link

My LTR cheated on me. I found out this morning. She's packing her stuff right now.
I've read trp for a long time. I agree with a lot of things, and disagree with some of the woman hating.
I read a lot of post about their special snowflake cheated. I never thought it'll happen to me. She was
special, she say all the right things, she loves me.
Now I'm totally destroyed. It hurts. A lot. Ive bought a ring even. Was ready to propose.
I don't have any great insight. I don't even know why I'm posting this.
I just want to get this off so I'll be ok again.
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What are some good chores for plates?
331 upvotes | February 17, 2021 | by TheIGKing | Link | Reddit Link

Next week one of my plates is willingly “housesitting”my apartment and watching my dog as I’m
traveling for the entire week. I told her she can drink all the alcohol she wants in return.
Another one of my plates brings me alcohol every time she comes to visit, thus creating a self
sustaining economy.
What are some other good chores/tasks that can be completed by eager plates?
Grocery shopping comes to mind, but ever since covid I’ve been getting groceries delivered.
House cleaning/cooking is another obvious one.
What are some things you make your plates do that save you time and money?

Edit (3/11/2021): I always like checking top posts, so I’ll give everyone seeing this thread at the top
an update. I came back from my trip and my apartment was spotless and my dog was doing great. She
didn’t drink any of my booze, in fact she restocked some of my groceries. Incredible. Blew her back
out and then she left. I then called over another plate to end the night. 10/10 recommend. Start
utilizing your plates to make your life easier.
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I understand about doing Push/Pull with women. But whens
the right time to do Legs?
330 upvotes | July 11, 2017 | by Forgot_Pword | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/6mnuui/i_understand_about_doing_pushpull_with_women_but/
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LTR of 4yrs who had a dozen green flags left me for a guy at
her work and I am unsure of how to feel.
328 upvotes | March 30, 2019 | by 321cmecum | Link | Reddit Link

We are both 24. We lived together for 1 year and have been fucking 4-5 times a week. She had no
orbiters I knew of, good friends from work (professional office environment) and no IG or selfies.
Like literally none.
I earn about 73k a year, her about 45k. Nothing at all ever made me question her behavior when I was
not around.
Both lift, both cook together and eat well, she was great with money and always treated me good and
spoiled me randomly especially on birthdays. We often spent time apart through the week to be on
our own, which was great.
Up until 2 days ago everything, like everything was great. And to be honest I felt genuine care and
you'd call it love (in flickering areas) towards her. When I was sick with an auto immune disease in
hospital for 6 days she visited every day and stayed with me as I was getting my shit fucked up.
Solid 8/10 and didn't smoke or drink and rarely shit tested me.
I don't know.
What the fuck this is why I can't trust or open up to people. I don't get it.
She told me with an absolute STRAIGHT FACE when I got home from work 2 days ago "I met
someone from work and I am leaving you, I will be out of here in 3 days time I am sorry" and then
hugged me, which I accepted because I was in shock and then pulled away and said to her "You can
sleep on the sofa. Also delete my number and begin packing your stuff up, I'll help to speed things
up".
And she said in a calm tone "Ok cool".
Ok cool. 4 years for nothing cool thanks.
ZERO WARNING FROM ANY OF HER ACTIONS.
Depressed as fuck and can't explain it. Not gonna lie I am drinking pretty heavily too. People are
fucking weird.
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Deployed to Middle East, fiancee cheated on me
327 upvotes | February 5, 2020 | by jarthan | Link | Reddit Link

Hard nexted almost immediately, all i need to do is worry about my stuff in our apartment. I set
myself up for failure and that's the only reason it came to this. It really fucking stings now but I'm
setting myself up for success from here on out. I've been red pill aware for our whole relationship, but
I thought I was making things work just for her. Couple of lessons well learned.

Don't fuck with BPD1.
If you even have the slightest feeling that she's moving on...shes already moved on2.
Lift3.
TRP is more true than I ever thought possible4.

I'm coming home with more money and in better shape than I've ever been in my life. Let's fucking
go
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Just seeking adive if i'm doing right - Took the Red pill and
stopped being the nice husband since a month and here is what
happened
327 upvotes | March 11, 2021 | by asakk | Link | Reddit Link

Hi guys,

Why on earth did I just discovered the Red Pill? I searched for help but the answer didn't suit me,
because they all told me to listen my wife, reach her needs, be lovely and one day it'll fine.
I a nice guy and a good husband toward my wife tried to be more nicer and of course nothing worked.

It's soon a month I'm really thinking that it's the best thing that happened since years!

My wife is pregnant of our second child and feels sick, and all the time I'm around her she complains,

Fed up on this situation always listening to her
Fed up on taking care of everting and she still complained.
Fed up of her stubbornness
Fed up of no more affection and sex

What I do now is:
- Stopped being hesitant for example where to go, or what to eat for dinner
- Being the MAN by telling what we'll do - strangely never got a NO from her
- I'm still doing the the chores because she pregnant I'm not a jerk, but I stop seeking attention by
telling her" honey I cleaned the kitchen" or honey "I gave a bath to our son". I do my shit and that's
all
- Take care of my wife but no more affections, just the bare minimum
- Bought some dumbbells and started to do some workout at home.
- I'm letting my hair grow even if she doesn't like it - Told her seriously only once that I'm letting it
grow before I'm completely balding she strangely didn't disagree

And I have been offered sex twice in a month!!! Refused the first time but I was offered sex 2 days
later!

It's difficult to man up and to be the chief in charge of the family but I'm doing my best

I'm I doing right? Is there something that I need to do?
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LTR cheated. Need advice.
322 upvotes | July 29, 2019 | by fatbloop | Link | Reddit Link

Had a fight with LTR last night. She met some stranger off some app and went straight to his house.
So I've blocked her and I'm done with that. I've read the sidebar before. I'll read it again. I'm going to
focus on sky rocketing my SMV.
But I'm a mess. Give me any advice you can. Literally anything. Maybe it'll help me get through the
next few weeks without breaking.
Thanks boys.
Edit: Overwhelmed by the response. Thanks alot. Reading your comments has helped me out a bit.
Fyi this wasn't a troll.
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[Update] Girlfriend disrespects me in public
317 upvotes | September 9, 2016 | by peppercorn837921 | Link | Reddit Link

Original thread here:
https://www.reddit.com/r/asktrp/comments/4pzgnj/girlfriend_disrespects_me_in_public/
Just wanted to update everyone here that I did it. I didn't want to deal with any drama if I told her we
are done and that she should leave so I just waited until she had to visit her family a city away. And
then, I struck.
I dropped her off at the bus terminal and wished her a good trip. She didn't see it coming. She thought
she had it all in her hands. "Are you going to miss me?" she asked as I was driving her. "No, not
really." She laughed and gave me a playful nudge. Little did she know, I was dead serious.
As soon as I dropped her off, I made my way back home. I had already prepared the garbage bags
and quickly cleaned out my place of her belongings. I called her grandmother (her mother and her
grandmother don't talk and they live separately) and told her I would be dropping off her things. I told
her it just didn't work out. I drove over and unloaded it all with her grandfather's help. Her
grandfather gave me a handshake and said, "I'm sorry it didn't work out, buddy! You can come and
visit us any time!"
I blocked her on FB. Around 9pm, the calls began. A few "WTF?" texts and a voicemail saying,
"Hey, that's really nice of you. That's REALLY FUCKED UP!" to which I don't respond to.
The next morning, it hits her. We had a fight before she left because I didn't have any cash on me so I
gave her my debit card to buy weed with. She bought weed and then she went out by herself and got
shitfaced by the time I got home without even asking if she could. But the stupid bitch doesn't even
realize that it's not a particular fight that we had. She doesn't even fucking see or recognize that she is
essentially stealing from me and lying to me and fucking me over. I am the only one that works and
she doesn't give a fuck at all. Here's the voicemail:
https://a.pomf.cat/pifelh.m4a
Her family hates her because she's a selfish cunt. That's why her grandma/grandpa didn't tell her I
was dropping her shit off and that's why they told me I can visit them anytime. Shortly after she
realizes that her mom, sister or grandma are not going to let her stay, the barrage of texts begins.
"Why did you do this to me I cared so much about you" "If you loved me then why did you do this"
"That is really fucked up of you" "I miss you so much" She was so entitled and arrogant that she
honestly didn't think that treating me like shit would ever come back to bite her in the ass. She
thought it was my job to pay for her shit. Well, fuck her.
The next day, a few missed calls and a shitload of texts later, she leaves this voicemail:
https://a.pomf.cat/nvfaza.m4a
More texts about what a piece of shit I am for leaving her penniless. She actually fucking said that as
if it's my job to make sure that she is taken care of even after I kick her ass out. She texted me for a
few days more and then it was silent. I called her grandma to see how she was dealing and she said
she checked into a hospital and that she was staying at the homeless shelter.
Ha ha. Good riddance, cunt. She didn't love me. She didn't care about me. She used me as a means of
getting by to get high and be a generally shitty person. She wouldn't spit on me if I was on fire. She
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only cared about herself. I feel bad for the dude that ends up with these damaged goods.
Off to the gym. Peace.
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Why do a lot of the people in this community give terrible
advice?
316 upvotes | October 2, 2019 | by thegoldengoat19 | Link | Reddit Link

On multiple occasions, I see questions that deserve a solid response and all I see are people
commenting “you’re beta”. That doesn’t help any newbies whatsoever. They know their mindset is
beta and they’re trying to improve it. So if you’re going to comment, make sure it’s a comment with
constructive criticism and will actually deliver results.
On another hand, shoutout to the guys who actually take the time to write out amazing responses that
will 100% deliver results. I’ve learned lots from those responses and I’m sure other guys have as
well.
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Disrespectful date
312 upvotes | July 23, 2020 | by se_anz | Link | Reddit Link

So met girl off tinder bought food and provided some drinks at my place for the first date nothing
fancy but I spent spent a small amount of money on this which I don’t mind. Ended up fucking, good
first date. Second date at her place watching a movie. She asks me to go buy her food I reply no if
anything it’s her turn to buy me food in a half joking manner. After I said this she starts being glued
to her phone, I question her about this jokingly to get her off her phone. Doesn’t work then says she’s
going to get food with someone else and says “if you don’t get me what I want I’ll find someone who
will” I tell her I’m leaving to have some drinks with friends. These experiences are making me lose
hope in girls lmao but I think I handled it decently considering how mad I was when she said this
haha any input is appreciated.
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Are all girls aged 18 to 30 the fucking same or what?
311 upvotes | November 25, 2020 | by 1yuan | Link | Reddit Link

Short attention span, glued to their mobile phone, only topics of conversation are some trivial gossip /
shopping / some date they went on / something about travel / something about how life is hard for
them / being tired. "Ugh" face most of the time, little to no work ethic, boring as fuck, drinks often
with their 5-20 friends, act as though they are owed much more than they put in effort for.
I work with all women, including my boss, I'm a nurse, and every single day it is the same shit I see
and hear and it's making me very skeptical about what the future is going to be like with women
lmao.
These are highly educated professional women on upwards of 90k a year and yet it's as though they
are 15 and really dumb.
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[20M] Starting to see what you guys mean
310 upvotes | October 15, 2019 | by Zero_Gravvity | Link | Reddit Link

I went out on a date a couple weeks ago and it went well for the most part. Made out and had a lot of
fun. I know it isn’t a big deal for you guys but it’s been awhile since I kissed a girl. We took it back
to my apartment and since I’m pretty inexperienced I had no clue what to do. We were making out in
my bed and I tried pulling her pants down and she didn’t want that. So after 10 min of more making
out I tried fingering her and she pulled my hand away. Ok she doesn’t wanna fuck so I stopped. Later
when I asked her out for a 2nd date she says she doesn’t like how I touched on her and we should just
be friends.
Ngl I’ve had bad oneitis over her for awhile now, but recently I found out that there’s a video going
around of her and some frat boys. Lol. She didn’t like me escalating while on top of me in my bed but
she’s ok with getting rammed on camera? Why am I still holding on to this blue pill fantasy, someone
please snap me out of it. I can’t keep living my life like this
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Why Are Guys Unaware That Girls Want What Guys Want
308 upvotes | November 22, 2020 | by applesarecool17 | Link | Reddit Link

So my fat and lazy friend was complaining to me about being a Virgin. And I told him that girl right
there wants to bang you and pointed at her. The girl smiled.
He said “but she’s fat”. I said “dude your fat, if you want a skinny girl you have to be skinny.” He
gave me that incredulous look people give you when they know your right but they don’t wanna deal
with thinking of that. Type look.
So my question is why do so many guys not realize if you want a 10 you have to be a 10?
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Went out with my female co-worker and 5 of her female
friends... EYE OPENING.
307 upvotes | August 25, 2019 | by AuberyBitoni | Link | Reddit Link

What I'm gonna write down is obvious but for me it was eye opening. I went out as the only guy
with 6 girls last night. Normally I only go out with male friends, I don't have any female friends
because I'm not interested in that so this was new for me. Wanted to bring some friends but they
didn't feel like going out, so I went solo.
The evening started off fun, we were dancing, having drinks, etc... My co-worker had one friend, she
was gorgeous, easily an 8/10 in my eyes. I had fucked her once before and she was eye fucking me
the whole time, so I make a move and we're making out.
The whole time I saw dudes looking at us, like damn hyena's. I didn't really care but it felt fucking
weird. Made me realize how fucking easy it is for girls to pull a guy. By whole the night, our group
got approached by 20-30 different guys, and I'm not even exaggerating.
As the night progressed, the problems started happening. The girls were getting drunk as hell, so were
the dudes around us. Almost got into a fight with some guy because he said I stole his girl, which
wasn't true, he was just being a creep. So many shit tests, I can't even count it anymore. Co-worker
started asking why I thought she was ugly because I didn't want to make out with her. I felt like a
fucking babysitter, they started twerking, kissing each other and the girl who I made out with before
made out with ALL of her 5 friends and one other girl at the club. Was thinking of isolating her and
fucking in the girl in my car, but she was too fucked up, so I left it at that. She tried approaching me a
few times later but I rejected her, don't know why but I was almost losing frame, I had never seen
slutty behavior like this first person and was getting into a bad mood.
At first I thought, who cares if they act like sluts and all kiss each other, I'll just join in and have some
fun. But I don't know why. I was getting disgusted by these females and their slutty behavior. So I
end up talking to other people and abandoning them. Called it a night and drove home. I will never
date a club girl, let alone go clubbin' with a future LTR. I don't get how guys can let their girls go
clubbin' solo with their slutty friends.
Anyone else went out solo with females? Was it an eye opening experience too? What
happened? Any stories?
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Why do women get to live like losers and no one calls them out
on it?
302 upvotes | March 13, 2021 | by dotfromthemud | Link | Reddit Link

Every girl I know has a similar lifestyle. Literally every one. And I’m not one to really give a shit
how strangers decide to live their lives, but I have noticed that men get called out for being losers all
the time, while women almost never do.
When men spend their days sitting around, not exercising, playing video games, eating trash food,
watching porn, working a low-skill job, etc, they’re called every name in the book.
But when girls spend 10 hours a day browsing pictures of boys on Instagram, eating junk food, eating
fast food, don’t know how to cook, don’t know how to do laundry, have no hobbies outside of
shopping, have an easy ass job that was handed to them because they’re a woman, no one ever says
anything about this... in fact, they’re frequently referred to as queens.
And if you do say anything, you’re called an incel...
Why the double standard?
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I did it- i kicked that bitch to the curb
301 upvotes | January 20, 2021 | by Short_Fly_10 | Link | Reddit Link

So the moral of this story is always trust your gut.
My ltr was over last night and we had been chatting and having a normal date with some food. We
got into a jokey conversation about texting and i said ‘you’re always online when i click to message
you’. She laughed and threw the same back at me. I said ‘i’m checking in with my bros but god
knows who you are speaking to’. She looked uncomfortable and i said ‘that look said it all’ but still
playful.
She said just my work buddies usually. I asked ‘oh thats right you’re in a group?’ .. she said in a
group and all sorts of chat’ -
I said that the last few weeks every time i go on to message shes online so i said jokingly ‘ its better
to be honest if you’re texting guys you know’ and then she said ‘well i’ve been chatting a lot with
Bob’ this is the coworker she told me was good looking and clearly fancies.
I got more serious ‘just about work stuff?’..
‘No i’m helping him with his dating life too’
I was tempted to ask to see her phone but reconsidered.
I had heard enough. I said ‘ok, will you do something for me?’
‘Sure’
‘Go and get your stuff together. I’m done’
She sort of looked shocked but said ‘what do you mean?’
I said ‘get your stuff packed - you’re going home in 5 minutes and we’re done’
She asked was i serious. I said ‘look at me when i say this. Get your stuff together and when i drop
you home don’t contact me again’
She said ‘why? Whats the big deal?’
I said ‘ if was only a few weeks ago i’d set boundaries about texting other guys. Now you can do
what you want and its your life but you’ve decided that doing that is more important than this
relationship and my boundaries. I’m worth more than that’
A few other skirmishes took place and It took me around 30 minutes to get her on her way home. I
just said bye and drove off.
I’m feeling like shit and hurt as i had oneitis for this chick but theres a small part of me that feels
euphoric. I feel like i’ve stood up to my demons and i’m reminding myself that a) i’ve valued and
chosen myself and thats something i wont compromise with EVER. 2. She broke my rules and was
monkey branching so it would never have worked anyway.
Any thoughts?
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Why is the average girl so boring yet entitled. They literally do
no self improvement
301 upvotes | December 2, 2020 | by kingrob445 | Link | Reddit Link

I know girls in my school who want hot guys and complain when they don’t have the options they
want yet they do no self improvement. My ex for example all she literally does is eat and sleep and
scroll social media literally nothing productive she’s never ambitious or motivated and I never feel
dreaded cause I’m always improving and she’s always stagnant. Why are they so boring? I know
countless girls like this they put in the illusion they do shit but in reality they don’t.
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Girlfriend of 3+ years, DM'ing some dude. Told her to stop.
Immediately kept doing it ..on a week long trip right now.
300 upvotes | February 1, 2021 | by whocareswhatthenamei | Link | Reddit Link

Hey so I'm assuming this relationship is pretty much over since I told her this dude is flirting, she
knows he is flirting. And kept DM'ing. Last night her brother and I were watchi TV and whenever we
talked to her she'd be looking at her phone going "huh" and "what" while chatting this dude up.
First time she experienced this behavior and now she's trying to kiss my ass etc saying I love you
etc.ASD?
Claimed that she was going to video chat me to "ask" my permission to DM back but claimed it was
my fault for "falling asleep too early" yeah blame the dude for your shitty behavior.
Helped her brother move up 800 miles away and we're here for a week. Here for about 6 more days
thinking about peacefully chilling for the week and slowly plan exit.
Do you guys have any advice? Trying to stay calm but this is a lot of disrespect all at once that she
has never shown.

Edit: alright, I have more time to post and I'm alone right now.
More details: her car, we both went up to the brother's new place. Brother asked her who she was
texting as brother and I were watching tv last night that's when it came up. He took my side. We're up
here until Sunday. Tuesday now. I gotta quarantine with her and get a negative covid test before I can
move out and go back to my parent's place which I texted and worked it out with.
Her car, she got a zoom job interview for an awesome job tomorrow...and got her master's I lost my
job in the pandemic so I'm pretty pissed and going to work on myself during the time I'm single.
She doesn't know that I'm planning on leaving yet but I stopped bending over backwards to help her
out with shit so she picked up on it. Brother and I are still cool. Trying to play this so it does as little
financial impact to me as possible. After the disrespect I am no longer really sexually attracted to
her...so bang her out one last time isn't all that appealing right now.
I just wanted to thank you guys for being a voice of reason in this bullshit I got my dumbass self into.
Last time I let someone have "control" aka being somewhere where I don't have a way to exit on my
own terms.
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Broke it off with LTR, all my “friends” trying to fuck her not
even a week later
300 upvotes | April 10, 2019 | by Red-455 | Link | Reddit Link

Got bored so I told my LTR I wanted to “take a break”, she was upset but eventually agreed. She still.
Ones over regularly to fuck clean and leave. Low stress low effort. I’m fully expecting her to find
someone else and I’m okay with that.
Not even a week after we started telling people some of my friends are swooping in on her like
vultures on a dead body. Nothing enough for me to call out, but I’m not stupid and neither is she.
People are getting my Facebook just so they can find her and message her, flirtatious touching in
person, and trying to bury her in pity and attention. Trying to initiate conversation.
I don’t care who she fucks at this point but it’s really pissing me off, for some reason I feel a huge
amount of disrespect and a lack of loyalty. I’ve had several opportunities where I was APROACHED
by my friends for rebound sex and I denied them each time, because my friendship wasn’t worth
pussy. Am I being sensitive?
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What are some green flags on a woman?
300 upvotes | November 15, 2018 | by ASAP_IKER | Link | Reddit Link

To me these are some green flags:

Girlie
Doesn't need alcohol/drugs to have fun
Has hobbies
Good relationship with parents, especially dad
Takes care of her body
Respectful to service workers
Has her place/room clean and organized
Knows how to cook
Has goals
Knows how to flirt with you
Doesn't spend too much time on social media or binge-watching Netflix
Good sense of humor
Optimistic
Knows how to cope with emotions in a healthy way

I know the perfect woman doesn't exist, but if she has a combination of at least 4 of these green flags
I'd consider to upgrade her to a LTR. What are other green flags?
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Am I only meeting trash tier girls or are many 20 year old girls
social media addicts, drug dealer fucking, spending all day
watching Netflix, haven’t read a book since Biff and Chip in
Primary school, don’t care about self improvement or even
health, eating junk food all day
298 upvotes | January 19, 2021 | by 4poopsaday | Link | Reddit Link

My number count is high but it’s like 90% filled with girls like this. They all have body counts of
15+, take cocaine and ket at house parties, eat crisps and chocolate instead of dinner
I’m trying to figure out if this is my fault as I’m the only common denominator - am I attracting trash
girls or are there just so many of them?
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Is this forum filled with nerds pretending to be alpha?
298 upvotes | February 25, 2019 | by resnine | Link | Reddit Link

How do I know anyone here is who they claim to be. I keep having this feeling like everything on
here is bullshit. It's all just an emperor with no clothes on scenario.
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Help! About to have a breakdown.
296 upvotes | March 28, 2020 | by jackblack382 | Link | Reddit Link

Im a paramedic at a major hospital and is a primary covid testing center. This pandemic is wearing
me thin. At first I've delt with it quite well. I've been keeping my family and my LTR grounded as
there has been a lot of hysteria and they all are looking at me for guidance.
But this shit getting worse. 2 of my ER docs were just intubated. 2 of my friends tested positive. I've
seen the worst of this virus. Just now I cried outside the ER. I don't know how much longer I can hold
it together!! I'm trying to be strong for my family and LTR. Help!
Edit: don't know what I was looking for with this post. Just needed to vent to someone. I actually feel
better. Covid is no joke! Stay the fuck home!
Edit 2: Reading through all your comments I've been crying my eyes out. I needed to deflate! I've
been stoic throughout this ordeal and no one has seen my pain. But stoicism can take me so far. This
was very therapeutic for me. Crying "in front men" who I've never met, but i ironically trust. Thank
you for this. This pandemic is very real, I honestly feel at this point it about the survival of the fittest.
Stay healthy, don't smoke, and keep your distance. This is going to take months before it settles. I'm
going to continue to do what I do until this is over. Stay safe my friends!
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Anyones daily routine becoming completely shit because they
haven't been to the gym?
295 upvotes | April 1, 2020 | by Ireallydownknowhey | Link | Reddit Link

So my gym finally closed down due to the virus about a week ago.
I thought I would just workout at home like normal and continue my daily routines. Maybe it's
placebo or something but the amount of motivation I have working out in an actual gym vs at home is
atrocious.
At the gym I feel super amazing and motivated. Honestly this whole quarantine is making me realise
the gift that is being able to work out at a gym.
I'm now normally getting to sleep at about 3 - 4 am and feel extremely lethargic when I'm awake.
Anyone elses daily routine kinda falling apart because they haven't been to the gym?
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What's the beta habit you had the hardest time giving up?
295 upvotes | October 22, 2018 | by micronix_eu | Link | Reddit Link

For me, it was searching validation from people - especially women.
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When a woman say she was/is in an abusive relationship or
marriage, Abusive is a Code world for women.
294 upvotes | September 13, 2020 | by sibas05 | Link | Reddit Link

I've been in an abusive relationship/marriage. I'm sure everyone here has once or more heard this
from a woman, but what I have found is that most of the cases it's not an abusive man.

I've found out that most times this is a CODE word for

I wanted to live an irresponsible life but he couldn't allow me.
I wanted to live like a single woman, going out, partying, drinking and fucking everything
which has y chromosome but he doesn't allow me.
he doesn't allow me to use the credit cards as I wish, don't forget most times he is the one
paying the credits)
I want to be free, do whatever I want whenever I want. I want to go/travel where I want alone
but he can't allow it.
He wants me to cook and clean and make a beautiful home but I can't and don't know how to do
that.
I want to wear and post provocative styles and flirt with other dudes but he don't want it.
He takes care of his family; he wants to put every think the good way, so he is a controlling
bitch.
He needs exclusivity but I'm a slut and one man can't satisfy me.
............ you guys if you look closely you will find other translations for the code "abusive
marriage/relationship)

correct me if my analysis is wrong.
Disclaimer: not that abusive men doesn't exist, it's my perspective when most women say the word
abusive in a marriage/relationship. I guess 90% it's not an abusive man.
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She said she’s leaving. I told her to leave then. She stayed and
blew me. Why?
293 upvotes | July 20, 2020 | by Coolrubbings | Link | Reddit Link

I’m new-ish to the red pill, and have an LTR.
Since it’s just my turn, I decided I’d experiment with red pill principles on her to see if they really
work.
She asked me a question about my past she didn’t really need to know, I played it off.
She then got angry and threatened to go home, and I told her she can leave, and to stay safe.
She got up, crossed her arms, looked at me for 10 minutes, then said « I’m gonna stay », then pull my
pants down.
I don’t understand, is this normal or is she just crazy?
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Am i exagerrating if i say that in todays culture, 98% of women
are not "wifeable"?
293 upvotes | May 3, 2021 | by Flachforelle | Link | Reddit Link

I am sorry, but in my mind i am accepting that relationships are dead. Its about spinning plates and
thats it.
I think about a relationship in a beautiful way, but i think its nearly not existent anymore. All this
feminist cancer and "its okay to be a hoe" mentality killed the game.
Such a beautiful part of life was taken from us, its actually sad.
What do you think about it?
I am not frustrated, but i really would enjoy a solid relationship with a quality, low body count, not
cancerous woman.
I am doing solid in spinning plates, but is that really the goal?
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*UPDATE*got the 'we need to talk' text
293 upvotes | December 28, 2017 | by redpillthrowaway1988 | Link | Reddit Link

follow up to this thread:
(https://www.reddit.com/r/asktrp/comments/7m8j18/got_the_we_need_to_talk_text/)
went to meet her at a coffee shop, first thing she say is 'i think we need a break for a month, i need to
figure things out for myself'
translation: i want to fuck other dudes and not feel guilty about it
i told her i'm not interested in a break and i'm done for good and i walked off.
Not gonna lie fellas this shit stings but at least i have plenty of time now to work on myself and fuck
other women.
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Is this what frame is?
292 upvotes | May 5, 2019 | by MajesticPitch | Link | Reddit Link

I think I've finally understood it. Frame is when you react to things on YOUR behalf. Frame is when
she talks to another guy you don't care. You don't react to her actions, but you react to yours. Frame
is actually like indifference. You are your own man, you are isolated from everyone.
When a man loses frame and a woman dumps him, she says "He's not like the man I fell in love
with". Losing frame is when you change FOR a woman. A man with a strong frame wouldn't care
what his gf has to say. Frame is when you see things through your own lens, your own bubble. If a
girl says that your shirt is ugly and you change it straight away - you've entered her frame. Frame is
one of the most powerful things you should keep. Losing it will be the end.
This I have learnt from experience. I finally see it. Thank you!
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Have you noticed women being extra friendly and pleasant
right before they are about to do something fucked up?
288 upvotes | September 5, 2020 | by sicklick43 | Link | Reddit Link

I have noticed this pattern. I had this woman at work that i have never talked to, get extra close all of
a sudden. Like tits in my face close. At the end of the day she asks me to carry her shit. I said no and
she hasnt came to work for a week. At my previous job this linebacker looking bitch tried to be extra
friendly. Then tried to ask some question to get me fired. I didnt entertain that bitch and instead made
her work living hell.
Most women in HR get extra friendly to get information out and when you dont comply. Theyll go
passive aggresive, then vengeful.
They are getting aggresive. I just be extra vigilant when they get extra nice out of nowhere.
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Gf messages ex. I break up with her. Did I do the right thing?
288 upvotes | November 25, 2019 | by zav25 | Link | Reddit Link

Hi guys, I just dumped my gf of 4 months for talking to her ex through messages. TL/DR at bottom.
I started getting this weird feeling about her in my gut, and I went through her phone (big no no, I
know, but it seems like it was of help this time). I found a conversation with one of her exes.
Now I know these girls always have to have their orbiter, and this dude kinda had lame texts,
initiating convo and saying he adores her, but here are the reasons which made me decide that this is
break up worthy:

She initiated it. She replied to his story.
She was saying how much she respects him and how many things she has learned from him.
They were talking about some memories and the whole convo had this nostalgia vibe to it.
She sent him a photo of herself.
He was flirty about her boobs and she was receptive.
She never mentioned me or having a boyfriend although she had the chance to.
The biggest one. SHE asked him out. Idk if they ever went out, cause the dude had other plans
and refused her.
The whole convo started 2 weeks ago and they chatted constantly through these 2 weeks, while
she was going out with me

The girl was cool. Actually, the same day I found out about the messages, we had a great time, she
invited me to meet her mother, I fucked her 3 times, she cleaned my house and did my dishes.
I think I'm half at fault here. I probably did something that made her want to branch swing.
I met with her after this and broke up with her, told her I'm not upset, it's just something I cannot
accept. She sent me a big text afterwards trying to justify her behavior and make it seem like she did
nothing wrong.
I'm gonna be honest, it hurts a bit. She was my first gf, lost my virginity to her. But fuck it, I don't
like taking the easy ways out. As Winston Churchill would say, "if you're going through hell, keep
going". Life goes on.
TL/DR: Gf of 4 months initiates convo with ex bf, sents him photo of herself, accepts flirty jokes
from him, never mentions me although she had the chance and asks him out... SHE asks him out. All
this while she was acting super nice to me and inviting me to meet her mother. I point blank breakup
with her once I find out.
I have 2 questions:

did I do the right thing?
why the fuck would she invite me to meet her mother 2 weeks into chatting with this dude,
knowing she might branch swing anytime soon? Or wasn't she looking to branch swing and
was only fishing for attention from this dude?

Thanks!
EDIT: I appreciate all of your guys' replies. No matter how tough I say to myself that I am and shit
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like that, I must admit, it's my first breakup, lost my v card to this girl and kinda got a bit attached to
her. Nevertheless, I always prioritize rationality over emotion, no matter what I'm going through and
what I'm feeling, I'll always take the rational way out.
I was feeling sad, still do a bit, and your replies have helped me tremendously. Onto the next chapter
of my life... I got a lot to learn and experience. Keep it red my guys. Have a nice day and keep
inspiring people like me on here.
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Discovered LTR's cheating activity from 2017
288 upvotes | May 7, 2020 | by Soms619 | Link | Reddit Link

Nexted her immediately.
I had access to her mail, so i easily got into her Facebook...
Checkin wassup, found, some hooking up in 2017(in college) with several guys that year. And it was
said to be our best year together.
Thing is, during that time, that month, i had a gut feeling something wasn't connecting... So big
lesson is, your gut feeling is almost never wrong.
One thing i admire about the bitch is, she would defend her innocence with her life. I never seen
someone defend her herself so much like that. This has blindsided me a lot of times when i suspected
something.
Today, i hit her with screenshots, she tried running it down, but she couldn't shake them off, line by
line for the conversation, she chocked .
I wasted, college fucking and my time , but that is alright. I cry not. Things are looking good for me
past school, i have had offers coming in, now i am just picking the one's with high value.
I am quite happy with this breakup, because man, i have been wanting out, i just needed a legitimate
reason for leaving now i finally caught the bitch.
Anyway, i am yet another victim, 5year LTR, i met TRP, 3 years ago. Count me out in exclusive
dating, this bitches got none to offer other than pussy.. So not like i lose anything.
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TRP is real, 80/20 rule is real
287 upvotes | February 25, 2021 | by rutluv | Link | Reddit Link

I was skeptival about 20% of the guys getting 80% of the girls.
I am definitely not ugly, but with very low success with girls. Yesterday i experienced first hand trp.
My friend who is very good looking just set foot in my hometown and showed me his tinder profiles.
Literally every swipe was a match.
Then I experienced his game. Directly asked chicks on the street for their number. 5/10 girls gave
him the number.
I'm puzzled about this. Guys, looks matter. Being in shape matter.
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TRP likely banned tomorrow. What were your favorite TRP
moments?
287 upvotes | June 28, 2020 | by itiswr1tten | Link | Reddit Link

As you may know, giant ban wave is expected tomorrow, and we can reasonably expect TRP to go.
In memoriam, I wanted a general favorite moments, reminiscing, and shitpost friendly thread in what
may be our final hours.
Mods will relax, shit posts and rants are fine.
Questions cool too, I'll be around for a bit.
Remember to register on www.TRP.RED and join the Discord

Edit we have survived the ban somehow. Viva la TRP
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The biggest red pill I've ever faced
287 upvotes | October 5, 2019 | by Destroyerof_Souls | Link | Reddit Link

I went for a job interview, 3 guys 1 chick in a row, at the same time. First, the interviewer was asking
a question to one guy, then basing his answer, a new question was being passed to the next one.
That's how the interview process went. I was the most vibrant one in the interview, answered every
question in a very confident manner, I was clearly winning. But, after the interview was over, that
guy was smiling at the guy who could barely answer 2 questions, and declared that the chick was
chosen. That girl was no match with any other guys.
Don't ever try to outshine the master, especially the insecure ones. The interviewer clearly felt
threatened by me, that guy is half-bald, doesn't take care of himself, and has a tendency to berate
other people. Beware, lesson learnt. Best just don't take a job where your boss is ugly and most
importantly has a insecure personality, finding faults with everyone.
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Broke up with my LTR. Thank you guys for the advice.
286 upvotes | September 19, 2019 | by hedden93 | Link | Reddit Link

Posted a couple days ago about my LTR saying she was gonna bail on Halloween party to go to
Marine Corps ball.
Well the other night she went drinking with a group of friends, most of them male, without hitting me
up. Then was acting bitchy toward me that night. Today she texted me a long thing how she's worried
about our relationship. She texted me, "What do you want to do about it?" I wrote her back a long,
thoughtful nice breakup text and this savage hits me back with "I think that would be best." Lmao
god damn. Still I know it's the right move and I'm thankful for TRP for confirming what I know and
letting me see these blind spots. Cheers mates.
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Kissed a transgender woman accidentally
286 upvotes | December 26, 2020 | by Ace_kills_skills | Link | Reddit Link

Met on tinder. Took her to a bowling date, after bowling she makes eye contact with me (Which I
ignored unintentionally). We were walking around the green belt(It’s a Park area near the bowling
building). I make eye contact with, she looks into my eyes, I touch her waist and leans in to kiss. I
kissed her and invited her over to my place for drinks and BOOM!
She goes “There is something I wanna tell you”.
Me: yeah
She: Umm...I am a trans women.
My brain goes “F! F! F!”. I remained calm and just said “Oh really? What’s that” with a sarcastic
amused look.
She laughs and I changed the topic.
I quickly changed the topic as I didn’t wanted to invite her over. She said she still got a penis.
Man! People are deceiving! She looked so fucking feminine, had boobs great ass, HB8, I was
completely deceived. I never thought I would find a trans out of thousand girls living in the city and I
kissed a man today F. What should I do, I kinda feel yuck.
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[UPDATE] I think my gf is cheating on me
286 upvotes | April 18, 2021 | by groomsmen123 | Link | Reddit Link

Check post history for my post last week.
TL;DR Dated a 22 year old Cuban girl, house burned down, helped her get a job at my company
making more than she ever would had she never met me, she tells me she's falling in love, she pulls
back, pushes me away, gets a new apartment, won't let me see it, tells me that she needs to be alone
with all that's going on and that I can't see her at her apartment because it's not furnished, hides her
phone, etc.
You guys all told me, and I knew in my gut, she's probably cheating.
I'd see her in passing at work since my last post, don't talk much, haven't texted her since the day she
got those 3 calls on her phone and she wouldn't tell me who called her. Went ghost, never reached out
to her, in person, keep talk small, etc. In my gut I still felt there was another guy.
Last night she comes to see me to talk because I want to clear the air, she tells me the same thing that
she doesn't have time for a boyfriend as she works too much and I can't see her apartment because it's
not done and she's embarrassed. Same bullshit story she tells me before. So I tell her "Okay" it's over.
Low and behold social media posts my friend finds. She's kissing her ex in her apartment that I'm not
allowed to go to. He drops her off at work now. (the job I fucking got her). Those 3 calls, when I
asked her is that your ex calling? was her ex. He was waiting outside to pick her up.
Her ex is a short, unattractive, lowlife Cuban guy, makes 14k a year cutting lawns, loser guy. She
used me and then cheated on me with this guy.
Just goes to show you, you can bend over backwards for someone, help them in ways no one else
ever has, and that she will not appreciate it one bit. No honesty, no integrity, no guilt. I wouldn't be
surprised if she burned her house down.
AWALT. You guys were 100% right.
She doesn't know I know any of this. But she's blocked on my phone now, and now I gotta see her
stupid cheating lying ass at my fucking job. Fuck her.
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Girl tried to shit test me about other guys.
286 upvotes | August 10, 2020 | by Tito526 | Link | Reddit Link

So this hb8 I’ve been fucking for the last few weeks has been going kinda crazy for me. I’m just a
cocky yet funny dick whenever I’m around her and I don’t care for her really except for the sex.
So since the first day I fucked her she has called me a player and stuff. I always just have a grin and
say shit like ‘maybe.. maybe not’ but she defo knows.
Last time we were laying around after the sex she said how she hated that I barely respond over text
and always take like an whole day. She said other guys are flooding her with dms and this is the first
time a guy has acted this way with her. Mind you I have flaked on this girl like 4 times cause I didn’t
care.
Well then she said maybe she should open her dms and Give those guys a chance who will appreciate
her and shit and I just responded with a grin like yeah sure sounds like a plan, il help you pick one out
too. Shortly after that she sucked me dry and I went home.
This was a classic shit test right? I assume I did the right thing. What’s funny is it really is true that
the less you care about a girl, the more she wants you. I’m new to trp but I’m seeing a lot of things
you guys preach about in the women I see. Glad to have found the red pill.
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had my first taste of pussy tonite. with a tinder hookup.
283 upvotes | June 15, 2019 | by johnson8420 | Link | Reddit Link

first of all: yes, i do have autism.
it tasted about how i expected it to taste akin to a virgins expectation of fuxking a real live womans
love tunnel after experiencing only a fleshlight before.
Before I came over, she had just got done getting ready in the shower and her pussy area was shaved,
so that worked out good for me. first time going down and nice and clean and no hair. shaved.
anyways, as the title says I went down on a woman for the first time and she was a tinder hookup and
it was my first time meeting her. she is 21 and i am a few years older than her.
on the drive over to her place, i listened to a Don of Desire video about eating pussy better. During,
my time going down I tried sucking violently and doing the alphabet.
She was a fat, overweight 5.0 out of 10 so I had a hard time breathing at first but not so towards the
end of the encounter. and yes, you never know when your next time going to be able to get laid is, so
I took the opportunity to go down.
We spoke about netflix and chill before via sms and when i got to her place, she asked what i wanted
to watch and a bitch i added on snap (got her snap from tinder, we didnt match. still dont know why
bitches put their snap and insta on their tinder, maybe its easier to communicate via snap?) suggested
Movie 43 earlier in the day, so I said that one. and so for about 45 mins we laid there in her bed while
we watched the film. (she seemed like she was getting impatient. and i dont think we had chemistry)
Finally I just said, You wanna make out? She said sure. She took off her own shirt and sports bra (the
Don said that was a good sign, wearing a sports bra) but i managed to help her with her pants. We
kissed and I went to town on her. I eventually wanted to put on a condom and enter her, but she said
she didnt want that.
I have heard the term LMR (Last minute resistance) tossed around alot here on trp network, but i
havent delved too deep into that subject. She said she had to get up at 6am on a saturday for work.
and i asked her if she uses condoms and she said of course yet. so we kissed a little more and i went
down on her again for a while longer this time. After I came back up for air, I grabbed the condom
again and tried to make a go of it again, but she was like no, no and after that i said i should probably
go.
after i put my shoes (i know trp says never to admit your inexperience) i told her she had been my
first bitch ive gone down on and she did a little ohhh (as in awww thats cute) and tried to hug me a
little while wrapped up in her blanket robe. i asked her if she enjoyed it and she said yeah you fooled
me.
I have a feeling i may have acted too beta around her. Ive attached a link to the SMS convo here:
https://imgur.com/a/E4YFKbU
Remember the autism and tell me how i did. Serious comments only.
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The light switch effect.
282 upvotes | September 2, 2019 | by Lightways434 | Link | Reddit Link

Today I realized that it doesn’t matter how redpilled you claim to be or how much terrible shit you’ve
seen from women, it’ll always leave you in shock as to how cold they can be. In this particular case it
was my sister who has been in an LTR for a year and a half. In that period she’s bragged about how
he was amazing and how much she loved him. She moved in with him and they pretty much lived
together for the majority of the relationship.
However for the past few months he’s been jobless and she’s had to pick up the slack (Branch swing
initiated). They got into an argument and broke up but the same day she took him back and told him
that he’d have to get his shit together. A week later he gets a job- this is when she reveals that she’s
no longer interested. All of a sudden she’s super spiritual and is in tune with her spirit animal (lol). It
turns out she met some guy who’s into all that shit. After breaking the news to her bf- he broke down
and threatened to kill himself. She calls the cops and they take him to the hospital.
I find out later on that the kid has some serious past trauma. Kinda felt bad tbh. I know he broke
frame and acted like a bitch crying but her behavior toward him after that shocked me. I couldn’t
fathom completely being able to detach myself emotionally so quickly. It was almost in a instant it
seemed. It’s as if everything they went through and all that “love” was nonexistent. I made this post
because I’m in an LTR now and I’m aware of AWALT. I know the moment I stop being her rock I’ll
be dumped to the side just like my sister’s now ex.
Have any of you become immune to this kind of behavior from women? Or does it still leave you
with your mouth open when you witness it first hand?
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Downloaded TikTok to see what the hype was about. I'm
stunned by the content on this app, what the hell is going on
with Gen Z?
278 upvotes | May 17, 2020 | by ShortDamage | Link | Reddit Link

So i've been hearing about the app "TikTok" and all the hype around it. Some of my nephews and
nieces are always talking about it. They are 10 and 11 years old. So i decided to download it and
check out what the fuss was about. I think this is the first time where i've actually been completely
flabbergasted by a social media platform. I know it started as a music app or something, where people
mimic dances and stuff, but i was not aware of how it had evolved. I was just browsing the "main
page", and after a few days of checking it out, here are what most girls do on the app:

Camouflaging showing off their ass/tits as a "challenge" when it's clearly not the motive.
Making videos where they mention "what a girl wants in a man". Height size, dick size is very
frequently mentioned here. There's also a massive amount of videos hightlighting whether they
prefer a black or a white man. Often with the "Once you go black", "when you've tried black
dick" catchphrase or similar, arguing for both sides.
Shamelessly showcasing sexual positions, simulating blowjobs/tying their hair to satisfy their
man. I've even seen girls simulating swallowing cum or just making videos about where there's
cum after sex. There seems to be almost no strict moderation on the app.
A large amount of these girls making videos seem to be clearly underage.

I know that "fishing for attention/likes" isn't anything new in social media, but i don't think i've seen
it at this level. Girls are seriously too comfortable on this app. Instagram is far from this level. What
really makes me worried is that there's tons of kids using this app all the time. My niece who is 11
years old told me that almost all of her classmates use the app, and many of them post videos.
What makes them do this? Where the hell are the parents?

Do the parents simply have too limited knowledge of what they do online? Does the modern
age make it impossible to keep the kids/teenagers under control?
What do you think about the future of Gen Z? How will the current trends impact dating,
relationships, gaming girls, in the future? Do you think this is a serious issue? Growing
insecurities in young boys?
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Anyone else look around and realise that everyone around
them is not where they want to be in life?
277 upvotes | August 11, 2019 | by TheShearerComplex | Link | Reddit Link

Just starting to realise how unfulfilled and lost 99% of people are. That’s the real red pill for me.
Especially when you realise you are one of them.
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NEWBIES READ THIS: A Comprehensive Guide to The Red
Pill
277 upvotes | December 15, 2015 | by bsutansalt | Link | Reddit Link

This guide is for your benefit, so please read it in full. I've broken it down into several sections for
easy consumption. In the event the replies below aren't in order, use the Table of Contents below.
Note: Also READ THE SIDEBAR!

Table of Contents:

Introduction
KISS
Desires
The Red Pill
The Sexual Marketplace
Improving Sexual Market Value (SMV)

Note: if you're looking for the red pill handbook, that thread can be found here.

INTRODUCTION
What did I make this guide? All too often guys grow up hearing the typical dating advice of:

“Just be yourself”
“Be confident”
“The right girl will come along some day”

As just about everyone who's found TRP knows, those statements aren't real advice and are at best
little more than platitudes. So why don't they work? What are the alternatives?

Not realistic and overly simplistic
What good is it if Ms. Right walks though the door if you don't have the skills to get (and keep)
her attention?
What's the alternative?
"Become the best version of yourself."
– Neil Strauss

Keep It Stupid Simple (KISS)

Approach and Stay
Don't leave until they tell you to leave or they themselves walk away
Hit the gym
Old fashioned lifts are best
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Eat right
Minimize fast food
Dress your best
Get into a habit of talking to everyone!

DESIRES

Goals <-- Before you go any further you should take a few hours and go through the steps in
that thread and really think long and hard about what you want out of life, relationships, you
name it.
Standards & Expectations

What qualities do you want in a mate?

Personality
Physical
Spiritual
Economic
Cultural
Screen for qualities you seek
Speak up! Let her know what you want
What happens if they fail to measure up?
If there are consequences then you MUST follow through

Checkpoint:

Come up with a few goals and think about how you'll achieve them
What are some standards and expectations?
What happens if they don't measure up?

THE RED PILL

What is the Matrix?
Terms and Theory
Women like sex!
Rational Male's Iron Rules of Tomassi
Heartiste's 16 Commandments of Poon

What is the Matrix?
In other words:

“Seeing reality for what it is is the first step in changing it.”
– Tom Leykis

Terms and Theory
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This section presents core ideas and theory found in TRP:
1st Rule of Relationships: In any relationship, the person with the most power is the one who needs
the other the least
Alpha, Beta, Omega, oh my! You often see talk in our community regarding alpha and beta males,
but it's important to understand this is merely a framework for understanding the social pecking
order. Ultimately the goal is to find balance.

Alpha = Dopamine = Exciting
Beta = Oxytocin = Bonding

Dopamine
http://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/dopamine
There's no quick blurb to quote to put this into context. You've got to read the sub articles. Once you
do you'll see why this is associated with risk taking and excitement.
More: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dopamine
Oxytocin
http://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/oxytocin

Oxytocin is a powerful hormone. When we hug or kiss a loved one, oxytocin levels drive
up. It also acts as a neurotransmitter in the brain. In fact, the hormone plays a huge role in
pair bonding.

More: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxytocin
Alpha Widow: A woman who's past lover was an “alpha” male

May still fantasize or have lingering feelings for him despite being in a new relationship with a
“beta”

Anti-Slut Defense (ASD): Women’s internal fear of being judged as a slut by her peers, family, or
society. It is also why the creation of plausible deniability before sex is often important so not to
appear as if having sex was in any way "her fault".
Approach Anxiety: A combination of fear of rejection and stage fright, aka “Love Shyness”
Body Agenda: Body agenda is a shorthand for describing our instinctive sexual desires and instincts
that shape our mating habits and sexual strategy. They differ between men and women and that's
okay. To quote Athol Kay:

...your body has its own agenda that it’s pursuing… it wants to make babies… and your
highly intelligent homo sapiens brain is in fact a tool it uses to get that job done. To be sure,
we can think logically and make decisions, but we’re not nearly as in control of ourselves as
we’d like to think we are. Hormones and neurotransmitters are our bodies’ way of telling us
what to do.

Boobs vs Booze: Men looking at attractive women have the same parts of the brain activated as when
drinking
Briffault's Law: The female, not the male, determines all the conditions of the animal family. Where
the female can derive no benefit from association with the male, no such association takes place.
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Dark Triad Personality, aka why “chicks dig jerks”: A catchall phrase that describes the personality
types MANY women are naturally attracted to:

Narcissistic
Machiavellian
Psychopathic

Why are women attracted to these “bad boys”?

Power-driven (status)
Low neuroticism and extroverted
Low amounts of empathy and agreeableness
Not prone to being needy or over investing

In other words they're a challenge and tend to live life by their own rules. Some research on the
subject has also shown that Dark Triad personality types are more likely to be successful in business.
Furthermore:

Works best for short-term mating strategy
Being disagreeable (an asshole) is attractive to women
Being power-hungry is attractive to women
Never sweating the small stuff is attractive to women

In other words, being an aloof, uncaring asshole — an amalgamation of all the above traits — makes
you optimally attractive to the greatest number of women (in the short term). However, these traits
are NOT conducive to emotionally healthy long-term relationships.
Feminine Imperative: The tendency of media and culture to put women first, excuse their misdeeds
(see also: rationalization hamster), and criticize any holding of accountability or pointing out of
double standards as being “anti-women”.
The greatest threat to the Feminine Imperative is men becoming self-aware of their own sexual
market value and the dissemination of information about how the imperative uses this lack of
awareness to perpetuate itself.
Feminine Imperative: Example
Feminine Imperative: How it happened
The feminine imperative is also why so much of what we discuss here rubs people the wrong way.
Humans have same-group preference for many things, but when it comes to gender all bets are off.
What scientists have found time and time again is that women have same-group preference, but men
do not. Furthermore, a large portion of men in fact prefer women's group preference over men's when
the two come into contention. There's some interesting theories why that's the case, namely that those
who kowtowed the feminine imperative line had better odds of reproducing.
Ultimately we challenge the status quo. As such we face mountains of opposition both online and in
the real world, and it will challenge your resolve at times. Those who stick it out and come full circle
with the self-improvement process will see lifelong improvements in themselves and interactions
with others. However, a common result of which is that you will quite possibly lose some friends
along the way, and for two primary reasons:
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Your successes are a reminder of their failures
People resist change, and you moving up the pecking order is exactly that

Friend-Zone: Mental frame used primarily by women to disqualify certain men as sexual prospects
Kino: A pickup artist term for haptics, or non-verbal communication through touch, the purpose of
which is her becoming comfortable with growing levels of intimacy between the two of you.
Last Minute Resistance: Contrary to feminist sloganeering, no doesn't always mean no. Often times
“no” simply means “not yet”. Simplest advice is to back off and try again later, or if she's adamant
and clearly shutting you down. Some people in the red pill community have also made the point that
LMR is the female equivalent of approach anxiety for men.
Humblebragging: Covertly bragging by making good aspects of your life seem bad. For example:

Girl 1: “Can you believe it, I've been hit on 3 guys tonight already. We just got here! What a
bunch of losers, I wish they'd just leave us alone so we can dance in peace.
Girl 2: “Yeah, totally! 4 guys approached me already too! I hate that.”

They are both bragging about how many men have hit on them, with the additional subtext of girl 2
saying she's gotten more interest than girl 1.
Hypergamy: Commonly referred to as “marrying/dating up”. In a dating sense this translates to
being attracted to men of high(er) status than that the women hold themselves. The grand irony of
feminism is that the more successful a woman becomes, the fewer desirable men exist above her on
the socioeconomic ladder. Translation: women's success = smaller dating pool.
Indicators of Interest/Disinterest (IOIs & IODs): Cues a woman is interested or disinterested.
Mere-exposure effect: The more we're exposed to a product or idea, the more likely we'll prefer it
over lesser-known alternatives.
Nice Guys Finish Last: Being nice isn't itself an attractive quality. In fact, being nice often turns
women off; they must be attracted first! If not you risk coming off as needy, clingy, over-investing.

We value more what we have to earn

Oneitis: An intense romantic obsession with one person (“the one”) to the point of being counter-
productive.
Orbiter: Men who are friend-zoned, but kept around for a variety of reasons:

Resources
Validation/attention
“In case of emergency, break glass for dick”

The main reason most men allow themselves to be friend-zoned – biding their time hoping they still
have a shot to have sex with her.
Peacocking: Drawing attention to yourself in a positive way so women have something to initiate a
conversation about. There are good and bad ways of doing so.
Plate Spinning: When spinning plates, a man will have a natural, subconscious (but not exclusively)
understanding that if one prospect does not work out, others may. This perspective change often
manifests in a man’s behavior that women key on covertly.
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Opportunity and options makes the man the prize
Confidence is derived from options
Gives men the ability to NEXT women without worrying about “what's next?”
Women would rather share a high value man than miss out on him entirely, or worse...be stuck
with a loser
Monogamy is a byproduct, not a goal
“Dating around” gives you experience to know what you want and don't want
Be honest; never imply exclusivity
Develop buffers
Women freely spin plates, we're usually just oblivious
They're usually more adept at hiding it; ASD
Metered attention
Spinning plates can help divide your time and attention so you don't over invest with any one
woman
Created scarcity

Preselection: Females tend to prefer males who have already been chosen by other females of their
species.
Propinquity effect: The tendency for people to form friendships or romantic relationships with those
whom they encounter often.

“Like attracts like”
The higher people's propinquity level, the more likely they'll form some type of relationship.
For example, living in the same city is higher than different cities, same neighborhood is higher
than different neighborhoods, and so on.

Rationalization Hamster: Analogy for the thought processes used by women to turn bad behavior
and bad decisions into acceptable ones to herself and her friends. When a woman makes a bad
decision, the hamster spins in its wheel (the woman’s thinking) and creates some type of acceptable
reasons for that bad decision. The crazier the decision, the faster the hamster must spin in order to
successfully rationalize away the insanity.
Rejection: Good game takes thousands of approaches. You'll eventually become acclimated so that it
doesn't bother you.
Sexual Marketplace: The sexual economy of supply and demand for sex and relationships.
Sexual Market Value (SMV): One's worth in the sexual marketplace; often conflated with one's
attractiveness.
Shit Tests, aka Fitness Tests: Subtle (and sometimes not so subtle) tests women do on purpose or
subconsciously to test men.

Typically a congruence test
Occasionally as a rapport break as a hamfisted form of flirting
How to handle shit tests
More often than not women actually have pretty bad “game”

Social Proof: Perceived value of someone in a social setting
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Women like sex! Just look at women's advertising – the media gives them what they want:

How to get sexy
To attract the best possible mate
To have more sex
Sex tips
To secure their “alpha” male
Enjoyment

And it's not just Cosmo! Look at the last picture above, the media directed at jailbait is no different!
On that note, know your state's Age of Consent.

16 is the most common
Crossing state lines becomes a federal issue and the age of consent automatically bumps to 18
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Cuckold sub has 246k members now, what the fuck is
happening ?
276 upvotes | September 12, 2019 | by BigMadDawg | Link | Reddit Link

Cuckolding has become more famous than ever nowadays and most of the cucks are white. What the
fuck is wrong with White Males nowadays ? What leads them to this disguisting fetish ?
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Veer Clear of Female Therapists
275 upvotes | February 18, 2020 | by DrGandu | Link | Reddit Link

I've been seeing this therapist over the last few months.
I mentioned to her about an encounter I had with my ex's best friend (also F). She would incessantly
throw subs at me even though I literally did nothing to her. That is, she would get mad at me for
things going south between my ex and I. When she heckles me last night out of the blue, I don't lose
frame (or so I think) and throw an insult questioning her femininity. When I mention this to my
therapist, she goes nuts and starts calling me a "bully" and admits to "coming to the defense of
another woman." She sits there and keeps throwing insults at me while I sit holding frame (for sure
this time), ignoring her attempts to stimulate a reaction. I mention my experience with bullying in
high school, and how it taught me a lesson, she accuses me of "enjoying it" and being "a bigger
bully." I calmly sat until our time was over, only to leave without scheduling another appointment.
This just goes to show how the sisterhood is intact even in professional women - even to those who
are paid to help you navigate through your own issues. Let this be a lesson for anybody out there
suffering clinical depression and anxiety as I am to never opt for a female therapist.
My question to you guys is, did I hold frame when I think I did? I understand if this comes out as a
rant. Feel free to report it as spam.
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Tinder date goes south.
274 upvotes | July 7, 2020 | by 0zark21 | Link | Reddit Link

Had a date with a hot chick yesterday at the beach. We have good chemistry, get in the water getting
super touchy and all of a sudden she's like don't touch me and from that point on she started being
properly disrespectful towards me. I don't know if it was a shit test because i played it off cool not get
pissed about it but she kept being disrespectful from that point on so I just got up and left the shock
on her face when i just left, probably no other guy she was being a bitch to did that.
I want to know if something like this is common cause it seemed super odd.
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Thank You For The Teachings Fellas, Just Had My First
Threesome On New Years
273 upvotes | January 2, 2020 | by RabbidMan | Link | Reddit Link

Guys I just had my first threesome. Right on New Year's Shit was a incredible experience. The
physical stimulation and the imagery of two girls licking pussy, one sucking my dick when I take my
dick out the others pussy. It was sometimes overwhelming. Burned into my mind even when I
become old. Me bussing a nut all over 2 asses at the same. And it's all thanks to you. I been firm in
my Red Pill lifestyle. Ended a 3 yr LTR last year. I did everything wrong. Begged, pleaded. I forgot
the natural masculine man my cold ass, stoic ass father raised me to be. Been reading this, Red Pill
content and videos everyday on Youtube like a devoted Christian reads the Bible. Fellas, keep your
frame strong. Less is more. And be open and honest with these hoes from the beginning. It will take
you far. Thanks fellas. I feel like there is nothing more to be taught. But I know I'm wrong. There's
always room for improvement.
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I was just placed on a list of rapists at my university that is
circulating twitter. How should I take action?
270 upvotes | June 23, 2018 | by Sisu6972 | Link | Reddit Link

A girl at my small liberal arts college made a post on twitter saying she had compiled a list of people
she knows to be rapists at my university. She asked girls to dm her for the list, so it can be sent
privately, and I got a screenshot of the list from a friend. My school is very small, and I know or
know of almost every guy on that list.
My name was specially marked, because while she did not have evidence that I am a rapist- she
believes I (and a few others who were given this special marking) are at risk to be rapists based off of
things we have said. I cannot think of anything I have ever said around the wrong people that would
justify me being placed on this list. Not to mention- while I do get around sexually... a good bit- I
have played it on the extremely safe side. I have never had drunk sex, only fuck girls from a nearby
college, and make sure everything is entirely consensual, to avoid the drama brought on in this almost
dystopian college environment.
I just found out about this so I am still planning a course of action. At the moment I am at the very
least going to take this to title ix. I am considering going to the law and dropping the fucking hammer
with a defamation lawsuit. There are so many potential routes to take. While hitting back with title ix
or a lawsuit might make an example out of her or stop the slander, it might also bring more attention
to the accusations against myself and the others who have been falsely accused. And I know ignoring
shit has worked in favor of some people before.
Advice on this is strongly appreciated. Especially from the red pill vets who have life experience
dealing with crazy bitches trying to destroy their reputation.
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A summary of the most attractive traits in a man?
269 upvotes | June 14, 2019 | by KBeer01 | Link | Reddit Link

Guys, I would like to compile a list of the most attractive qualities that a man can possess. You know
when you meet a girl and she just blows you away, leaving a huge impression on you? Yeah - that,
just the other way around. The traits that leave a girl thinking of you afterwards. So far I have:

Confidence in himself, so talking clearly and loudly, maintaining easy eye contact, being
relaxed and taking up space, not feeling threatened by anything else.
Being non-needy and never clingy.
Always taking the lead.
Being assertive and not overly agreeable, especially if you don't agree with something.
Having drive and passion about most things in your life, talking enthusiastically about it.
Having your own thing going, being on your life purpose and always being busy with
something.
Always being calm and composed, getting the girl to qualify and impress him versus him being
the entertainment clown.

I have a feeling that this list won't actually be very long, but if you have something to add please do
so!
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What was your first real world experience that really made you
swallow the pill?
268 upvotes | December 18, 2018 | by TheShearerComplex | Link | Reddit Link

For me it was my first girlfriend where the light switch effect was so clear.
She started a new job and hit it off with a guy there, who wasn’t really that interested in her (he was
going through a new girl a week). Overnight her behaviour towards me changed from talking of
marriage, to “not being ready for a relationship right now”.
She came crawling back a couple years later after riding the carousel for a few years but it was
already too late. However, at the time I was soo confused, how I could go from the “one” to an
almost stranger to her. It made no logical sense. It messed with my head for quite a few months (I
hadn’t come across redpill at the time).
Then slowly ready the sidebar hit home exactly what had happened and hit me like a train.
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What the fuck is wrong with aggressive white knights and fat
female friends?
265 upvotes | April 25, 2021 | by AuberyBitoni | Link | Reddit Link

Met a group of people at the park, maybe around 10 people. I was flirting with one of the (single)
girls who was giving me heavy IOI's. They invited me over to their apartment to have a small home
party. Her friends were weird as hell, but I wanted to escalate with the girl because she was really
cute, so I went with them.
So, I'm at the house, and I'm flirting with the girl, put my hand on her lap and suddenly one of the
white knights told me not to touch her. The girl said she was fine with me touching her and that I
should pay no attention to the guy. So, that's what I did.
He kept getting more aggressive and when I was alone with him outside he mentioned wanting to
punch me. I told him to do it and see what happens. He didn't do anything, so I went back inside
because I didn't want to waste my time on him.
Then, the fat female friend starts talking to me. She's the stereotype fat, disgusting, annoying, cock
blocking, attention seeking friend. I was thinking 'If I'm friendly to her, it will work to my advantage'.
It gets weird real quick when she gets a little too friendly and makes a couple of moves on me. She
basically told me she's good at giving blowjobs and that I don't know what I'm missing.
It was fucking weird. I looked at her and cringed a bit. She asks if I have a girlfriend and I say 'its
complicated'. Suddenly she explodes and says that I'm an asshole. Apparently I'm cheating on my
girlfriend (I'm single) and playing with her friends feelings. She calls me a couple of ugly names,
makes me look bad in front of everyone and this is where I lost frame. At this point I should have
called it a night and go home.
I told her to shut up, mind her own business and leave me alone. She was all in my face and I
basically said she's a fat whale. There was a silence and everyone looked at me in disbelief 'Did he
really say that?'. The fat chick started crying and ran to another room.
The girl told me it's better if I go home to which I agree. Anyone else experienced something like
this? Aggressive white knights and fat female friends ruining everything? I've heard a lot of stories
about it, but this was one of the first times encountering it myself.
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Anyone else bored of companies like Gillette jumping on the
let’s all hate men bandwagon?
263 upvotes | January 15, 2019 | by CanYouEvenCount | Link | Reddit Link

Here’s a link to the video https://youtu.be/koPmuEyP3a0
I’ve had enough of these companies using advertisement that doesn’t even relate to their product to
try and make themselves seem like the good guys. They’ve attempted to white knight and just
absolutely fucked it by presuming all men are: over masculine, sexist, rapists and bullies.
Imagine an advert for woman razors of women bitching about each other, crying, acting like a bimbo
and while wearing sexualised clothing. And then having the narrator say “is this the best a woman
can get? We need better.” There would be absolute outrage.
Does anyone else think that we’re getting to this weird point in society where men are being subject
to more sexism?
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Just found my now ex-gf has been fucking 50+ sugar daddies in
the last 9 months. I'm sick to my stomach.
262 upvotes | February 17, 2020 | by hopingforclearskin | Link | Reddit Link

Long story short, been dating a super hot 24 year old who works at a sports bar place like a Hooters.
When we were together, she played the innocent little girl the whole time. Is in school 4 days a week,
works the other 3, then sees me after school a few times during the weeks. Told me she wasn't seeing
anyone else, she loved me, wanted a future with me etc. She never flaked on me, paid for me on
dates, did everything that made me think she wanted me.
However, she was a party girl. After works she'd go out, without me of course, with her whore
friends and do coke and get blacked out. My emotional attachment to her prevented me from ending
things.
Anyway, her best friend, a hot 21 year old with 50k+ instagram followers has a sugar daddy she sees
regularly. 60 something years old, drives a Rolls Royce, worth hundreds of millions, and pays her
$5000 every time they fuck.
My now ex claims that she would never do that. Low and behold, I get suspicious and find her on the
most popular sugar dating website, and I called her out on it. She says her friend made it for her when
they were drunk and she doesn't use it. Yet when I read her phone, she was laughing about me finding
out and lying to me.
She came over the other day, blacked out drunk, and for 5 hours I went through her phone. I read
every dm, and every text message. She was messaging at least 50 or more different sugar daddies, all
offering $600 or more to fuck or for a blow job. She''d text her whore friend saying she's gonna suck
their dicks so good they come back every week. She's also been fucking her ex, and multiple other
guys. If I had to guess, in the last 9 months, she probably fucked 60-80 guys while telling me I'm the
only guy she sees.
I drove her to her car after she woke up from the drunken stupor, told her never to contact me again
and that was it.
But I'm still emotionally saddened by this. I got played by this girl for so fucking long, nothing but
lies the whole time, while in reality, she was just a legitimate whore the whole time.
How do I fucking get over this and shake this? I haven't slept, ate, anything. I'm so fucking disgusted
by this.
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Dropped an LTR for „not telling“ the truth. Have I
overreacted?
261 upvotes | September 3, 2019 | by throwaway_over_9K | Link | Reddit Link

For context: I’d never say at this point that I have fully swallowed the red pill completely. I’d said, I
am RP-aware and try to apply it to my everyday life:


Lifting
Martial arts (and competing)
studying to improve job opportunities (about to switch jobs in a few weeks into a higher
position and 40% pay raise)
meditation
reading RP material
healthy diet and so on

Ok so this just happened a few hours ago.
Was seeing this girl for several months now. Before that: months of Intensive vetting, „a lot of green
flags“ , mentally stable, good and ambitious in her job, high EQ yada yada yada.

About a few days ago she went to her home country to visit her parents and to attend a wedding
(about 500 km from where we live). Shortly before she left I noticed a first smaller „not telling“ the
truth phenomena (read: lie). When the wedding came up for the very first time, she tells me that a
friend of hers is getting married, but that suddenly changed to her being the „plus 1“. Called her out
on it immediately. She first tries to spin the story, but I cut that sh*t down immediately (pretty bad
experience with gaslighting during my BP-years, so I react pretty allergic to such things) Short shit
show - she was apologetic and I made clear that this is the first and last time this shit happens.
(Maybe I should have dropped her here already?)

A few hours ago we were on the phone. Suddenly she tells me that she is sleeping at a friends place
(this is news!) after the wedding. I ask who the friend is. She’s reluctant to answer. Tries to switch to
another topic and makes proposals on what we should do once she’s back. I repeat my question. She
tells me that it’s „just a guy-friend“ from university back then and that she is his „plus 1“. (In my
head: I f*cking knew it). I hang up and go to work.

The following hours she blew up my phone with calls and messages. I don’t answer/reply (ffs, I am at
work!). After work I go through the messages. A lot of BS like „I know I should have told you
before, but I didn’t want to have a scene after last time etc.“/ looks to stay at one of her gf-
places/hotels & makes again proposals that we should go out for dinner once she’s back and so on.

I text her that she should have known that it wouldn’t have made difference if she intended to sleep at
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that guy’s place in the first place and that it’s over. Blocked her from my contacts.

The reason why I am writing this is, that I had pretty bad time with abundance mentality and trusting
people after I got cheated on in the worst possible way during my BP-years. And I am obviously not
eager to go through that shit again and to let history repeat itself.

But I am wondering if I have overreacted on this? Or if I misunderstand abundance mentality at this
point?

Thanks a lot in advance!
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"Friend" telling me that lifting is useless.
260 upvotes | August 1, 2019 | by ma-agentz | Link | Reddit Link

Okay guys so a little backstory on me (21M). 5 months from now I decided I needed to change. I was
extremely skinny back then (5'6 99lbs) and I started doing street workout 4 times a week for 5
months while getting my diet in check. So after those 5 months I'm actually at 121lbs. My body fat is
low so I'm extremely lean.
So when a friend of mine noticed my transformation he said to me that he was 100% sure women
preferred non muscular guys. And what I'm doing is pointless.
I told him I was doing this for myself, to feel better in my body and to have more confidence in
myself.
He told me that statistics show that women prefere overweight man(like him) than guys with muscle.
Saying that him having a gf and I don't is proving his point.
Don't know if he is jealous of me working on my physique?
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Girls don’t have boyfriends
259 upvotes | July 20, 2019 | by Whycantwealltwerk | Link | Reddit Link

Has anyone else noticed that once you got really into lifting and other RP recommendations that most
girls magically don’t have boyfriends?
Watching girls work around saying that have a boyfriend is sad, hilarious, and makes me feel good at
the same time.
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What are your top 3 red pill truths?
258 upvotes | November 12, 2019 | by MichaelLifeLessons | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/dv4y7g/what_are_your_top_3_red_pill_truths/
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Do you think this is good reason to hard next Fiancee?
258 upvotes | June 20, 2020 | by CuckNoMore2 | Link | Reddit Link

I ended up in emergency few days ago with a serious health issue. Instead of talking/coming to see
me my gf hung out with her friend instead. Tried calling her and she wouldn't answer. Eventually
answered and said she ran out of data on her phone. I let it slide.
Two days later I had some time off work to heal and was free to talk in the afternoon. She chose
instead to go hang out with that same friend and barely talked to me all day.
I sent her a text asking her to tell me the name of the health issue I had and she couldn't even tell me
(I had told her few times). I mean, that is something you would want to know, if your bf/gf had a
health issue. I told her it was evident she doesn't care and she started trying to gaslight so I bailed out.
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You are Not a Special Fucking Snowflake.
258 upvotes | November 23, 2015 | by CrazyHorseInvincible | Link | Reddit Link

We get it.
You have brown skin. You're short. You're tall. You're an introvert. You're extroverted and
hyperactive. You have a thick Russian accent. You're skinny. You're fat. You have one arm. You
don't speak the local language. Your eyes are different colours.
Stop asking for a special program. Because it doesn't fucking matter. Everyone has different stuff
about them. But I fucking guarantee you are not so unique that the TRP advice needs to be
customized for you.
How does a white man get strong? He eats a lot, sleeps a lot, and lifts really heavy things.
How does a black man get strong? He eats a lot, sleeps a lot, and lifts really heavy things.
How does a brown man get strong? He eats a lot, sleeps a lot, and lifts really heavy things.
How does a yellow man get strong? He eats a lot, sleeps a lot, and lifts really heavy things.
How does a red man get strong? He eats a lot, sleeps a lot, and lifts really heavy things.
Asking for special advice is just another form of procrastination. "Oh, I can't just go and do
Stronglifts 5x5 like everyone fucking else. I need to ask the internet endlessly about how to tweak it so
I can get maximum benefit from the exact way I bench press 135 lbs. with my tiny little stick arms!"
No, you fucking don't. You need pick up the heaviest thing you can lift, any old way, put it down
again, and keep doing that.
You know who needs custom programs and tailored advice? Intermediate lifters and beyond, that's
who. The guy whose bench is stuck at 265 because he broke his collarbone ten years ago and it wasn't
set right and so he's always been a little weaker right on the bottom on that side. The guy with the bad
habit of rounding his back a little when he tries for that five-plate deadlift. The guy who needs more
thickness in his upper back... weighted pullups or bent over dumbbell rows?
If you've never had a threesome, your race doesn't matter. Because what matters is that you are a
newb and haven't mastered the basic material yet. Yes, it's harder if you are a midget or a cripple. But
it is not different, just harder. You beat it the same damn way. ASKTRP is for when you don't
know what to do, not when you are too lazy to fucking do it, and you want some sympathy and
a cookie instead.
Race whining posts will vanish without notice, starting now.
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LTR just asked, "do other women ever want to sleep with
you?" I told her there were two types of women in this world.
Ones that want to sleep with me and ones that just don't know
it yet. Good response right?
258 upvotes | August 18, 2017 | by Jsieijejeieokkd | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/6uh83j/ltr_just_asked_do_other_women_ever_want_to_sleep/
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Girlfriend is not happy with our one sided open relationship
257 upvotes | March 21, 2019 | by YDdraig | Link | Reddit Link

A little backstory, I'm early 30s, gf is early 20s. We met in a small city with pretty terrible dating
options. I liked her but she was at best a 7 at the time and we dated for about 5 months until I got a
job offer in a much bigger city at which point I ended things because "I don't do long distance". What
I didn't take into account when I moved is that this is one of the most angry feminist SJW cities in
America. I've hooked up with a bunch of girls here but haven't found a single one I'm remotely
interested in starting a life with. I'm trying to get out but I can't yet without torpedoing my career.
This other girl seems to have female oneitis for me and had gone into the equivalent of monk mode
while I was gone: eating healthier, working out, twice as feminine and cute as before. She flew out to
visit about 8 months later (we'd get talking this whole time) and I was stunned, she's now upper 8s,
body alone is a 9. She's the best fuck I've had out of over 100 girls by far. After another visit the
following month she brings up the possibility of a relationship which I shot down again for distance
reasons but I've been curious about open relationships so I suggested that possiblity. On her own
initiative she suggested a one sided open relationship because "she only wanted my dick". I couldn't
see any downside so I went with it and we've been doing this for about 6 months.
She's been a great girlfriend so far, we see each other about one week a month, she treats me like a
god, cooks for me, massages me, suggests kinky things, basically spoils the shit out of me. She also
just straight up showed me how to unlock her phone and given all available evidence I'm pretty sure
she's keeping her end of the bargain, no mysterious absences or "sorry my phone died" moments.
Plus I know the dating scene where she is, it sucks.
I've maintained a small harem of fuck buddies between her visits but honestly not that into any of
them, it's more of an occasion stress relief for me. I can tell that bothers her, I don't lie about it, but I
don't give her intimate details. At the end of her last visit she confessed that any time I disappear for a
couple hours she imagines I'm fucking some hoe and it's eating at her. She now wants to go exclusive
or if I won't accept that, open so I can understand how this hurts her. I kind of called her bluff and
seemed unstressed about it being open and I could tell that was not the response she was hoping for. I
can see from her perspective that this does kind of suck for her but I view getting laid as a physical
need for me akin to eating or working out. That release helps me stay sane. I'm kind of on the fence
between breaking up with her, going exclusive, or opening time up. I know I hold all the cards here
but I do care about her and I don't relish hurting her. For context, she graduates in December and is
planning to move to wherever I am, and I do see a possible future of kids with this girl, though I
know I could find another one. We've still got plans to see each other roughly one week a month until
then so it's doable and I could probably use the extra time to work on a side hustle if we do go
exclusive.
For the sake of discussion, we are discussing whether or not I should drop my side chicks and focus
on other things with the free time, not speculating about whether or not my girlfriend is being
faithful.
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Serious question, how do you guys have the time to chase girls?
256 upvotes | November 17, 2020 | by Y29K | Link | Reddit Link

I'm a full time biology student, lift 4-5 times a week and do judo twice a week. I can like occasionally
go out for drinks but I can't get too hammered otherwise my schedule will be fucked and I'll be taking
a day off from the gym cuz of hang-overs.
My day is super busy and so like I never really get depressed over "no girls!" but like I see PUA
dudes telling guys to spend an hour or something approaching girls a day and doing other shit. Like
wtf do you guys not have jobs or lives?
Do most of you guys feel the same way as I do?
Edit:- Some users seem to be unable to fathom the very concept that without women one can live a
pretty satisfying life. Yes men want to fuck but women are actually such a small part of your life.
Women don't determine your value, and if you believe that you are full on retarded. A lot of the users
are actual coombrains (that's porn addicts for you older folks), you are aware not everything one does
is for women? It just goes to show how hedonistic some people are on this sub, one user said that
sleeping with women does make you a winner. This is such a retarded concept and only half the truth.
If I paid for sex and fucked 100 hookers I'd be called a loser, but if I seduce them I'm a winner. Want
to know why? It's because the 2nd option suggests you have your shit together and are successful in
other areas of life. Thought experiment, pretend I am fat and have a 3inch dick and watch cuck porn
regularly but I smash hot girls every week. If you saw me you'd think I was a loser but according to
the geniuses amongst us this man would be an alpha. That's fucking laughable.
Alexander the Great probably fucked 100s of women, but no one gave a shit about that. They cared
more for the fact the he fucking conquered kingdom after kingdom, your achievements are worth
more than the women you fuck. It's been like that since the begining of humanity, and it's only now
that retarded dudes on here want to upset that idea because they're unable to actually enjoy life
without chasing women 24/7.
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Is it just me or are 80% of girls on dating apps unattractive red
flag machines? Where have all the good women gone?
255 upvotes | November 12, 2020 | by consset | Link | Reddit Link

Seriously. I don't remember it being this bad a few years ago when I was last single. Maybe it's just
that Covid is keeping the decent ones off dating platforms but holy shit it's like every girl is either:

Fat
Hair dyed a ridiculous colour
A billion tattoos
Trans (seriously, I thought they were <1% of the population, why do I come across so many?)
Has some stupid political bullshit in their bio (BLM, ACAB, etc.), which is especially telling
considering I live in Canada
Has weird piercings (not just nose rings either)
Has their gender as some stupid bullshit like "transfeminine"

The place I live isn't even that liberal (for Canada anyway). I'm not a very political person but it's
insane how delusional girls are that purposely make themselves ugly. All the things in the above list
are choices they've made. They could all be attractive with a modicum of effort, but I guess it's only
guys that have to actually put in work. This has me saying... where have all the good women gone?
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All the girls on Tinder are landwhales ?
254 upvotes | November 4, 2019 | by lyniaa | Link | Reddit Link

I had two dates recently,
The first one, the girl looked good on her picture, maybe a 7/10, i join her for drinks, she was with
her friends, i haven't recognized her at first because she was obese and like 90kg, i got coffee to be
polite, left and never answered her texts
Second date, good looking in pictures, she comes directly at my appartment, same, around 80kg and
very ugly, dressed like shit, we talked, we start netflix, she tried to touch me and shit and i faked i had
to go to make her leave, just for instance, she showed me her tinder, she have 700 matches and ton of
good looking guys messaging her, she told me i'm lucky she went at my appartment ... After the date
she sent me a text asking why i haven't tried anything
I also had other dates where girls looked okay but completely stupid or drug addict
All the girls on this app are very low quality, at least in my town, lot of guys complain about not
getting matches, but trust me even when you get matches, it doesn't worth it
Girls you meet irl are much much better looking
I feel like tinder is basically for above average guys who wants to fuck ugly or low quality girls with
no efforts
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Why is it so hard for girls to understand that we don’t wanna
date a slut?
254 upvotes | October 14, 2020 | by ImprovingTalent | Link | Reddit Link

Really often after a hookup the girl brings up the relationship topic. Whenever I tell them that I don’t
want to be in a relationship (with her) they get all confused.
Why is it so hard to understand for most girls that I don’t wanna be in a committed relationship with
a girl that I can fuck on the first date?
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Girl leaves date crying
253 upvotes | October 29, 2019 | by goingright32 | Link | Reddit Link

Second date with this girl who I know from a meditation group. When we first met I tried to keep
things a bit light hearted and fun but she was really uptight. She announced almost immediately that
she had to leave at 830pm (1 hour) and basically we needed to hurry up and order dinner.
When we're ordering drinks and dinner and the barmaid tells us how much it will be, she looks at me
and says "oh, do you want us to pay separate", to which I reply "unless you're shouting " she looked
at me stone cold and said "no, I'm not offering to pay". This pissed me off a bit because A. It was her
idea to get food, I would have been happy with a beer and B. She's a doctor and probably earns a fair
bit more.
We sat down and started chatting and it's like everything I said she can either outdo with her own
experiences or she is this much better now complete person.
At one point she tells me how she has a huge number of friends, I asked her "are you a narcissist?".
By that point I had become tired of her grandiose view of her own self and what a complete person
she believed she was.
Anyway she started tearing up after the narcissist comment, made a big deal about how nobody had
ever said that to her before, and left.
All in all a terrible date.
Was that an awful thing you ask? I didn't actually mean for it to be hurtful, just kind of said what was
on my mind.
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2nd day of cold approaching - ACTUALLY GOT LAID! - now
what?!
253 upvotes | February 1, 2019 | by lolurfucked | Link | Reddit Link

'sup folks, you seemed to like my previous post so I decided to follow up with a second one, since
now i've got some good results.
kinda long read, so if u dont give a fuck, neither do i, just move on.
so...... 2nd day of cold approaching, still feeling confident from little successes from the last one, i
had a good cocky vibe going for me which i think did most of the job.
so, tl;dr i got laid after just 3 attempts (im in no way saying that i can close one of three chicks right
now) due to luck, cockish vibe and old fashioned hard work.
first of all, i want to clarify this: in my country, there is a lack of high SMV males, so girls like cocky
guys, straight up assholes who dont give a shit about them. i dont really enjoy it, but its a fact, so
twisting my game and letting myself become more of an asshole kinda did the job.
im out on the streets again trying to spot the crazy pussy. one girl walks by, i say "nice smile cutie",
she smiles ear to ear and walks by fast. felt good, not as good as it would to screw her brains out but i
let it go, didnt wanna chase some chick on the first attempt.
i go down in the subway and OMG what a location to pick up chicks. @antiMensch195 this dude
dropped the idea in the comments, thx for that.
now, imagine, i got my good clothes on, looking the best i can, wearing shit i wouldnt wear daily
(peacocking does work to some extent), i sit down and have a look around, there are student chicks
all around me. i can easily spot the ones that would be the most receptive (u know, staring and
smiling at me, sitting right next to me, those are the ones we should approach first).
so, i decided to not go further, changed a few stations until i found a pretty cute redhead (im crazy
about redheads) sitting across me. she avoids my gaze and starts playing with her hair everytime i
look back. i take that as a sign of interest.
i decided to take it further. didnt want to come off as a pussy obsessed maniac and simply asked a
question about a local place (pretending i was from another city). then i said "can i sit down", she
nods, i sit down, we make small talk about the fucking college (like i was interested) she was going to
until she hits me with "next station is my stop, nice to meet u btw", took it as a shit test, remembering
the quotes from the realms of old TRP about women being able to do crazy shit if they're attracted
enough.
shes clearly into me, didnt wanna leave, so i replied "come one, if u keep me interested for another 2
stations, we will get off there and i will treat you to coffee". she did bite, but seemed kinda insulted.
no matter, the fact that she stayed was enough for me.
ill skip the boring stuff, we have coffee, i end up playing with her hair, we go out, sit on a bench in a
lonely park, she starts talking about her ex bf. im thinking "ohh, so we are this far already lol", pick
up my phone and start playing adventure capitalist 2. shes like "wtf u doing", i dont reply back. she
gets mad and asks again, i look at her with a "are u fucking kidding me" face and start playing again.
we sit there for like 2 minutes, i stand up to grab a smoke from my back pocket and shes like "no ur
not leaving", felt too clingy, but also good as fuck. i said i would stay if she dropped the boring stuff.
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we sit down, she starts being a bitch ("who do u think u are", "i dont have to be here u know ive got
classes"), i tease her with "ur so cute when u get angry" and squeeze her cheeks.
she stops bitching and squeezes my hand (IOI, no?), i move in for the kiss, she turns her head away
(im like "wtf bitch"), no matter, im in the fucking zone, i grab her waist and kinda "forcefully" kiss
her (in a way that she liked). now before u accuse me of being a rapist and a pedophile (her being 20
me being 25) i justify my actions by her throwing her hands around me and prolonging the kiss by
like 40 seconds. i was fucking suffocating, no joking. she was trying too hard.
im thinking, either i played it too well (this is a good fucking result, her being clingy already, HB7.5
no less) or shes just fucked up. no matter, i decide to go all the way. we sit there kissing like fucking
kids for an hour. then she says "i gotta go, but i wanna see u tomorrow, come to my college maybe?".
i was like "fuck no, im visiting a friend here, i wont be back for another two weeks" (again,
pretending to be from another city).
she clearly didnt like it, offers to spend some more time together, i agree and we hang around. she
asks me very personal questions, i either ignore them or answer indirectly which leaves her guessing.
anyway, i get up, kiss her neck (while squeezing her ass with both hands) and say "cya baby,
whenever that might be" with a slightly sad smirk.
i knew she couldnt let the good moment go (she was blushing, fidgeting and leaning towards me all
the time) thats why i decided to end it when she was having most fun (hoping for a meet up and
banging her) and then she goes "do u have to leave right now?". i knew shit was about to go down. im
like "yeah, unless u can offer me something i cant refuse" (hinting about sex, i was pretty certain she
would do that and if not, well, fuck it, i got this far), and shes like "lets go to my place for some more
coffee and then ur free to leave".
im like "SAY NO MORE", i dont comment on it, grab my jacket and head up to her place. tl;dr -
gave me a blowjob i will tell my kids about, seriously, it was THAT good. i was horny as hell (from
nofap challenge) and fucked her into a total oblivion. she cooked me a bomb ass meal before leaving
and wouldnt let me go thru the door (i hate kissing after sex).
before i get to the gym (takes about an hour) i have 6 messages on viber and some of em say "i miss u
already" n shit like that. i work out, bench 255 for the first time (yeah, only women have such effect
on us, sadly), ignore her messages, come home and write this long ass post.
i think i pulled it off pretty well, it took me several hours of "meditation" to adopt the alpha image
(srsly, IT WORKS, just sit down, think of the traits u wanna have and then make urself believe u
ARE THAT GUY). it feels AWESOME to get laid with a cute girl after shitty relationships.
my only concern (and question) is this: how do I turn her into a plate and nothing more? she seems
pretty clingy and i have the feeling the next time i fuck her she'll be like "do u love me?" while
scratching my balls. how do I keep it this way?
emotions aside, she is pretty hot and fun to be around as well. im watching myself to not get needy
again (pretty hard for me), how should i proceed from now on?
sry for the messed up post, im on the phone.
edit: not to be cocky but its the first time i tried to get close to women. when my insecurities are no
longer winning over me i feel like im kinda good at this sort of stuff.
where the fuck was i all my life.
just do it guys, who knows how many chads are hiding under those insecurities.
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My Plate’s 100 Dates Challenge but wants a steady supply
253 upvotes | November 30, 2020 | by hollabomb | Link | Reddit Link

I couldn’t make this shit up boys. So my latest plate (solid 7, 28, Blonde, natural DDs, not exclusive,
I’m 46) sends me a text saying “I need to talk to you.” My mind goes to the worst case scenario of
course. Instead of some pregnancy news (always condom) she says that as part of her plan to be a Tik
Tok influencer she and her friend are going out on a 100 different dates and posting about it, hoping
to find Mr. Right. My initial response was, “that’s interesting.”
She says part of the deal is that you can’t have sex with any of the guys, and wanted to make sure that
I would be around to fuck her during that 100 days when she was horny. I go on to tell her that there
is no “one” for every person out there, and i was always down to fuck her brains out. I have no need
or desire for a LTR and she knows that.
I just have never seen such a brazen display, it really boggles my mind how they think. Date 100 guys
to find mister right, all the while banging me? What happens after the wedding?
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LTR cheated with a guy who has a GF - let his GF know?
253 upvotes | June 22, 2020 | by moonlight_rider | Link | Reddit Link

Hey all!
Shit happens, I got played. I picked up my shit in the middle of the day when she wasn’t home and
just vanished out of her life, blocked her on everything and left her with an expensive lease and half
furnished apartment. She is probably freaking the fuck out. Haven’t talked to her at all!
The dude she cheated with has amazing game, I read their convos, good on him! The only thing is, he
has a LTR and she doesn’t know. From the messages I read seems like he cares about her and has
been with her for a while.
The only advice I would need here is - do I let his GF know that he’s been banging the slut known as
my ex? I feel it’s a moral thing to do and I would want for her to have told me if she found out first.
Let me know your thoughts!
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Fucked my ex-crushed, I feel God is pranking me
252 upvotes | April 14, 2019 | by rutluv | Link | Reddit Link

I have a crush on this girl for 4 years. I tried to date her she refused me. Yesterday, I met her in a club
we drank a lot. The night is over I offer to get her home, she initially says no but I insist. Then she
says OK. I went to her apartment and we fucked. She initially showed some LMR but when I was
about to leave she get herself naked and I fucked her.

I am very confused about this. All the night she asked me if I'm fucking someone else and I say:
sometimes I do. Then she asks me if she knows the girl. And I say: yes. Then it started to get crazy.
She didn't stop questioning me about the girl.

After we fucked she says: so you cheated on X? I didn't reply.

I suspect that she is a serial cheater and she feels good knowing that others cheat.

PS: I lied about fucking someone else. I am actually on a very scarce run with no girls to date. But
apparently just giving the impression that I'm fucking someone else got me laid. I am really confused
about how girls work. And disappointed.
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I decided i took your guys advice and called it off.
250 upvotes | November 8, 2017 | by Gfliestomuch | Link | Reddit Link

As you know i made thread here about my now EX girlfriend which i basically thought i was just
nice person when all i was is weak little bitch. Today after spending all night, yes all night awake
reading the sidebar, Some of it hit me like a brick in the face!
Now i called her and asked if we could talk, she said No i’m busy can i call you later? which is not
the first time she says this than calls 20-30minutes later, I asked her if i could come over before work
and talk and she hesitated and said why? So i said You will find out then i went to her place and told
her that i was breaking up with her and i had her stuff in this bag which i handed over to her. She
started crying asking me why i was doing this i told her you know why.. and what she said shocked
me...she said I’m sorry i’ve been such a bitch to you and ignoring your messages but i’ll change i’ll
promise you just give me another chance people deserve 2nd chance. I almost budged and said ok i’m
sorry but instead i did my best to be “mean” and said you had your chance then i walked out before
her crying would make me stick with her, because women crying affects me easily, it’d a trick i fall
for everytime but I blocked her number and her facebook account.
I just wanted to thank you guys for helping me out, thank the people who made the sidebar, and as
some of you said she was ignoring the messages and yes that was true, she also knew where she had
me and how she treated me. This was a 4 year LTR ending. Now the road of unknown takes me
somewhere. All i need to do now is to remind myself why i ended it.
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"You had best unfuck yourself, or I will unscrew your head
and shit down your neck" or "How to improve AskTRP with
these few simple steps"
249 upvotes | January 28, 2015 | by tepper2 | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hfxn8MU7tsQ
I am not a mod, I am just active here. This is a rant, but I'll stand behind it.
There's been a lot of irritating, repetitive topics on AskTRP lately. It's all basics that guys here should
already know. So this is for all you new guys who ask the same questions over and over that could be
answered by either lurking for a few days or using the search function.
How Do I Introduce My Bro/Friend to The Red Pill?
You don't. You are not a missionary. You are not a sales rep. TRP does not need you forcing the pill
down somebody's throat.
TRP can only be internalized by those who want to wake up. This usually comes as a result of
heartbreak or extreme disappointment. Some guys will wake up eventually. Others will continue to
ignore the truth because they can't handle it. The best you can do is to represent TRP by being an
example. Improve, learn, approach, and if a buddy asks you, "How do you do it, bro?" drop a few
nuggets of wisdom. But don't take the podium and give a sermon. Definitely don't talk to women
about it.
TRP is ebola for your social life. It's a controversial topic, and talking about it in social settings will
do nothing but harm. The minute some social justice warrior or plugged in beta gets the idea that
you're a misogynist woman-hater, you become a target. People talk, and your reputation becomes
suspect. Just smile, nod, and know that you have the ace up your sleeve.
Which reminds me...
How Do I Deal With Feminists?
You don't. Amused mastery. Don't get drawn into arguments or debates. Don't post in TwoX,
TheBluePill, AskWomen, or any of the other shitty subs because it's a waste of time. You won't
change anybody's mind by arguing. Certainly don't engage these people in person, because you'll get
nowhere and be labeled a rapist in training.
Plates
She is not a "plate" unless she is a regular. That girl you hooked up with last weekend and won't hear
from again? She's not a plate, she's a one night stand. Some girl you want to bang but don't know how
to lock down? She's not a plate, she's a prospect. Girl in class that you slept with once a few weeks
ago and now won't return your texts? You have oneitis and you probably went too beta. She's not a
plate, she was a hookup, and your game needs work.
Don't Shit Where You Eat
Don't fuck women you work with. Period. Don't even ask, none of the veterans here are going to
give you the go-ahead. The only ones who will should shut the fuck up and lurk more.
No piece of ass is worth risking your livelihood, whether you're a barista or an executive.
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On Posting Here
Use correct grammar and separate your wall of text into paragraphs. Don't waste our time.
And whether you realize it or not, the way you communicate will influence the way people think
about you. This goes for every social interaction, not just AskTRP.
Confidence, or Why Am I Pussy Repellant?
There have been several posts lately from guys who want to bitch and complain about women not
giving them attention. The common trend here seems to be rooted in a total lack of self-confidence.
Some points:

Don't tie your self worth to women or pussy, first of all.
Confidence comes from being satisfied with your own life. You could hit the gym 7 days a
week and make a six figure income, but women can smell your insecurity a mile away. Be a
man, have goals and work towards them.
Focus on and improve yourself so that your confidence comes naturally, the women will
follow.
It's not a sprint, it's a marathon. Improvement takes time, keep going.

And then there's this guy. Don't be that guy.
Oneitis
She's not being receptive, she's the one that got away, how do I get back at her?
You don't. Move on. Abundance mentality solves all these problems.
She doesn't belong to you. It was just your turn.
I'm sure there's more, but this covers most of what I've seen in the last week or two.
To the guys here who continue to post solid advice, keep it up. These guys need you. To the guys
who lurk for a week and get a boner over a few upvotes on a post, don't get ahead of yourself. There's
been a lot of crap advice being thrown around here lately that doesn't add much to the conversation.
Don't give advice based on what you've read, give advice based on what you've personally
experienced. TRP isn't about being a redpill scholar, it's about putting it into practice.
We now return you to your regularly scheduled circlejerks.
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anyone wanna talk?
249 upvotes | December 10, 2018 | by bf1bro18 | Link | Reddit Link

Feeling pretty fucking depressed over the last 3 weeks. Not cause of a girl or cause I had a job
interview fail. Nah. Just that existential sort of shit creeping in. I'm fit and healthy cause I lift daily
and shit. Like on the surface I am all good man. But inside it's like who gives a fuck. Mom's
alcoholic, dad's dead inside, older sibling is fucked in the head and I don't like him, friends I once had
moved away.
I tried that depression sub but everyone there seems heavily on that victim mindset but I am not. Like
I wanna do better man, I want to self congratulate myself and be solid in my frame but lately it's just
a big drag as if I am not sure why or who this is for.
morning time is this heaviness of "fuck.. again".
I just got no one to bounce this off of. My network irl is non existent.
Edit - Ok I got more of a reaction than I expected. Will reply to stuff now (morning after). Thanks
everyone. Edit #2 - this is all so unexpectedly wholesome. I got lots of shit to read and watch now
cheers everyone.
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Onlyfan girls
249 upvotes | April 9, 2020 | by RivenHalf | Link | Reddit Link

So during this quarantine I've noticed every normal ass girl is making an Onlyfans. I had a roommate
who was a camgirl at some point so this world isn't new to me at all. What I don't understand is that is
it that motivates beta males to pay for these things? These guys are paying hundreds of dollars at
times to either not even see these girls fully nude in some cases or to watch another guy fucking
them. Obviously porn will always be popular. There is a billion, maybe even more of full high
definition porn available for free and more everyday . What part of the simping and beta male culture
has allowed these onlyfan girls to be able to thrive, what do they hope to gain from it?
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Plate of 1yr recently got told she has cancer and is starting
treatment soon. I'm experiencing feeling I haven't had before.
Possibly not TRP related. Just after some advice or something.
248 upvotes | March 10, 2021 | by AUSTRALIAN_001 | Link | Reddit Link

We have been casual since meeting. I have had a few times where I have stood back and thought to
myself this girl is not LTR material and we also don't see eye to eye on some things, and it is at times
quite irritating. As a whole I was beginning to feel somewhat withdrawn and interested in pursuing
other women then this happened (see post title).
I'm very much torn at the moment. My entire TRP mentality (regarding this girl) has been shattered.
I'm 28 years old and she is the same. She called me when she found out and broke down completely.
She spoke to me about how I was the only person who has ever given her the time for her to open up
and experience the dating dynamic again. And that she is scared and has so much to juggle now
(work and so on).
I don't know guys. I just sit here tonight, 2 days after finding out, and it's like a spotlight has been put
on all of the positive qualities that this girl has, how she has added value to my life, the selfless things
she has done for me, I just feel like a piece of shit and so sorry for her right now because of how I put
her in this category where I didn't see anything happening with her.
It's all so strange to me. I immediately feel very emotional towards her situation and I am feeling that
I have lived in this TRP bubble to the point where it has taken this tragic news for me to realize that
we are all human and only here for 70 something years on average and that maybe I just need to stop
trying so fucking hard to be this perfect TRP guy in my vision.
It's been a pretty low night for me tbh. I'm sorry if this has nothing to do with TRP. I'm just so
conflicted with this right now.
I feel that I actually have made some of her negative qualities magnified because of reading TRP so
much and that I am now realizing that she is actually a very caring and thoughtful person.
Life can be rough. Not sure where I'm going with this.
EDIT/UPDATE - Thank you for keeping it real with the replies.
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How to cope after you really realize she’s not yours and you’re
genuinely alone in this world?
248 upvotes | November 15, 2020 | by alphaonthecomeup | Link | Reddit Link

What’s up guys. There’s this girl that states she loves me and wants to have my kids and one day get
married. She’s not my girlfriend as of now due to distance.
But she fucked another man last night and she was feeling guilty so she told me.
Now I know that she didn’t do anything wrong and thats just the game. But at the same time, I
thought this girl was decent. Turns out she really is just like any other human. Horny and reactive
after the fact.
I have oneitis and I will work on getting other women because to be really honest this fantasy bs I
have in my head can no go on any longer and will really end up haunting me.
I just need some advice on how to really move on and understand that I am alone and no woman is
ever going to have my best interest in mind over hers.
It makes me honestly pretty sad to finally really come to this realization. One second a woman can be
picking baby names with you for your child, the next hour they can be letting someone else in them.
They really are just like and worse than men.
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Lets PURGE ourselves. What's the most beta thing you've
done?
246 upvotes | September 10, 2019 | by Rkingpin | Link | Reddit Link

I'll get the ball rolling....
In my days before the Red Pill I was dating a tinder thot for a while. She was HB7 half asian but
smoked so make of that what you will.
She started getting flakey on text after a while I sent her a butthurt text giving an ultimatum that if
she doesnt want to take things seriously she should let me know.
� I may aswell have been the female with that kind of behaviour.
She replied with some typical female bs of having family shit going on blah blah blah. But yeah, very
beta on my part.
How about you guys? EC's are welcome to explain their past shitshows too.
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I finally dropped a girl that I liked and it feels so fucking good.
245 upvotes | February 21, 2019 | by xNightly | Link | Reddit Link

I met this girl through a mutual friend, we ended up dating and I caught oneitis for her. Luckily we’re
only talking about a month here. We began chatting and I would always keep conversations to a
minimum and instead arrange to meet. She flaked on me five times and I’m the fucking idiot for
putting up with it. Yesterday she messaged me “let’s meet tomorrow” and fast forward to today, she’s
flaked once again. Her excuse, “I had to do something but we’ll meet another day”. I replied “No we
won’t, I don’t like having my day wasted” and she responded with “It happens.” I then blocked her
off everything.
I always thought I had swallowed the red pill but it’s amazing how quickly you can fall back into
your old self-sabotaging ways. This exact type of situation is what lead me to TRP but luckily it’s not
even as remotely lengthy as the first one. Thought I’d just share this and now I’m headed to the gym.
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Origins of “Chad”
244 upvotes | February 12, 2019 | by tyronethejabrone | Link | Reddit Link

It's 2016. Boys everywhere continue to grow up lost and confused, lacking a male figure to look up
to. Enter the OG pussy slayer: Chad Johnson. No not the football player, but this guy made a name
for himself on season 12 of the bachelorette. There's even a clip of all the times his name was said.
Anyways, the dude is funny as shit and red-pilled as fuck. Check out some highlights from the short
time he was on. If you are trying to imagine dark-triad, this guy displays characteristics, although he
definitely goes for being straight up savage rather than manipulative. If he went for being more
cunning and less of a hot head he'd be on his way up the corporate ladder.
Mainly wanted to put this out there for your entertainment but I guess the question would be does
anyone know if the coined term "chad" predated 2016?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=po5B_elq7p8
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The worse I treat my ltr the more attracted she is to me, made a
huge realization.
244 upvotes | April 26, 2019 | by djc6782 | Link | Reddit Link

I already know that the less invested you are the more invested she will be, to an extent. We see each
other twice a week and I feel like an idiot but I just realized a few days ago that for the last few
months we’ve been just doing the same shit every time we hang out (usually just dinner, walk around
somewhere like the mall, then go to her house and watch Netflix and fuck before I have to leave) and
it’s become extremely routine and that’s why my relationship is starting to get stale as fuck and due
to the lack of emotions and excitement her attraction to me is decreasing and vise versa, and that’s
why we are only fucking once or twice a week and it’s really no longer fun to hang out with each
other.
The past week I’ve been keeping my self busy as fuck, barely texting back simply due to me just
forgetting and being busy, going out and just living life on my own terms and doing what I want and
it’s been great.
Yesterday we hung out and I didn’t text her back the night before and she was being bitchy at first
when I came over her house and I just ignored it and we fucked, then I told her to give me a massage
afterwards and she started acting bitchy again and said “really I have to massage you now” and while
she’s usually never bitchy like this, I also never usually call her out when she is and I just said “listen,
cut the shit (name)”. So she gave me a massage and actually started crying a little bit for some reason.
usually she always drives so I said get dressed we’re going to this hiking place near us, I’m driving.
I was feeling super confident the whole time, being indifferent, not giving much attention, acting
spontaneously, leading her to cool places and waterfalls and just having fun for once. She was all
over me the whole time, complimenting me like crazy, kept rubbing her ass on me and trying to grab
my dick, she apologized and said she wants to fuck me again and give me a really good massage and
said she’s sorry for the way she was acting. I had to go in like a half hour so we went back to her
place and she went absolutely insane on me when we got into her bedroom, tore her and my clothes
off and jumped on me, she was absolutely soaked and we had the most intense sex we’ve had in over
a year and she must’ve said “I love you so fucking much your all mine” a million times during it.
I know dread game/ getting out of the routine trap works but holy shit I didn’t expect to see results
like this so quick. Should I keep the dread going like I’ve been? I’m definitely avoiding the Netflix
and dinner bullshit from now on and getting out of the house as much as possible with her. Routine/
comfort definitely kills passion in a relationship and this is a prime example of that.
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I asked out my oneitis and got rejected. Personal growth
244 upvotes | August 7, 2019 | by Wobblewobblegobble | Link | Reddit Link

I finally asked out my oneitis but got turned down nicely. It feels good honestly I thought about her
all the time even ignoring other women. I think I can finally move on from it. Time to read the
sidebar and continue pursuing goals.
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Tried talking to girls in a slower speed with a deeper voice and
better tonality and received positive results: can someone
explain how this works and how I can take it further?
244 upvotes | September 5, 2019 | by cuztrp | Link | Reddit Link

I read that recent post from an Asian guy who spent 3 years TRPing and gave a few gems, one of
them was to stop paying attention to what you say and focus more on how you say it, an approach
I've never tried.
I've been practicing comebacks and dodging shittests since time immemorial, but just 2 days after
applying this magic pill, I can sense girls getting "stimulated" more the moment I open my mouth.
I removed that question tonality with everything that I say and I started speaking muuuch slower than
usual, in a way that is unnatural to me, and what do you know? Girls fucking love it. I get IOIs as I
said the moment I slow down and deepen my voice. Sometimes I even talk about my day, and they're
there paying attention and wanting to keep talking.
How is this working? I've always thought it was a bit weird to speak slowly and sound deeper
vocally. But it's working and I still can't believe the results.
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Pretended to be a drug dealer to get action, now what?
243 upvotes | January 21, 2020 | by Efficient-Name | Link | Reddit Link

This is gonna sound crazy but i acted like i was a drug dealer. A girl hits me up and starts offering me
sex for drugs (i didnt initiate). As a horny teen, i oblige. We had sex, she mentioned how she loved it
and is down to have sex again (for no drugs). im kinda stressing cos i promised the weed and coke by
friday but of course im not a drug dealer just a regular guy. whats the best thing to do in this
situation?
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Are young women getting worse?
243 upvotes | April 9, 2020 | by Just1515 | Link | Reddit Link

I'm 30 now and i've had a go with women for years. I've seen multiple "generations" of the 18-22
crowd come and my conclusion is they are getting worse and worse and worse.
Young chicks are always more dramatic, but the attention whore levels, out right sluttiness, and open
displays of this desire for the CC while shaming betas is quite revolting. They used to be more subtle
about it.
They also seem to just not know what good behavior is anymore without being told. It's worse and
worse each generation. Like, what healthy boundaries are in relationships, how to act etc. They don't
even hide this shit. My theory is social media as it grew it made them worse and worse as it goes on,
especially the youngest "crops" (18-22).
One more thing i've noticed is they absolutely dominate most men now. They don't want relationships
anymore, just attention and an army of suitors to maintain. they dont want romance. It's the guys that
want all this shit these days in their age brackets and the women manipulate them with it lol
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Why can't your average person admit or see that we're a
severely sick society?
241 upvotes | July 13, 2019 | by 3-6_in_NBA_Finals | Link | Reddit Link

I'm not even going to seriously delve into what's wrong with the west, but whenever I bring any of it
up, people look at me like they just fucking saw Bigfoot...
Marriage is at an all-time low, which in theory is good because of how modern women behave, but
overall, decline in commitment is not good for society.
Degeneracy is rampant and celebrated.
Perversion is rampant and celebrated. Simulated incest porn is now the #1 genre in America on
pornhub.
Women have lost their minds, men are fucking slob retard cucks, low-iq retards are our famous idols,
shitty people are worshipped and celebrated, our president is a walking cartoon character.
And yet if I mention any of this, I'm looked at like a crazy person. Well except the Trump one.
Braindead sheep love a good ol' Trump bashing.
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When topic of a past relationships rise up, all girls mention to
me three different guys - the long relationship guy, the nutjob-
but-crazy-sex -guy, and mysterious guy they go to when they
are not in the relationship. I want to talk about the last one.
240 upvotes | May 16, 2019 | by bannanawolf | Link | Reddit Link

Like a clockwork, in the honest early stages of relationship, all girls I've been with mentioned these
three types. The long relationship is boring long one that started in early adulthood, which ended
when one of them chickened out when realized they didn't experienced enough life. The crazy
guy/crazy sex one is short but memorable.
The last one is my point of interest and I will call him mysterious guy . It is "relationship" with the
guy that clearly stated no strings attached clause, but the girls stayed around for years mostly
exclusively for him. He is not a pump and dump guy, he just doesn't want a relationship but creates a
great connection and life lasting impact on a girl. This is the guy that girls return to when they have
no one around. In one of my early relationships, I broke into girlfriends Facebook and found old
messages with her mysterious guy (don't do these kind of shit, it will fuck up your mind). She
basically said she will leave her good LTR at the time RIGHT FUCKING NOW if he can promise
her relationship. Other girl said that she was in "relationship" with her mysterious guy, and it was a
lowest point of her life, she is embarrassed and that it was long time ago and she was other person
then yadda yadda... But at the end of the bullshitting she said that he is the guy she goes to when she
doesn't have boyfriend. Holly shit what a power this guy has.
When girls mention that guy, I just listen and don't ask questions, just saying 'Ye, ye I get it' at the
end and continuing conversation in other direction. But covertly I want to ask them all about that guy
and take notes on the ways of this fucking legend. I want to know how these guys look, how they
dress, how their day looks like, what they talk about with girls, where they take them out... Basically
what they do to be The Guy in the girls whole life without putting in much effort and without any
expectations. Take note that from the talks I figured this guy is not your typical alpha jock, this is
some kind of next level shit, the absolute emotional and sexual magnet for women.
So, if you guys have examples of guys like this, or if you are, god forbid, one of them, please share
your observations, wisdom or path that can lead one there, since the guys with that much of value
clearly benefit from all other areas of life.
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Chick showed me a slide show of every dude she’s
dated/fucked. I’m on it, don’t know how to react
240 upvotes | February 21, 2021 | by SplotBoi | Link | Reddit Link

I was with one of my plates tonight, and after we fucked she said she had something to show me. And
not to judge her too much. So I said okay, she proceeded to pull out a laptop and pull up google
slides. We went through 15 or 16 dudes that she’s been with, including me. It had pictures and small
notes next to each one, how they met, dick size etc. At this point i was weirded the fuck out. And I
excused myself and left. She’s been texting and calling nonstop, I don’t want to hurt her feelings. But
i told her that it’s fucking weird and she started crying and begging me not to leave her. I told her I
need to think about it, the sex is great but I’m honestly creeped out. How should I handle this
situation?
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LTR of 8 years 'Accidentally' kissed another dude
240 upvotes | February 29, 2020 | by throwawayredpill77 | Link | Reddit Link

I was out partying with my bros yesterday. LTR of 8 years was attending her bff's birthday party at a
club. She sent a text at 5am saying how she kissed another dude when they hugged for 2 seconds by
'accident'.
I haven't replied or called her yet, i'm still drunk from last night and it really hasn't sunk in yet. How
do i respond to this??
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Do you think the quality of women have dropped?
239 upvotes | April 21, 2020 | by BruhMoment45886 | Link | Reddit Link

All this entitlement and onlyfans shit has been breeding more and more toxic women. Or so it seems
like to me. Have women always been this bad or is this younger generation the worst of them all? I'm
worried when I get older I'll have to settle for whores.
My ex was the literal definition of the "girls born after 1993" meme. She didn't know how to cook all
she knew was twerk, charge they phone, be bisexual, eat hot chip, and lie to men.
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Men in your 40s - if you can turn back time, what do you wish
you knew in your 30s?
239 upvotes | May 5, 2020 | by milkandweed | Link | Reddit Link

As a man in my mid/late 30s who fucked up most of my 20s and 30s, I want to share 3 lessons I
learned the hard way:

Don't waste time chasing pussy. Well, don't waste time at all. But pussy, in particular. Focus on1.
improving yourself.
Be careful of the relationship trap, especially when a girl has higher SMV. This is a big2.
distraction from your goals. There are exceptions of course, but usually only if you are 'dating
down'.
If you are already in a relationship and it's great, that's wonderful, but if it's bad/toxic, stop3.
trying to fix that shit or getting obsessed with it, just cut it out.

I'd love to hear from those of you 40+ and beyond. Do you agree / disagree with these lessons, and do
you have anything else to add to this list?
If you can turn back time, or share advice with your younger self in your 30s, what do you wish you
knew?
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I just dumped my GF before she dump me
239 upvotes | August 7, 2019 | by lyniaa | Link | Reddit Link

Basically everything was going completely fine, we had a lot of great sex, and then she started to shit
test me out of nowhere, started some mind game shit via text and everything that goes with it, started
to act bitchy etc
This girl was virgin before me, She is 19 and i'm 27
She wanted me to chase her probably, i went on soft next for a few days and enjoyed my time without
her, never answered to her mind game stuff or shit test
I received a text from her few days later basically she said
Her : "Hey I'm not sure about us, i'm not really in, i think we should talk about it, i know it might be
hard for you"
Me : "I was also about to tell you the same thing, i think we should not continue, i don't think i have a
real feelings for you even if i enjoy your company"
Her : "I thought you loved me and that it would be very hard for you if i leave you ? You lied to me
the all time just for having sex ?"
And then she started to tell me that she regrets the text she sent and she wants to meet me to talk
about it and we should just continue our reliationship ... I was like what the fuck with this girl, is she
stupid or what ?
I don't answer, i next her and just enjoy time with my plates, i still had my ex on instagram, so she
saw a few pictures of me with other girls
She sent me a giant wall of text saying i'm a douchebag, that i never loved her because i'm already
with other girls, that i destroyed her, she cry every night, she stopped to eat, basically a big text full
of hate against me
Like what the fuck ? She was about to dump me like a piece of shit and now she is sad because we
aren't together ?
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The more “alpha” I’ve become the quieter I am?
238 upvotes | February 11, 2019 | by FuckMichaelMcCoy | Link | Reddit Link

I’m an outgoing guy but I’ve noticed recently as my confidence and SMV has increased overall, I
find myself with a quiet confidence.
As this has happened, all of the girls I encounter have been flirting so much harder and even initiating
conversations into logistics with me (like who do u live with/what are u watching on Netflix)
basically making it easy for me to fuck them.
Back in my beta days I used to try to be extra outgoing and heavier on the AMOG in group situations
but I’ve found the golden balance now.
I seem to outshine the more “forced outgoing amog” type guys that you seem to encounter and I
instantly recognize their overcompensation to seek attention and I feel women sense this. Like you’re
trying to impress them and come across try hard. Ironically these same guys slip out beta details like
complaining, whining about something, saying the wrong things, etc
Anyone gone through the same evolution?
PS when I talk I’m outgoing and confident/charismatic. I’m being quiet by choice and not because I
am scared to say the wrong things.
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What the fuck is wrong with girls and social media?
238 upvotes | October 7, 2018 | by koedeloe | Link | Reddit Link

I was working out and I saw this mediocre 6/10 girl. I see her in real life all the time at the gym.
During her workout she is filming her shitty deadlifts and is on her phone all the time between sets. I
haven't seen her talk with anyone in the gym. On Instagram though... she's the shit, BRB updating
instagram while she's lifting to get likes while no one IRL even looks at her. It's funny to watch tbh.
Second girl... she is the sister of one of my friends. She is actually a fat whale. She's 20 years old and
I'd say a 4/10. I was watching a movie with my friend and her. She was browsing Tinder and I asked
her how many matches she had. She said 700. I told her that's bullshit and she showed me. It was
true.. I was bamboozled. She is arrogant as fuck and in real life no guy wants to date her, yet on
Tinder she has 700+ likes????
The next girls are girls who claim that guys are assholes who only want them for sex; yet when you
check their social media it's full of bikini pictures and push up bra's?? I don't understand the way they
think.
Last girl is a goodlooking girl. She has 3k followers and 300 posts. I know her since I was born and
she sits home every weekend. She has no real friends. Always when I ask how her weekend was she
said she watched TV. lmao fun life.
I'm 21 years old and I fucking hate social media. I think it's just a validation tool. The people who I've
met who don't use it have the best lifes. The ones who are on it all the time are usually the boring
ones who got nothing going on in their life, ironic, isn't it?
But it makes me rage though.. I can't seem to find a decent 7/10+ girl anymore who isn't on
Instagram/Twitter/Snapchat. Is this what girls have become? ITS FUCKING SAD.
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"You can lose a lot of money chasing women. But you won’t
lose a lot of women chasing money"
237 upvotes | July 6, 2019 | by reddituser1011123425 | Link | Reddit Link

Is this quote true?
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I don't want 100's ot girls. I just want to feel loved by one.
236 upvotes | October 8, 2020 | by ReimerTiemann | Link | Reddit Link

20, M, College student here.
I'm literally crying while writing this post. Its been 5 years since I had a girlfriend. I have literally
forgotten how does it even feel to be with someone. Most of my friends have had good relationships,
whereas im sitting here on my computer and typing this post about lack of intimacy in my life.
Sometimes I just cry my eyes out. I feel so helpless. Idk what should I even do.
I don't want 100's of girls. 1 would be sufficient!
I'm not asking anything from you guys, just wanted to share my feelings out. I know you'll say dont
be a pussy, become confident and all, but given that I have had virtually 0 intimacy in my life, where
do I get the confidence from? Fake confidence?
TLDR: just a random college student ranting about lack of intimacy in his life.
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Rule 5, or Basic FAQ Reminders
236 upvotes | February 4, 2020 | by TRPCops | Link | Reddit Link

There are naturally a lot of irritating, repetitive topics on AskTRP. It's all basics that guys here should
already know. So this is for all you new guys who ask the same questions over and over that could be
answered by LURKING.
How Do I Introduce My Bro/Friend to The Red Pill?
You don't. You are not a missionary. You are not a sales rep. TRP does not need you forcing the pill
on others.
TRP can only be internalized by those who want to wake up. This usually comes as a result of
heartbreak or extreme disappointment. Some guys will wake up eventually. Others will continue to
ignore the truth because they can't handle it. The best you can do is to represent TRP by being an
example. Improve, learn, approach, and if a buddy asks you, "How do you do it, bro?" drop a few
nuggets of wisdom. But don't take the podium and give a sermon. Definitely don't talk to women
about it.
TRP is ebola for your social life. The first rule exists for a reason. It's a controversial topic, and
talking about it in normie social settings will do nothing but harm. The minute some woman or
plugged in beta gets the idea that you're a misogynist woman-hater, you become a target. People talk,
and your reputation becomes suspect. Just smile, nod, and know that you have the ace up your sleeve.
Which reminds me...
How Do I Deal With Feminists?
You don't. Amused mastery. Don't get drawn into arguments or debates. Don't post about this topic in
any of the other shitty subs because it's a waste of time. You won't change anybody's mind by
arguing. Certainly don't engage these people in person, because you'll get nowhere and be labeled a
rapist in training.
Plates
She is not a "plate" unless she is a regular. That you're fucking. That girl you hooked up with last
weekend and won't hear from again? She's not a plate, she's a one night stand. Some girl you want to
bang but don't know how to lock down? She's not a plate, she's a prospect. Girl in class that you slept
with once a few weeks ago and now won't return your texts? You have oneitis and you probably went
too beta. She's not a plate, she was a hookup, and your game needs work.
Don't Shit Where You Eat
Don't fuck women you work with. Period. Don't even ask, none of the veterans here are going to give
you the go-ahead. The only ones who will should shut the fuck up and lurk more.
No piece of ass is worth risking your livelihood, whether you're a barista or an executive. Well, you
can get away with it in the service industry. But then again, you're still a waiter at that point.
On Posting Here
Use correct grammar and separate your wall of text into paragraphs. Don't waste our time.
And whether you realize it or not, the way you communicate will influence the way people think
about you. This goes for every social interaction, not just AskTRP.
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Confidence, or Why Am I Pussy Repellant?
There have been several posts lately from guys who want to bitch and complain about women not
giving them attention. The common trend here seems to be rooted in a total lack of self-confidence.
Some points:
• Don't tie your self worth to women or pussy, first of all.
• Confidence comes from being satisfied with your own life. You could hit the gym 7 days a week
and make a six figure income, but women can smell your insecurity a mile away. Be a man, have
goals and work towards them.
• Focus on and improve yourself so that your confidence comes naturally, the women will follow.
• It's not a sprint, it's a marathon. Improvement takes time, keep going.
And then there's this guy:
Oneitis
She's not being receptive, she's the one that got away, how do I get back at her?
You don't. Move on. Abundance mentality solves all these problems.
She doesn't belong to you. It was just your turn.
I'm sure there's more, but this covers most of what I've seen in the last week or two.
To the guys here who continue to post solid advice, keep it up. These guys need you. To the guys
who lurk for a week and get a boner over a few upvotes on a post, don't get ahead of yourself. There's
always been a lot of crap advice being thrown around here, always for the same reason:

Don't give advice based on what you've read, give advice based on
what you've personally experienced.

TRP isn't about being a redpill scholar, it's about putting it into practice.
For the newbies and readers, be critical thinkers about the advice you're given. If it sounds like
bullshit, and you're not just protecting your ego, it may very well be bullshit. A guy who posts 20
times a day in video game subs probably isn't giving you experience based advice, he's LARPing.
Check post histories and notice consistent names.
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Does it get better?
235 upvotes | June 8, 2021 | by blurting-honesty | Link | Reddit Link

I’m tired. I’m young. I feel like I suffered through it all. I’ve changed my life around, truly. I’m
talking going from 300 -> 200lbs, I’ve graduated University ahead of time. Made money, hustled,
doubled it. I’ve set myself up for a “successful” life, but here I am: tired.
I’ve lost everyone I loved to the above. I’m alone. The girl I thought could be my wife was an
illusion. I’m back to reality, and truthfully - I don’t want to be. I miss ignorance, I miss my mom.
Please help me.
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Gf “catching up” with old ldr that ghosted her
234 upvotes | May 23, 2019 | by skywalkerlou | Link | Reddit Link

So I saw this messages on my gfs phone last night, I’ll just let you guys read it and I’d really
appreciate any advice on how to handle this situation.
We’re going to Disney next week but nowhere she mentioned me, she only mentioned her nieces and
family...
http://imgur.com/jZVtr9w http://imgur.com/PxooBDE http://imgur.com/ELQeOXx
http://imgur.com/l14cm8l http://imgur.com/vBO2lXy
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So she finally cheated [LTR]
234 upvotes | March 27, 2019 | by l0gicbomb | Link | Reddit Link

I've been posting questions about this here for the past 3 months. You may check my post history
with questions about insecurities, cheating, hypergamy etc.
My LTR of 2.5 years, let's call her Kate, cheated on me with this guy from college, let's call him
Shane.
Shane was my friend. Kate knew Shane through me. About 3-4 months ago I started seeing a pattern,
both of them were coming to college together, going together, caught her chatting with him on
WhatsApp a couple of times.
Shane had become her beta orbiter. And she was showing signs of attraction to him. I enforced my
boundaries and started giving her less attention, didn't reply to her texts at times. I knew internally
that something fishy was going on.
She told me a week ago, "If you ever think there is something between me and Shane, keep in mind
that there is nothing and you're just insecure"
Had another argument about 5 days back with her as I caught her chatting with him when we were
having lunch(in college). She basically said to my face "CAN'T I HAVE GUY FRIENDS OTHER
THAN YOU?! YOU ARE SO REGRESSIVE AND PATRIARCHAL" and left.
We weren't talking since this^ (she didn't reach out cause she already had Shane giving her
validation)
Yesterday another good friend of mine(let's call him Vivian) saw them together in a mall, having
lunch together. They bunked lectures and went on a date.
I think they both saw Vivian there and probably feared that he would tell me about this. So Kate
called me today and told me that she and Shane went on a date.
I never thought this could happen. I mean they were getting close and she was pulling away from me,
but she literally went out with him 3 days after our argument. Idk whether or not there was intimacy
after the date.
This isn't even hypergamous. Shane is below me in SMV. Idk what she saw in him.
So basically Shane violated the bro code. And about Kate, well hypergamy(?) doesn't care.
I know, I just have to keep improving myself, lift and game other women. Abundance mentality.
But just the fact that I will see these guys together on campus everyday for the next 18 months is
what will reopen the wound and hurt me.
I feel like shit. Fuck.
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I'm so paranoid of cheating now.
234 upvotes | December 30, 2018 | by HastTagLavishLust | Link | Reddit Link

Its like every single woman I know is a cheater. My ex cheated. Her friends are all self admitted
cheaters. Long time female friends have admitted to cheating. The girl at the party I know has a
boyfriend but is griding on some other dude. All fucking cheaters.
Please tell me I've just had bad luck and that some women can resist temptation and their urges
enough not to do that.
Like how the fuck am I supposed to commit to one of these demons and have them know my secrets
and be so intimate with them and care so much about them when they will destroy everything for a
ONS or some shit.
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READ ME: The rules are now being harshly enforced.
233 upvotes | July 1, 2020 | by TRPCops | Link | Reddit Link

For whatever reason, there is an influx of trolling and shitposting. Here are some things you need to
know:

Bans will be extended for any rule violation, especially rule 1
Please tag the OP by username before reporting a thread. This prevents them from deleting like
a pussy and avoiding a ban
I will hand out temp bans for feeding obvious troll threads (eg announces they are a woman or
incel, rule 1 violators, etc). Do not be part of the problem.
Low effort threads eg questions with no body will probably earn temp bans
Thread spam and posting multiple times a week or day will be a minimum 14d ban.

For the rest of you putting in effort, thanks. Questions or suggestions can be posted in this topic.

Instead of removing threads, I will reply with the ban reason
and lock it so you can see how many shit posts we deal with.

Edit lmao, here is an example of the spergs I deal with
https://ibb.co/c2rJ35q
https://ibb.co/BjdcRcx
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Found wife planning on cheating. How to protect my assets?
232 upvotes | September 2, 2019 | by someone918273645 | Link | Reddit Link

We've been both unhappy for a while with our relationship. Last couple of months she's especially
distant. Yesterday, I found out she's chatting with a guy who's rationalizing why they should have sex
and she's apparently about to do it. I don't care about confronting her, I just care about protecting
myself and my assets. No prenup.
Should I continue behaving like I don't know?
We're about to go on a road trip but I don't know if I can do it. She's been extra bitchy lately. This
latest realization makes the trip almost impossible for me.
The worst part is she's putting me down in these chats. No respect.
Location: US
No kids. No house.
My income is 3x bigger and assets 10x bigger.
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I swallowed the pill this january. And I want to thank the
community for opening my eyes.
232 upvotes | September 11, 2019 | by majorfrankies | Link | Reddit Link

My before situation, 1st of january 2019:
21yo, kissless virgin, skinny as fuck and small, failing at college. I was basically deep down in a
depression hole, playing videogames , socializing with my only friend left, and doing nothing else.
I decided to change my situation and somehow stumbled with theredpill forum, rooshv, rollo , etc..
What did I change?

I started to lift seriously, ive become a bit fat in the process but now im big, bigger than most1.
people, and look way better in clothes. Say what you want but the ladies prefer a big man to a
skinny kid. And it improves your confidence massively. Basically I gained 20lb in 9 months
I changed my focus on studies and found something I enjoy, And i finally put effort on it. Got a2.
job related in the field while I study, so I couldnt be more happy. Looking forward to finish
studying soon and land a remote job to travel the world.
I finally have an aim/goal in my life, when I used to just watch the days pass without doing3.
anything useful. I did setup a goal to move to another country in 2 years max. And Im almost
there , next year im moving to a new country with a job offer, to live a new experience.
From being a kissless virgin I went to bang 4 girls during the current year. Im still bad at sex4.
but whatever, im confident that I will keep improving. Last girl I banged was 3 days ago, in the
beginning of the year I would have never believed i coould have bang such a hot girl. And
guess what? Shes not special, just another girl. There was even a period where I was rotating 2
plates, never would have dreamed of something like that, but it was a big eye opener.
Say yes to everything. I have expanded my social circle greatly by doing the mentioned. Even5.
if I was lazy as fuck, I forced myself to hangout with my friends, and it was worth it.
Find a hobby. I picked up a new (old) hobby. Mine is skate, and met awesome people in the6.
process.

What have I failed to do?

As I said earlier my sex is bad and ive the feeling that this makes my plates dissapear, but1.
whatever Im working on it. Nofap/No deathgrip/Maca/ etc...
I havent done a single daygame approach and I should do it. At least to experience it.2.
Despite the massive improvements in my life, my summer was really bad, I had to move back3.
to my parents house for 2 months and it was... bad, so guys try to move out of ur parents house
asap, even if you have to live with flatmates (it is actually a good social circle creator)

TLDR: January == Kissless virgin, no job, playing videogames September == Banged 4 girls,
became stronger lifting seriously, landed a job that I enjoy and has a good future. Finally have an aim
in my life.
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I know that all this may not sound like much, but im really happy with who am I becoming. Thanks
to everybody who opened my eyes
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Shit Tests Towards Successful Man?
231 upvotes | August 10, 2019 | by throwaway74cn | Link | Reddit Link

I was at a house party hosted by a friend of mine. Everyone there was in their 20's or 30's. There was
a mixed group of men and women there. One of my good friends, Ed, who was there was getting shit
tested by the hottest woman there and I'm curious about your opinion on how he responded.

The host's girlfriend brought a few of her friends. Some of whom work at a club as bottle service
girls. Understandably, they are quite attractive. A couple of them drifted over to Ed and I to introduce
themselves. One of them made a comment to Ed about normally she wouldn't talk to a guy that
looked like him. At first he chuckled a little bit and said: "normally I wouldn't talk to someone who's
much less successful than me" (he's an interventional cardiologist). Then he just moved on and kept
chatting with me and them. Later she criticized his style. He responded with something along the
lines: "I really don't think you're qualified to give clothing advice considering how little you wear at
work." She seemed dumbfounded and just stammered; Ed then left to answer a page.

What was the purpose of what she was doing? Was she jockying with Ed for social position or was
she attracted to him? Additionally did he respond in a way that increased attraction? I know he got
the number of a friend of the girl who was shit testing.
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[Semi-Long] I purposely experimented being blue-pill on a
plate
231 upvotes | February 26, 2021 | by ItsNotD | Link | Reddit Link

Back story, I got into TRP mindset at 19 (24 now) because a girl I really liked played about with me.
Found AMS on YouTube, found Redpill on reddit, the rest is history.

About a month ago I thought it'd be a good experiment to see what'd happen if I suddenly turned
blue-pill for the sake of broscience. I forgot what it's like to bluepill, so wanted to see if it's actually
THAT bad.
This plate was smart, cultured, introvert and a 7/10 (not my type, but still attractive), not your typical
outgoing-girl so I assumed she'd be a good candidate to try the blue-pill experiment on because I
didn't mind losing her (we knew each other from school, only met up again recently).

Knowing now how to interact with women, it was honestly difficult purposely being bluepilled
because deep down you're going against everything you know & believe, and you are knowingly
making yourself look like a beta - but eh, wanted to do it for broscience just to prove the RP/BP
concept to myself.
I started replying to her texts quicker, asking about her day, tried to be "super-funny" and even
validated here and there. Her interest actually increased at first, I was thinking "wtf this isn't right".
I used to only see her once per week, but with lockdowns we've been seeing each other once every
other week. Now however, I'm asking her to meet up way more often, and she's agreeing. During our
next 3 meetups, I tried bluepilling but I just couldn't as much as I tried when face to face, but what I
purposely said was "love you" at the end of our 3rd meetup. I left the majority of bluepilling over
text.
Next day, she texts me saying "Did you mean it?" then starts bringing up how we in played a Mum &
Dad role in a school play, and she keeps mentioning "us" and the "future" we could have together. I
was shocked thinking why is bluepill working???
That same night I told her I like how our school play played out, and the universe works in
mysterious ways, insuing I was thinking about LTR & Marriage with her, the highest form of
validation and bluepilledness I could do. To top it off, I texted her "Goodnight x" after she sent me
"Goodnight :)".
I then followed up the next morning with a "Good morning, you're up earlyy" because she posted a
Instagram story, 30 minutes later she replied telling me that "What we have won't work out, I'm
looking for something else right now etc etc".

Moral of the story, you can be as redpilled as you want for as long as you want, but the second you
slip up, you will literally lose your girl within days. I also proved to myself, whilst willingly knowing
what I'm doing, that female nature is the way it is for a reason, it's natural for them to be attracted to
the confident man who gives little attention rather than the beta who's her fan.
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Thought it'd share my experience.

What happened after: After she broke up, I think she expected me to keep chasing her to make things
work out, but I literally ignored and kept it moving like nothing happened.
But within 2 weeks she popped up saying she misses what we had and she rushed her decision. Long
story short, today she's driving 2 hours from her grandparents to mine, for a threesome. (my first
threesome)
Be Redpilled.
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Is TikTok and OnlyFans creating a large future generation of
porn starlets?
230 upvotes | December 9, 2020 | by krunchtimer | Link | Reddit Link

This is related to 2 posts I did a while ago. First I noticed that when I searched through some of the
gonewild subs, it seemed like almost every post was from a girl trying to promote her OnlyFans page.
I had no idea how big this thing called OnlyFans had become.
Likewise, I also made a post here about TikTok and several of you observed that it's essentially soft-
core porn.
It used to be said that "porn is women being exploited by men" .. but this looks like it's all the women
happy to "exploit" themselves for attention.
But like my title says, is TikTok and OnlyFans a gateway/training-ground that's creating a future-
flood of a large generation of girls/women more willing to do porn a few years from now?
Edit: thanks for all the replies, I wasn’t expecting so many. Going through them now.
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Another victim
228 upvotes | April 15, 2020 | by SwoleBoy | Link | Reddit Link

My brothers, a long long time lurker here but another one bites the dust. As of this morning, I'm
newly single, haven't seen my now ex gf in over 1 month since lockdown. No one is safe, but we
can't be having it affect us, our mindset and mission.
I very much have my shit together without going into details and claiming to have the biggest
alphacock. The fact that my ex was a police officer and actually allowed out of her house to mingle
unlike me, and in an environment where it is heavily male dominated and losing that connection with
me daily, it was a simple branch swing for her. I first noticed she was being off with me, with her
responses so soft next'ed her and didn't hear from her in 2 days until the 'can i talk to you about
something' this morning. I decided to entertain it, but knew what was coming.. The way she spun it
was basically it boiled down to the connection & sexual attraction with me being lost and her leaning
onto a male colleague for comfort and the rest is history. She rationalised her tits off, I said 'no
worries it's cool' followed by, 'this is the best news ive had all week as i now get to eat the easter egg
I got you.' This followed with a block on whatsapp, and quite frankly despite writing a random post
on here, I'm very unaffected by the outcome which is uncontrollable to me in my eyes.
Stay safe out there my broski's!! x
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Any else been "zeroed out"?
228 upvotes | September 29, 2020 | by KidBrody77 | Link | Reddit Link

Those of you who follow Rollo Tomassi know that he got his first introduction to the Red Pill after
his brother-in-law committed suicide after being "zeroed out" by a woman. In simple terms being
zeroed out means this....
You find "the one", you marry her, have children with her, and build your entire life around her and
your children as we as men are taught to do. You spend years working 50-100 hours a week
supporting your wife and children and putting their wants and needs first and your own last. You
remain committed and loyal to her and fully intend to do so "till death do us part" and believe she
feels the same about you.
After years and years of building your life around this woman and sacrificing for her and putting her
first in everything you do, you discover she's been fucking another man behind your back. To your
shock and horror you discover that's the least painful part of what you're about face. Not only has she
been fucking another man and allowing you to live a lie - in some cases for years - she's also leaving
you and taking your children, your home, and half your assets with her. In addition, you'll be required
under penalty of going to prison to pay her roughly 40% of your income in alimony and child support
for years and years into the future and there isn't a god damn thing you can do about it.
She'll then proceed to tell everyone - including your own children - the reason she divorced you is not
that she is a cheating whore but rather that you're emotionally or verbally abusive, a narcissist, an
alcoholic, or some other vague accusation of misconduct on your part she can easily claim and
doesn't have to prove. It's a hell of a thing to watch the person who was supposed to love you more
than any other person in the world take you from you everything you have in life and everything you
thought you were going to have in life. It's not hard to see how so many men end up sucking on the
barrel of a gun or putting a rope around their neck after being zeroed out by a woman.
I was zeroed out 3 years ago at 40 years old. It almost took my life. I spiraled into the deepest darkest
depression you can imagine. I started drinking every day. I ended up getting fired from my job. I
didn't care because I didn't want to live anyway. Everything I ever cared about or worked for my
entire life was gone. That's when I found the red pill and started the journey of finding my purpose.
My question is this.....Have you ever been zeroed out and if so how have you recovered? 3 years later
I've improved dramatically but I still carry residual effects of being zeroed out. I still drink almost
daily and I can't seem to kick it. I also still struggle financially from losing everything in the divorce.
Finally, I struggle with being optimistic about the future. I genuinely enjoyed being married and
doing things as a family (holidays, vacations, etc.). I've taken the Red Pill so I know I can never get
married again. Something like 65% of second marriages end in divorce. I would be an idiot to chance
being divorce raped a second time. So yeah, it's hard to see having a very fulfilled life being alone,
single, and fucking plates the rest of my life.
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Almost 1 in 3 American men aged 18-30 are incels. Can you
believe this statistic? Why is it so high?
228 upvotes | April 4, 2019 | by BumblingBeta | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/03/29/share-americans-not-having-sex-has-reached-
record-high/?utm_term=.eb20132c1086

According to new research, 28% of men aged between 18 and 30 haven't had sex in the last year. So
they're basically incels. That's almost 1 in 3 men. That's really shocking.

When you go outside and see young men walking around, 1 out of every 3 isn't having any sex at all.
They have to use their hand/possibly a sex toy. Pretty frightening statistic if you ask me. I would have
thought it would be 10-15%. It's double what I thought.

The article seems to believe it's because men aren't marrying as much and they're living at home
longer. I feel like the issues are deeper than that.

Can you believe this statistic and why is it so high?
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Why do women lie about not liking a fit man?
228 upvotes | May 14, 2019 | by FUCwhiteknights | Link | Reddit Link

Let me preface by saying that I'm fully aware that they are women out there that are outliers and in
fact do not favor a fit/athletic/muscular physique, whatever you wanna call it.
Normally, when confronted with the question regarding their preferences, the answers usually fall
into sentences along the lines of "I'm not attracted to muscles on a guy" , "I don't care about it.. too
much looks bad" etc. Keep in mind that I do emphasize that i'm not talking about steroid freaks, and
show them pics of what I'm referring to.

Yet, when a tall fit/muscular guy shows up at a club, "drunk" women practically want to molest the
guy. When women see a guy like that on the streets, they secretly eye fuck him.
I know, I know. "Watch what they do, not what they say". The burning question is, WHY lie when
it's so obvious?
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What are some examples of extremely common beta behavior
you see?
225 upvotes | December 12, 2019 | by Just1515 | Link | Reddit Link

The average man is so extremely beta i cant fucking believe it anymore. I didn't think we had an
epidemic on our hands but recently I have seen some consistent shit that made question just how
common this kind of behavior is.
Needy, jealous, mate guarding, submissive, soy, deference to women, easily manipulated, no spine or
conviction. This shit is the default by the looks of it.
I still find it hard to believe how common this behavior is but i've seen it for the most part and it
really is the norm. Most guys get by on contextual Alphaness initially (some lucky storm of
preslection) or their looks. Then when it comes down to it their behaviour is just the most pussy
drying shit imaginable and it doesnt last. Honestly. I've seen some good looking dudes, ripped as fuck
and successful guys and their interactions with their girls are anything but what you'd imagine a
successful man acting like.
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“Every civilization’s decline is when masculinity is in retreat.”
225 upvotes | September 30, 2018 | by TheDecorator | Link | Reddit Link

Dear Men...DO NOT FEAR the recent quarantine of TRP. This is a MASSIVE shit test. This is the
time to put all that information you’ve downloaded into those soggy brains of yours and finally put it
to good use. The time is NOW to elevate yourselves. Practice until you can’t get it wrong and then
practice some more. Hold the lines. Stand up. Smile. Take action. They’ve taken notice. We’ve won
the war and this is their last sad attempt at silencing the truth.
-D
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Does anyone else get socially awkward or even “depressed”
when they haven’t been to the gym in a while?
225 upvotes | January 11, 2019 | by germancarfan | Link | Reddit Link

I haven’t been able to lift for 4 weeks due to a storm of work from grad school.
When I’ve been on campus these past few weeks, I haven’t really been able to hang out with or talk
to people like I can when I was lifting 4 days a week. It’s almost like my ability to not be socially
awkward relies on my fitness lol.
DEFINITELY worse around girls too now. I hope I haven’t developed a reliance on fitness to be
happy/social, since that’s not true confidence.
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What’s one adjustment you’ve made to the way you carry
yourself that completely enhanced your charisma/confidence?
224 upvotes | January 31, 2021 | by fuckboychadlmao | Link | Reddit Link

For example, I’ve learned to speak slowly and as clear as I can, and I’ve noticed this makes me feel
10x more alpha and people really appreciate this. Way more than a timid guy who spits out every
word at 100 mph hoping the listener won’t lose interest before they finish their statement. I cringe at
how unattractive this was compared to how I speak now.
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GF acting sketchy with her phone
223 upvotes | January 15, 2019 | by hockeybru | Link | Reddit Link

Last night, my gf (we’re both mid-20s, dating 1 year) was in the bathroom and I saw her phone light
up with a text from some dude saying, “Hey, how are you?”
When she came back, she checked her phone, sat on the opposite side of the couch, and set it face
down next to her. She usually sits closer to me. I got up several times throughout the evening to go to
the kitchen, and every time she would pick it up and text as quickly as possible to set it back down
before I returned. She didn’t know I could see her doing this. She also took it with her to the
bathroom the next time she went, which she never does. I’ve never seen her do stuff like this with her
phone. I know this is a big red flag, but is it a deal breaker?
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LTR lied about fucking a guy in the past. Broke up with her.
Did I do the right thing?
223 upvotes | October 13, 2019 | by TRPKaty | Link | Reddit Link

A dude my LTR used to fuck called her last night at 2am. I knew they used to fuck because I
sometimes check her phone when she’s unaware. Call me insecure, beta, or whatever, but I won’t be
made a fool.
She was asleep when he called her. She had the dudes number still saved and everything. I didn’t
mention anything of it until the next morning, tactfully of course.
I let her know someone had called her and said the dudes name. She doesn’t know I knew they
fucked in the past. I didn’t even say the gender I just told her a friend and said the dudes name called
her at 2am.
I told her she should call them back because it might’ve been an emergency. She said no. I said asked
why not and she wouldn’t answer. So I said what kinda of person calls you at 2am? She said “a
friend”. I said okay. Then I asked her what kind of name is “John”? Which was the dudes name, (real
name redacted for privacy concerns obviously). She didn’t answer. So I asked her if it was a girl. She
said no it was a guy.
I asked her why a guy is calling her at 2am. She said she didn’t know. So I asked her if they used to
fuck which she blatantly lied to my face and said no. I didn’t confront her nor say anything.
I showered, got my stuff, and I guess she knew I knew because when I was showering she came in
and said we needed to talk and that she did fuck that guy in the past. I said thanks for telling me.
Then I collected my stuff and left.
Obviously hard next. She kept calling and texting me saying she was sorry. I didn’t respond.
I have way higher SMV then her, I lift, have social status at university, and will be doing an
internship at a Fortune 50 company next summer. I won’t be doing another LTR for a while. I have
also reached out to some former plates and meet up tonight and fuck.
I’ve been a longtime reader and internalizer of TRP. I know what I did was the right thing I just
wanted you alls perspectives. I’m not going to change my mind or take her back. She lied to me. I
can’t trust anything she says. She also still had a dudes number saved that she had sexual relations
with.
Any advice, tips, etc. on how to move forward from here? It hurts I admit because you until this point
she was good LTR material. But AWALT. She’s only sorry she got caught and wouldn’t have told
me if I didn’t say anything otherwise.
TL;DR:
Caught LTR in a lie about a dude she had sexual relations with in the past. Broke up with her.
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Do women seriously just travel for dick? I've noticed whenever
I'm backpacking, the women I'm around act more horny...
223 upvotes | March 10, 2019 | by shamakvv | Link | Reddit Link

I was backpacking through Eastern Europe a few months ago, and I noticed that all the women I
talked to were really direct with me in terms of sexuality. Some of them made it completely obvious
that they wanted to get smashed by some guy who was decent looking. Do women only travel to have
sex? I feel that men travel for the views, the food, the culture, etc. but women really only care about
meeting hot foreign men. Is this true?
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Holy fuck TRP got me laid
222 upvotes | December 15, 2019 | by Corpear | Link | Reddit Link

1 week ago i made a post about a girl that is in a relationship for 4-5 years but was intressed in me, i
had invited this girl over to my place and when i kissed her she had rejected me saying she's in a
relationship for 4 years and that it feels wrong.
TRP community said something about ''plausible deniability'' and this time i invited her over again
and tried the same thing and she said the same thing but this time i was like... okay and?? acting like
it was no big deal and trying it again. basically following the TRP advice and holly shit did it work.
few moments later i was fucking this girl. But why did this work? whats the reason behind it? And
thanks alot who helped me!
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Is this the sweetest feeling in the world?
222 upvotes | August 26, 2019 | by RadicalRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

I recently achieved a goal I have been working towards for years and I feel like I am on top of the
world. Despite being discouraged, wanting to give up on many occasions, and the numerous setbacks,
I finally reached it. The early mornings, late nights and the tears are finally showing their worth. This
feeling of success is one that no woman can replicate. The Red Pill has been a source of
encouragement and hard truths that I needed about not just women, but life for me over the past year.
So I want to say thank you to all you guys that contribute to this sub and guide men like me towards
success in all facets of life. The more difficult the journey the sweeter the reward. Thanks for all you
have done for me.
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Is it normal for women to look 10x better on social media
nowadays?
222 upvotes | December 24, 2020 | by zangstukro | Link | Reddit Link

I met this girl in my college class and she wasn’t anything special, maybe a 5-6. She followed me on
social media and she looks like a bombshell on there.
the same girl that I wouldn’t look twice at in person has guys simping online.. it’s a mad world lads
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I just had sex and received a blowjob for the first time at 28
years old and i realise..
222 upvotes | May 18, 2018 | by ambition_pill | Link | Reddit Link

THATS IT? what the fuck?
I have been chasing this shit and putting girls on pedestal for 28 years of my life just for this? it is
enjoyable and it makes me feel powerful but only for that period, after i CUM i realise i can do so
much more instead of wasting time with girls that has nothing to offer other than their pussy.
I rather be chasing my dreams and ambitions with my time. is this all that is for physical intimacy?
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Be wary of quarantine cheating
221 upvotes | April 14, 2020 | by TexasStateThrowaway | Link | Reddit Link

Heads up fellas, my LTR (stupidly) cheated on me during the current circumstances. I cut her off and
the shit sucks quite frankly.
But anyway, just wanted to post on here to make sure you guys are aware.
Make sure you look into clues and trust your gut in situations like this. Be more conscious than usual.
She might just bang a guy around the corner because she needs sexual satisfaction.
Anyways, just want to help out some guys so you don’t end up like me.
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Aren't a lot of the guys here just as bad as the thots they don't
like?
219 upvotes | April 6, 2019 | by opossumpark | Link | Reddit Link

I've browsed here for a little bit and I agree with the whole women are thots, attention whores, ect but
then you see the same thing from the guys here. Having many girls, wanting threesomes, wanting to
cuck a guy, playing childish games with girls, using reverse psychology and other stuff to get some
thot to like you. Its the same sort of crap that I see women do all the time.
Personally I think the ultimate goal is to find someone you can have full trust and honesty with to live
your life with and not these kid games you all play to get your dick wet.
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Did my first cold approach and ...
219 upvotes | January 5, 2020 | by silvereddi | Link | Reddit Link

got rejected hard. I was in a thermal bath two days ago with my brother to relax. We saw two girls
who kept looking sometimes at us and giggling. So we came to conclusion that they could be
attracted and want to get approached. He was behind me and following me shy and later after
thinking way too long about just doing it, because I got fucking nervous and felt like an Autist, I said
fuck it and went to them. While moving to them, one girl of them noticed me coming and turned a bit
away. I still stopped infront of both of them, one even showed her back to me, and I knew that this
not gonna work because of how defensive they got and said: „hey, me and my brother thought you
both seem interesting, so I thought I'll just talk to you“. Immediately this one girl says „We have a
boyfriend“. My anxiety went to the roof, I could feel how shit I felt and it was really uncomfortable, I
know that my face must have flinched, yet I said „me too“. They looked at me in confusion and
gross, and I shrugged my shoulders and went away laughing. My brother told me, this was fucking
awful, but yet he was the one, standing behind me doing nothing. Also told me, they laughed over me
and must be think I’m some weirdo.
Tbh this was kind of a nightmare for me, but some seconds after I felt fucking amazing, because who
fucking cares, atleast I did it and tried. Yet thinking about this situation again, makes me anxious
again and rejection really hurts. Is this what I will have to just get used to? Just keep doing this until i
don’t care anymore? It’s hard for me to don’t give a fuck, it’s the worst feeling when trieing to
approach a girl, I never feel so scared, vulnerable and anxious. Like an Autist and I dunno how to
fight this.
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Do you guys ever get shocked at how many people lack self
awareness?
219 upvotes | January 29, 2020 | by MagnetoWned | Link | Reddit Link

This is something I think of all the time, it’s insane to me how little self awareness most people have.
They just don’t get IT and honestly most never will. An easy example would be a typical Karen
having an outrage or a manchild throwing a fit because a certain product is out of stock. Both
situations are pathetic, but I’m trying to learn how to empathize more with those people. Do you guys
feel this way or am I judging too harshly?
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Slept with older Asian women in one of my classes, she’s 32 I’m
22. After we we done fucking and she was leaving my car I saw
that she recording a voice memo the whole time that showed 45
min. What the fuck. Do I text her and ask her why? What the
fuck.
217 upvotes | November 6, 2019 | by KaiSmashSmashSawmash | Link | Reddit Link

Edit: I’ll post an update when I see her next week. I’ll do it in person.
Update: she said it was just for fun. I told her my dick won’t get hard because of what she put me
threw and told her to leave
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Why so many white knights?
217 upvotes | May 30, 2019 | by okuli | Link | Reddit Link

Today I was at a corporate team event which took place at the park. We started playing a party game
where you have to throw a stick. Each player takes a turn and then set things up after themself and
brings that stick back to next player (common courtesy).

And then it's HER turn. She throws a stick, and doesn't even make an effort to bring that stick back,
while four males run to the rescue to bring it back and set things up after her. She's in her late 20s,
married, slightly above average, but definitely below 8. What's up with all those guys? There's not
even a chance for them to get some pussy. Honestly, it looked quite pathetic.
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Would you guys be interested in a TRP week in review?
216 upvotes | December 26, 2020 | by alternateaccount49 | Link | Reddit Link

I feel like a lot of this sub is the same questions, same advice, same events, etc.
Every week I would provide the top 3 meaningful questions, best responses for each, and best content
from my favorite contributors. I would also include 3 articles from the main sub as well.
Thoughts? The idea here is just to condense the sub to provide for an easier experience for those who
want it.
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Gf plans to meet her ex next week. Best course of procedure
due to holidays?
216 upvotes | December 14, 2018 | by beastin007 | Link | Reddit Link

She knows that i dont accept ex’s in the picture, told her that while we were dating. Found some
messages in her fb where she asked him today if they can meet sometime next week. Apparently they
have been talking a lot and his cries seems to have worked on her. We had a fight a couple of days
ago, and i did see this one coming. Im not gonna hamster and i know what needs to be done: hard
next. But how do i do this? Her parents are flying in tomorrow and we were supposed to go to dinner
with them, and we were supposed to fly out to mines the week after.
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Urgent SOS: Just got hit with a false rape accusation.
215 upvotes | June 9, 2019 | by Well_hung_Yakuza | Link | Reddit Link

Dear men. I've been active on this forum for years now and I have read many of these. I would have
never thought that this would ever happen to me but it just did. I feel like this is becoming an
epidemic and not even a relatively low lying guy who would never harm a fly like me is safe.
I live as a digital nomad in a South East Asian country. I have a few plates and do the occasional
Tinder. Matched with a cute girl and we got along. First red flag was that she blocked and unblocked
me several times before we met because she was "unsure". Early sign of some mental problems.
We met, went to a scenic spot. Kissed there. Went home. She took a shower while I was just chilling
and came out of the bathroom naked and things happened. Also a red flag as this is quite errativ
behaviour. We had sex three times that night, the third time she started crying because "my dick was
too big for her". I immediately stopped, comforted her and we went for some food.
Never met her again. Since then she has sent me crazy page long love letters, nudes and even pics of
her fucking other guys. I knew I was knee deep in trouble as this is all bipolar/borderline kinda
behavior. I refrained from blocking her since I knew it could trigger her. She has tried to meet me
again several times and I have chatlogs of her trying to arrange transport to meet me again saying I
should fuck her hard and so forth.
She was into some light bdsm and she texted me stuff like "rape me" "kidnap me" and I replied in a
sexy way. Huge red flag. I finally blocked her and that triggered her to make a fb post in a huge local
expat group with my full name and phone number. She would only post a short excerpt of my text
where I said some light bdsm stuff and a claim I raped her and some other woman (total lie) and that I
was a influencer (which I am not).
The post got 200 replies before it got shut down (even the admins found her claims fishy) and I got a
lot of hate mails (but also some supportive messages). The supportive guys said this happens a lot
and because of my foreigner status I would not have to worry and should just move on and ignore
her.
Keep in mind that this woman posted no real evidence and just some claims. My reputation took a big
hit and if she takes this any further I am in real danger and my familiy's reputation is, too.
What is the status quo: I considered leaving this country but this would damage me financially in a
great way as my livelihood is here. I have a Western passport and saved all the evidence mentioned
above. The girl keeps contacting people in my friendlist with obviously crazy messages. I blocked her
while saving all messages and urged my friends to save everything. I know I am in the right but this
is Southeast Asia and police can be corrupt and unpredictable. I will firstly contact my embassy to
inform them of this matter and send them all the evidence.
For me she only wants attention and to ruin my alleged "influencer reputation" so I don't think she
will actually go to the police and she must know thay I have all the evidence including her sending
me homemade porn long after we met. As I said I have only met her once and also told my friends
about this crazy stalker.
What would you do? Leaving the country could almost seem like an admission of guilt and would put
me in financial peril. I would also prefer not to talk to my parents about this for obvious reasons but
I'd have to ask them for assistance if I were to leave.
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As I said the post got deleted. I have decided not to post a rebuttal.for now as this could trigger her
craziness even more. Should she post on other groups I would post my evidence and probably start
talking to a lawyer. Obviously I would prefer to not deal with this any further.
Lessons: Never ever ever ever stick your dick in crazy even with the slightest hint. Be careful with
dating, even the most unsuspecting men can be hit with this shit. Only engage in light BDSM with
mature women 25+ who are stable. Also fucking around is not worth this kind of trouble.
Please let me know what you'd do and I will keep you updated too. Thanks for everything guys, this
has proven even more to me how important it is that you, that we, exist.
UPDATE: I already left the country. This whole ordeal cost me at least 1000 usd and my business
there is history. No time to say goodbye to my friends or explain my situation. Will start all over
again, maybe by picking something more stable for a while in a safer place. Lots of lessons to be
learnt from this, I will make a big post in the main sub. Let this be a warning, gentlemen.
Some might say overreacted but this is all based on a lie and even a single day spent in custody is not
fair and not worth it. This coukd go any way and this crazy chick is unpredictable. She is still stalking
me with fake accounts and contacting my friends. No way to stop that unless I delete everything.
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I got my shit together and everything started to click?
215 upvotes | August 21, 2019 | by Beyondthet | Link | Reddit Link

So lately I've been busy as fuck focusing on my mission. I have consistently been hitting the gym,
building my career and just generally going out more and seeing the world instead of being
surrounded by four walls at home. This has made me get over my anxiety issues, overcome watching
porn, and generally made me feel of more value to myself. I feel like I am going places. It also made
me more confident with swallowing the pill which I have had a hard time doing previously. Is the
trick to simply get your life together first and everything else will follow?
I am literally so blessed in so many ways. it took me some time to realise that.
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What are things you wish you knew in your 20s?
215 upvotes | August 29, 2020 | by gtaguy1234 | Link | Reddit Link

What advice would you give to your younger self.
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Every time this account logs in, over 75% of threads merit bans
(shitpost all you want here)
215 upvotes | July 26, 2020 | by TRPCops | Link | Reddit Link

"the level of retarded autism in posts here is getting exponentially worse" - vandaalen
It's Sunday, I am manning the cops account, I am brutally hung over. Post whatever retarded shit you
want in this thread, because God knows I am tired of cleaning it up
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Taking the Red Pill saved and is saving my life
215 upvotes | March 16, 2021 | by ZeGreat5 | Link | Reddit Link

TLDR: On brink of killing myself for a solid month after breakup with girl. The Red Pill saved my
life and reminded me of my purpose.
For the past month, I (previously divorced 26M) have been staring down the barrel of the gun after a
breakup with a girl I thought I knew and loved and would spend the rest of my life with. I had severe
oneitis. After the breakup my depressed brain constantly reminded me of all good things about her
and pushed out all the red flags and ways she treated me poorly. I would have rather died than live in
a world without her.
In the time we were together, I found a majority of my value and purpose in the way I loved her and
the way she loved me (which I now know is not reliable and largely blue pill thinking). So when she
left me, I felt like I had lost my purpose and had no value, quite literally. Yes, I was a beta bitch in
this regard.
Deep down, I knew I had high SMV outside of the relationship prior to even knowing what SMV
was-- I make good money, I'm attractive and consistently rated 9 to 10/10 by women I've been with,
I'm funny, have a great career, and have some beta qualities that do even these things out (I'm overly
caring, empathetic, loving, loyal). The last thing I listed (loyalty) is what made this all so difficult.
See, I loved her unconditionally and knowing she loved me opportunistically was a tough pill to
swallow. But it was the red pill, and I swallowed it. Knowing my SMV and knowing hers, she will
have a tough time finding someone that matches me-- her loss. I would thank her in person if she was
standing next to me right now for not wasting any more of my time but then again, why would I--
why waste one more second thinking about her. She couldn't see my value, so goodbye.
I want to stress just how important the following 4 things have been for me in finding peace living by
myself and for myself-- 1) jiu jitsu, 2) working out, 3) reading, 4) meditation. Specifically, I've been
doing numbers 2, 3, and 4 now for a majority of my life. But jiu jitsu is something I hadn't tried yet. I
started this week and holy crap, I was actually able to focus my attention on something for 2 hours
and not think about her once. I see now why everyone recommends this, regardless of your
experience in this arena (I have none). I feel like I'm finding so much purpose living for myself.
Regardless of how good your relationship is with someone or how well you treat them or how well
you "maintain frame", the other person can still up and walk out of your life for reasons that may or
may not make sense to us. Let them. Know your worth. The only consistent and reliable person in
your life is you at the end of the day. So get comfortable living with yourself. You will thank you
later.
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Unless you're a 10/10 male, how do you embrace our current
society? Because it makes me hate life and dread the future...
215 upvotes | January 1, 2021 | by acidaccount26 | Link | Reddit Link

Sure sex is fun, but unless you have no soul there has to a come a time where simply bashing your
genitals together is no longer the amazing and incredible experience it once was.
I'm at the point where I just want someone to hold at night. Someone to share all of my dreams and
fears and desires and goals with. Someone to tell my secrets and to take care of me if I get sick.
And I'll never get it. These girls are fucking dead inside. All they care about is excitement and their
wet pussies. If you're not providing either of those two things for them, they will drop you like you
never even existed.
It's fucking depressing. My grandparents have been together for 52 years and so have most of their
friends.
Yet my generation is all doped on drugs, mental illnesses, and need to fuck a new person every week.
AND I'M THE WEIRD ONE FOR HATING THIS.
I wanna die.
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“if you meet an asshole in the morning, you met an asshole, if
you meet assholes all day, youre the asshole”
215 upvotes | November 16, 2020 | by coochiecoochiexoxo | Link | Reddit Link

i recently noticed that this quote started applying to me,meaning im the asshole, how can i change
this horrible mindset because it is quite literally taking my happiness away. I lowkey have lost that
social intelligence and now I just look like a quite dumbass that doesn’t know how to converse with
people. Any insight? btw, this isn’t about girls at all, this is about me being with people in general
and not having the ability to talk properly, which makes me come off as an asshole.
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I hate having to ignore.
215 upvotes | May 19, 2021 | by Hard-Truth7 | Link | Reddit Link

I hate that ignoring shit and ghosting/withdrawing attention is the only option. Playing the game of
“who cares less” when a girl your seeing is acting shitty.
I hate that you can’t treat a girl like a human being, and talk to her and say, “did you really not realize
that when you did x, y, z, it was really hurtful? Put yourself in my shoes and imagine how you would
feel, you would be upset if I did that to you.” Nope, you can’t do that. You have to say “yeah,
everything is cool, I’m a cocky/funny robot” and just go game other girls and ignore her.
The only way to not get hurt, in my experience, is to remain completely unattached. Apathetic.
Because if you get invested in her, and she does shit that hurts your feelings, you can’t talk about it.
When you talk about it, it sounds like you are whining and bitching. Telling her that what she did was
hurtful, makes her see you as less of a man. She will most likely gaslight you, think of you as a whiny
bitch, and move on to someone else.
I hate that you need to play the game of “who cares less, who is more of an emotionless apathetic
sociopath” when seeing girls.
How do you get over the need to tell her that she hurt you, when she is acting oblivious and
gaslighting you?
How are you guys content with just ghosting her, and leaving her thinking she didn’t do anything
wrong?
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How the fuck do u pick a chick to be mother of ur kids these
days?
214 upvotes | April 23, 2021 | by __Lord_of_Light__ | Link | Reddit Link

Some of us may want have a family at some point, but I am really struggling to see how the fuck you
do that in this day and age.
With hypergamy + promiscuity totally unrestrained, and a significant proportion of women coming
from broken homes, and even the ones who's families are intact get constantly brainwashed to believe
all men are totally expendable, its seemingly impossible to find women who still believe in actually
sticking together and not just bailing to go ride the CC when the novelty of marriage + kids has worn
off.
As hard as it is now, its gonna be even worse 5+ years from now, bc by then majority of women still
dating will be Gen Z, ie. grew up spoonfed all the degeneracy the internet was able to offer.
Curious to hear what are you guys plans for the long term with regards to settling down - how the
fuck do u plan on actually making it work?!?!!!
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My Mom is Cheating on My Dad...
214 upvotes | June 26, 2020 | by Jordan_Coetzee | Link | Reddit Link

I've found out that my mom cheating with a family friend from church (my dad is a pastor). My mom
doesn't know I know and my dad doesn't know either.
Wtf am I supposed to do. This is the only place I thought I could come.
Please help.
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I feel like TRP is not like it used to
214 upvotes | August 14, 2019 | by GucciGabz | Link | Reddit Link

English is not my native language so don't get emotional over my bad grammar.
I've been on TRP for some time by now and I have this weird feeling that it got way too much
unwanted attention and the quality of it dropped.
In my beginning of taking the pill (around late 2016), 99% of the posts were like religious texts for
me.I followed them without hesitation because the posts always made sense to me and answered my
questions about women or why my life was so shitty even if I was the society's perfect "nice guy". I
would also read the comments to find more advice and take notes.
Sometimes I go on TRP sub and read the posts on the main page with the hope I'll find something
new and useful, but I can barely take this shit serious. I've seen a post with a lot of upvotes about
training your dog and how you are a beta bitch if your dog pees on your carpet and you don't grab it's
nose and stick it in the place the dog took a piss (I really hope this is a joke because TRP isn't about
this kind of stuff...)
I just see these posts where people overthink Redpill Theories and implement them into basic daily
stuff (This way,the next big "helpful" post is going to be about how you are a beta bitch if you don't
take your dick out and start to pee on your friends to make them recognize you as an alpha, because
hey that's what some semi-sentient animals do in the jungle so why shouldn't we do it as well? ),
seniors with really thoughtful comments get downvoted because they don't align with newcomer's
blue pill dreams, hell I've even seen beta behavior promoted because apparently it helps you in some
situations, lol this is more and more like a purple pill than a red pill.
Did some of you observe this or I'm too "old head" ?
Edit: Should've posted this on TRP sub not here, but whatever I know that stuff like this happened
before (new dude posts some bullshit that doesn't promote any of the redpill simple core values, a lot
of people praise it and suggest it as a post worthy of sidebar) but now there are way too many guys
than before who are still plugged in the blue pill dream and they can't realize the mistakes in posts
like the "look at your dog" or the "don't be an asshole" (I'm really glad that shit was deleted) and I can
only hope that my vent and some of the comments here made some of you realize TRP shouldn't
change it's old ways because you are bored of them and also new kids stop spreading TRP
everywhere and be aware of the crap that goes on the new posts.
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What's with Gen Z girls posting their nudes on IG claiming
women empowerment?
214 upvotes | September 14, 2020 | by nandemonaidattebayo | Link | Reddit Link

I mean every single day I come across another chick I know posting nudes on social media. They all
have the same type of quotes about feminism and women empowerment too.
I mean if you want to become a nu model or even a pornstar that's obviously your choice but it got to
a point that even regular chicks from school or work are doing it.
Not trying to be a bigot but can somebody explain to me how does posting your naked ass makes you
a feminist or help with your cause? Aren't you just fishing for male attention and likes? Also, aren't
YOU turning YOURSELF into sexual objects while you're claiming that men treat women like
objects?
I'm baffled.
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It's all finally beginning to click with me. This TRP shit. Is not
in fact shit. But simply the way things truly are.
214 upvotes | November 24, 2018 | by AUSTRALIAN_001 | Link | Reddit Link

I just wanted to share some things I agree with at this time. In no particular order. I am 25yrs old btw.

Do not flirt with or try to fuck any women you work with. Be confident in your demeanor and
playful at the right times, but don't go full retard. This takes times to navigate.
Street fights IRL are not fun, there is no referee, those 5 classes you took last year won't help
you when the person you decided to try "out alpha" has nothing to lose and is on meth. This is
not applicable to the guy with cauliflower ears.
Society doesn't care about men. Men's problems are trivialized and any attempt by MRA
groups or other lone influential voices are shut down with confetti talk or not broadcasted at all.
Don't go into debt unless you truly need to.
Exercise 4-6 days a week (or every day if you want). Lift weights, do boxing or take up
running, just do something that brings your physique ABOVE the average males physique.
Most men are slobs with bad posture. Don't be that. Not only is this overall bad for you but it is
pussy repellent.
Learn how to cook healthy meals. Research macros. Drink plenty of water or sugar free soda if
you're sick of water. Limit alcohol consumption. Avoid smoking cigarettes.
That guy you know who only ever talks about himself and just has to one-up you no matter
what, even if it is in slight ways? It's ok, you can just stop returning his texts/calls and he will
go away. It is surprising how efficient this is to remove people.
"The one" doesn't exist. Stop lying to yourself. That girl you gave your all to for 2 years got
spit-roasted by 2 guys a week after you broke up. She knew what she was doing. Shh, only
dreams now.
Don't be nice. Be assertive and stick up for yourself and for others if you feel you need to.
Don't be captain save a ho because you think you'll get pussy from it. You wont.
Beta males are dangerous if intoxicated and horny. Rape-ishly dangerous. If you have a plate or
fwb who has lots of these creepy soft skinned soft spoken artistic type beta male "friends" in
her life, just be aware she is loving the attention and will try to drag you into some made up
drama if you get to deep into her life. Smash and leave, rinse and repeat, the end.
Say NO more often. Dress like an adult. Don't be afraid to flirt with women who you come
across who show you attention. (not women you work with)
We get like 80 years on average to experience life.
AWALT eventually. My friends GF of 5 yrs recently told him that she "needed to find herself
and wanted some time" .. we know what that means. another one bites the dust
If you show weak emotions in the presence of a girl who you are fucking, trying to fuck, or you
know she wants you but you are figuring out how to seal the deal, its over. It may not be over
instantly, but it will fail. Showing weak emotions dries up pussy and makes her feel unsafe.
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Shove it deep down and let it out at the gym, or on the boxing bag.
Don't work somewhere that makes you hate yourself. I understand if you MUST, but for fuck
sake, find something different if you know you need to.
Some people will hate you for reasons out of your control. Just keep doing you baby.
Don't go around hating women. It'll get you nowhere. Women want strong men who are
physically attractive and have their shit together. If you try to fight these facts you are in for a
bad time. Become the guy who attracts the women. But don't make it your number #1 goal.
This one is kind of random, but go research the vastness of space, it's hilarious to put into
perspective just how tiny we are.
If your gut feeling says "nah bruh" then listen to it. Don't buy the thing you are about to buy
that you don't need.
Video games! just fucking play them if you want. I don't get it.
If you've been dieting for 2 weeks straight and can't stop thinking about that pizza that is 3
blocks from your place, just go and buy it.
Get some sun every day if you can. Get some vitamin D into your pores and grow like the
beautiful flower you are.
Moisturize so that you can muff dive with confidence. "Your beard is rough!" that's not my
beard, it is my dry scaly peeling skin babe. So hot.
Friends come and go, don't take it personally. I had 7 close friends 4 years ago, now I have 1.
They all got GF's and disappeared.
If you aren't doing much through a certain period in your life, like if you are just going through
the motions of work, home, gym, eat, shower, bed, repeat. Then just roll with it. Not every day
has to be this highlight reel where you are bumping shoulders with executives, hitting gym PR's
and getting eye fucked by cuties on the sidewalk. I used to fight it, but some periods are just
"meh" and I let it play out. Fighting it makes you constantly hunt for action, where in reality
you may just need to chill the fuck out for a few days/weeks.
Toxic people can include family members. If you have a sibling or parent who hits the bottle
hard every night and makes you feel anxious and insults you at times, give it time to sort itself
out, voice your concerns, but if nothing changes then GET THE FUCK OUT, move out, if you
can't move out then find reasons to leave when the shit is hitting the fan, you are not
responsible for someone else drinking too much.
If you have depression / other issues related to your mental health, see a male therapist.
If you find it funny, laugh. If the time is inappropriate, keep it to yourself. This is basic social
awareness. Don't walk past a midget on the train and begin losing your shit because the funny
little fella could fit into a cannon and you couldn't.
Jordan Peterson.
Joe Rogan.
If you watch porn, keep it limited to amateur shit. Don't go watching jacked guys in gimp suits
fuck a handful of DD filthy talking bimbos dressed as maids with techno music playing over
the top who cumswap and fist each others assholes, this isn't realistic and good luck finding a
girl who's into that. You will teach your dick not to work.
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If you work at an office, make sure your posture is good. Bad posture fucked me up for a while.
Just google some shit.

I had more but that will do. Let me know what you think.
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Does the true nature of women turn you off?
214 upvotes | November 20, 2018 | by justarandomguy15 | Link | Reddit Link

I was with this FWB planning our trip together where she had to open her Facebook and open a link I
sent to her to check the place on her laptop. Mistakenly, she pressed the "See all" box and a long list
of texts between her and her contacts popped up.
I spotted a guy called Martin with a last message sent from her as "Yay! I'll see you later then �"
I spotted another guy called Oliver who sent her a last message, "It's gonna be a lot of fun ❤"
And a few others.
Don't get me wrong guys. I'm not seeing any LTR prospects with this girl as she's leaving the country
soon for good (she's an exchange student) and already has a boyfriend back home. But it stroke me
that underneath that soft skin, shampooed hair, cute eyes, well-rounded butt and bouncing boobs,
there lays a very dark creature. A Machiavellian figure as dark as all the Machiavellian figures
mentioned in Greene's 48 Laws of Power.
I'm seeing multiple girls and trying to plate some, but thinking ahead 10-15 years from now when I'll
actually start thinking about settling down and having little bastards, I got lowkey depressed.
I mean the fact that girls nowadays have only to act cute to get some guy and that they could have a
much more superior abundance than guys is really depressing and some girls use it VERY VERY
WELL.
The connection with this girl is very beautiful and we're very good buds, but thinking that she's
having the same thing with other dudes riding and sucking their cocks the same way as me got
through to me for a second. I felt kinda disgusted at the thought and wanted to know how you would
deal with this.
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Nikola Tesla about women, what's your opinion about his life
and quotes about women?
213 upvotes | November 24, 2020 | by akr3p1 | Link | Reddit Link

"Women," says Mr. Tesla, "are becoming stronger than men, both physically and mentally.
"The world has experienced many tragedies, but to my mind the greatest tragedy of all is the present
economic condition wherein women strive against men, and in many cases actually succeed in
usurping their places in the professions and in industry. This growing tendency of women to
overshadow the masculine is a sign of a deteriorating civilization.
"Woman's determined competition with man in the business world is breaking down some of the best
traditions--things which have proved the moving factors in the world's slow but substantial progress.
"Practically all the great achievements of man until now have been inspired by his love and devotion
to woman. Man has aspired to great things because some woman believed in him, because he wished
to command her admiration and respect. For these reasons he has fought for her and risked his life
and his all for her time and time again.
"Perhaps the male in human society is useless. I am frank to admit that I don't know. If women are
beginning to feel this way about it--and there is striking evidence at hand that they do--then we are
entering upon the cruelest period of the world's history.
"Our civilization will sink to a state like that which is found among the bees, ants and other insects--a
state wherein the male is ruthlessly killed off. In this matriarchal empire which will be established the
female rules. As the female predominates, the males are at her mercy. The male is considered
important only as a factor in the general scheme of the continuity of life.
"The tendency of women to push aside man, supplanting the old spirit of cooperation with him in all
the affairs of life, is very disappointing to me.
"Woman's independence and her cleverness in obtaining what she wants in the business world is
breaking down man's spirit of independence. The old fire he once experienced at being able to
achieve something that would compel and hold a woman's devotion is turning to ashes.
"Women don't seem to want that sort of thing to-day. They appear to want to control and govern.
They want man to look up to them, instead of their looking up to him."
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Does anyone here feel like a sociopath? This is not a diss on the
red pill. Trp has changed my life.
213 upvotes | August 17, 2020 | by hhh5677 | Link | Reddit Link

First off, don’t just run straight to the comments and tell me I’m just mentally ill and making shit up,
pls hear me out.
I’ve been red pilled for about 3-4 years now and it’s honestly changed my life. But this is something
I’ve been thinking about recently and want to know if anyone can relate.
Since finding trp and fucking a lot and seeing the true nature of women, I think it has turned me into
somewhat of a sociopath.
Firstly, I don’t get emotionally attached to any girl really. I did at the start but the more I fuck, the
less I care.
Secondly, I think I am now subconsciously manipulating girls I’m dealing with. Even though this
manipulation isn’t super intense or super cold hearted, I just know what to say/text and when to say it
to get a girl to do what I want.
Thirdly, the red pill taught me about more than just women. I have come to know that there a ton of
systems in the blue pill world that are designed to control people. A good example would be
organized religion, it’s sole purpose is to create a moral code for humans to abide by so there is no
chaos and anarchy, and if you don’t follow the code, then your damned to hell.
So now I have grow to have a great distrust for authority or anyone that seeks to be my superior and
tell me what to do. Also a bit mad at these systems and authority.
I might be just making shit up. I might be a narcissist. Hell I might even be a naturally born socio, I
just needed something to push me into the role.
Feel free to make fun of me for my sperg post lol. I just wanna know if anyone can relate or knows
what I’m getting into ?
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Female Psychologist want husband to become Beta
212 upvotes | July 10, 2019 | by ITlover | Link | Reddit Link

Wife went to Female psychologist/sexologist, she told the psychologist I was being dominant and still
hold traditional roles at home (I do). Psychologist told her I am the reason why she has issues, and I
am has-been. I am supposed to treat her very kindly whatever she does (it's only natural), sex is not
her duty, she can only give it if she feels like it. Even If i pay more I should help in the kitchen and
do everything like her, and she won't even has to thank me for that.
When I heard that from my wife, I said : "What about your issues (the reasons she went to
psychologist in the first place) ? did she give you any advice on it?" she said : "She just told me
everything is your fault, you should treat me better."
I mildly surprised by this, because I believe that WHATEVER happens in the couple it's the man's
fault anyways. and while I don't really need to answer this. I think I need to have a talk with the wife
one day or another. How to address this in a smarter way than : "my way or highway" ?
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How do you not let shit like this get to you?
212 upvotes | February 22, 2021 | by xJaegar | Link | Reddit Link

Been suffering from mental health issues for a long time now. Good diet, lifestyle and friends and yet
I felt depressed daily. Luckily with the help of medication I was able to pull myself out of that hole
and for the past two months felt great.
I had been spinning plates, hooking up with random girls but I honestly much preferred having a
connection with a single girl. This month, that girl came along and we were doing so well and I
enjoyed spending time with her. Fast forward to Valentine's Day and she's cuddling with me on her
bed telling me how she likes me so much, asking me to promise her to never leave her and blah
blah... For once I'm happy with my life and with the girl I'm with.
Three days later she starts ignoring my texts, taking over a day to reply despite being active. I meet
her on Friday and she shuts down any kino I initiate. Later on, I check out her location on the Snap
map and she spent the entire night at some house. At this point, I know what's going on and cut
contact with her. Admittedly I did catch oneitis but that's exactly why I pulled out immediately.
But how do you not let shit like this get to you? One moment she's telling you how much she likes
you and not even a week later, she's cheating? My depression has come back in full swing and I'm
barely eating. What's the fucking point with girls when they can switch up so fast? I'm heading back
to my home town right now to spend time with my boys (who browse the main subreddit, love you if
you guys see this) in case I do anything stupid. I feel like shit right now.
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My sister took her life and my world is fucked.
211 upvotes | March 29, 2020 | by bettywhiteishot | Link | Reddit Link

I’ve posted on other subs for advice from people who’ve gone through this, and I’m posting on here
because this is what I’ve incorporated into a lifestyle.
I don’t know what to do. I spent so much time and effort changing the way I view life. In my teens I
was often depressed and filled with anger, and as I got older I completely changed my mindset, I
became a go getter, hungry for success in all things. Whether it be my fitness goals, career goals,
physical health, women, anything, I viewed it all from a positive perspective, which led to positive
results. I achieved a lot since then, and my life in general improved drastically.
And then, I receive a call from my mother while at work. I typically don’t answer phone calls while
working, but something told me to answer. And as soon as I answered I heard my moms screams. No
filter, no one putting their arm around me, just my mom screaming and crying telling me that my
baby sister killed herself and how she did it.
I went back home the next day on emergency leave, I was swarmed with love and support from
everybody because they knew my sister and I were inseparable. She was my absolute best friend and
mini me, and I loved her more than I loved myself. At times I felt numb, and then a train wreck of
emotions, and then numb again. I hungout with girls, I hooked up with them, I still went to the gym,
and I even spoke at my sisters services in front of a few hundred people urging everyone to stay
strong and continue pushing, and to double the effort on any goal they have to honor my sister.
I feel like a fucking hypocrite because two weeks later, I don’t want to do SHIT. I ignore so many
people who check up on me, I lash out at my boys for not understanding, I lay in bed all the time, I
don’t go to the park for my shitty workouts while the gyms are closed, my appetite sucks dick, I take
Benadryl every night just to hopefully fall asleep without the most fucked up thoughts in my head
imaginable. I barely even want to have sex. I drank a ton of wine last night with a girl I’ve hooked up
with before, she sucked my dick, pulled out a condom, and I had to tell her that I couldn’t do it. What
the fuck.
On top of that, this stupid fucking virus has everything closed, so everything that typically is my
outlet is done for. So I’m left to sit in my room alone most of the time and allow this massive
overload of stress, anxiety, anger and depression eat away at me.
I’m just asking I guess if anyone has any tips. I can’t let myself fucking do this. I want to be my old
self again, I want to be eager and hungry for success, but it feels impossible. I want to be happy I
woke up to see another day, like before, but now I wake up disappointed and pissed. I want to punch
the ground until my hand fucking breaks.
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I spun 180 degrees and strolled away from my date in public.
Too fast of an ejection?
211 upvotes | February 21, 2019 | by FalconWrite | Link | Reddit Link

First date with Tinder girl, she seemed normal enough. Big into fitness and reading but had a
somewhat strange habit of talking about her exes. Didn’t seem terribly receptive to kino but liked my
jokes. We’re walking through Chinatown and I drape my arm over her shoulder. She instantly swats
it away and says “I’m not your armrest”. Despite how abrupt it is, a sensation of clarity suddenly
washes over me. I stop walking, turn around and just start walking back in the opposite direction.
She’s yelling to ask where I’m going, but I put in my AirPods. I pull a magic muffin from my jacket
pocket, eat half of it, and return home to enjoy an optical illusion montage. Could I have salvaged
that or did I make the right play?
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A woman is taken from me again - suicide... how to deal with
harsh reality?
211 upvotes | January 4, 2020 | by lolurfucked | Link | Reddit Link

no trolling.
i got redpilled a year ago.
there are plates and all but in my redpill reality i found a woman who was worth giving a shot.
been 6 months since we've been dating and she took her life last night. dunno why, never would have
thought such a (seemingly) happy inidvidual could do that.
i would be lying if i said she was insitnificant to me (even tho i told myself to never get attached
again to a woman, even if she seemed perfect). i grew quite fond of her and boom. no reason, no
cause.
this shit happened to me 3 years ago. my girl died in a car accident and i survived.
i was bluepilled back then and it hurt me more than it should have. i dont want to bitch but this
stupid/unrealistic thought keeps popping up. if i were to get close to somebody - this is how it ends.
i spent last 8 hours sitting by her coffin. sorry for the details but im fuckin lost.
whats the redpill way to go about losing a woman?
no need to pull punches. lay it on me.
its a human thing that we suffer like this but..
should i never ever get close to another one?
keep myself strictly a plate man?
for the sake of not getting hurt again?
no way.
do i choose the wrong kind?..
just bad luck and move on?
what would a redpill role model do?
cause im fucking tired of being lost.
thanks brothers.
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Daughter has been touched
209 upvotes | August 2, 2019 | by LunarTears0 | Link | Reddit Link

What the fuck can I do?
Ex is psycho far left liberal. I fought tooth and nail for a year (after she freely admitted to all that she
was BPD and schizophrenic with no medication and hurt her children during blackouts) just to get
50% custody. This whole process is what red pilled me.
After I left, she came out bi, you know, because it's the trend, and started dating a bi guy, and a bi
chick who has 2 kids of her own (guess everyone's hair color). This chick's kids, are the same age as
my kids, and she moved them ALL into her (MY) house. I found out today, that she has been
allowing the 8 year old boy to share the same bed as my 9 year old girl, and that he's been fooling
around with her.
When I call her, she says, "Oh, I already know. Kids are curious at that age.". I was furious. She did
not tell me about it, and she has allowed it to continue.
I called CAS (CPS for Canadians) AND LISTEN TO THIS: Cunt who answers the phone and hears
my story, says the same fucking thing that ex did. When I expressed my anger, she told me, "It's
natural for kids as young as 8 to be fooling around, and that we should only step in if one of them
becomes uncomfortable". She then, incredulous to my anger, asked if I disagreed. I said, "Yeah, I
have a big fucking problem with the sexualization of children, and the fact that you think it's ok for a
little girl to be fucked around with". She then proceeded to tell me that I, fucking IIIIII, should seek
counseling and google this stuff to re-educate myself on the topic.

This is wrong, I know it is, my family knows it is, YOU know it is. But the libtards have gained
control. Cunt wants me to google this? I already know what "Drag Queen Story Time" is, and what
it's for. How the fuck did this happen and what can I possibly do????
I was running around in the woods and trapping animals when I was 8 and I thought girls were boring
because they didn't want to do what I did. I knew there was a difference, but I wasn't interested. Little
girls are being taken to Pride Parades and seeing men in rainbow assless chaps and thongs, waving
their dicks around and wondering "what is that thing?", and little boys are being exposed to women
sucking each others tits down the street. There is a reason kids are curious earlier and earlier, and I'm
damn sure it's because of this exposure. And I'll be damned if this wasn't the far left's plan to begin
with.
WHAT THE FUCK CAN I DO ABOUT THIS? The law is on HER side.
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Girl I rejected at the gym is walking around telling people I’m
gay .
209 upvotes | November 14, 2019 | by brucethecatowner | Link | Reddit Link

Never eat where you shit is my key principle to happiness . In my blue pill days I’ve always made
that mistake and I’ve learned from it . I don’t talk to any women not only where I work but where I
hang out and frequent. I’ve even come to realize you only want that girl at your job or school so
much because you’re seeing how other guys react when they see her so her looks are always inflated
by your ego . So with that mindset I’m in the gym focused 1 hour in and out No flirting with women .
I usually met women at clubs, bars , daygame , tinder . This girl is always strategically placing her
self in my vision . Doing lunges and squats in front of me , but she’s a typical gym thot looking for
chad and Tyrone flirting and etc treating the gym like a nightclub . She kind of approached me but I
was out of breath and focused I just brushed her off . Now a guy has told me that she’s been running
around telling everyone I’m gay . And I don’t know how long she’s been saying this because I look
back within around the last month and I’ve realized the gay guys being extra friendly . What should I
do ?
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When did you realize the "honey moon phase" was over and
you were now her beta bucks?
208 upvotes | January 17, 2019 | by GGrub8 | Link | Reddit Link

In my case it happened soon after the promotion to relationship (about two years after meeting).
She wanted to go on a vacation for Xmas and I distinctly remember her mentioning she would have
liked to have me along. I wasn't sure I could make it for work reasons, so I told her I'd let her know a
couple of weeks before then.
I ended up being free for the holidays and when I told her she denied ever saying that and that she
meant she was going with her friends. Since I was already familiar with TRP and the concept of
gaslighting I knew what was up. Decided to play along but that distinct feeling of my gut telling me
"Fun's over buddy, you can stay a bit more and see for yourself if you want" was unmistakable.
She went on that trip with her "friends" and promptly cheated. When she came back I got her to
confess (layed down on the table the pieces of her incredibly incongruent story so she really had no
choice) and she hamstered that as "You're too distant" and "I need to feel protected".
Anyway the point I wanted to make is that the "gut feeling" is very real and never let society tell you
to suppress it.
Did you have that feeling too when it happened?
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Getting hated for lifting seriously
207 upvotes | September 16, 2020 | by aniferenzomanique | Link | Reddit Link

When my first oneitis dropped me 6 months ago and i saw her on tinder the day after I was crushed.
Since then I started lifting like my life depended on it and went from skinny fat to big arms,
shoulders, traps and while not looking impressive shirtless cause im not cut yet I'm filling shirts up
and being more confident than ever wearing things I would have never thought of wearing before.
For me the change was like a light switch after the breakup, I went from completely sedentary eating
fastfood and sugar to perfect nutrition weighing everything and lifting weights 6 times a week untill I
see stars from deadlifting. This took a lot of close people by surprise and while most of them
congratulated me for my progress I was met with negative comments and remarks from some friends,
close family members and the one that hurts the most, my dad.
My dad not liking the fact that I took lifting seriously hurt a lot. My question is why would some of
the people closest to me be so unsupportive of something that I'm now so passionate about and how
do I go about people in the future making negative comments about being "obsessed" with the gym
and tracking my protein/calories.
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I fucked up LTR, fucked up my life
207 upvotes | April 30, 2019 | by Metrack | Link | Reddit Link

Hi guys today I would like to tell you how to make your life harder. I do this here for 2 reason:

I’m redpill lurker for 3+ years,
I thought that I own my shit but end up making my life harder.

Little disclaimer, I always was more purplepill guy (2 LTR and only fuck girlfriends not plates or
random chicks) then redpill. Also I’m from Europe and English is not my first language but I tried my
best.
First of all if you want to know how to fuck up your life you have to first make successful lifestyle.
For me it was:

becoming second-year student of management and quantitative methods both at the same time,
hitting gym regularly,
becoming employee in worldwide IT company without proper experience in the field,
finding nice smart med student girlfriend and run successful 2 year LTR.

All of this between age 22-23
Now I'm 24 and I give you bullet points how to fuck everything up:

stop hitting gym when you feel too cool and too safe in relationship (decline of physique over a
year),
think you are smart-ass and don’t need to study too much time. Even if you think you can
handle this don’t let fool yourself to this trap,
if you think you have so much free time despite the fact you get shit don’t waste your time on
mindless activities like video game, heavy drinking, smoking weed, eating unhealthy even if
you think you control this (in my situation and type of character who seek pleasure, no you
don’t control this),
both last point lead to this one. COMFORT WILL CONSUME YOU especially if you seek
pleasure. When shit hit fan you will not be able to wake up in time and there is high probability
that you in some way end up like me (dropped from both universities on last year because at
some point I couldn’t force myself to work hard, EVEN CONCENTRATE ON WORKING
HARD. My brain become soo fucked up from pleasure that only thing I could do property was
fucking my LTR, hide my flaws and escape reality which means seek even more pleasure),
overdue things in my life to the point that I couldn’t make it done which affect my physical and
mental health (I can’t make sharp photo thanks to the shaking of my hands at the age of 24. I
become short-tempered, suspicious person which led to losing frame too much time with my
girlfriend in public which in addition to losing general SMV led to breakup).

After applying all of this you will end up with mediocre body, at least break in education process (or
no college education at all), losing good relationships and money. I wrote all of this because despite
the fact I know redpill for so long I ended up fucked up alone in rabbit hole. If you can find some
similarities in my story WAKE UP BEFORE ITS TOO LATE.
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Now when I’m in deepest point in my life I have to make plan how to climb back up. To show myself
and partially others that I’m not the person who I recently become. To never forget times when I was
successful which prove that I can fix it and be happy about myself again.
As I feel inferior to pretty much anybody especially some of you guys I have to ask you for an
opinion about my plan which include:

Apply to college again in october to finish my bachelor degree (I can resume my studies from1.
last semester so in reality pass 1 or 2 courses and finish my thesis at least at one university.)
Stop wasting my time on meaningless pleasure and time consuming activities (I’m working on2.
it now, try to cut shit out of my life)
Get back to gym (already did that)3.
Find job (I have some money that’s why I’m learning JavaScript now to be able to apply for a4.
better job)

Thanks for reaching the end and for constructive or not so much criticism.
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Most girls are sad and attentation / validation whoring so much
because of quarantine?
207 upvotes | March 30, 2020 | by lyniaa | Link | Reddit Link

All the girls from my social medias (even High SMV / High IQ girls) are attention whoring on social
media, looking for validation
They usually never do running, and now, they take pictures of them everyday outside in legging on
insta stories
"Look i'm running", pretty sure they just go outside to take a picture for a sec and go back on netflix
immediately
They also post shit stuff in stories like
"Ask me any questions"
"Look i just make a cake, it's awesome ? Please DM me"
Even my FWB who is scared to go out to come at my appartment because of the virus, she keep
posting shit on insta, she text me everyday since always and i sent her a text recently
"Since we won't be able to meet because you are scared, we shouldn't text everyday, let's meet in 2
months if we are available" now she is mad and spam me of text asking if it's over just lol
It must be hard for girls to not attention whore in clubs, on tinder, at bars, at the mall, also at gym
pretending they are fitgirls while they just run 10min on treadmill at the slowest option while
watching insta and going to mcdonalds right after the gym taking insta stories of the nuggets
As for me i don't give a shit, i mean it is what is, i do my gym, i read books, i play games, i try to
make money online, i watch netflix, we are in quarantine with every possible things to entertain us
and the best comfort in the world, and still girls are in depression
At least it proves a thing, girls are nothing without our attention / validation, just imagine a world
without social medias, tinder and clubs, with no betas giving them free validation, girls wouldn't
survive this i guess
Well it is what it is
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Anyone else lose interest in a woman after learning she has
children?
207 upvotes | April 7, 2021 | by HappyCreep | Link | Reddit Link

Pretty self-explanatory.
I was wondering if anyone else feels this way and what is your explanation?
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I am beta as fuck! Just discovered this, this is my awakening.
206 upvotes | April 22, 2020 | by cryocai | Link | Reddit Link

So some back story, I’m 32, got two children who I have every other weekend. The mother and I
broke up around a year and a half ago. I didn’t give a shit then, and moved on with ease.
Since that time I met the most amazing woman, she had two kids as well, a loving family, and was
simply everything I could ask for.
The kids got on great, we fell in love fast, I loved her kids like my own. I thought everything was
going great, not so much.
6 weeks ago, she wanted a break. I was so fucking weak, I tried to change her mind over the next few
weeks.
It got to the point of being completely blocked. I took this as a sign that it was done. She unblocked
me though, and I tried again on the phone. She didn’t have none of it. On that phone call she asked
me “how did you like my hair?” which was just weird.
That night I drove to her house as something was up, I could feel it, and sure enough another dudes
car was parked on her drive. I couldn’t believe it, she said she wanted a break.
I’m a fucking mess, I know I acted like a fucking weak, pathetic, beta bitch and I need to change my
mindset right now.
I would even take her back, that’s how fucked up my mind is atm... no self love, no self respect, but I
can’t get this woman out of my head.
It doesn’t help that I’m going through this, missing her kids, can’t see my own kids due to this virus,
and stuck inside 24/7.
It’s easy for people to say just get over it etc, but I literally can’t. I need solid advice, on what I need
to do.
Last time we spoke she said there is no chance and to move on.
I slept with a woman, 35, four weeks after the breakup, in the moment it was great but just made me
feel like shit more tbh.
I’ve got a good job, just about to launch a business, am in good health, and would say I’m probably 7
or 8 out of ten, but I’m just fucking down.
How do I man the fuck up, I realise I can’t continue like this.
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Saw a bro in the streets approaching girls today, feeling like
shit
206 upvotes | March 25, 2019 | by cuztrp | Link | Reddit Link

I'm coming back from a long day in the university when this overweighed dude with a silly haircut
stops a German 8 and strikes a conversation out of thin air like magic.
I was walking and I saw that. That's when my jaw fucking dropped. A few minutes later, he takes his
phone out and types her number or adds her on Facebook or I dunno.
Just seeing the whole thing happening in real fucking life was so perturbing. The guy wasn't as
attractive as the pickup artists on YouTube. I swear his beer belly and boobs were bouncing when he
ran up to her and stopped her.
I'm just saying that it looked fucking amazing and I don't think I can pull this off with my current
knowledge. So where to start guys? I want to get me some plates.
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Has anyone ever ran into an ex and was embarrassed that you
dated her after seeing how bad she let herself go?
206 upvotes | October 10, 2020 | by afro_rake | Link | Reddit Link

This happened yesterday when i ran into her and her guy at a outside bar. I figured I would get an ego
boost but I actually felt sick to my stomach , especially since I was beta af when we dated and chased
her bpd ass after the break up. Dated for 8 months. Haven't seen each other for a whole year. She's
(26) dating some felon drug dealer and all she does is smokes ciggs, drinks and looks a shit ton older.
Didn't think I'd get so judgmental, but fuck.... Anyone ever experienced this kind of reaction?
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It is scary that TRP is working.
205 upvotes | June 14, 2018 | by 123undeuxtrois123 | Link | Reddit Link

I am 16yo and it has been 1 year that I found TRP.
I know it is cliché to tell how beta we were but mine was at another level. 1) My crush literally asked
me if I want to ask her out while touching me. I said no and ran away. 2) 1 year later I “confessed”
(LOL like it’s a bad thing to want to have sex with some1) my love over text. 3) I got rejected
because I was not acting like a male so she could not think of me as a male but a castrated beta. I
cried after the rejection.
Even if I didn’t know TRP I swallowed some bitter pill without name.
I started lifting and beta-flirted with 2-3 girls (even it it was “beta flirting” I was at least doing
something)
So it’s been a year I found TRP and this shit is working like a fucking clock. It never let me down.
The 48 Rules of Power is pure gold. I see you guys finding TRP at 40+ and I am VERY THANKFUL
to God that I found this subreddit at 16. My life was going to suck dick trying to find a princess who
will love me (FUCK THIS SHIT! BRO).
Anyway I am man and I don’t have an easy option like girls such as marrying into wealth so: I am
studying, lifting, working summer jobs, networking, reading books, learning to code and learning a
new language.
I GENUINELY WANT TO THANK YOU BECAUSE IF I DIDN’T DISCOVER THIS
SUBREDDIT I WAS GOING TO BE BETA BUCKED AND CUCKED WHEN I GROW UP.
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Was given advice by an older guy, wanted to see what trp
thought of it
205 upvotes | October 14, 2018 | by JW_2 | Link | Reddit Link

Made friends with a guy in his early 40, works out, good looking etc. Doesnt really chase tail (has a
Gf) but he gave me some good advice.

Women are attracted to three things: power, confidence and humor. Nowhere did he say looks1.
or money. Power - your position in society, your job etc. Confidence - most guys are not
confident (you’d be surprised how many 9’s don’t get approached by guys because they are too
nervous.) If you can be confident or even fake it, you’re ahead of the game. Humor - self
explanatory.
You have nothing to lose - asking women out, approaching women, escalating etc. you have2.
more to gain than to lose. Women are probably more self conscious than men.
You are the prize - he said this not in these trp terms but basically he said he believes a woman3.
should like him and “why wouldn’t she? I’m nice, confident etc.”
Don’t be an easy lay - basically he said he never wanted to be known in circles as the guy who4.
the women talk about as an easy lay
Dont have any expectations. Go out with a woman and have fun, if you don’t have sex at the5.
end of the night don’t worry. There’s a million reasons why I woman might cancel or might not
sleep with you. She feels fat, she’s on her period, she’s having a bad day etc. They are much
more self conscious than we are.
Women drop little crumbs showing interest, but it’s up to the man to pick up the crumbs and6.
make the move.
If a woman is into you, and you don’t strike while the iron is hot or you are oblivious to her7.
interest, if she’s truly into you she will still be interested when you figure out she was into you.
This one I wasn’t sure about tbh.

Thats about it. Nothing earth shattering but nice to hear it from someone older than me who has his
shit together. Granted he’s very good looking (and black which many women are very attracted to),
but still good info.
Edit: last one I forgot - he basically said always assume attraction. Women don’t hang out with guys
one on one to be friends with them, so if she agrees to hang out with you, even over coffee, she’s
interested in you. I’m not sure I agree with this one 100% because many women are too oblivious to
see men interpret this as a signal and many women think single men and single women can be just
friends. Thoughts?
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"We stand for free speech. This means we are not going to ban
distasteful subreddits. We will not ban legal content even if we
find it odious or if we personally condemn it." - Yishan Wong,
the site's former CEO
204 upvotes | September 28, 2018 | by diogov9 | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/9ji7ie/we_stand_for_free_speech_this_means_we_are_not/
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Tinder first date, end up at my place, everything's going fine,
she smokes weed daily and asked to smoke from my bong, next
thing you know she's vomiting and shitting on my couch...
204 upvotes | May 18, 2019 | by Condescending-Guy | Link | Reddit Link

She fell asleep on my couch and was throwing up all night and shitting on my couch. In the morning
she was obviously super embarrassed, so she showered, threw out her clothes, asked to borrow some
of mine, and she apparently left her phone at the bar so she asked me to get her an uber home. She
felt really bad and said she would e-transfer me money for the uber and also so that I can get my
couch cleaned.

I paid for the drinks at the bar, the uber to my place and for her to get home, gave her some clothes,
and she ruined my couch. In the morning she's blocked me from everything.

So here's the thing. She's living at home with her parents now, and I have her address because she
gave it to me to give to the uber driver. This girl's clearly not very bright.

What do I do here?
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What red flags have you ignored that came to bite you in the
ass?
204 upvotes | April 13, 2020 | by h0ud | Link | Reddit Link

For me, I ignored her texting her ex occasionally. She said he was having a tough time and she just
wanted to be supportive. Two months later I caught her in a lie and she admitted to sleeping with him
when I was out of town. We broke up and they started dating again...
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Why does contemporary culture embrace a lack of personal
responsibility and adopt a victim mentality?
204 upvotes | July 29, 2020 | by 2000wfridge | Link | Reddit Link

Seem to see it everywhere and its honestly pathetic.
Noone wants to take responsibility for their lives, development and fate, everyone seems to just point
the finger and say they are hard done by. The fuck is this stupid attitude?
This and a few other subs are the only ones where I can see men taking the world by the scrotum and
carving out a life they desire.
How do I avoid being around this toxic mentality, I'm starting to cut off friends who think this way.
It's pervading social media platforms, websites and spreading like the plague.
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Reddit Admin are Hellbent on Killing Off Reddit (Deddit)
204 upvotes | February 25, 2020 | by redpillschool | Link | Reddit Link

You've probably noticed less participation on the main sub, and more here on /r/asktrp as Reddit
admin have been tweaking the settings to prevent people from accessing our subreddit. Some recent
changes:

Upvoting content that violates Reddit's wrongthink policy will now end in personal bans.
On the new design, you can no longer access quarantined subs without verying an email
address. (You can get around this with https://old.reddit.com)
Reddit Apps will show /r/theredpill is simply gone or missing unless you're logged in with a
previously authenticated red pill account.

These changes are expected as they try to stifle any conversation that challenges the status quo
leading up to the 2020 election. We are quite literally the heart and origin of many offshoot
communities who have adopted our language to discuss other counter-cultural matters.
This very fact makes me proud because regardless of what happens to our community on reddit, the
ideas and memes that we put into motion will live on regardless of our status.

But, we're not down and we're not out. We have big news on the horizon. We have
been hard at work completing a very feature-rich alternative to reddit on our off-
site meeting place: https://www.trp.red and we're getting very close to opening
some of these forums for public use.

Our forums.red updates are shaping up to seriously challenge reddit's usability, and our new flairs
feature (users, posts), which spans across both the forums and trp.red tribes, will give moderators
(tribe leaders) complete control over their communities.
We've been hard at work putting together advanced mod tools to give tribe leaders the fine-tuned
control they need to keep communities running smoothly.
I know that it's been a long time coming but as the already flourishing community on
https://www.trp.red would attest, the updates have been big and have improved performance
considerably.
Thanks to our supporters we have been able to grow our tech infrastructure to include dedicated
database and caching hardware to manage as users migrate over. And that's good news given our 2-5
million monthly hits as of the past few months.
I'm very excited to launch forums in the coming weeks (we have a scheduled maint window March
6th to do yet another big migration to beefier hardware) and will update everybody here accordingly.
In the meantime, please feel free to join our rowdy userbase and make your own tribe, or browse one
of our hundreds of tribes already going such as:
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Thanks again for your support and I look forward to seeing you over on https://www.trp.red
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Am I the only one who feels like the idea of financially
sustaining an adult woman simply because she's a woman very
uncomfortable?
203 upvotes | June 16, 2021 | by Drowssap145145 | Link | Reddit Link

I find shared finances in marriages abhorrent. The man usually works his ass off for a higher income,
and some woman comes along and has direct access to this income for no reason whatsoever besides
having a pussy?
I guess that made sense back when women couldn't study/work, but nowadays it's absurd.
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Former virgin here, accidentally got laid thanks to The Red Pill
203 upvotes | January 19, 2017 | by throwsred | Link | Reddit Link

Former 22 year old kissless virgin here. I finally got laid and I think thanks to TRP. This happened
last weekend and I have finally processed everything that happened, thought I'd thank this sub and
tell my little story.
About 2 weeks ago, I went out with some people from my language class to a bar. At some point this
girl goes to the bathroom and her friend takes her place. Girl comes back and sits besides me where
her friend was sitting, so they basically switched places, didn't realize this until later.
She initiates a lot of conversation and touches me a couple times, even though I read all this theory
when it went down I was thinking "wtf is happening?". I was pretty aloof mostly because I was
confused and end of night she gives me her number.
I didn't expect anything to come out of this, you get pessimistic like that when you haven't kissed a
girl by age 22, but I text her Friday asking if she wants to go out Saturday. She says yes Friday and
on Saturday few hours before she gives me some bullshit asking if her friend can come along.
Now this is where TRP kicked in, I remembered the Brad Pitt rule and I thought fuck this. I told her I
changed my mind and will just stay home and watch a movie instead. She asked if it was because of
her friend and I replied no, just didn't want to go out anymore. I was actually blowing her off because
I didn't feel like playing games, but she replied after a while "Ok I will come alone :)".
Come alone? She means to my place? Or does she mean go out without her friend? The beta in me
thought I should clarify it but the bits of TRP told me to assume the sale. I texted her my address and
that was it, she'd be on her way soon.
I actually never kissed a girl before, when I kissed her she told me I was biting her lol, I thought
"what would Chad do?". I just smirked as if had done it on purpose, nibbled her a bit more and tried
to better my technique on the go.
Well that's my little story, hope it wasn't too boring for you guys, I'm sure if it weren't for the bit of
Red in me this chit wouldn't have happened, so yea, TRP saves lives. I think it also helped I've gained
some muscle recently, another solid TRP core advice.
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Guys come at my table while I was with my girlfriend, how
should've I reacted?
203 upvotes | October 6, 2020 | by Raigeki27 | Link | Reddit Link

So, I was with my girlfriend hanging out at a bar, drinking our sodas while all of a sudden two guys
come to our table and ask my girl "Hey, what's up. You didn't say hi when you came in". I didn't say
a thing, she looked at them with a look that's saying "Get the fuck out", while she was resting her
head on my shoulder. I didn't even look at them, I was checking my phone pretending to have better
stuff to look at and do.


Fast forward 10 minutes, they were looking consistently at me from across the room. They show up
again this time one of them just sits on the chair from the opposite side of the table. My girlfriend
says "That place is taken". He says "So what?". While the other guy that was still standing besides us
says "Come on man, let's go". Once again, I didn't say anything, I was standing there like a rock. I
was afraid that everything that I would've said would break my frame.

Then, another asshole joins that group and he comes alone and says "What the hell are you doing
with this guy?" , "Can't you see how he looks, you deserve better". I was still standing there smiling
at him like I would smile to a little child insulting me. But I said something along those lines: "Get
the fuck out of here". And he says "Say that again!", my girlfriend stops me before I could say
anything else. He left.

How should I handle this kind of situations? This never happened to me before.
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Finally did it - shaved my head
202 upvotes | February 23, 2020 | by holyredbeard | Link | Reddit Link

After years of unnecessary suffering and from time to time low self esteem due to hair loss.
After spending loads of money on medicines, "hair powder" and the last year (pathetic I know) even
hair system.
After finally deciding to kick down all my insecurities by going on a solo trip to India directly after a
painful breakup (working great btw).
I finally shaved my hair. Bought a crappy hair shaver (took me three days to finally shave it all off)
and just did it. Not completely shaved but more Statham style (but shorter) but it feels great. A true
relief and I am already starting to own it and will work on getting a tan on my head now as well.
I tried it 5 years ago but had no beard and hated how I looked, but with beard I think it looks much
better.
So, what you think? Suits me or not?
http://imgur.com/a/KKFlqys
UPDATE: Decided to follow you guys advice and went even shorter: http://imgur.com/a/xaxDUcs
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Saw this guys post about his wife, pretty eye opening.
Thoughts?
202 upvotes | March 4, 2020 | by bobvillacooking | Link | Reddit Link

If this isn’t allowed I’ll delete it. I don’t have a specific question, but thought this guys post could
spark a discussion.
His post:
33M 34F Why does she behave this way?
So she was served with the papers tonight so I can post about this, she reads reddit too. My wife of 6
years recently forced an open marriage on me, she said she "had to find herself" and she felt lost in
our marriage. I was totally against the idea, I hate the idea of another man having sex with my wife
with a passion. But she told me that she had to do this, and it was either an open marriage or no
marriage, and she meant it. I still loved her, so I extremely reluctantly agreed.
She immediately began seeing a number of men, and was very happy. For a month or so our sex life
improved as her NRE spilled over onto me. I had very little luck dating, as I knew I would. I can
read, and know how to look things up on the internet and I knew what it is like for married men
looking to date. the fact that I own my own business and put long hours into did not help at all, I had
very little time to even browse dating sites, let alone actually date.
Then one night I walked into the bathroom and found my wife already in there. She had more or less
sneaked in, she didn't want me to know she was in there or what she was doing. I found her giving
herself an enema. I happened to notice there was another empty enema in the sink (not the garbage,
which is significant). My first reaction was was concern and I told her that if she was blocked so bad
she needed 2 enemas she really needed a doctor, and started getting ready to take her to the ER. She
kept trying to put me off and telling me it was no big deal but I was obviously getting worried, as
much by her apparent unconcern as by the medical implications.
She finally broke down and admitted that she was planning to have anal sex with one of her dates that
night and was preparing herself. That's why the empty was in the sink, she didn't want me to see it in
the garbage. Now for 9 years I have been asking her for anal sex going back to when we were first
dating. She always told me she doesn't do that. Now here she was going out of her way to prepare
herself to have anal with another man and hide it from me. I was heartbroken and furious. Why
would she do that to me?
So we argued, and she stormed out for her date. I was so angry I looked at her messages on her ipad
and facebook. I hadn't done this before because I didn't really want to see what she was saying to
these men. But I found out she has had anal with several of them. And BDSM and threesomes, other
things I have asked her to do and been refused. Admittedly threesomes can be a disaster in a
marriage, but I had asked when we were first dating and it wasn't a serious thing yet and got shut
down flat. None of these guys got shut down. She even had anal with one guy on the second date.
And their pictures. They are all gym guys with huge muscles, nothing like me. Every single one of
them. She obviously has a type, and I am not it.
About two weeks later, after I had cooled down and she for once did not have a date, I talked to her
about this. She admitted that those guys were her type, she was never really attracted to me
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physically. She liked my personality and that I could give her a comfortable life with all she could
ask for financially and she thought she could be happy with that. She found out she couldn't, and she
had to have men who turned her on physically and so she opened up the marriage.
I would have done anything for her, she was the love of my life and she has treated me like shit. she
has fucked at least 20 guys in less than a year. She has done anything they asked her to do, willingly.
She has given strangers sexual favors she has denied her husband for years.
My question is why? What makes some women behave this way? What can I do to make sure that
something like this never happens to me again?

TLDR; Wife forced open marriage and did things she refused to do with her husband. Why?
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Being friendly/nice to low SMV people always backfires
202 upvotes | January 14, 2021 | by RealEstateGod1997 | Link | Reddit Link

Why is it that every time when i try to help out others who are in a low place in life either socially
financially or by any means and myself having much higher value than them always ends up with
them crossing boundaries. It’s almost as if they get too comfortable with me and feel like they can
say/do whatever they want. It pisses me the fuck off when I try to be friendly to these fucking low life
losers then they pull some shit like that.
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Am I attracting women with mental health issues or is every
woman carry heavy mental health issues?
202 upvotes | April 27, 2020 | by BareMinimumReddit | Link | Reddit Link

Every single woman I get close to has some mental health issue. Not one single woman I've slept
with or dated has had a healthy mental health background. Some outright mention their issues on the
first few dates whereas some mention it few months down the line. Almost every girl seems to have
had an episode of clinical depression. Some are on pills. Some have had self-harm or suicidal
tendencies. Half of them have needed counselling. The rest half feel they don't 'need' a counselor.
Literally. Every. Single. Woman. I know intimately is riddled with mental health issues. While I
sympathize with them, this shit makes me not want to ever get in a relationship or a ltr with any girl
ever. What about you guys? How many of the girls you've known well have had mental health
issues? Am I just attracting this type or are majority women fucked up in the head?
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Guys in your 30s, is your friend group dwindling as fast as
mine?
201 upvotes | November 26, 2020 | by Common_Unique | Link | Reddit Link

I was never really popular, but back in my 20s, I always had someone willing to hang out or take a
trip. Now that I'm 35, all but a couple friends have moved away or gotten married and are too busy.
Being a single guy with just a couple friends gives me this feeling of impending doom. Like, what is
it going to be in 5 years? My best friend of 30 years died this year and sadly now the person I talk to
the most is an ex-girlfriend. I see the same guys at crossfit and work and we're friendly, but at this
age, it's hard to ever line up schedules. Sounds like I'm making excuses, but I really am putting in
effort without getting any in return. I'm scared of what is happening to my social life...
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As I grow older (26) I find that women occupy a much smaller
segment of my interests compared to a few years ago. Rather
than chase women I go on backpacking trips in the mountains,
collect guns, currently learning Spanish, practicing yoga and
climbing, growing my business. I have no time for thots.
201 upvotes | July 12, 2020 | by Yajorobi9000 | Link | Reddit Link

I think I do want a life partner someday. No kids. I simply don’t understand simps. It’s completely
unrelatable to me. Im not even a super confident guy or anything but this just how I be. How about
you fellas? Did a pivotal event turn you red pill or was it a slow development like me?
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Extreme case of AMOG
201 upvotes | August 30, 2019 | by xdurabolin | Link | Reddit Link

Last week we were at a big music festival in Hungary with a couple of my good friends.
One of my buddies was gaming a Hb7-8ish chick, and what I could tell from a few feet away while
waiting for drinks he was doing well, lots of kino, grinding etc. back and forth.
Now here comes the fucked up part that left even me, an observer, completely mind blown.
Out of the blue a very swole random Chad appears, goes up to my buddy, grabs his hand for a sec,
places the local equivalent of 5 USD in his hands and tells him to fuck off and go buy himself a
drink, turns his back on him, then begins dancing and grinding with the girl my friend was gaming.
My friend didn't know what to react, he was completely stunned, and simply walked back to us
without saying a word.
What could be done in a case like this to diffuse or salvage the situation? My friend's frame
disappeared completely for the rest of the night, and so did mine, even though I wasn't the one that
got AMOGd, I never saw anything like this before.
Logically thinking, possibly getting into a fight with a swole dangerous looking dude for over a
random thot is not a good idea, but how could you walk out of a situation like this while retaining
your dignity?
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Life after the Red Pill?
201 upvotes | September 6, 2019 | by daredevil1302 | Link | Reddit Link

I really feel like the world I once knew was a house of cards and in the last few years it's rapidly
collapsing before my own eyes. It felt good at the beginning as I was finally uncovering the deep
truth about things. However, lately it's starting to develop into nihilism and hopelessness.
What I mean by that is:
-It seems like it's almost impossible to plan to get married and have a family today.
-It seems like you can't rely on democracy to fix the situation in this world that has turned upside
down
-It seems like working in a company isn't so good and the money doesn't matter because they serve
their only master which is profit (while masking it in with a nice logo, corporate culture, and a
company mission statement)
-It seems like hypergamy is real, but then you find an example that proves it wrong, and then again
you find an example that proves it's real, and the again an example that proves it wrong, until infinity.
-It seems like spinning plates is amazing, but then you realize it's an endless loop of just having sex
with women while accomplishing nothing substantial in the meantime except adding a +1 to your n
count
The point is that I feel lost on what to do, and where to go in life. I just want to see hope that starting
an endeavor of any kind in this world will eventually be worthwhile. I don't want to do something just
to earn money, which I will then spend on useless materialistic shit like cars, clothes and other things.
I don't want to do stuff that feels good in the moment, but then again you are left feeling lost and
without direction. I don't want to waste my time with spinning plates, or with LTR's that offer no long
term value in my life. I seek for a direction in my life but I don't know where to look for it.
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Made over a mill by age 34, now more depressed than ever
201 upvotes | September 13, 2019 | by jiggolo420 | Link | Reddit Link

Long time reader and follower of the red pill. But I never thought I'd end up in this situation.
I have always been the type that women approach with twinkling eyes. A quick wit, and an
unbreakable sense of self. (Not to sound full of myself, i have fallen far) Some men were jealous of
the attention, but fuck them. I've always said, "if you don't have haters you're doing something
wrong".
Over the last two years, i took on some risky investments and made over a million (Cad). Sold them
for some legit stocks that are paying me over 50K tax free a year in dividends. Probably the craziest
thing to ever happen to me. And ive kept it all secret.
Secret from my LTR, secret from my family, secret from my friends and coworkers. I always hated
the type to brag about shit. Actions over words. Plus, I live the same life now that i did then. But i
wonder if this is fucking with my head.. should we embrace our accomplishments?
I took a job last year working alone. Doing overnights fulltime in my field. Thought it was a good
opportunity but it has left me lonely. I don't get much time to see my friends outside of work, and
even on my days off i am usually on different hours than everyone and makes meeting up difficult.
Basically, i think working this job or trying to be "machiavellian" hiding my real self has pushed me
from social, to antisocial in just one year. That cocky and funny energy gone. And that people are
starting to see me differently. As a quiet, or shy person.
At this point, do i say fuck it and quit my career? I feel bored in life and miss the fun atmosphere i
used to be in. I work out 5 days a week, am a musician and learning new instruments, been learning
to pilot lightweight aircraft, but all of it's been of little benefit.. the old saying "money cant buy you
happiness" is true.
TLDR; I made stacks, kept it completely secret and now feel empty and have a job that is keeping me
from my potential. Does anyone have any good books, reading or advice to break out of this funk?
EDIT: I think after getting this off my chest and hearing your suggestions, I will take some time to
travel for the next month. See places I haven't seen. It's clear to me working nights, and being solitary
is fucking toxic. This sub is the only place to get good advice these days. Sometimes a man has to
sack up and do what he knows he has to. I hope all who threw in, get to fuck their 10/10 oneitis this
weekend. For real, you guys are the bomb
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LTR of 3.5 Years that "loved" me to death cheated this
weekend. Why and how to pursue?
201 upvotes | October 21, 2019 | by FlyingPigs3210 | Link | Reddit Link

I'm sure this is just AWALT, but 3.5 Years going strong. Loves me to death, submissive, wanted to
get married... blah blah blah. I had control of relationship (so I thought) but then Saturday night she
goes out with a group of high school friends which I've hung out with multiple times. The whole
group goes back to her place to keep drinking and "it just happened." I am totally blindsided as I
never thought this could even happen. Claims she was blacked out and barely remembers. A lot of
times I could see red flags, but I am just dumbfounded and now shes begging and crying and "I won't
even sleep in my own bed I'm so disgusted with myself." How do I get past this and ever trust another
girl. I really thought she was a good one.
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Seeing a girl who said I Love You. Will saying it back make her
run away?
200 upvotes | August 29, 2019 | by Xerexes3869 | Link | Reddit Link

Facts- Seeing a girl for a couple of months. Have sex with her every time we meet. She has grown to
be attached. Her last couple of flings didn't work out (cock carousel probably) and according to her
last serious relationship was more than a year ago. I am 5 years older than her (if that matters).
Recently she introduced me to her friends (she said it was a big deal for her). Then she told me she
loves me and it hurts her when I dont take initiative to reciprocate her feelings.
What do I get out of her - I like having sex with her. She is intelligent, great in bed & pleases me
sexually whenever she's with me. She doesn't have hangups about sex that the other girls I have been
with had. She isn't clingy and doesn't bother me unnecessarily (No unnecessary texts or calls until I
do something she doesn't like primarily not receptive of her feelings towards me). She is actually
supportive of my goals and forces me to focus on them rather than wasting my time. Mostly my
hangups about her are related to her past relationships as she hasn't (yet) given me anything to doubt
her loyalty or her behavior towards me. I feel that I also on certain level love her and want to tell her
that so it calms her mind and I am able to extract better value from her. I dont think i can marry her or
have kids with her (yet) but i can still be in a relationship as long as she adds value to my life.
What is the appropriate move should I tell her I love you so that it brings stability rather than her
suffering because I dont reciprocate. She holds herself back emotionally because I dont reciprocate.
And I read it somewhere here that you need to aspire to get hold of a "woman's soul" because anyone
can have her body. Only then she will become an alpha widow.
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When and why did our gender become so pathetic?
200 upvotes | August 2, 2019 | by RivenHalf | Link | Reddit Link

Asking as a genuine question and not a blanket statement but what happened to men? I work with a
bunch of younger guys at my new gig and I'm really getting insight of where we are as a whole that I
have been away from for a while. Guys paying for naked photos of girls they will never meet, buying
bath water of internet thots, obsessing and messaging women who could care less if they die
tomorrow day in and day out, liking photos and social validating, this internet stuff is a trip. Patreons
and Onlyfan subscriptions giving some e-thot 30 dollars a month for a snapchat. Then IRL guys just
being pure chumps, paying for girls who go out and fuck some other guy and then they take them to
lunch and try and be their best friends forever. The beta brainwashing of America is complete and
honestly it's terrifying. Even after reading all of the material on here on how we got to this point I'm
still left asking how is it possible...how is it possible that us, we, men....have sunk so far?
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What's the deal with fat chicks becoming aggressive and
declaring their interest pretty fast? I almost got raped one time.
200 upvotes | June 28, 2019 | by Aesthetic_God__ | Link | Reddit Link

Once I had been introduced to a group and a huge chick sat next to me. Next thing I know is she
started talking to me and showed hugely obvious IOIs, tried to seclude me by taking me to the bus for
next city, and openly told me she digs me while trying to touch my dick. I tried to avoid but the whale
was pretty fast. Tried to convince me into starting something with her and I said I have a girlfriend
while I was single. Scary shit man. Dodged that bullet, close call.
Another time a fat chick destroyed my chances to lay an hb9 who I was getting pretty intimate with,
by telling her she likes me and of course.. Girl code. BFFE code. I had to avoid them altogether as
every time I tried to seclude the woman the fat chick was already there, never leaving her alone. Hb
even told me she wants to fuck me hard but her friend wanna join. Outta there asap don't want an ass
the size of an elephant on my face.
Whales don't know when to stop. Are they just needy/haven't been fucked in a long time/or just horny
and aggressive due to lack of self esteem from childhood?
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My LTR has a fuckload of beta orbiters.
199 upvotes | March 5, 2019 | by sealdream | Link | Reddit Link

Like, these guys will get her free shit, do things for her, one of them talked with her the whole way
on a long car trip on the phone, just all kinds of extreme beta orbiter stuff constantly.
She’s cute both behavior and looks-wise. It’s like she really believes the world is happiness and
sunshine and that these guys are all good friends and don’t masturbate to her every night.
What should my frame be?
The amount of dread I’d have to do to match her level of abundance is absurd and I have no time for
it.
I can’t tell her to not literally receive gifts mailed to her house and free uber credits.
I could next her... for being a successful female? Maybe. This is on the verge of happening. But...
really she can use beta orbiters for whatever as long as I’m the one tying her up and fucking her, I
guess.
Have any of you dealt with this kind of situation? I basically just ignore them and her interactions
with them, and will leave her when she does anything I consider too much with any of them.
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Getting a lot of shit tests from guys when out with my LTR.
199 upvotes | May 25, 2021 | by i_am_j_o_b | Link | Reddit Link

For some reason lately when my LTR and I have been out at the bar, or for dinner and sitting at the
bar there's been a handful of guys that have been around us or come down and sit by us, start a
conversation but then try and cut me down. I'm a pretty outgoing and friendly guy, decent looking,
lift and dress well.
Last night we were at a restaurant with a wait so we sat at the bar. This guy kept trying to join our
conversation and after acknowledging one or two things we went back to just talking between us.
Then I order a drink and I hear him say to her, "that's what 21 year old frat boys order, thats what
you're dating?" I overheard and responded "been 21 for 8 years now, cheers." He tried a few more
times to talk to my LTR but she ignored him and he left. Second guy comes up, starts a conversation
with us but is obviously more talking with both of us, but it's about self centered things that I couldn't
give a shit about so I stop paying attention. She nudged me to get her out of the convo so I did and we
went back to talking. He overhears something I say, "you're lucky that she puts up with your shit." I
respond back with, "Ok buddy". We go back to ourselves and he tells my LTR "I don't like guys like
that," to which she told me and I said "Look, we're trying to enjoy our meal we dont need any help
carrying the conversation," and he left in a huff.
I'm not sure the reason why, but it seems to be happening more and more, i've been challenged by
other dudes before but lately it seems more frequently and not sure why.
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Red Pill has made me mad for success
199 upvotes | December 21, 2018 | by lifeisweirdasfuck | Link | Reddit Link

I don't know about you guys, but since when I found the Red Pill last year I progressively started
enjoying life less.
It's about viewing the world with RP lens. It's not only about women. Women are just a small portion
of the whole in my opinion.
It seems like I reached a sort of nihilism. I'm improving myself, but realising that 90% of the things in
life are just illusions created my human beings, makes me feel weird.
I got obsessed with the self-improvement thing that I don't even give myself rest. I always feel like
rest is just weakness and an inner desire to escape from reality. Because that's what the RP teaches
you to do: not to escape from reality.
Thus, I'm realising the reality is harsh. Now that Christmas is coming, I could tell that even more.
Everyone so excited for this custom/event, while I'm here telling myself "Christmas is a day just like
any other day. People are just used to consider it a particular day, but in reality, it's all human's
invention. All this is just an illusion to make people feel good for one day".
Mr obvious right? Santa Clause does not exist, nor does "Christmas" or "Easter" or anything else.
Sounds trivial, but seems like people like to believe in anything that makes them escape from reality.
Now some people might tell me "Just chill man.", point is, TRP and philosophy (stoicism and
nietzsche in particular) has transformed me like this.
It's great seeing anything in life for what it really is, but it has its side-effects.
I stopped watching movies, playing videogames, basically anything that 95% of the population does.
I consider these activities just a form of escapism, and I don't really see the point of doing any of
these, because I know I'll feel just worse right after when I received my cheap dopamine, and
realising I haven't moved an inch towards success.
In a few words, I can't enjoy the small things in life anymore. Everything for me has become an
obsession for success. If I had to watch a movie right now, instead of enjoying it, I would analyse the
psychology moving between the characters, even if it's scripted. If there's a scene with a rich guy
fucking women, it would just bring in me the desire to be like that guy. That's actually a great thing,
this drives me to improve myself.
But the point of all this, is that I can't seem to switch to escapism even as a form of rest. It just makes
me feel like shit afterwards.
Has anything of this happened to you or did I just go mad?
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Need some older male advice here
198 upvotes | September 8, 2020 | by IrishWolf11 | Link | Reddit Link

Hello lads,
This post is fucking embarrassing to be writing here, but I'm at my wits' end and need some advice
(harsh if needed).
Just a little background: Was abused by my father up until my teens when he passed away. Grew up
dirt poor (was so poor the government paid for me to go to high school, because most working class
males in my country drop out of school.) Sister has incurable freak back injury which she has to take
opiates to suppress and has tried to kill herself on numerous occasions. Leaving out other stuff as I
feel fucking pathetic even typing this out.
I worked my fucking ass off from nothing to get into an Ivy League. Had mental health issues in
college, to the point where I tried to hang myself on numerous occasions, and so had to take an extra
year as a result. Bringing us to the present: I have worked my ass of to get best grades as possible in
this extra year (my routine was gym, study, sleep). Got covid in March and have been sick ever since
so, i bottled my final exams. Ex fucked my good friend, and both of them have graduated with better
grades and jobs than me (this is my fault: hang around with suspect people, win stupid prizes.) Mum
lost job due to covid, and so we are struggling to keep a roof above our heads.
At college, I'm surrounded by the most fucking priviledged people you could imagine: the sprogs of
management consultants, diplomats, and foreign dignitaries who haven't worried a day in their life,
and it just makes me feel more bitter as they swan through life.
Lads, i keep swinging, and I keep swinging, but I'm in my early 20s now, and I just don't know how
long I can keep this up. The past 20 something years have been rough and I feel like I'm fighting
against the tide here.
Long story short: are there any guys who could give a younger fella some advice here because I've
never had an older male figure I could shoot these sort of questions to, and have just had to learn on
the fly. Any advice would be much appreciated as I just can't see any light at the end of all this, even
if you need to call me a pussy and to man up.

UPDATE:
Still feeling ill as shit, but finally got my results. Somehow graduating with a 3.75gpa. University
won't pull my grades up which is shit considering I've been incredibly ill since March. I'm glad then, I
didn't quit with the studying or i would have been fucked. Glad to be leaving this place.
Very humbled by all the kinds words. I'm usually not this much of a pussy. I've concluded that this
covid long-haul im currently facing has just fucked with my head - feeling tired and having to lie
down all day for several months will do that I suppose.
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What are your Alpha Fucks/Beta Bucks stories of girls playing,
leading or giving different treatment to another dude while
with you?
198 upvotes | August 23, 2020 | by ToldYouNotToWorry_ | Link | Reddit Link

I'll share a few of mine, just to remind younger guys not to get too emotionally invested with sappy
shit
- I had a girl, coming from a strong family values, ig profile filled with family events and having that
"innocent" look and reputation in general, giving me a blowjob. We already had sex so we're just
fooling around, she sucks a dick a little bit and occasionally reads her messages 'cause she's expecting
some important one from her sister, it was like 2, 3 AM, she got one random text and reads it with a
cute smile, the one that girls make when they see a cute puppy or a baby � and comments out loud
"Oh this boy again". she then explains to me "He's from my hometown and writes to me occasionally,
he's a really good boy", he sent her a text that he's thinking about her followed by YouTube video
playing some sappy love song from my country, I asked her "So why aren't you with him he seems to
be really into you" and she tells me something like "yeah he is! maybe I'll be, we'll see, I'll let him try
more.. I do like him" and puts down the phone and immediately goes back to sucking dick, actually
gagging on a dick 'cause this girl really liked it rough until the tears come down. This is a same girl
that I fucked an HOUR and HALF later after meeting her for a first time.
Truth is, she didn't actually lie, she really liked him, and didn't intentionally trying to lead him or to
play with him, she wasn't being manipulative or malicious either, she had a really good and happy
personality, only difference is that the guy set himself in as a different game, running a Beta game to
her, and in return he got a hard time to get even a kiss from her, while fantasizing somewhere like
200 kilometers away in middle of night, sending her love songs, while she sucks dick, the same girl
who once told me that she was in threesome, and blocked everywhere guys who fucked her in
threesome but it was a unique exp. for her.
- I had multiple girls, posting on their IG stories during the day with their boyfriends, lovable pictures
filled with hearts and planet world emojis lock that fucking two paper clips ❤���️, everything,
and few hours later sending me "What you doing after?". In the same day. Getting pounded like a
dirtiest slut from just some guy, I forgot they even exist if it wasn’t for instagram
Younger me did so many of these mistakes. Do you have some interesting stories about duality of
female sexual nature?
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I think I found out why my social skills suck
198 upvotes | July 24, 2020 | by mrkinix | Link | Reddit Link

I walk fast, I drive fast, I talk fast, i react almost instantaneously, I'm always in a hurry and I end
interactions fast.
I've got another retarded habit that's bothering me: someone says to me something while smiling, if I
can't hear what they say i just laugh to them instantaneously pretending I've heard them.
I don't know why I behave like this, I tried to slow down everything but I end up relapsing.
How can I fix that?
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I [33M] just decided to separate from hot ukrainian wife [32F]
right after she started to build a new LTR with a random dude.
Why has she ruined our marriage? To what extent is it my
fault?
198 upvotes | June 21, 2021 | by RedHat932 | Link | Reddit Link

Hi Everyone! I consider myself a well traveled and educated person who was born in Eastern Europe
(Budapest/Hungary). This year seems definitely tough for me. However, I discovered and
internalized the redpill philosophy long ago, during my mid-20s.
I already have some conclusions regarding possible answers to my questions above, meanwhile, I
would really appreciate any comments or suggestions from your side.
Around 10 years ago, I encountered with a young and super attractive ukrainian girl. Really beautiful
face, modelesque qualities. She came from an ultra-conservative christian family, and as a big
surprise, was proven to be a virgin at age 22 when we first slept together. From that time onward, we
had a lot of fun. Later, I decided to wife her up, as a way to get this girl out of her crazy & oppressive
family.
I never tried to impress this girl with money or compliment her looks. I tried to impress her with my
traits and built attraction with game and demonstrating high value towards her.
8+ years of marriage followed with LOT of passion. We traveled a lot. We had many activities and
hobbies together. To be honest, I also ran some 'experiments' on this chick.
I would not be surprised if any of these stuff actually contributed to her recent infidelity:

She wanted to become an IG model, so we studied together how she could achieve a very thin1.
and lean body shape. While she reached her goals, I kept myself in a good shape, too.
Although this girl came from a tradcon christian family, she got more and more interested in2.
trying out and experiencing all the kinds of sexual pleasures. I was also interested in advancing
what I already knew about pleasing women. As a result, she slowly turned from a shy girl into a
total freak in bed.
Together with her, I learned to take amazing photos from attractive women. After some3.
practice I developed a skill to find the right angles, background and lighting conditions, as well
as some non-invasive airbrushing to get awesome results. She published these pics on her IG to
harvest excessive male attention from around 20k followers.
In 2019, we left Hungary together and moved to Málaga, Spain. As covid arrived next year, we4.
were struggling with job loss and we have found ourselves financially broke.

While things started to slowly recover for me in this year, I had to deal with an unemployed and
increasingly emotionally unstable wife when I was at home. She was still sexually attracted to me,
she seemed to be increasingly frustrated as she was unable to afford her previous way of life.
Finally, in April 2021, she suddenly managed to secretly persuade one of her former online course
students, a 38 y.o. guy from Canada to move to Spain. He promised her that he is coming to start a
new business there, and he immediately offered 50% equity in it to my wife (in exchange of her 'deep
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knowledge'). This man was proven to be a totally clueless dude, as she bought countless presents to
impress, including a brand new iPhone for her recent 32th birthday.
In late May, my wife has started to spend more and more time together with this guy, exclusively
during daytime. There was a week when they managed to meet every day. Once I came back home
earlier than planned to the house where we lived, I found them together poolside. I immediately
called her out on this, she tried to get away with the commonplace 'we are just friends' excuse. One
day later, she admitted cheating, but she refused to cut her emerging relationship with this new guy.
Suddenly I realized that she does'nt care anymore about our marriage.
A day later, I said to her that I cannot continue our relationship, we are going to separate and fill a
divorce. The latter is going to be relatively straightforward as we had no kids but have a post-nuptial
agreement on division of assets. It seems that we are capable to split everything in a peaceful manner.
My wife now is 32 years old, and thanks to her refined eating habits and workout routine, she still
looks stunning (height 5'7" weight 115 lbs, firm ass, flowing hair, flat stomach).
Now she lives in Spain with her new boyfriend, I went back to my country of birth. I am going to
restart my life here, live according to the abundance mentality, and let her do what she wants 3000
kms away from my place. Sometimes she is still sending some hot pics to me, and thinking about
'boosting' her looks with some expensive facial treatments, augmenting her lips, going from B cup to
C cup, or just getting a piercing into her increasingly toned stomach (I think she plans to use the new
guy's checking account for all of these.. ).
As you can see, even taking a former virgin from an ultraconservative christian family as your wife is
not a guarantee for fidelity.
Where have I f***ed up everything? (besides knowing that getting married is NEVER the best idea
in the 21st century)
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My friend was getting married next week... his girl basically left
him at the altar.
197 upvotes | April 21, 2021 | by SnooTomatoes3703 | Link | Reddit Link

Had some friends move out to LA after HS. One of them found a girl and has been dating her the last
5 years. Engaged to her the last 8 months. They were going to get married next week and move into
her parents guest house the week of the wedding because their lease together was ending.
One day she asks to have a talk and tells him that she doesn’t see a future with him and that he has
changed when he started his new job. (He’s a first responder, EMT and Firefighter)
He was blindsided. They never fought, had no real issues at all. I only met her once but they seemed
great together. It doesn’t make any sense. I feel for the dude, he’s a good guy with a good head on his
shoulders.
I’ve heard stories like this before but this one hit closer to home since it’s a friend that I grew up
with. Women are ruthless. He payed for everything, made all the money. Took care of her. And she
won’t even give him a chance to talk things out.
What do I tell him? I’m thinking about trying to get him to move back home (Texas) to start anew.
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Girls are getting fatter and fatter
197 upvotes | November 27, 2020 | by Watido408 | Link | Reddit Link

It’s so sad. The quarantine didn’t help either. I’m in northern California and it seems on these dating
apps every 10 swipes Theres 7-8 fat girls.. wtf going on? They weren’t this fat 2 years ago. It’s got to
a point where skinny / slim girls are automatically an 8+ for them being fit.. it’s getting bad guys and
gonna get worse.. when us guys get fat we’re forced to eat less.. workout.. etc.. when girls get fat they
just put on make up with filters and continue to pull high smv guys who just wanna fk.. this world is
getting worse folks
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My false rape accusation- an interesting battle for over 1 year
197 upvotes | May 26, 2020 | by Lamantin22 | Link | Reddit Link

I was falsely accused of rape on March 2019 after a ONS in February 2019. (3 weeks later after we
had sex)
Met her at a University party. She was 22/23 I was 19. She had cuts on her arms. She was actually
kinda cute, a little chubby and was pleasant.
Bought her a drink some time later, we divided to walk back to her place. Went to her place, had sex
once and then took a Uber home.
red flags I missed:

cuts on her arms. Big and deep. Overlooked them. 2)before she left, she was very intense with1.
her friends. Almost like she was arguing.
texted her- “had a great night last night” she never responded back.2.

Me and her kept chatting. A girl I fucked messaged me about her possibly having chlamydia. I
messaged all the girls around that time I was sexually active with (3 or 4). All of them said thank you.
This girl didn’t. She kept pestering me with the results. I told her it takes 2 weeks. Later that night she
sends me a message “why did you remove the condom the second time”.
In the morning police come to my place. My mother is crying. UK police tell me I’ve been falsely
accused of rape. Wait 4 hours in the cell. After being interviewed, the woman asks me if I removed
the condom during sex the second time. I never did. I never had sex with her the second time. Only
had sex once and put the condom half way through.
My life was ruined. University decided to place campus restrictions on me. Can only be on eight from
9am to 9pm. The university councillor (fuck him) treated me like I really rapped her. Made me feel
awful. I really hated it.
Her friends know about me. I see them sometimes around campus. I feel weird. Almost like an
outcast. I feel like I don’t deserve to be there.
My parents treated me shitty also in the beginning. They treated me like I did something wrong. A
friend of mine hates me now after he found out. Won’t talk to me anymore.
She kinda ruined my life. I really can’t be with girls anymore. I’m 20 atm about to finish my second
year and have plans to be a charted accountant (CPA for u American folk).
I didn’t know it would be this bad. Nothing happened after the police station. No charges pressed.
Except psych charges.
Almost think about what I could have done different. Almost reevaluating everything. Even one year
later.
Maybe she had a boyfriend? Maybe I fucked her badly? Maybe I am a bad person... I honestly don’t
know what to think anymore. I am kinda fucked.
It’s been one year. I have gotten better. Won’t have to see her around next year (my final year)- she
graduated.
Furthermore I also think she got her friend to accuse me of harassing an underage girl in the shop.
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Really got to me. Campus security (not police) treated me quite badly. Asked me to give them my
name, said no. Idk if they knew I studied there. Went there the next day to explain my situation. He
said he already filed the report and “wouldn’t worry too much if I was you”.
And here we have it boys. Still fucked. Still in my head. I have no frame anymore. Always second
guessing myself. People made me think it was my fault.
I dated a few cutters before, never knew they would fucking accuse me of rape.
For the record, I’m decently looking. Fairly handsome. Keep in good shape. No model or anything.
TL:TR/ FALSLY ACCUSED AT THE AGE OF 19 OF RAPE BY A GIRL AND HER LIES.
WHAT CAN I DO TO MOVE ON? ITS BEEN OVER ONE YEAR, CANT TRUST ANY FEMALE
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What are some red pill truths that even most trp'ers won't
swallow
197 upvotes | June 1, 2020 | by Natural_Singer | Link | Reddit Link

mine are:

the more i just stand back and watch people behave w/ herd mentality, the less i start to see
them as people and the closer i start to see them as dumb monkeys.

liberals, republicans, poor, rich, w/e. The only ones who tend to understand this are capitalists and
certain politicians.

90% of asktrp could be answered w/ "put the books about women down and go out there and
figure it out yourself"
a good majority of trp'ers wont ever make it because they just dont get it. Whether its due to
naiveity, inexperience, or autism, there's a key component to everything that their brains will
never figure out and they'll be suspended in perpetual frustration

edit: 1 more

the strong noble leader archetype is a myth made up to convince people to follow virtues that
ultimately are against their best interests. In reality, it is almost with astonishing regularity
throughout history that those who are calculated and cold blooded who dictate power. This
myth includes the ideal "alpha man" that even TRP likes to prop up.
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What the fuck is up with young women and not using condoms
lately?
197 upvotes | July 3, 2019 | by AuberyBitoni | Link | Reddit Link

I know that sex is way better without condoms but lately I've been astonished by the amount of young
girls not giving a shit about having protected sex. (I'm 22 and usually have sex with girls between
18-25 years old).
I don't think it's because they want child support money, since they're still young. But they just don't
give a fuck about the risks it seems.
Was having sex with a girl this weekend and mid way I looked down and the condom tore apart
completely. I told her what happened and she didn't care. Had several girls who would sit on top of
me while making out and just grabbing my dick and putting it inside.
I got tested and I'm clean but it makes me anxious sometimes, reading about STD's, pregnancy, etc.
I'm not lying when I tell you guys that every plate/one night stand I've had sex with has asked me to
get rid of the condom. I always wrap it up but I can't be the only one who experienced it?
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Did the red pill solve poverty all of a sudden?
196 upvotes | January 22, 2020 | by Filmguy000 | Link | Reddit Link

I'm a huge fan of red pill theory and what it stands for. But one thing that kinda irks me is that when I
listen to red pill podcasts (Rule Zero, Entrepreneurs in Cars, & others) or even read posts on the sub,
they all say they are loaded. A lot of them are guys that are barely 21 and they all talk about their
"businesses" and how they were chumps just a couple years ago, and now they can't stop making
money, thanks to the red pill.
A lot of it is bullshit, I know. But to those out there that reads this, and you are the exception, what
exactly did you do to go from broke to baller so quickly?
And don't get me wrong, I'm not posting this out of jealousy. It just bothers me because these types of
claims come off as "sleezy salesman" methods. And it may give many men false hope which can
crush them in the long run.
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First Date: Girl Gave Out Number In Front Of Me
196 upvotes | March 19, 2019 | by whatdowewantFIRE | Link | Reddit Link

Met this girl after matching with her and spontaneously deciding to meet up that night. She was from
out of town and visiting for work and we ended up meeting at an expensive sit-down (which I was
fine with). Things were going well and I was having a blast - I had her laughing and inching closer to
me even across the table.

Near the end of dinner, some 40 year old guy (we are both 27) sent over drinks, which I thought was
hilarious and brushed off. She mentioned that she was going to go to the bathroom but also that she
wanted to say thank you, and she stopped at the guy's table on the way. They talked for a minute and
I saw her turn away and type her number into this phone. Later she came back and mentioned that she
was in consulting so there was a lot she could learn from him - I didn't bring it up. (For better or for
worse) I was quiet the rest of the date, we paid, and I ended it 5 minutes later.

She texted me immediately after: Are you interested to keep talking? I had a great time but felt like
the mood changed the last 5 minutes.
Me: I had a blast and actually thought there was a connection. I saw you turn away and put your
number in his phone. Wishing you all the best
Her: Yeah I thought I made that clear when I said I thought I could learn from him. Plus, he's so
much older I definitely am not interested in him. Didn't mean to turn around I guess I didn't want to
give you the wrong impression which I clearly did. Ok you too

Please be brutal
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I find meeting and gaming women more fun than actual sex
itself
196 upvotes | April 24, 2019 | by FuckMichaelMcCoy | Link | Reddit Link

Is this normal? I like playing chess with bitches It’s more fulfilling to me than sex. Don’t get me
wrong nothing is like dominating a girl in the bedroom but sex is pretty overrated in general. There’s
a lot of fun involved with flirting and game in general. I like feminine energy women bring in general
and I like slam dunking their shit tests when the occasion bears its head.
Anyone else like this?
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What underlying behaviors do you guys use to calibrate to a
socially natural level or handle attacks to your frame using
mainly body language? I know about A&A and all those other
tricks, and already use them, but I'm seeing a lot of potential
with body language.
196 upvotes | December 7, 2019 | by We_Broke_Up | Link | Reddit Link

I've been experimenting for a year now and pretty much most of my body language is consciously
done. Even in super stressful situations, I don't fidget or chew my mouth. I practice what I want to do
alone, then it becomes natural in practice so I don't have to moderate it. I aim to give off social
pressure, while finding a nice balance from also providing some comfort here or there, so others
aren't 100% weirded out or intimidated, but still reverent. Anyways, here's what I noticed.
Giving strong eye contact only works when you're listening/speaking or about to listen/speak to the
person AND you're facing them. Also, during pauses. If the person is to your side and you're giving
them hawk-eyes, they're going to feel like something's off. So when it's from the side, it's best to give
eye contact, but then look forward. It comes off more natural that way.
Here are three actions that help when someone tries to attack you or they're staring at you and not
saying anything and you guys weren't speaking. These actions make the other person feel like the
weird one or diffuses the attack.
(1) The Shrug: when someone tries to say some passive aggressive shit, or tries a push-pull on you,
or tries to call out a behavior of yours, just casually shrug and look at them then proceed to continue
doing what you were doing. For example if someone says "you used to be so fucking bad at
basketball but you're decent now" literally look at them, shrug, then proceed to continue what you
were doing. You acknowledged them, but so dismissively that they look like the ass in the situation
and like you weren't affected. My brother-in-law was prying into what I was eating and read the
ingredients of my protein bar then said out loud "wow... there's gelatin in here, you still going to eat
it?" in front of my mom, knowing full well that I'm atheist and that my mom is super religious. I
deadass look at him and shrug, then continue doing what I'm doing. Attack failed, literally. His face
looked defeated and he looked like he realized he was pushing it. Later on, I opened it like I was
planning to do, and ate it in front of him. Felt like a subtle fuck you lmao.
(2) The Eyebrow Raise: when someone you kind of know is just looking at you for a bizarrely long
time when neither of you were speaking before, looking back at them is increasing pressure for no
reason, and looking away is a sign of being uncomfortable. I know from reactions doing all those
things. All you need to do is look back and raise your eyebrows at them like "what's up", then the
pressure is off you and the ball is in their court. If they keep staring at you without answering, they're
in the frame of being the weird one, and if they answer, they're still in your frame. This sounds like
overthinking it, but situations like this add up when it comes to someone building a picture of how
much of your frame they're willing to buy into.
(3) Neutrally deflecting with "empathy": if someone join a conversation to attack you, tries to
throw anger or negative energy at you, or is just trying to get a rise out of you, the best thing you can
do is look at them with neutral facial expressions and body language and say "you seem pretty angry.
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did something happen to you today?" or "it's good to let out your feelings". Instead of acknowledging
them as attacking you, you're reading the situation as you empathizing with a child having a tantrum.
You guys got any more techniques, especially with body language?
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Girl allows another guy to hug her from the back, right in front
of me. Downright disrespect?
196 upvotes | April 3, 2021 | by fuckboychadlmao | Link | Reddit Link

I’m currently vetting this girl but I think I’ve come to a point I didn’t want to reach where I have to
disqualify her for anything other than fuckbuddy. Here’s the story. So one day her cousin which is
one of my very close buddies has a get together at his house. I go pick her up and bring her there. I’m
chillin for a few mins then realize I don’t see her anywhere. Come to find out she left to go “smoke
and get food” with a cousin of hers and a dude who she apparently used to date a very long time ago
(she says this was middle school so it shouldn’t matter). They left for about an hour. this honestly
angered the fuck out of me. I let it go because I felt like she probably genuinely didn’t think that was
dumb as fuck to do. I hadn’t seen her in a while and we were supposed to be spending time together.
Fast forward until later on in the night. Everyone goes to an arcade. I notice she’s acting very
uninterested and distant toward me, but very bubbly towards another guy that’s there. The dude is
like family to her (but not actually related) so I didn’t react to it, until one point where this dude
walks up and hugs her from behind. The kicker was that not only did she smile and let him do this,
she pulls out her phone and started taking selfies. At this point I was in shock. I personally felt that
this was too disrespectful to recover from, and that she’d probably never get commitment from me.
The next day I point it out to her how that was disrespectful and she says that he’s a friend she knew
before me and she wasn’t going to cut him off. Denies any of it as being disrespectful. Few days later
she posts a selfie from that night that she took with him. She never took any pics with me.
Other red flags this girl has:
-More guy than girl friends (who she FaceTimes daily) -Loves wearing clothes that show her tits -
Daddy issues -Says she wants to learn pole dancing and have a pole in her house -Has tried several of
hard drugs and says she plans on trying molly with her best friend who’s apparently a druggie -I
always see her liking very sexual and slutty memes on IG
Sn: After typing this out, I now notice how pointless it was to even type this out because this bitch
has more red flags than a Chinese military parade. I’m just hella upset because I got emotionally
involved. Before all of these red flags came about. And was blinded by the green flags (low social
media use, doesn’t party much, submissive etc) I feel like a jackass rn.
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I've been destroyed and am new here.
196 upvotes | April 26, 2018 | by fuckedest | Link | Reddit Link

This is probably the worst thing you'll read today. I hope you all can offer man to man advice. Please.
Sorry if this kind of post isn't allowed here.
Dated her 10 months. I loved her because she was wholesome, a good mother to her little girl, and so
easy to trust that I never had jealous feelings. Early Feb this year she dumped me. Two months where
she "needed space." Excruciatingly I gave her the space, and saw her every week or so when she'd
reach out. We'd hang out, have fun, hook up. I followed the no contact rule as advised by coach corey
wayne, and slowly got her back. A month ago, end of March, she turned around so fast I got
whiplash. Wanted to get married, have babies, move in together. One month later, still great.
Yesterday I ask her some questions that have been weird paranoid feelings.
Over 14 hours of marathon pulling teeth, I finally get the "whole" truth.
The entire duration of our relationship she was seeing her ex, approximately weekly.
Since early January (one month before our break up) she has been escorting. So far she's been with,
by my calculations, 80-100 clients in those months.
She told me that was what happened, but that she'd stopped and since this month, since she turned
around, there hasn't been any.
When she fell asleep I took her phone and unlocked it. Password was my name. She's been with 7 or
so this week alone, including the very day before.
I've been so betrayed. I never knew this level of manipulator exists. She's the best liar you could
imagine, it's terrifying to imagine anyone could hide so much so well.
I feel like the world's biggest sucker. The most gullible fucker ever. I can never trust anyone again.
I am worried I might kill myself. I need support and man to man advice.
Thank you sincerely.
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Can we get those “Shit Test Buster Round” threads again on
the main sub?
195 upvotes | August 23, 2018 | by redpharma7789 | Link | Reddit Link

For those who weren’t around here at the time, there used to be weekly threads on the main sub
called “Shit Test Buster Rounds” or something liked that.
They consisted of maybe 5 shit tests, and people would reply with their most cunning responses. We
would rate them, discuss, etc.
I feel like this might be actually something useful that we can contribute to game, as things are ever
so evolving.
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Why did my wife cheat on me with a younger man?
195 upvotes | December 9, 2018 | by DirectMaximum | Link | Reddit Link

Hey, so i married my high school sweetheart, we had 3 kids, and over the past couple years, our love
life slowly fell apart. We stopped having sex, she started paying more attention to the kids then me. I
felt like i was living with a stranger. (I've made quite a few posts about it actually, feel free to red
them if you get the time.)
I found out after awhile that when she would drop off our son at little league practice, she would
leave and run off with this 19 year old college kid who works at the field. My son told on her. So, i
had a friend follow her, he took pictures and sent them to me. ANd yeah, it's true. She was cheating
on me.
So we divorced, she moved and took the kids with her. Her and her new boytoy live together, neither
of them work and i'm stuck supporting them. I work 60 hours a week and can barely afford to keep
the lights on in my place. It's been 3 months and i've adjusted fairly well, but i can't figure out 1 thing.
But why? Why would she do this to me? Why with a 19 year old of all people?
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Banged my sisters GF... should I care?
195 upvotes | April 17, 2020 | by Koshi_the_yoshi | Link | Reddit Link

So my little sis is bi and her “girlfriend” is staying in quarantine with us. I say that in quotes since my
sister is pretty mentally unstable and always saying she’s doing some weird shit, but apparently
they’re actually dating.
Anyways, her girl was showing tons of IOIs ever since we met. We were fooling around in the hot
tub when my sis wasn’t there and one thing led to another. For some reason this girl decided to tell
my sister all about it and she’s been acting psycho ever since. Normally my first reaction would just
be to ignore whoever is getting butt hurt over who I banged, but the fact that it’s my sister is kind of
throwing me off. Any advice on how to deal with this?
EDIT: thanks for all the advice guys. I feel like I should mention that my sister is a pretty big scum
bag. Stolen money, extremely disrespectful to the whole family and has gotten violent before.
Honestly, if she was just a normal girl I wouldn’t have gone close to her GF but the fact that she’s
done so much bullshit to me and my fam... I’m not feeling a lot of sympathy for her. Hope that puts
things into perspective.
EDIT 2: This was my first ever post on TRP and I didn’t think it would be that contentious lmao but
I’m glad y’all got a laugh outta it! Thanks for all the advice, even to y’all that think I’m a piece of
shit. I always creeped on this subreddit but I didn’t realize the community was this fucking hilarious.
Will be posting again. Peace.
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Why ugly / average girls on social media / Tinder are
disrespectful?
194 upvotes | March 3, 2020 | by lyniaa | Link | Reddit Link

I'm lucky to be somehow good looking so i'm getting a lot of matches on Tinder and such apps
I don't give a shit i use an auto clicker on my phone to like everyone, and then i send the same copy
pasta opener line to every girls "Does that mean we are bf and gf now" ? for the lolz
Most good looking girls answer in a very fun way and enter the game, and it lead sometimes to cool
dates and fuck
But ugly and average girls "No" , "You gotta deserve me" , "You won't have this chance" "You have
a lot of work to do for that"
Do ugly girls and average girls thinks they have a lot better SMV than hot girls ?
I will never ever notice them IRL and reject them all if they approach or anything
i feel like every single girls think they are extremly good looking now because of those betas
spamming them on social medias / tinder apps
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Did anyone else realize how beta and blue pulled their fathers
are?
194 upvotes | February 14, 2020 | by wwillrocksize | Link | Reddit Link

Since discovering the red pill a couple weeks ago, I have been steadily changing my behaviors and
thought patterns to de-beta cuck myself.
I’ve started to also realize how much of a beta male my father is. Don’t get me wrong, he has been a
great parent, always providing and doing his best to make sure I’m on the right track.
It’s just so apparent how he kind of just takes what life gives him instead of going out and getting.
My mom divorced him about a year ago and said that she just wanted change, and now that Ive been
exposed to the red pill I realize that my dad has no idea how to deal with women’s shit tests and all
that stuff.
I love my dad, but I wish he could’ve taught me this stuff instead of having to learn it from the
internet. When I have kids, ( yes I do want to have at least one kid, hopefully a boy), I plan to teach
him all of this stuff before he even enters high school so he doesn’t have to deal with the confusion
that women cause and feel lost and depressed, as I have been for a long time ( I have seen drastic
improvements in my mood and my world view thanks to red pill philosophy, so I feel like I’m on the
right track).
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Two prior, now married, plates contacted me on Facebook this
week. AWALT is so true.
194 upvotes | November 28, 2019 | by Phaeer | Link | Reddit Link

So throughout this week two prior plates wrote me on Facebook.
They both "left" me for their current husbands. They were pushing for commitments like living
together, having kids and so on when they were with me. I always stated clearly that I weren't
interested in that stuff so they chose to leave, which is completely fine.
Girl 1: 6 years and two children later with the guy she moved in with only a few months after leaving
me. She straight up asked me if I wanted to punish her (her words) this weekend.
I remember the last thing I said to her when she left. She asked me if she could call me in the future if
she needed to talk. I told her she shouldn't contact me if she didn't want sex. There have been
complete radio silence for 6 years, she even deleted me from Facebook until two days ago when she
added me again.
I played it pretty cool when she wrote me. I asked her if she was looking for something permanent or
just rough sex one time? She answers "I just want you to punish me, you used to be good at that".
Best believe I'm going to fuck this slut senseless this weekend. I have booked a hotel room tomorrow
because I really don't want her to know where I live and I'm planning on keeping all communication
through Facebook, so I don't have to give her my number either.
Girl 2: She wrote me last night. She is living with the guy she left me for as well with one child
which she had like 1 year ago. She is not as direct on her intentions in contacting me but I don't see
myself going back to this one anyway. She was so emotionally dependent on me at the time and I
really don't want to be in that situation again. But just ask yourself, why would she contact me now if
it wasn't for the same reason as the first girl - she just finds it harder to admit to herself.
What the fuck is wrong with these whores? And even worse, what's wrong with these cucks who
marry these women.
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Is it normal for old friends to begin to hate on you once your
Red Pilled nature becomes apparent?
194 upvotes | October 8, 2019 | by ExoticPanther | Link | Reddit Link

Over the past 8 months I’ve changed completely. I’m bigger, stand taller (with my shoulders back
haha) and have buckets more confidence whilst noting my self worth. I’m currently chasing a career
within the fitness industry and have begun to get a decent sized following (>20K). Im completely
natural, I know how to take a good photo and I use lighting apps to change the tint or make details
more apparent. I’m completely honest with all of that.
The other day one of my friends said “Oh OP can you eat this with your steroids?” I thought it was
just a compliment so I chuckled and continued on. Then he kept doing it. I noticed as the night went
on it became more malicious. We we’re at a meal with a group of old secondary school friends, like a
reunion of sorts, and he continuously pushed this narrative of steroids. At one point a girl mentioned
how I looked much better and before I even finished the thank you I got interrupted “Yeah haha but
he’ll be bald in 5 years with the amount of stuff he’s on” (for reference I’m 19), I began to lose my
temper here.
I asked to talk privately and told him whatever his issue is that I’m not on steroids and he needs to
stop saying it as it’s damaging for someone in my position. Dude completely understood and we went
to sit down. His girlfriend asked if everything was okay and he said “Yeah, OP just had to let out
some roid rage”. I’m not sure if he knew that I heard, but he didn’t whisper. This is the point where I
had to excuse myself and collect my thoughts, I don’t know if he genuinely believes I’m on steroids,
but I can slowly see him turning everyone’s view to that I am. I’ve only been weight training for
about 13 months and have gone from 60-77KG, I store a lot of fat on the backs of my legs and legs in
general, so I can understand how it looks like I’ve stayed the same BF%. A large portion of people I
used to socialise with now think I’ve just taken steroids. I guess it’s easier to just say that guy cheated
as opposed to hold yourself responsible for a lack of change in your life. I’m not sure what to do
moving forward with this guy. He clearly isn’t listening.
Just wondered if anyone else had a similar experience with people becoming malicious when they
begin to do well? Is the best course of action to just remove this guy from my life and all friends who
think similarly to him?
Edit: Wow. This got a bigger response than I was expecting. I'm gonna take half an hour to read &
reply to most the comments. Thanks guys.
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Daughter Came Out as a Man
193 upvotes | June 30, 2019 | by imdownwithtrp | Link | Reddit Link

Hi Red Pillers. Recently my 19 year old daughter, to my surprise, came out on her social media as a
man to all her friends, claiming a new, masculine, name for herself and asking others to address hey
by he/him. Not just that but she seems to have told everyone she knows, including my ex wife and
my mother, except me. I'm fact she has refused to talk to me for a couple months now, not giving me
reason why. She decided to tell the world before her father - I'm clearly that much a piece of shit to
her evidently.
As a dad I want her to be who she wants to be. That said she was always very feminine until her mid
teen years when she started hanging out with a lot of transgendered friends. She has attempted suicide
3 times since then. That said it's clear to me she wasn't born with this like some, and it's definitely a
choice.
My question is what is the Red Pill response here? It's my daughter. How much of this do I support?
What do I do about her silent treatment and stonewalling? I'm just not sure how to approach this, as
in my mind she'll always be my baby girl.
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Fucked an ugly chick and am pretty disappointed in myself
193 upvotes | November 20, 2020 | by MessyMind860 | Link | Reddit Link

I’m 21, a decently good looking dude, and am in pretty good shape. This chick hits me up on
Snapchat after matching with her on a dating app and she’s sending me a bunch of nudes so I say
fuck it why not. The main reason why I even went over was cuz I had never been with a black girl
before, but when I got there she was less attractive than I anticipated. I barely squeezed out a nut and
left as soon as I could and now I’m just depressed. I feel like I let myself down and like I’m less of a
man because of it. Oh well, maybe I’m just being too hard on myself, but I’m so disappointed. Any
words of advice or encouragement would be appreciated.
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How do you cope with the fact that you need to work your ass
off at least 40 hours a week only to survive? Even when
working 8 hours a day it seems like there is no time left for
yourself after the work, and earning big money also seems like
magic.
193 upvotes | April 14, 2020 | by Vouch33r | Link | Reddit Link

By no means do I want to undermine the necessity of working. But I'm a young man and am bothered
by this thought all the time now and I don't want it to translate into problems when talking with other
people.
The very concept of losing 5/7th of my week til I retire is crushing me like a tonne of bricks. How do
you live with the fact that from Monday til Friday you are a prisoner who needs to work for food?
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Anyone else notice hot chicks blowing up into Fatty's/aging
once they hit 23/24?
193 upvotes | March 25, 2020 | by trpthrowaway224 | Link | Reddit Link

Seems these chicks be hitting the wall a lot earlier. It equally pisses me off that all of a sudden they
are interested in me. Lol
I try to stay focused on my purpose and work on my social skills so I can approach new women I
actually like instead of used up women I kept on my social media from my blue pill days.
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There's girls on asktrp?!
192 upvotes | March 15, 2021 | by becomeabetterman94 | Link | Reddit Link

I've been looking at the advice given on asktrp and thinking what the hell is happening for a while
now. Highly upvoted comments on posts are giving moral platitudes and have support from the
community. My TRP? Never that's not my TRP. TRP is inherently amoral because morals are where
the feminine imperative manipulates best.
TRP has, like Machiavelli before it, taught the importance of seeing past morals to actions to achieve
ones goals. Anyway that's theory go read the sidebar.
Point is those values were not being reflected in the asktrp comments which until today I assumed to
just be a bluebell shift which would eventually subside as these people see the reality around them.
Today I went through one presumed bluepill commenters profile and found out that she was a girl.
She denied it when I pointed that out to her but it was so obvious it stank.
I now believe that this bluepill onslaught is girls, bored of ruining subs like AITA and relationship
advice are coming here to fuck up our last bastion.
Be vigilant and downvote anyone who clearly doesn't know what frame or the Iron Rules or Books
Commandments are.
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What’s the most beta shit you’ve ever done/said to a girl?
192 upvotes | June 13, 2020 | by revupthosefryersboi | Link | Reddit Link

I want to cringe
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Best friend (24M) has proposed to single mother (42F) he’s
known for 5 months
192 upvotes | May 12, 2019 | by thoughtful_duck | Link | Reddit Link

I’ll keep this as short as possible.
I’m a longtime lurker of this sub but this is my first post since I could do with some advice.
As title suggests- one of my closest friends I have known since childhood has got himself smitten
with a much older divorcee single mother. He met her at his new job around 5 months ago. She was
his manager but he has since moved to another job with a higher position.
He is by no means unattractive. He had his finances in order, had a great physique, and had just
finished his university degree before finding his new job. (He has since stopped lifting because ‘she
misses him while he’s gone’).
She is fairly attractive for her age and she’s well off in a high paying job and generally doesn’t need
anyone to provide for her financially. She has two kids from her previous marriage- ages 13 and 12
whom he takes to school every morning.
Their relationship has progressed at a rapid pace and her intentions were made clear from the start.
It’s almost as if she was the predator and he was the prey. She captured him into her web and he
didn’t even try to escape. I am fairly certain she was his first sexual experience. They had a
pregnancy scare 1 month in. 2 months in and he’s living with her and paying half of her mortgage.
And now here we are at 5 months in. I would be lying to myself if I said I didn’t see it coming.
He has proposed to her. Knee down, ring up.
It happened over Easter and I’m the only person he has told. He’s the ‘happiest he’s ever been’ and
‘it’s meant to be’. How fucking depressing. I had warned him at the very start not to get serious with
her. We all know exactly how this one will play out, don’t we?
What if he asks me to be best man? How can I support something I know is bad for him?
So fellas. Where do I draw the line between being a supportive friend and being redpill aware and
being against marriage- especially to a divorced single mother 20 years his senior?
Edit: he has just asked me if I would attend. What would you do in my position?
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I'm going fucking insane being alone
191 upvotes | October 11, 2019 | by Yung_Ekko | Link | Reddit Link

I'm 20 years old, have a well paying job that's high skill and dangerous. Im fit but not huge, 5'7. I
have 0 friends, ZERO fucking friends. I moved from one side of the country to the other and lost all
my friends from school. To be honest they were never great people, but I was somewhat popular. It
Saturday morning and I once again have absolutely no fucking clue on what to do. I am in pain
having no friends for the last few years. All I have is my brother and his wife. I seriously don't know
what to do. I live in a town of 30,000 people. The main city is an hour drive away, which I go to
nearly everyone weekend. I walk around the malls just to be around people. I'm going insane I swear.
I can't remember basic things.
Any advice is appreciated.
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I just landed a really high paying job as a 21 yo, and I need to
know what to do.
191 upvotes | September 18, 2020 | by russian-jewboi | Link | Reddit Link

I tried posting this in other financial subreddits, but it kept getting removed because of their strict
rules, so I figured I’d ask the boys what’s up.
As the title states, I’m young and I need to know what to do to set myself up for early retirement. The
job itself has a total compensation of ~$220k per year cash, and as someone who turned 21 less than a
month ago, I can’t go around asking my friends and family for advice, because... well, you know.
I have no debt, no student loans, no credit cards to pay off, basically nothing that is hindering me
financially.
The job is in a medium CoL city. The company doesn’t do any 401k matching so I need to know
what my options are for retirement accounts, as well. My goals are to retire by 40 and then buy an
exotic car (I’m 21 now so this goal will likely change lol).
What would you do in my situation? Thanks for your help and time.
TL;DR: 21 yo, high paying job, no debt, want to retire early, what do?
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LTR Calling me out on dread?
191 upvotes | June 11, 2021 | by An-Alarming-Offer | Link | Reddit Link

Lately my LTR has been taking way too long to respond to my texts (several hours) so I started
applying dread and went out to dinner with a female friend last night.
When I got home, she was waiting up and confronted me about it. She said point blank "are you
trying to make me jealous?" basically calling me out on my dread game directly, which I A&A'd with
"what, you don't like my new girlfriend?" She basically started crying and said she wants me all to
herself because she loves me, which I escalated into sex.
Did I handle this right? Should I be worried that she's testing my dread?
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24 and got a hookup pregnant, what do I do?
191 upvotes | January 17, 2021 | by illimitv3 | Link | Reddit Link

To make matters worse, she is my step cousin. Let me very clear here, we didn’t grow up together
and didn’t even know the other existed until recently. We were on a family vacation, hooked up and
now I’m here.
I’m expecting a ton of “sweet home Alabama” comments and people calling me a troll. I came here
for advice though because this is fucked and I need some serious advice. Hopefully someone like
u/vasiliyzaitev will see this.
I live in the USA and she lives in Mexico, when we met we were on vacation in Cancun. She
messaged me 3 weeks ago saying her period was late but I thought she was fucking with me. She
messaged me again today saying she took a test that was positive.
Now the timeline does indicate it could be mine but let’s be real, I don’t know what the fuck she does
when she’s back home.
How do I handle this the right way? How do I talk to her about abortion/adoption? I know I need to
get a DNA test, do I play the part until it’s born then go for it? Do I ask now if it could be anybody
else’s? How the fuck do I tell the family?
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Psychiatrist said I should take a break from trp, as I'm
overthinking and complicating things in a sense.
191 upvotes | November 27, 2018 | by EvanPetersDouble | Link | Reddit Link

I visited a psychiatrist/psychologist a few weeks ago, and he said that I was coping with ocd and
overthinking.. Which both basically lead to neediness but I've learnt to hide it from women and
others.
Well, I basically had a long discussion with him and he suggested I take a break or even quit visiting
TRP. " you're overthinking, along with ocd it will fry your brains. I think it's time for you to quit
visiting TRP and maybe all together.. I want you to see this as something you gained great benefits
from and as a closed chapter, time to start something new and apply the things you learnt. "
When I asked why, he said " it helped you go to the gym, improve work ethic, become more social
but the problem is you're overthinking theory about women and tend to become extreme, what we
refer to as borderline (some disorder I don't remember) in your actions" he basically said I go
edgelord and tend to think I should next everyone and see them as enemies giving me shit, while
most of the time we forget we're just humans and that we should be strong enough to face difficulties
rather than escape them, a form of escapism. Told me to quit weed, I did and it's a whole lot better
now.
I don't put down easily or next women with the smallest thing, unless they fuck with me and try to
mess around with my head or play games. I just tend to think I should next them with the smallest
shit, like a shit test (which would mean I can't take up challenges like a man) but I hold on and don't
next that easy. Most of the time at least.
He also said I should write down 5 things I'm passionate about and evolve them. And also focus more
on my work / mission rather on my relationship or relationships with the other women so that I don't
become needy and overthink.
What do you think?
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Its lonely after taking the pill., Am I doing something wrong?
191 upvotes | January 2, 2019 | by throwawayandwalkaway | Link | Reddit Link

When I was a BP marrying my 3kids-singlemom-secretary there were 100s of people congratulating
me and making me feel great for love and sacrifice. There were 100s for telling me how awesome of
a man I was though I had a beer belly that looked like an obese old woman's nippleless tits.
She left me for my frequent ill health and bouts of asthma. Offcourse she got my half my wealt in
dividends, property in orange county and my dearest lovely cat (cuz my stepson luvvvvvved it ). She
told me that she gave the cat to a animal shelter few months ago. I have to pay for schooling of those
three kids. They are joyful, I dont hate them.
Last week I completed my first 10K run.
I never in my life imagined that I would run.
It was a nice feeling when I completed the race.
There were nobody to congratulate me. Not my friends, not my loved ones, not my pubbuds. Hell, I
am not sure if anyone even knows that I participated.
I felt lonely. I tell you its a kinda painful feeling. I didnt feel so much pain even when I lost half my
shit.
I felt pain when I completed the race.
Tell me kind people.
Why am I feeling lonely in all walks of life while digesting the pill.
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Why is everything so Awkward and Cringey nowadays?
190 upvotes | November 22, 2018 | by ThatKidinAfrica | Link | Reddit Link

I feel like in my Father's and Grandfather's time, Every interaction was smooth and came naturally, It
was an inherent human ability that everyone possessed. But for some reason in our age so many
people are socially awkward and inept, Every conversation looks like it was staged by a dweeb and
the amount of introverts that suffer from social anxiety has also dramatically jumped. Our generation
has forgotten how one of the most basic part of Human behaviour, "Socializing" works. What is the
reason for this increasingly diffident society and how can we deal with it?
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It fucking stings.
190 upvotes | February 18, 2019 | by jiggyyoungdrew | Link | Reddit Link

Well. Ltr cheated and i just found out less than 2 hours ago and it fucking stings. I cut it off as soon
as she told me. Didnt make a fuss . Just told her to leave calmly. Kept it together for 30 mins but the
shock didnt numb me for long after that. Im hurt. But oh well. Tmrw will be the first day of the rest
of my life.
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(Update) Girlfriend who wanted a break wants to get back
together
190 upvotes | October 17, 2019 | by mksu711 | Link | Reddit Link

Previous post: asktrp /comments/de3anc/ex_girlfriend_who_i_caught_oneitis_for_wants_a/
I followed the advice given here and just texted back "ok". I started the process of getting her out of
my mind. After one week of no contact, I'm feeling quite fine, read and re-read the advice given here
multiple times and it did wonders. Then, she texts me and wants to meet.
Apparently the whole thing was triggered by me declining to meet up with her after her dinner with
friends. When we met, she said she thought I "had no empathy" and was "cold". Turns out she
misunderstood my intentions and was butthurt I didn't meet her.
Basically, despite all her declarations of love, she almost ended it over a stupid small thing. Her
feelings are superficial, momentary and meaningless.
The whole event really woke me up though. I let my guard down thinking she was a special snow
flake. She isn't. Going forward I will always have this event in the back of my mind.
The posts here did more than you can imagine for my sanity during this time. So big thanks to the
community.
As for my question, I think I do have a bit of a problem worrying too much about the alpha side and
sometimes lack on the comfort. I have to calibrate that, but how to not overdo it?
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Are some guys really arrogant because they've gone way too
long without someone putting them in check?
190 upvotes | October 5, 2020 | by canceleee | Link | Reddit Link

I have a housemate, real chill guy, but a little low on the SMV scale. He's also low in his friend
circle's hierarchy it seems. He has this arrogant, fake alpha, try hard friend who comes around.
Thinks he's hot shit even though he's skinny-fat, has poor grooming, and has an HB3 for a gf. Also
not a tough guy in the least. Just a completely delusional sense of identity. Yet, it doesn't really seem
his circle ever call him out on his shit talking.
I always thought it was only a matter of time until he tries stepping on my toes. One night my
housemate has the squad over. Don't know them much but I thought I'd join them for a beer. My
suspicions were correct, he has seen me enough times that he's built up enough comfort around me.
The shit talking and one-upping ensues. I do all the usual, deflect, pressure flip, A&A, etc. While this
definitely works, my ego is a little butt hurt that this guy I don't really know comes into my own
house and tries to "alpha up" on me, so to speak. Someone I tower over and am quite a bit older than
too. So I basically waited for the right moment to make a spectacle out of him.
He bumps into the counter and a beer tips over, shatters all over my kitchen floor. No apology. Tries
to make a joke out of it. This is an obvious crossing of the line. I tell him to clean it up. He says it
was an accident. I tell him that I know and saw, but that he's going to clean it up anyway. He was
being way too stubborn for way too long about it, which was kind of satisfying because I was not
going to let him off the hook. Got to the point where I told him that if he doesn't pick it up then I'm
kicking him out, but that his gf could stay. At this point he realized he wasn't weaseling his way out,
and to cut his losses and make me not further punk him in front of his gf. He cleans it up and is rather
quiet the rest of the night. Leaves shortly after.
Like the title says, why are some people so arrogant? Is this a matter of him just going way too long
without someone putting him in check? Or is this because he views me as an extension of my
housemate that he walks all over just because I live with him?
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Is it just me or is online dating way different now?
190 upvotes | February 2, 2020 | by Wert44 | Link | Reddit Link

Used to use online dating apps back in 2015 had an overall wholesome experience and got some
dates out of it. But I took a huge break from it
Fast forward to 2020 I decide to use online dating again and it's a shit show.... Got 4's and 5's giving
attitude and shit testing and whenever I try to say something funny it's met with rudeness. Seriously
wtf happened to online dating? The experience left me so turned off compared to how online dating
was 5 years ago
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As the average American female is a whopping 171lbs at 5'4, is
wanting a girlfriend under 140/150lbs now considered "high
standards"?
189 upvotes | October 22, 2019 | by Cynewald | Link | Reddit Link

I'm a fairly fit guy and in good shape (5'10, 166lbs) but somewhat homely facially, and I like my
ladies slim to normal, but it seems that wanting a slim or healthy weight female is now considered
"high standards" by a huge entourage of people as the average American female is disgustingly
overweight (5'4 / 171lbs). I'm not going to get out the scales when judging a woman to date, but using
140 to 150lbs as a loose guide, anything considerably more than that looks overweight on an average
height woman unless she is muscular or very large framed.
I'm not talking facially beautiful slim or healthy ladies either, just average looking faces - or even
below average. It seems simply being a healthy weight woman in America makes you an automatic
5+ or 6, 7 in SMV, where as guys are going to be judged on facial attractiveness, height and general
genetics before fat / bodyweight. Its simply a lot harder now for the average healthy weight guy to get
a healthy weight girlfriend.
So a "less attractive" or average looking man who is fit and healthy in weight can never monopolize
on a "less attractive" or average healthy weight female as she has way more options being one of a
few healthy weight females around + hypergamy. A good looking man would simply rather be with
an unattractive but fit woman than a goodlooking fat woman who's good looks are hidden because
she is too fat. Only 29% of American women are of healthy bodyweights and most men (I'd estimate
85% of men don't want a fatty or overweight woman) are competing for that small pool, so of course
women are going to pick Chad, the tall guys, high status guys etc. Basically, fat women create more
hypergamy in the non-fat women.
Is a healthy, fit but facially ugly/plain man like me better off looking abroad for a healthy weight
partner?
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Just found out true meaning of AWALT
188 upvotes | February 22, 2019 | by Fishys5570 | Link | Reddit Link

So I’ve been trying to escalate with this girl. Been on 3 dates and have only made out. We were
watching a movie at my place when she got a text from some guy named Jacob, when she opened it
they had been texting each other paragraphs, she didn’t notice I saw. She’s a very shy girl so this
baffled me that she’s talking to some guy so in-depth. I do some digging and find out she’s been
dating this guy for over 2 years long distance while at college. Idk what to do anymore. Makes me a
little sick knowing every time we spent together was meaningless. Why do women even get in long
distance relationships? Why is she cheating on this guy with me. Hurting us both.
Edit: thanks for everything guys this actually means a lot. I’m still internalizing the fact that men will
never be loved the way we want to, or that men will be loved at all. I feel broken inside because I
imagined I would be happy in a relationship which is clearly not possible. You guys mean the world
to me by not giving me feel good bullshit.
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Dating very attractive girl with high N-Count and many male
"orbiters". Seeking advice on handling jealousy.
188 upvotes | April 28, 2020 | by rztzzz | Link | Reddit Link

First time in a LONG time that i'm struggling here. I'm 30 years old. Generally successful with
women. Title speaks for itself. This is a very sexually liberated woman, who owns bondage
equipment, is a squirter, is always laughing, etc. She's only 23 years old yet admitted she's slept with
over 30 guys. Which I know likely means well over 50. She was willing to sleep with me on the first
date, but I didn't (I never do --it's a position of power).
We've entered into a quarantine relationship where we only see each other. I spend 3 days a week at
her spot. She's very attractive and has a lot of male orbiters. Always has 20+ instagram DM's in her
inbox (or at least I see the 20 number in the top right). She admitted last night when we were
scrolling through her IG in bed that this guy connor "tied me up and I really liked it". She also
admitted this other guy she used to fuck keeps texting her to hook up after the quarantine is over, and
admitted that she would "happily be his permanent sex slave" to an attractive actor that came on the
TV.
I'm struggling with dealing with the fact that I'm not this girl's world. I'm just another dude. She has
tons of options. Granted she just called me babe over text like 3 minutes ago. But my jealousy and
picturing her with other men is extremely debilitating right now. It's making me respect my ex
girlfriend more...she was so loyal and respectful. Any thoughts or advice appreciated even if I know
it's coming from a bunch of 18 year old internet dudes
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Why do women let their son become betas when they
themselves hate betas?
188 upvotes | February 3, 2020 | by BusyCupcake | Link | Reddit Link

What I mean is, say Karen was riding Chad's dick all the way to her post wall days. She would scoff
if Tim the band nerd so much as looked at her for too long, forget what would happen if he actually
asked her out.
Why does this same woman, who after she settles down with Bobby the Beta who she gives pity sex
to once every couple months, be ok with her own son picking up those qualities? Her most basic
instinct is telling her that these men are worth nothing more than the resources they provide. Why
would she ever be ok with her son picking up those qualities?
On a similiar note, why do women try to "betafy" their alpha boyfriends? Example, my ex used try
and get me to go clothes shopping with her, befriend her effeminate male friend, tell me its ok to be
sensitive etc. I'd straight up shoot that shit down, and then she'd roll her eyes and go "ugh, men". Why
do they try and get people to do the very things that turn them off?
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How to not "fast forward" through life?
187 upvotes | May 2, 2021 | by acertenay | Link | Reddit Link

I dont know if anyone can relate but I feel like I have been fast forwarding through life for the last
couple of years. Just recently I was 27 and now I am 32. I am quickly going thorough life. April 2020
feels like it was a couple of days ago.
I wake up, work a desk job, eat dinner, spend time on reddit, go to sleep.
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Plate made a 20 slide PowerPoint show on why I should
promote her to LTR
187 upvotes | March 12, 2021 | by __TheDon__ | Link | Reddit Link

Been seeing this plate for 5 1/2 months. She’s brought up the talk 4-5 times, and every-time I handle
it pretty well (following the sidebar method). 3 1/2 months into seeing her, she drops the L bomb.
Ever since then she says it frequently when we’re together (I never say it back). I like this girl, and
enjoy being with her. My problem is that I can’t help but feel like she’s trying to manipulate me into
committing. It feels like once I commit, then her mission is over and she’ll bounce. I know that rock
solid frame, good D, dread game etc...help maintain attraction in the relationship, but I’ve never been
in an LTR and the thought of it terrifies me.
I wouldn’t mind being in an LTR with her, but what’s the point of committing if in the end “it’s just
my turn”?
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Has this decline led to even 25 yo girls being damaged?
187 upvotes | June 20, 2020 | by g4l4xy36 | Link | Reddit Link

A fwb left her fb logged in. Me being me went through it cause. For those of you who think its
insecure it may be but it makes you open your eyes to their true nature. Shit they message their
bitches is next level.
She is a small business owner so I though she would be slightly more stable than the stoner plate. But
looking through its like she fucked up bad. She's still pining over over some guy she went out with
once or twice and she didnt put out so he dumped her. Its been like 2 years and still wants her closure.
Good luck to billy beta when he sees how great she is.
To whomever of you guys here did dump her, shit I need to buy you a couple of drinks.
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WhY DoN't YoU DaTe WoMeN yOuR oWn AgE?
187 upvotes | June 30, 2020 | by sarajaythegoat | Link | Reddit Link

Recently, it's become a trend for people to criticize men that date younger women. I see this
particularly on the cancerous Twitter.
This is a question I always seen on there; WhY DoN't YoU DaTe WoMeN yOuR oWn AgE? I've
also seen people say, "If he can't date someone his own age, then he's the problem."
This is 100% horseshit. I'm a 22 year old guy, and ALL of my iois and matches come from 18/19
year old women. They've also been the easiest to game not because I'm manipulative or that I take
advantage of their naivete but because THEY make it really easy for ME to hit. 22 year old women
that I know are fucking the ballers, dope boys, late 20s/early 30s guys, or Chad/Tyrone because
they're in their prime. More importantly, I also imagine it's also because women my age make it super
easy for all these dudes to fuck.
It's so amusing to see the lack of self awareness from these Twitter/Reddit idiots.
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Has anyone else noticed porn subreddits are full of pathetic
incels?
187 upvotes | May 24, 2020 | by Ill_mumble_that | Link | Reddit Link

I've long since separated porn and masturbation and given up the combined habit, but I still frequent
some porn. My excuse has been "inspiration" for things I do with my LTR.
But, it seems lately, especially during this coronavirus quarantine, I just can't take it. The commentors
in these subreddits make me want to vomit.
Some ugly fat girl can post a picture of her toes and within an hour there will be 10 comments telling
her what a goddess she is.
Not only that, but OnlyFans/Instagram/Manyvids spam is also at an all-time high. And the
moderators on many reddits are too cucked to do anything about it, and are generally just god awful
in general.
I understand the loss of faith in humanity that being a moderator can bring, people are really really
dumb, but the loss of frame and abuse of power that follows is almost as disgusting as the incels that
spam 10 emojis and hand out compliments to women that they don't know, and especially women
that aren't even pretty enough to merit such compliments.
I just went through my subscription list and removed all porn subreddits, as well as a few communist
shitholes like r\worldnews and r\politics.
I'm sick of reddit in general and tired of giving this shitty website traffic.
TL;DR Are there any other websites besides trp.red that are worth subscribing to?
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What's TRP's stance on using a public bathroom?
187 upvotes | February 26, 2019 | by adam9545 | Link | Reddit Link

For real though what is wrong with this sub? Everyday I come on here there is some asinine post like
"what's TRP's stance on juuling?" Or "should I drive an extra 40 minutes to make 60k?"
I thought this place was for discussion/clarification on Male sexual strategy not some betas dumping
ground for his wall of text or "I want to die" post.
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Why is this happening
187 upvotes | May 6, 2019 | by SnowLeopardSno | Link | Reddit Link

Most posts on AskTrp are becoming questions you'd see from relationship advice etc, it's almost like
we need a sidebar that has every possible situation detailed in depth.
Males self perception is sinking progressively lower, you'll almost never hear a man being told he
doesn't deserve his partner and it's even rarer for him to think it himself. It's shockingly clear every
time I read up on askTRP. Without fail there is always a post about some man keenly questioning,
begging for a path forward in his relationship, hoping that the answers he receives can help him
salvage his sole pussy supply. He'll detail his struggles with his partner talking to other guys,
disrespecting him in public or not showing an interest in the relationship at all. He'll then trickle truth
how she treats him like shit in it's entirety.
Despite doing most of the legwork in the relationship, so many men are willing to put up and settle
for absolute trash. The feminine imperative is so deeply rooted inside the psyche of modern males
that they are all but ready to run through traffic to keep it going. They instinctively assume the role of
lucky-to-have-her boyfriend, cutting out all contact with other women, excessively expressing their
love, taking care of all her needs, all the while thinking that their partner is special or unique. She, on
the other hand plods along thinking she's doing him an absolute favor simply by existing. They think
this dynamic is normal, they think this what they deserve.
Overturning this insidious narrative takes some serious mental gymnastics. You have to filter out the
lifelong poison and refresh the water with some perspective and practice. When you come out the
other side you're hit with a harsh truth. Most of the time, she doesn't deserve you or your efforts. The
majority of these women are not fit for LTR's, they're disrespectful and entitled thots. They do not
add value and they're not special. Pump them, dump them, glaze their faces, I don't care, but sweet
Jesus do not give them the privilege of your valuable commitment. Have some self respect and put a
price on your time and energy. Let it be earned, let it be worked for, give it only to those lusting after
your attention. Only once you start valuing yourself, your time and where you invest it, will you start
to yield returns.
To get an idea of the sort of a relationship worth settling and investing in, you need to have
experienced deep, passionate feminine desire. The type where a women behaves like a beta male
about to get a whiff of his unicorn. That is what women morph into in the presence of a man they
truly desire. That is how they behave when they truly and utterly need the man in front of them.
When they talk to him they get nervous and hair twirly while stumbling over their words. They'll
blush and boast, trying to qualify themselves as worthy. They'll clear their schedule, and reply to
messages with eagerness. When they get the opportunity they'll fuck him with vigor, trying to lure
him in with their sexuality. They'll excuse him, defend him, lose friends for him and pay for him.
She'll always maintain a sweet, loving and caring disposition because she know's she's lucky to have
him. He won't have to tell her to not flirt with other guys in front of him, or disrespect him in public.
He won't have to tell her to not be angry or moody. He won't have to tell her how to treat him well.
She knows how to do it, and she'll do it for him willingly because she doesn't want to risk losing her
perfect catch. She knows full well there is a bus load of other women who long for her place.
All the while he knows his value too. He sticks with her because she is serving him in every way that
he desires. She does what he wants, is loyal and adds value to his life. She makes his days more
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enjoyable, not stressful or challenging. She earns the privilege of being his LTR, but her place beside
him is never fully secured. It lasts as long as she serves him well and keeps him satisfied. If/When
she slacks off, he's gone, back into the wild, to enjoy another of the many women willing to serve his
desires. This is the the only type of love worth settling for, I'm not going to be so delusional(as our
female counterparts) to say you deserve it though. You get what you earn and you get what you settle
for, that responsibility lies with no one but you. You need to put in the work and effort to build value,
and you need to learn the awareness to know when you're being treated like a valuable man should. If
you haven't cultivated either of these tools then you're not ready for an LTR.
Know what you want, and work towards it, but for god's sake stop settling for mediocrity.
So why dont you open the sidebar?
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What are the major red flags to notice on a girl?
187 upvotes | July 31, 2019 | by LiquidRevenant | Link | Reddit Link

Point out whatever you want
e.g.:

tattos
piercings
drugs/alcohol
feminism
daddy issues (?)
bissexual
bipolar/borderline (undeniable the worst IMO)

I'm speaking in terms of a LTR or a simple casual/plate. Just want to know your opinion or takes on
this subject
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Thought she was a 9 until she took her makeup off....
187 upvotes | October 15, 2020 | by TA19393939 | Link | Reddit Link

I’m in Dental school and there’s this Korean girl in all my classes who I used to consider a 9 and was
making decent progress with.
I thought the meme about taking her swimming on the first day was a joke but not anymore.
Yesterday she showed up to class with 0 makeup on and I couldn’t even recognize her. I’m honestly
thinking about just ending things early since she legit dropped from a 9 to a 3 imo.
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Porn has ruined my life. This is the rock bottom. I can't tell this
to anyone. I can't post this anywhere else. Please help guys.
186 upvotes | February 9, 2019 | by RM_Slays | Link | Reddit Link

20M here. I discovered porn when i was 14-15. I first started with normal porn. Then i went to those
milf/stepmom categories. Then i stopped liking normal porn. I only preferred milf one. Then when i
discovered japanese porn, i couldn't get the same high from the milf one. I moved to harsher and
harsher. I now cannot enjoy simple porn. I only watch those japanese, gangbangs and stuffs.
Recently for the past 6 months, i discovered cuckold porn . I didn't used to like it when i first
discovered porn. Since these porn were rough and the girls in it were hot af, i started watching more
and more. And for the past 3-4 months, i have been fantasizing about cuckold stuffs .
The thing is i wasn't like this before and i don't want to becone one. Please help guys. I would post
this elsewhere but they would just say to embrace it and its natural. But i know this is not natural. I
just have this life and i don't want to live as one.
People in Nofap told me to do a 90 days no PMO. Need suggestions here too.
How to get rid of these cuckold fantasies?
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I got metoo'd. Reputation completely destroyed, cant get music
gigs. To move, or to stay?
186 upvotes | October 22, 2019 | by positiveredpill | Link | Reddit Link

Long story short, slepped with a women who had a boyfriend, we were at a party, she claimed i took
advantage of her because she was on molly (it was 10000 percent consentual, I beleive she just
wanted to cover her ass because her bf found out).. I am a musician and organize parties, had a very
good reputation but a lot of girls dont like me now. Admittedly i was a bit of a slut for awhile so a lot
of women gossip about me. Started a party company and made a few mistakes and now the company
and myself both have a bad reputation. I live in a progressive city. Should i stay or should i go? I
keep getting gigs cancelled and cant get booked anywhere. Any advice sincerely appreciated.
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Why are so many young men acting asexual?
186 upvotes | March 29, 2021 | by Vegetable-Ad5980 | Link | Reddit Link

I'm 21 and it's like most of my peers (mainly average to low status dudes higher status dudes still act
normal) they have no drive or desire to get with or be with women.
They literally act asexual and make no moves towards women and just act beta and friendly it's so
wierd their like robots. And what's funny is they actively chastise dudes who actively go after women
and try to get with them and criticize them and act all passive aggressive towards them when they just
don't do shit and sit on their ass all day game and smoke weed.
It's such a depressing existence and their ok with it. I think it's just due to them being conditioned to
their social status from a young age and don't have the self awareness to break out of it or try to
change their situation. What you guys think?
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Found a piece of a condom in my plate's vagina
186 upvotes | May 7, 2021 | by fimkodilip11 | Link | Reddit Link

Title says it all
Sure, I know she's also seeing other dudes, well aware of that, but I was honestly disgusted with a
small piece of a condom appearing on my dick during sex.
Do I hard next? What would you do in this situation? Pretty disgusting tbh
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I can't believe we have steeped so low as men
186 upvotes | April 2, 2021 | by michael_in_chains | Link | Reddit Link

This girl that's been famous for a couple years now (known as Bhad Bhabie) just turned 18.
She let it be known that when her birthday comes, she'll make an onlyfans account. The day has
come, today.
Just note that THIS WOMAN ISN'T EVEN ATTRACTIVE. She literally looks like your usual
hoodrat white girl that thinks she's black. In my books, she's a 6-7/10, lookwise. You'll literally see
20+ girls looking like her while taking a walk.
I checked her IG, and her last post is a screenshot of how much money she made since making her
account. That girl made more than $1.000.000 in just 6 hours. In my country (Czech Republic), that's
more than enough to live off just freely, while doing whatever you wanna do for the rest of your life,
if you're smart with the money.
I'm honestly speechless. Just think about how much more money she'll make in no time.
We can't rebound from this shit as men, can we?
Guess there's gonna be more bad bitches left for us RP aware.
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Do you think there is an agenda to emasculate men in the west?
186 upvotes | February 24, 2021 | by DurianWild5166 | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/lrh29z/do_you_think_there_is_an_agenda_to_emasculate_men/
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How many here put money before women?
185 upvotes | November 6, 2019 | by lifeisweirdasfuck | Link | Reddit Link

Probably not many as I see so many questions that scream "women are the focus of my life".
I was like that too, though. But I was wondering, in 10 years what will remain?
If you focused on women, nothing will remain if not experience.
If I you focused on money, you would open yourself to a thousand of opportunities.
Your SMV would actually get higher and you would still be able to get women (even the 10's, as long
as you have decent game and are not scared of saying "hi" to a girl.)
I guess most people simply do not see the benefits of having money. Or, they believe the ROI is
simply too low. Getting money is hard. And we don't like to do hard things unless we're sure of the
benefits of doing that.
Now, I was wondering.
How many of you here legitimately have money as your priority in life?
How many here are obsessed with becoming rich, instead of obsessing over a oneitis who will give
you absolutely nothing in exchange for your time spent thinking about her?
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I’m getting married in 40 days and I don’t know if I can go
through with it.
185 upvotes | December 30, 2019 | by loneamerica | Link | Reddit Link

I’m 23M and I am supposed to get married in a little over a month and I don’t know if I can, but I
also am finding it hard to leave. A bit of a backstory, I am a single father to a 2 year old daughter
(knocked up the first thing I saw in the military) and I met my fiancée as I was raising my daughter
alone when she was a month old. Anyway, things in my current relationship were amazing up until
after I proposed, our sex life has dwindled to virtually nothing, affection from her is slim, and I just
don’t feel fulfilled. I know I probably should leave but I live with her and I don’t know where I
would go, or even how to survive being I live in CA which I can’t afford to live alone, especially
with a child. It makes it even harder because my daughter and her have built such a tight bond and
she sees her as her mom. It’s so tough and I need some words of encouragement.
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Older guys who fuck younger girls now but didn't have much
luck in earlier years: what changed for you?
185 upvotes | October 7, 2020 | by ThenIJizzedInMyPants | Link | Reddit Link

One of the most common phrases repeated here is "Men age like wine, women age like milk"
No doubts there - a man who stays lean and lifts, and has a direction in life will never have issues
getting pussy at almost any age.
However, where I see more disagreement is around older men (say 35+) consistently getting younger
(21-25) pussy. Some say that you'll only fuck younger girls if you've consistently gotten laid your
whole life (natural alpha, lean/muscular, tall, look younger than your age, etc.), while others say it's
possible to fuck younger girls even if you weren't a chad in your teens/20s.
Q for those guys who went from virgin to slayer as a late bloomer: what changed for you? Did you
move to a bigger city? Change your approach to game? Lift more, bulk up, lean out, etc.? Get rich?
What had the biggest impacts?
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UW Madison: Another innocent athlete cleared on rape in
threesome
184 upvotes | August 22, 2019 | by HaroldTFinch | Link | Reddit Link

https://news.yahoo.com/wisconsin-wr-quintez-cephus-returns-210504199.html
UW Player falsely accused when women regret their threesome afterwards.
Jury delivers the not guilty in 45 minutes.
The UW Chancellor Rebecca Blank delayed reinstatement. She tried her best not to accept the
innocent guy back.
If you are a woman, apparently it's only misunderstanding. If you are liberal, then you only need to
apologize.  Feminists don't need to apologize at all to any man for any thing. 
The lying women remain unidentified. If enrolled, not expelled.
Women can lie at will, where a man is in danger of conviction and jail time and nothing happens to
the women. The guy was charged and expelled. The college didn't even wait out the trial.
These women need accountability giving this guy 18 months of hell. Anyone think that will happen?
Here's the update after the NCAA reinstates:
https://sports.yahoo.com/wisconsin-officials-ncca-cleared-cephus-play-170359988--ncaaf.html
Check this: Prosecutors filed the counts after two women accused him of sexually assaulting both of
them in his apartment that April when they were too drunk to consent. Cephus maintained the sex
was consensual and one of his accusers arranged the encounter.
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Total Chad move in the club....advice?
184 upvotes | September 5, 2020 | by itiswr1tten | Link | Reddit Link

Alright boys strap in, I really need some advice on this one.
I've been red pill aware for eleven years, even though it didn't exist. I like to think of myself as a pre
vanguard. It's chill, don't worry about it. I also lift. No, I won't share body fat or my physique, or
numbers. That would be breaking frame.
Anyway, I was at this totally sick (not like Covid I just mean cool) club in LA and I saw a move that
totally got me shook. I need some perspective.
So there's this dude, let me erotically describe his physique and choice of clothes for like 3
paragraphs, but I'll say no homo at the end its chill.
So yeah, he's totally killing it. I know what social scenes are like, because I go there all the time. Did
I say no homo? Anyway, I'm staring at him holding my drink at exactly waist height in my left hand
(holding your drink up is a HUGE beta tell btw, immediate set break) and then he holds up his finger
and says,

"hold on females, I have to do Man Shit real quick".

The period came after his close quote because he did this really weird thing where he seemed to slap
every girl on the ass simultaneously. It was crazy bro. No homo.
So I'm following him into the bathroom. A moment of sheer panic sets in - as I realize that I'm
holding my drink at chest height.
Chad turns around. He sees my drink, he looks at me. He smirks.
"mogged."
It was so casual it was lowercase.
Anyway, I'm completely shook. But that's not why I'm posting. It's what he did.....right after.
This Chad PLUNGES his head in the toilet and just starts chugging. Full on, mouth gulps, he even
stopped to cartoonishly go "aaaahhh" but not like he enjoyed it, like he was proving a point, you
know?
So yeah, I'm standing there. Mouth agape. Drink back at waist height (Jesus bro, I need to read the
sidebar again, thank God I recovered). Chad walks out of the bathroom like nothing happened and
proceeds to leave with the ENTIRE group of girls who were waiting for him.
So, like, I'm not looking for advice, I only read redpill for fun and I'm not at all serious about getting
girls. But I can't help but wonder....
Do real Chads only drink toilet water?

Shoutout to trpcops for inspiration.
https://archive.is/DKvIV
I'm so drunk.
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I love the red pill, mostly the theory. I seriously have my doubts
about the guys who represent the manosphere.
184 upvotes | July 9, 2019 | by theboldmind | Link | Reddit Link

Especially when you go through video on trp on YouTube you see the least charismatic guys ever.
They are all boring men supposedly talking boring stuff.
Including rollo, no confident tonality or body language. I know catholic priests who give better
speeches and who can present better.
You could also notice why the viewership is low on these videos (which I’m actually glad about).
Your thoughts?
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I realized that most of the goals I made to improve myself were
just there to impress those around me.
184 upvotes | June 8, 2020 | by Tater__thot | Link | Reddit Link

    This has been etched in my mind from a long time now and recurs
with every sleepless night I have. I realized that most of my
goals, namely, bodybuilding, meditation, reading, etc, were set up
by me not for myself but for others in hopes of being looked up to
as 'that cool guy'. Don't get me wrong, I love bodybuilding,
meditation, reading, and yada yada, but I hate where my motives
lay. I despise the thought of chasing validation around like a
carrot on a stick.  So basically the foundation and motivation of
my dreams and goals are for others? Man thats fucking bullshit. I
mean isn't the point of self improvement to be independent and to
make your life your own? How is that possible in my case when I
depend on others so much for their validation? I want to stop
living my life for the sake of others. I want to not give a fuck
anymore.
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EX gf came out of the woodworks after I got accepted into
medical school?
184 upvotes | July 16, 2020 | by Fusionnn | Link | Reddit Link

We dated a year and a half, broke up around early 2018 she knew i was working towards getting into
medical school, i didn't get in while we were dating or the subsequent year after we broke up but I
recently just got accepted and she comes out of nowhere to initiate contact and congratulate me. Do
girls ever go through regrets and realizing they had something good and lost it? Just want some
advice on the phenomenon, I definitely don't want her back cause I know there's higher quality
women to meet in medical school and at hospitals.
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Happy thanksgiving brothers
184 upvotes | November 27, 2020 | by Jpanyko | Link | Reddit Link

Don't know if any of you are alone. But know that you aren't. Hope we can keep this community
going. Happy thanksgiving everyone.
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How the fuck do you guys do it
184 upvotes | January 4, 2019 | by wellhellothere45 | Link | Reddit Link

I’m all in on the red pill, I’ll take this philosophy to the grave. But I live in the middle of nowhere,
don’t talk with anyone, I cry daily. When I read post about cutting off a women and shit I’m like I
don’t give an fuck if I am a beta to start I just want to Be in a relationship. But our family is so fucked
up and me and my brother are both virgins in our 20s (I’m 23 and hes 24) I’m depressed all day I just
can’t stand it. I’m so far behind the curve I don’t even know what to fucking say. I am anxious
depressed And stress all day I have no control over anything. Funny thing tho is conversely I see
everyone in my life and their actions my following the red pill and working dead end jobs hating their
life and I am like how do they even fucking fake themselves out in a day to day cycle
I’m a pussy faggot and people are just gonna tell me to read the sidebar. Has anyone made it out of
their situation
Fuckers listen up i have never had a relationship and I am 23. Most of you find this shit after being
blue pill in a relationship. Funny thing is I am not bashing anyone or anything this shit is pure
fuxking gold but how to apply it
Tired of being depressed speeding On the highway tired of having no friend fuck
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Why does Beta game work so well?
183 upvotes | April 1, 2018 | by TooHoly999 | Link | Reddit Link

Hey, guys, so I've been asking my girl [space] friends to set me up with their girl [space] friends. I
even told them to tell them that I was looking for a girlfriend. [no space!]
So I read a popular post about mixing alpha and beta traits, so I intentionally looked down a lot,
avoided eye contact, and tilted my head when I accidentally made eye contact to show my
subservience. I also made sure to be really nice. I also paid for their drinks and supper. Took them out
to a movie as well. Ensured them the whole time that we wouldn't have sex until the third date.
At first I didn't think this would work but every single girl said they enjoyed my company and they
wanted to be friends! Friends that are girls! Girl [space] friends!
So, I guess my question is how long do I have to pretend to want to JBF before I can finally game
them.
AF is a lie.
AF, it's a lie.
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My good friend committed suicide the other day, feeling lost
and confused
183 upvotes | May 27, 2021 | by bminusmusic | Link | Reddit Link

A good friend of mine from high school killed himself several days ago, he was 24. It was completely
out of the blue, none of us in our core friend group of like 11 guys had any idea he was depressed or
struggling. It’s especially rough because another one of our friends died in an accident shortly after
graduating, so this is the second time we’re going through this.
He was always positive to be around, never fought with anyone, hilarious, Ivy League grad/systems
engineer, I regularly said he was the smartest guy I’ve ever met. He was brilliant.
According to his family pandemic isolation had been hard on him, he lived 2,000 miles away from
our hometown with no one else near him, but he never said anything about it to us. He had been
drinking a lot recently, alcohol may have been involved, but we haven’t heard anything else.
Since finding out I’ve felt sad, numb, and confused. I hadn’t talked to him in a few months because
wasn’t the kind of guy to text a lot, but my friendship with him meant a lot and I just can’t believe
he’s gone.
How could he just take his own life without ever telling any of us that he was struggling? He was
such a good guy and had so much going for him, I just can’t understand why he’d do this. I’ve been
in that kind of dark place too, but to actually go through with it... it still doesn’t feel real. I wish I
could’ve been there for him and at least tried to help, I just had no idea.
Anyway, look out for those you love/care about, check in on them, you never know who’s struggling
most. It’s going to take me a long time to fully process this and move through it, and I’ve accepted
that.
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With women all over the world seeking there right to have an
abortion or keep the child shouldn’t men also have the right to
choose if there going to be a father or devote any resources to
said child?
183 upvotes | June 12, 2019 | by dirtymerks5 | Link | Reddit Link

Here me out. It’s open box thinking but I keep hearing “my body my choice” chants shouldn’t there
also be “my wallet my choice” to mirror that rhetoric. I agree with the choice of abortion or
motherhood. In an ideal world wouldn’t men get a similar choice?
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It’s so rare to see unfiltered confident people
183 upvotes | April 23, 2019 | by polarizingpotato | Link | Reddit Link

I always wished I could be a kid again when I was 6 and still growing up. I had no care in the world.
Did I care what people think of me? No. Was I self conscious? No. Did I think I wasn’t enough or
lacking something? No. Was I shy? No.
Did I say whatever I wanted? Yes. Did I have fun? Yes. Did I talk to people without feeling all
awkward and shit? Yes. I was Iike the social god back then.
For a fact, girls called me disgusting and weird a lot of times. But I didn’t give a fuck. I was having
fun. I was truly who I was. You don’t understand the freedom I felt.
Now it’s like my brain is rewired with all this bullshit. I can’t act myself freely anymore. Im a lot
better the past few years, but only if there was a way to adopt the mindset I had when I was a child.
That true inner core confidence. I just know if I had that now, life would be so. much. better.
Unimaginable. If only there was a way..
I’ve read countless of books, amazing reddit posts, YouTube videos, but that shit DOESNT TRULY
fix the problem within. I’m so tired of it all. I know what it felt like to be so free back then. And I
crave that freedom today.
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Weird feeling inside. I want to dump my GF after she said this
to me...
182 upvotes | May 4, 2019 | by sterquiliniis | Link | Reddit Link

So my new girlfriend and I were having a small chat about her ex-bf. She just graduated and is going
back to her parents house for awhile. She was telling me how he always tries to "keep in touch" and
that she wants to leave him alone (by not entertaining his messages anymore) to help him move on
and forget her. Keep in mind, I met her while she was still in a relationship with him. She dumped
him after 2 months of us getting to know each other. She made him out to be a selfish man-child, but
upon viewing his social media accounts he actually seems like a decent guy.
Anyway, the part which really messed with my head is below. This is an exact transcript of what she
said.

I want to leave him alone now. I want to focus on what I have ahead. I want to leave behind
everything that can't help me progress. I want you to help me in everything that can make
me better in the future. You are my present and my future right now.

So basically, hmm, the way I interpreted this is she wants to monkey branch over to me because she
thinks her ex is dead weight while I have the ability to help her "progress". This sounded extremely
calculated, cold, and void of any empathy towards him or love towards me. After she "progresses",
then what? Monkey branch on to the next beta bucks after I served my purpose "right now".
Maybe I'm overreacting but this rubbed me completely the wrong way and I can't even hamster this
into anything I should feel good about.
I'm seeking second opinions on this one...

********UPDATE BELOW********

Thanks for the replies everyone.
Here's an update. I had a talk with her and told her that I will soon be very busy with a business
project out of town and am not sure if I would "be able to help her in everything". I explained that I
was concerned our time together might be lacking. I was phishing for her to clarify exactly what she
meant by me helping her, but without actually asking. She said "I was planning to ask you if I can
move in your place, since you're downtown nearby everything where I need to be, but it's fine if
you're not home always".
Long story short. It sounds like she's in student debt and can't afford to rent and needs me for a place
to stay downtown (where the rent is expensive, obviously). Upon hearing that, I pressed harder and
said I'm not really sure if that's a good idea. The very next day, she posted the following message on
her Facebook timeline.

"When things get difficult always remember there will be more opportunities down the road
and there is a perfect timing for everything".

I instantly lost all attraction and interest in this girl and it only reinforces my gut instinct that this
chick is a hypergamous user at the highest level. She's basically a waste of my energy and I am now
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talking with other women. Her only value at this point is easy sex, but since there's no longer any
attraction towards her she has nothing to offer me.
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Why do I crave affection more than sex?
182 upvotes | April 2, 2019 | by Vithonil | Link | Reddit Link

I don't have anybody in my life I could openly discuss this with so I'm just going to post this here in
hopes of finding a solution or at least a few people who share the same sentiment.
I followed the advice in TRP for about half a year now and I've gone from total skinny gamer sperg
to having decent muscle mass and hobbies beyond gaming and a few new friends that I made in
university. An old oneitis hit me up recently because her family and mine are good friends and she
wanted to express that she felt awful for me because my dad died a few months ago. We kept texting
on a friendly basis and during one night of casual sexting I proposed that we could be fuckbuddies, to
which she surprisingly agreed. I was a virgin at that point (which she didn't) know but I was just
gonna wing it and not care too much which ended up working out okay.
Before and after we had sex (she stayed at my place for a weekend) we cuddled and she had her
hands on my chest and stroked my hand and my arms and all that affectionate stuff that I didn't really
know before. We slept in the same bed during the night, all cuddled up and now this is where my
problem come in: I miss her a lot, and I don't mean her body or the sex, but the affection she
displayed towards me. It went as far as me holding back tears of happiness while it went on because
it felt like this was what I was missing my whole life up to this point and now that she's back at her
place (which is 2 hours away) I really miss it. This sounds super desperate and needy and I'm doing
my best to ignore it but I just felt the need to try and discuss this specific situation with somebody
who understands more about all this than I do. I can't talk about this with people I know irl because
what loser cries over something as basic as affection, am I right?
I feel like a simp whining about it and missing it and I would like to change that. I hope some of you
can empathize and offer me some advice.
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I'm having a hard time accepting that we really are alone, how
to deal with fact that most people (even friends) dont have your
back?
182 upvotes | October 24, 2019 | by salsamasterer | Link | Reddit Link

Like the title says, I've been feeling pretty down lately about the fact that no one really gives a crap
about you. I think I'm a genuinely good friend, I ask others how they've been, text about how their
exam went (currently in school), invite them to stuff, etc. However I noticed that if I dont get in
contact with them, I won't hear from them until next class session which shows me that we dont value
the friendship equally.
I just wanted to have others thoughts on this
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Got rejected, friend told me I should have invested further
182 upvotes | January 24, 2019 | by pythasaurus | Link | Reddit Link

My friend (who's in a relationship) told me about this HB 9 on my course last Friday.
This Monday I approached her, made small talk and got her number. She blanked my text saying
hello. I didn't text any further.
Today I found her in my uni's library, we chatted for 15 minutes and I sat next to her in the lecture.
After the lecture I asked her out and she said no (busy with coursework, maybe another time - a kind
no basically).
No big deal. I deleted our conversation and her number.
My friend who told me about her said I should've spent more time getting familiar with her, like
another 2-3 weeks. I disagreed, arguing that initial attraction is a huge thing, and her answer wouldn't
have changed if I asked a week or a month from now. Besides, she's the type of girl who has tons of
beta orbitters, the last thing I want is to become one of them. I obviously kept quiet about TRP when
discussing with him.
Does my friend have a point or did I do the right thing?
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What are some Red Pill quotes that have stuck with you?
182 upvotes | December 12, 2018 | by Learninglife247 | Link | Reddit Link

Let’s hear them.....
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I just saw my girlfriend having lunch with another guy. I need
advice on how to deal with the upcoming short-term depressive
and overthinking phase I know I'm bound to go through?
182 upvotes | August 22, 2020 | by hitmeupdarling | Link | Reddit Link

She was at my place barely 10 hours ago giving me head. And I see her today, hand in hand with a
guy going into a restaurant.
I'm well versed in Red Pill principles having read the books since I was 16. My only problem is I've
never really found anything, at least from The Red Pill to deal with my depressive episodes.
Meditation works perfectly when things are going relatively well, keeping busy also helps but not
nearly enough when my insecurities act up.
I would really appreciate any other advice on how you guys have dealt with cheating, maybe radical
ideas that I can try out. Thank you.
Edit: It's been a week since I posted this. Thank you for the advice. I dropped the bitch and I'm
actually not depressed or anxious like I thought I would be.
I just wanted to provide an update. Turns out she was cheating the whole time with some guy. She
had once logged in to her email on one of my phones like a year ago. I think she forgot about it. I was
going through the phone when I found emails going back to February this year. I don't think they
were hooking up but she kept telling him she loved him, she was planning on how they'll get together
and that he should give her time.
Guess all those people who told me she was cheating the whole time were right.
I'm rereading The Rational Male again after two years so I guess it's a win �
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I feel like some of my friends who are in relationships become
really boring and lose their individuality
182 upvotes | January 21, 2019 | by QuantumSpecter | Link | Reddit Link

This pretty much happens to guys that choose to cut off contact with their bros to spend extra time
with their girl. Theres a good portion of guys i know who choose to put their girl first almost always.
They grow so dependent on their relationship that they lose themselves and arent even their own
person anymore. They just become boring.
Its like the relationship is its own person, not too separate individuals. The bros i have who havent
turned into this usually spend a considerate portion of time with their bros or by themselves.
Im about to turn 21 soon. And ive never actually been in a serious or ltr. So maybe im wrong and this
is common. But i refuse to let myself reach this point.
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Apart from sex, I dread spending time with gf
182 upvotes | August 15, 2020 | by mksu711 | Link | Reddit Link

After we're done fucking, I just want to be alone. I don't want to just lay in bed and cuddle, I don't
want to go on a walk, I don't want to go for ice cream, I don't want to watch Netflix. I want to do
some work, I want to browse (my) useless shit, I just want me time.
Whenever I'm hanging out with her, aside from sex, I'd rather be doing other things by myself. This is
not a new problem, I've felt that way with previous gfs too, they've always felt like a massive time
sink.
I've thought about the possibility of having a FWB type of arrangement, but I'm not into the type of
girl who usually goes for that, aka sluts. Plus I like raw sex.
You got any advice for me?
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Ex-plate hits me up now that she's 29
181 upvotes | November 24, 2019 | by uireoiu32 | Link | Reddit Link

Dated girl 2 year ago, she went cold. I initiated a year later, she didn't want to meet. Another 6
months later I run into her randomly and she put on like 20lbs whereas I am more chiseled and bigger
than ever. Exchanged pleasantries and went on my way.
2 years had gone by and now she's 29. Going through exes now that she's hitting the wall? She texts
me now asking to what I've been up to and if I wanted to meet.
I text "I don't think that's a good idea"
She says "Why not?"
I want to say "Because you were fat last time I saw you" or "Because I don't fuck fat girls" but then it
looks like I'm butthurt and trying to get back at her for denying me a year earlier.
I just left her on read.
Anyone fuck with them for your amusement?
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My LTR hate the fact that I am working out ?
181 upvotes | October 3, 2020 | by Sopranoo8 | Link | Reddit Link

It has been close to two years since I started lifting, but this year I took it seriously and the results are
great. I just invested in new equipments to complete my home gym.
I don’t know why but ever since I started making progress and getting more gains to achieve a better
body and looks, my LTR almost always comes to me while I workout and say shit like “You have
grown some tits” “I can’t see any difference stop wasting your time” ...etc. That can’t be shit test
right ? , I don’t give a fuck about what she says but why does she hate the idea that I am working out
?
In terms of SMVs if that matter, I would say I am 7 and she’s an 8.
Edit : Thank you gentlemen for your replies and awards, now I know why she has been behaving in
such way.
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Anyone else that finds life/existence weird?
181 upvotes | June 24, 2020 | by Axorasi | Link | Reddit Link

How can you overcome this feeling and not think about this?
Almost every night before sleeping i can’t stop thinking how absurd everything is.
No single living thing asked to be here but here we are alive in a body running on its own on a round
ball in space spinning around another burning ball. No explanation no reason why we are here.
And one day it ends like we never existed. Need to stop thinking about this.
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LTR of 10 months took off to suck some other dick
181 upvotes | June 2, 2020 | by Ciabbata | Link | Reddit Link

I'm not 100% sure but I think it's highly likely. Just writing this to come to terms with it. I will wait
till I confirm that she went to that specific location then block and ghost her on everything.
Tbh I don't have enough time and energy to put into spinning plates or fuck 10 other girls to get over
her. LTR was very convenient. I will probably just focus on myself now. Work, masters degree,
lifting, reading books. For some reason I also don't really feel anything right now. Might change
when the cut actually happens.
I assume some of you guys had the same experience. Any ideas or suggestions are highly
appreciated.
Also this community has helped me an unimaginable amount in my life. Thank you guys so much.
Cheers
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I've been spinning plates and hooking up with random girls
and I don't like it.
181 upvotes | June 4, 2020 | by xJaegar | Link | Reddit Link

Every time I hook up with random girls or get with a plate I feel like something is eating away at my
conscience. I get the most intense post nut clarity and feel like absolute shit. I've been following TRP
for three years now and I really appreciate the self improvement aspect of it but I don't know if it's
just me as an individual but I would prefer only fucking one girl that I have feelings for rather than
fuck many with zero emotions.
I'm twenty years old studying at a collegiate university and pussy is super easy to come by. The
general consensus here is that I should be fucking as many girls as possible especially at my age and
position but what should I do if I feel like it just conflicts with who I am entirely? I honestly felt
happier when I was a virgin chasing crushes.
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UPDATE: My girlfriend has cancer and will likely die in the
next half year.
181 upvotes | May 15, 2017 | by gfhascancer | Link | Reddit Link

Hello again TRP. This account has been mostly inactive since my last post to this sub. This is just an
update to what happened between and and my girlfriend after the last post, the one that the
community seemed to be worthy of the number one spot of /r/asktrp alltime.
Th news is positive and the cancer is fading, slowly and steadily but the doctors say that she is doing
much better and the odds of recovery are good.
I'm not sure what I can say. This community helped me a lot. While I may not buy into all of your
philosophy and whatnot, the people and advice I got from you all helped a lot. Support was being
received for months after that huge post.
This won't be a big post or anything, just a basic overview of the last few months.
It was difficult for a little while and she was distant for a week or so halfway through, before we went
on a planned holiday to Florence. After that she really used me as a crutch and I let her, it felt really
nice to be needed like that.
I said in my previous post that we were gonna try weed for the first time as we were both weed
virgins. This great, too great in fact. We are basically fully flegded stoners now lmfao. The weed
helped with the pain apparently too so that's a plus, pretty sure we were baked for like a week straight
at one point.
Her family love me. They see me as a saint sent from heaven for all I did for her daughter, and
through following you guys' advice i think she sees me as the same. Really close with her dad now as
well, fishing trips and the lot.
After all this went down, I think I ended up a better man. It's hard to come to terms with the vey
strong possibility of losing someone like that, and even harder to readjust after finding out things are
likely to get better. There is still a chance she could get worse and pass but it's far lower now. Way
more hope than before. I guess it helped me not worry so much about the future and live more in the
moment. Be more present.
Not sure how to wrap this up. I guess I owe you all a very big thank and a special thanks to the top
commenter, /u/Chrysoscelis, as his comment was a corner stone in my strength throughout this whole
chapter. I'm not the most redpill dude out there and I'm definitely way softer than some of you dudes
here, but you guys helped me loads and I couldn't be more grateful. Much love.
Link to original post:
https://www.reddit.com/r/asktrp/comments/5fay8s/my_girlfriend_has_cancer_and_will_likely_die_in
/
if there are any grammatical or spelling mistakes let me know

EDIT: I'm out on the town with my girlfriend and some mates, I posted this because I needed to
celebrate this with the community that helped me so much, replies will be both slow and selective.
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How to become OBSESSED with success?
180 upvotes | October 17, 2020 | by sdobby_down | Link | Reddit Link

I recently reflected back on the career of Kobe Bryant. That man wanted to do whatever it took to
win. I looked at myself and realized that I am a mediocre, lazy loser who’s only in the situation he’s
in because I never took charge of my life. Lifes becoming painful and hard to tolerate.
I want to play to win in life, but I can hardly find the motivation or maintain the discipline necessary
to break of this rut.
What tips/guidance do you have to turn someone into an obsessed winner? Someone who is obsessed
with success. I want to play to win in life. I know there’s lots of work to be done, I want to be
obsessed with becoming better.
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What’s the most useful purchase you’ve made that’s improved
your game/life?
180 upvotes | February 15, 2019 | by iamtheamaznazn | Link | Reddit Link

Saw a lot of these kinds of posts on some other subreddits so I thought I would ask it here, since
we’re all about self improvement!
I’ll start with mine:

Aer Gym Duffel 2 bag - Im a person that unfortunately still sees going to the gym as a chore at
times, so I got this bag to keep all my work and gym stuff in one to streamline my EDC and not
have to lug around 2 bags all the time
Medium Subscription - In an attempt to read more. Medium has a lot of good articles written by
individual people on a bunch of topics. Really helpful for learning more about a lot of things.
Wireless charger for my phone - Screen time before bed fucks up your melatonin production.
This has been known for a while. Forcing yourself to charge your phone away from your bed
keeps it out of reach and forces me to have to get out of bed to turn my alarm off. Simple but
effective in making my mornings start earlier.
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Got falsely accused of sexual assault/rape. How to proceed?
(Part 2)
180 upvotes | February 19, 2019 | by TRPKaty | Link | Reddit Link

I was recently falsely accused of rape/attempted rape. Sally (using fake names for obvious reasons)
the girl who claimed I tried to rape her told the police the truth and that I did not do anything to her
and all we did was make-out.
Bob, the orbiter/white knight who came to Sally’s “rescue” is still spreading lies about me around
campus claiming that I did indeed rape Sally, which is not true at all. Bob is in a prestigious campus
organization and posted into his organizations private group chat (has over 100+ members) claiming
that I raped Sally even after Sally explained to Bob (And the police) that I didn’t rape her, Bob is still
telling people I did.
People are now labeling me a rapist, isolating me, ignoring me, avoiding me, and shunning me. Some
of the people in my social circle have started treating me differently. I was also told not to come
around Bobs organization, attend any of the organizations public events, or come around anyone
that’s in he and Sally’s social circle (which is made up of influential student leaders on campus). I’m
also now being black listed from joining specific campus organizations because people have formed a
bias against me and are labeling me a rapist.
Sally and is not confronting Bob about it or clearing up the confusion. I have evidence, timestamps,
receipts, call logs, texts, screenshots, video and audio recordings that prove my innocence.
I’m stressing out and I feel like I cannot talk to anyone other than my two friends one of which was at
the party and told me to take Sally and the other of which was the first person I called when Sally
“disappeared” from my apartment. I’m also finding myself starting to get severely depressed and
avoiding places on campus in fear of being ridiculed or ostracized.
Today Bob saw me on campus and stared me down (basically sizing me up) and he smirked. A friend
of mine also saw this happen.
People are also exaggerating the story claiming I was aggressive with Sally and would not let her
leave my apartment that night and that she said no several times and I continued, all of which is not
true/never happened.
I’ve contacted a lawyer and plan to go to the police station to get official copies of the police report,
body camera footage, as well as video footage from my apartment complex.
Is there anything else I should do?
TL;DR- Guy keeps spreading false rumors that I raped/attempted to his female friend, when the girl
already admitted I didn’t. It’s severely affecting my social life, campus involvement, and mental
state.
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What Red pill Has Surprised You the Most on Your Journey
180 upvotes | December 15, 2020 | by OttoVonBismark71 | Link | Reddit Link

The way women treat men with higher and lower SMV is quite insane. A man higher in SMV1.
than her is giving access to her pussy, she finds him more appealing, but most
interestingly...she genuinely finds him a better person. Even as I up my SMV, I try to treat hot
girls and ugly girls as equal as possible, it's part of my strategy to take the pussy of the pedestal
Women do not have this, I suspect because they date up

Meanwhile, omega males are outright despised if not bullied and attack. I have been there, it
was some very scary shit, especially when I made the mistake of getting clingy (I had had an
accident so was incapacitated, trying to cling to anything). If you are an omega who is clingy, get
ready to be hunted to death, literally.

Women's more sociopathic nature. This went against everything I was taught from parents,1.
school, etc.
Her level of abundance. There were some very average looking girls I knew who had thousands2.
of followers, guys all over her IG but also her youtube, and of course just plenty of orbiters. To
be
blunt, I underestimated her power level because I never thought that much of them.
Her deluded nature. Simply put, the fact that she genuinely believes with all her heart that she is3.
a 20/10 even though she is meh.
Solipsism. Had no idea what that was until I figured it out conceptually some time around4.
2011,
then TRP came about.

Things I was not surprised about, after living in a frat in college:
Pre-selection, hypergamy, female shallowness
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Girls are using my dick.
179 upvotes | March 20, 2019 | by oilrigo | Link | Reddit Link

I see pattern with all the girls ive been seeing. First few weeks is super awesome great sex great flow
and than out of nowhere. poof. ghost. I always dont chase and let them go their own shit. Normally
they find another guy but he fucks it up. So whether it be a week 3 weeks a month 5 months... they
always come back for more. The bad thing is though im not full psychopath nofeelings mode yet so i
end up catching feels for these girls and then i see them using me a second option. This has happened
to a new girl recently.... i almost chased hard cause i really liked her but realized the pattern and ive
pulled away has hard as she has. When she eventually reaches out do i even bring this shit up?
i feel fucked up.
sorry i just hate the thought and sharing intimate experiences with someone and than have them
disappear out of your life randomly. I know the advice is going to be AWALT FUCK TEN OTHER
BITXXXHESSS XDDDD but I seriously dont desire that. I just want something consistent and
healthy.
UPDATE
welp the girl who ghosted for 7 days after me asking her if she was ok and her leaving me on read
sent me a bullshit message of "my life sucks rn i need to fix it and sorry for ignoring you"
is it even worth it?
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What are some popular things from TRP that you dislike or
disagree with?
179 upvotes | December 10, 2019 | by ThokTheDrifter | Link | Reddit Link

Are there any widely held beliefs or assumptions that most people from TRP community have that
you just don't think are correct?
Maybe there's a post on the sidebar that you think is just bullshit?
Maybe there's a widely-recommended book that you didn't like much after reading?
Maybe (whispers): You don't think lifting is so important...

After all, each of us has the final word regarding what we believe, and while we can all agree that, for
the most part, TRP methods and mindsets are effective, we aren't obligated to accept and adopt every
piece of "doctrine" that gets thrown out on the Internet.
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Is it just me or are 9/10s so much more pleasant to be around?
178 upvotes | April 9, 2019 | by ThighSavesLives | Link | Reddit Link

After dealing with exclusively 7s for a while, I recently started exclusively 8s and 9s as I was tired of
the lack of manners and just generally getting bored with them. I immediately noticed a lot more
submissiveness and a lot more manners/trying to impress me. Sex is more intimate too, and I find
myself doing less 1 night stands and more spending a weekend with a plate of straight sex and great
times then doing it again the next weekend with a different plate. There's also a lot less
ghosting/hassle to make plans. I also wonder if this has to do with a subconscious boost in smv within
myself too, but I doubt it as I've been swallowing the pill for a while now.
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Why do men let women trap them by using sex as a reward
instead of a natural byproduct of two people attracted to each
other ?
178 upvotes | July 24, 2019 | by csawyer86 | Link | Reddit Link

I was listening to a radio show and this guy called in and said his wife uses sex as a reward to make
him do shit around the house.

Shouldn’t this be something he’s doing regardless of whether or not he gets laid ?1.
At what point does the guy realize this is wrong and what point does this woman’s pussy dry up2.
from raising a man child ?
Is it morally wrong for the opposite to occurs ie: woman acts feminine , treats her man nice and3.
in the bedroom he tears her up ?
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What was your harshest experience of "She's not yours,it's just
your turn"?
178 upvotes | July 19, 2020 | by BulletFarmer94 | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/htuba2/what_was_your_harshest_experience_of_shes_not/
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Does anyone else feel really scared to voice your opinion on
what’s going on in the current world. I feel like if you don’t
agree with the masses , then you will be ridiculed , and
protrayed as racist , bigot , sexist , etc. ?
177 upvotes | June 6, 2020 | by TakerEugene | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/gxkr5d/does_anyone_else_feel_really_scared_to_voice_your/
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TRP showed me the light but robbed me of my happiness. I
can't help but feel disgusted by the world.
177 upvotes | April 10, 2018 | by Barks95 | Link | Reddit Link

I am a 22 year old university student, 6'1 and handsome with a good physique. Since digesting TRP
and it's advice, my life has ostensibly improved by most measures. I fuck hotter girls, more girls and I
have my game down to a T. I expect every shit test and ace it. The plots, the ploys, the sexual waltz,
the push and pull and LMR. It all makes sense.
I had a girlfriend for over a year and frankly, by the end I felt nothing. The feigned emotions, guilt-
tripping tears, coy attempts at inspiring jealousy. All a farce. The mystery feels like it's gone and it's
never coming back. When I really analyse it, I know things can never return to the boyish infatuation
I once had. Coming home and collapsing on my bed in what I thought was love.
It's all been reduced to science. To pros and cons. To transaction. I am truly disgusted with the way
the world works. I have lost through gain. I walk around town, I approach girls at bars and clubs, I
hang around with my boys and talk shit but I'm truly unhappy. There is a deep seated disturbance in
me that I can't shake. It's like the beast I once loved has been stripped raw and I can see its organs
machinating and toiling. Everything is shrouded in apathy. The world has embittered me. Women
cheating. The predictable AF/BB. People say TRPers get a sick pleasure of sorts but actually it's a
displeasure in realising that it works so well. On my cycle to uni I dream momentarily of weaving
into the oncoming traffic. It's almost overwhelming. But I don't. It doesn't come from a place of
depression, but from pure disgust.
I have everything-- a great setup, boyishly handsome charm/looks, great friends and the best family
that I am so grateful for. Yet all I want to do is.. walk away. I am not happy and I was happy before I
knew what TRP was, even if that happiness was misplaced. Perhaps it's not worth it.
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Happy International Men's day, brothers!
177 upvotes | November 19, 2018 | by trpblacklime | Link | Reddit Link

I don't know if this is the right place to put this but if you're not aware it is international men's day. So
I'd like to congratulate the community that has helped me so much with a happy Men's day. Spread
awareness and stay savvy my friends.
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Ronaldo cleared of rape
177 upvotes | August 22, 2019 | by pr0t0star | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.skysports.com/football/news/11095/11790717/cristiano-ronaldo-rape-allegation-led-to-
worst-year-of-my-life
No news here relating to the repercussions of defamation for the woman. How can these situations be
dealt with properly?
On one hand a not guilt verdict does not neccessarily mean one is not guilty of said charge. Society
doesnt want to encourage women to not speak up, but also not give right for women free reign to ruin
a mans life.
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How do you dads do it?
177 upvotes | January 12, 2020 | by 319Skew | Link | Reddit Link

My son wasn't feeling too well so today instead of picking him up, I decided to spend time with him
at my ex wife's place.
She had tried to destroy my life when I walked out of our marriage. Made up assault charges, went
after my family and used my son against me. It was hard I made peace.
Spending time with my son was a joy but when it became time to rest, he wanted me to stay. I left. I
left to a crying 3 year old that misses his father and the contempt of my ex wife.
I know that it shouldn't rattle me but it does. She blames me for her actions and he's the collateral of it
all.
Big picture is that it's necessary. It sucks but there's nothing that can be done, but right now I'm
fuming. I want to hold her accountable for the actions she did. I want my son to not be crying because
I'll never leave. I want to share this to someone that understands. I can't do anything about it. I didn't
cry or fight and like a machine, I just walked out.
I know these things don't matter to the vast majority of the readers here but for those that can relate,
tell me what you did to help you through this.
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Had a girl yesterday then 10 whiteknights fucked me
176 upvotes | September 7, 2019 | by justlurking1608 | Link | Reddit Link

Basically I Met a girl HB8.5 and we hit it off immediately. Making out, groping ect. all in public. I
was about to head home with her but then I got suckerpunched by a whiteknight. His reasoning was
because I slapped her ass.Anyways I was ready to fight him but his friends came along. 10
whiteknights vs me I Said fuck it lets do it. I landed some decent hits but they whooped my ass. The
girl wrote me later saying she was so sorry and that the guy who sucker punched me acted like a big
brother for her because he loves her. I said no problem. My question ist I will most likely see them
again today. How should I act?
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Realize that no one likes/cares about you unless you provide
some kind of social-value? How to improve personality without
supplicating/being something I'm not?
176 upvotes | April 21, 2019 | by resnine | Link | Reddit Link

Had very few friends my entire life, and noticed that all the friends I did have were just weird/social
outcast types. I want quality people in my life now but I don't want to be supplicating/pandering to
what others like, because no one likes a faker/kiss-ass. In the past I was used by the "friends" I had,
and would pay for everything, drinks/gas and all that, it was terrible the only reason they were around
me was to use me for my money. But then everyone else never seemed to have to be used by anyone?
people just wanted to be around them, just cause? This is what I want to understand, why do people
just attract people and want to hang around them like that? Seems like the only reason people were
around me was to use me for rides/money? I've known several people that didn't need to buy things in
order for people to want to be around them... what makes people want to be around those types? I
want to understand what I am doing wrong. Whenever I try to be fun/exciting it just comes off as try-
hard, and therefore very needy, desperate, and clingy.

The problem I have is a super serious/boring/bland personality. I'm not the type to be super
talkative/expressive and all that jazz. Loud and outgoing. Basically all the things you need to attract
people to be your friend and want to be around you/invite you places. Seems like I was always the
one to have initiate and invite people places, never the other way around. Because I don't have high
social value I don't go out much either. The only ones that would hang with me were serious/boring
types like myself, like attracts like I suppose. I am just generally not a lot of fun to be around,
because I don't talk and when I do it's not really fun or exciting. This is a real problem because I want
friends and clearly I am doing something wrong here.

I know BP advice is "just be yourself, the right ones will come" but this has gotten me nowhere.
Clearly my personality isn't the type that attracts people. Now, I don't want to change and be
something I am not. But I don't want to continue being weird, odd, different, quiet. I also don't want
to be the type who FAKES who he is just to make friends. You basically just become a dancing
monkey at that point and you are living in their frame. How do you find a balance here? Between
being who you are, but also being the type that people want to be around? I want friends but I don't
want to be something I am not or be used?. I need some sort of value, but I don't have that, either
personality or materialistically.
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Average women are harder to date than beautiful women.
176 upvotes | October 18, 2018 | by m03svt | Link | Reddit Link

Over the past few years I’ve been noticing that average women are way harder to date than beautiful
women. All of the beautiful women I’ve dated have very rarely “played hard to get”,have made me
do minimal “chasing”,communicate better,and have no problem buying me things or paying for
dates.
Average women on the other hand more often play mind games,text back slower,flake more often,or
just straight up blow me off more often than beautiful women.
Anyone else experience this?
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Thinking about letting plate go to be happy
176 upvotes | January 9, 2019 | by youngbull24 | Link | Reddit Link

Recently I have been feeling guilty about having one plate wait for commitment knowing I’m not
going to give it to her. She waits at my beck and call waiting for us to get serious and go steady and
etc. it’s been about 16 months since we first started. Great all around girl smart , beautiful blah blah
all the good stuff. She’s basically been trying to prove relationship worthy the whole time and
patiently waiting doesn’t talk to other men and is really pushing for a relationship and I just rather
stay single and spin plates and I’m starting to feel bad cause she’s believes if she waits long enough
she’ll get the relationship. I’m starting to feel heartless and guilt . What’s the Longest you spun a
plate for ? Have you ever had similar feelings of guilt ? I’m grateful for any advice or similar stories .
Thank you
TLDR : plate has patience
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Does anyone ever get really into a girl then lose all interest as
soon as she gets full of shit?
175 upvotes | July 18, 2019 | by thatguywhatshisface | Link | Reddit Link

Full of shit ie shit tests over what you’re into, playing games over text etc.
In the beginning, I have the energy to game the right way, but then I lose interest and think fuck it.
I honestly think I will never know what oneitis is if this shit carries on lol. At least the sex is good,
but... is it worth it? Fuck no
I’m — this close to becoming an MGTOW guy if I wasn’t horny all the time
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One Year On TRP - Updates & Lots Of Soul Searching
175 upvotes | June 3, 2019 | by jagdecat | Link | Reddit Link

Dear Brothers,
Today marks my first year since i took the pill. To say the journey was hard is an understatement - to
give up decades of beliefs and conditioning towards becoming a better version of me made me feel
like Cypher (The Matrix) " I know this steak doesn't exist. I know that when I put it in my mouth, the
Matrix is telling my brain that it is juicy and delicious. After nine years, you know what I realize?
Ignorance is Bliss".
But no turning back now.
This has been my streak so far:

Went from XXXL (that's three X's) to M/L in sizes (that's almost 15% Body Fat Loss.1.
Started to work on my hair and my personal grooming (new for someone who didn't even own2.
a hairbrush).
Meditation unearthed the 'Woman' residing in my soul who used to whine, bitch and complain3.
about everything at a moment's notice. She's still there and prone to episodes of appearance but
more and more there is a calm and collective manner in which I'm approaching life.
Career improved 2.5X (judged by income I'm making now) as i took on more responsibility and4.
more importantly, developed (over time) a "have to get this shit done" attitude where
previously i was more of a 'What Can I Do' kind of guy.
'No-Fap. No Video Games. No More Porn.5.

Results:

First time in my life I understood what 101's mean. I'm still not attractive and still too much1.
body fat (nearly 27%) but because of a better and toned skin and improved personal style, I still
attract at the least 5's. Two 3's (cute but fat) even sent me nudes.
Went out with 1xHB9 and at the end of it, she was the one wanting another date. Stroked my2.
ego a lot. No f-Close though.
Went to a technology event and got 21 phone numbers, 8 WhatsApp conversations, 3 dates (13.
with a green-eyed beauty that in another life I would have fapped to for months over). Still no
F-closes.
I'm more confident and more sure of my self then a year ago.4.


Now the next stage in evolution where i need your help:

My frame doesn't hold - Pressure (esp. from boss) of any kind and i crumble into a Groveling1.
Beta. How do i develop this. I've read all sorts of posts and books and still can't seem to
develop the 'dominance' roosh talks about.
My beliefs are limiting my growth. Over and over i catch myself spouting negative things2.
about myself. I would love ideas on how i can change these.
I Lack "Substance" - everything that comes out my mouth is a cliche, something i read or3.
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someone else's words or pre-existing beliefs. Because of this i'm often accused of being
childish (note that this has nothing to do with my performance at work which is always above
par).
Respect from other men. It's improving but I'm still at the bottom of the feeding bowl.4.

This is probably the most original document i've written in my life and well most of you will realize
it's probably still not good enough. What do i have to do further to be the RP Chad people talk about?
Where am i going wrong?
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I get girls I don't want and don't get the girls I want
175 upvotes | June 11, 2019 | by boredathome19 | Link | Reddit Link

Title basically says it all. It becomes extremely frustrating when it happens over and over and makes
every sexual experience pretty lackluster if you're not really into the girl. They're not really ugly or
fat, but they just don't give me that feeling of accomplishment and passion because I'm just not that
into them.
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Swallowing the pill caused the death of my social life.
175 upvotes | August 17, 2019 | by violetmonstermunch | Link | Reddit Link

I went monk mode for about a year, focusing on building back my life after my last relationship
destroyed it.
After a year I tried to get out of monk mode and began interacting with people again. However,
everywhere I go I meet only blue pill people. I just can't stand anymore being in a conversation and
listening everybody praise feminism and hate on men. Of course I say nothing.
I'm tired of holding back on what I think. I'm tired of hiding what I believe, of policing my tone, of
putting a mask on all the time. All it does is make the hate burn inside of me while I listen to what
they say. They can't stop pushing their political agenda down my throat and I have to fake that I agree
with it. It's killing me slowly.
The people I meet are also manginas, weak despicable "men". The women are useless nagging
bitches. So not only do I not enjoy the social interactions per say, but I also feel deep hate for the
people I see around me.
I need to find people that are like me so I can be myself and relaxed. How do you go about finding
people like that ? If you don't find any what do you do ?
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When even your mother patronizes women of this day, you
know something is up
175 upvotes | October 25, 2020 | by strongsovereign | Link | Reddit Link

As I was having a coffee with my mum this morning, she recalls an incident she saw unfold in a
designer store in a mall yesterday. A Thai woman, probably in her 30-40s, was with a man probably
in his late 60s. This man went into the store, spent around 3 grand on his spoilt woman, and she, a
low tier post-wall woman, had the audacity to call him out for being cheap and started complaining in
front of everyone about how he hadn't spent enough on her, while he didn't even buy anything for
himself.
Now sure, the man is undeniably a simp and there's no debate there. But when even your mum, who
happened to have been brought up in a different period, speak in great contempt towards modern-day
women, you know something is terribly fucked up. I could see the revulsion in her face, and although
the man is blameworthy too, my mother had more disdain towards the woman than the man, and for
good reason. Her concluding words were "Women are trash nowadays." to which I replied, "Couldn't
agree more."
I'm really curious, have you had any conversations about this matter with your own mother, if so,
what is their perspective on it?
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I (31M) threatened to take my wife’s (29F) weekly stipend away
if she doesn’t do more chores or get a job. Now she won’t speak
to me. What do I do?
175 upvotes | January 12, 2021 | by throwraponto | Link | Reddit Link

So I know by the way that I’ve worded the title that I probably sound like a major asshole. But I’d
like for everyone to try to hear me out first. I’ve been married to my wife for 2 years now. It’s been a
great marriage. I do truly love her. I have a high ranking job at a pretty large company and I make a
good bit of money. When we got married we decided that my wife didn’t need to work if she didn’t
want to, that she could just stay at home if she would like. We came to the agreement that she’d do
70-80% of the chores if she stayed at home. We do not have kids so she literally has nothing else to
really do. She had side projects and crafts that she sold so we also figured that’d give her more time
to work on that and grow it. As she does not work we do have separate bank accounts. I like to spoil
her so I do give her a fair stipend each week to spend it however she pleases. I give her more to spend
than I actually spend on myself.
Now I have realized that I may need to take it away from her. The first year or so of being married
everything was going to plan. She was cleaning a lot around the house and was building her craft
business. In the last year things have declined tremendously. Her craft business is completely closed.
She hasn’t worked on that in months. Not only that but chores are hardly getting done around the
house. I’ll come home most days to a dirty house and she will be there playing with the new items
and clothes that she purchased that day. I feel like I’m doing all of the work while she is just sitting
back and having fun. The stuff she buys is really only for her and nothing that is ever even useful.
She has showed no interests of looking for any type of job or hobby to pursue. All she continues to do
is go out with friends and blow her money. Recently I realized that I had enough of this and needed to
speak to her about it.
First I tried to start of by being respectful. I asked if everything is okay with her. She assured me that
it was and that she was a super happy. I then tried to nicely tell her that I noticed that the house had
been dirtier recently. She shrugged and acted like it was nothing. I then asked her what she does all
day. She started to get upset with me questioning her. I told her that it looks like all she does now is
spend the money that I give her on worthless things. She started tearing up and yelling more. I finally
told her that if she doesn’t start earning it then I’m going to have to cut her stipends down. She
claimed that I didn’t have the right to take her money away. I told her that I did because it was my
money that I earned. Ever since then she hasn’t said one word to me. What should I do now? I don’t
feel like I’m in the wrong honestly, but I’d like to still fix things between us.
Just to clarify I used to give her 65 % of what I brought in. Now I’m giving her 50%.
TL;DR - I threatened to take my wife’s stipend away because she hasn’t held up her end of the deal.
It’s caused a fight between us.
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Dad is threatening to kill himself, need help
175 upvotes | February 20, 2020 | by jbobon | Link | Reddit Link

Hey guys I’m a 21 yr old junior in college and my dad and I have been living by ourselves for the
past 10 years after my mom and him got divorced and I haven’t seen her since. My dad has been
working the same shitty factory jobs for his whole life making peanuts and has been in a relationship
for maybe one month in the last 10 years. He’s always been pretty depressed and never wants to go
out and meet girls or make friends. We may be getting kicked out of our apartment because of
unrelated reasons and our only option is to go to a slightly more expensive one a few blocks away.
Tonight he told me that he wants to kill himself because he thinks he’s a burden to me since I have so
much potential in life and he doesn’t want to hold me back. He said the stress is too much and he’s
done fighting, that he’s mentally and physically drained. He kept saying that I will be able to get his
401k money so I can have a jumpstart in life. He even said that he wants to die peacefully by
overdosing on sleeping pills and just fading away. I’ve tried getting him to read books like nmmng
and rational male but he shrugs it off, I always try to get him to go to meetups and things like that but
he says there’s no point. I really don’t know what to do anymore and my mental health is getting
fucked from it. I told him no amount of money in the world would be worth him taking his life and he
can do so much more with his life than he’s been doing. Really any suggestions would help a lot, I
don’t have anyone else to talk to about this. I just don’t know what to do and I feel extremely guilty
too for some reason, like I could be doing more or could’ve done something to get him out of his
depressed state
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Ungratefulness to the MAX
175 upvotes | April 6, 2021 | by ErrythingPhroze | Link | Reddit Link

As time goes on; more and more stuff from TRP begin to click and make sense to me. I've been
married going on 2 years now. I am an electrical engineer and my wife is a data analyst. She is older
than me and graduated before I did with a math degree. Her GPA wasn't that great and she didn't co
op or intern anywhere so finding employment upon graduation went horribly for her. She ended up
working at a bank as a teller. Her student loan debt is through the roof.
Fast forward a couple years later and I am getting ready to graduate. I already have an engineering
position lined up; later making 6 figures. Money starts rolling in and life changes over night. I buy a
house BY MYSELF for us. Our home is gorgeous and I am very handy. All repairs, tools,
maintenance is handled 100% by me. I live there for a whole year before she even moves in (pre
marriage). I buy her a ring. I agree to a wedding even though I think it is a huge waste of money. I
even convince my company to giver her a shot in an analyst position and now her salary/lifestyle
changes overnight. She pulls in about 80k now.
Because her debt is so high, I told her all she needs to pay is water/internet. Not because I need the
money but just out of common courtesy so she isn't just another bill. Everything else she makes;
throw it on your debt or do what you want. Her household bills max out at $500 a month WORST
CASE SCENARIO. Typically is around $250-$300. I feel as though I have given her a DEAL OF A
LIFETIME.
She has yet to change her last name and says she will change it when she is added to the deed of the
house. I refuse. She doesn't clean; cooks regularly but that's literally it. I feel as though I have literally
pulled her out the gutter but she's never satisfied. How quickly she's forgot what her life was like
before I saved us.
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Loneliness Enhances Discipline
174 upvotes | June 19, 2020 | by Gunny123 | Link | Reddit Link

I’m sure there are many out there like me. This quarantine has amplified the loud speaker that tells
me that I am very much alone. I work, eat, sleep, lift, do the routine. Day after day. No one calls, no
one texts. I produce. No one engages despite my efforts to follow up, follow through, and follow
with. It’s a hi and bye. There is no safety net with me. Mommy and daddy aren’t there to catch me. I
eat what I kill. There is no reliance on others. The conversation with me is always planning and
business. Business always comes first. I’m deaf to indicators of interest from women. Blind to any
sign. I despise the useless conversation. The pointless banter. The no actionable points. I have no ego
left. There is nothing for others to destroy. I call it a black hole as I absorb everything thrown at me.
It produces the drive to continue onward to an end that I deem worthy.
The only thing I have is my loneliness and discipline. Lifting too of course. I accept it.
You’re probably sick of the bitching. I’ll end it here.
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Whats a high income skill you should learn in your younger
years?
174 upvotes | June 29, 2019 | by AnubissWarior | Link | Reddit Link

Hello.
Trying to improve my portfolio of skills I have, to guarantee better life in the future.
Can anyone recomend some high income skills to learn for a younger generation? Right now
studying as a doctor (2nd year) and working as a crupier part time.
My best guess would be programing.
Thank you.
Edit:spelling
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You only want me for sex
174 upvotes | December 15, 2019 | by Alphainprogress123 | Link | Reddit Link

Did I handle this right? LTR came over after work to hang out. We had sex, and since it was already
way later than I wanted to be awake, I told her I needed to get to bed because I have work in the
morning. She silently got dressed, ignoring my jokes and when she was about to walk out the door
she said that she feels used because I only want her for sex and when I'm done I want her to leave. I
told her I would love to hang out more, but I have to get up early. She kept complaining, so I told her
to leave and be careful driving home.
This morning, she called to apologize and said she was out of line. I said ok and then went about my
business.
Anything different I should do or should have done?
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20 year old plate just told me her body count....
173 upvotes | May 10, 2019 | by Mangasbzo7 | Link | Reddit Link

....19 guys. She is 20. In her first year of college. She started having sex when she was 16. Most of
those guys were before she got to college.
The kicker is she is Catholic, goes to church like twice a week, and told me she is genuinely
religious.
Lord Jesus, when you hear something like this, how do you not just go total black pill and abandon
all hope of relationships with women?
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Is it normal to have days where you feel amazing, then days
where you feel like a complete loser?
173 upvotes | October 20, 2020 | by Scrummy671 | Link | Reddit Link

Ill have a few days where I feel I can game any chick. Then these last three days I have been
unhealthily obsessed with 1 chick and just have no swag in my step. Im only 23. Is this normal for
young men?
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Why Be Mad At Women When Men Enable Everything?
173 upvotes | October 9, 2020 | by nice_fresh_meat | Link | Reddit Link

Guys are the ones giving compliments and money to women.
They are the ones forcing each other to pay child support and alimony. They’re the ones shaming
each other for speaking out. Men are the ones obeying because someone shrieks at them.
Why be mad at women, they just go with the flow?
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Massive sudden increase in SMV, but can't quite adapt
mentally
173 upvotes | February 13, 2020 | by student325435 | Link | Reddit Link

Hello, my problem is a very odd one, tho many here who have had the same medical issue might
relate.
I've had obstructive sleep apnea all my life and only found out at the end of high school.I had surgery
done for it and literally everything changed.
Before the surgery I was someone with no energy, who couldn't even maintain a good posture, had
terrible skin, I was so tired and depressed all the time that I didn't even shave or cut my hair.My
parents were very neglectful and people made fun of me at school.
After the surgery, it was like I had woken up from a decade-long dream. Suddenly I had energy and
drive, I had strength my muscles, I could recover from workouts, I could focus and retain
information. I could keep a straight back and I lost a LOT of weight. And turns out I had a very good
looking face, who would have guessed.
So take my word for it if you want, but I went from a 4/10 to a high 8/10 in the span of a year. All of
a sudden everywhere I go, women would all stare at me, gay people would even harass me, etc.
So what's the problem? Well I have some "baggage" that I can't shake no matter what I do, some sort
of lingering bitterness.
I've quickly lost nearly every friend I had in school, they became very antagonistic when I started self
improving, my "best friend" turned out to be talking sh*t behind my back. So I never had any friends
to begin with, they just accepted me cause I was a non-threatening loser.
There were a few girls from before that barely recognized me and showed interest, but I kept having
these thoughts at the back of my head "you never even showed me an ounce of respect while I was
down, now you act like nothing happened"
I've almost cut ties with everyone from my past, I want to get away as far as I can from that life and
have no reminders.
The problem now is that I have 0 social proof, I'm someone who "no one knows" and "came out of
nowhere". I made an Instagram account, but while other guys have photos at parties and group
photos, all my photos are alone at home.I managed to secure a high paying job from
home(programmer), so I can't meet people at work.I need to somehow find new friends, but it's hard,
I have no idea where to start. I don't drink or do drugs, so bars may not be the best idea.
There's also this massive impostor syndrome, I feel like I'm cheating at life, just about a year ago I
was a nobody, now I'm "attractive" and I feel suspicious when new women I meet treat me nicely.
I keep expecting them to suddenly treat me like sh*t, but they keep being super nice to me. But the
fear is still there at the back of my head.
Overall this happened way too quickly and mentally I'm still not changed.
I'm trying to internalize the sidebar, but I can't hammer it down deep enough into my head.
Maybe if I didn't have the fear at the back of my head that people treating me nice are trying to screw
with me like in the past, it would be way easier to make a lot of new contacts. Maybe that's the core
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issue.
Anyone else went trough such a sudden change?
EDIT: just have to add - if any of you suspect you have sleep apnea, get it treated immediately, it
massively increases the risk of stroke with each year left untreated
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She wants a break(abundance made it easier to let go)
173 upvotes | May 17, 2018 | by Talisman64 | Link | Reddit Link

So my ex gf hit me with the she wants a break from the relationship to miss me and rediscover her
feelings for me after a period of fighting in our relationship (bullshit but I allowed her hamster away).
I replied with that is fine. I told her I am not a 'take a break' kinda guy and she should just drop the
whole relationship.
She then got defensive and asked what I meant by 'drop the relationship'. I ignored her question and
told her to go out be free and have fun.
She then said what do I mean by have fun (we all know she is about to swing branches).
I ignored this second question and told her that it is fine,I am not holding her back.
I then kept quiet and the silence hung in the air.
Her voice was shaking at this point.she then says 'okay then,am I agreeing to the break?'.
I replied with she should not worry about that and just go have fun (she got ticked off again with the
have fun part).
She agreed me for time frame of the break. I replied with just go and have fun,be free and
explore(still very calm at this point,I had shifted focus to the book I was reading).
There was silence again for a few minutes with her noticeably shaking voice,she said good night and
I didn't reply.
She actually didn't cut the call,she was waiting for me to talk but I didn't say a word(I actually
thought she did)
I called her name after I realized 5mins later she was still on the call. She answered saying she was
waiting for me to say goodnight.
I said the goodnight and cut the call.
I made a quick call to a new plate and set up a fuck fest for this night.
Abundance mentality is key in every aspect of our lives.
Imagine if I was begging and trying to win her back.
I
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Whats with all this blackpill crap?
172 upvotes | January 20, 2020 | by themangu6 | Link | Reddit Link

Ive been seeing all this crap lately on here that only physically attractive guys get laid. We all know
guys who are not conventionally attractive or guys we think are even ugly who get laid. Whats with
all this new age incelness disguised as “blackpill”?
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My brother's own wife tried to cheat with me
172 upvotes | March 4, 2019 | by Im_pretty_dirty | Link | Reddit Link

Hey reddit I am currently without any hope in the dating game. I have just lost all motivation to even
game anymore. I've had best friend's girlfriends try to cheat with me in the past but the last straw that
broke the camel's back was my sister in law. I was at a family party and she was a bit drunk and being
overtly sexual with me. She tried kissing me and she grabbed my dick, both my nieces (her
daughters) were present at this party. This wasn't the first time but the thirst she had was unreal. The
thing is this is my goddamn brother and they have 2 kids! I love my family soooo much, the past two
years have been major growth periods for me I started going out a lot more and saying yes to the
moment. Are women so loose with morals that they will cheat with any guy that has better game? I
tried telling him but he refuses to even believe his own wife would do something like that so it ended
up in a confrontational argument.
I just feel like shit about it. I know NAWALT but its pretty goddamn hard to believe it right now.
How can I hope to find a girl that reciprocates love and expect her to not do this to another guy with
better game? I guess I've been seeing so much success in dating I didn't stop to consider the ones
close to me are the same primitive animals just like me.
EDIT: thanks for the support guys, I'm not interested in women atm I have to worry about my money.
Lets hustle and get that skrilla boys this is our time our short short time to get what we want.
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Need help processing this. Why would she show me these
videos? Was this some sort of tactic to win me over with sick
humor?
172 upvotes | February 27, 2021 | by ColdBeing | Link | Reddit Link

I am still trying to process this one. So one of my plates I saw for awhile flaked on me today. This
other girl I saw 2 times before was posting booty pics. I invited her over and she came. So this girl is
20 y/o, few years younger than me. She gave me shit about not reaching back out to her after the 2nd
time, can't remember why I did, probably busy at the time. I held frame, everything was good. We
caught up.
Anyways, she told me "do you want to see something funny?". I said sure. So she pulls out her
phone. Finds the video and shows me. It was someone squatting down on the porch. It was night
time, barely lit but you could clearly see someone squatting down. Closer look, you could see a
brown thing between the legs. I asked if that was her and she said yes. She then told me "I am taking
a poo". I looked closer. I kid you not, this girl literally squatted down, taking a shit on top of the
porch. Someone recorded her and she saved the video. In my mind, I didn't know how to process this.
I have a "porch pooper" sitting next to me. I just had a straight face and I asked her why. She said she
was drunk and had to go. I swear to god this actually happened
She proceeds to show me other videos of her squatting down in a parking lot, taking a piss on the
pavement. There was one of her squatting down on a small trash can taking a piss in it because one of
her roommates were in the bathroom and she had to go. She shared with me a story of her pooping in
the ocean.
She was being affectionate, all over me trying to cuddle, etc. Safe to say, I was polite and talked to
her for 30 more minutes, said I was tired and falling asleep and glad we caught up. I am never
contacting her again for any reason. You never know the disgusting things people do outside.
TLDR; Plate flaked today. Invited a girl I saw two times before and she showed me "funny"
videos of someone recording her squatting down shitting on a porch and other videos of her
squatting down pissing elsewhere aka she's a Porch Pooper. Why would she show me these
videos? Was this some sort of tactic to win me over with sick humor?
Edit: Now she posted a picture on her story holding up a funnel cup saying "Now I can pee anywhere
like a man". Disgusting! https://i.imgur.com/I4tzZSF.jpg
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Something that I am never going to understand...
171 upvotes | June 9, 2020 | by redpillasap | Link | Reddit Link

Why do people try to bring you down when you’re on your self-improvement journey?
Why do your friends make fun of you when instead of hanging out with them every single day,
doing the same things and wasting money; you choose to go to the library to study?
Why do people call you “lame” or a “nerd”, when instead of organizing parties, you wanna
form a book club reading and discussing financial advice books?
Why is it so hard for people to see the multilayered benefits of self-improvement?

I guess I really have outgrown some people...
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My girlfriend was banging her landlord in college and he still
lives in our town.
171 upvotes | May 5, 2021 | by TheKingdom1984 | Link | Reddit Link

We live together in a small college town where she went to undergrad. Back when we were dating
and she was showing me around town and we went to one of the 5 bars in the town and I noticed this
guy was looking towards us and she caught that I noticed.
She said that was her old landlord and that he was a bit of a creep. To me he just looked like a regular
guy in his mid 30's that lives in a small college town.
We past by him again talking to three other people on the street on our way to the car, and I noticed
her body language got stiff and she pretended that he wasn't looking at her.
My dumbass was running a fever that day didn't put 2-2 together on what was going on.
She lived there for over 2.5 years and says she only hooked up with him for a couple months and that
he probably didn't recognize her.
Obviously I don't believe it was only for a couple months and the next logical thought is that she
traded rent money to suck his dick.
Basically, I want to get the fuck out of this shitty town and not come back. Would you believe a work
she says?
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I experimented with a fat girl, and I regret it a lot. This whole
thing was a huge slap in the face. I am truly lost.
171 upvotes | April 22, 2018 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

I’m a 20 year old guy. Ok so if you all have seen my post history, you would understand that I’m
having a hard time with woman. Always have. Since middle school I’ve never had friends, so I don’t
have a social circle. I’ve only dated one girl in my life. And I only got lucky because she slid into
MY DMs. We dated for a while and we both agreed to a serious relationship. But sadly she dumped
me after a couple months. We never had sex. My lack of dating experience made that dating
experience doomed from the start. However, on the last few weeks of our dating run, we did get
sexual. Made out, sucked on her tits, grab each other dick and pussy. Never went all the way though.
Anyways, she dumped, and I got really blue balled haha. Like I said, I’m not good with woman. I
don’t have game, looks, confidence, none of that. I’m a loser. I don’t have friends. I’m ugly. All of it.
I am trying to fix this. I’m on week 7 of lifting. Been reading lots of books. I meditate 10-15 minutes
daily. Gave up the porn over a year ago. Don’t fap as much.
To get to the point of the post, I added this fat girl I thought was cute on FB. Now I always thought I
was attracted to BBWs. So I slid in her DMs, got her number, and then asked her out. Again, I did
this in desperation. I wanted to go out with someone again.
So I did. I picked her up at her house, went to go get some ice cream. Got to know each other. Then
we went to the park and walked. Established kino. Put my arm around her, held her hand. By the end,
we were making out on a bench. I was horny as fuck at this point. We then cruised around, and she
asked me “know any hiding spots”. Told her I was actually home alone right now. So we went back
to my place. I was so excited. Here I was a virgin, and I’m taking this girl back to my place at the
first date. We got there, went to my room. She said she just wanted to cuddle, not fuck. We cuddled,
made out, slapped on her ass, sucked her tits. She then asked me if I had condoms. I did. Still had the
ones I planned on using on my ex.
We got naked, and we were going to have sex. Let me just say this right off the bat. It was
UNBELIEVABLY crappy. I couldn’t penetrate her, either I was small, or her fupa/stomach was too
big! Haha. I have no idea if we had sex or not.i didn’t feel anything. I’m not even sure if I’m a virgin
or not anymore. Told her I couldn’t do it, she understood. Then she gave me a blowjob, first one ever.
I came all over her face. And then took her home. It was a crappy experience. I can tell she watched
too much porn. She was saying/doing cringey shit you see on porn. The way she gave handjobs was
fucking fast and rough. Was hurting my foreskin. Haha man just thinking on it it’s actually kind of
funny. After I came, I was looking at her fat body and I was thinking to myself “what the fuck is
wrong with me. This is gross”.
Anyways, I took her out a couple days later, I was horney as fuck again. She was sending horny
sexts. I picked her up at night, we went to a parking spot, went to the back, and cuddled. Same shit,
sucked on her tits, kissed her while body, made out. She then gave me a BJ, and she swallowed my
whole load. From here on out is when I was realizing how fucking pathetic I was being, and how
desperate this shit was.
After I came, she was just rambling about her lift, and asking me all these questions. I was realizing
that this chick was really fucking dramatic and psycho. She has lots of drama in her. Another thing I
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noticed was that she was agreeing with me with everything I said. And she was already acting clingy.
Like if my phone would ring, she would ask “who is it??” in a sad jealous tone. If I was on my phone,
she actually lean next to me just to look at my screen. She said she just wanted a fling, but told me
she’ll only be loyal to me, and how she expects the same of me. Overall I was getting this creepy,
psycho vibe from her. I was fucking disgusted. By her personality, but even more so with myself.
Why was I doing this? This girl is so fat, I couldn’t penetrate her, and yet I took her out just so I can
get a BJ and feel some sort of intimacy with a woman.
I dropped her off later. I dumped her the next day. I was really upset with myself. I really felt
disgusted, so bad. I haven’t gotten a proper boner since that night, other than morning woods.
What I realized here was this : I can’t date ugly or fat girls. I know a lot you here say you can use fat
or ugly girls to start of somewhere, but I really can’t. Not after this. I honestly feel like I disrespected
myself, and I felt pathetic and still do.
It seems like I’m only going to be able to date 6s and above, like my ex. And that sucks, because I
have a non existent SMV. I’m really ugly. I have no idea how I’m ever going to date a 6 or above
again. I got lucky the first time. Not sure how I can do it again.... I’m really lost.
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Why does my good guy game work so well?
171 upvotes | December 24, 2019 | by latinmax68 | Link | Reddit Link

Im extremely sweet to chicks. Lots of kissing emojis, lots of you have beautiful hair, smile, eyes, etc.
Never beautiful THEM but features.
In person, I just smile the whole time, ask questions and gaze at their eyes. I get tons of shit tests that
I just reply with some BS. Pressure flip is my go to since it comes the most natural.
However, some people here say never compliment a girl or w.e. For me it works great. Usually fuck
on first date if not second. Not saying I’m perfect, my openings could use a lot of work... but overall
it hasn’t failed me.
Most girls always tell me they can’t read me and don’t know if I’m a sweetheart or an asshole piece
of shit. I just give them a shit eating grin that says “try and find out”
So could my game be even better without the compliments or different strokes for different folks?
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Anyone feels like 80/20 rule is becoming slowly outdated and
going further into 99/1?
171 upvotes | August 24, 2019 | by acroma414 | Link | Reddit Link

Women are getting pickier since more and more of them awaken to the reality that adultery is not
punished and they can do whatever they want, and all of them obviously want creme de la creme if
possible. Not to mention dating apps becoming more and more popular too, media portraying being a
slut as a good thing that leads to freedom etc. Chads don't mind giving their time on less attractive
women because they just want to conquer all there is. I am not saying 99/1 is a today's reality but at
some point it might as well become true seeing the direction of dating trends.
I mean I can improve only so much, I won't waste all of my resources just to be somewhat noticeable
in the sea of overblown standards.
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Are single mothers the new trend in the USA?
170 upvotes | October 6, 2019 | by Gavin-Sangria | Link | Reddit Link

Recently visited the US and it was crazy how many single mothers I met. It seems fashionable to get
impregnated by any random guys and then raise those kids without ever having a father figure partly
or most of the time.
Those kids grow up and be damaged or become beta cucks with no father figure guiding them.
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How can I stop being needy when I'm friendless?
170 upvotes | November 10, 2020 | by Appex1 | Link | Reddit Link

So I've practically been friendless for the past 3 years or so, which means that there has not been a
single person that I would call my friend in this world for all that time at all, and since I'm human I
need friends and when I'm this lonely I often subconsciously become too needy when I approach
other people and then I become too repulsive to other people.
It's kind of a negative feedback loop. The lonelier I am, the more needy I become, the more needy I
become, the lonelier I get.
I honestly feel like life doesn't have meaning if I have noone to share it with, and all the friendships I
had are pretty much dead already. I really want some advice from you guys.
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Anyone else tired of seeing women constantly glued up to their
phones?
170 upvotes | July 4, 2019 | by lifeisweirdasfuck | Link | Reddit Link

Anywhere I go, I see women glued up to their phones. Anywhere.
Guess what they are doing?
Browsing Wikipedia or getting acculturated about stuff? Nah, why should they waste their precious
time doing that.
They clearly are browsing Social Media, taking selfies, playing some dumb games for children. And?
Oh yeah, maybe watching some porn too.

And it's not only women who are in their 20's.
It's also women who hit the wall 10-20 years ago. Actually, they are even more insecure and attached
to their phones, as a last resort to get back all the validation they've lost due to their faded looks.
10 year old girls? Yeah, the fucking same, again. They are just getting ready to enter this shitty
system. I wouldn't be surprised if there were 10 year old girls who send nudes of themselves.

I just find it depressing. Really.
What the fuck is happening to the world?

I know the usual way to deal with this shit is just to accept it, as it is.
I thought I was out of the anger phase, but sometimes I get back to it.
I deleted myself from any social media, and from anything that causes distraction and is an "hyper-
reality".
I basically use my phone like a 80 year old man would. I just use it to text and call people. Nothing
else. Sometimes I read books on it or listen to music.

I feel good because I'm aware of what's happening in my life, and I'm focused.
At the same time, I also feel bad because I feel like I'm living in another planet. I'm not 80, I'm 20.
And I see why so many people go MGTOW in such society. And I wouldn't say they go MGTOW
because they are incels, but because they struggle accepting this shit here.
And at the end, you have to accept it one way or another.
But how the fuck can you even respect women when all they do is looking at their phone 24/7?
I don't hate them, I just can't respect them. After all, how can you respect someone who does nothing
but checking out if Chad texted her back or replying to her emotional tampons? Or even more,
scrolling instagram stories and wasting time.
I know even men do that, spend hours on social medias watching the lives of others. Why the fuck
would you do that? It kills you inside and you don't even realise it.
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I truly start feeling how useless women are. I guess you can't stop putting them on the pedestal until
you realise deeply how BETTER you are. Until you compare what YOU achieved in life, versus what
she achieved in life (and no, getting fucked by 30 guys is not an achievement).
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After her big work promotion, chubby wife doesn’t want sex
170 upvotes | June 17, 2021 | by NoMoarNonsese123 | Link | Reddit Link

EDIT: Stats

Mission: to live a happy and productive life and be fulfilled, including sexually
190/6’/body fat 15%/Bench 230/At the gym 5 days a week
I’m an architect
own home. About $250k in equity. About 90k left on mortgage. Solid 401k and some other
investments
I attend church most Sundays. Wife is more into it and attends many women’s Bible study
sessions.
I’m 49. Wife is 47. We’ve been married 20 years. No kids.
I’m getting started with RP stuff.

TL;DR. Wife doesn’t want sex anymore, divorce or affair would both screw me.
Sex has never been great between us. We both come from conservative Christian backgrounds. I’m
not as affected by it as she is.
Since the promotion it’s gotten worse. She already let herself go after getting married and it’s
accelerating. Lots of stress eating I think. Less time for cooking.
I’m not even that physically attracted to her but I need sex. I’ve thought about divorce a lot. Thank
god we don’t have kids.
My family would go ape shit if I got divorced. Our families are very close. I’ve worked hard
renovating the house and don’t want to lose it. I’m also much better with money have have a huge
401k. She doesn’t.
I used to loathe infidelity but am inching in that direction. I don’t even know if I could work out the
logistics since I have the kind of job that doesn’t allow me to get away during the day.
I’m new to TRP. How would a RP expert proceed in my situation?
I haven’t seen any signs of her cheating. And yes, I know I shouldn’t have married her.
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LTR wants to go to BLM protest, I am strongly against.
Thinking of breaking up with her if she goes. Am I
overreacting?
169 upvotes | June 4, 2020 | by St3phanW | Link | Reddit Link

This fucking BLM has turned every white girl into a racism saint it seems. LTR and her friends are
typical liberal white girls who call me a racist for not “speaking out”. Is anybody else having similar
issues with LTR? Talk some sense into me guys.
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My ex was seriously the best fuck ever and looked like a porn
star. I have been spinning in circles for 6 months and nothing
has even come CLOSE to the sex we had. It is seriously
depressing. I cannot go back to my ex. What do I do?
169 upvotes | March 7, 2020 | by -DeadLock | Link | Reddit Link

When my ex first showed me her boobs, I didn't even know there were boobs that looked like that.
They were seriously better than top posts on subreddits here. They felt great, and would get really
erect when she was turned on (I didn't know boobs could get boners til I met her, they just got more
conical).
And that was just her boobs. Her ass, legs, everything, was out of this world. We had all the same
fetishes. She wanted it 10 times a day. I gave it to her 2-6 times, my balls were like raisins and was
barely squeezing out drops into her. We had all the same fetishes too.
for various reasons, she went nuts and tried to kill herself in such a way that it would have looked like
a homicide had she succeeded (20 floor balcony jump, I had to restrain her from doing it while she
was shouting and screaming). I got out and dumped her after staging an intervention with her family
and mental health professionals the very next day. She's getting better and wants me back badly but
she's bad fucking news. I can't even talk to her without vivid nightmares and flashbacks (diagnosed
with PTSD now)
Despite how traumatizing it was, I still fantasize about the sex. It. Was. Phenomenal.
I am desperately trying to find a girl who comes even close but I've through like 5 girls since and it
was only at best about 30% as enjoyable as sex was with her. Spinning plates fucking sucks
compared to the sex we were having.
What the fuck do I do? I sometimes literally spend hours thinking about it. I have a psych but she
doesn't really get it.
What can I do to get over this? I've deleted all her nudes and our sex tapes. But don't know where to
go from here. Its been 6 months and every lay I miss her more despite the incredible bullshit I went
through.
I fear tremendously that I will cave in eventually. Not just for the sex though, but honestly its a big
part of my fears.
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Does anyone feel more lonely in their redpill journey than they
did being bluepilled?
169 upvotes | March 15, 2020 | by Shieldless_One | Link | Reddit Link

Just curious if anyone feels the same.
Since i’ve been “redpilled” I feel more isolated than when I was bluepilled. To give some context im
25 but I am still surrounded by guys who’s only purpose in life is chasing pussy. Its hard to build
relationships with these guys when some that I know play video games all day, do drugs and float on
couch to couch, or just try to “get by”. I’ve been trying to work more to pay the bills but I also look
after my heath and go to the gym every other day and also have been pursuing a hobby in music
production that hopefully can become my full career one day or at least can become a side hustle.
But since I’ve been doing this I feel like its been harder to relate to most guys which has been leaving
me feeling more isolated than perhaps ever before.
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Hooked up with a girl last night who unbeknownst to me was
engaged...
169 upvotes | July 9, 2020 | by Distance-Jaded | Link | Reddit Link

Everything went well until she abruptly started crying after we finished and put our clothes back on.
She went out to sit in her car and started texting me that she wished she hadn't done that because she
wasn't over her "ex". The texts started blaming me more and more like I was the one pushing her to
do this even though she was just as into it as me. And the last time we hung out, she sent me a text
saying she wished I had fucked her. Anyway, she said shit like "I didn't want to do this. You made
me do this." Then I realized she probably wasn't truly broken up with her fiancé and didn't want to
take responsibility for her actions.
Somehow her fiancé found out where she was (find my iPhone?) and showed up to her car. They got
into an argument that turned physical and a bystander called the cops. He got arrested and she came
back to my door to tell me what happened (I had no idea because she was parked so far away). Not
wanting to get involved, I told her she had to leave. I'm really worried about what I got myself into. I
would have never slept with her had I known she was still engaged. And I'm also worried about false
allegations used to clear her from responsibility. Should I be proactive about this? Or just hope I
never hear from her again?
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A man gave me a watch for nothing
169 upvotes | July 9, 2020 | by St31nway | Link | Reddit Link

Recently today I was talking to a customer and really liked his watch. We talked about watches, life
and some other stuff, and then left.
Then about an hour or two later he calls the store and requests for me and I’m on the phone so I tell
him that I’m speaking. He then asks me how much longer I’d be at my workplace and I tell him less
than 20 minutes. He tells me to stay for a bit because he wants to show me a picture.
Fast forward 20 minutes and this dude comes in and gives me one of his $300 watches. I was very
surprised and gave him a hug and then he left and I went home.
My question is what would you guys recommend in similar situations or even this exact situation.
Was it wrong for me to take the watch? Could it have been stolen or he potentially wants something
from me? I typically try not to see the worst in people but after some self reflection and talking to my
parents about it there could have been some malicious intent even though he seemed like a genuinely
nice dude.
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What red pill facts surprised you the most?
169 upvotes | June 25, 2019 | by MichaelLifeLessons | Link | Reddit Link
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Dog just died. How to hold frame
169 upvotes | March 29, 2019 | by AttentionDenail | Link | Reddit Link

So I am in LTR and my dog just passed away. Known the best of all boys for 15 years. Im not gonna
lie, I hit a down. How can I keep it together, when my gf comes home later? I really just want to get
drunk and pass out, which is definitely the wrong way to deal with it
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Why are some women so comfortable physically abusing guys?
168 upvotes | March 12, 2019 | by scanfan2022 | Link | Reddit Link

I recently went on a few dates with a girl (20) who got violent towards me the last time we went out.
I'm physically fit, 6'0, 190 lbs, and work out regularly.

I've already gone no contact with her.

We were heading to a restaurant in her car and she was driving. I was sitting in the passenger seat and
conversing with her. I should note that I got a "bossy" vibe from her from the get go, but wasn't
expecting her to do this. A Cardi B song came on the playlist and I made a couple of jokes about
Cardi B as an artist. This girl proceeded to hit me as hard as she could on my chest repeatedly. I told
her to stop and she did, but a few moments later she started hitting me in the neck and jabbing her
fingers into my throat.
I've never experienced this before from a woman, so I grabbed her arm and again told her to stop. She
thought it was funny and said I needed to just "take it". I looked her dead in the eyes and told her
"don't ever hit me again" to show that I wasn't fucking around at that point.
She didn't apologize and just down played the incident. She even got upset that I grabbed her arm to
defend myself.
I'm shocked that a chick would do this after only a couple dates. In her mind her behavior was totally
fine. I'd be in jail if I did that to her.
Thoughts? Obviously a hard next, but what the hell?
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She paid for everything on the first date
168 upvotes | August 28, 2019 | by Balkanskii | Link | Reddit Link

I matched with this chick on Tinder on Monday, we chatted, exchanged phones and met f2f
yesterday. I am 29, she is 36 and I'd probably say she's 7/10 on a good day.
Everything was fine, conversation was going well and then she decided to pay for our dinner (?). I
insisted but she was adamant in that regard. We went out so I can walk her to a taxi, she wanted to
hold hands and she was the one to engage in kissing first. I got home, she got home and then the sex
chat started, exchanging pics left and right and she explaining how much she wanted me. Ok, so, I am
not gonna lie and I feel good about that but this is the first time I meet such an alpha(?) woman. I
suppose she wants to show that she's not meeting me just for free dinner and drinks but she actually
likes me (or at least that's what I like to think). She earns more than me, has a higher social status and
arguably is smarter than me.
Has anyone had any experience with a woman like this? I have had my fair share of dates but damn,
that one blew me away! Any input is welcome.
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My gf hit me
168 upvotes | August 18, 2020 | by vanman6420 | Link | Reddit Link

We had a bad argument. A lot was being said/ yelled. Things got more and more heated and she
eventually hit me. I felt nothing but the act of it bothers me. I feel like I’ve let a lot of shit slide to get
to this point.
We’ve been together two years now and I’ve personally gone through a lot of shit in the past year.
She’s been there with me even though it’s been hard on her. But now I don’t know what to think. I
haven’t spoken to her in a few days now. I don’t know if this is worth salvaging.
I’d appreciate some constructive advice. I believe in relationships even though I’m under no illusions
as to what to expect from women. But maybe in saying that I’ve coughed up the red pill and
swallowed the blue.
Please advise.
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$6k gift from a plate with a love note - wtf?
168 upvotes | January 20, 2020 | by lolurfucked | Link | Reddit Link

after 9 months of plating this sweet one she just sent a six grand omega speedmaster watch (which
i've been jacking off to since I saw it) to my place. i only mentioned it once in passing and a month
later I'm almost wearing it lol. the holy shit fact is that its not fake and the box has a receipt in it.
one problem - package comes with "i love u" note and all the romantic text how she fell in love bla
bla bla. i know guys do that but first time from a woman.
dont get me wrong, she is a sweet girl but no LTRs for me for another 5-10 years. given the fact that i
happen to highly appreciate this gesture, i cannot just shoot her down in a cold way.
oh yea she knows i dont want any LTRs and my position generally. what kinda forceful way is this to
make me get into serious relationship?
the fact that she sent this (and didnt give me herself) speaks about a lot of things i guess. fear of
rejection? knowing that i would turn it down and giving me some time? lol
maybe help me out here brothers?
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I almost don't want to communicate with girls anymore?
168 upvotes | June 3, 2021 | by Warframe_Immortal | Link | Reddit Link

Let's start by this - I look decent (I'm not super muscular but I'm slim), I dress well, I keep clean and
all.
For the most "important thing" - I have some money, apartment and so on, the thing is from day to
day I feel worse and worse with my relationship with girls.
Everything is a game now. You cannot have a "normal" relationship with some girl.
I see hypergamy all the time - when I drive my modest car and dress modestly no one notices me.
When I put my designers on and drive luxury car, every girl seems to notice me, BUT even then they
play hard to get.
The game has changed, now they are WAY HARDER if they know you have money, because they
want to take CONTROL over a rich guy (which means they are even more bitchy basically).
I get to the point where I no longer want to communicate with girls since it's all a big game. I feel
they are all the same, it's like you cannot have connection with them.
The only time when I have some success is when I TOTALLY don't care about her, and do whatever
I like, but on some level I don't feel happy. I don't know.
Everyone says money solves all problems. It makes them easier for sure, but you cannot buy your life
back, you cannot buy your time back and also you cannot buy fulfillment I think.
Back in the day a man felt proud, because he was able to provide, to take care of his family and kids
and be a pillar in his society. Now the world exploits men, and women are so arrogant that it's
unbelievable.
I cannot even show interest to women anymore, since it comes across as needy or weak nowadays,
not as something positive (she just thinks "One more that wants to F me").
Do you have similar problems? Sorry it became long post.
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Women can’t expect loyalty from a man they refuse to have sex
with
168 upvotes | April 21, 2021 | by FaithlessnessProof92 | Link | Reddit Link

Women can't expect loyalty from a man they refuse to have sex with
For the second time in my life, I have been in a LTR that the bitch uses sex as a negotiation tactic. It's
my fault for allowing it to happen. But anyway, these bitches want commitment and as soon as I give
it to them all the power is in their hands. I'm a horny bastard I'll admit, so when these girls know that
and they're my only source of pussy, it gives them leverage. I can't even pinpoint the exact time that
the table turned in these relationships where they took my balls from me, but it's happened twice.
How do I combat this? It just makes me angry that a plate will beg for commitment and an LTR, and
as soon as I give it to them, the power is in their hands. It sucks being in a sexless relationship when
I'm positive that I could be spinning plates. If you want me to be loyal, you're going to have to have
sex with me more than 2-3 times a month. I had more sex as a single man!
Sorry, most of this is a rant. But in all seriousness, why do bitches do this? Why will girls give you
they're body all the time when you're just friends with benefits, but as soon as you cuff them they pull
back on the sex? Where did I go wrong in these LTR's that ALLOWED them to do such a thing?
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Where are the mods? This sub needs to be culled.
168 upvotes | March 20, 2020 | by Rex_Banshee | Link | Reddit Link

You can summarize about 70% of asktrp questions to, "hey uh, lvl99 alpha btw, I need external
validation in order to function so here's my convoluted diagram tree toward my internal paradox" and
the rest are handfuls of "I don't want to read the sidebar because that requires effort" or my favorite,
"masculinity is subjective and that's the real red pill".
No one in here is unplugging, they're getting a dopamine hit then proceeding to jerk off and push off
exercise/hard theory for later... so never.
Let's get these double digit IQ's humming and actually question our lived reality. The perfect time is
now. I don't believe this contemporary disaster will necessarily "pierce the veil" of the neoliberal
"noble lie" for mass man(he who finds himself playing vidya currently) I do hope however some of
you proles will understand this interruption in your normal broadcast displays its fragility.
So, how do I get the girls?
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Have you done hookers?
168 upvotes | August 29, 2020 | by Warframe_Immortal | Link | Reddit Link

Since I wasn't with a 10, one time I got one to check how it was. A true 10/10.
We had sex it was nice and all, but again - it's just sex.
I love how it put perspective on things, after that I walked around and looked at the 6s and 7s the
entitled little pricesses and I was great at don't giving a f*ck about them because I know they don't
bring nothing so special to the table. Hell even the 10/10 didn't bring nothing so special it was just
sex.
Why we continue to jump through the hoops for this bit**es as if we are getting something SO
special by bein in their pants? We get nothing.
I don't know if my experience was the "right thing" to do, but I'm telling you mentally it made me a
better man, since I realized a 10/10 is just the same feeling in bed, nothing special.
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[UPDATE] Just discovered my fiance has a very promiscuous
past and I have thoughts of ending it. Am I being too rash?
167 upvotes | April 1, 2018 | by fyouIgotthis | Link | Reddit Link

Backstory:
https://www.reddit.com/r/asktrp/comments/886imz/just_discovered_my_fiance_has_a_very_promisc
uous/
So a few of you have messaged asking for an update. I wasn't sure I was going to put one at first since
the last thread was apparently so controversial, but I wanted to thank a few of you at the very least
and give some closure to this.
I heard a lot of impassioned arguments on both sides of the spectrum, though at the end of the day I
would like to especially thank the mod of this sub /u/eganist for their comment upon locking the last
thread, especially when he/she said "if you're not feeling it, don't think you ever will, and realistically
can't see a reason why you should change your mind and make it work out, walk away." Gave me a
lot to think about, and boiled the whole thing down to the sum of its parts, so thank you.
With that said, I didn't think I could find a way to get over it. I was torn because I felt like I should
talk to her about it, but I also didn't want to make a bigger mess, so I waited a bit. Eventually she
could tell something was bothering me because I wasn't speaking much and I asked her to sit down at
the table so we could talk. I told her about the other night, who we ran into, and what I found out. She
didn't react much at first either way. I told her that I had no clue about this part of her, and now
looking back I felt like she had been actively trying to hide it. She said she didn't think it mattered
and never saw a reason to talk about it, but that she felt terrible about me having to deal with that
when I was on a night out. I told her that to me it DID matter, or else I would never have asked and
that I was beginning to think it was a big mistake just letting it go so easily.
At this point all of the feelings I had been building up kind of unloaded. I didn't yell or anything like
that, but I told her that I feel like this has been building to a head for awhile now and that I already sat
by more than I was comfortable with with the fact the she used to sleep with one of her friends (and
before anyone jumps down my throat, if it was the other way around I'd totally understand her point
and would act accordingly) and that he was still around. It bothered me, and if she hadn't noticed I
hadn't exactly gone out of my way to be best buds with him. I don't treat him like an asshole or
anything, just keep interaction with him to a minimum. But then I go out and find this out, and now it
feels like I can't even go anywhere without some people silently snickering that they've been with my
future-wife! To me it felt like I was being put into some kind of power play and had no defense
against it, especially when I wasn't even aware of it in the first place... And that over the days I spent
stewing on this I felt like my frustration had boiled over.
She teared up a bit and was apologetic, but she said that none of that matters. That we're a team now
and that since me, it's just been us going forward and that's what it always will be. Which just pissed
me off because it felt like she completely missed my point.
This part sucked, but I told her that I've done a lot of thinking and listened to a lot of perspectives on
the matter and this was the kind of stuff that was giving me serious thought to if we were meant to be
ready. She got very upset when I said that and basically asked if I was being fucking serious. I told
her I'm dead serious, and she said that this is the stupidest reason she could think of. I told her "Ah
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okay, diminish my feelings on the entire matter then, that definitely changed my mind! All good
now! So if I had a criminal history that I avoided telling you about and you found out similarly to
how I did, you wouldn't be upset because it's no big deal, I don't steal anymore, that was in the past?"
and she got even more angry but then really sad, which just made me feel like shit. She took off her
engagement ring and slid it across the table to me and asked if I was happy now. I told her none of
this makes me happy, neither the shitty conversation we were having or the thought of me building
resentment over the years because of one sticking point.
Ultimately I told her that I want an indefinite, and that we definitely need to table the engagement for
now. She was unhappy and pleaded with me to really consider what I was doing here and to not act
hastily and I told her I've been thinking about this for days and that I apologized for springing it on
her so quickly like this, but I had to hold firm on this decision. I talked to my best friend afterward
and went over to his place and he was super supportive. I asked him for his blunt honesty, and that it
would forever stay between us and that I wanted his 100% honest-to-god opinion. He was hesitant at
first but told me he supported my decision 1000% and if it was him, he would hope he would have
had the strength to do the same thing. But he was never going to say anything because it's my life and
(was) my fiance, so whatever made me happy was cool with him. But for him personally, it would
have been a dealbreaker. I felt 100x better after that, and we ended up having a fun evening.
I don't feel fantastic now, but I don't feel as shitty as I thought I was going to. The break has only just
started but I'm about 100% sure it's going to end between us. I'm giving her time to process this and
mentally prepare for it like I had and then we'll reconvene. I hate being an Indian giver with the
engagement ring, but I also remember that it was given originally under false pretenses so whatever.
That's where things are now.
TL;DR Talked to fiance. Predictably didn't go well
Special note to ArkTRP. Have never heard of you guys, and honestly a few of you were a little too
gung ho with assumptions that weren't correct, but some of the best discourse and well rationalized
arguments came from many members of this community. You were invaluable in my time of need
and I really appreciate it. You all also weren't afraid to be as blunt as possible. The little voice in the
back of my head was being soft spoken, and you all were like the much needed Megaphone to get it
to speak the fuck up. I wish you all the best!
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Blue pilled guys being proud of being told what they can and
cannot do by their "Mrs" and posting it online
167 upvotes | July 15, 2020 | by DiscreteTime | Link | Reddit Link

I found this post in our country's (Estonia) well known buy/sell forum of a guy who bought a deep
fryer, used it for a day, liked it and then had to put it up for sale due to the "Mrs", as he keeps calling
her, not liking it. He also added a "PS! Consult your own Mrs before making an offer" at the bottom
of the sales post.
Link to the thread, use google translate or something on the
page:https://foorum.hinnavaatlus.ee/viewtopic.php?t=782131
I've noticed a lot of posts on this particular forum from people saying that they would need to
"consult with their Mrs" to purchase something if the particular object is meant for entertainment etc.
It's pitiful to see these people post these and be so proud of it at the same time. And almost all of the
time they put their wives/girlfriends/whatever on a pedestal by calling them "Mrs" or something
similar.
Why do you guys think these people feel the need to showcase to the world how much of a firm grip
their partners have on their balls?
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Why would a wife of football superstar cheat on him?
167 upvotes | August 1, 2020 | by WhatRemainsAfter | Link | Reddit Link

Josep Ilicic of Atlanta football club went to Slovenia to surprise his wife and found her
cheating with another guy. Now he’s depressed and considering retirement while having the
best season of his life.

He has money, abs, fame, power & bright future ahead of him. Logic says, he is at his peak SMV.
My question is: Is this the classic case of women needing attention and failure to get so from
husband, resulted in her fucking someone else?
Also, are there any parallels related to married men in army and their wives?
Any other inputs are appreciated.
Thank you
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One downside of swallowing the pill
167 upvotes | August 8, 2020 | by ReCalibrate97 | Link | Reddit Link

Ever since I have taken the red pill, read the sidebar and recommended texts, I have grown
tremendously in my internal frame and outcome independence.
After a year or so of translating this to real world interactions with all people, everything just lines up
and goes smoothly and I’m comfortable with myself while making others feel better.
Every once in a while (like tonight) I feel a little bit down about how since I’ve swallowed the pill I
can only see everything for what it is, purely transactional, kind of losing the blissful ignorance I
previously had.
What are your experiences with dealing with this cold truth?
The truth being that no one and no relationship (I’ve especially been troubled realizing this with male
friendships) is purely genuine but instead, self-interests dictate everything, and the illusion of
authenticity comes when self-interests are aligned.
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Stopped a porn addiction, now horny as fuck all the time
167 upvotes | November 11, 2020 | by ImProcrastinating3 | Link | Reddit Link

Compulsive masterbator since middle school, regulelarly pulled 2-3 hour sessions, went 3-4 times a
day. Felt like shit.
Stopped cold turkey and it’s been almost a month, but I’m horny as hell all the time. I have more
energy but it’s near impossible to focus, sex pops up into my head non-stop and I fantasize and have
memories about my exes that were crazy in bed.
I currently don’t have the social skills to pull girls in public consistently but I’m working on it every
weekend by meeting new people however I can. Any tips to try and focus so I can improve myself
instead of fantasize and use every ounce of willpower to not pull up pixel titties on my phone?
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my 'main' plate & i got caught fucking by her bf
167 upvotes | March 5, 2017 | by omega_dawg93 | Link | Reddit Link

dude didn't catch us in the act, but he beat on her apt door until she opened it. she was wrapped in a
towel and i was there in shorts, no shirt; so he knew the deal.
he didn't approach me so obviously, somebody taught him, "it's not your pussy... it's just your turn."
all i said was, "look man, i didn't force my way into here... or into her... y'all have a lot to talk about."
i walked out.
here's the good part: he asked her to marry him last night and she said, "yes." they're doing it in
florida in 2 weeks... the post card wedding on a beach, barefoot, etc.
WTF?
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Why are you putting your brothers down?
167 upvotes | June 25, 2018 | by waylonw | Link | Reddit Link

I’ve never posted a question in this sub until now, however, I do give advice too the younger
generation of men with legit questions. Now, with that said, I see a lot of responses “downing” each
other. Stuff like “that’s fucking beta AF” or “cause you’re a pussy”. I don’t understand the point of
this... Do you think it makes you more alpha?
From an older males standpoint these type of comments do not make you look or seem alpha at all. In
fact when I see answer/insults such as these, I imagine a fat ass wearing tighty whities, a stained wife
beater shirt, with a face that is acne ridden covered in sporadic patches of what he deems a beard and
Cheetos. Probably sitting in a dark room in his mother’s basement.
If you can’t give a decent answer/help/advice, then why bash? Does it make you feel better about
yourself? Why not read the post and skip it if you have nothing valuable too share?
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I am a wealthy man who got divorced. I managed to avoid
divorce rape. This is my story.
166 upvotes | June 8, 2017 | by liftpraylove | Link | Reddit Link

This post will hopefully show men considering marriage how to avoid massive asset losses in the
event of a divorce. I have always been a very shrewd man when it comes to my finances. Not so
much when it comes to my romantic relationships, but I'm working on that now.

My story starts in the mid 90's. I had recently finished my surgical residency and moved out to a state
with a severe doctor shortage. I was pulling down well into seven figures annually. However, I
myself was working for this money and I always believed that having others working for you is the
way to generate true wealth. So I began to open various hotel franchises, restaurant franchises,
apartment buildings, etc. I was always concerned about a law suit because well doctors get sued a lot
and I did not want to lose money to that, so I began researching into asset protection. The best way to
protect one's assets is through an irrevocable trust. This is a trust where you are the beneficiary of all
the assets within, meaning you do not own them and creditors cannot take them, but you can still
access them. Unfortunately, in most states one cannot setup an irrevocable trust for himself. Nevada,
however is an exception to this you can establish a "spendthrift trust" which is essentially an
irrevocable trust without being called one. So I converted my franchises and properties into company
stock and then moved these stocks into an account in a trust in Nevada.

Now, its the early 2000's about and my company is making slightly more than my salary as physician.
So I quit working as a doctor and move full time to manage my company. At this point I was 39 years
old and I began to think about marriage. So I began to date seriously. At the time, I had court side
tickets to the NBA team in my city so I ended asking out one of the team cheerleaders. She's a total
10/10 bombshell. I thought I was very lucky at the time as she was the most beautiful woman I had
ever been with. In retrospect, she was clearly a slut and I beta bucks. She gave birth to our first child
2003 and we got married in 2003 before she gave birth. However, before our wedding and before
even setting the date I had seen my parents divorce, my brother get divorced, and several friends so I
was wary. I consulted a an attorney and we drew up a prenup. At this time I was already very wealthy
especially after investing prudently after the dotcom bubble popped. I had a net worth in the mid 8
figures and profits were well into the seven figures, most of it was already protected in my Nevada
trust. The prenup stipulated that she would get $250,000 for every child and $100,000 for each year
of marriage she was only making 30K a year so I was being generous. The prenup was signed before
we even set the date and we both has separate representation. Also, the signing was videotaped with a
retired judge mediating so it was clear there was no coercion. My paranoia ended up paying off later
on.

Fast forward several years, it is 2009 and we have one more kid born in 2004. Our sex life has
tapered off quite a bit. It is not nearly deadbedroom, but it is only duty sex twice a month. She often
would use sex to manipulate me. I had become quite depressed. I had put on a lot of weight due
stress. I had lost about half my net worth in the recession and to see all that vanish after years of work
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was awful. To compound this I find out that my wife has been cheating on me guy. I believe his kids
were several years older than mine at the school they went to. I thought about what to do. My girls
were my mine concern and I didn't want to risk losing them at such a young age. I was also worried
about confronting my wife. I was angry at my wife, the world, her affair partner. I had done
everything I was supposed to do and I was losing a lot of money and my wife was cheating on me. I
have always been a vindictive SOB so I plotted my way out of the situation. Most of my anger was
directed to the dude. Suprisingly, he worked at the time at a company that supplied a lot of the stuff
to hotels. I called the company up and they fired him. Keep in mind this was during the midst of the
recession. The guy lost his job, got divorced, lost kids, and from what I know now lives in a shitty
apartment. It was shitty what I did, but I don't regret it. As far as I know my wife didn't cheat on me
after things ended with the other man. This was a wake up call for me. I started to spend a lot more
time with my girls and my relationship with my wife actually improved. However, I knew that long
term I could not stay with someone who had cheated on me. So I began to prepare myself financially
and emotionally for the divorce. Our house was very expensive and we had joint ownership over it so
I was afraid of losing it in a divorce. So I took out two mortgages on it and began to put as many of
our expenses as possible into credit card debt. My businesses had returned to profitability. I could
have taken a much larger salary than I did. However, I kept it artificially low so that when I filed for
divorce possible child support would be calculated from a lower income.

Fast forward to 2015. My girls are a bit older and I've been spending a lot more time with them and
have been really enjoying it which actually surprised me. My wife and I now only have sex once a
month and whenever I don't do what I want she just gets horrible and nasty, worst things I've ever
heard. Men who've been in a bad marriage I'm sure you know what I'm talking about. So I finally file
for divorce. As I expected she would do my wife tries to challenge the prenup and go for half my
stuff. By this time my net worth had fully recovered so she would have gotten just a massive payout.
Luckily, the prenup was pretty solid. And I also had a little bit of leverage. The debt which was
considered both of ours that was accumulated. Our lawyers negotiated that she wouldn't challenge the
prenup as long as I get all of the debt. I could wipe it out in a year if I wanted to so I readily agreed.
So in exchange for the 12/13 years of marriage she got $1,300,000 plus $500,000 for our two girls
this ended up being around 3% of my net worth. Due to all the time I spent with my girls we ended
up getting 50/50 custody no child support.

Fast forward to today. I end up having my girls most of the time as their mother is off
slutting/partying around. I think she felt she ended her youth to early. Our daughters have lost respect
for her, which in truth does hurt because I will always feel something for their mother. Luckily
though, I have a long term girlfriend who sets a fine example for my daughters. After my divorce I
started lifting and I am truly the captain now so to say. I anticipate having to pay my wife in the
future though to stay until my girls are 18 because she has almost already gone through the settlement
from what I have heard.

Takeaways:
-Spend A LOT of time with your kids
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You'll love it1.
It'll help you in custody battles -Obviously get a prenup2.
Have it signed before the date is set3.
Separate lawyers4.
Signing is videotaped with a mediator present -Use trusts to protect yourself-If you have a5.
friend or brother your trust a lot you can both setup irrevocable trusts for each other -Don't be a
beta bucks. I was out of shape for much of the time and was not physically attractive to women.
A good standard I now have is would childhood me look up to who I am now or want me as a
dad?

Good luck men, any questions I'll do my best to answer
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Friend banged up a hoe and now he’s getting fucked over, what
do ?
166 upvotes | August 14, 2019 | by NotveryCashMoneyofu | Link | Reddit Link

What would you do in this situation? Long story short, a friend of mine started dating this girl. He
thought they had a future together but three months in found some used condoms in her room and
after some time we find out that this girl is actually having relationships with multiple guys at the
same time . Now, she says that she’s pregnant but she doesn’t know who’s the father. My friend
fucked up big time by coming inside of her a month ago when he was too drunk, and all other times
wore condoms . At the time she told him she had taken the pill, but who knows if this is true. Either
way, every other guy dipped out and ghosted her and because my friend stayed around she is guit
tripping him and convincing him he’s the father and that there’s no way she’s terminating the
pregnancy. Yea he fucked up big time but the odds that he’s the father are slim. What would you do
in this fucked up situation? The kid is 20 y/o and is in no position to be a father lmao
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Found LTR on tinder
166 upvotes | May 15, 2019 | by Blergen5 | Link | Reddit Link

I had a hunch my LTR of several months wasn't being faithful and wasn't still as interested, the red
flags were there.
I made a catfish tinder account (had tinder gold left from an earlier period) and, sure enough, she
swiped right on it.
The part of me that's read the info on here and tried to absorb it knows the right move: ghost, NC,
never let her get closure.
The beta part of me wants to use this to confront her somehow. Make her admit to being unfaithful.
I know there's nothing to gain from the latter. Tell me what I need to hear, TRP. Make it hurt a little if
you can.
Edit: thank you, everyone. I'm in a rough place right now, but I know what I need to do (full ghost). I
sincerely appreciate every comment, read every one of them.
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What are things you wish you knew in your 20s?
166 upvotes | May 17, 2020 | by gtaguy1234 | Link | Reddit Link

What advice you would give to your younger self.
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Cheated on again
166 upvotes | July 28, 2020 | by PepinoSF | Link | Reddit Link

This post is not about an infidel wife or lousy girlfriend. It is about a broken man friendship. Recently
i caught my business partner to cheat and had to discontinue the partnership. Fortunately his deeds
didn't ruined my business and I moved on.
HOWEVER just few days ago I realized that two of my closest FRIENDS , with whom I had another
business, managed to steal behind my back several tens of thousands dollars. It is not the amount that
will destroy me, but is stings, and what it stings most is the feeling of betrayal. Apparently when
money are involved sentiments mean less...
What bothers me most is that the number of people that I really value and trust, now dropped to three.
I'm really worried, because showing signs of success (i didn't brag about, they just happened to
witness my way) provokes peoples worst feelings and I guess that is the case with the last two.
Prominent french actor Alain Delon once said: Man is born alone, live alone and die alone. I hope
that this is not the case...
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Why does society promote marriage and commitment to
promiscuous women over "prudes" in light of these facts? Do
people want men to get cucked?
165 upvotes | July 19, 2020 | by MerryVegetableGarden | Link | Reddit Link

cut and paste

approximately half of women in the top quintiles of sociosexuality had been sexually
unfaithful to a steady partner; this was more than a tenfold increase over the corresponding
rate for people in the bottom quintiles.

Bailey, J. M., Kirk, K. M., Zhu, G., Dunne, M. P., & Martin, N. G. (2000). Do individual differences
in sociosexuality represent genetic or environmentally contingent strategies? Evidence from the
Australian twin registry. Journal of personality and social psychology, 78(3), 537–545.
https://doi.org/10.1037//0022-3514.78.3.537
X

In illustration of this, the odds ratio of 1.13 for lifetime sexual partners obtained with the
face-to-face mode of interview indicates that the probability of infidelity increased by 13%
for every additional lifetime sexual partner,

screenshot

Regarding the correlates of infidelity, results indicated that on the basis of both methods of
assessment, the probability of sexual infidelity increased with higher number of lifetime
sexual partners

Whisman, M. A., & Snyder, D. K. (2007). Sexual infidelity in a national survey of American women:
Differences in prevalence and correlates as a function of method of assessment. Journal of Family
Psychology, 21(2), 147–154. https://doi.org/10.1037/0893-3200.21.2.147
X

Our findings demonstrate that infidelity and number of sexual partners are both under
moderate genetic influence (41% and 38% heritable, respectively) and the genetic
correlation between these two traits is strong (47%). The resulting genetic correlation
between the two traits was .47, so nearly half the genes impacting on infidelity also affect
number of sexual partners. The correlation of the unique environment between the two
variables was .48.

Cherkas, L., Oelsner, E., Mak, Y., Valdes, A., & Spector, T. (2004). Genetic Influences on Female
Infidelity and Number of Sexual Partners in Humans: A Linkage and Association Study of the Role of
the Vasopressin Receptor Gene (AVPR1A). Twin Research, 7(6), 649-658. doi:10.1375/twin.7.6.649
X

A truism in psychology is that the best predictor of future behavior is past behavior. This is
no less true in the realm of sexual behavior. Indeed, one of the strongest predictors of
marital infidelity is one’s number of prior sex partners (Buss, 2000). Deception about past
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sexual promiscuity would have inflicted greater costs, on average, on men than on women

Haselton, M. G., Buss, D. M., Oubaid, V., & Angleitner, A. (2005). Sex, Lies, and Strategic
Interference: The Psychology of Deception Between the Sexes. Personality and Social Psychology
Bulletin, 31(1), 3–23. https://doi.org/10.1177/0146167204271303
X

Sexual promiscuity was significantly positively correlated with emotional promiscuity
[r(356) = .261, p < .001], as well with sexual infidelity [r(323) = .595, p < .001] and
emotional infidelity [r(323) = .676, p < .001], indicating that sexually promiscuous
participants also tend to be emotionally promiscuous, and sexual[ly] and emotional[ly]
unfaithful. In terms of the sexual domain, results showed that there is also a positive
correlation between sexual promiscuity and sexual infidelity, stating that individuals that
tend to be more sexually promiscuous also tend to be more sexually unfaithful. These
results support our second hypothesis.

Pinto R., Arantes J. (2016). The Relationship between Sexual and Emotional Promiscuity and
Infidelity in Proceedings of the Athens: ATINER’S Conference Paper Series, No: PSY2016-2087,
Athens, 10.30958/ajss.4-4-3
X

Number of pre-marital partners: percent who cheated once married

2: 10.4%
3: 14.9%
4: 17.7%
5: 21.6%
6-10: 26.0%
11-20: 36.7%
21+: 46.8%

NORC General Social Survey. (2011, October 02). Female Infidelity Based on Number of Premarital
Partners — Statistic Brain. Retrieved July 5, 2015, from
http://www.statisticbrain.com/percent-of-female-infidelity-based-on-number-of-premarital-partners/
X

Contrary to the myth, partners who’ve had many partners have a harder, not easier, time
remaining monogamous. They are significantly more at risk of straying than those with little
or no prior sexual experience.

Staik, A., PhD. (2019, March 28). 10 Predictors of Infidelity and Gender Differences: Why Do
Partners Cheat? Retrieved July 15, 2020, from
https://blogs.psychcentral.com/relationships/2014/08/a-look-at-infidelity-why-do-partners-cheat/
X

For people in this survey who reported four or fewer lifetime sexual partners, the rate of
infidelity in the current marriage dropped to 11%, while for those who had five or more
sexual partners the number was nearly double (21%). The break between the 54% of people
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who had five or more lifetime sexual partners vs. the 46% who had four or fewer total
partners illustrates the lessons from the study. This breakpoint is validated by the fact that
when asked straight out, 68% of those with more sexual partners in their pasts agreed that,
“I am always faithful to my sexual partner” (whether currently married or single), compared
to 82% of those with fewer sexual partners who said the same.

[I]nfidelity is also often the fruit of a lifelong approach to mating that involves seeking and
practicing short-term mating encounters that encourage sexual variety at all stages and into
marriage.

McQuivey, J. L., PhD. (2019, October 14). The Road to Infidelity Passes Through Multiple Sexual
Partners. Retrieved July 16, 2020, from
https://ifstudies.org/blog/the-road-to-infidelity-passes-through-multiple-sexual-partners-
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I’m dating someone and I want to make sure she’s not
dating/talking to someone else. What should I do?
165 upvotes | January 4, 2021 | by ShadowDumpling | Link | Reddit Link

To give you a little bit of a background, we met through Tinder. She asked me to delete my account
and I obliged. But when I asked her to do it, she refused and said she’ll just uninstall the app. I have a
gut feeling that she’s still talking to other guys besides me. I tried creating a Tinder profile with a
fake name but she snooped through my phone, got mad and told me that I’m a cheater. I feel like a
weak piece of shit.
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Why do we excuse women's bad behaviour by saying 'it's just
their nature'
165 upvotes | May 28, 2021 | by ItWasAlwaysOver | Link | Reddit Link

Isn't this the age-old naturalistic fallacy?
It's in male nature to spread our seed to every attractive girl we see, but that doesn't make it ok for us
to go around raping girls and cheating on our LTR.
It's in male nature to use violence against men that try and advance on our mate, but it is illegal to be
violent, and rightfully so. If you look at gorillas, the alphamale uses violence against the other males
and takes the female for himself by force. none of this is acceptable in civil society, natural or not,
and would not be used as an excuse for such behaviour. it's expected that we can look past our nature
and not do this stuff.
Why is it, then, that when women practice immoral behaviour such as monkey branching,
golddigging, or set hypocritically high standards on men, it's seen as ok because "well it's just their
nature, nothing anyone can do about it." (also a lot of the things people excuse as 'female nature' I
think is generalising and often times isn't actually female nature for the most part)
It's as if we're all treating women as children that can't be held responsible for their bad actions.
Women are sentenced to less prison time for the exact same crime as her male counterpart. this is
because as a society we don't hold them as accountable for their bad actions as men. I'm tired of this
shit permeating society, and I see it in the red pill far too often.
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Don't you think that TRP is attracting the wrong type of girls?
165 upvotes | October 9, 2019 | by cuztrp | Link | Reddit Link

It's something I've been thinking over and over for the past couple of days. Don't you think that the
more TRPed you are, the more alpha your behaviour is, the more sexual vibes that you give, the
sluttier the girls you attract are?
Esepcially if you're good-looking, and you happen to be TRPed, then girls will throw themselves at
your lap just to have sex with you and then dump you. I've experienced this with a bunch of girls I've
dated/fucked in the past month.
One girl was from the countryside. She's obviously inexperienced, and all the while we were hanging
out, she was blushing and unable to gather her thoughts to say something meaningful because I
obviously made her anxious by my teasing and kino. Eventually that night we started making out and
she almost passed out. The girl lost the ability to speak and said that everything happened too fast for
her. It's true that she enjoyed it, but I'm 100% sure that she got the vibes that I'm a fuckboy who fucks
and dumps girls and she's just one of them. I hit her up after a few days and she ghosted me.
Another girl, a plate I fucked a few times in the last month too, just yesterday, I asked her if we could
cook some rice and eat it at her apartment (she's Asian). You can argue that that was beta, and that
was the point of the request: will she reject such offer and hint at staying at the plate-level, or will she
take it up and actually bond some meaningful human experience? She opted for the former, and then
said she's sick, she can't make it this week to which I just said to get better. In other words, she only
wants to have sex, and that's not a problem in itself, but I'm feeling disgusted at myself that this is the
type of girls I'm attracting, the plate-material girls.
My point is this. Confidence, game, and overall that self-centered attitude towards life is great and
gives you great power in many fields in life, esepcially women and dating, but don't you guys think
that in order to attract girls that are not actually crazy and neurotic you need to tone it down a notch?
Why am I saying this? Because I've seen this type of girls firsthand. As much as this sub wants to
promote AWALT (I know i'm gonna get roasted for this) but women are not all like that. Some
women were raised right, some women would never cheat on their boyfriends, and some women
won't throw tantrums or transgress your boundaries.
Here's an example of such woman. A classmate, from Eastern Europe is dating a guy from the middle
east (go figure). The guy looks like Jesus with long hair and beard, pretty masculine, been in martial
arts for years so he looks great, and is a harworker at uni. He's always the guy who gives the
presetnation with no notes and never take notes at lectures. You can argue he's the best guy in the
room in every class and his grades are all excellent. This girl has dated him for a few months and then
they became into a relationship (pretty sure they never fucked because he's religious), and I KNOW
for a fact that she'd never cause him a problem like the shit discussed in this sub because his frame is
rock solid and she's stable enough to not fuck it up.
I apologize for the length of the post, but these are some thoughts that must be put out there in the
manosphere because I think they're pretty damn interesting.
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Is it normal to go through swings of big ups and downs when
your on your journey of self improvement and becoming the
best man you can be ?
165 upvotes | June 19, 2019 | by slimjimjohncock | Link | Reddit Link

So i use too feel as if because i was short and small, looks young and feminine, and had small hands i
will never ever be sexually attractive. I use to jackoff 6 times a day, use to be a complete loser.
Ive come along way, im far from where I want to be but ive come along way. I now have says where
I feel sexy as fuck, than on some days ill feel almost as bas as my original depressed feelings.
Its gotten so much better, but after almost two years of self improvement and still cant get laid i feel
like will it ever happen sometimes.
I understand these are just bad feelings that dont represent the truth. But are these periods of ups and
downs normal?
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Can't get into my head that women view me sexually
165 upvotes | October 14, 2019 | by 13248 | Link | Reddit Link

I subconsciously think that women who meet me view me asexually. I think that they are never
interested.
Even though I've overheard things like, "wow, he's pretty cute", "mmm, handsome and tall".
Had a girl in my bed watching a movie but didn't think anything of it at the time.
I get complimented here and there.
I've been told I look like I get a lot of women. But I don't. I have no self esteem in this area.
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How has becoming noticeably fit from lifting helped your
game/experience with women?
164 upvotes | May 6, 2019 | by thenewyorkmind | Link | Reddit Link

Personally, I never believed women liked muscles & I hated every time posters would throw around
“just lift”. But it’s true, it’s like women feel a certain way when they see your massive arms, low fat
face, and shoulder ratio.
Before women wouldn’t even look my way but now I could see them always glance at me or just
straight up stare for a few secs. Even when they’re out with their boyfriend I can see them ‘react’ to
my presence and they’ll look for a bit too long.
It also seems like they gravitate towards me whenever I’m in a room. Back then they’d avoid me, eye
contact, or revealing their body around me. But now it’s the opposite. Probably has a lot to do with
my self confidence more than my physical appearance though. Who knows
Just wanted to hear your experience with this as well? I’m sure I’m not the only one and there’s
probably a lot more once you even more shredded.
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"Social media" phobia
164 upvotes | June 13, 2019 | by Remsod33 | Link | Reddit Link

I straight up refuse to open an Instagram or Snapchat account, friends both male and female have
been dumbfolded when they figure out I don't have any account.
I find these platforms feed the egos of every fucking female be it an average chick gets hundreds of
likes/followers, they all have countless of orbiters in snap and IMs and even if it wasn't for this
female usually use these stuff to brag and compliment each other.
It's not just the "insta thots" every chick craves attention and they use these platforms as huge ego
boost and attention resources.
Now let's get to the point basically I think it's hook-up platform at it's core and for females, it's
straight up what porn is for dudes(dopamine in tons). Even if it wasn't that I fail to see it other than
humbel-bragging platform.
Personal isses with these platforms:
What do I, as a average dude have to show in Instagram?
Gym sessions? Fuck no, I ain't doing it for the women but for myself, the gym is where my mind is at
peace and I can boost my tt levels and channel anger in a positive channel.
Nights out? Sorry but that's just pathetic, I find taking pics while at dinners and events even at
traveling for the sole purpose of sharing pics in social medias downright insulting, I go out to have a
good time with friends, drink and talk and experience.
It just seem so shallow and fabricated/curated for an audience, I cringe when I see posts of myself at
events in social media, it can't be escaped.
I even see people take workplace pics, I am sorry but that is just unproffesional af, women do this so
often.
Enough with the ranting tho: Even through the toxicity nature of these platforms, I can't help but feel
like I am "missing out" or to better word it: paralyzing myself in the dating world and connections. I
use a simple fb profile to reach my friends through IM only and have nothing on it but now everyone
and their dog(literally lol) is on Instagram/snapchat/whaterver is new(idk) and I am fucking 20 years
old for fucks sake.
Do you guys feel/have similar expereiences? It might be an insecurity issue and I don't deny that but I
can't help it but see it as a Linkedin for dating in hindsight, Tinder is shallow af, I am glad it doesn't
exist in my country.
Should I just add a private snapchat and Instagram with friends only or all private(can that be done?)
And only share highlight of my life(lol) like hobbies?
Basically use the Snapchat for dating opportunties in real life, I don't think only dating works but
online messaging(after real dates/meetups) is a great tool for sure.
Other thing is women of course are interested in your status overall, I don't want them to even be able
to sneek me up( ik people who put their work titles in their bios. Like wtf) I am an engineer but I
don't need to brag to other fuckers because it's my shit.
This is my only "fear"(posting pics for other to see, fake bullshit comments, etc etc) to say except fear
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or rejection( or rather I say hatered towards being rejected by a shallow bitch and just feeding her
ego)
I consider myself a private guy and I am not interested in fame or that shit(quality>quantity) also I
am not to keen on hooking-up culture but I sure as hell won't cut my balls and go to a temple.
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Why do I still act awkward AF around people I used to be
super beta/awkward around?
164 upvotes | September 17, 2020 | by PencesElectrician | Link | Reddit Link

I used to be insanely socially awkward and beta AF back in college/beginning of my work career. It
took some time to break out of it: A lot of repetition in terms of social interactions helped me spot
patterns and improve. Working out consistently made a big difference, and career wise I found my
niche and am moving in the right direction. A lot to feel good about and while I still have some
improvements to make, I can definitely feel my life trending upwards.
Around new people, I am confident, in my element, high energy and feel really good about the ways I
am interacting with them. A lot of positive feedback and body language from them too.
HOWEVER, when I run into old coworkers or old friends from college, or others who knew me
when I was a bit of a cringe-fest, I feel like I subconsciously revert back to the old awkward
tendencies I had. It's the weirdest thing, and it bothers me, because I know I am better than this.
Does anyone else have this issue? Why is this the case?
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How did you train yourself to see women as child-like?
164 upvotes | February 12, 2019 | by pythasaurus | Link | Reddit Link

Yesterday I approached 100 women as part of a bake sale at my uni (the rest of the team just stood at
the stall while I moved around approaching any passerbys and kept a tally). I learned a lot from the
experience, but one thing which stood out is how similar women are to children.
Towards the end of the 4 hours it began to 'click' - approaching women became natural and fluid, and
the successful interactions beared resemblance with interacting with children. For example, using
lines you'd typically use on children, complimenting them and watching their eyes light up, using
varying tones of voice etc. I then had no problem approaching even groups of 2-3 hot girls and I felt
amazing.
Next day (today) I'm beginning to see women as mature adults again, if that makes sense. I realised
that this is what causes me to fuck up and have approach anxiety and boring conversations.
Do I just need to keep at it to train myself to interact with women as though they are children? Is
there any other way to facilitate this change in perception?
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Can you guys fucking answer this? Because I fucking can't.
164 upvotes | November 28, 2018 | by Saun522 | Link | Reddit Link

Im writing this post while really fucking angry, so if you're gunna give me shit about that then
FINE, just make Sure you follow it up with some actual advice
So I took the pill about half a year ago and since then Ive got fuck all in terms of results. Why is this
happening.
I get so fucking angry at myself that I can't change, like for fucks sake Ive had easily enough time to
get my life in order and for whatever reason I haven't done it.
The worst part is: I know the problem - I don't take action. But how the fuck do I fix this? I get up in
the morning and think "ok, today I'll try and hold Frame, be social, ect..." And then at the end of the
day I think "fuck! That day went shite, I fell back into my usual shitty routines and habbits and
archived nothing" I want to take action but just seem to either become distracted or forget to do
something.
I feel I just fall into routines and forget all about my self improvement. Like at the moment I'm
pissed of and really fucking angry at my situation - which makes me feel motivated to change - but I
know by this time tomorrow I'll be back into that numb feeling of routine and won't be doing
anything to help myself.
I just feel so powerless and numb all the time, and that only changes once every so often when I get a
10min spurt of motivation. Like, the thing I want most in the whole bloody world is to turn my
life around, but once I start to go about my day, I completely forget all about that and just waste my
day.
I just want your fucking help, but I doubt I'll get it, my last asktrp post got like 4 fucking comments.
(I'm not ungrateful, but when someone asks "how to manage their plates" and gets hundreds of
comments full of great advice, and I get fuck all advice, I feel a bit shit. I mean at least they've got
some plates) So could you up/down vote this post and leave a comment so it gets noticed by a few
more people and I therefore get the help I'm asking for?
What the fuck do I do? I hate feeling so powerless, useless, pathetic and stupid. Why the fuck do I
have to resort to making pleas for help on an online forum? I should be out there living life to the full
- but I'm not.
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Guess who's back?
164 upvotes | August 26, 2020 | by TRPCops | Link | Reddit Link

The mods.
We got busy for a few days. Had some fun in a tropical location. Didn't get Covid.
We are back to policing fake questions ("does anyone else agree with my vaguely disguised
statement?"), rule 5 (things covered by sidebar or common sense), and of course, moralizers. Really
don't like moralizers.
Anyway this is once again your shitpost zone. If you just NEED to post some dumb shit, please do it
here.

I am also handing out lots of flairs for terrible posts. Flairs are
a big flashing "do not listen to this guy" alert.
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Has anyone become kinda traumatized of sex after sooo much
meaningless sex?
164 upvotes | December 7, 2020 | by ToldYouNotToWorry_ | Link | Reddit Link

For the last 2 years, I've been hooking up if not every then every other week with a new girl from
tinder/instagram/irl (I have a dog, it's like easy settings). I've slept with about 80 women.
Most of them have seen me as a fuckboy, and never wanted anything more, any attempt to make
something more of it has gone terrible. Girls that wanted to have more, I didn't want to do anything
with them, and they were always insanely attached. Like there's no between, either ghosting me or
turning it up to 11.
I've become so sick and kinda traumatized of sex that I feeling instantly uncomfortable to even
talk/text about it with a new girl. And naturally they place me into some shitty beta box. I desperately
crave intimacy. And for women to be something that we all hopefully learned they're not if you spent
like 2 hours at the Red Pill.
I almost miss time when I romanticized girls in some stupid Disney fantasy. And I cant go back to
that 'cause it's a lie as well. When I used to do that they fucked guys in a heartbeat while giving me
that fake persona. So I can't anymore be full alpha and can't be pussy beta, stuck in between.
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Girl crying that I don’t value her
164 upvotes | March 28, 2020 | by AdonisWild | Link | Reddit Link

So I fucked this girl twice before and I had her over for a third time earlier on. I ate her out fucked
her then came in her face. After sex I went to clean up, came back to my bedroom and she wanted to
cuddle. Fuck that tho because it was 3pm (the time I workout) plus I wanted to take advantage of the
post sex T boost so I told her to wait, grabbed my dumbbells and started to hit a few sets. She started
complaining that she wanted to cuddle but I told her she can cuddle all she wants once I get a juicy
fucking pump in. Once I finished up I got back into bed and wanted to fuck again but she start crying
and shit, telling me I don’t care about what she wants and I’m an asshole etc. I mostly just A&A
“awh I know I’m so terrible, let me make you feel better” but she wasn’t having it. I’m out here
lifting weights and fucking bitches, I don’t have time for crying and shit so I kicked her out. Anyway
now she’s texting me the same shit, is it better to try fix shit with her or just ignore it and move on?
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What The Hell Is Happening In This Sub?
163 upvotes | March 1, 2020 | by adam9545 | Link | Reddit Link

Where did all of these deeply damaged incels flooding the sub recently come from?
All the posts on here recently read exactly the same "I can't get over this woman I have been dating
for 10 years even though she's fucking my best friend", or my favorite "I'm tired of approaching
women, but I really need one to somehow fix my garbage life."
What kind of backwards shit is this? Instead of asking these inane questions about women how about
you guys get some introspection, and find out what is wrong with your selves?
It doesn't matter if you're ugly. Go get jacked, get some potential, and stop making these absurdly
desperate posts. The problem isn't that women are cruel and mysterious, it's that you men have the
personality of an acorn and make creepy posts on Reddit about your frustrations.
Anyone else seeing this nonsense, or is it just me?
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Anyone else feel great when they actually follow the advice
from here?
163 upvotes | May 10, 2021 | by Peostiftis | Link | Reddit Link

I finally beat my oneitis. We would break up and get together. After the last break up, that was 2.5
months ago and that she called for, she texted me. She was with her friends and saw me outside going
to a party. That night she texted me saying "we can still say hello". Don't even follow her on
Instagram either. Left her ass on read.
Might not seem crazy but damn, ive been improving the last months and i finally grew some balls and
cut the oneitis from its core. Really feel accomplished.
Anyone else feel the same way?
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Asked girl to come over and watch netflix and she said she's
down but now she asked "is that all we're doing?"
163 upvotes | April 28, 2019 | by Eartripping | Link | Reddit Link

I know keep deniability, but uh what the fuck am I supposed to say to that.
Edit: surprise surprise it's her mom's birthday. Who the fuck has time to deal with women jfc
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Do you people feel that (alot of) American woman are very
entitled or have some sort of daddy/mental health issues?
162 upvotes | April 25, 2019 | by mosham126 | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/bh81zk/do_you_people_feel_that_alot_of_american_woman/
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Guy making jokes in my expense to impress a girl in our group
162 upvotes | December 4, 2019 | by elmoboy2323 | Link | Reddit Link

This guy has been making light jokes about me infront of the group am with , they are pretty
harmless and he is repeating the same joke over and over , I always reply by agreeing and amplifying
the fuck out of it and make others laugh about it too .
I never take digs at him because honestly I see him as beta who's ridiculing himself and it's not worth
it
How would you guys handle this , should I keep laughing and having fun or I stop him with a more
serious response ?
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How can i stop my son (14) from being a beta?
162 upvotes | January 28, 2020 | by MostAssistant | Link | Reddit Link

I know it's weird, but i haven't dated in years. Last woman i was with was his mother. So i don't know
what to tell him.
I've already given him the talk, but that mostly covered std's and safety, but i never told him about
that sort of thing.
When he told me, we were just eating dinner and he blurted it out. He says he feels shy around
women and tenses up when he's gotta talk to them. I told him we'd talk about it later.
He's 14 and interested in dating, i'm happy and i know he's gonna ask again. I want him to have a
better time with women in high school then i did.
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Started cold approaching today. Questions/Notes inside
162 upvotes | January 31, 2019 | by lolurfucked | Link | Reddit Link

im pretty new to this game and game overall, insecure when it comes to women and getting laid.
meaning, your results will almost definitely be better than mine. with that in mind, let's proceed.
first time ive done this, so, you can imagine the resistance and anxiety, nevertheless, it completely
changed my perception on women. the act of approaching seemed like a disaster yesterday, today
im an open minded man, confidence goes through the roof, maybe its temporary, maybe not.
u guys told me appearance matters. being an overweight (and slightly muscular) dude i am, i did my
best to look decent. shaved head clean, trimmed/oiled beard, grabbed the fanciest coat/boots i have
and went to my college yard where chicks hand around between lectures.
my goal was 20, first time, but fuck it, if i could do it, it would be a piece of cake after that. started
approaching girls on benches who were reading shit but clearly werent interested in the material.
first five were like "eew, go away, im busy", i was like "ok dont be a bitch im leaving". i noticed a
look of disappointment in one girls' eyes when i left without putting up the resistance. this bitch didnt
want me to leave. shit testing me right off the bat? challenge accepted.
next ones were easy, made small talk like "what are u studying", "seeing u for the first time around
here" etc. as long as she's laughing, u got a chance. i noticed that most of these girls are extremely
insecure, so making jokes to get them comfortable around me worked best.
ofc the end game is to get their number, since im no expert in closing i tried different approaches.
cutting off the conversation when shes having most fun and saing "gotta go, but i wanna continue our
chat, hit me up with ur number" worked best.
hb6/hb7's were nice, hb5/hb8/hb9's were total bitches. hb5s out of insecurity (i guess) and hb9s out
of, well, fuck em, gotta nail these bitches in the future.
overall, some girls were nice, but didnt give me their number, some left during the chat, others just
kept laughing hysterically, kinda creepy. got 2 numbers (hb6 both) and one fb (hb7 with 3k followers,
holy shit).
my 2 cents:

most of them are insecure, her being a bitch has most likely nothing to do with u
mood matters, if u wake up and ur in the zone, go for it, ur bitches will multiply (i did this
today coz i felt awesome and manly in the morning, thanks noFap)
they are incredibly stupid, some cant even get semi-sarcastic jokes, keep it casual at first or u
risk getting them bitter
lead all the way, get them talking, but ur the one who has to close, they wont make the last
move, ever (unless u are hot as a stove)
keep talking like ur doing them a favor by approaching, felt easier after first few tries. they are
receptive to that, they pick up on that and try harder
outcome independence (glad i read about that in archive last night), make urself believe that no
matter how cute she is, you can walk away any second and chat up a better one. hard as fuck,
but brings in most results
they will shit test you all the time, with casual questions, by getting bitchy. i simply ignored
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whenever i didnt know how to pass em, kinda worked i guess
they are not all high smv (even if they look pretty cute), they will give you a few last chances
and let you fuck up if you are confident enough and put yourself as a decent dude
not giving a shit is the key, the hottest one i closed was the last one, because i was tired, a bit
frustrated and didnt give much of a shit
u will feel pretty stupid after u start approaching. i was scared to death, of what? stupid
creatures that cant even keep up with me in conversation? disappointing that i didnt try earlier.
the confidence/energy it gives u is outstanding. i learnt so much after just 20 approaches (half
of them ended in "go away" btw). feeling like if i stop doing it i will fall back to my older self.
persistence is the key here i guess.
so much fun, totally made me forget about my cheating ex gf

now for my questions:
some girls get bitchy, pull shit like "i have a boyfriend", "not willing to talk" or just walk away right
after i approach and say hello. and i dont look like an ogre, believe me.
hot ones, hb9s are most bitchy, out of 4, none gave a chance to even talk. i was dressed pretty well
and wasn't insecure in my approaches. are they immune to cold approaches? lol cant get my head
around it
how to break through their defenses when she doesnt want me to leave, but keeps being a bitch, even
after i stay calm and ignore the shit they're giving me. at what point do bitches stop this shit test and
settle down for "ok, hes the real deal"?
whats a better playground for approaching women? im not into clubs, feels pretty weird when im
there. are libraries ok? chatting up girls and closing on the streets must be very tough (when they're in
their own world and dont care about u)
thats all, im sure i will do a better job tomorrow.
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TRP on a girls bookcase..
162 upvotes | October 12, 2019 | by 13doubleo | Link | Reddit Link

I was at a colleague's birthday last night and I was trying to pull one of his friends from high school
(she's 24). She's a solid 8, seemed really into me, at the end of the night she invited a few people over
back to her apartment. I went, we kept drinking at hers and she was basically eye fucking me,
grabbed my arm and pulled my into her room. We're making out on her bed, clothes are coming off,
she's smiling and shaking and then she just pushes me off her, gets dressed and says 'not tonight' and
just leaves me alone in her bedroom. I'm confused as fuck, she went from hot to cold in a fkn minute.
Now I'm alone in her room and I decide to have a bit of snoop to maybe deduct whether she's worth
pursuing or I should drop her and I'm looking through her bookcase and she's got the rational male
AND the manipulated man on there. It really caught me off guard and now I don't know whether to
get her in bed or back away. Is it a good or a bad sign that she had these books?? Like would you take
it to mean that she understands the red pill and agrees with it or is using it to 'get ahead' the men that
she dates? Any advice would be greatly appreciated.
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Why are there a lot of women who lie about not liking muscles?
162 upvotes | August 20, 2019 | by rafaelvicuna2 | Link | Reddit Link

I know the saying "watch what they do, not what they say", but I even noticed that they are more
likely to admit height matters or face matters, but when someone asks about muscles, it's more like
"too much is too bad" or "I'm not attracted to muscles on a guy" or something along those lines, but
of course, in reality, they go CRAZY over someone who possesses those attributes.
My question is that, why are they more likely to admit stuff like height mattering (I've even seen this
on /r/askwomen) but when it comes to this kind of subject, they have to beat around the bush unlike
other traits, when it's so obvious? Keep in mind that I'm not referring to steroid freaks who overdo it,
but I'm talking about in general.
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Did you notice a substantial increase in female attention as you
passed your mid 20's?
162 upvotes | January 5, 2021 | by WhenTheMorningLight | Link | Reddit Link

As of right now I'm 26 and it feels like girls are beating down my door. Comparatively to the
attention I received in my early 20's, it's not even close. From my experience once you pass the mid
20's point there is a very substantial increase in attention.
The greatest spike on Rollo's SMV graph comes when you enter your early 30's. It just shoots up at
almost a 90 degree angle to the point where women are at their highest SMV, 22. I feel as if there is
another spike that should be on that graph though, which comes when you pass your mid 20's.
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TRP feels so natural now
162 upvotes | March 14, 2020 | by 44361066 | Link | Reddit Link

Do you guys feel like it’s all what it’s supposed to be after all? Womens nature and hypergamy
doesn’t seem that bad. What’s worse is the simps who allow them to get away with it.
For example this mma fighter girl who left her boyfriend after he raised his hands as he was being
beaten isn’t shocking to me at all.
I guess when you get good with women and start turning them down for sex for whatever reason, you
start to lose the entitlement. A bitch can very much not like me as well. On to the next one.
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Dead serious: How to make friends as an adult and what to
expect out of adult friendships?
162 upvotes | June 14, 2020 | by jy432 | Link | Reddit Link

Idk how else to start this soo.... please hear me out.
I just turned 25 and I literally haven’t made a “new” friend since probably around jr high school (age
15-16?). I haven’t “hung out” with someone where it wasn’t just for sex in probably 5 years. I had
one friend whom I had known since childhood but we are no longer friends, haven’t had contact with
him in 2 yrs.
Growing up, the majority of my “friends” or the people I hung out with were older than me by 5-10
yrs. I’ve never really had “casual friendships” (which I am assuming is what adult friendships are like
since most people now are concerned with their work and family). It was always “ ride or die” type
friendships (idk what other term to use) or drug friends (our biggest commonality was drug use)
I want to make this clear: from an outside perspective I look like a totally normal person. I am in
good shape, well groomed, hygiene is very high on my list. I DO NOT look like a basement dweller.
But I’ve had a lot of shit happen in my life, substance abuse problems (never hard drugs but typical
teenage drugs: pot, adderrall, LSD, mushrooms, ecstasy), depression, moved about 15 times growing
up. BUT now I want (no... I NEED) to put that behind me.
I am not socially retarded. I come in contact and deal with people problems daily in my work (self
employed/service/sales). But I am not sure how to navigate personal/non-business relationships.
I really don’t know how else to explain this. I feel like I have sort of a “serial-killer-esque”
personality but I know that I can’t live my entire life by myself. Indulging in hobbies alone can only
fulfill someone so much. I need companionship. Thank you for reading.
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Best Friend died of a drugs overdose yesterday.
162 upvotes | May 11, 2020 | by ExoticPanther | Link | Reddit Link

Hey all. Not been around here for a while but I'm honestly struggling right now and for the first time
in a while, I'm not sure what to do.
I'm 19. My best friend, call him R, was 19. We've been friends since I can remember, I grew up with
this guy and we had plans to move in together once quarantine and lockdown had ended. We'd been
drifting slightly over lockdown (begun in my country on March 27th) because he was making newer
friends, I knew they all did drugs together and aside from occasional Molly/LSD I've never really
been huge on them, they're fun but I couldn't justify using them on a weekly/maybe monthly basis. I
never knew for certain but I'm confident they were into harder drugs.
Because of quarantine I'm living at home with my Mum and got a call from R's Mother today telling
me what'd happened. I won't go into too much detail but someone found him in a pretty remote spot
out by some fields semi-close to my house. She was in pieces so I held it together for the duration of
the call but afterwards just broke down. My Mum heard me crying but I've never been huge on
talking things through and always dealt with them my own way, but I'm not sure what to do here.
This man meant more than most 'best-friends' would to me. I didn't have the best time growing up
and on nights that my Mum wouldn't be home or she'd be incapable of caring for me he'd invite me
into his house and we'd stay there for the night. His family fed me some nights, even gave me clothes
on certain occasions. We basically grew up attached to one another and now he's just dead. I've never
lost anyone close to me, I guess I've been pretty lucky. But I don't know what I'm feeling, it's kind of
nothing, I'm struggling to accept its even real.
I don't really know what I wanted from this, this community helped me first 'swallow' TRP and I've
heeded the advice here since. I've always dealt with things in my own way but I don't have a clue
what to do here. Any advice is appreciated.
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Just found condoms in my LTR purse. WE DON’T USE
CONDOMS.
162 upvotes | April 14, 2021 | by throwawaybabeeeeeee | Link | Reddit Link

As per title. Today I was at my LTR of 6 months home. She bought me something and she had it in
her handbag. So I go to get it and she anticipates me, in order perphaps to not make me search in her
bag. I get suspicious.. so when she goes to the toilet, I look into her bag...I find nothing. But I had a
gut feeling..inexplainable.. so i look into the bag again and i noticed a little pocket that was closed. I
find tampax and three condoms inside, Two still together and one separate. She only uses two bags
actively and this is one of them. We used condoms only twice 6 months ago and they were MY
condoms.
Now the part of me that wants to hamster is saying that probably she had them there since before we
met and she forgot them there. But the rational part of me is saying: if you keep it in a bag you use
and in the same pocket of your tampax, you have access to that pocket..why would you keep there for
6 months..why three and not the whole pack..or just one. The condoms are also an old version on
Durex (old logo 2020)..but I feel this doesn't mean anything, they could have been bought anywhere.
Those condoms have no reason to be there.
I feel legit sick in my stomach guys. What to do?
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Horniness drives me to ask girls out but when it's gone I don't
feel like it's worth the trouble
162 upvotes | June 1, 2021 | by ushury | Link | Reddit Link

I asked a girl out today, she said yes, but after I got home and jacked off I felt an immense amount of
cringe. Like I was making a fool of myself. Also instead of being excited to meet her I started
thinking how it's too much work, like I'm gonna have to meet her, and be interesting, and game her,
and say the right things, and try to make a move, so much work.
I blew off a date with another girl a month ago because of the same thing.
Who should I listen to? Pumped up me before busting a nut or lazy me after?
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I was raised by a single mother and now my psyche is just like a
woman's. My life is all fucked.
162 upvotes | January 18, 2019 | by JadenSmithPhilosophy | Link | Reddit Link

I know these behaviors are wrong. I know they are part of the reason my life is so destroyed. But I
literally can't help how my brain is wired. I have no control over these emotions or the way I think, it
just happens.
I crave approval and admiration. I never finish anything I set my mind to. I like to draw and if I'm
drawing something, I'm posting pictures of the half-finished drawing on social media for approval
and usually never even finish it.
I can't hold down a Job, I have no dedication or will power, I get emotional over the dumbest shit, I
get severe oneitis for girls very easily. I'm always way more attached to them than they are to me and
losing them hurts me deeply.
I gossip about people, I flip flop on my "diet", I can't maintain friendships, I'm just an all around
deeply fucked up individual. I feel like I literally don't know how to be a man. It's so bad that I've
actually developed a sexual fetish of women being mean to me.
If I can't figure out a way to start changing my ways I'm probably going to kill myself before 30
because I can't spend an entire lifetime like this.
What can I do? And please no obvious advice like "Just gotta do it bro!".
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Has TRP made you more conservative?
162 upvotes | October 29, 2018 | by ZhmaoZao | Link | Reddit Link

While I won't be going to any Trump rallies anytime soon, I have found myself being more
sympathetic with conservative opinions since taking the pill. I see feminism as the cancer it is, am a
proud American and chauvinist, I'm more resistant towards taxes since I've gotten a real job, and I
roll my eyes on cue to SJW ideology bleeding through in the media. Has anyone else experienced
this?
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How do you actually go about rebuilding a social circle?
161 upvotes | November 23, 2019 | by Dsfaosf98 | Link | Reddit Link

Male, late 20s.
Basically all of my close college friends got married/in LTR/kids and vanished.
I have everything else down, I have a good career, I can approach women. I'm fit, women find me
attractive. But my life basically consists of going to work and going to the gym.
None of these gives me an active social life. They're all insular.
I don't even know how to go about getting one. With women you cold approach them but with men
you need more common interests. People say get a hobby, but how? My hobby is exercising.
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Seriously, why are so many crazy women so good in bed?
161 upvotes | December 13, 2019 | by jubilantjack57 | Link | Reddit Link

Still relatively new to TRP but have had a startling success rate since I focused on maintaining frame,
nofap/porn and holding myself to a higher purpose. Been spinning 3 plates, one met on Tinder and
two through mutual friends and social functions. But there’s one more I don’t count because she was
a friend of mine a while back. Well we’ve reestablished contact and it’s been...explosive. Will call
her J.
The other girls are just your average thots. Nothing really interesting about them, their girls that once
I’m finished I just want to leave ASAP and do something more productive. The sex is kinda vanilla
with me doing most of the work, but with J, she is absolutely wild. And this seems to be a trend in my
life that these emotionally unstable girls are the best fucks and have a sexual “spell” on me like a
succubus.
With J, I would cancel all plans with other plates if she sent me a pic of her in lingerie. She gained
weight that all went to the right places, shes into shit like being tied up or giving me 30 min lap
dances. And when we’re having sex, it’s incredibly passionate and almost becomes a power struggle
between us. Can’t say the same for the other boring plates. But J is also on meds, she’s been through
traumas and sees a therapist weekly, she’s very unhinged
So just give it to me straight. They say don’t put your dick in crazy, but why is that a stereotype that
crazy girls are the best fucks? Why is my dick so attracted to this girl and why is the level of intensity
SO MUCH higher with her above other girls? Should I dip out as fast as possible or just roll with it
for awhile and maintain a distance?
I
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Why do girls always cry when I show them that I won't put up
with their shit?
161 upvotes | June 1, 2019 | by un_knownguy | Link | Reddit Link

Hello,
Just FYI, I did my research and was not able to find a similar question online, so that's why I'm
asking here.
The thing is that everytime that I get closer to a girl and she starts throwing all her fucking shit tests
and bullshit to me, when I show her that I won't put up with their shit, they always start fucking
crying, sometimes in front of me and sometimes secretly, and then after that they would either fuck
me, or start respecting the hell out of me and treat me like king(if they just respect me and don't fuck
me fast I next them).
I understand the reasoning behind their change of behavior after showing her that I'm not a fucking
teddy bear, but what I don't understand is the crying,
Why the hell would you fucking cry and then try to fuck me?
Is it because they feel unvalidated and makes them feel bad so then trying to fuck me is a desperate
call for attention?
If that's true, then why would my attention be better than the hundreds of guy writing her everyday?
Is it because I already showed some value and then doing more screening before mating would be a
waste?
Does this happen to you to or is it a "me" thing?
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Just wanna share a quick Red Pill moment I witnessed
161 upvotes | June 2, 2021 | by Hutongs | Link | Reddit Link

So there's this pretty cute girl I know and stalk (somewhat kidding) on Instagram. She's like 21-24.
Pretty young. Probably 8/10 if I had to "rate" her.
She tags her BF in her bio, also lookin pretty young. Baby face. You can tell he's not really "a man in
his prime" yet. Still looks and dresses like a high school kid decked out in expensive, flashy
streetwear.
Anyways. One day she takes him out of her bio. I'm assuming they broke up. Guy has a liquor bottle
in his new post and some emotional caption. Literally like 2 or 3 days later she has a new BF tagged
in her bio with heart. Posts him in her stories (never did with previous BF) and they are already doing
romantic posts with corny captions like "wifey" and shit.
So what's the Red Pill moment? Well. The guy is motherfucking loaded. Driving Maseratti's, Benz',
Range Rovers, BMW's, etc. Multiple cars. Huge fucking mansion. Decked out in jewelry and
expensive streetwear. But he's also MUCH uglier than the old BF. Definitely not close to her level
lookswise.
Just thought I'd share a little Red Pill moment. Many people still don't believe it until they see it.
Hypergamy is real.
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Anyone else noticed this happening more and more in some
your country or community.
161 upvotes | August 3, 2020 | by WasteSpinach4601 | Link | Reddit Link

So I come from Scotland witch in recent years has become more feminist and Liberal, this has
resulted in Liberal ideology becoming the default, if in Scotland you support the Conservative Party
no one will want to talk to you, or be associated with you.
The results can be seen in education as well, where even though lower class boys and the disabled,
are behind in on every other group, when it comes to education, in schools our education system in
Scotland puts a premium on, woman and "diverse" groups succeeding instead, becaus "diversity".
I have seen this first hand in my school where, they even created a STEM program, specifically for
girls, even though boys would benefit more, as more boys take STEM and, as girls are ahead in
education already.
So the phenomenon is that the more a country becomes, feminist the more boys and men, are cut
short, and systematically discriminated against. In feminist ideology.
Don't get me wrong I love Scotland my country, I love my Scottish heritage, I love Scottish culture.
But once you allow feminism to run around unchecked, even in a country with heritage that prides it
self in being masculine, fearless, and doing anything you can to be independent, free. And to give to
not up on that hope.
Don't make the same mistake as Scotland.
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She takes off her clothes and lays on the bed like a bodybag.
The f am I supposed to do?
161 upvotes | January 21, 2021 | by AlphaMaleOnSteroids | Link | Reddit Link

Alright lads, this is the 2nd time this has happened to me and I'm kinda worried something's wrong
with me.
I had this girl back at my house, we are having a good time, kissing, grabbing touching, biting etc. I
can barely control my boner. Then I start escalating taking off her clothes slowly and she's rushing to
take everything off, as well as mine and then, she just lays on the bed naked. Like she's waiting for
the ressurection of Jesus or some shit. I reach to grab a condom and in like 20-30s i lose my boner.
No touching, no nothing, foreplay ends and she's just laying there waiting as I slowly start
contemplating life. My mind is on overdrive at that point I might as well open my laptop and start
working.
I ask her to leave but she stayed to cuddle. Luckily I fell asleep easily. Girl's confidence must be in
shambles. As well as mine.
Also, I don't watch porn and fap like once a week using my imagination. My T is great, I'm horny
pretty much every day, but when this happens, I just don't know how to keep going. I just wanna
throw the girl off the window.
It's the 2nd time this has happened to be recently with 2 different chicks. The fuck am I supposed to
do in this case? Is there smth wrong with me? I am seriously confused as shit right now.
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Rejecting girls who are willing to have unprotected sex?
160 upvotes | February 27, 2021 | by ShortPromotion2 | Link | Reddit Link

Does anyone do this?
I always use protection but I was thinking recently that if a girl is willing to have a casual hookup
without protection she probably does that with many other guys and thus has a significantly higher
chance of STIs. I'm thinking of just not having sex with anyone who suggests/is open to unprotected
sex. Am I being irrational?
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The best way to know if a girl is serious about meeting is asking
for her number
160 upvotes | March 30, 2021 | by Scorchyy | Link | Reddit Link

One thing I realized to be true is whenever you meet a girl online or in person, if they're not willing to
give out their number and instead offer snapchat, instagram or facebook they'll never be down to
meet you and are just looking to get you as an orbiter. I have many instance recently where this has
proven to be true and I've yet to see a counter-example.
I'm not saying they will always meet up once you get their number, but if they outright refuse to give
or give you something else instead the odds of getting her on a date or having sex are close to 0 and
you should next them at this point. Don't fall for it.
Has this been true for you guys too or is there some clarifications you can provide?
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Why do so many men (here and around the world) value
themselves by their success with women? Shouldn't a red pilled
man's goals be that and far more?
160 upvotes | February 20, 2020 | by fitness4393 | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/f7038w/why_do_so_many_men_here_and_around_the_world/
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She asked if I was the only one she slept with?
160 upvotes | October 15, 2018 | by ProFriendZoner | Link | Reddit Link

I said "Yes, the rest were nines and tens!"
Don't forget to maintain your sense of humor.
Have a good one today and every day.
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Reminder that you will die and probably not be remembered
160 upvotes | October 17, 2018 | by -saltymangos- | Link | Reddit Link

You will die one day. What you did will not matter. The time you messed up an order in line at
Starbucks. The time you said “you too” to your cashier as they said enjoy. The time you got
embarrassed in front of a group of people. The time you fucked up talked to a hot girl. The time you
cried because you were so stressed out about your grades.
It does not matter. You will die and everything you did, every mistake or failure will simply not
matter. Your existence, your experience, your life will end and you will be nothing.
Just think about it for a minute. Life around you will be no more. “You” will not be existing
anymore, one day. Just look around in the place you’re sitting in. Think of all the memories you have.
Think of all the regrets you have. All that will not matter.
Do something. Take risks. Ask for that girl’s number. Don’t stress about trivial things. It will not
matter when you’re dead. Do what you can do now instead of tomorrow. In the end, all you will have
is your memories and your conscience. No one else. No one. Your parents won’t be there to judge
you, your friends won’t be there, everyone who doubted you won’t be there. Just you. Make your
memories good ones.
I love you all.
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What are the 3-5 most influential Red Pill Theories?
160 upvotes | November 24, 2018 | by Skuggasveinn | Link | Reddit Link

Which one have most affected your way of thinking?
Don't want to anchor the conversation.
Hypergamy, SMV, AF/BB etc.
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What’re some books you’ve read that have given you purpose?
160 upvotes | June 24, 2019 | by AntiSharp | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/c4gwga/whatre_some_books_youve_read_that_have_given_you/
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Is there nothing we can do?
160 upvotes | March 12, 2019 | by urbanfoh | Link | Reddit Link

Companies in my city now advertise to charge women 20% less because of gender paygap. Things
that were once rediculous become normal now.
My sister asks me now where all the good men are after shes finished with her feminist rants of why
she does not find a job with her liberal arts degree. Shes 32 now and I believe she will never have
children in her life. Sadly I think thats for the best.
Random white knight strangers called me "the last sexist of the university" in public after I asked my
friend why she assumes that women and men have the same productivity in all careers.

Feminist bullshit literally destroys lifes. And no one dares to do anything against it. I can watch how
my once beautiful country slowly drifts into feminist totalitarianism.
Most men become weak and support the feminine imperative. And the strong ones "just enjoy the
decline". The only glimpse of hope is that the red pill becomes more popular even among normies.
So what can I do? Do I have to become even more depressed every day until I leave my home
country? Or do we have to wait until incels stage a coup and call out the "the fourth Reich"?
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Plate got pregnant, had a baby, gave it up for adoption, all
without me knowing. Need advice
160 upvotes | November 12, 2019 | by oklivred | Link | Reddit Link

An old plate got pregnant, had a baby, gave it up for adoption, all without telling me. It's hard to
believe cause she didn't look pregnant at all and had the baby 3-4 weeks before the 9 month mark.
She told me a lawyer will be contacting me to sign off on the adoption form.
What are my options? Can I still get a paternity test? Do I need to sign off on the adoption form? I
really need advice here.
I'm not planning on telling any of my friends or family about this...
Also, I tried posting this under a new throwaway account, but it removed my post so I'm posting it
under this account.
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What is it with women and their frame recovery after a
breakup?
160 upvotes | January 30, 2019 | by illimit_ableman | Link | Reddit Link

Basically
-She breaks up with me
-I ask “are you sure this is what you want?” She says “yes”.
-I respond with “Ok.” and go radio silent.
-10min later she sends me some stupid pic on IG, i dont respond.
-Next morning she says “Good Morning �” with a text immediately after saying “oh wait..” I dont
respond.
-20 minutes after that saying a bunch of shit now like “I hyu cause I honestly forgot about yesterday.
I was just mad yesterday. I do want you, just not like this”. I’m still not responding.
1: Wtf is up with this? Isnt this what she wanted?
2: Am i doing this right?
First relationship/breakup.
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Have any of you escaped the 9-5?
160 upvotes | January 30, 2020 | by Kn1ght0 | Link | Reddit Link

Just wondering if anyone has escaped this lifestyle? It is killing me mentally. I've tried over 15 jobs
and hated every single one but I've now settled in the lesser evil. Anyone got tips or experience
escaping this? Thanks
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If you woke up in the body of a 20 year old chubby nerd with
no friends - what steps would you take to turn him into an
alpha male?
159 upvotes | November 3, 2019 | by tyler__97 | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/dr0rq0/if_you_woke_up_in_the_body_of_a_20_year_old/
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Other than lifting and reading, what are some other hobbies for
people with a lot of free time?
159 upvotes | July 6, 2020 | by Redditor6512 | Link | Reddit Link

After quitting gaming, I’ve noticed that I have a lot more free time than I ever would’ve guessed. To
substitute my gaming I’ve been lifting and reading up on more RP books and such. Unfortunately I
still have a lot of free time and I’d like to use it better than playing on my phone.
I usually find myself checking reddit when bored (or after reading/rest days) but I’d like to do
something better than use my phone for reddit during that free time. At times I try not to use my
phone for hours but it’s really dull and feels unfulfilling.
Worth noting I have great grades, I’m 20, and both my jobs are online and I don’t need to really do
much at them since they’ve transitioned to online so I have even more free time.
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I’m Doing Everything Right, But Why Am I Always
Miserable?
159 upvotes | January 30, 2021 | by shittyfuckdick | Link | Reddit Link

Everyday I’m hitting the gym, working, reading, meditating, stretching, cooking, counting macros,
taking vitamins, having good hygiene, etc.
I’m in a solid routine and doing it all right, but I’m fucking lonely and miserable all the time. I have
no friends or women, I just feel like a robot going through it’s routine. How do I get out of this?
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What is it with the cuckolding shit now a days?
159 upvotes | May 8, 2018 | by Rudeyyyy | Link | Reddit Link

I've seen this shit in porn recently, and even a friend of mine as told me he would like to see some
random guy pipe down his girl. What in the absolute fuck is this? He told me it's because it turns him
on to see his girl with another man. Are you fucking kidding me?
I may be a 20 year old virgin but I have enough common sense to know already that I would not want
to see a gf with another guy. Seriously what's the idea behind this?
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Just discovered my fiance has a very promiscuous past and I
have thoughts of ending it. Am I being too rash?
158 upvotes | March 30, 2018 | by fyouIgotthis | Link | Reddit Link

Posted this in another sub, but getting a lot of hate. Another user PM'd me and referred me here and
said this sub deals with issues exactly like mine and the population is largely men who would be able
to relate better. I read the rules, seems like an interesting sub. Wanted to get your thoughts.
Here's my other thread:
https://www.reddit.com/r/relationship_advice/comments/8861f2/recently_found_out_my_25m_fianc
e_26f_has_had_an/

I've been with my fiance for right about 2.5 years. We recently became engaged this year,
and the only way the timing could have been worse would have been our wedding night...

I was with my best friend the other night at a nice bar and there he ran into someone he
knew from work. We hung out with the guy for a bit, making small talk and I guess at some
point in the evening he saw my lock screen photo of my favorite engagement photo with my
fiance. I ran into some people I knew later on and split off my friend for a bit, and
apparently this is where shit gets real.

My friend hung back with the guy from his work, and the guy had mentioned he knew my
fiance, but didn't want to say anything in front of me out of courtesy. Apparently he is one
of many who have slept with my fiance, and apparently she had a bit of a reputation before
we got together that I was oblivious to the entire time. According to my friend, that guy and
two of his friends have slept with my fiance, but the guy knew other stories as well. My best
friend being a fucking bro and knowing I wouldn't take this well asked him some questions
to verify if what the guy was saying lined up with where my fiance went to school/what
neighborhood she lived in at the time/mutual friends etc... The guy even texted another
friend of his asking him what would be one word to describe my fiance and the reply was
"horny lmao".

I've known my best friend since we were very young kids, and we've done nothing but have
each other's backs so I know he's not lying. When he told me and certain elements of what
he told me fell into place I felt sick to my stomach. Bad thoughts flashed into my head. I
don't know my fiance's number and she doesn't know mine, but that's because she refused to
answer it a long time ago when it came up. That should have been a red flag in retrospect.
We have sex, it's not like a dead bedroom or anything, but she's always struck me as being
more on the average if not slightly conservative side of libido and openness. This is mind
blowing to me.

She doesn't know I know, but this is extremely hard to keep to myself. When I saw her
again I just acted like I wasn't feeling great and went to bed. I don't know what to do guys!
This has completely changed my perception of her. I'm legitimately grossed out by the
thought of having sex with her, and I've even had thoughts of calling off the engagement.
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But how tf do I tell her it's because of her past? How do I tell other people why it was called
off? Is that even a legitimate reason?

Any input is appreciated!

TL;DR Found out fiance slept with a ton of guys before we got together. Have lost almost
all of my attraction towards her and now considering ending the engagement
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Has anyone else become more conservative over the course of
their TRP journey?
158 upvotes | July 15, 2018 | by yalldve2000 | Link | Reddit Link

Been doing TRP for five years. Lifting, meditation, game, learning skills and hobbies, etc.
I've found over the course of those five years, i went from super liberal, to fairly conservative on
many issues
The over arching theme of it being "Personal responsibility", you're responsible for your own wealth,
happiness, success, etc, (assuming one is of sound mind and able body), and that i shouldn't, as a tax
payer, have to subsidize someone elses weakness in character.
That's the gist of it at least.
I'd say i identify with libertarianism most closely, but i voted conservative in the last election.
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What happened to AskTRP and TRP?
158 upvotes | November 22, 2019 | by bigmaddenguy | Link | Reddit Link

I got into this stuff about 4 years ago and consistently read it when I needed it for a couple years. I
faded away as I got my shit together, but now starting to look into it again with a new lens... the thing
is, this isn't really the subs I remember.
The AskTRP I remember had 30 comments on an average post. The TRP sub had maybe 100. Where
did everybody go? I know the TRP sub got quarantined, and I actually happened to check TRP that
day. But damn, it really did that much? Did everyone migrate to a new sub? I don't really like the
layout of the TRP.Red site, so I haven't checked it out much. Is that where shit is happening now?
The ironic part is that in my real life TRP concepts have never been more mainstream. I run into
people all the time using terms like "Chad" and actually knowing what TRP is. So, it's definitely not
dead. Where the fuck is it? Lmao
Edit: Wow, this post got a lot of attention. Glad to see others had similar thoughts.
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I read the rational male, I am now angry/hopeless. Give some
tips to this lost 18 year old.
158 upvotes | July 4, 2019 | by MajesticPitch | Link | Reddit Link

Recently been reading the rational male. And I just feel angry, disgusted and hopeless. Everything
Rollo has said was so true, it rang in volumes to me. It reminded me of my last relationship,
especially the war brides part. That shit hit deep. Now I just feel disgust/anger towards women. Like I
don't want to be mgtow, I want to fuck these girls. But I'm going through so many fucked up
emotions.
Like there are no good girls, they just hide how sexual they are. And the fact is monogamy and
serious relationships look kinda fucked to me. Like I enjoyed spending time with 1 person and having
a strong bond, but I know it's fake. That the relationship is now in her frame and no longer in mine.
I feel hopelessness because things aren't going to change. Currently fucking Belle Delphine made
approx $300k off selling her own fucking bath water. It just makes me think of the cucks on the
internet who let these fucking women get away with shit like this. And ngl, I just think in my head
"My fucking ex could probably do this" and it just makes me feel like life is so unfair. Like this
whole "Man up" bullshit that's been given to us.
I've read about game and stuff before, but never really had an interest in fem-centric social stuff. But
fuck. This shit has really changed my mindset. I really don't know what to do now. I'm lifting weights
and eating correct now, I've got 3 months free summer and I'm still 18.
Planning to read 48 laws of power and the redpill handbook.
This feeling of anger and hopelessness is really screwing with my brain. I've stopped with weed all
together now too. Whenever I get high I just end up daydreaming about some bluepilled fantasy, and
I get brought back to reality and become super depressed.
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I litreally don't know how to think or act anymore
158 upvotes | July 10, 2019 | by cruelpain | Link | Reddit Link

I've read so much red pill, rationale male and so many things online i don't even know how to act or
think anymore. i've read about sexual market value, ive read about so much crap i don't even know
what to think anymore.

Then i get off the internet and talk to genuine people - school teachers, doctors etc who do what they
do to make the world a better place and it's like why am i even thinking about all this red pill stuff?
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LTR being corrupted by TED talk
158 upvotes | January 8, 2020 | by orbitstabilizerthm | Link | Reddit Link

Last night my LTR watched a TED talk on relationships and is now telling me she's paranoid because
she thinks she is "supposed to" dump me, but she says doesn't personally want to. The woman in the
video discusses "red flags" and how women become "blinded" to them by love. My LTR is worried
that I might have some of these "red flags" though she didn't point to any in particular when I asked,
other than that I'm too critical of her (this occurs when I pass her shit tests, sometimes with pressure
flips).
So I told her, OK, I think you should explore a little and date some other guys so you can get a better
sense of what "red flags" I might have. (It's her first relationship and mine too.) She said "no, I want
to keep going, I don't want the relationship to end, wah." I offered to set her up with my friend, in
exchange for her setting me up with her HB8 friend, so that we could both "explore a little" (I kind of
want to fuck her friend) and she said "but that would be like giving up." She nevertheless said she
wasn't sure where to go from here. I told her last night: OK, take some time to do research tomorrow
and figure out whether you feel you really are "supposed to" be in this relationship. She'll get back to
me later tonight, probably 11 or 12.
What the fuck is going on here? What am I doing wrong? Must I now dump her to save my
pride/emotions and beat her to the punch? I do not want to but I have no idea what the fuck is going
on in her head. Is this a deal breaker and she be demoted to plate?
Also the woman in the video basically bashes "toxic men" the whole time and is married to another
chick. The comment section is full of CC'ers talking about how glad they were that they dumped their
"toxic" boyfriends.
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Why do Red Pill Content Creators appear so shady?
158 upvotes | October 22, 2020 | by antioch94 | Link | Reddit Link

Hey guys i found the Red Pill since of the beginning this year. Started to watch all the Red Pill
Youtubers like Rich Cooper, the Rule Zero streams etc. Idk these guys do provide valuable
knowledge but many of them appear shady to me. They advertise their shit so much and in a way that
makes them look untrustworthy. Even the Red Pill truth they spread gets questionable because of this
heavy Marketing stuff. As if the Red Pill is only a Tool for them to sell their Programs and shit. The
only guy with honorable intentions seems to be Rollo Tomassi. He sells his books but that's fine.
What is your opinion on this?
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Fake it till you make it: TRP vs. reality
158 upvotes | April 7, 2019 | by random1529 | Link | Reddit Link

So I’m about 6 months into my red pill experience and there’s something I can’t quite get my head
around. I understand the philosophy here is “I am the prize” and if a girl isn’t into you she’s the one
missing out. I saw this summed up pretty well in a comment where someone said something along
the likes of “You’re selling Ferraris, not everyone who walks into the dealership is going to buy one”.
(Love that btw, kudos to the user that came up with it)
The thing I struggle with with this mindset is this, can’t one adopt this mindset and in reality it not be
true? What if you’re not the prize in real life, but via TRP you make yourself believe you are...what
does this make you really? What if how you view yourself through the lens of TRP is very different
than how others perceive you, and everything else that happens in real world interactions. I think my
current feelings can be summed up with the phrase “fake it till you make it”. How does one deal with
the simultaneous feelings of faking it but not having “made it” via TRP?
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Guy flirting with my girlfriend at gym, how do I handle this?
158 upvotes | April 27, 2019 | by MouldyMilkSniffer | Link | Reddit Link

I was at the gym today with my girlfriend this lad starts talking to her and then starts talking about
me. I could hear all of this going on as I wasn’t too far away. He knows that we live together. He
started asking what I’m doing and shit and she mentioned about me getting an apprenticeship. He
then says he knows lots of people within that areas and could perhaps help me out and shouts me over
for my name.
Nothing too alarming as it’s clear he knew about me and that we’re together.
He then added both of us on Facebook, finding her through my friends list. Later on he started asking
her if I’ll have have a problem with them talking. Making it already pretty awkward. She says no he
knows what you’ve added me.
Then he started saying well he should and started calling her fit and she just put “Yeah that’s why I
go to the gym to keep healthy” sorta dodging it and then he puts no your arse. She complete blanks
him at this point and has now asked her for her number.
This is the fucking weirdest thing that’s ever happened like wtaf. Guys full on weird. Just made going
to the gym next level awkward.
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I swear, every day I'm more amazed by how dead on TRP is.
Holy fuck.
158 upvotes | December 23, 2015 | by Zidroc | Link | Reddit Link

You guys have probably been seeing me post about this tinder girl lately. Hung out a couple times,
banged a couple times, etc. Today she starts texting me about how she can't do this because she wants
something real and I just want sex, blah blah blah. So I decided to hit her with something from the
sex god method. Basically saying that I don't want an exclusive relationship, at least not for a while, I
enjoy her company, all that good stuff, although I wasn't too worried about it. She's just a plate. If she
breaks, oh well. No sweat off my back. There's others.
So she tells me that, and then I basically don't respond. Put my faith in TRP. later tonight......
http://imgur.com/gkaSP58
http://imgur.com/L0gTWkH
http://imgur.com/5RuzHAJ
With this experience, I have absolutely no more doubts about TRP. Holy shit.
Edit: Here's her Tinder bio.
http://imgur.com/QBFUzeC
Edit 2: I credit the success of using "The Magical Letter K" to the "pretentious asshole" /u/OmLaLa
and his article "The Red Pillers Guide to Online Dating", found Here If you haven't already, you
NEED to read this. Not sure if it's sidebar or not, but it definitely should be. You will see a HUGE
difference in the way girls interact with you online. A must.
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Today is the first time I shattered my oneitis after reading Pook
and Anti'-Dump's Machine. I feel sick to my stomach at the
fact that I wasted so much time chasing after my ex when the
signs were clearly in my face. How long does it take for this
embarrassment to fo away.?
158 upvotes | February 9, 2021 | by libertine_29 | Link | Reddit Link

She clearly wasn't worth it. never was. But now i'm just mad at myself. my stupid ass wasted a whole
year on a dime a dozen. I'm currently unlearning bad habits, but i having trouble shaking off this
embarrassment. That reading material opened my eyes more than any TRP material I've ever read.
What are some things I can do to stop thinking about my past BP cringing ways?Anti Dump
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Should I cut off the boys or am I being dramatic
158 upvotes | July 20, 2020 | by fullsendham | Link | Reddit Link

Couple of my close “boys” decided it would be funny to send a girl I’m trying to get into my rotation
some embarrassing pictures of me.
It didn’t really affects anything with the girl as I held frame when she told me she has the pictures.
The problem is should I cut off these guys that I’ve known for quite a bit? Because I honestly feel
like real friends wouldn’t do such shit and feel disrespected.
I also feel it’s because they’re jealous because I’m the only guy in the friendgroup that gets girls.
What would y’all do id like to hear thanks
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I'm facing a very hard time now
158 upvotes | July 17, 2020 | by mrkinix | Link | Reddit Link

Somehow, all of a sudden, I'm getting ignored by my friends, rejected by girls and so on...
I've been experiencing successive existential crises and I'm stuck in a nihilistic mindset.
I don't even find why the fuck I would do more self improvement anymore.
I don't find joy in things i do anymore, I still lift, play guitar, etc... but I do it because I have nothing
else to do.
I have became so needy and desperate.
I never expected this, but I've been contemplating suicide lately: I'd take my car in the highway and
run super fast, not giving a fuck about my life: I think this is the only thing that still makes me happy,
I like that feeling and driving fast.
I can't stop thinking about life and how absurd it is, how fake people all around are, how random
events are, how unfair human nature is...
I honestly don't know how to move on, it sucks so hard to be me in this situation. I really hope I'd get
some help because I don't want to regret my current actions.
Funny how few weeks ago I was all hyped about getting pussy and becoming the best version of
myself, and all of a sudden I became invisible, rejected by society, I find no purpose anymore.
And yeah, my post screams depression, I noticed that too.
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My brother wants to LTR a 22 year old with 2 kids and two
fathers
158 upvotes | May 31, 2021 | by JimmathyBaginsSr | Link | Reddit Link

He is 25 and has no experience. He met her at his job and he texts her 24/7 and talk on the phone. I
literally seen him anxiously wait for her to text back.
Should isay anything? I'm 21 and I've had LTRs in the past.
I feel like if she ends up friendzoning him and putting him as an orbiter, hed be extremely depressed
and revert to his old ways of playing video games all day. He's been working out lately and I think
that's one of his motivations. But he refuses to speak to other girls or meet new people.
And I haven't mentioned any of this to him about the red flags but she's fat, got tats all over her body
which is a red flag, and uses social media to post semi nude pics.
And I hope that she doesn't make him a stepfather for two men.
Any suggestions
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Dating Market for a guy who just wants to settle with one
158 upvotes | June 14, 2021 | by gotmilo11 | Link | Reddit Link

Seriously,
What's the point of dating, marriage, relationship when potentially AWALT. When women has insta,
Snapchat, Twitter that has at least 5 guys dming her a week (I'm going to the low end). She may
potentially cheat on you, leave you if you're not living to her standard, leave you for losing your job
and/or your health.
This is more than redpill because the game has been fucked up and now in a horrible state.
Personally speaking, I'm tired of spinning plates and searching for more when they break. I'm tired of
the disconnect when I'm fucking, it's literally just to get a nut off now. Sadly sex is overrated.
I was so blue-pilled I aspired to be like my dad and grandfather to get married to one women, have
50th anniversary parties, and hope one day I'll get grandkids, and simply die.
Wtf happened now? I'm competing with Alphas for girls who are 5s and 6s. I'm to old for this shit, to
old for the tinder swipes, ONS, Everytime I escalate a plate to relationship status it breaks because I
have trust issues or she still has more hot girl summer in her tank.
I'm fed up fellas, and I just need to know if this is how dating is going to be in the futurw? Seems like
a decline for what it looks like. Where can I find my unicorn?
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Annoyed by BP dudes inflating girls egos
158 upvotes | November 9, 2020 | by Peace-101 | Link | Reddit Link

Notice that in most my social circles the dudes just inflate the girls egos so hard by feeding them
attention needlessly and being yes men. It somewhat irritates me because you can see right through
them and their intentions (desperately wanting female attention). At times like that I sort of wish
more guys were RPed so that these average looking girls arent walking around thinking they are
supermodels.
Most recently at my work, my ex who left me about 10 months ago has a flock of dudes (work in a
place where its 90% dudes) who just give her that attention and it's obvious how it inflates her ego.
I'm not bugged by it (yeah sure I'm posting about it) but its kind of annoying cause when we do lock
eyes or catch eachother somewhere she has this look of "see how many guys want me?". Now,
whenever I'm talking to a girl customer or a colleague who's mildly attractive she gets jealous and
gives me bitch face. Dont really give a shit but definitely learned a lesson about not shitting where I
eat.
Even over text, in groups theres dudes who will randomly call a girl out or give them constant
attention and it's sad to see how blind they are. Wish I could tell them to wake up, but it's just how it
is I guess. Wondering what are your guys thoughts?
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Did you lose interest in long-term relationships after
discovering the red pill?
158 upvotes | November 21, 2020 | by Maxofwarcraft | Link | Reddit Link

2 years ago, I never envisioned viewing things this way. A long-term relationship that led to marriage
was always something I thought I would do. But now, after absorbing a lot, I just completely lost
interest in either of the two (especially marriage, which sounds like insanity if a man goes through
with). I've nothing against women, as they are who they naturally are. But, after learning about how
they truly are, even an exclusive relationship is off the table for me. Of course, casual dating and
FWBs are always on the table. Again, I never thought I'd think this. Someone once said, "when we hit
our lowest point, we are open to the greatest change". I now see how that can apply to life.
Has anyone else felt his way after learning about the red pill?
TL;DR: Red pill completely turned me off from even exclusive relationships.
Edit- Thank you kind person for my first award!
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Books that changed your life and how?
157 upvotes | January 21, 2021 | by ViceJoe | Link | Reddit Link

How to win friends and influence people
48 laws of power
These books i'm curious about the most as i can't imagine suddenly your life sees improvements so i
would like to hear some experiences here.
The way i have it in my head if i read these books while i'm 20 right now, i should be a great man by
the time i'm 30
Please correct me
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Do women have an INSTINCTUAL defensive response when
the topic of paternity testing comes up?
157 upvotes | January 7, 2021 | by redditthrowaway1478 | Link | Reddit Link

Like seriously - it’s like clockwork. Anytime the topic of pat tests come up, women get all aggressive
about it.
They try to remind you how horrid that would be for the woman to be asked that and they’re even
resistant to the idea of government subsidized mandatory pat tests.
Has anyone field tested this on normies? Not even just plates, but all women.
If you want to watch a woman lose control of higher order executive function, bring up the topic of
paternity testing.
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Girl threw up on my dick
157 upvotes | December 23, 2020 | by trinitrotolueneblast | Link | Reddit Link

She was on her period so I told her to give me head. She was giving me head, and as I was busting
she threw up on my duck.
Bro I was so in shock I just sat there for a sec and then she gave me a towel I cleaned myself up, put
my pants on and went home. She actually tried to give me $40 of “gas money” for a day I drove her
about 2 miles. I told her it was cool and that it was an accident, and kissed her on the cheek before I
left...
Wtf do I say to this girl? Should I keep telling her it’s cool or just ignore it or what?
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Feel really guilty about kicking girl out after sex even though
she deserved it. How to have less empathy?
157 upvotes | January 27, 2020 | by Cryptomineand69 | Link | Reddit Link

Hey guys I need some advice on how to have less empathy. yesterday a new plate hit me up out of
the blue asking me if I wanted to go to some water park with her during the day and it looked pretty
dumb so I declined. She then hit me up again later in the afternoon telling me that she wants to see
me and give me a massage and then sent me a picture of her tiddies. I told her sure and invited her to
my apartment.
Anyways she gets to my place around 10:30 and starts shit testing me right away. I tell her I’m
looking forward to the massage and she says that she’s too tired from the water park and got too
sunburn or some shit (she actually was pretty fucking cooked lol). So we just start un-enthusiastically
making out and she’s not into it. Eventually we fuck after 20 minutes of shitty foreplay and her
telling me she is too tired for sex. It was the most boring half hour of doggy of my life it was like I
was fucking a lifeless sex doll.
Anyways after this I’m pretty pissed and annoyed. I never got my massage and had some of the most
boring sex of my life. It was Saturday night and a group of my friends were going to my favorite club
and I was suddenly in the mood to join them.
So after i nutted, I sat on the bed for a minute, went to take a piss then began to get dressed. She
looked visibly confused as to what was going on and I could see her hamster wheel begin to spin.
She asked me why I was getting dressed and I told her that she was annoying me so I was going out
to the club with my friends, and that she had to go. Her face looked like I just murdered her brand
new puppy. As I got out my phone to call her an Uber home she starts hugging me, kissing me, and
crying.
I haven’t done anything this cold before so I couldn’t help but feel really bad about what I was doing.
This girl packed a backpack to come over and was fully expecting to stay the night. Also, I actually
really like this girl and find her to be really adorable . And it honestly broke my heart to see her
crying on my shoulder as I was ordering an Uber. But I knew that if I didn’t hold frame she wouldn’t
respect me and the plate would drop.
So I sent her home and then met up with my friends to go to the club. And I couldn’t help but have a
shit time and ended up leaving early because I felt like too much of a dick for making this girl cry.
She blew up my phone telling me she was sorry for being a bitch but I haven’t replied yet.
How do you guys block out blue pill and empathetic feelings that you get towards women. This is
really an issue for me as I’m naturally a kind a caring person. Thanks
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What can I do if my IQ is 75 ?
157 upvotes | July 23, 2019 | by Sitchnatio | Link | Reddit Link

Yes, I've been professionally diagnosed amd my IQ is 75. I've always had hard time at school, I made
a lot of mistakes even at my current job ( waiter). I have problems with logic, menory and
maths...Language isn't my biggest problem.
Actually I see some of my coworkers who are getting degrees while I'm always stuck at the same
point, I'm 26 and I see years passing while I do the same things with problems.
I thought about becoming a certified nurse assistant or a professional bartender, I really don't know
other options
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How did I handle this plate's exclusive ultimatum?
157 upvotes | August 15, 2018 | by Caper67 | Link | Reddit Link

We've been fucking since May. She's one of 3 currently. Text convo included. I haven't responded to
anything else. Looks like she came crawling back though...
https://imgur.com/duaP0H6
https://imgur.com/ewG4AGp
https://imgur.com/TDgT7ph
https://imgur.com/xjXbTpp
https://imgur.com/ytdbaON
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Constant Shit Tests
156 upvotes | July 30, 2019 | by goomerall3 | Link | Reddit Link

I don't understand what happened. Everything in my life has changed ever since I adopted RP.
I used to be so harmless that no one tried to challenge me or create issues for me. Just a very beta
blue pill guy getting by. Now I fixed my diet and been hitting the gym for at least a year. My
testosterone shot up and I generally carry myself with more confidence.
Everywhere I go I get shit tested, especially at work. It's like every time there is an opportunity to test
me or criticise me it is used to the extreme. I always hold frame and never show any emotion. I got
used to it.
But it just feels that people see me as more of a threat or something. For me this is the biggest proof
that RP is life changing
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Bartender or ex-bartender opinions on meeting girls at bars
and restaurants.
156 upvotes | May 17, 2019 | by Jsieijejeieokkd | Link | Reddit Link

I don’t often go to clubs or bars I usually go to restaurant/bar places. I was in one last night and saw
numerous failed approaches conversations. Usually a guy would walk near a girl and wait for a
response. I surmised that statistically speaking someone who has worked as a bartender has probably
observed thousands of approaches of different types. If you are an ex bartender what works best in
your opinion? What crazy shit have you seen that actually worked?
I am not asking on a pickup Reddit because those suck and want the TRPed scoop.
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Got accused of sexual assault/rape. How to proceed?
155 upvotes | February 16, 2019 | by TRPKaty | Link | Reddit Link

Background on me: HIGH SMV, 8/10, Athletic Body/Muscular Physique, nice jaw, attend top
university, hard STEM major, guaranteed job, have a nice car, service man, and have a hobby that
makes me money.
Background on Sally: Petite, nice body, HIGH SMV, 9/10 All the guys at the party wanted her,
smart, pretty, cheerleader type, etc.
I went to a birthday party tonight with my 4 close friends at university. As soon as I got to the party, I
greeted everyone, talked to everyone and made my presence known around the room. I had one cup
of alcohol and I did take a 3 hits of weed. I’m talking to my friends, talking to people, and vibing the
entire night. This entire time this girl we’ll call her Sally, keeps eyeing me. Even as she dances in
other dudes at the party, she watches me the entire night. She sees me talk to girls, guys, and overall
just have a good time.
The birthday person finally came and we cheered for him and danced and everyone was having a
great time.
I sit on the couch and browse social media. My female friend we’ll call her Monica starts talking to
me asking if I’m ok. I say I’m fine I’m texting my other friend (we’ll call him Josh who was the DJ)
and we start making more small talk. Eventually this other girl named “Jessica” comes up to me and
we start talking. After I finished talking with Jessica I went outside to sit down by the campfire. I’m
on my phone and everyone around me is talking. Jessica is across from me too.
Eventually everyone gets distracted by some drunk idiot. I get up and tell Jessica I’m about to leave
and I tell her we should exchange numbers. We do. Keep in mind Sally was eyeing my like a piece of
meat the entire night. She even saw me get Jessica’s number.
I’m heading to leave the party and go home and I see my friend Josh outside. Sally is talking to him
and his other friends as well. Then Josh comes up to me and says I should take sally home. I’m
reluctant because alcohol has been involved. Sally assures me it will be ok. So we start walking back
to my car, only problem is the party was in an apartment. So I forgot which visitors spot I parked. So
Sally and I start walking and talking. Entire time I’m agree and amplify, passing shit tests,
maintaining mystery, applying kino by touching her arm, waist, and hair as we walk and talk. Sally is
laughing, showing interest, having a great time.
We finally find my car. We get inside and Sally says she’s hungry. I give her 2 fast food options. We
go to option 1 and the line is too long. We go to option 2. On our way to option 2 Sally asks me for
my Instagram. I give it to her. She saw I was very accomplished and stuff. At option 2 Sally gets fries
and chicken. I just get fries. I ask Sally where she would like to go, she said my place. So we do.
We get back to my place, at no point does Sally say she wants to leave or she’s uncomfortable. We
walk to my apartment and Sally asks me if i have any makeup remover. I jokingly say of course. She
asks why I have that. I make a joke about my sister. We go upstairs to my place in my bedroom and
she asks me again. I say no. She asks if I have face wash, I say yes and give it to her. She then washes
her face. Then she asks if I have a big t shirt she could wear. I told her no but I have my jacket. I gave
her my jacket. Sally goes into the bathroom to change. I change outside in the bedroom. Sally comes
out of the bathroom without her bra, panties, and clothes she was wearing. All she had on was my
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jacket.
We get into my bed and Sally gets her food and starts eating. We are talking and I’m applying light
kino by touching her thigh. Sally then says she full and I take the food from her and put it on the
counter. We both lay down in my bed and talk. Then I lean in for a kiss, Sally starts kissing me back
and everything’s going well. Sally then says she has to go to the bathroom. She gets up and goes.
10minutes go by and I don’t see or hear Sally in the bathroom. I go to the bathroom and knock. She
doesn’t answer. I open the door and she’s on the phone with someone and has the shower running so
I cant hear her. I ask her if everything is ok. She says it’s fine and she’s okay. I say ok and leave the
bathroom. Sally then comes out of the bathroom and gets into bed with me. We lay down then start
back kissing and stuff. That’s when Sally’s phone starts to ring. She jumps out of bed to answer it and
goes to the bathroom. She doesn’t come out for another 10minutes. I hear a door slam. I get up and
check the bathroom. Sally is gone. I share a bathroom with someone and apparently sally left my
apartment through me and my neighbors bathroom then left through his front door. Sally left her bra,
panties, and purse with ID and stuff in my place.
I immediately called my female friend Tasha who lives walking distance. I explain the situation and
how the girl disappeared and I’m trying to find her. As I’m on the phone with Tasha I’m sending
Tasha pictures of Sally’s ID, Instagram, and University ID.
About 20-30min pass and I hear a knock at my door. I hang up the phone with Tasha in case it was
Sally. I open the door and It’s this random dude I don’t know. Sally is next to him. I’ll call the dude
Bob. Bob tells me to give Sally back her stuff and I’m thinking oh shit Bob is Sally’s boyfriend. Bob
then says angrily “Sally told me you were in here trying to rape her man.” I explained to Bob that’s
not what happened and I didn’t touch Sally or make her or try to force her.
I call Tasha back and tell her to get to my apartment ASAP. At this time Sally still has on my jacket.
Bob tells me he’s going to call the cops. I tell bob to do it so we can explain the situation. Bob and
Sally go to leave while Sally is still wearing my jacket which costs: $70. I tell bob that Sally needs to
take it off. Bob tells sally as well. Sally doesn’t and says she’s naked underneath she can’t.
I follow bob and sally outside my apartment and Bob and I are in a verbal and somewhat physical
altercation, Bob also has called the police and has them on the phone. Tasha is also still on the phone
with me listening. I tell Tasha again to come over. She does. This time I’m trying to call all my
friends even Josh, the one who told me to take Sally home and no one answers.
Right after the police were called Sally starts crying saying how I didn’t touch her and all we did was
kiss and how she made it up and just wanted to leave and didn’t want any police. Sally also still has
on my jacket. I’m arguing with Bob and Tasha finally comes. The police also come. I sit down and I
hand Tasha my phone to record. Police ask what happened and Bob explains to the police that I tried
to rape sally and fight him. The police had me sit down.
Sally then explain what happened to the police and then I gave Tasha my phone and told her to start
recording. She did. Tasha recorded the entire interaction with myself and the policeman. I explained
my side of the story and was extremely respectful and cooperative.
The police tell me that I’m not being charged or arrested because Sally admitted nothing happened
and we only kissed. She said I didn’t try to penetrate her, force myself on her, or make her
uncomfortable. The police say no report is being written because nothing happened but he told me to
stay clear of parties and alcohol so I can avoid these situations.
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What I’m afraid of is what if the Bob and Sally try to ruin my reputation at school. Like they say I
tried to rape her and I’m a rapist and what not. I have my whole future ahead of me, I’m afraid of
what this means for me or if they try to blackmail me or extort me.
What should I do here? I have witnesses, videoproof, receipts from the food, time stamps, call Logs,
etc.
TL;DR: Girl kept eyeing me at a party while I was being social and fun, I took the girl to eat and then
back to my home, we made out twice in my bed, she ran away, accusesed me of sexual assault/rape,
called her boyfriend, police were called, no files are being charged against me because the girl
admitted she lied and nothing happened. But I’m afraid of what this means for me?
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How to stop thinking about ass?
155 upvotes | March 31, 2021 | by jadensmithsson | Link | Reddit Link

In general, I have my shit together, frame and all but man, I just lose all my shit, composure, etc.
talking to some girls. Mostly cause all the girls I see/talk to are half naked - skimpy tops on, ass
hanging out of the booty shorts, all that. My monkey brain just takes over and years of self-
improvement and social skills are just gone. Anything to help with this?
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My brain is completely screwed up, I've been lazy all my life
and I have addictions. I'm tired of being a sad loser. How can I
get my life together? I'm pretty much at rock bottom.
155 upvotes | December 5, 2020 | by SnooCalculations990 | Link | Reddit Link

I have drug problems (poly addict, I've tried a lot of things, I tend to binge and then be sober for a
little while and go back and forth) and have been addicted to porn. I struggle with OCD as well which
comes and goes in intensity but it can get pretty bad. I haven't used porn for like 5 days. I grew up in
an unstable home with an alcoholic parent and lots of screaming. I have no motivation and just feel
like crap all day. I was lazy even as a child and I want to be a productive human being and build a
fulfilling life. My dream is to run my own business.
I am in a place where I am currently unemployed but that can be a good thing since I would have
time to work on my business but I waste my time all day sleeping in bed and screwing around on
youtube. I am also overweight and would like to lose weight. I literally feel like I am completely out
of control and can't get myself to do anything. I've watched months go by where I get nothing done
and it just compounds and makes me feel worse and worse about my ability to get anything done. I
feel stuck in life and don't know what to do.
I'm also sad because I know I'm wasting my potential. I feel like I learn things pretty quickly when I
do try and if I lost weight I think I would be quite good looking. If somebody has been here before
and gotten out of this hole I would really appreciate advice.
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Girl texted me months after out of the blue, did I handle this
correctly?
154 upvotes | June 10, 2020 | by SomeAverageChap | Link | Reddit Link

I met this girl through day game, got her number, started texting her. She told me she found me
"interesting" but when I asked her out on a date, she said she wasn't down. So I'm like, alright and
ghost her.
Months go by, she sends me a message through Telegram, she still has my number. This is our text
exchange:
Her: Hi
Me: Hey, what's up
Her: Do you still remember me
Me: Yes I do, I approached you in the mall, why do you ask?
Her: I just wanted to see if you still remember haha.
Me: I'm happy, healthy and alive, thanks for checking in on me ;)
Her: Can we be friends at least?
Me: Why do you want to be friends with me
Her: You're cool I guess
Me: Thanks, but let me ask you this, do friends roll in bed naked together?
Her: No
Me: Then I'm not interested
*Blocks me*
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anyone feel trapped?
154 upvotes | December 14, 2020 | by albert_shit_sneeze | Link | Reddit Link

Looks like this covid shit is here to stay. I don't really have a decent social circle to use for getting
laid. Shopping malls etc are full of girls bu they wear masks. It's impossible to tell who is good
looking and people don't really want to be bothered during the pandemic. Tinder is shit. Women who
I wouldn't even look at get an insane amount of validation. I rarely see girls I could like at the gym
(where I spend most of the time outside the house. I work from home) and gyms will probably get
locked down soon enough again.
Am I the only one feeling significantly depressed and hopeless about this shit sometimes? Dating
women and getting laid got 10 times harder this year. It's not going to end. This might go on for years
or get even worse. They have actually even killed all night life after 10PM here too.
How are you supposed to find good looking women during these times. I hAve been monk modeing
for far too long. I can't focus on my "purpose" either. I can't explain it... Honestly this shit sometimes
makes me slightly suicidal. This cut off feeling.
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How do guys manage to catch up on missed social
developmental milestones?
154 upvotes | December 20, 2020 | by Thekillingjokehaha | Link | Reddit Link

Women always seem to have this one guy they are talking to, never seems to be single, I also don’t
know where you meet them, how to talk to them.
I have missed many social developmental milestones, never had a girlfriend, never had any female
friends in the first place, didn’t really have any friends at all In the first place, never even kissed a girl
or even held their hand before.
How am I supposed to “catch up”?
I’m scared, I missed out on a lot of stuff In Life,never been invited to parties, never had any real
friends, my plans always seems to backfire on me, I was the guy in school that was the outcast of the
outcasts. Nobody wants to associate with me at all, I meet people with similar hobbies with me all the
time at clubs and sports events but we just don’t “click”
I’m in the sidebar right now but I can’t find any advice for people that have absolutely nothing
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Hooked up with my former oneitis and why you should never
do it.
154 upvotes | January 27, 2019 | by Joeboard | Link | Reddit Link

Red flags. Red flags are so important with women. Ive never properly learned this.. I notice them, in
real time.. but so quickly disregard them because I lack abundance. I'm 29, horrible with women.
Always have been. I'm not bad looking, I have a good personality, good job.. but downfalls..
antisocial tendencies, lack of confidence, no game, too honest, too soft. My inexperience has always
lead to failure because I let my guard down and catch feelings way too quickly.

Old oneitis from 10yrs ago hits me up on FB.. We havn't spoken in the last 10 years.. She's moving
back to the state after her bf of 4yrs gives her the boot. Severe baggage, anxiety issues, alcohol abuse
issues. Like a fucking puppy dog, I set up a date. We meet and fuck for the first time. I'm happier
than a pig in shit, I haven't had sex in 4 years. This is the 3rd girl i've ever had sex with for context..
I thought I knew what I was getting into. I fully expected to be a rebound, but I said fuck it and was
determined to take advantage of the situation no matter what. Like a fool, I became invested.. We
continued to fuck just about every other day for just over a month. She moves really fast, wanting me
to take her on dates, tells me how hard shes fallen for me, how great I am, wants to spend the night
and not leave after sex, wants to meet my family... I let my guard down and the second I did that, she
became cold as fuck. Immediately distant, dishonest, making excuses to not hang out while going out
with other friends. Instead of nexting her right then and there, I attempt to talk to her and prolong it a
few days.. Why? Because I LACK ABUNDANCE. She bullshits me even more by saying nothing is
wrong. So disrespectful and thankfully I can at least recognize that I don't deserve that.

So its over.. And like the fucking retard I am, I feel like shit.. On the plus side, I got my dick wet for
the first time in a long time.. which is what I wanted. Got some confidence back in the bedroom.. Bad
side is, deep down I desperately want a relationship and it causes me to be such a bitch boy and feel
like shit. Shes not even relationship material, Im just so desperate.. I should be thankful this didn't go
any further, but Im not. I know where I lack, I understand my beta issues, I need to take action or this
will never get better. I cant go another 4 years of jerking off...

But I think the answer for now is clear, shes deleted out of my life. Ill be hitting the gym to look
better and get my confidence up. Probably going monk mode until spring. Work on myself a little bit,
and try to get out there and slay what I can.
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Stuck in my head?
154 upvotes | September 2, 2019 | by SouthernProcess | Link | Reddit Link

According to to rp protocol, I'm doing all the right things, being a good soldier.
Hobbies, lifting, meditating. All that shit.
Last night some neighbor girls were throwing a party in the back yard. I wanted to go up and say
"you guys didn't invite me?" With confidence, but what happened instead was I stood in my house
with a 6 pack I bought specifically for this reason and looked out windows and my porch for an hour
straight while my mind went through a rationalization masterclass. Even called my mom and dad for
encouragement, like it would help. Eventually it died down and everyone went to bed.
This shit happens all the time, but to lesser degrees. Random girl literally presses body against me at
the bar? Don't do shit. Cool dude makes a joke at the handwash station? Laugh politely and can what
I was gonna say.
It's making me sick how much of a pussy I am in social situations. I can be turning heads and even
having girls approach me, and I wont say a word to anybody.
Is there a way to accelerate the process of getting out of my fucking head? Only thing that's helping is
getting rejected.
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If you were an introverted 30 year old who didn't need a job,
but wanted to get one in order to meet people, where would you
work?
154 upvotes | January 19, 2020 | by ud3k | Link | Reddit Link

Basically, I got lucky and made some mobile apps 8 years ago that have made me enough money to
never work again. I do have two engineering degrees from top schools, but never got a real job after
college because I was making so much money. So, besides crossfit and hanging out with buddies a
couple times a month, I have no social interaction. And it's been like that throughout my late 20s. I
need to change something because every year I feel more and more isolated. Besides taking care of
my dog, I don't really have any reason to get out of bed in the morning.
I'm thinking about volunteering first to see if I even like it. Maybe at a shelter or something. What do
you guys think?
And before anyone says travel, that's pretty much all I did. Saw tons of cool places and made zero
lasting connections.
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Why do girls in relationships on social media looks like they’re
single?
154 upvotes | October 20, 2018 | by AmazonAlphaMale | Link | Reddit Link

For example, they have pics with just their girlfriends/sorority girls. Maybe one picture out of 100
with there boyfriend. But then you go over to the soy boy beta cucks social media page and every
picture is with that same girl. Give me a rationale.
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Anyone else actually been really good looking their entire life
but fucked up opportunities constantly due to mental issues and
blue pill conditioning?
153 upvotes | October 29, 2018 | by Semb1ance | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/9sg52e/anyone_else_actually_been_really_good_looking/
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Breaking a vicious cycle and getting my shit together once and
for all
153 upvotes | August 24, 2020 | by circlingdispair | Link | Reddit Link

I'll be turning 30 this year and my life is a fucking joke and not a funny one. A sad fucking joke that
bombs at open mike night with deafening silence sad kind of joke. I've finally realized that I follow
the same fucking pattern of bullshit every fucking time I try to get my shit together

Realize the want or need to change something (job, physique, social skills, etc)1.
Set a plan to "get there"2.
Do nothing3.
Do more nothing4.
Ask myself why why I'm not taking steps to improve my self/life5.
Realize I'm not doing anything and going nowhere, get depressed. Depression kills my drive to6.
do anything
Get to such a depressing and mentally torturous and agonizing low that I cant sleep, eat, or7.
really function and finally snap into action.
Throw myself completely a problem throwing everything else to the wind. Basically leaving8.
me friendless and alone with zero hobbies.
Finally see a quantifiable improvement. Start rebuilding friend circle/ social life. Start picking9.
up my hobbies again.
Get too comfortable and start putting my goals on the back burner. My progress grinds to a halt.10.
Reset to number1, rinse and repeat.

I'm so fucking tired of having to get to #7 before I snap into action. I KNOW I could make progress
in so many things if I just dedicated a bit of each day to do something productive. I tell my self this, I
think about it, It's a rational plan, but I wont do it. I don't understand why I just wont do it; why
wont I take a step each day to make my life better? I don't get why I prefer to stay in bed and
make my self miserable now and later down the line.

It doesn't matter how many times I read the sidebar, how many self help books I read, how many "life
hacks" I try, I cant seem to escape this stupid loop that makes me fucking miserable. If any of you
have dealt with this or something similar please leave some advice below. Thanks.
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Is there a red pill but for friends instead of girls?
153 upvotes | April 11, 2020 | by MarriedMuslimMan | Link | Reddit Link

I am somebody who has a hard time finding good friends. I somehow attract people I don't like, and I
don't really know a lot of people that I do like, and if so, then they don't really like me.
I realized that one low-value trait about me is that I don't have a lot of friends. And the friends I do
have, they are a part of a different social circle that I don't want to be a part of.
Is there any knowledge (books, posts, etc) that have focused on this particular aspect of self-
improvement? Making good friends to increase your quality of life and value?
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What the fuck was this?
153 upvotes | May 13, 2020 | by orma22 | Link | Reddit Link

Go on a date /w 9/10 chick

Go for a walk, talk, some kino etc. textbook stuff.

We sit down on a bench, start making out, touching...


Her phone rings, her friend calls.

Her:"Come on Ashley, if I was there with you and Matthew you can do the same for me"
Friend:*says something I cannot hear*

Her: "You will meet my friend now"
Me:"I havent invited her"
Her:"She will be here only for 10 minutes"


Her friend comes, third wheels HARD. We talk for a bit but im still making out with her friend


Friend:"Hey Hannah(the girl i was out with) I have to go home see ya"
Her:"Wait for me we will go together"


Date ends.


What the fuck do I take from this? Her friend came to do what lol? Fucking stare at us. EDIT- I AM
17 AND ON OUR 2nd DATE I GOT A HANDJOB
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Anyone here who mastered social skills but were socially
awkward before? How did you do it?
153 upvotes | December 30, 2020 | by Cautious_Number_95 | Link | Reddit Link

I am good one to one with other guys but I struggle in groups. Problem is that in groups I am that guy
sitting quietly awkward as hell. Or i am sometimes getting made fun of because I talked alot one on
one to someone else. That's why I avoid speaking in groups.
But I fucking hate this. Especially since I am 19 and I want to be that charismatic guy in the group
who can make jokes and connect with everyone. I am comfortable at home with fam and can say
whatever I want but when cousins or some school guys I mess up.
I have been reading some books to help me deal- laws of human nature, on stoicism and on the art of
living. Problem is my social skills suck though.
How did you improve? Were you in a similar rut?
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Isnt it kind of fucked up how women train men to be someone
they dont want?
153 upvotes | March 6, 2020 | by BruhMoment45886 | Link | Reddit Link

Women basically try to turn their man into someone they think they want but dont really want their
man to be.
Women want you to be submissive and do what they tell you to do. Yet at the same time when you
do that they lose respect for you.
They want you to be romantic and show affection but when you do that they think you're clingy and
desperate.
Why do women have to be so retarded that they dont know what they want? Guys know exactly what
they want in someone. Its irresponsible, selfish, and childish to do that to a guy.
Before anyone roasts me for being a beta I know that it's also my fault for falling for all the shit. A
man should move on and have the abundance mentality when a girl is giving him any amount of
trouble.
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Just broke up with LTR of 1.5 years. What do?
153 upvotes | May 27, 2021 | by Tousen71 | Link | Reddit Link

I (30m) just had to break up with my LTR of 1.5 years. We had an argument over guns (I wanted to
have one in the house, she didn’t) and it led her to questioning if we share the same values.
She then said she didn’t want to have kids with me because she was worried about me teaching them
the wrong views (I’m a right-leaning moderate, she’s a far left socialist...yup).
As she continued to list off more “closure notes” as to why we were incompatible, I told her “don’t
worry about it, we don’t have to be together” and ended things right there.
She asked me, if I had anything left to say and I replied: “What’s left to say? Enjoy your night”
before following it up with “I think you’re a great girl and good luck in the future.”
Admittedly I’m still in shock at the finality of it, but I’ve learned when it comes to RP and women,
easy come, easy go.
My first instincts are to get more serious in the gym, get more serious about my purpose, and take a
break from hoes for awhile, but do any post-LTR brothers have any good post-breakup advice?
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Textwalls will be deleted on sight.
153 upvotes | October 20, 2015 | by CrazyHorseInvincible | Link | Reddit Link

Still in effect:

Starting today, any post containing no paragraph breaks or other proper formating to make it readable
will be deleted.
This sub is here for you to ask for help and advice from others, who give it to you freely. If you
cannot take thirty extra seconds to make sure your post is easy for them to read, you do not deserve
help, and you would not be industrious enough to benefit from advice.
There will be no exceptions made for posting from a mobile device. These devices have virtual
keyboards which also have spacebars and enter keys.
If your post is a textwall, it will vanish without notice, period. That is all.
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Got rejected and got told they wished I was angry that they
rejected me...
153 upvotes | August 27, 2020 | by FudgingEgo | Link | Reddit Link

As title said, I asked someone out and they rejected me and I text her back "No problem, all the best"
and she responded with "I wish you was angry at me instead of understanding"
I've never had someone say that to me before, is that shit test? Is she upset I've basically told her I'm
not staying in her orbit? Is it something else?
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There is nothing worth watching on YouTube anymore when it
comes to the Red Pill
153 upvotes | September 29, 2019 | by EclipseMain | Link | Reddit Link

Every "red pill" Youtube video falls into one of 2 categories.

Dating/MGTOW videos. "Woman bad, be alpha" regurgitated over, and over, and over again.
Self Improvement channels that appeal to a large audience, so their info is very shallow and
stuff everyone already knows (diet, exercise, sleep, etc)

And yeah, that's it. Unless you know of some very obscure YT channels (under 2k subs") that have
biased yet informative, strategic information about getting ahead in the modern world, there's really
nothing. The only ones I can name are CRP, What I learned and Coffee Break. Otherwise, nothing,
and I'd love to be proven wrong.
I've also tried Bitchute. Unless you know of very specific creators you watch there that switched from
YouTube, it's pretty much more politics but a lot more polarized.
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My struggles of being in the bottom tier of men
153 upvotes | September 27, 2019 | by Totalfuckingloser12 | Link | Reddit Link

Hello asktrp, I’m struggle with getting a first date, I am a 19 year old Kissless, Hugless, Hand,
holdless Virgin in college and I’ll be turning 20 in November.
I recently learned that looks matters by a large amount and I noticed that these are my problems.
Shitty height-5’1 during the night but I’m actually 5’0
Shitty hairline- I’m almost bald so I shaved it off but it made me look worse, my head is also very
big, and I’ve been called “Alien head”, “Area 51”, or “ET” because in the back it raises up at an
angle
Shitty race- I’m a mixed Indian/Chinese due to this I don’t really fit in to any ethnic group, neither
Indian nor Asian girls like me.
I’m a Kiss-less Hug-less Handhold less Virgin in college currently and working on my education but
nothing seems to be paying off, classes are hell and I have to deal with a roommate that constantly
has girls over, I have to end up leaving the dorm when they look at me or listen while they fuck in the
bathroom, they are completely disgusted by me.
My father even gave me a box of condoms before I left college but when my roommate first brought
some girls over, one of the girls he was with took my entire box of condoms and straight up said to
me, “it’s not like your ugly ass would be able to use them in the first place”.
College is somewhat Ok but I’m considering to just drop out, I get weird shit made up about me on
Social media that I’m afraid which could destroy any credibility I have
I have however read the Sidebar and I started lifting, read the 48 rules to power and the game, I’m
somewhat buff but I still struggle with getting a girl to like me, whenever one of them glances at me
before a word comes out of my mouth, they pair up with a friend or try to stay out of my line of sight.
I have gotten help from my younger half white/ Asian 5’10 brother. He’s constantly pulling girls left
to right without even saying a word, does not have a job, refuses to go to college and still lives with
our mom. He tried helping me with girls but even he gave up on me since whenever he introduced me
to a girl, they all ignored me and went for him in the end.
On Campus, girls regularly move out of their way to avoid me without me saying a word to them,
whenever they see me approaching they either make disgusted faces or hide themselves in their
groups of friends.
I have a few posts on Social media talking about how I look like a short “Troll rapist” of some sorts,
I’m afraid I could get a false rape accusation that could ruin my career so I’m considering online
classes.
Is there anything I can really do if girls move away from me the second they see me?
Edit; Grammar and Spelling
2; Thank you for your time everyone, I’m going to take the responses into thought
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I can't fucking do it.
153 upvotes | July 23, 2019 | by dompar | Link | Reddit Link

I've been following TRP for half a year now. I read the rational male and think I understand the main
idea of redpill. But fuck, I can't implement that shit into my life. I'm so fucking beta, and nothing I
read will help me change that. I've been in so many perfect situations where I can get out of my
comfort zone and be alpha but my beta self won't let me. The only times I'm alpha is when i'm drunk,
which is fucked up because I thought it would help me practise. I always tell myself that I'm going to
do it but I never go for it. What should I do? How did any of you guys deals with getting out of your
comfort zone and actually going for it?
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Where do I go from here? 44 yo, 5'3", $1.6M, in NYC
153 upvotes | July 8, 2019 | by Funkydirigidoo | Link | Reddit Link

I make six figures, have two degrees, net worth close to $1.6M, own my apartment in NYC, am in
excellent shape.
But I’m also 5’3”, ethnic, am in my mid-40s, and am thinking of quitting my miserable job.
I don’t have much of a relationship history. My longest was in my mid-30s for three years. I have a
decent circle of acquaintances and am ok being alone.
But I’ve had some people close to me die lately, and I’ve felt the tug of looking for an LTR and
maybe kids.
The problem is, most of my married male friends don’t speak highly of marriage. I know everyone
dies alone, and you could have a wife and kids and still feel desperately alone.
I’ve lived most of my life blue-pilled. My parents have a decent marriage. But there’s always been a
sort of MGTOW/red pill undercurrent to my life too.
I understand women are hypergamous and status-oriented, and that people in general operate on the
basis of what they stand to gain. Love and loyalty are rare, and for most people, you should only rely
on your parents for that.
I’m in NYC, where women outnumber men, and I’d love to spin plates like a lot of the dudes tout
here, but I’m not some 6’3” life-of-the-party alpha male.
I know am ok looking. I get matches online. But even then, I usually can’t be bothered to go past the
first date.
My age-equivalents are not hot enough to sustain my interest, and the younger ones aren’t interesting
enough to do the same.
My age and wealth also means I’m not chasing women for sex (I can buy it) and I can’t realistically
engage in an LTR with the fantasy that I’ll achieve the American dream of a wife and kids to
accompany me into old age.
I’m interested in guys in my circumstances that have reached my stage and older. What do you
recommend? What did you do?
It’s crossed my mind to move to Asia or South America, but the culture gap doesn’t really appeal to
me. Eastern Europe is a possibility though, or even a smaller town in the U.S. or Canada.

EDIT: I've gotten a lot of responses to that say "travel and live!" This is why I wrote "I’m interested
in guys in my circumstances that have reached my stage and older." I have travelled and lived and
fair amount. After seeing some loved ones die, I've been seeking stability, and that's why the nuclear
family fantasy seems much more powerful nowadays. I know the adventure mindset -- I had it a lot
when I was younger. But not so much anymore, and it makes me fear the red pill endgame.
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Its It just me or are girls increasingly turning to Onlyfans and
the like?
152 upvotes | June 1, 2021 | by aabeau12 | Link | Reddit Link

As the title says, it seems to me that it is becoming arguably common/acceptable for women of all
ages to have an Onlyfans or similar? I'm pushing 30 years old now, and the number of females that I
know from High School and College that promote their Onlyfans is crazy to me. Is this just an
accepted way to earn money now? Christ.
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Does it get lonely at the top?
152 upvotes | June 1, 2020 | by gGrillz | Link | Reddit Link

Entrepreneurs in Cars on YT tattooed a thought into my brain that “Girls wait at the finish line and
fuck the winners” and it got me thinking - For those of you who are older or are subjectively
successful, would you say your life is relatively normal/isolated or has improve drastically? (Doesn’t
solely have to be sex life either, but life in general)
At 24, I stay focused on my purpose by keeping my head down and blinders up. I lift and invest in
myself by giving up consumerism for long term gain, spin plates when time permits and keep my
circle pretty small. Moreover, I abstain from drugs and alcohol.
To those around me they see it as a pretty mundane life but I visualize the bigger picture. For those of
you who have reached a level of self-actualization, do you feel a sense of enlightenment?
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Why do they scream?
152 upvotes | January 22, 2019 | by Thrist4knowledge | Link | Reddit Link

Why do women always resort to yelling when they've been shut down by logic, something they are
incapable of? An example I heard is someones sister refused to neuter her dog because she claimed it
was mutilation, but then when she had a son she had him circumcised. The man confronted his sister
about her logic and she immediately began to scream at him and cut off contact with him.
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First gf dumped me then slept with another guy the next night
152 upvotes | July 18, 2018 | by MechanizedGamer | Link | Reddit Link

I have taken the blue pill for too long. It is time to convert take the red pill. I have heard of this
community for a few years and always thought it was sexist and impractical. But i am done after what
has happened to me.
Men are not the cheating gender. I have seen the stats to prove it. Not i am living it first hand. My
first kiss, first gf, the girl i lost my virginity to, has left me last thursday night. Friday night she was
getting fucked and bragged about it on her tumblr. I lost it and took xanax after having a serious
panic attack. I had to take xanax daily until i started reading the red pill. I have found the only way to
never feel the way i feel right now ever again is to swallow the red pill.
She admitted to it. I blocked her on everything. Havent messaged her since. I have been losing it with
anxiety. And as of yesterday i creeped her twitter and tumblr. I am getting weak. But TRP is helping
me realize that i should never go back to her.
I want to message her. I want to be with her. But i also hate her. I want to fuck her bestfriend. I need
advice guys. I am still a blue pill beta and i need a full transformation. I also need help to resist the
urge to contact her again. She has texted me a few times since but i have stayed strong. It just sucks.
She had another guy lined up for once she disposed of me. Yet she still thinks shes the victim. Should
i sleep with her ever again? I would never date her again but my emotions are too into the mix.
Someone guide me i am lost and in pain. I have hardly any knowledge on TRP i just want another girl
to get this slut of an Ex out of my head.
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Walked out off 6year long relationship.
151 upvotes | July 18, 2017 | by iwalkedout6years | Link | Reddit Link

firstly i want to say, English is not my mother language.
Hello, I just discovered this sub when about 3 months ago i started to find lies here and there from my
EX. I'm young, I'm only 22 years old guy. My Ex is 24. It all started with this "Just Friend". I'm not
stupid too think a random new guy is "Just A Friend". Neither is she that naive to think he was just
sending innocent as friend kiss emoticons and flirty little messages. She knew what he was up to but
liking the attention like they all right?.
At first it started with this, He is "Just A Friend", well yeah sure. Then it got to deleting the chat and
hiding his snap chat name, Then it went to lying about where she was while she was fucking him. At
first i tried to play my cool. but i already knew what was up so i started hitting the gym more often,
started on juice, i know i'm to young. i started stacking what i believe you all call plates.
My Ex started questioning why i was so much at the gym and getting so big, i all i said was Well i
like to look good which brought jealousy into her.
When i caught her first lie, about him on snapchat because she tried to say he was a CO worker at
first. I believed her at first until i saw those emoticons and how that little joy smile on her face lit up
when she was reading his messages but still wouldn't show me. Then i did some digging found out he
wasn't working at her work. but worked like 5 minutes away from her house.
Second lie: He is "Just a friend" and don't you trust me? sure i did THEN. but then i saw messages
where always gone and she said she hasn't been talking to him. Still took her phone everywhere and
99% it was on silent. I knew i should walk away. but deep inside i was a bitch boy i guess, trying to
deny this saying to myself i'm being insecure.
3rd lie: I was at movie. Yes how come you where at movie when you couldn't even tell me what it
was about?. she then tried to put this out like this was alright to do.
What she said
She: i wasn't at the movie i met up with "John" the girls cancelled the plan about the movie and i had
nothing to do.
Me: What did you guys do?
She: Nothing really. (FIXED) We fucked
Me: Well care to explain "nothing"?
She: We just went to this bar and hung out for a bit nothing serious
Me: Sure nothing "serious" why then would you try to lie to me?
She: Because i knew you would act like this
Me: Well you lied, you said you guys didn't do anything, you tried to lie about the movie and also
where you where which questions me now what did you guys do? did you go to his place?
She: Yes we did go to his place but nothing happened just talked about how happy we are me and you
together
Me: You know you can't lie to me, It's time to tell me the truth i can see how you are acting all tensed
up so what happened did you guys have sex?
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She: Ewww noo i wouldn't fuck him.. he tried to kiss me but i moved away (FIXED) He tried to kiss
me and i kissed back
Me: He tried to kiss you? why didn't you tell me that earlier?
She: So you wouldn't be jealous.. like you are now stop being so jealous and protective
Me: Well if you would stop putting lies into my ears i wouldn't be questioning so much. i know
something happened even if you admit it to me or not. but i´m leaving and this is over
That moment i walked out of the door and as i got into my car, she came outside crying and told me
that they had sex but she felt so bad about it. I told her that this was over, after 6 years of relationship
and all this bullshit trying to deny and lie to me hiding stuff from me is enough for me to never gain
trust in her again.
I won't take her back, if i do she will be the "boss" and have the upper hand, i have self respect
for myself,
This was about 7 hours ago and i really wanted to share this here, it's been hard 7 hours today,
i just went hung out with my friend, went to the gym, then read here some threads and thinking
if i should tell you my story, yes i have tears in my eyes still, i wont deny that this was hard but i
can't put my respect down for some lying bastard
I'm damn angry for not walking away sooner!
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Update: I'm the dumb motherfucker that spent a decade in the
military and still offered his girl up to Jody on a silver platter.
Was I a little smarter today?
151 upvotes | May 29, 2020 | by Shackrats | Link | Reddit Link

First off, for those who don't know, I am one stupid sonofabitch. I'd like to put that one down to the
TBI courtesy of Timmy Taliban, but the Muj don't give out bluepills. I took that one myself, and now
I have to own it.
I sent my HB9 girl to the Navy, and I'm expecting an invoice from the Department of the Navy for all
the worn out mattresses any day now. Not my finest hour, and not even the funniest way I've
destroyed government property. It hurts like a motherfucker, but mostly because I chose to believe a
fairy tale when I know how this story ends. One way or another, Jody gets your girl.
This is fucking common knowledge: Jody is at home banging your wife right now. That’s right, Jody.
There’s nothing you can do about Jody; he is your girlfriend’s friend at work–the funny one, he’s
your soon-to-be-ex-best friend, he’s the guy at the bar that doesn’t care that she’s taken.
So, now that we all know how stupid I am, what did I do about it?
Well, thank God I had my boys reminding me that I was going to pieces about my girl being a Field
Mattress, but kept my shit together in Kunar. My little princess taking hot loads a thousand miles
away doesn't really compare to mortars coming down on my head. On both sides of the equation, I'd
prefer to be sending rounds downrange rather than have incoming, but only one of those is going to
kill me and it's not my girl getting glazed.
The feedback here was good too. I would have preferred to not be called a snivelling little bitch in
broken English as much, but that's pretty clearly not the most insulting thing to happen to me in the
past few days. Most of you guys gave really solid advice, and by some miracle, I nutted up and took
it.
Big ups to u/Tambamwham who set me on a righteous path:

I know this is hard but you’re a fool if you talk to her again. I would send her the text
message that I wrote out to you in an earlier comment and then I would box up all her shit
and drive straight over to her parents. I would look them in the eye, tell them everything you
told us, tell them thank you and good bye. And in that last final text before blocking her on
everything I would also tell her that if I don’t receive my ring within one week I’m suing for
it. And that she better hope the clearance people don’t call me because I won’t shit good to
say about you.

I grappled with that one for, no lie, probably four hours. However, as soon as I started bagging up her
shit I felt better. Not like, oh a little better, a sea change. I started filling those bags faster than her
barracks buddies are filling condoms. Everything went in there, clothes, books, knickknacks, down to
fridge magnets and her vibrator.
I know you shouldn't be having a come-to-Jesus moment while packing lacy panties, shipped directly
for Jody to tear off, but hey that's what happened. I gave myself a barracks cut, shaved off my stupid
fucking depression/quarantine beard, laced up my fucking boots and went for a 10 mile run. I was
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able to look at myself in the mirror and recognize myself. Turns out, I have a pretty sharp jawline,
who knew?
I have been through worse, and came out better, and I did that because I remembered a few simple
principles: Boldness and Decisiveness of Action, or as some say it, Speed and Aggression. You don't
do shit halfway, and you don't sit and wait around if you know the only direction is forward. You set
the tempo, you get inside the reaction loop so everybody is following your lead.
You know the first 20 minutes of Saving Private Ryan? You know how the GIs know that if they
follow their natural instincts and sit and cower at the beach, they're all going to die? How did they
solve that problem? They changed forward, into the danger, because by so doing they reduced their
exposure and were able to fight through. It's counterintuitive, which is why it's trained behaviour, but
it fucking works. Well, substitute Germans in bunkers for cum being shot at my girl every second I
sat around hoping things would get better.
I had blocked her number Thursday, because you fuckers were able to talk some sense into me. Now
I pulled the fucking trigger. I texted her mom:

Hey, what would be a good time today for you, for me to drop off (The most popular girl in
barracks)'s things?

That's it that's all. After two fucking hours, I would love to know what happened in them, I got back:

Can we just hold off for today? (The Colonel) has surgery Wednesday so we are in a crunch
to get stuff done today. Phone appointment with fin advisor, nurse, home repairs and (Col)
work calls and a zoom

That's as may be, but I know that after 2 hours that looks more like a calculated stall than a real
scheduling problem. Remember, Bold and Decisive, Speed and Aggression. So, I thought of you
fuckers giving me shit if I backed down, I thought of the rooms I had charged into not knowing what
was on the other side, and I thought of the fucking cum bunkers of Normandy:

(Her Mom), I’m going to be frank with you. You and (Col) have been like a second family
to me, I mean that. You have both treated me with love and respect.

(My beloved Navy-issue Fleshlight) made her choices, and unfortunately she wasn’t
thinking of you or I when she made them. I’m genuinely sorry that this is a consequence of
her actions, I wish she had acted differently. I am very sad and disappointed about this
situation and sadder still that it will make today harder for you and (Col).

Both you and (Col) are close to my heart, and at some point I would like to sit down and
talk to you about this. Today is not that day.

I will be dropping off her clothes and personal effects today, by 5pm. I’m flexible about any
time before then.

I would like to speak with you on Monday to discuss other logistics.

Boys, I'm going to tell you that felt so fucking good. It felt like a fucking call for fire. I just did the
drills, pushed my nagging little feelings aside and did what I knew I had to do. I know I'm being a
retard hooah cheeseball right now, but that's better than being blue pilled, yeah?
Her mom, after another pause replied with:
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I’m sad too! I really didn’t think you were at this stage. Long distance relationships are
hard. Even more difficult during a pandemic. She’s been bummed but I thought it was more
being isolated.

Well, that's very nice to hear. It's not true, I don't even think her mom thinks it's true, but what a nice
story.

(Mom), you and I were both in the military. With respect, let’s acknowledge what this was.
(Individual Soldier / Small Unit Desalination Device) made a promise she couldn’t keep.
She can keep the ring if she likes. I will be over at noon.

Bing bang boom. Done. I cruised over, shook the old man's hand and carried her shit into the garage.
Her mom was crying the whole time. Asked me to please, please take a call from her daughter. Said
she was on duty today, but would call me as soon as she could. I said, well her stuff is all here and I'll
work out any logistical details or missing items with you guys, I'm not interested in talking to her.
She wailed "oh but she was so surprised that you were moving her stuff out". I said, that's weird
because I was pretty surprised when we broke up on Wednesday, but It's been two days, how long
could it take to pack? She kept telling me how shocked and devastated her daughter was and could I
please take a call, and what happened? Things were so good between us! I said, well, what we have
here is a typical Jody situation.
Her old man sadly grunted. He was stoic and reserved throughout the whole exchange. Whenever
Mommy Dearest begged me to take a call, he said that it was up to me, and I'd talk to their daughter if
and when I wanted to. When everything was packed up and I walked over the the car, he pulled be
aside, shook my hand, said I was a good man, he was sorry, he thought he raised his daughter better
than that. I told him I knew he did his best, he had my respect and my door would always be open to
him. He asked me, if I was up to it, to talk to his daughter on Sunday. He said that maybe she'll learn
from it, but she needs to take a lesson from the experience.
I told him I would, for him. I'm not sure what I need to say, really. My word is my bond, and he's a
good guy. If he needs his daughter to hear something from me, well I can only try. Mostly, between
how her mom was carrying on and whatever communication must have been flying back and fourth, I
want to give the man some peace and quiet by putting this issue to bed.
Now, there's nothing I need to say on Sunday, you all made that case. Actions speak louder than
words, and I'm so fucking relieved that I took action. I feel like any more instruction here should
probably have come from him over a decade ago, but he was probably deployed when she was the
age most dads give the "fuck around and find out" speech. If anyone has ideas, I'm game.
I'm driving him to his surgery on Wednesday and we'll hit the links once he's on the mend. So I
came out of this with car, house, dog and her old man. Good thing we didn't get married.
How did I do today, and what should I do next?
I think I hit most of the points that u/Tambamwham pointed out here:

No. Call him up and tell him you’ll be dropping off her stuff later. And then tell them
thanks for everything. And goodbye. And if they ask tell them everything. The drinking, the
guilt trips, the mom stroke call, her friends freezing you out, the planned blindside, the
obvious cheating, even that it ain’t her first time cheating...and tell them you’re done letting
her hurt you and you’re going no contact with her. And you’re moving on with your life.
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I feel bad for her folks, really. I stayed my hand from going over the details, but when her mom
wailed "what happened, why are you kicking her out?" and I said, you guys were in the military, you
know, I could see that he did. I don't know what it's like to be a father to daughters, and I don't want
to insult him. If he wants to talk about it on Monday maybe I can find a tactful way.
e: Many of you have pointed out that I put ultimately put myself into this situation because of my
self-esteem and need for validation and approval. That's true, but I don't think there's much I can do
about it in the next few days, and I think as far as this situation goes, it's irrelevant now. That's going
to have to be a long-term project. Having my self-image totally tied up into external forces and
signifiers is definitely why my LTR fell to pieces, especially because her star was rising in all the
ways I value, and all the ways that attracted her to me. That was obviously going to be a problem, and
it was.
I figure building self-image or whatever is going to be part and parcel of getting over the heartbreak
and getting my head back into the game.
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The thing that many of us dread the most happened to me
151 upvotes | December 16, 2019 | by valkaress | Link | Reddit Link

I got a random girl pregnant. I'm 28. Unlike most men who go through this though, I did this while
traveling. I fucked the girl twice and left. A month later I get a message on Whatsapp saying her
period is late, followed by a picture of a pregnancy test a few days later. She claims I'm the only man
she's been with in this period. Either way, she only knows my first name, my Whatsapp number, and
my nationality, which means I'm not on the hook for any child support or anything else.
I feel bad for the girl though. She's a couple years younger than me. Her life just turned upside down.
She sent me a message asking about what baby names I liked. Even messaged me asking if I want to
be her husband. I tried to gently say no.
But yeah, I'm making this post (this is asktrp after all) because I don't really know what to think or
say or do. What are your thoughts on all this? Honestly, to me, it's crazy. One minute I'm living a
normal life (ok, far from normal, but anyways) and the next I've made a baby. I'll be responsible for a
new human being walking the planet. I'll have my own DNA walking around somewhere far away.
It's nice to write this though. God knows I absolutely won't tell anyone in real life about this. Not my
grandma who's always badgering me for greatgrandkids, not my mom who doesn't bother me about it
but deep down desperately wants grandkids (I'm an only child), not my dad who's the most stoic
person on the planet. I wish I had a good friend I could really trust. To be honest, I do have good
trustworthy friends, it's not their fault... I'm just not a very trustful person. But yeah, even if I can't
truly get this off my chest, it's nice to be able to open up with you guys at the very least.
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I tried faking high value, at the end I hit it hard. I just realized
it
151 upvotes | March 2, 2019 | by PotatoWatt | Link | Reddit Link

Up until I was 19 I had almost no friends and never had any social encounter at all, never.
I learn about TRP, joined a gym, learned social basics, etc, I felt good.
I joined college last year, was having the time of my life, I felt awesome cause I had found TRP and
was for the first time I remember skinny. I was meeting friends everywhere, striking up conversations
everywhere, meeting girls, was having a blast.
A couple weeks in I had my ever first girl in love with me, she was DM'ing me left and right, she was
super down for it. I kinda realized it but at the same time I was like 'nah man, this is too easy, this
cant be it' but I kept playing my cards.
Then we had a movie meetup with her and a few mutual friends and lo and behold without me even
realizing we were in my dorm room and she was in my bed, putting on a movie.
This was the first time reality hit me, I portrayed the high value male up until here but this was the
ultimate test, I failed it miserably. I pussied out and didnt make a move. She lost interest in me and
dropped me.
From this point onward until now, I had hit a wall but couldnt explain what happened, why did I
pussy out? It was so easy, what happened? So I just kept trying to figure why it happened
After a year of surfing the waves of partying and having fun and studying but never approaching a
girl cause I was afraid the same thing would happen I had a blast but always with that thought of
being a virgin always present in the back of my head.
Conclusion:
After all this time I fnally realized, I have been faking high value instead of actually internalizing it.
Now I realize that learning that girls dont really love you, just the feeling you give them. And that life
isnt the beta dream I always was thinking it was is just hitting me hard.
Bottom point is, how can I really get high value? Im at the gym getting gains, im going to fix my
teeth, got a dope haircut, bla bla, but this is only external. What can I do for the internal? Every word
that comes out of my mouth is searching for validation, every time. I always say things that make me
the guy on top of the world, and people get tired of talking to me because of this and I dont even
realize it. What can I do about it?
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Why do so many girls try to “break me?”
150 upvotes | February 19, 2019 | by Narcissist456 | Link | Reddit Link

I’ve noticed a weird trend lately in the women I meet, date, befriend, etc. They all try to break me
down and test me. They’ll do things to try and make me jealous (e.g., parading other guys’ text
messages/social media DMs in front of me) or prod at me with weird dismissive comments to try and
put me down. The weird part is they’re always on my dick constantly hitting me up to hang out, hook
up, etc., and yet they’ll still try to throw verbal jabs at me for no reason.
It doesn’t make any fuckin sense, if they’re interested enough to constantly want to see me and fuck
me, why do they keep testing me? It’s so annoying because these girls really think they’re slick and
assume I don’t notice it, but I do. I always check em on it and I obviously never show that it affects
me, but fuck man it’s irritating.
Sometimes I wonder if playing these annoying mental chess games with these thots is even worth the
20 minutes of vaginal/anal penetration anymore �.
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Contemplating leaving family, help me
150 upvotes | July 6, 2019 | by veganratt | Link | Reddit Link

I’ll try to keep this short. I pay the entire rent I pay and fix the car problems myself. Meanwhile my
mother just gets herself deeper in credit card debt buying random stuff like flat screen TVs. Not only
that, she steals from me and lies to me. I’ve caught her taking money out of my stash and I’ve caught
her putting things in my food that I don’t eat for health reasons . It was so hard for me to get her to
start paying her own phone bill. She works a minimum wage job but I don’t think that’s an excuse.
Now my sibling is starting college and they expect me to pay another 800$ a month to help. I want to
leave them, the entire house is a mess . My part of the house isn’t. Whenever I let her use my car, I
receive it completely trashed and I have to clean it myself. If I leave I assume they will end up on the
street. But neither help, they both dislike me. And they don’t even realize this.
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Are you guys lonely?
150 upvotes | January 11, 2020 | by MR_SKINNYPENIS69 | Link | Reddit Link

I'm not sure if I am. I'm 31. Throughout my 20s I was very popular and had lots of friends. Towards
the ends of my 20s I got a management position in another country. It's a small team, but I like my
job a lot and I like living here. I've been learning the local language well but nowhere near
operational in conversation yet. I have no problem finding women, but I have basically zero friends. I
work a lot, go to the gym, and on my off days I don't really know what to do with myself.
This is just part of getting older, I always knew I'd have fewer friends but now I literally have zero.
At work I'm the boss, at the gym I just work out and don't speak the local language well enough.
Classes aren't in English. But still I feel there's something more I should be doing. As it stands I get
all my social interaction by gaming women or fake social interactions by listening to my favourite
podcasts and posting on Reddit. I was raised in a small village far from my school by a single mother
and I was an only child. I am very used to being by myself and have a very high tolerance before I
feel lonely. Yet I feel it creeping in.
Edit: thanks for all the comments. I probably won't reply to many but it's good reading. This is a very
positive and helpful sub, thanks everyone
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Why do women stick around even after you cheat?
150 upvotes | November 29, 2019 | by Furi0usxStylez | Link | Reddit Link

One guy I listen to is Donovan Sharpe. It's where I consume the most red pill knowledge. One thing
he said was "the worst you treat a woman, the better they treat you." When speaking on LV women.
Is it because they are low value and their subconscious reminds them of this fact when they are
treated badly? Like something says "i deserve this"
I suppose it makes since, it's just weird having it happen in person. One chick went through my phone
saw I was talking to another chick. I didn't make excuses, I didn't lie, I fessed up. thinking "welp she
was fun and all" and i began telling her that i wont call her anymore and that i had fun. But she didn't
leave. In fact she apologized to me for being upset. Weirdest thing. Idk anyone wanna give me some
input on this?
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Colleague goes to HR because I asked to get chicken wings
together
150 upvotes | November 1, 2019 | by srgwthrn | Link | Reddit Link

There is no end to learning in Red Pill, the more you experience, if you swallowed the pill, it just
opens your eyes further. Rabbit hole is endless.
I am a guy looking after himself. So the attention comes :) But the better you get, more you will be
shit tested!
Girls talk to me, try to learn about me, want my attention... They like getting close by around me.
One of these girls at work, whom I don't work directly nor share any managerial chains, while having
chitchat when getting coffee tells me she has no plans for the weekend.
Then I text her about chicken wings. Conversation went on to favourite places and asked her to eat
chicken wings at the weekend.
So suddenly she has plans for both days at the weekend and declines. But she even thanks me and
suggests me to try her fav place. I leave it there. Still say hi sometimes and have the shallow
conversation.
A month later we have an office party outside. I didn't join first, I was on a date with a girl from out
of work and when going back home I ask my date to check the office party because I could bring a
+1. I hang around at the party for an hour with my date, all girls were checking out me and my date
with the side of their eyes.
So not even a week after, HR joins my meeting with my manager and tells me I made someone
uncomfortable by asking her out multiple times (which I did only once, and it's chicken wings ffs)
etc.
There we go, feminine nature, crying behind our back by victimizing herself when she loses the
attention.
I assume best way to move forward is having minimal conversations with females at work.
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Days apart: woman stares at me at the gym, see her at local
park the next week and stares at me at the park. I approach
her and she tells me she has a bf. Why do women do this?
150 upvotes | October 14, 2019 | by mixednerd | Link | Reddit Link

Stop giving choosing signals if you’re not interested. My approach was telling her I’ve seen her at the
gym and asking her name, just shit any decent person would say.
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Ok. I’m 53 divorced with 2 teenagers living at home. I am new
to RP. I am seeing mostly posts from very young people. I am
curious to know how many people on asktrp are close to my age
and predicament?
150 upvotes | September 22, 2019 | by wagweb | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/d7vn6i/ok_im_53_divorced_with_2_teenagers_living_at_home/
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I now see why spinning plates is the most desirable outcome but
shit it feels lonely
150 upvotes | August 6, 2019 | by ThatOneDrunkUncle | Link | Reddit Link

Just got out of a 2 year ltr that I cheated on with 5 women. Despite her not suspecting a thing, she still
tried to branch swing on me, and I just saw her on bumble today looking miserable. I feel like a piece
of shit, but she didn't fulfill me. I slept with a dozen women once or twice since then. Still sucks and
feels empty. I miss her making me dinner and falling asleep with her every night, but I don't miss the
insecurities I had when I was with her, nor how bitchy she got towards the end.
I get why plates are a happy middle ground, but being an island is god damn lonely. I get that women
can't fulfill you now. But what actually can? I'm 24 with an n count over 50, good job, good body,
some hobbies, but no fulfillment.
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She Stopped Mid Blowjob & Kicked Me Out
150 upvotes | June 25, 2020 | by AsianAway | Link | Reddit Link

A little bewildered.
This girl asked for my number at the store. We went out on a date that ended in making out. She
invited me over to her place yesterday.
We played some beer pong with her friends which then led us to the bedroom. I escalated and started
giving her oral. She tells me to take my clothes off and gets down and starts blowing me.
Mid blowjob; She says she can’t do this and I have to leave. Tried to comfort but she was very
adamant about me leaving.
Everything seemed to be going just fine so I was a little bewildered. Just made sure she was okay.
Besides the fact that she may have some trauma related issue or heavy ASD; any ideas as to why this
happened?
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Went thought my girlfriends phone this morning. Found text
messages about her having multiple sugar daddy profiles. I live
with her and I'm gutted.
150 upvotes | March 9, 2021 | by TheKingdom1984 | Link | Reddit Link

I've been feeling sick to my stomach about this girl since we met. Long story I decided to LTR her
anyway since I've never experienced the type of love she showed me. Gave me gifts, showered me
with affection, and it's the best sex of my life.
Last night I could not sleep and could not take it anymore and I went through her messages to her
best friend.
All summer 2020 they were messaging guys through a sugar daddy service. $400 for a dinner, $1200
to meet twice a month $150-$200 for a picture.
She denies that she ever acted on it and it was all for fun and that she never acted on it.
In addition, her and her friend set up a double profile to be offered as a packaged deal. They have had
threesomes together in the past, but again she says it was only to "visit" guys in new cities and sex
was not offered.
She is crying and apologizing saying it was a stupid decision and in her past.
She also said we were not together so it's none of my business, but at the same time we started dating
1 month after she was messaging guys on the website.
She also got defensive when I said I had slept with an escort once, how is it any different and got
defensive.
I know I need to pack my bags, but how can I exit without making this a drug out thing?
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Dating younger women, your experiences? I'm seeing success
dating 18-20 years olds as a 30 year old.
150 upvotes | February 4, 2021 | by call-me-katyusha | Link | Reddit Link

As I've gotten older, I realised that so many girls are attracted into older men. It has become so much
easier to game younger girls now than when I was their age as well.
I also find it much easier to have a RP dynamic, as they are naturally more submissive not only
because of their age but because of the age difference.

I live in Eastern Europe, making ~7k USD a month in a country where the average salary is barely
$800 a month. Not even surgeons have a salary as mine here.
I have a lot of free time and a very flexible schedule. And obv. I have a car. All things which 99% of
18-20yr guys don't (things most adults don't have even), aside from time.
So with that, I can outcompete them, not in buying girls shit - but affording the time/freedom/money
in giving them experiences.

Edit, from a comment I made:
Things went from me chasing girls and having to "prove to them" something...
to me at times even blocking them everywhere, but forgetting one app - and they send me a "Daddy
I'm sorry, I miss you, please take me back" message in desperate hopes I'll forgive the slight fuck-up
they made.
The shift in who is the one going after the other one has been insane now as compared to when I was
younger.

Edit 2:
I'm looking for people with similar experience, to tell me how it is for them, so that we can share tips
and advice.
I want to make a discussion where I can learn from people who are also into younger girls.
I'm not doing this to have a discussion on why you don't like younger girls, if you don't prefer them -
great - don't go for them.
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The more I improve the more hate from men
150 upvotes | April 22, 2021 | by mostlikelyathr0waway | Link | Reddit Link

I’ve been noticing that the more I’ve been improving the more men innately dislike me. I’m not dick
who goes around being a asshole I’m cordial and even nice to most people.
But I also am very confident in myself always calm and a bit quiet. Still with being so neutral with
most people men seem to hate my guts for no valid reason. It sucks because I want male
companionship but I can’t deal with jealous guys.
I’ve been hitting the gym and reading all the major self improvement books but it seems like when I
was a beta guys would love me now it’s the opposite.
Why is this and has anyone else struggled with this?
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If you’re in a good, healthy relationship that you want to keep,
how do you deal with the desire to fuck over girls?
150 upvotes | May 11, 2021 | by Secretsecretsheep | Link | Reddit Link

1 year into a relationship everything is going great. Sex is good we have a good connection, similar
life goals and view points. So far, she’s potentially long term material.
However, ever so often I get this strong desire to flirt, pursue and fuck other girls.
I’ve fucked plenty of girls in my single days so I don’t feel I am missing out or anything. It’s just an
urge that comes up when I see a super beautiful girl who I think I could get if I was single. The thrill
of the chase.
I don’t want to cheat on my girlfriend and I don’t want to dump her so what do I do? This must be a
common thing in relationships. Maybe she feels similar at times as well.
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How real is this statement?
150 upvotes | March 12, 2020 | by ikeurbantraut | Link | Reddit Link

"Sex to men is like attention to women." Men would love free sex without the commitment the exact
same way women would love free attention without the sex.
Of course there are exceptions, if you find a unicorn, you wanna lock her down. If she is dating
Aquaman, she wants sex daily.
Is this accurate to a degree?
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I broke up with my LTR (Painful)
150 upvotes | February 9, 2020 | by depressedthrowaway3y | Link | Reddit Link

Thank you to the red pill for all your advice and information which led to me kicking my LTR to the
curb. It was a painful decision.
To start off, I’m a 5 ft 4 male, who’s always had extreme troubles with woman, I don’t have a tonne
of options around me, so you can understand how much more painful this was for me compared to
the average red piller.
I applied red pill principles and I managed to get my first girl (in my life actually), the sex was great
and life was pretty much good. However she was the following:

Disrespectful
Flaked On plans with no remorse
Denied sex quite often
Borderline Emotional Cheating with other guys
A tonne more

It’s been tough the last couple of hours as I told my LTR it’s over, given my situation, the lack of
options, I’ll most likely go back to grinding for another girl, which may well take over a year.
TRP, given my situation, did I make the right decision?
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Is being un-attached a super power?
150 upvotes | November 26, 2020 | by Scrummy671 | Link | Reddit Link

It seems in every aspect of life, I do better when I dont care. When I just exist and do something
without any expectations I just hit a homerun. Business, sports, girls. Yet the more I try and become
more attached and try to improve, the worst I get.
Why is it when people are unattached they do better then the typical view of being intensely
aggresive and attached to a goal?
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Main sub is Quarantined. Here's how you can access it through
mobile.
150 upvotes | September 27, 2018 | by JamzeNeu | Link | Reddit Link

Open chrome or any mobile browser on your phone.1.
Open incognito tab2.
Go to https://old .reddit.com3.
Log in with your account4.
Now go to https://old .reddit.com /r/ theredpill in the incognito tab5.
You will see the warning about how the sub is Quarantined, just click on "continue"6.
Now open TRP on your mobile app. That's it.7.

You're welcome.
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Do you think there's little competition when it comes to dating?
150 upvotes | August 25, 2020 | by mission--failed | Link | Reddit Link

This is what I hate about Reddit sometimes.
I've read about how 10 or 20% of men are fucking 80% of women, the competition is fierce, she only
fucks with Chad, etc.
But in real life, I feel that there's not as much competition as a lot of people on here say there is.
For example, if you get to 12-15% body fat, know how to dress, get a skill, learn how to manage
money, and you're somewhat social and learn how to talk to people, then you're already doing better
than a majority of men.
I'm ignoring online dating because online dating doesn't represent reality. You have some weird ass
women who act like hot shit on Tinder, but in real life they're lonely as hell because no one
approaches them let alone wants to be with them.
Does anyone else feel that people on here overexaggerate how things are?
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Why do women lie about not liking muscles but will be honest
about height
149 upvotes | September 1, 2020 | by Curedincel | Link | Reddit Link

The idea on theredpill is that virtually all women like muscle even though many say they don’t.
But women are brutally honest about height.
Why would they lie about one but tell the truth about the other?
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Anyone else get turned off by shit tests and feel bored?
149 upvotes | March 5, 2020 | by rosesmellikepoopoo | Link | Reddit Link

Hey,
So i was meant to have a date last night with this tinder chick. Date was easy to set up but I could tell
she was going to be annoying. She just has that look.
An hour before the date she hits me with a pretty basic shit test: 'Hey my friends are going to X, can
we join them?'
As soon as I got this text, I was instantly turned off, and it hit me. These bitches are all the fucking
same. The same tests, the same boring personality, what for? A wet hole to put my dick in for 20
minutes? Why would I waste an evening chatting a girl up, making effort for her to put no effort into
her personality, tests, anything?
I text her saying, 'Nah, but have fun', and met up with a slut I'm already banging instead. She seemed
pretty taken aback as she obviously still wanted to meet me. But I havn't replied.
So I have 2 questions:

Anyone else feel like this? Anyone else bored by the same tests, basic girls and the whole
'game'?
Would stil bang this girl, has anyone ever bounced back from flaking on someone and ghosting
them to getting them to come straight over?

Thanks trp
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What is the point of using Tinder if you're not a 10/10?
149 upvotes | August 2, 2020 | by User36474746 | Link | Reddit Link

So I remember being on Tinder a few months back and I got a decent amount of likes and matches. I
am 6'4", take good care of myself, lift weights, have a job, go to school, all that bullshit. 20M. 200
lbs.
The only issue I have is that I simply don't have a social life. I used to, but I cut all my friends out
because they did nothing to benefit for me.
Anyways, I remember the girls on tinder being AIGHT at best with a few girls I would consider hot.
Well just last night, I created a blank tinder profile and set it to female just to see who was fucking all
these average bitches. Jesus. Fucking. Christ. These guys look like straight up MODELS. I'm not
going to explain much but chiseled jawlines, pretty boy face, six pack abs, model like pictures,
muscles, group pictures with their friends at big parties basically screaming out high value. And yet
all these girls have to do is slap on a filter and show off her body (doesn't even matter if she's out of
shape) and she is good to go.
I'm sorry if this sounds blackpill or incel type shit but it honestly took a big stab at my confidence.
I've been told I'm good looking by people at work but wow I never felt so ugly.
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How has the one-sided dating game been able to go on for this
long?
149 upvotes | May 13, 2021 | by KingsVictory19 | Link | Reddit Link

Within the past 2 years, it seems like the 80/20 rule has turned into the 90/10 rule. Maybe even the
95/5 rule. I'm only 26, but the things I see nowdays completely baffles me and makes 2018 seem like
it was decades ago.
If you're dating women between the ages of 18 - 26, what you'll notice is that 90% of them are on a
head hunt to only collect beta orbiter souls. They will literally give you mean choosing signals with
absolutely NO intentions of meeting up. When you approach them, they will press to only give you
their Snapchat. [1] Of course you can avoid this altogether by refusing to take down social media
info, but the end result will be the same regardless. Try to text them for logistics only and you'll soon
realize that they actually have no interest in even meeting up with you. However, you're always
welcome to add or follow them on Snapchat and Instagram. The moment you stop watching their
stories, you get deleted or unfollowed. Im actually just left speechless just as to how many women
will give you choosing signals, or even have their friends approach you saying that she likes you,
only with intentions to collect you as a beta male orbiter. To make things worse, this orbiter
collecting shit usually happens to good looking guys because average looking guys literally get no
choosing signals.
Recently my social circle experienced a massive expansion and I noticed the same things with guys
I've been hanging with and/or doing business with. We're talking guys that are 6'0 with a decent body
and a career. Nothing too crazy. Maybe 5'11 to 6'0 with 16 inch arms (flexed) and lean enough to see
abs and vascularity. Good for a natty. I've literally seen guys like this who are would be incels if they
didn't settle for a woman with a 30+ body count or a fat chick. I know an average looking 24 year old
guy just recently got engaged to a 42 year old fat woman. Literally he just proposed to her last week.
I know a 19 year old kid with an extremely charismatic and extraverted personality and a solid future
who's not getting any action. My closest buddy recently just got out of a relationship with a girl who
started ghosting him DURING the relationship. 90% of all of the guys I know are all single dudes
who are one missed step away from being full blown incels. Average guys and good looking guys
alike. Masters degrees, broke as fuck etc.
They say that if you're not fucking her, somebody else is. Well who might that be? Chad? Who the
fuck is Chad in 2021?? Do we have to be NBA superstars to be able to land a chick that you don't
want to chin check off rip?
But you guys already know all of this. So my question is this: How has this not caused a major
disruption in society? So many men are literally sexless. How has this been able to continue without a
severe uptick in violence? Historically, if men were this sexless, they would have already pulled
some sort of conflict or war out of their asses by now. Whether it was a domestic conflict or
elsewhere, we'd see it by now. What I have noticed though is that men are more prone to non criminal
aggression towards each other.
Edit: [1] sentence
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Friends don't like growth?
149 upvotes | November 22, 2019 | by amphix339 | Link | Reddit Link

Probably not the place for this but you guys have helped me before with random shit. I think this
could apply in whatever goals you're pursuing.
I've been making music for a while now. Started when I was 15. Back then I would make something
with my friends, and show it to others and they'll be like "damn bro that's good hahah you should
make more".
Which was cool but now 4 years later, I worked diligently on my craft and I make exponentially
better music. Now when I show it to "friends" they have this weird attitude. It's like they know it's
good but they don't want to tell me type of mentality.
I felt the same thing when I started lifting. When I had started they'd be like oh shit nice bro you've
been hitting the gym?. But now 2 years later, they'd see me at a party and tell the girls I take steroids
because "no one can get that big naturally"
Has anyone come across this, for a lack of a better term, hater mentality? It's like they want you to
grow until they realise that you'll grow more than them. It's weird to me because when I see someone
working hard towards their passion, even if it's a stranger, I feel great for them. I go out of my way to
show my appreciation and encourage them.
Any discussion appreciated
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Shit-tests while traveling
149 upvotes | May 13, 2019 | by okuli | Link | Reddit Link

I went on a trip with a GF (6 months) and we stayed in an expensive hotel. When we checked in I
jokingly told her that the bar downstairs is very nice, must be a perfect place for hooking up for
people who travel without spouses.

Shit-test #1: In the evening she suddenly decided to throw a shit-test, said that she'll go to a bar and
maybe spend time with somebody. It was obvious that she didn't plan to do that, just wanted to "poke
me with a stick". I responded "go ahead, here's a condom".

Shit-test #2: She's using IUD and we're not using condoms, and we're exclusive.
- what if I remove IUD without telling you and get pregnant from you? I think it's 99.99% that I'd be
able to do that, and then get a baby?
- If you do that I'll say: "Fuck that shit!" And leave the country. (I'm an immigrant)

Shit-test #3: Next day she started a talk:
- we're long term, right?
- we'll see how it goes
- really? maybe I need to re-evaluate then and start seeing other guys?
- you do what's best for you

At this point she started acting distant, doesn't speak to me and look into her phone. I started doing
the same. After two hours of tension she suddenly started hugging me, saying that she loves me, lots
of touching, kisses.



What was that about? Did she just think that throwing shit-tests during trip was a good opportunity to
gain some power?
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Why does TRP invoke such...PURE RAGE?
149 upvotes | April 5, 2019 | by IcyChillMikes | Link | Reddit Link

I'm talking like 28 Days Later infection rage. It comes almost immediately.
You can be the friendliest, most open-minded person on the planet and people will still rip your head
off if you believe in TRP. Of course, if you sprinkle truths into casual conversation they'll typically
genuinely laugh and say it's kinda true. But never EVER say what it's called. Once/If they find out
where you're coming from you can just sense the rage-filled disconnection from being their friends or
even family almost immediately.
This same reaction tends to come from anyone regardless of gender or political alignments.
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Swallowing the pill hurts. A lot.
149 upvotes | October 18, 2020 | by blueeyedpureee | Link | Reddit Link

I started my journey here around a year ago, but seriously started implementing all of this a bit later,
but now i have a high SMV and im doing pretty well in life in general. But Fuck, i dont know how
you guys do this. I now know that all this "disney movie falling in love" shit is bullshit but god it
sucks.
A couple of weeks ago i posted a story on instagram and my high school crush hit me up and she's
now interested and i couldn't help but remember all those feelings i had in high school for her and i
fucking missed it. I know i know. What the fuck am i talking about. But some of those feelings kinda
resurfaced, but not towards this girl in particular, but just in general, and since now i know its all
bullshit, ive been a bit depressed.
Like fuck, TRP is real. Everything else is fake. So i suppressed those feelings and went to the gym
and now im here. Is this how life's going to be from now on? Never going to fall for someone, never
going to be hopelessly in love ever again?
Id appreciate some thoughts from the older members of this sub.
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How to be more masculine?
149 upvotes | November 12, 2018 | by ValuePrestige | Link | Reddit Link

Hey. This might seem odd but I feel like I got problems with being masculine. My mother raised me
alone since I was 4 years old, so I never really had a father figure. I always clicked better with girls
than with guys. My best friend is my girlfriend. I always feel like I am not really masculine. It's hard
to pinpoint. Help?
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How do you deal with spineless men working with you and
being constantly shit on by women in your workpleace?
148 upvotes | January 13, 2021 | by hylo5 | Link | Reddit Link

I work in IT, and my male coworkers are constantly being used, manipulated and dumped by the
women in our company, which makes it a piece of shit place to work in.
One of the guys is fairly new (been with us for a year), so when one of the women (the usual
complainer and useless employee) literally went behind his back to complain about him asking her
for help a lot, I warned him about her. See, this woman asked HIM for help for months and she was a
senior, so it was fucking insane that she was now complaining when he needed help.
The guy was pissed, at first. Then, he let it go. I had created a group chat only without this woman
just to talk about stuff, and this dude said "but why isn't she here?". Fucking unbelievable.
Another dude even put in weekend hours to help this woman, and when he got pissed, she went
straight to their boss to tell him that the project was going to fail because of the guy. The boss told me
about this, and I warned the guy he had been thrown under the bus.
This moron went back to helping her and trying to be all nice to her, and almost lost his job...
How do you fucking deal with kids that act like this? It's like they have no fucking idea what it means
to have a fucking spine... And no, not all of them are nerds. The first guy has a hottie as a girlfriend,
so he's no desperate for approval...
edit: the reason I ask is I got shit behind my back for not playing nice like the ither guys, and instead
of using their heads and band together, the men prefer to act like pussies AND being shat on by the
women...
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Coronavirus monk mode
148 upvotes | March 18, 2020 | by ChadChadson19 | Link | Reddit Link

Inb4 “it’s just a flu faggot”. Might not do shit to the majority of us, but not going to put my family or
neighbours at risk by going out.
So what are you fuckers doing during this time? Any book recommendations, workout routines,
podcasts? Would like to hear them all... I’ll share mine.
Focusing on perfecting the very basics. Keeping my space clean & tidy, cold showers every morning,
perfect hygiene (brush teeth/wash face etc), keep my diet right, doing full body workouts with
dumbbells and body weight, reading (NMMNG), meditating.
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What's up with psychological terms being overused in western
society?
148 upvotes | March 14, 2021 | by BroMine9 | Link | Reddit Link

I am Asian.
So, I have been on reddit for quite some time now and in a lot of subs, I see some heavy usage of
words like "gaslighting", "manipulative" , "privilege", "social structure", "psychological warfare",
"abuse",etc. This is mostly used by women in political and social contexts but I have been observing
a lot of men using these big words a lot these days. It just seems that everyone is either a narcissist,
sociopath or psychopath. However, I think that people with such traits are in the minority.
I am unsure why use of such words so lightly is so widely accepted. Am I missing something? Has
such words been use in the west since a long time or is it a recent phenomenon?
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Friends hanging out with cheating ex - dropped them
148 upvotes | July 21, 2020 | by eatdiz135 | Link | Reddit Link

I had my fiance of 8 years cheat on me. I confided in two close mates, one where I was the best man
and the other I have known for over 20 years (I call him my cousin, because our families are close).
When opening up to them they could see how badly the experience had fucked me up. They would
say things like:
- what's wrong with this bitch?
- whatever you need I'm here for you
Etc.
Fast forward a few months, I find out they had been doing double dates and hanging out with her and
the guy she's now seeing . Also found out that during the times me and the ex were fighting and I was
out with the boys, she would message them to get an update on what I was doing.
For me I've always lived by the notion if you treat me good I'll treat you better but if you fuck me
over I'll go scorched earth on you.
I have no problem dropping these guys, the experience has made me see who my close friends are
and I now appreciate them more.
Today I had my mum ask why she hasn't seen my "cousin" around. I explained the situation to her
she and she says I'm being unreasonable.
Just curious to get your thoughts, what would you have done in my situation? Would you have
dropped these guys or continued to be close mates?
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Starting to stand up for myself to interesting results
148 upvotes | October 24, 2020 | by Dawgmatik | Link | Reddit Link

So I'm fucked up in the game right now on all fronts - money, women, it all sucks.
So I've stopped drinking, smoking weed, drinking caffeiene, beating off etc. and something shifted -
I'm suddenly less of a bitch. I'm saying no more often and standing up for myself
But it seems like people aren't liking me that much anymore - why is that? And I promise I didn't just
turn into an unlikeable asshole.
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How rare is alpha behaviour these days?
147 upvotes | April 12, 2019 | by Just1515 | Link | Reddit Link

I started spinning an older plate and was extremely surprised by her seeming lack of experience to
draw from alpha behaviour. From information she volunteered, it seems like her dating history is
mostly highly beta behaviour which she promptly bent to her frame and lost all attraction for.
It is as if my stoicism and frame is alien to her, which i find really hard to believe.
She is well educated and has a great career, has dated guys with great jobs, had richer guys buy her
shit before, yet here i am just operating in my frame without much of any of those things.
What blows my mind: there are many guys out there who are great on paper. Fantastic respectable
jobs, highly educated, cultured and maybe even good looking. Women in their circles date them. But
having no frame, being an emotional man and supplicating to a woman can negate every single thing
on that list in terms of attraction.
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Is online dating full of fat girls everywhere?
147 upvotes | March 22, 2020 | by IlyaRostov | Link | Reddit Link

I don't do online dating, but because of the quarantine, I thought I may try it.
After two hours of swiping on Friday, I sensed something was up, so today I spent 20 minutes writing
down my swipes and I'm shocked with the results. Out of 219 girls, this is what I got
-Fat (more than 64kgs/140lbs): 180 (82.2%)
-Not fat, but too ugly or trans: 30 (13.7%)
-Doable: 9 (4.1%)

Note that my concept of doable has a very low attractiveness threshold, it means "I'd do her if I was
bored and it took no effort".
Has anyone else concluded something like this? I'm stunned with the 82.2%. For context, I was trying
Hinge in Seattle, WA.
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LTR had post sex regret
147 upvotes | February 24, 2020 | by deadliftbrah_ | Link | Reddit Link

A week or so ago my LTR and I went out to the bar with a group of friends. We both were drinking
but ultimately she was more intoxicated than me (nowhere close to blackout). We ended up going
back to my place and had sex. At the time she was into it, literally asking for it. The next day she said
it made her feel weird and that she couldnt believe I would do that so easily. This wasn't something
new. We've had sex after the bar countless times. What dynamic has changed? How major of a red
flag is this? And how should I approach this in the future? Our sex life and relationship as a whole
has continued as usual after this though.
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After all my years of reading TRP, I have never been able to
pass a shit test. I started taking a hormone (HCG) to double my
testosterone levels. Now I pass shit tests without noticing it's a
shit test. What do I make of this?
147 upvotes | April 29, 2021 | by br0lock | Link | Reddit Link

Basically I have been dating a girl for 8 months and at the beginning she would always shit test me,
jealousy test me, and generally try to get me off my center as much as possible. I know when I fail a
shit test. A little defensive tone sneaks into my voice, the energy leaves the room, the mood is killed.
I started taking this hormone, HCG, that basically mimics a natural hormone that stimulates
testosterone production in the balls. Since starting it my balls have literally increased in size. My test
levels went from mid range to almost 1000ng per dc (this is pretty much as high as any man produces
naturally).
After a few days on it I saw my girlfriend and thought "Wow, why isn't she shit testing me
anymore?" It took me a minute to realize what was going on: she was still shit testing me, but I just
wasn't reacting at all. Whenever she made fun of me in some way I literally felt nothing.
Example: walk into a pizza shop and she realizes we are wearing matching masks. And she tries to
get me to change my mask by saying "You know wearing matching masks is pretty gay, you should
put on your other mask, blablabla..." I didn't even think about it I instantly said "Ha, I don't care, you
can change yours if you really want."
In the past, I would have had to think about this so hard. I would have been like "Damn do we really
look silly in the same mask? Wait, I read on the internet that she's testing me to see if she can make
me insecure and do something stupid for her. Okay, I got this."
It's a weird feeling, not being a prisoner to my emotions. I want to keep taking the HCG but I have
heard rumors it can lose it's effectiveness over time. I don't want to go on full on TRT but if I have to
I guess I will.
Essentially my revelation is that faking passing a shit test by swallowing your tongue and still feeling
upset on the inside is not the same as just not taking what girls say seriously on a primal level.
What do you think of this? Do you think that high testosterone is the key to passing shit tests and
keeping your girl submissive? Or am I just full of crap? Thanks for your feedback.
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Improving eye contact
147 upvotes | June 22, 2021 | by purple_catholic | Link | Reddit Link

I have a problem with keeping eye contact,with women and men and obviously it's a really important
thing. I know that it's about confidence and just practice, and im working on it hard but there is little
improvement, I'm not autistic, I know hoe to keep my frame, and I don't sound nervous. I've known
about the TRP for about 2-3 years now and I've been doing nofap/SR/no porn/working out since
2018. When i talk i can't really focus on my thoughts when i want to keep eye contact, my mind just
stops working completely. I can only keep good eye contact while I'm drunk.Tnx
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2 plates, they know each other we end up at the same party. Not
down for threesome and ask who I'm going home with. WTF to
do?
146 upvotes | June 17, 2020 | by walleyworld | Link | Reddit Link

I did not know these plates knew each other, they aren't friends but they ended up at the same party,
I'm talking to one and the other one sits down and everyone is getting along for now. But I knew what
was up and why they got clingy it came down to one asking if I wanted to come back to her place and
the other one hearing this and basically saying the same thing.
Here is what I did but I need a better: Told them I actually had to get going as someone was waiting
for me.
What would have been the best move?
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Girl invites me over, cancels a few hours in advance, apologizes
later and asks me to come over regardless, but now I've made
new plans. How to proceed?
146 upvotes | November 18, 2020 | by throwaway0201736 | Link | Reddit Link

So a girl from class invited me over yesterday, but cancelled today with a bs covid excuse. I ignored
her texts and went to visit my parents instead who live in a different city where I'll stay the next days.
She just texted me again about how she's sorry and I should come over now.
I haven't answered her yet. She even called me but I didn't bother to pick up the phone since there's
no way I'm driving the 200 miles back from my family tonight. Now, what should be my next steps
here? Reschedule for next week? Soft next longer? Hard next? Because I've got a feeling that she
flaked on me to meet up with Chad, but Chad ignored her so now I'm the second best option. I don't
like being someone's backup plan.
Would still really like to hit it, so how should I proceed?
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I feel like I'm a kid when I talk to adults even if I'm 28; what to
do?
146 upvotes | April 5, 2021 | by Sitchnatio | Link | Reddit Link

I feel like a kid who's trying to talk to an adult; I'm harmless and good hearted...also I have certified
low IQ but enough to understand my situation.
When I talk to older dudes ( like people who are 40-50) I feel like I can't be assertive with them or I
can't reply if they act rude/mean. I feel totally submissive like I'm a kid who's trying to look sweet in
their eyes.
Is that because of social anxiety or what?
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Even my mom has beta orbiters
146 upvotes | February 5, 2019 | by new2019throwaway- | Link | Reddit Link

It kind of blows my mind . This guy has been orbiting my mom since hs 28 years ago . My mother
recently got a whole new Furniture set but her house is getting remodeled so we couldn’t take it
Through front we had to carry everything to the narrow ass basement and out the other end/ exit then
bring the new shit in through the basement and carry it up the steps after . And this guy is helping me
lift everything telling me how they met in hs blah blah orbit behavior blah blah and he’s breaking his
back for no reason . If some chick from hs called me to help her move shit I would laugh and hang up
. 28 years later this guy is killing himself . And this furniture wasn’t a piece of cake . I lift 4-5 times a
week and was defeated by this task . 6 days ago and this is the first day my body wasn’t sore. For
conversational purposes I’ll be honest my mom is a 4 . Seems like every women has orbiters right ?
TLDR: moms orbiters
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I can attract women, but I feel I have nothing to talk about with
them and my fucks given for 'entertaining' them just to get
pussy is getting less and less the older I get. Normal? What do?
146 upvotes | October 5, 2019 | by bf1bro18 | Link | Reddit Link

I'm getting IOI's at the gym, from checkout girls, girls at shopping centers, girls in various areas of
life but when I push a little and give a little and then like clockwork UP comes the resistance and
tests and all I am starting to feel is fuck this I don't have time for this shit anymore.
I have had a handful of lays in the past but my care factor and interest towards investing in women
over the last 6 months has reduced significantly and I can't motivate myself to try either.
I love the female polarity and it is nice to have fun with women who are confident and forward, but
all I see nowadays is flaky entitled bitchy generic women who all test and want the fucking world
from you.
I'm considering just visiting a brothel twice a month and or buying a sex doll on top, one of those
good ones for like 2-3k.
Having a sort of early life revelation I suppose, the juice does not seem worth the squeeze lately.
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Why is it that abuse victims tend to be really good at shit tests
and maintaining frame?
146 upvotes | October 8, 2019 | by We_Broke_Up | Link | Reddit Link

It's literally on a god-like level. I'm thinking it's probably because they need to avoid showing any
emotion so they wouldn't be hurt by their abusers, so they developed mechanisms to de-escalate
situations and maintain their role. What I don't understand is how they can be so good at it. Is this
something all abuse victims have?
Someone I know is literally the king at this and though he looks weak before you approach him, as
soon as he interacts with anyone, it's like that person is always trapped in his web. I've seen tons of
situations where girls go to him expecting him to be one way or to bend to them, then literally after a
brief interaction they end up worshiping him and literally begging for attention and willing to do
anything. Seeing that literally changed my view on a lot of things. He doesn't have social status or
anything either and he doesn't care to stand out or fit in. He also doesn't lift. If you guys are into
labels, he'd be something like a sigma, with a high EQ. I remember he showed me this hot party girl
who was literally BEGGING him have to sex, but he curved her because he said that his intuition
gave him red flags about her.
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How to stop being intimidated when hanging out with higher
value groups
145 upvotes | January 27, 2020 | by TheHayha | Link | Reddit Link

One important factor to have fun and fuck in college is to be in a group that is valuable. Due to a
logistical problem, I had to hang out a whole week end with the highest value group of my college.
You know, the kind of alphas we drool over on trp, and highly attractive girls that hang out with
them. I had fun with them, partied with them, and I even reached the point where the one I connected
the most with were like "damn that's so cool we met you, idk why we haven't before". I was accepted.
But the issue is that even though I am decently attractive, tall, muscular, dress well, all the perceived
high value stuff, I'm deep down still intimidated by some of them, and as a result I am not fully
myself with them (I am not behaving as confident as I am with lower values group), it's like an
internal sticking point. Has anyone encountered the same, or know how to overcome this ?
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Guys who are into fitness - how good of a shape did you have to
get into before you've noticed your SMV clearly increase?
145 upvotes | January 15, 2020 | by Former-Rabbit | Link | Reddit Link

Don't get me wrong - I think being into sports is great for many different reasons, but I've noticed that
appearance-wise women tend to talk about wanting "a normal guy, not a buff one" by which they
mean this instead of this. Not realizing that even the former requires way more effort and
commitment than just going to the gym two days a week and laying off Mountain Dew.
So, guys who actually managed to max out your looks through fitness - how much did you have to
invest before it paid off? Before it became clear that women are turned-on by your body?
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I get paid to sit around for 8 hours. I can do whatever I want.
What would you do that is productive?
145 upvotes | December 23, 2019 | by asktrpmax | Link | Reddit Link

Night shift as security. I have to sit in a locked room and monitor security. Literally nothing happens
here so I’m getting paid to sit around, browse Reddit and sleep which is amazing but I want to be
more productive in this time.
What would you do?
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Wrong panties
145 upvotes | June 5, 2018 | by swimminginblue | Link | Reddit Link

Stupid but hilarious, oh well
New girl left her panties at my place after fucking
This morning I see one on the floor in my room and snap her a picture saying “ I found it “
She snaps me back “ that one is not mine”. Haven’t replied yet
I look around more and yes, this was a regular plates panties that usually has a habit of leaving her
bra also.
Well fuck, how should I react to this ? I was looking to add this new girl as a plate but does this
change the dynamics
Thanks
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Long Live TRP & Thanks
145 upvotes | September 28, 2018 | by AwakenedSovereign | Link | Reddit Link

Just now entering my 3rd year of a long and incredible TRP journey.
All I can say is thank you. This censorship was inevitable which is why TRP.red has existed for
something like the last 2 years.
You will learn, over time, that the louder and longer the degenerates scream the more Righteous and
Productive your path has become. Hate and anger is the natural result of fear and ignorance in the
face of a superior adversary.
"With every step I take, I strip away another illusion. I sense that death will be the last." ~ Alexander
2004
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Are feminists just incels and nice guys but female version?
145 upvotes | May 31, 2020 | by lonewolf2404 | Link | Reddit Link

When you really think about it, they don’t accept reality for what it truly is. At the same time blame it
on the opposite sex for their failures in life.
The only difference is that nice guys/incels don’t get any sex and complain, while these feminists
don’t get sex from high value men and complain.
But hey feel free to correct me on this.
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She’s not yours it’s just your turn...
145 upvotes | June 27, 2020 | by AceMav21 | Link | Reddit Link

Curious to know how powerful this fundamental principle has been in your anecdotal experience? It
seems like the best idea I’ve derived from TRP. Even if you’re married with kids this is still in effect.
It’s strange and confusing because it counteracts biology but most women are hijacking their biology
with hormonal contraception anyway, so it’s just the world we live in.
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I’ve lost all confidence in myself at 17 due to cancer. Any advice
on how to get better?
144 upvotes | August 2, 2020 | by staylovin | Link | Reddit Link

A few years ago I was super confident not afraid to go up to any girls at all, but once I was about 14
1/2 I had a relapse with cancer (when I just started high school). I was out of school for about a year
and a few months then started to go back (about half way through my sophomore year). I’m still bald
and wearing a hat which is very annoying for me and I basically start to get social anxiety. During the
time I was gone I honestly shut myself off from the world I would game with the guys from time to
time but I wasn’t really living life. So I get back to school and I realize everyone seems way more
ahead of me (in terms of growth and life experience) which adds to the list of my insecurities and as I
type this now I still haven’t hit a growth spurt I’m not a guy who wants to be super tall but it’s like
I’ve barley grown over the years (I assume due to the chemo).
So I finish out the rest of my sophomore year. Summer rolls around scans look good for over a year
and doctors decide to put me on a oral medicine. Great a step in the right direction (the oral lets my
hair grow but it grows back silver while on this particular medicine). So I start the oral medicine and
about 2 months later my junior year starts this time I’m there for the whole year until the virus hit, but
my time there was honestly miserable... basically no classes with friends (I know many will say why
didn’t I make new ones but it’s honestly easier said then done... I know it’s me doing this to myself
but still it’s rough), always wearing this stupid hat, and now I’m dying my hair which won’t even
grow properly on the top so I’m still wearing the hat (My hair looked like I was a balding at the top
lol). Even through all of that I do manage to pull a couple females but end up backing off in the end,
and honestly I feel like non of this would really be a problem if I just had my hair back. By no means
am I an unattractive guy and I could care less about my height if I felt more normal and had my hair
because it’s never stopped me from getting the females I wanted before.
Well fast forward to about March the virus hits, and scans aren’t looking good... start up new
chemo.... doesn’t work. We end up making a new plan and it seems to be doing the job but this is
about the 3rd time the shits come back so once it’s over I’m likely cutting my right leg off. Even right
now I don’t look bad but I know the hair I do have is going to be gone soon and when it is my
confidence will likely just go down even more. Out side of me having no hair and going through a lot
of BS... I HAVE A CAR... and I resell shoes so though I may not have a lot of money all the time I
always have a few hundred dollars. By no means am I thinking of simpin or thinking close to it I’m
just saying these are some things that I’ve known to attract women (am I right?). The thing is I know
without the confidence to do anything that doesn’t matter. I feel like if I never relapsed after the first
time I’d just use all of this to my advantage I feel like I was definitely on the road to becoming a
young red pill.
Basically to sum it all up I’ve lost all my confidence and charisma at 17. Id really like some advice on
what you guys think I should do I’d greatly appreciate it. I hope I didn’t go off track I just wanted to
give you guys a description of what life’s been like.
EDIT: I also have another question since I’m not one to lie much. How could I even bring something
like this up with a women without making it seem like a big deal or scaring her off?? Again thanks
for any advice.
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In so much pain I can barely speak due to nerve disorder in my
tongue, can’t get myself to be motivated for anything due to the
pain, in desperate need of advice
144 upvotes | February 28, 2020 | by extasis_T | Link | Reddit Link

I’m only 20 years old and 3 years ago I started getting extremely bad nerve pain in my tongue. It’s
called trigeminal neuralgia and has nearly a 60% suicide rate. I have spent the last three years trying
every medication you can name and I have come to the conclusion that nothing works other than high
doses of opiates.
Now, obviously, I’m 20. I can’t take high doses of opiates daily. I still try and go to the gym and read
and go out as much as I can but the entire time I am doing anything I am 100% acting, suppressing
my true self, which is almost always suffering from the pain counting down the seconds until I can be
alone again so I can 1.cry it out 2. Lay down by myself and just stare and try to remind myself I will
die eventually so I just have to make it through.
I had a brain surgery not too long ago that only added to the pain in my tongue, the only thing i am
doing day-to-day is marijuana and sucking on ice. The only time I am relieved is when I am asleep.
The way I would describe the pain is like a really really sharp aching/stabbing pain all through my
tongue constantly. It’s so bad I shake, am always white with sky high blood pressure. I’ve been
tossed from doctor to doctor all over the U.S and their saying there’s nothing else that can be done
and send me home.
How can I want to be alive again? How can I get myself into the gym and reading (basically doing all
of the things I used to love to do as a teenager)? I have asked all over Reddit (usually delete the posts
shortly after due to nothing helping and me just getting sympathy, which is understood) and have
seen many therapist, seemed advice from everyone in my life and it seems everyone is stumped as to
how I can have any quality of life ever again.
I’m just miserable and it seems no matter how much discipline I can fester, no matter how many
times a week I can force myself into the gym, no matter how long I meditate or how often I do I just
want to die or cut my tongue out of my mouth. Any advice is appreciated, just please take it easy with
any comments that are rude because it’s almost 6 pm and I’ve been sitting here for 3 hours browsing
my laptop trying to ignore the pain and I’m very on edge. I just need help. Thank you
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GF asks why do I upload workout exercises on insta story
144 upvotes | March 18, 2020 | by akq0 | Link | Reddit Link

Been uploading workout on insta stories from time to time. I get some responses from girls, 3 days
ago GF saw one girl complemeting my home gym while I was showing her some stuff on my phone.
GF asked who is this girl and whats her age. I told shes someone from gym but dont know her age.
Then I changed subject.
Yesterday GF asked (shit test?) after I completed my leg day, why am I uploading workout execises
on insta story, especifically 2 exercises, Ass-to-Grass Squat and Weighted Bulgarian Split Squats.
I shrug it off and told her "I'm feeling sexy babe". Then I grabbed her ass and spanked a little bit
while changing the subject to something else. She laughed while respoding.
Today she told me she wants to run in the park and invited me to come with her. She never did any
kind of exercise in our LTR... but suddenly... what is this ?
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Plate of 7 months says she felt “used”
144 upvotes | April 27, 2021 | by Scurry24 | Link | Reddit Link

Been spinning this plate for 7 months. You can say main plate more like fwb.
Treat her nice, take her out, lead dates, met her mom and dad (Ik what y’all about to say).
Last night, after hanging out (smashing) till 6 AM, went to drop her home. Teased her a bit saying
“ahh can finally get rid of you”. Usually the banter is light but she took this to heart. Otw to her house
she said she’s getting weird vibes and felt used. Discussed it with her before leaving and she just
chalked it as her being emotional.
Now, Ik girls say this shit all the time w no logic. But it kinda fucked with my head because as a
human no one wants to do or make an another person feel like that. What is this? A shit test? Comfort
test?
Side note: I see her once a week. Treat her like a LTR when I’m with her, however when I’m not
with her no communication, maybe a ping here and there but only text/call for logistics. She is very
submissive and always down. Slap me if y’all think I’m approaching oneitis. Thank you.
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Just got a knife pulled on me
144 upvotes | June 10, 2020 | by Dboy2233 | Link | Reddit Link

I’m sitting outside a store waiting for my food and this dude comes up and is holding a knife in his
hand and told me to give him my money. I’m much bigger than him but it was by his side. I told him
I don’t have any. I was sitting down and this dude sneak attacked me like a fucking coward. I stood
up and he was probly 5’5. Am I a pussy? What should I of done? Why did this dude pull a fucking
knife on me? I can’t do anything against a fucking knife no matter how big I am. I know my words
got me out of this situation but fuck I’m pissed.
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Great weekend away with a girl, but I'm sick to my stomach
144 upvotes | November 2, 2020 | by TheKingdom1984 | Link | Reddit Link

1.5 years ago I went on a date with a 24 year old babe on a work trip in San Diego. We had a great
time, made out, and I went back to my hotel alone that night since I had an early work morning. We
stayed in touch sparingly and both of us actually got into relationships and lost contact.
Fast forward to now.
She moved back east to be closer to family and the death of her grandmother. She comes from strong
family with European roots and great tradition, she has a great relationship with her father, and is
smart, level headed, and takes great care of her body. She is going back to school for nursing in the
spring.
We got back in touch and spent 2 months talking, facetiming and getting to know each other. I went
to visit her this weekend. I hadn't traveled since covid and she was very keen on having me out to do
a little 3 night road trip. I went for it.
We had a great time. She very affectionate, is no drama, and was up for anything the trip threw at us.
If I were to base the trip off her qualities I listed above, and how good of a time I had, I'd be
very willing to see her again and try to make something work.
That said, she said I made her feel very comfortable and able to be herself.
So comfortable in fact that when it came to talking about sex and her younger 20's she shared
everything. I'm not sure if I just made her feel that comfortable or if I manipulated her into sharing
everything...either way I was so non judgmental that she opened up.
The cocaine years, the hooking up with her married girlfriend, the sales job with the massive expense
accounts and parties, spring breaks in Florida in college, Sorority life. She is only 25 and it really
brought home how easy and accessible drugs, sex, and wild times are to most good looking girls.
That is not what made me sick to my stomach. It was the telling me about her first threesome.(she
said she's had 5 or so) She was at a bar and a young couple approached her. The next week she is
getting wined, dined, and fucked by a good looking guy and girl.
We were both buzzed at the time she told me about it. She even showed me their photo. Both very fit.
She said they young couple reached out to her again and said that they talk about her all the time. She
replied, "I think about you guys ALL THE TIME as well"
Of all the lifestyle choices this girl has made and the crazy times in her 20's...this is what I woke up to
today sick to my stomach about.
All that and she is saying and doing all the right things to try and date me. She wants to come see me
in a few weeks.
How do I first get the fact that I let her into my mind as a potential mate and LTR into someone I
know has a highlight real of crazy sex and times that I'll never be able to match no matter how
dominant and "alpha" I am.
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[Update] Ex-boyfriend of girl I am seeing vandalized her room
when she was spending the weekend at my place.
144 upvotes | February 27, 2019 | by Swan_in_a_Cage | Link | Reddit Link

Hey all,

This is an update to my previous post where an ex-boyfriend went into my girlfriend's mom's house
(where she lives) and drew a pentagram with his blood on her wall and trashed her room. She initially
did not want to go to the police due to her aversion to the authorities but I eventually convinced her it
was the right thing to do.

Well...when I get to her house to take her, her mom recommends we just have the police call the dude
and give him a warning. I'm like "naw fuck that" and say we should go for the restraining order. So
we go there to talk with the police and she gives her story.

After a few questions she is asked if she has any recent texts to this guy. She lies and tells the police
that she has only called (Stupid).

Turns out, when the officer calls the guy, he ends up reading a whole string of texts from her to the
officer. When the officer called her back to tell her what he said, the officer calls her out on the lie
and she freaks out. The officer then says she will come over to take pictures. After she hangs up, she
goes on a bitchfit about how this wasn't that big of a deal and we shouldn't have went to the police
and basically tells me to leave after I get annoyed and try to convince her otherwise.

Looks like I should have taken your advice and just left her. Don't be the mistake of a crazy girl like I
was.
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ex-gf popped up out the blue and tried to scam me, should i
fuck with her emotions?
144 upvotes | November 29, 2018 | by jay_jay_man | Link | Reddit Link

Ex-gf who I haven't seen since 2017 slid into my social media inbox. I didn't chit chat, got straight to
the point, told her to come over, and that I wanted to fuck her.
Two days later she turned up to my place in a skimpy dress looking sexy as fuck. Made a move, she
put up tons of resistance, doesn't even want me to touch her, then tried to get me to use my credit card
to buy Apple Storage online (WTF LOL). I said no.
Then she talked about how hungry she was, I didn't have much in my place and she didn't want the
food I cooked for myself, she them suggested that I order a pizza from down the road. I told her I
didn't have any cash and if she has the money to go ahead and buy a pizza if she wants, I went on to
eat my dinner in front of her and told her she was welcomed to some. She declined.
I wasn't seeing any pussy so I fired up my laptop and began working on a paid project. I wasn't about
to let a bitch that wasn't putting out get in the way of billing for a quick $20.
About 90 minutes into her visit she blurts out "this doesn't make any sense" and leaves.
Her visit didn't throw me off at all. Once I realized she was all about a hustle and no sex, I continued
on as if she wasn't there and she left. I'm still laughing.
Should I buy a pizza and post it on social media to rub it in her face :-D
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Girl at party asked me a question in front of the group, my
answer seemed to at first surprise them, but as the night went
on I became the go-to guy. TF?
144 upvotes | December 26, 2018 | by bf1bro18 | Link | Reddit Link

8 girls and 8 guys, a few couples and a few in relationships but there without their partner. Anyway
I've known them all for about 8yrs now and we all get along fine, I mostly tolerate the girls but the
guys I am good friends with.
A few hours into the night friends GF asks me in front of the group when we were all outside at a big
round table drinking with music in the background "Why can't you find a girl yet?" and I said "I
never will, I much more enjoy casually fucking different people, it's so much easier and the variety is
fun"
And she had this mixed look of how dare you say what's really on your mind, shock, somehow
insulted, I seen the internal gears churning away to find a response until she just laughed and say "Ok
then, have it your way, that's fine" and ignored me for like 90 minutes.
All other girls when I said this sort of had this 1000 yard stare to them and then SLIGHTLY glanced
at each other in some sort of weird acknowledgement to each other of sorts? and then either laughed
or pretended they were talking to someone else quickly.
All the guys just laughed and were neutral.
My point is that after about 90 minutes of ALL the girls ignoring me, they just (I feel kind of cringe
typing this cause It sounds like some gay ass fantasy shit) flocked to me quickly and with a mix of lip
biting, laughing, asking me random stuff, competing for my attention, checking me out, doing things
to move closer to me, saying something to me but "having" to grab my arm as they do so, when I talk
I notice their eyes at my lips or upper chest where as BEFORE I said my above answer I was
receiving NONE of this treatment from any of them and here I was getting it from ALL of them. It
was like magic.
One girl gave me one of her beers, another put on red lipstick, another took her shoes off and said "I
know some guys are into socks" to me as a passing comment, another told me she thought I had nice
eyes.
ALL of these girls are IN relationships currently. I wouldn't fuck any of them because I know their
BF's. And I value those friendships more than some pussy.
Honestly is felt so fucking cool to have this effect.
I was honest and didn't break frame and it changed the whole environment for me.
Is it really this easy?
I should say I was sober, I do lift, and I do have an impressive physique as well, not 10/10 but
probably more like 7.3/10 on a good day.
It felt kind of dirty, like I hacked into some sort of program and manipulated it.
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Anyone else miss having a girlfriend? (srs)
143 upvotes | March 28, 2020 | by cruelpain | Link | Reddit Link

it's fun spinning plates, having sex with different women but over time it just wears you down. When
you're grinding on your job, study, gym etc. Sometimes it feels like a chore. And fucking girls you
don't care about - is this really alpha? Sure it's fun but i mean i've slept wth some real pretty girls but
often afterwards i don't even care. Just think there's more important things and more meaningful
things to do in my life.

Can anyone else relate?
inb4 "you're a beta" "read the side bar!" "be alpha" etc
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For those who fully embraced TRP, how many of you ever
cringed thinking about your former self and beta behaviors
such as oneitis?
143 upvotes | March 22, 2020 | by Willmeister29 | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/fmqx21/for_those_who_fully_embraced_trp_how_many_of_you/
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My life is decent and I'm lucky. I am also depressed and
nothing excites me.
143 upvotes | March 2, 2020 | by AlphaMaleOnSteroids | Link | Reddit Link

Im 24. I have a good life. I can acknowledge that. Friends. Decent income. Food and a house (living
with my mother and brother who I am sick of but whatever).
But I can't help but feel lonely as fuck and sick of everything in this world. Whenever a plate breaks,
I absorb a huge wave of negative energy. All my past plates/ltrs kind of hate me for deciding to move
on to better prospects. New plates/girls put so much pressure on me to care about them and give them
validation ALL the fucking time.
I work a lot of hours and during my free time I lift, study, read my books and meditate. But still, I
feel like I'm missing out on life. I miss the days I used to be a college student not giving any fucks
and walking around all day with friends and fucking around. I miss sunsets and company. I miss road
trips.
I have a strong purpose and high ambitions but at the same time I keep thinking.. Is this worth it? I
hate living. I'm sick of working so hard.. Sometimes I catch myself being on Instagram for long
periods of time watching what others do and feel like I'm wasting my life or something..
Im in a low.. How to cope.. please advice..
Edit: Some solid advice in this thread. Appreciate every comment. I hope that others who struggle
with similar issues will find some good advice here and consider it themselves. Cheers.
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The tiktok effect
143 upvotes | April 4, 2021 | by demonicdick666 | Link | Reddit Link

Is tik tok and the rise of “e boys” taking hypergamy and higher standards to a new level for the gen z
crowd? I’m 21, so I graduated HS just before the explosion of tik tok, but I look at girls younger than
me and they’re ALL obsessed with the app. Even most girls my age for that matter. Wondering what
you think the lasting effects will be of a generation of girls idolizing these carbon copy LA pretty
boys. Sure teen celeb crushes aren’t new by any stretch, but it used to be someone with some level of
talent or skill (actor, musician, etc.). Now we have a whole wave of girls looking up to guys solely
based on their looks. Seriously, the only reason any of these guys are “famous” is that they’re good
looking. That’s it. No skill, talent, or anything, unless you count making shitty 10 sec dance vids as
“talent”. It’s just hunter eyes, Superman jaw, and soccer bod. That and the same haircut. And you
know these guys are effortlessly laying pipe on the regular. I can’t even be too mad at them bc I’d
prob do the same thing if I were in their shoes �♂️
I feel my generation already has it way way worse when it comes to dating compared to the past, but
damn, I only see it getting worse and it’s fucking scary. Thoughts?
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Did Porn and Social media ruin young men's perspective on
life?
143 upvotes | May 1, 2021 | by Formal_Party | Link | Reddit Link

When I was young I literally was the most confident kid. I read that kids are naturally pretty
narcissistic and stoic. It must have been beaten out of me, I would talk to everybody and everything
was chill.

Now I have developed an inferiority complex and unless I perfect every single dimension about
myself I feel as though I am not good enough.
Example: I might like a girl I need to look right have low body fat and approach then even when I
approach I feel inferior due to lack of social circle so it forces me to make a lot of friends and not
only that when it comes to sex I feel inadequate so I am researching all these methods. Also I have
strong OCD which causes doubt.
Although its great to use insecurity as an weapon but only if its something that you want.
I see this in a lot of introverted men too. Like bodybuilding or look ism or some bs like that.
Although my mindset isn't toxic like those guys .
I feel as though social media has ruined the outlook on life. Although subreddits are great some are
toxic and when like minded people join together it only reinforces negative beliefs that are never
true? I see that bodybuilding forums they keep complaing most girls are sloots but that's not the
reality, most girls I know even the hottest ones, btw I am 21 are in long term even when I tinder I ask
they said they only hooked up once and got annoyed of the men on there and quit. The girls that go
around are usually either extremely extroverted girls like waitresses or work in the entertainment
industry or girls with insecurity issues.
Social media made men think that everyone is out there have orgies and insane lifestyle which causes
a cognitive distortion since guys like me lack real life experience and we believe everything on the
internet. Its social control, we feel inadequate as a man so our own masculinity and libido attacks our
own ego.

IDK, talked with this guy at my school who is getting a phd in psychology I chat a lot about. IDK
even if this is the right subreddit but yeah.
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Ex texted me that she's fucking other guys
143 upvotes | June 21, 2020 | by RPNoobie | Link | Reddit Link

I hard nexted her but she used a new account to send me chats of her fucking other guys (talking
about how good it was etc). It's annoying because I hard nexted her because she was a train wreck. I
still have oneitis and I'm tryna cut her off but this has made it 10000x worse, what should I do? I see
red in my eyes right now low-key.
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What do you when a girl identifies red pill behavior and calls
you manipulative/abusive/narcissistic?
143 upvotes | July 13, 2020 | by HappyVer | Link | Reddit Link

Girl had heard of red pill before. She has been in therapy due to relationships before and through that
she's learned a lot about the underlying psychology behind certain types of relationships.
Now she's accusing me of being a manipulative abusive narcissist. I've been reading through the
symptoms of a narcissist and I will admit, a lot of red pill teachings could be classified as narcissistic.
Advice?
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How in the world are you able to beat easy dopamine
addiction?
143 upvotes | January 28, 2019 | by moltenw | Link | Reddit Link

I'm writing this post to keep me sane.
Like damn, it's only day 3 and I want to either play a game, watch a mindless youtube video or do
something unproductive and totally useless. Doing nothing but productive shit is making me insane,
the withdrawal from easy dopamine is real.
How do you ever even beat it, I mean, it's day 3 and for this to go away I'd have to probably go at
least a month without easy dopamines.
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Why do people deny the red pill so much?
143 upvotes | March 16, 2019 | by roidragecage | Link | Reddit Link

Earlier today I was watching Kanye West's Gold Digger on youtube when I came across a comment
talking about hypergamy. In the replies to that comment Someone said " Hypergamy isn't a real thing,
Toddle back to whatever red pill cesspit spawned you." This really surprised me because hypergamy
isn't even something that Id consider controversial or even debatable, but here people are trying to
deny it because "it a red pill thing." This got me wondering as to why so many people deny the red
pill. I mean there is a whole sub here on reddit (blue pill) That has no other point but to make fun and
disqualify the red pill. Not only that but whenever the sexual marketplace is brought up feminists
seem to try and deny it with everything they have. Why are so many people denying the truths of the
red pill, especially when they are so obvious?
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Tips on how to do "caring" hard fucking?
143 upvotes | January 15, 2020 | by ushirtrun | Link | Reddit Link

One of my go to moves is to caress their face while fucking them really hard. For some reason it
seems to trigger something and they go nuts. Maybe it's because they feel dominated and
protected/cared for simultaneously.
But that's the only move I know. Any other ways to achieve this result?
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Second wave of red pill rage after self improving , changing my
game and getting women now ???
143 upvotes | December 1, 2019 | by throawayqiestion | Link | Reddit Link

TLDR: I’ve changed and see the difference in women behavior and how they treat me better then my
past blue pill version who wasn’t getting any play and it’s made me disgusted with women because
Blue pill would be my dating choice if I was a woman
Recently I’ve felt like I’m going through red pill rage again . These women honestly disgust me .
When I discovered the red pill it was tough to swallow but I accepted that I needed to change and
improve myself . Not only for women but my life . Recently I’ve been spinning plates to great
success and I can’t take these women seriously . I look back at the version of myself that wasn’t
getting any play and using my logical brain I would date him over my current version if I was a
woman but we all know that’s not how it works . Now I’ve pretty much turned into a misogynist
asshole and treat these women pretty shitty but they always come back for more . 4 years ago when I
was a blue pill I was kind , generous , humble super charming and selfless if I only had one dollar and
you needed it more then me I would give it to you . I would Want this version of myself to be married
to my daughter . I’m still charming but it comes from a place of manipulation and self gain . I’m
nowhere as funny cause I stopped to be taken more serious. Even with all the self improvement I just
honestly believe that I would prefer the old version of myself . My interactions with these women
leave me with a level of rage pill rage I’ve never hit. Everything they say goes through on ear and out
the other because I feel like everything they say is nonessential nonsense or lies. I’m disgusted with
them honestly. I thought I would never feel red pill rage again after I started to plate women but it’s
more intense this go around . The other day one of my plates was telling me how much she loves me
and being emotional when I didn’t want to commit and I never done anything for this woman to feel
like she loves me and needs me. I’ve never treated her better then a booty call but now I’m the love
of her life. Has anyone Else went through this . How did you get through this ? The first red pill rage
self improvement was my focus but I don’t know where to go from here the 2nd wave .
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How can I give a more sexual vibe?
143 upvotes | October 10, 2019 | by CharmingAct | Link | Reddit Link

I'll make it short. I follow all the classic red pill advice, lift, etc but I feel I'm not sexual enough. I
know how to respond to shit tests, to be unreactive and all of that but I'm not really getting any shit
tests.
I'm not socially awkward (or at least I think I'm not) and I can easily talk with women but I don't
think they are considering me as a potential person to fuck.
I'm not a nice gut neither, I will not give them my approval for free and I won't do things for them if
they did nothing for me but still, I think my vibe is more friendly than sexual.
Also the mandatory sorry for bad English and that shit. thks.
Edit : Also if I'm honest I think deep down in my subconscious I'm ashamed of showing desire for
women but I don't really know how to change this.
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Broke up with my first LTR, and a Thank You
143 upvotes | September 15, 2019 | by _barroso | Link | Reddit Link

A Thank You, and a little background

(Skip to The Ocurrence if you want to)

I would like to start off by thanking you guys for all the progress I've made as a Man.
I'm 19 years old, my birthday was 4 days ago and I discovered TheRedPill last October, funnily
enough, by clicking random in reddit and ending up right here in this subreddit.
I was never a shy or ugly kid, actually, I would consider myself a very extrovert person, I have a lot
of friends, went partying, girls flirted with me and last year I was school president (that's kind of a big
deal where I live, I don't know what status the school president has in the USA), so I got to be a
leader, learn a little bit about leadership and how to deal with all kinds of people.

CHILDHOOD

Growing up though, I had a father that paid little to no interest to me, he would beat me every now
and then, sometimes with a fair reason, but others he just needed to take his anger on someone. He
would never teach me anything, most things, like shaving going fishing, I had to learn by myself with
the help of the internet, so how cool is that the way I learned to deal with girls was with the help of
you guys?
Well, on the other hand I have my mother, overprotective, but other times she would simply turn off,
I would say things like what stuff happened at school and she would ignore. I'm not mad at my
parents for the actions they had with me growing up, both of them had a really rough upbringing, so I
learnt not to take anything to heart.
One day I called out my dad, because everytime we discussed anything at the dinner table, he would
eventually say something wrong, someone would point it out, he would get angry and every night
ended up in discussion. It was months after discovering and learning the red pill. What did I say? I
pointed out how he would never listen to no one and keep saying the same stuff over and over again,
and then it snowballed into how he had failed me as a father, how he wouldn't be a leader to the
family and how wrong it was to have beat me for no apparent reason at all. What happened after? It
was the first time I watched my dad almost cry, he broke down, he said that by next Monday he
would sell the house and go live on his own, and we went our ways to bed.
The next day my mom came to talk to me, she said that the discussion I had with my father affected
him really positively, that he was really proud of me, and she was too, because all the stuff I said was
really mature and it made them realize that I've grown up, and ever since then they act like different
people, now joking around with me, asking about my day, overall treating me very well and that
made me very happy.
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Going back to the Red Pill philosophy

My actual problem? I had a very BluePill mindset, thought that by being kind and sweet, a girl would
instantly fall in love with me, there were actually times, with the same girl, I would act a certain way
and she would be all over me, and then when I showed interest by being extremely kind, would be
rejected.
Virgin but not kissless, still didn't know how to makeout, and then I found this sub.
As soon I started to read some of your posts, something clicked, and then I read some more posts,
started applying what I would learn here, and then 2 months after discovering it, I was consistently
making out and no longer than a week later I wasn't a virgin anymore.

THE LTR IN QUESTION

At the time I was actively gaming 2 girls in my school, but ended up LTRing one of the girls, for 3
reasons.
1º - Didn't want to shit where I ate by risking ending up with a bad reputation if one of them
discovered I was fooling around with the other
2º - The girl I choose was really submissive, cared for me a lot, would do anything I said with a smile
on her face, and ending up earning my commitment
3º - I thought to myself "I know this is a mistake by TRP standarts, but eventually when this girl
breaks my heart, I going to experience something I need to grow up, a hardship, and future stuff I
mess up with won't feel as bad, and I'm young so I need to make mistakes".
One thing though, I entered the relationship knowing full well I was going to eventually break up
with her, because one of my objetives in life is to serve in the Army, and in under no circumstance I
would do a LDR.
What proceeded were 8 months of bliss, no hiccup, full of sex, hanging out with her, having the time
of my life, really, the time when I went to her house, she made me lunch and then we fucked all
afternoon to finish it with her swallowing my load and telling me that she was really happy, when all
I had to do was be handsome and say something funny at the right time, was when I told myself "I
really need to thank TRP one day for everything they allowed me to experience". When my birthday
came she actually gave me a lot of stuff, my favorite chips, candy, a sweatshirt, a tshirt, and then we
fooled around all night, so long as my parents didn't hear.

THANK YOU

So here it goes, I fucking owe my life to you guys, you really thought me how to become more stoic,
get girls, mantain myself, actually having goals and acting on making them a reality, if not for that
lucky random press I don't know how my life would be today, but sure as hell wouldn't be as cool it is
today. I'm really fucking lucky, and a huge thank you to you all that contribute to this amazing
philosophy, from the ones who actually make posts to the ones that lurk and only upvote, you guys
changed me in the most positive way.
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IF YOU SKIPPED, RESUME HERE

The Ocurrence

Throughout all of the life of the LTR, nothing abnormal happened, until today.
There was this guy that was never her boyfriend, I don't know what happened between them, but both
of them liked each other and he did something that hurt her and they stopped talking to each other. It
was a long time ago, but he was significant. Today I saw in her social media page (I don't have a
social media, only Messenger) that she did a game where it made people guess what she said was true
or not, people had to like and the question was secret, this guy liked and answered "It wasn't with
intention but true". It was obviously about what happened between them. I thought just by sending
this guy a message she already faulted me, but I waited if she actually told me something about this
ocurrence.
We met up, started talking about normal stuff, and she mentioned that a friend of ours did a game that
she found really funny, and the question she got was really funny, I said "Oh cool, that seems like a
good game, did you end up doing it yourself?", she answered "I wanted to but no". This bitch was
lying straight to my face.
We got home, caught her deleting stuff in her phone, took a glance at the messages and funnily
enough she deleted her conversation with the guy, she didn't notice I saw everything and I didn't say
anything, I was noticeably different, she asked if anything was wrong. "No, why?", I answered, but
everytime she talked I would either be looking away, or looking at her with a really serious face,
saying nothing. After a long time of this treatment she asked "Was it something I said?" and
eventually started crying. She then said "Was it about the game? I talked to this person and that
person, I said I didn't do it but I mistook it by another game, is that it?", all while not mentioning this
guy, I said no to that as well.
She was supposed to have dinner, but gave her an excuse and she left earlier, and when she was
leaving I kissed her goodbye with a smile and then I shifted to the most disgusted face I could do,
leaving her looking at me really sad while I closed the door to her face. To be honest, the act I did at
home was really funny, because I dropped hints that she wasn't going to see me again, and she would
get really preoccupied that something was gonna happen, and immediately after I would confort her.
Still haven't blocked her, or said anything to her, or my parents, but my biggest fear is that either my
mom or her mom calls the other for us to get back again as soon they know the news. Sad because I
really liked her mother and her father, and I'm not going to hang out with them anymore.
TL:DR Caught LTR deleting her text conversation with her past significant other about this stupid
game, all while lying straight to my face that she didn't do the game only to hours later to admit doing
it, all while still not mentioning this guy.

QUESTIONS

1º - Will/Did I overreact?
2º - I'm really itching to get her to admit to talking to this guy, I know that when you break up with a
girl you should never give her a straight explanation, but I really want to hear her words when she
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finally confesses, and soon after that I'm gonna block her in everything, that if 1º enables that, is what
I'm doing something wrong?
3º - If 1º goes the obvious way, How can I prevent our parents talking to each other so we can go
back together?
3º.1 - Should I even tell my parents that I broke up with her, since she belonged for a while, and they
might make plans with her included?
UPDATE: On my reply to /u/Sylvester_Sterone I talk about how my parents reacted to the news.
4º - I already threw away the pictures of us I had in my room (She gave them 4 days ago funnily
enough), plan on blocking her in all ways possible, and any pictures of us in my phone, is there
anything I should do to move on faster?


MY OWN ADVICE TO GUYS NEW HERE (SKIP IF YOU
WANT TO)



Don't dwell on your virginity so much, I saw myself losing and risking my school grades
because all I could think of was how sex would be like and when I was going to finally pop the
cherry, yeah sex is cool, but I can assure you that after my first time, I entered the bus on my
way home and thought "This isn't such a big fucking deal, is this really what I have been
thinking all of my teenage years?"
The girl can have a shitload of greenflags, but as soon a redflag appears it's over, yeah I'm
not going to lie, there were times I thought that this girl could be the mother of my kids, I really
fucking liked hanging out with her, but in the end she failed and I had to move on, because if I
didn't move on, that redflag WILL grow into something worse and it gives you no advantage.
AWALT, I still don't know where I failed, sometimes stuff fail because they aren't under your
control, there are other variables besides you, but I'm sure I wasn't the most alpha guy for this
to have happened so I move on to...
Keep on learning and applying TheRedPill, just because you read some posts doesn't mean
you know everything about the nature of women, in fact, there are other extremely important
stuff on the subreddit besides girls, something I really do appreciate about this sub.
In the end, the only person who will stick with you through everything, is you, invest in
yourself and improve yourself, because there is no one who (should) care more about you than
yourself.
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My first and only girlfriend really messed my head up - does
the pain ever really go?
143 upvotes | September 20, 2020 | by BufordTeeja | Link | Reddit Link

I dated a girl for approximately 6-7 months. Red flags but she was my first love so ignored every
single one of them she was also above average looking and crazy in bed (probably a red flag in itself
lol).. she was also a good gf to me (up until the very end);
This is how the break up occurred:

Girl decides to break up with me
I get upset about it but go no contact
She gets angry and wants me to keep talking to her, i crave in.. she wants us to go back to
"dating"
At the time i didn't really understand what she meant
We keep hanging out and having sex and even see a move together (as if we were together)...
she keeps telling me how she wants to see me next month and do X AND Y.
Then i see she posted a story at someones house and i get suspicious. I do some digging and
link the house to a guy who liked her picture on instagram. I message the guy and he said he
invited her over for sex a few times.
I'm fucking devastated, here i am messaging her each day asking how her day was like a
boyfriend whilst some random just asks her to come over and fucks him... WTF!!
I call her out on this...
She tells me she is actually dating someone else (not the guy she slept with) but someone else...
a different guy! She doesn't apologies or anything just says to me "well now you know"
i lose my shit.. not gonna lie. i wish i had the strength/balls to just delete/block but i reacted
badly.


Okay so in hindsight we had broken up at the time... so maybe i overreacted but i loved the girl and
she completely lead me on and kept me around whilst she slept with randoms and then monkey
branched to another guy (all in the space of a month after breaking up).
But i was absolutely traumatized for such a long time. How she completely discarded me like i was
nothing.. like the time we spent together (i understand it wasn't long) meant nothing?. I mean I cared
for the girl i am a Human being, when i asked her how her day was i genuinely meant it?
I'm not going to lie this destroyed me mentally for a very very long time. It pretty much took me
15-16 months to kinda get over it... i guess to reach the point i don't feel so angry or furious about it.
You know what rustles me a bit... the fact that for the first time in a long time i checked her social
media and she seems happy living her life not a care in the world , dating men and sleeping around
and here i was for 16 months crying, grieving, getting angry, feeling broken.
I'm really scared to ever have a relationship again tbh or even get close to a girl again (serious).
I feel like the pain is gone now and the memories are gone but it still kinda hurts and makes me never
want to go through that again .
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What is with aggressive white knights?
142 upvotes | September 8, 2019 | by IndiansSmellLikePoo | Link | Reddit Link

Aggressive white knights?
So after seeing the post u/justlurking1608 this prompted me to post this. So friend 1 went to a club
with my other friend 2 a few days ago. My friend 1 tries to help my friend with this girl by being a
wing man. She turns him down (friend 2) and my friend asks why, she then said he was ugly and
friend 1 gives her the finger (she was interested in friend 1 though).
They walk off and then she starts eye fucking friend 1 and then he goes back to talk and he says
sorry. Then some white fucking knight comes out of nowhere and grabs his arm and friend 1 says
don't touch me. My friend looks away and this guy king hits him and landed probably 6 punches in a
few seconds on him.
Now friend 1 is 6'4 and isn't in bad shape. This little guy was 5'7 and wasn't bulky. My friend ended
up with 6 stiches, multiple teeth lost and a busted nose for life. My friend has done boxxing and can
fight but he was so shocked.
The guy who assualted from friend will end up in prison most likely as the police were called. This
guy didn't know those girls and attacked my friend because he tried to be a hero.
My question is, what is up with guys like this? My friend now is very upset and is off work for
multiple weeks and is in a lot of pain. It really pisses me off.
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Every girl I meet is fucking damaged in some way. Where do
you guys find girls that are LTR-potential? Seems impossible in
my late 20's to find a decent girl.
142 upvotes | February 23, 2019 | by MurkyArtichoke | Link | Reddit Link

It feels like every fucking girl i meet is damaged in some way that makes them a fucking chore to
deal with. It's everything from feelings for their ex, daddy issues, insecurity, CC, crazy and what not.
I just want to regularly get laid with a girl or have several plates to rotate, but they fucking break all
the time. I have read about managing plates, but i feel helpless because i can't figure out what i'm
doing wrong exactly. I'm not acting needy/desperate towards them, but they usually just drop me
because they went back to their ex or they found another dude. Either that or they are just genuinly
unstable. I have slept with some 18-19 y.o but no girl that age is LTR potential. Seriously, the amount
of damaged women i've met is bizarre. How do i avoid meeting girls like this?
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Critique my handling of ‘the talk’
142 upvotes | February 10, 2019 | by bruiser18 | Link | Reddit Link

Currently spinning 2 plates, only interested in promoting one of them and this isn’t her (she’s fucking
other guys, no thanks). I told her before she is free to fuck whoever she wants and I won’t look for
anything serious, she must have had a change of heart.
I invited her over to my house, we watched Netflix and fucked. While we’re laying there she brings
up ‘the talk’...
Her: “my friends always ask me what we are”
Me: “that’s very cute”
Her: “I don’t know what to tell them though”
Me: “tell them to piss off” smile
Her: “nooo... I don’t want to be just another girl you’re fucking”
Me: I laugh and say “really? That’s sweet, I bet you say that to all the girls”
Her: “I’m serious....”
Me: “okay well I understand, and I told you before, I’m not gonna take things further with a girl
who’s seeing other guys. What you do is your business and I’m cool with it, but we’re just having
fun”
Her: “I haven’t fucked anyone else in months! I want to take things further with you”
Me: “alright tell you what, because you’re such a cutie, you show me your best good girl behavior for
a while, and then I’ll think about it... I’m just not sure you have what it takes”
Her: “I do, I do! I am a good girl”
From what I see it went well. I held frame, established my expectations and made her qualify herself,
all while keeping it light hearted and humorous. But I’d like to know what TRP thinks. Anything
you’d do different? Let me know. Thanks.
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Whiteknighted and threatened by frat boys
142 upvotes | July 11, 2019 | by Alchabitius | Link | Reddit Link

There was this girl in my class always disrespectful of our teacher and I confronted her and said to
her that this kind of behavior is unacceptable because I have genuine respect for the teacher. This girl
tells all her frat "knights" and they came the next day waiting for me outside of school. They
confronted me and said that if that happens again they will be back. What the hell is going on with
some of the men or should I say, "white knights" ? I was certain that they were about to jump on me,
if not for my classmates watching from a distance. What is the best action to take when they come for
my ass? Edit: Theres one guy fucking huge compared to me but I can take the others.
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LTR wants to bring a girl in the bedroom
142 upvotes | December 29, 2019 | by byfuzqi | Link | Reddit Link

I've been with the girl for a few years. I'm the only guy she's been with. Yesterday she told me she
wants to see me have sex with another girl, her reasoning is it turns her on but she also gets off to the
idea that I will fuck another girl and kick her out the door after.
Can I get RP advice on this? Is this normal? Obviously I'm fine with going through with it, but why
did this come out of the blue?
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I’m starting to think this club shit is a waste of time.
142 upvotes | November 16, 2019 | by UniversalFapture | Link | Reddit Link

Honestly, i can’t tell if its me being a beta or me just genuinely lacking game in the club scene. Its
filled music i dislike, weed, and general obnoxious bs
I mean, i’ll go if invited, or if i’m aware, but most of my lays are a product of me being interesting.
I can’t chat you up if your 100% focused on your homegirls. Its just, too much effort for pretty much
zero return. It takes effort to pull bitches in the day, i don’t have time to get my soul crushed at night
as well.
Should i just give it up? Cause i’m not a fan of this shit.
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How to respond to girls who like to subtly brag about their sex
life and or the attention they get from other guys?
142 upvotes | January 10, 2020 | by AvatarTwasCheesy | Link | Reddit Link

I've noticed this more and more recently where girls love to bring up either positive traits about their
ex, previous sexual partners or just in general humble bragging about their SMV, as if they try to
DHV, qualify themselves or shit test a reaction out of you (bragging can fulfill either or all of those
purposes I assume). Happens during initial flirting, dates, pillow talk -- it's something I've definitely
picked up on a lot more as I've become more conscious of trying not to brag to girls myself (should I
be?).
They'll often start with "one time this guy..", "this one time with my ex..", "my ex was really good at.."
"this guy I hooked up with last week.." or more situationally, "that waiter is cute", "this creep asked
for my number the other day", "a guy bought me a drink", "I'm getting so many looks in this club",
"some weird guy just messaged me", "haha, the bouncer just asked for my number". It's very
reminiscent of how guys brag to each other about their sexual conquests, but much less direct.
Am I missing something here? I like to think I'm successful with girls and a handsome fellow (not to
brag, ironically), but I make a conscious effort not to bring up anything to suggest how "easily I get
laid", my body count, past relationships, girls I've been with etc. I find it lame and insecure to do so,
like its such a forced way to demonstrate value and pre-selection.. but is it actually the most effective
from a female perspective?
So it's actually quite off-putting when I hear such bragging, qualifying, whatever -- a girl shamelessly
telling me that I'm the third hookup she's had in a fortnight drops her value to the bottom of the ocean
for me (and then they wonder where they went wrong). For context, I'm a 24 year old, recently bored
of casual sex and looking for a LTR, so maybe such behavior just bothers me more now (I also notice
it more from younger, less mature girls, student types).

So why the hell do they do it? to spark jealousy?
How do I respond?
And should guys do the same to girls? am I not displaying SMV or high value as much as I
could by not similarly bragging myself?

They're pretty much pointless comments that can be perceived as red flags and cause loss of
attraction, I see no benefit -- are girls just that clueless with how to demonstrate value verbally (like
they even need to..)? Giving the benefit of the doubt here.
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Do you troll your ltr?
142 upvotes | June 4, 2017 | by fakeplastictrees87 | Link | Reddit Link

How much do you troll your ltr? (so she sees you as a jerk)
Last time I bought a small gift box, put it on the table so when she comes home she thinks "omfg itz a
gift".. But when she opened the box she saw printed pic of my biceps...
She called me jerk.
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LTR admits to openly flirting with guys to “finesse free drinks”
They love to claim their behavior as innocent. Should I next?
142 upvotes | January 6, 2019 | by YNGBLOOD13 | Link | Reddit Link

Edit: I NEXTED THAT BITCH
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Is this why women shit test us? Major realisation
142 upvotes | September 4, 2020 | by Simptopimp-co-uk | Link | Reddit Link

Women want to fulfill their sexual imperative of getting a man with the best genes to impregnate
them.
With self improvement so common, do women shit test us to find out if we are naturals ie. genetically
alpha? If you fail the shit test she knows you weren’t genetically/naturally high value and therefore
will give her suboptimal genes for children.
This may also be why admitting you are not a natural and that you read RP, relationship advice etc is
a major turn off. They want an effortless alpha: A guy who was jacked without putting in years lifting
with a progressive overload routine. A guy who was confident without having to research tips on
reddit. A guy who just ‘gets it’.
That’s why they shit test us, to find the guys who just get it, who were born like this. Not the ones
who made themselves like this.
No?
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What was your easiest lay? (online dating excluded)
142 upvotes | August 4, 2020 | by blkvoyageur | Link | Reddit Link

Mine was in Poland!
I walked in club, making my way to the bar to grab a drink!
While walking I lock eyes with a 7, 1m75, 19yo polish girl!
I smiled, she smiled, I did the hand of God, she took my hand and I pull to her to me and proceed to
kiss! Within 5 minutes, I told her let’s go to my place and she agreed!
Easiest lay I could recall out of the dating apps zero date bangs! The whole process from the eye
contact to the bang lasted less than 25 minutes
And I swear and not particularly good looking!
If not my confidence, the only thing that might have contributed to that is probably that I’m black!
Edit: formatting
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Ltr texting other guy
142 upvotes | January 22, 2021 | by BoardAlpha | Link | Reddit Link

2 weeks ago my LTR told me she contacted a guy from her town because he was sick and went
through a surgery. Now I found out they have been texting each other since. I saw the the texts and
she also talked about me, about my birthday, that she was lucky for having me, so I don't think it was
that bad but in general she seemed to be having fun talking with him. At one point the guy asked her
out on a date and she refused. The thing is that he was clearly hitting on her and she kept talking with
him. I told her that I can't accept that and she immediately blocked him and begged me to not leave
her. What's the correct move here?
EDIT: Thanks for all the insight guys, I read all the replies and I think I'm going to keep her and
proceed with caution while focusing on getting plates
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FWB got super drunk and handsy with another dude in front
of me. I dropped her from my rotation for blatant disrespect.
Right move?
142 upvotes | November 14, 2020 | by iphonepencil | Link | Reddit Link

Basically, I had a really good FWB with no red flags whatsoever. We go out with another friend and
she gets completely hammered. She can barely walk and is holding onto both of us for balance.
Essentially, she goes from being all over me to being all over him. She was holding both of our hands
and touching our legs. It was weird as fuck to be honest. I know she is not mine but I felt disrespected
as fuck. I did not mate guard whatsoever and just used this as an opportunity to observe her behavior.
Eventually, she said she needed to throw up but couldn't and needed someone to gag her. The dude
immediately shoves his fingers down her throat... She then starts throwing up multiple times while
holding his hand and him rubbing her back. We take her back to a hotel to sober up and we go out to
more bars. He straight up tells me "we should run a train on her." I told him that I have asked for a
MFF threesome and she is just not interested in that. We then head back to hotel room and he strips
down into his underwear and joins my FWB in bed while I am sitting on the bedside watching like
what the fuck is happening. He knocks out for a few minutes only to wake up and immediately grab
her to start kissing her. She is 100% black out drunk and does not know what the fuck is going on. I
am thinking this is the weirdest fucking night out I have ever been on. I simply push his head away
and drive home with my FWB.
What the fuck happened?
I know that my FWB is not mine but I have never felt so disrespected in my life and have decided to
drop her from my rotation. Is this the right move?
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Anyone else feel like their life is a little boring
142 upvotes | February 3, 2021 | by ODOKADOI | Link | Reddit Link

I rarely party, club or go out, haven’t had a girl throughout my life (I know that I shouldn’t base my
happiness off of girls, but there’s some threshold that needs to be reached), haven’t participated in
sports, when I tried to get myself to join one or join a society fucking covid appears.
Caught up with one of my old friends from where I come from and he clubs hard, parties harder,
drives around a little and street races a tiny bit with his friends, for show off in front of girls but still
fun, but on the other hand he doesn’t have many hobbies or anything else, just that and work.
I know that comparison is the killer of joy, but my life seems a little boring. Sure I have good parents
and family (note - I’m 21), finishing my degree, got some money saved up (not a whole lot, but more
than most my age and I’m by no means rich), picking up some hobbies and absorbing knowledge, but
at night all I do, apart from sleep eventually, is either watch Netflix or play video games after I’ve
exercised a little so i actually gain some muscles after all these years.
Covid is making me realise I’ve taken a lot for granted, but even though I’m aware of it, I’m afraid I
won’t take action.
What are your thoughts? What am I doing wrong and how to improve?
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Why do women try to change you, if they just end up hating
you once you’ve changed?
142 upvotes | December 11, 2020 | by dryperson | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/kb7tsa/why_do_women_try_to_change_you_if_they_just_end/
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Does anyone else find it a major turnoff when girls play hard to
get when they have no business doing so?
142 upvotes | June 12, 2021 | by clausternn | Link | Reddit Link

I was texting this girl who I've known for 4 years and last saw 2 years ago, and she told me she was
traveling near where I am next week. She's a 5 or 6 but I like her personality and would gladly travel
with her and fuck her for a week then go our separate ways.
So she tells me, roughly translated, "There's a place for you to stay if you wanna come. I invited a
friend but she couldn't make it."
I express interest and ask some more about it. Turns out she invited another friend but hasn't heard
back yet. But then she throws me a curve ball.
I get that classic alpha scenario where she sends 10 messages and I reply back with 2 words, so I
figure, "I got this in the bag."
Problem is, in those 10 messages, she said something like "I can give you the name of the place and
you can book something for yourself. Depending on your behavior, maybe I'll let you sleep with me."
Completely turned me off about the whole thing. And almost feels like she just pulled the rug out
from under me. How does a 5 who is at risk of traveling alone think she can be picky? With a guy she
knew fairly well 2 years ago too, not like I'm some stranger off the internet.
Not sure what I even wanna do at this point. The way I see it, I only have 2 options.
1) Book a room for myself for one night, because I'm 100% confident I can sleep with her the
following nights.
2) Forget about the whole thing and go do something by myself.
I'm more curious though, does anyone else find this attitude a major turnoff?
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Seems like after a certain age, your social circle becomes
incredibly small unless you enter a LTR. How do you square
this with TRP?
141 upvotes | January 25, 2021 | by lookiamathrowaway | Link | Reddit Link

As you grow older, you witness what use to be your friend circle shrink down. Your boys, one by
one, succumb to the LTR they get into. Their priorities change. They start doing things with other
couples. When you’re with them, you’re the odd one there without a partner, assuming you’re even
invited. LTR people don’t usually like doing things with single people. It’s weird. They do things
with other couples.
For those who have run into this dilemma before, how did you face it?
Keep in mind, the advice of “Make new friends with single guys your age.” isn’t as easy applicable to
everyone. Not everybody lives in LA or NYC and is nearby a conglomeration of successful single
men. In most parts of the west, it seems that most single older men aren’t exactly happy or successful
unless they’re rich or famous. They’re usually still single because they’re left behind and are at a
terrible phase in life. I don’t want to be friends with these kinds of men.
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Why do women purposefully lie to men about what they are
attracted to ?
141 upvotes | December 19, 2018 | by johnpua2345678 | Link | Reddit Link

Women including your mother will tell you exactly the opposite of what they like in a man .
Your own mother will tell you that women like nice guys while they themselves fuck selfish and
immoral men.
But when they are in women only groups they will start saying all the red pill truths as to what kind
of men they are attracted to, how much they hate nice guys and other things like that.
So, it is not like they don't know waht they are attracted to but they purposefully lie to men which
includes their sons whom they love.
This behavior of women is very complex.
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Had to quit a date because it was that bad
141 upvotes | October 27, 2020 | by SkyluxTM | Link | Reddit Link

I met up with this girl at a bar, who was an obvious thot (assuming from the tinder stories she told
me) but we did absolutely not vibe. Like at all. Either my game was off or she just didn't like me. She
sat just there stiff as a log (with her jacket still on, purse in her hand) blabbering around the whole
time. All my moves just got blocked. She gave an obvious excuse why we should not kiss, despite her
fucking other dudes on the first date. I ended it since I did not want to waste more time. Idk. Did
anyone of you had these days where your game is just off the damn table? I thought I would have
figured my game out now but now I feel like a borderline autist.
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Help me understand better about Beta Bait
141 upvotes | August 20, 2019 | by sootlord | Link | Reddit Link

Hey gentlemen thanks for taking the time with this post. I recently became RedPill for the last year
and always on here brushing up on my game.
However I recently met this girl HB8 a few weeks ago and I got her number and instagram. I asked
her out and she dodged it. No problem, so I stopped texting her because my time is valuable. I posted
a photo on instagram at a very upscale bar I was at and she sent me a insta message "wheres my
invite?" So I ignored the message entirely. The next night I recieved a text message to see if I have
SnapChat i told her "yeah, heres my username send me something good" so now she keeps sending
me all these sexy snaps while at work (which I only breadcrumb her validation sometimes)
I tried escalating and asking her again if shes free this weekend to which I recieve "I can try to be" I
dont like flakey shit so i didnt respond and will not ask again. But here I am today and she sends me a
snap of a banana in her mouth and Im totally blown away how I should navigate this situation. This is
classic beta bait right?
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How do you guys deal with existential crisis?
141 upvotes | April 19, 2019 | by Fatlossbro | Link | Reddit Link

Lifting helps but not much.
I have been trying to find meaning in my life for a while. And I have come to realize that there isn't
any. That life is purposeless. No matter what I do, no matter what I achieve my actions and my
achievements are meaningless. Whether I become a saint, series killer, or amass wealth greater than
Jeff Bezoz my achievements and my legacy will be forgotten along with 7 billion people just like me.
I have come to feel that even my existence is meaningless. For life I am a mere meat-sack carrying
my genes. My whole existence in the grand scheme of things feels like human equivalent to what
microbe is to a whale.
I know I am not a special snowflake. I have grown out of the thought that I am center of the universe,
and the notion of absolute good and bad, and everything exists for a purpose.
How do guys find meaning, purpose and truth in a reality so void of it? How do stay sane in a
universe that just IS?
This post is not supposed to be a pity party. These are reoccurring thoughts I have been having that I
am not able come to peace with.
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Guys I need help asap
141 upvotes | October 27, 2018 | by H0tTamal3 | Link | Reddit Link

I've just recently started taking the red pill and I'm making some progress coming out of my omega
solitude and trying to take care of myself.
I live in a bumfuck little town so today I drove 80 miles to the nearest city to practice approaching
women, away from people I know. First I had to get rid of these sweatpants and sweatshirt I was
wearing, so I went to the mall to get some style. I got a leather jacket and a few new outfits with
shoes and all, thanks to the help of some of the style advice and guides on here.
Anyway, to cut to the point, I threw on these new clothes and went back into the mall to get some
jewelry to accessorize. At the kiosk where I got the jewelry I started talking to a girl that worked
there and got her number. I asked if she wanted to go get a drink tonight and then she gave me her
number. The first time I've tried gaming in years and it worked first try.
So I don't want to pat myself on the back yet, I still have some approaching to do before this chick
gets out of work. But I haven't really read anything about text game. Do I text her 30 minutes before
she gets out of work? Do I just say hey right now so she has my number? I don't know what to do! Oh
btw this chick is probably about hb7, way hotter than the one girl I've been banging the last few
years.
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Is it normal to want to isolate yourself and "start over" after
getting RP'ed?
141 upvotes | January 8, 2019 | by fade2clear | Link | Reddit Link

Maybe it's just negative thinking, but after seeing the true nature of people, I find myself getting more
distant. Almost to the point where I want to move far away and just start over with life, and have
limited contact with people I know now.
I have a lot of good friends, but I don't see them in the same light anymore. I just see how selfish
people are or can be.
It makes it harder to deal with after being an overweight beta loser, and now people are watching you
kill it. I still don't feel like the respect is there, and they seem to look down on you for changing so
much(crab mentality). I've never been called out, but I pick up on those vibes constantly. Although
some people have been very encouraging.
I just feel like I'm burned out on everything and everybody in my life at the moment. Just wondering
if this is a passing phase of TRP...it makes me feel like I have a bad outlook and attitude on life, but
at the same time realistic.
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I'm an incel. I don't want to be incel anymore.
141 upvotes | August 11, 2018 | by pol012345 | Link | Reddit Link

I'm a 22 year old incel. I'm active in various incel communities. I realized that hanging around incel
communities won't help me at all to ascend. They are all copecels that don't even try to ascend.
I will do whatever you say, you get to control my life. This is what you're working with: 22 yo 5'11
180lbs skinnyfat incel, never had friends much less a gf, have no social skills.
I know it's over but I've gotta try before I decide to rope.
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Found girlfriend on Tinder
140 upvotes | December 23, 2016 | by exerciseaway | Link | Reddit Link

Looks like Christmas came early. Friend texted me early this morning and sent me a screenshot of
her profile. Has a ton of recent photos, one with me in it. Biography alludes to sex and drugs. I feel
extremely stupid. That's their nature I suppose and I have some work to do on myself.
What should I do? I'm supposed to hang out with her and her family today. Natural reaction is to
confront but women love drama. I've set myself up pretty well to ghost her. Should I wait until after
the holidays for image sake?
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Me and 6girls in a house over the weekend
140 upvotes | June 23, 2020 | by Emit_M | Link | Reddit Link

So some shit happened somehow and I got into a situation in which it’s me and 6girls in one
apartment, 2rooms 3beds and one living room.
How the fuck do I handle it like a king and go for a three way or smth?
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A small collection of good resources, in case we get banned
soon.
140 upvotes | June 29, 2020 | by A_Edgelord | Link | Reddit Link

Stuff that isn't in the sidebar. Collected it over the years.
https://archive.is/oOGd3 https://archive.is/d52T8 https://archive.is/PVSv5
https://theredarchive.com/post/46179 https://theredarchive.com/post/46233 https://archive.is/LJs0d
https://archive.vn/0Vy4n https://archive.vn/aLlgR https://archive.vn/iaWEG https://archive.vn/wFevq
https://archive.vn/gTSeH https://archive.vn/pNOiy
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I’m angry with myself for being such a blue pilled through
college despite being attractive. How do I overcome this phase?
140 upvotes | May 11, 2019 | by rijeka1 | Link | Reddit Link

So many missed opportunities that I can’t comprehend now
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Bro's my life is going bad, not like petty bad, actually bad.
What does a guy do in this situation?
140 upvotes | October 4, 2020 | by 321cmecum | Link | Reddit Link

I'm 27 and still at home. Got my first full-time job 6 months ago. I recently bought a newer car for 9k
cause my old one was absolutely fucked. So I actually have reliable transport now which is great. My
job is stable too. Work with good people. Younger years were legit plagued by some really fucking
bad depression that I only came out of (mostly) at about 25, had a suicide attempt at 23 that nobody
knows about either. Slow but I am making changes. Still often zoning out thinking why bother.
Lost 25lbs and quit smoking last year. Stopped hanging around assholes and started working out.
Feelsgoodman.
I buy this car for 9k and my savings take a hit, I got like 1.5k left and in order to move out I need
about 4k. Ideally 5k to 6k so I have some emergency funds etc.
My dad got injured at work and is off work for 4-6 months (paid), my mom has started drinking
heavily cause she's a fucken drunk in general and that's another story, my brother who is 32 left his
partner and moved back home and he just sits around smoking and drinking and talking shit, and my
closest friend moved like 4hrs away last week.
It just all feels totally fucked again. The depression is coming back. Feels like I have nobody around
me to be a rock if needed and although I try to be my own rock it ain't working.
Haven't worked out in 6 days and have been eating like shit. Questioning everything.
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Did I soft next this plate correctly?
140 upvotes | October 27, 2019 | by Chadmassacre | Link | Reddit Link

Been fucking her for 1 year, took her virginity, fucked basically once a week or once every two
weeks.
I tell her to come over Tuesday or Thursday and she says "Heyy I just started seeing someone kind of
exclusively"
I said "Alright good luck".
I think a hard next is when you ghost them, I don't feel like she did anything wrong because plates
break eventually, surprised I got a year out of her. I'm not mad either as I have 2 other plates
spinning.
The reason I'm asking is because I've never been in this situation before. How did I do?
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Spun my first plate, pretty sure now she wants a LTR, now
what
140 upvotes | July 21, 2019 | by moonpresence- | Link | Reddit Link

Fucked her twice on our first date simply following
http://archive.is/vFUf8
It’s amazing how easy it is actually, coming from a total blue pill mindset a few weeks ago. She even
pulled the “I don’t go home with guys I really like on the first date” as we were making out in the
alley after the date and I instantly recognized it as a shit test and countered it. Would’ve never
dreamed of being capable of that a week ago even.
Anyways, We both agreed beforehand we weren’t looking for anything serious, but now she can’t get
enough of me and Im pretty sure she wants be be in a LTR. Should I cut contact or keep fucking her?
Sorry if this is a retarded topic I’m new to trp
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LTR is friends with a co-worker who has high SMV. How to
handle jealousy
139 upvotes | December 2, 2019 | by pollenao | Link | Reddit Link

My 1.5 year LTR recently started a new job in marketing and has made friends with a 6’7 guy who
used to row for Great Britain (high SMV to compete with lol).
The dynamic in our relationship is generally positive – all affection instigated by her, she’s
submissive, happy to follow my lead etc. Essentially no red flags.
I lift, work on myself, have a good job, get attention from other women (and my LTR knows it), but
this guy’s SMV is clearly higher than mine.
She’s mentioned him to me a few times, each time commenting on his height and size. To show the
‘difference in height’ compared to her, she showed me a pic of them standing together at a work
party.
I recognised this as a shit test, so just nodded at the picture and moved the conversation on (any
comments on a better reaction here would be appreciated).
How do I deal with the fact that she hangs out with and could be attracted to her male co-workers,
especially this guy she’s befriended?
Obviously confronting and revealing my jealousy / insecurity is a big no, but the internal conflict is
real. So how can I make peace?
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As my awareness of TRP increases, paired with my physique
bordering on ripped, it feels like life is entering easy mode. Is
this all it takes to be in that top percent?
139 upvotes | March 17, 2019 | by bf1bro18 | Link | Reddit Link

I have average looks and grew up middle class. I don't think anything else is really amazing or unique
about me as a whole.
I lift 5 days per week, dress well, speak selectively, work full time & have been reading / applying
TRP for 5 years. That's it.
The older I get the more I notice that people (men and women) do not shit test me, and if they do it is
rare and playful at most. I can attract women and keep their attention, and also make male friends /
acquaintances without it being forced.
I just look after myself and speak well, that is all it feels like. But when I read of some guys and the
things they say / do or what they firmly believe in when it comes to female nature or other men it
honestly confuses me because it is so easy to step out of the bucket (crabs reference thing) but I see
and know of so many guys who are going through their 20's with horrible posture, a big gut, smoke
every day, dress like edgy teenagers, always side with women, demonize men, act fairly feminine but
play it off as some quirk, overly apologetic, clearly no physical activity, eating junk, just appearing
somewhat out of the loop.
Again I ain't a Chad Thundercock, just a guy who is average with some basic self improvement
thrown in with some regular maintenance thrown in to keep myself on my toes socially (such as
reading TRP) and yet I still find myself amazed at times as to just how some guys act in the world.
For example I study and all of the guys in my class (8 of them) are genuinely nice and we get along
fine. But they are all terribly out of shape, half of them smoke on breaks, they all buy doughnuts and
chocolate milks for lunch, dress poorly, and act noticeably more blue-pilled when any of the female
classmates are nearby (agreeing with them, laughing at everything they say, smiling non stop,
apologizing for petty things) and It is as though even they know they aren't doing what they know
they should be doing.
I have observed these same guys playfully rip into each other about how they should exercise, how
they should bring packed food, how they should buy new shoes, how they should quit smoking, the
list goes on. And they all sort of have this brief moment of "realness" on their faces when it is as
though deep down their mind is screaming at them saying "BUT WHY DONT YOU?" and they
quickly forget it and go back to normal life.
This is all just observations and thoughts I have been having lately and wanted to share. I won't end
with a question because I am pretty sure there are various things in this whole post that some of you
could reply to and share insight on.
Cheers.
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How do you guys deal with people still plugged into the matrix
who act like your the strange one for avoiding monogamous
relationship in order to foucus and improve on ones self? (21
years old)
139 upvotes | March 24, 2019 | by YallmindifIhitthat | Link | Reddit Link

This tends to happen at family events and such where they concistantly ask me "have you got a
girlfriend yet?" Or "are you seeing anyone?". Truth is I haven't found any girl during my plate
spinning that's even close to being worth of ltr status/time investment. I'd rather continue to further
myself in my goals and have the power of being able to freely take my life in any direction I want
without having to think about some ltr. Of course I don't spurt out redpill theory to them or even the
fact that I prefer non exclusive relationships because we know how that shit storm would go. I
normally brush of the question with some joke and try and move on but after a while they just don't
want to drop the topic. It's a little frustrating and I was just wondering how you guys deal with
situations such as this. Thanks.
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In horrible pain
139 upvotes | April 13, 2019 | by Churningaway | Link | Reddit Link

One of the craziest parts of trp I had to swallow was the fact that if you're in horrible (emotional)
pain, its 99.9% of the time better to ride it out in private. Suffer in silence. We all have these times
where we dont feel like Chad thundercock. When it rains it pours and sometimes life gets one over on
you and gets you in a headlock for a bit.
I learned this the hard way when I realized a girl I was seeing, definitely the hottest i had been with at
the time, lied to me about her past in an unforgivable way. I was disgusted of her, myself for being
fooled and then the pain of having to let her go while I still loved her felt like I was chopping off one
of my arms. That was my entrance into TRP. I rode it out in mostly private and focused on other
facets in life. I'm a firm believer that for a man a concoction of pain, adversity, and bitter uphill climb
leads to a boy becoming a man. It's a journey few boys complete. Most end up dying as boys so for
that I'm grateful.
My question is this. Tonight I feel in horrible pain again. Another girl I met in college is getting
married. Pictures and videos are everywhere on IG and I tried avoiding it but I cant. Shes a girl I
loved deeply in college. She wanted me too. She was holding out for marriage (I know what folks
here believe about that being a shit-test), a genuine virgin. Cute, shy, small. Unfortunately, I told her
no many times because I wanted to further my career and placed a priority on gaming other girls and
getting money and I felt she was too innocent to game..
Now I see her getting married. To one of my friends at that. And i feel a horrible mix of pain and
regret. Pain because I likely will never talk to her again. And regret because i could have had her.
This path that we follow is a lonely one. The reward is definitely great, i keep moving up in life. But
the cost also huge...
How do you deal with pain like this once already red pilled?
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Which self-help book impacted your life the most?
139 upvotes | April 13, 2019 | by polarizingpotato | Link | Reddit Link

I know there are ALOT of books out there. I’ve bought many and read many. And we all know that
reading information without applying it is technically useless.
Now that’s out of the way, I’m keen on your opinion. Which self help book do you think has given
you the most value or changed your life the most?
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What non-TRP books made a big impact on you?
139 upvotes | September 21, 2020 | by silence0dogood | Link | Reddit Link

Talking about everything - knowledge, drugs, lifting, history.

For me:
Sex, Drugs & Magick: A Journey Beyond Limit - a really cool book about what it is. I think it should
be named Sex, Drugs and Occultism, but hey, I guess Magick was a popular word in mid-2000s.

Walter Isaacson - Biography of Da Vinci and Benjamin Franklin (if you want to pick one, pick Da
Vinci).

The new book about Naval: Almanack of Naval Ravikant (you might as well listen to his How to Get
rich podcast instead, great listen, bad clickbaity title)

Storybrand by Donald Miller - really good bit about marketing for your business. I'm a basic bitch
and kinda needed that to push myself to finally get my brand out.

How to Think Like a Roman Emperor: The Stoic Philosophy of Marcus Aurelius - Donald Robertson
- prefer this to Meditations, a lot of actionable stuff, along with historical context.

Edit:
Had, not made.
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Have we become an echo chamber?
139 upvotes | September 8, 2019 | by cleverraptor77 | Link | Reddit Link

I read criticisms on ourselves saying we rely on confirmation bias and ignore other perspectives on
gender dynamics
The recent observations of the sub where bad advice is given by juniors and incels etc seem to reflect
this: it seems we zealously promote our ideas here and condemn any other views and dont contest the
validity of our ways and instead just reframe scenarios in redpill lens.
I started uni and was taught critical thinking.
I believe in our ways but how are we not just a cult that believes the words of the sidebar as law
instead of people striving to evolve and adapt to the changing social dynamics of our world?
Update: Have learned that I almost fell into a SJW pitfall ty all for pulling me out before I slipped.
Main takeaway is RP is built on things fundamental to human nature that will never change. Also
critical thinking is something to be developed over time not a on switch at uni
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How to not fall into rational / serious mode?
139 upvotes | October 6, 2019 | by orieva | Link | Reddit Link

Especially when I read a lot of TRP, I fall into this serious self improvement mode that vanishes all
my charm. It might be like a perfectionist kind of thing, but I don't know how to equip both
simultaneously.
How do you do it?
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Why do women dislike seeing low-SMV men improve
themselves / become successful.
139 upvotes | April 30, 2018 | by EmergencyVersion | Link | Reddit Link

Long story short, I used to be an Omega-level low-SMV guy (the kind that even teachers and band
geeks made laughed at, had nobody show up to his high school graduation party and even his own
sister did not want to be seen with him him in public) and I have turned my life around for the better.
In the past four years since I found /r/TheRedPill, I have become more fit than the average person
(can pass all military fitness tests), experienced incredible things while traveling abroad, made a
group of great friends that respect me and established myself as a professional (am finishing up my
first academic paper, graduating with honors in a couple of weeks, and have a dream job lined up for
me after graduation and can afford to live next to the beach in another state). I have never been
happier in my life.
While most women I newly-meet are impressed by what I have accomplished, the ones that used to
know me (including my mother, sister and aunt) before seem downright insulted. I have once
eavesdropped on a sorority girl who pegged me as a loser before literally say, "He does not deserve
any of that!" referring to me in an upset tone. Another time when I used to work part-time at a food
joint, customers would always compliment me on my voice (been told many times that I have a voice
for movie trailers or acting) while ignoring my young female coworkers. "Why does he get
compliments and not us? That is such bullshit..." Even my own sister bitched at me when she saw me
on a coffee date with a decent-SMV girl (i.e., "That is not okay! You need to be more open-minded
and tolerant! ").
Why do women dislike it when they see former low-SMV men become successful?
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Dad just passed away two days ago. How to pick myself up?
139 upvotes | August 25, 2020 | by protobot_still_alive | Link | Reddit Link

Hi TRPers,
My dad just passed away two days ago because of heart attack. My dad was a great man and was my
role model growing up. I am trying to accept the fact and move on with life. But I'm not sure how to
pick myself up.
I have been lurking and internalising TRP the past three years. I lift consistently and will start my
first job next week. My current lifts are:
Weight: 68kg/ 150 lbs
Squat: 100 kg/ 220 lbs
Deadlift: 120 kg/ 265 lbs
Benchpress: 80 kg/ 176 lbs
I have been saving a lot since my early days and manage to accumulate $20,000. I'm still progressing
in life and would like advices from senior TRPers. How do I face this challenge and how do I keep
growing from this?
Edit:
People are asking why do I have to put my lifts numbers and financials? TRP is a big part of my life
ever since my first year in university (3 years ago). I broke up with an LTR and suffered depression.
Finding TRP was a blessing as the community helped me picked up myself. I started lifting
religiously even though I couldn't afford protein, approach girls, worked hard for my studies and
invest my money. Now, my dad passed away and it is probably the lowest point in my life after that
depression. I've put up my numbers to make it clear my current progress. I'll take my time to grieve
and mourn with my family but at the same time, life goes on. I'd like to pick myself up and become a
better man for myself and for my family. These numbers would be a good starting point for senior
TRPers to comment as you guys probably have faced the same thing.
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Did social media expose women?
139 upvotes | January 17, 2021 | by kreuzbergawitc | Link | Reddit Link

I'll preface with first - when I say this, I'm not talking about all women
But why are so many women so narcissistic and obsessed with selfies/tiktok/social media culture
above anything else? When and why did a stupid butt pose become an acceptable substitute for
actually having a personality?
Why do the majority of women behave like this, whereas the 2020s man is expected to actually work
on self development, be both smart and funny, make 6 figures, have a six pack etc.
Seriously, social media and shitty tiktok dances are not a suitable substitute for actually having a
personality and it's getting really annoying.
Note to some women - we don't care for how many instagram followers you have, nor your twerk to
the latest tiktok fad - most guys that actually want a serious relationship with you will be turned off
by this.
The first thing most women on dating apps want to know is my instagram handle before getting to
know me? Seriously wtf.
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Lived around the world, came back, what is going on?
139 upvotes | May 30, 2021 | by throwaway2343276767 | Link | Reddit Link

I stumbled on TRP recently and I wanted to share a story.
About me: When I was 18~19, I landed a pretty cool job, a part of it was travelling to different
places. I ended up being "placed" in an Asian country for 7 years, where I learned the local language
and customs to a high level. I'm a pretty typical Germanic/caucasian looking guy, 183cm, and I've
been lifting and running for the last 4-5 years so I'm in pretty good shape. Although I've always been
introverted, to a degree; I've never had issues with at least occasionally running into
women/relationships/dates/etc even during my insecure high school days.
I'd like to share my experiences of what life in that country was like. Firstly, I'd like to say I've never
really had Yellow fever or anything like that, nor was I ever truly desperate for women.
As I settled in and started focusing on work and occasionally going out, the amount of pussy that was
thrown my way was absolutely ridiculous, not just from local women but other foreign women as
well. I would sit at a bar to relax after a stressful workday, and a random, hot ass girl would sit next
to me and ask me my name, like a scene from a fucking movie. I'd have female coworkers asking me
out on dates. I'd have random girls who were friends of friends of friends find me on social media,
add me, and ask me out for a coffee. I'd get drunk as shit going clubbing with some friends, and
without even realizing what's happening, I'd be holding hands with some girl who I never even said a
word to. Random situations, random hook ups with unknown women would happen up to 2-3 times a
week. And the craziest thing was, all of my friends (Asian, local friends included) were getting laid
similar amounts. It was just that kind of culture over there. The women were very approachable, and
also didn't mind approaching guys they were attracted to. I've ran into only a handful of crazies, but
for the most part, all of the experiences were very pleasant and I even got into a long term
relationship, something I thought I'd never do (she fucked me over and cheated, but that's beside the
point). The women I dated were interesting, all with a story and perspective on life; from
kindergarten teachers to nurses to police officers to a fucking military aircraft pilot. I lived this
lifestyle of constantly grinding out work, grinding the gym, meeting random women - and I decided I
needed to relax a bit, go back to my roots, and chill the fuck out.
During the pandemic my job became remote, I took the opportunity and headed back to my
hometown, where I haven't been even once for 7 years.
I was eventually greeted by all my childhood friends, and the lifestyle here was way more depressing
for the men than I initially remembered.
-First friend I met, who was one of my best friends that I haven't seen in years, said he was coming
over my house as soon as I get back. I was expecting to share stories over some beers. He comes
over, we start talking, everything is like the good old times. Suddenly his phone started ringing and
he got jittery and canceled the call. 3 seconds later, rings again. He cancels it again. 2 seconds later,
again. He finally picks up and I could hear from his phone a woman just fucking screaming her guts
out at him that he has to be home and it's getting late. It was 7pm. My friend left after we were only
talking for about 15 minutes and he couldn't finish his beer. He married her a couple months ago.
-Second friend I met at a cafe over some coffee, who told me he was still a virgin at 25.
-Third friend I met, who by the way is a goddamn good-looking 193cm beast of a guy, fit as fuck,
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was almost in tears explaining his recent break-up to me, with a morbidly obese woman.
-Fourth friend was still dating the same girl he dated when we were 16 and in school. Hasn't slept
with anyone else, hasn't considered it, is considering marriage, seems happy yet talks shit about his
girlfriend behind her back
-Fifth friend, same situation. Sixth friend too.
I've been here for several months now, and the women not only put almost zero effort into their
appearance, but they have the men trapped by the balls. The good-looking ones have no job and the
personality of a rock and about 97 local men messaging them on instagram daily. Not a single woman
even said "Hello" to me, unless I personally knew her. Many of them have resting bitch faces, crossed
arms, and 100% unapproachable attitudes even in nightlife atmospheres.
What in the actual fuck is going on?
(on an unrelated note, I'm on a throwaway and I also don't undestand why this sub is quarantined, it
doesn't seem that bad and it's mostly shit men say to eachother in bars anyways - the feminazi
subreddits are on the reddit front page like every goddamn day, the fuck?)
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Why does nexting/ignoring girls work?
139 upvotes | March 3, 2020 | by Sergelano | Link | Reddit Link

So i had alot of times where i fucked a girl or didn’t, went to dates with etc.
That starts flaking and not rescheduling etc etc. So i next them or ignore them and focus on other
girls.
But after 1 - 3 weeks or even 6 months later they start texting or calling me back.
Whats the reason if they are low interest that they reiniate contact? I never validate them when
texting so i dont think thats the reason.
What do you guys think?
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8 month LTR - I want to eject. Advice please.
139 upvotes | May 29, 2020 | by throw_away_alkie | Link | Reddit Link

Hi AskTRP,
35M. Fucked up and moved in with girl I liked (27F) - against my own judgement (never again).
As I predicted, sex drying up / being used to shit test. I have other options, but I don't want to cheat.
I don't care about lease. I am financially strong.
Thinking of playing this 1 of 2 ways tomorrow:
(A) I tell her "I am fucking someone today. Is it you?" And then either banging her or banging
someone else but it isn't cheating at that point as far as I am concerned.
(B) Sit her down, end it and then discuss who is moving out.
I need to regain frame here. Suggestions?
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Can you guys clarify what you mean when you say don’t chase
women?
139 upvotes | May 8, 2020 | by watchguy45 | Link | Reddit Link

Okay so I can understand putting your career, money, fitness all ahead of women. Getting a mission
in place.
Let’s say I wake up at 5 am to workout, go to work and end at 5 pm. Then I go do BJJ for a couple
hours and then go home , eat, read and bed. Am I to expect that women are magically going to appear
in my life? And even if one did, is this this lifestyle she’s going to be even interested in?
Just trying to understand this better. Thanks
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Is quarantine increasing the female hypergamy?
139 upvotes | May 15, 2020 | by hedden93 | Link | Reddit Link

I know a few girls who started an Onlyfans to exploit the simps. Tinder is overrun with validation
seeking women. Seems like women are spending more time on social media posting slutty Tik Toks
or selfies to get attention. Don't get me wrong, a lot of this was here before the quarantine, but it feels
even worse now. They're bored and have a lot of online avenues to make money and get attention.
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She's not yours, it's just ...
138 upvotes | April 1, 2021 | by T-C96 | Link | Reddit Link

Shouldn't the saying be - you're not hers, it's just her turn?
I see - "she's not yours, it's just your turn" thrown around on here all the time and it implies that
you're lucky enough to get a turn with her. She's the prize. You getting a turn with her, doesn't sound
very abundant to me.
If men are the prize, she should be the lucky one. No?
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Ever notice all women change their hairstyle when
relationships end?
138 upvotes | January 3, 2021 | by RedUncleCad | Link | Reddit Link

Ever notice all women change their hairstyle when relationships end?
My experience is that every time a long spinning plate is about to break, two things happen
One is that she materially changes her hair. The second is that she begs to be tied up or fucked in the
ass or something degrading that wasn't on the menu previously
Maybe she hopes to win me back? Perhaps the imminent relationship end means she can act out her
sluttiest fantasy? Anyone else notice this?
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Beware of Cannabis
138 upvotes | September 8, 2019 | by menial_optimist | Link | Reddit Link

While fun in the beginning, cannabis can really propel you into a deep cycle of self-isolation. I know
people who are 26 but have not developed much since leaving highschool because they've used
cannabis as a crutch. I used to be friends with these people, attending the smoke-ups every weekend.
Instead of going out and meeting people, learning, failing, and growing, these guys (myself included)
just continued to smoke up. This group of guys, save one, all are either virgins or had their last
girlfriend/fling years ago. It's a never ending cycle of being lonely/depressed -> meet up with the
stoners to smoke to escape the pain. After awhile I started asking myself "Is this all there is?" and got
out. I still meet up with them every few months to check in, but it's largely unchanged since the last
time I saw them. The conversations are the exact same as they were. Any discussion had simply
rehashes old ones that have been repeated countless times. There is simply nothing stimulating or
progressive about groups like that. Learn to recognize go nowhere individuals/groups and steer clear.
You may feel like part of a family inside these groups but you shouldn't sacrifice your own potential
and future just to fit in. Most drug user groups aren't even really friends anyways, they just want a
group of people to do drugs with. Take away the drugs, and there's little else remaining.
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How can I learn how to talk slower and enunciating better?
138 upvotes | September 10, 2019 | by David-Chapman | Link | Reddit Link

I talk pretty fast, which I feel makes me seem nervous and frantic - the truth is my mind is moving
fast and I'm trying to get all my thoughts out. It's obviously not a good look with women, do any of
you guys have any experience with tackling this?
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Most girls on Tinder only use it to boost their insta followers
right ?
138 upvotes | January 31, 2020 | by lyniaa | Link | Reddit Link

This app is so awful tbh,
First you need to text her, it's so boring because most girls on Tinder are dumb, they only answer :
"Yes" "Haha" "Okay" "Nice" " :)" "I like netflix, clubbing and going to mcdonalds and you?"
So know, to avoid this useless shit texting phase, i just ask the girl in a date after like 5 messages and
most of them flakes and give shit excuses or something like
"It's going to fast, i need to know you, add me on insta"
I know i'm good looking otherwise i wouldn't never be on this app, i always have ton of match, for
like 50 matches, i maybe get around 3 dates ? Which result in around 1 or 2 average girls fucked per
month using Tinder like a tryhard which is ridiculous (Im in a small town thought like 50k people in
it)
I even made a catfish account with a male model, who had like 300k followers on insta, and its the
same thing as when i use my real pic, lot of match, but lot of girls flake when you ask in a date
Is it just me or i feel like 90% of girls only use tinder for instagram followers and validation ? and
like 10% of them to get fucked ?
It became very hard to meet girls when you are not in university and work from your home, most
clubs in my town are closing because people don't go out as much as before since Netflix - Tinder
and social medias
It seems like approching at bar is my only option now, fuck tinder really, tryharding so much on this
app to fuck one or two average girls per month is so worthless
What do you guys think?
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Senior TRP members, what would you advise (financially wise)
to guys in their 20s?
138 upvotes | June 19, 2019 | by Cross_De_Lena | Link | Reddit Link

Basically the title, I'm in a position with a good job that has a good income, I have my own place with
a debt that takes away 1/5 of my paycheck every month for the next three years and that's basically it.
Any financial advice for guys like me in their 20s looking NOT to screw up their adulthood by bad
financial decisions?
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Girlfriend lost her virginity at 14 - is my relationship doomed?
137 upvotes | June 7, 2019 | by throwawaythequays | Link | Reddit Link

My girlfriend lost her virginity at 14 and has been having sex consistently since then. Her first time
was actually her cheating on her then boyfriend, and she's cheated since that as well. She's had sex
with I would say around 20 people and she's 25. We've been dating for over a year now.
Not sure if I should break it off as these details have come to light. I'm finding it hard to look past
them, wondering if I'll get over it with time.
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Disgusted by what I'm seeing.
137 upvotes | August 18, 2019 | by xKalista | Link | Reddit Link

So I discovered the red pill and got back in the game. Last night I went out with a group of friends
and a bunch were chicks, 2 of them were coming onto me, a lot of IOI, you know the game. They
were attractive and I was considering trying something but then when we were a bit tipsy we were
talking about sexual experiences and these bitches are straight up whores. I was literally shocked by
what I was hearing, she was bragging that she sucked off a dude she hated, she made out with 5
different guys one night because she got rejected and tried anal for the first time with a complete
stranger. Bruh the degeneracy of todays women... slutty behaviour turns me off soo much and I was
almost about to call her a whore... I did say "That's motive to be proud of " sarcastically. Do yall also
get a bit angry like I did here? Do sluts turn you off? Give me your feedback...
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Guys who aren’t getting married, what’s your plan after age
40?
137 upvotes | May 28, 2019 | by GoingToMakeItBrahs | Link | Reddit Link

I’ve never had the desire to get married, even pre-RP it seemed like a huge loss of freedom for what
appeared to be a little reward.
Yes, if the BP world was real, I’d love nothing more than a wonderful, beautiful, loyal woman, but
I’m old enough to know that doesn’t exist under most circumstances.
The next best thing I think is to become wealthy and be a sugar daddy of sorts.
At least the commitment is predictable (do you have money or not?)
Maybe just marry a 20 year old in my 50s.
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7.5/10 plate wants me to crap on her?
137 upvotes | June 27, 2019 | by flying-backflip | Link | Reddit Link

Been seeing this 7.5 plate for about 3 months once a week (on a weekday always) and she was
interested in exploring some of her kinks. At first it was shit like being tied up, light face slapping etc
but now she recently texted that she wants me to drop a loaf on her chest. On one hand I'm cool with
it because hey, I'm not going to be the one with shit on me, but on the other hand I'm not okay with it,
because I derive zero pleasure from it. What would you do?
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Lifting and it’s lesser known benefits “ my observation”
137 upvotes | February 7, 2019 | by Melanoma_man | Link | Reddit Link

I don’t lift just for making life easier to deposit my spunk in vagina or for aesthetics.
I first started lifting again to help my mental health.
Lifting a heavy iron bar is better than any anti depressant. FACT
I live in the north of England and it’s cold this time of year, but thanks to lifting I can tolerate the
cold much better and can make do with just wearing jeans a t shirt and a jacket, whilst most non
lifters are dressed as Eskimo’s.
I can comfortably sleep on the floor and get the best 8 hrs sleep. And it quite comfortable to do so
thanks to the increased muscle gains..
I also find it hard just to sit down or still and don’t play video games anymore really.
Anyone else can think of lesser known benefits thanks to lifting?
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“What are we?”
137 upvotes | October 27, 2020 | by BurntYams | Link | Reddit Link

Happens after sex. I usually say the Farmers Insurance jingle.
”We. Are. Farmers. Bum ba dum bum- bum bum bum”
They usually laugh and drop it.
Curious how others handle it.
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Girls on tinder in their bios who say: Not looking for hookups
137 upvotes | March 23, 2019 | by draino_soup1 | Link | Reddit Link

How do you go about that?
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Anyone else realise that they’re a bit of an asshole but not
really care?
137 upvotes | March 10, 2020 | by ExoticPanther | Link | Reddit Link

My life was pretty sad up until the past couple years. I kicked myself into gear and as a person I’m
happier because of it.
One thing I have noticed though; people seem to like me less when I’m happiest? It’s a bit of an odd
one. I’ve taken the view of whatever I think is right is what I’ll do, I’m done bowing to social
pressures and I’ll happily butt heads with people now. I’m having a great time in life right now.
I did notice some things said that I absolutely wouldn’t of said a couple of years ago though, and
wondered if I was a bit too much of a dick. A girl messaged me asking why I unfollowed her on
Instagram, I simply replied “I don’t like you” and left it at that, I told my friends and they were in
shock saying I was too much of a dick. Idk to me it’s still funny but I can see how I was a bit of an
asshole, but I’m just done really caring about it. Wondered if I’m alone on this lol
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Anybody else not really care for sex?
137 upvotes | April 5, 2020 | by Baxterz | Link | Reddit Link

Don't get me wrong, sex is great, but I find myself more focused on other aspects of my life lately
that I don't even care or put in the effort to get it. When I go out to the club or to a party, I'd much
prefer to go home to my nice comfy bed and have a good sleep alone then fuck a girl I don't care
about. Often if a girl starts grinding on me or is giving me IOIs, I mostly ignore it and sometimes find
it annoying honestly. Im in my third year of university in a tough degree so im focused on getting
good grades and setting up my future career which I guess is making me asexual. I still go the gym
and focus on making myself great, but I don't see girls and sex as a part of this. Is anyone else like
this?
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And ltr just pulled a fake break up on me.
137 upvotes | December 24, 2020 | by viral0998 | Link | Reddit Link

She called me and told me we can’t be going out anymore. It was out of nowhere at least to me. Any
ways I said that is fine and she was shocked with my reaction. She then invited me over for hookup.
Should I just cut my loses and breakup or demote her ?
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LTR Lied about something stupid
136 upvotes | May 15, 2020 | by Desadarius | Link | Reddit Link

So my LTR made some stupid fucking TikTok of her dancing and sent it to me. I made it clear a little
while ago that I would never date a TikTok slut.
So I decided to snoop her account and lo-and-behold she had posted the same video on her account.
I asked her if she posted it, she said no and deleted it immediately. She then shifted the blame to me
saying she made it for me and I'm so ungrateful and mean.
Am I being petty or should I break up with her over this?
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When she says "let's just be friends" it's really over, isn't it?
136 upvotes | December 18, 2020 | by PROzeKToR | Link | Reddit Link

I am young and thankfully started absorbing information when I was 16. I'm 21 now and red pilled
for almost a year. Don't have much sexual marketplace experience.
Had a great first date with a cute girl, felt her genuine desire for me then. ( I was bold, she liked that
and initiated kissing) Attempting to set up a second date she texted me "let's just be friends I'm not
seeing this going forward."
Nope. Not interested in being friends or her beta orbiter. Didn't respond since. I guess I am looking
for confirmation from you guys: when they say "let's be friends." it's a sign that genuine desire is
pretty much gone, right? Did I do the correct thing by nexting her?
What are your thoughts?
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The Manipulated Man is HANDS DOWN The Greatest RED
PILL/MGTOW Book of All Time! Change My Mind!
136 upvotes | December 8, 2020 | by Boozername01 | Link | Reddit Link

It is way better than The Rational Male, The 48 Laws of Power, rIdE tHe tIgEr by Julius Ebola or any
thing else recommended in this space.
Is there another book that tops it that I dont know about?
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Please make yourself aware of NPD
136 upvotes | April 24, 2021 | by LaCaipirinha | Link | Reddit Link

There’s a lot of talk on here about people’s experiences with BPD girls, and the condition is more
common in women than men, but less so on NPD.
Narcissistic personality disorder presents in two forms: covert and grandiose. I have now experienced
women with both.
In both cases, NPD females tend to be much smarter in the way they present to you and attempt to
manipulate you than their male counterparts; from day 1 they are analysing every aspect of your
behaviour, testing you in a level beyond shit tests and into the realm of psychological profiling, and
their end game is far more malicious than a BPD - who ultimately is someone with wild but honest
mood swings.
NPD probably has its roots in very early childhood and trauma and I do have some sympathy for
them however I also believe that due to the extreme narcissistic supply provided by social media and
the dynamics of dating currently, you are far more likely to find yourself as a man confronted by a
female with NPD than ever before.
Pay close attention to early signs:

Do they share any vulnerabilities about themselves or do they just happen to be brilliant at
everything? In a cover this can be presented subtly, in an grandiose it’s just obvious, everything
they do they are coincidentally amazing at
Was just about everyone no longer in their life, particularly exes, “toxic”? Do they have a string
of stories about how they were wronged by x y a individual? Red flag
Love bombing - grandiose might not make much of an effort, if she’s hot she will expect a bit
of thrust trapping is all you’ll need, but coverts will lavish you with adoration before they even
know your surname
Gaslighting - most of you will have heard the phrase but it is truly a spine tingling phenomenon
to experience. Cold hard historical facts regarding your interaction with her will be denied and
everything will be warped until you hardly trust your own memory.
Back handed compliments - a classic and I have a perfect example, very devious and smart.
One NPD I was seeing would always tell me “I forgot how much I missed you” and jump into
my arms whenever we met up.. initially you think that’s great right? But the implication is “I
forgot about you, work harder so I don’t forget”
Mirroring - initially they seem to share all the same hobbies and interests as you, but this soon
gives way to clear lack of knowledge about any of it, and usually a bizarre lack of any
particular hobbies and interests at all..
History of SSRI use, depersonalisation, extreme promiscuity, heavy heavy use of weed, these
are all commonly associated
Perhaps the creepiest of all, the “narc stare”; when they think you aren’t looking, and
sometimes even if they know you are, they will stare at you blankly with these empty soulless
eyes. Who knows what is going on in their heads in those moments but it is most likely intense
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analysis of you and your behaviour.

In my cases in of these girls ended up trying to steal my phone due to assuming I was cheating, that
plus this overall feeling that she was some kind of android led me to run away.
In the second case, a grandiose, she turned out to be a habitual attendee at swingers parties that were
posted to OF. This all keep as DL as possible beneath a respectable career. It was my own fault for
not bouncing sooner as she gave clues: constantly self praise, hot and cold game playing, non-existent
hobbies and interests.
Educate and be aware guys because they are the absolute end boss for female manipulation. I have
infinite sympathy for the female victims of male narcs also, but they are a very different kettle of fish
and much more discussed. Female narcs often have their claws in a man before he realises what’s up
abs the mental health consequences can be devastating.
If you are dating girls in the 25-30 age range then you will be coming across a higher than usual % of
NPDs as they crash and burn from their early 20s relationship and enter a chaotic period of protracted
singleness punctuated by attempts to capture a beta provider. Do not be that guy.
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i’d rather just not deal with women
136 upvotes | September 29, 2020 | by Danielsavv | Link | Reddit Link

I’m 21 and i don’t got problem attracting women especially since i started working on myself but i
feel like i’d rather not deal with anyone. I’m always told to keep my options open but when i talk to
multiple women i always end up liking one more than the others. I catch that oneitis and i hate it. It’s
happening now i didn’t even fuck the bitch. I swear i rather just be on my dolo shit and just do me
and not deal with any girls at all.
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The "Horse Girl" Theory
136 upvotes | April 11, 2017 | by A_Crabby_Patty | Link | Reddit Link

In my experience, all girls i've been with who have (or ride) horses are certifiably nuts. At this point
in my life, if I find out a girl I'm hitting on is into horses, in any capacity, hard next.
What are your thoughts/experiences with horse girls?
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Tinder date broke down when I asked for separate checks
136 upvotes | November 10, 2017 | by RedPillpls | Link | Reddit Link

Last night I went out with a HB8 (cute face, nice tits, great ass, good job, educated, good family etc)
and had a good date with kino, kissing, passing shit tests etc and at the end of it I asked for separate
checks and she did a complete 180 and looked visibly upset and just in complete shock of what I just
did. (Broke the princess syndromes little heart?) I held frame while she preceded to tell me that she’s
a traditional girl and has never had that happen to her etc. and I just told her that I don’t pay for girls I
just met(proud of how strong I held frame). We leave and I give her a hug and she continues to
hamster about me not paying and I say was nice meeting ya goodnight. About an hour after she sends
a long winded text apologizing for getting upset then preceding with telling me some comment I said
she didn’t like and reminded her of a past experience(Alpha widow?). And how she is just looking
for a serious relationship. I just text back saying nice meeting ya and goodnight.
Did I handle this appropriately and if I keep pushing what should I do?
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Manly subreddits
136 upvotes | December 20, 2018 | by redpepper20 | Link | Reddit Link

Was wondering if anyone could recommend any other manly subreddits to check out
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Are men never taught to sell themselves ? How can we learn
this ?
136 upvotes | January 16, 2019 | by maverick9759 | Link | Reddit Link

Elephants, when they are small are tied to a rope which is hammered into the ground. This becomes
the elephant's mindset. The elephant thinks it's never possible to break free. Even when the elephant
becomes a 14K pound monster, it can be kept under control with a small nail. The owner keeps the
elephant in dark, never lets it realize its potential, it's a danger to him.
Men are kept in the dark, it's made sure by the feminine primary society that a man never realises his
true potential, his true SMV.
I see Jeff Bezos, a man who can get any girl in the world do poorly with women. I see a fuckin actual
god damned prince stuck with a chick who even I wouldn't date, let alone marry, best case scenario
I'd plate her. Naah, overstatement, I wouldn't.
I've noticed something, I don't have a good estimate of my SMV, I feel it's much higher than what I
think of myself. This is not so clear during day to day life where people are doing stuff and are busy.
However in a party like environment, where people are open and looking for sexual opportunities, it
becomes pretty clear. This is not just me, hardly any man I know is aware of his SMV. Since I started
thinking about it, I started trying to read people. I once saw a chick standing in front of my friend
adjusting her clothes and playing with her hair while pretending to use her phone, she changed her
position twice to make her curves noticeable to my friend. Any man who knows what IOIs are would
bet a million dollars that he could have pulled her with zero effort and fucked her within 10 minutes
of approach. This guy however is very low in confidence, society showers HB6 with tons of
validation and my friend who was getting IOIs from an 8 has probably only gotten compliments from
his mom which he would have ignored.
I want to start a discussion, do you guys have ways to align your true SMV with your self image ?
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My first time alone at a bar
135 upvotes | January 8, 2019 | by MaldororHollow | Link | Reddit Link

Went out to a bar alone tonight. Everyone there was around my age. Did 2 approaches. Got
completely rejected both times. Like they both completely left my vicinity. Whatever lol. I suck at
this and I know it. I'm typing this as I'm shitfaced drunk. I want anything and everything you guys
have on how to be good at this bar thing. Cuz right now I am fucking terrible. And also how much
rejection can I expect? Fuck lol. Also maybe advice on how not to be a creep cuz I was just standing
alone the whole night.
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My(26F) Father (54M) Has the Biggest Case of Oneitis Ever,
How Do I Help Him?
135 upvotes | January 29, 2020 | by thezephyrsky | Link | Reddit Link

So I have been researching a lot on the red pill for the last year or so. I watch people such as Richard
Cooper and Donovan Sharpe on Youtube.
I learned about oneitis through Richard Cooper and it instantly made me think of my father.
Him and my mother have been married since 1989. 9 days after I turned 18, my mother left him and
moved 9 hours away to her home town. That was back in 2012. Since then, she has moved back in
and left again probably 7 or 8 times. They have visited each other, he has spend MANY work bonus'
on her: taking her to Vegas, cruise's, etc. He wholeheartedly thinks every time she comes back that
she will "stay for good this time". It's a train wreck. He is an alcoholic, and in 2013 he really went off
the deep-end.
She doesn't want to be with him, but she keeps stringing him along because "maybe her feelings will
change"
They have consistently brought my sister and I into their issues for years. It used to effect me a lot
more at 18-21. Now I just feel so over it. It's the same thing year after year. Next month will be 8
years since they separated.
If my mother wasn't so fucking selfish then my father could have used this time to get over her. But
he can't do it. It's her or NO ONE. He refuses to try, he refuses to start over. I understand that every
thing he has been through has really hurt him. But shouldn't there come a point where he should be
focusing on moving on? He's really emotionally weak and I wish more than anything that he could be
opened up to the red pill. But obviously it would be weird coming from his daughter, right?
I was thinking about maybe just leaving Rollo Tomassi's The Rational Male on his door step or
something. Or do any of you have another book suggestion for someone with crazy oneitis?
I'm just not sure how to help, or if it's even my place to try to help.
Thanks everyone.
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itiswr1tten Answers All Your Questions Today!
135 upvotes | June 7, 2019 | by itiswr1tten | Link | Reddit Link

Asktrp is always busy on Friday because our dear readers are getting hyped to go out, or
alternatively, try to fix their retarded LTRs and chase their oneitis of 6 months.
I'm going to do you a favor and answer every question you could possibly have so you don't need to
post. Here we go:

(solves 50%+ of issues) This wouldn't matter if you were maintaining sexual relationships with
multiple women

Plate ignoring you? Fwb wants commitment? Struggling with the close on your totally hb9 bro? Is
there This One Girl?
Here's the solution.

(solves 33% of issues) Yes, you should do it.

Should you switch to PHUL lifts? Should you ask her out? Should you move to a new city.
Do it faggot.

(solves 17% of issues) Go out and get off the internet.

Existential dread? "What's the point, so i just spin plates forever until I die?" Feel like saying clown
world unironically?
Time to go outside.

Thanks for reading, you saved some other EC lots of time.
AMA otherwise, I'm around for awhile
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My 9 month LTR is doomed isn't it?
135 upvotes | September 14, 2019 | by hedden93 | Link | Reddit Link

Started in that I came from a weak frame the first couple months. Then I found rp and tried to
salvage. Last few months she's been distant and acting weird. Anyway she tells me today that she's
gonna miss the Halloween party I'm throwing at my place to go to a Marine Corps ball with a couple
of her friends. She said the guy that invited her is a friend she used to work with. Lol should I just
break up with her now? I'm kinda excited to go back to spinning plates anyway but wondering if I'm
reading this correctly
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Where has Mr. V's guide to texting gone?
135 upvotes | August 31, 2020 | by Zhynaa | Link | Reddit Link

Has anyone still got an archived link to one of the best guides on texting i've every seen? I was
devastated to find a dead link from one of my all time favorite PDF's here:
http://authorcloud.co/MrVs-Guide-To-Texting-Girls-dq16ldatn
Have looked everywhere for it with no luck. u/VasiliyZaitzev , just wanna give him a big shoutout
regardless for all the time and energy he puts into everything in this community. All the content and
wisdom he has put out over the years and asking nothing in return.
Your words have molded me into the man I am today, and I owe a lot of my success in life to your
wisdom. A 21st century scholar if I had to define you. Many thanks bro's
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Ex LTR Messaged Me
135 upvotes | September 2, 2020 | by Jahshua | Link | Reddit Link

Hey guys,
Started simping out. Relationship went south. From my perspective, my GF was sub-textually
encouraging me to dump her for the last two months which I did.
Here's the sequence of events:
She shows me a message in her DMs from someone she used to fuck, hasn't actually replied to him
yet, but was in the middle of doing so. That was the final straw for me so I dump her the following
day in a very vitriolic manner. Following day she comes over to get her stuff out of my place. We
talk briefly and are both very calm and amicable. I go cold on her, unfollow her, delete pics on my
FB of her, etc. Few days later, I notice that the earring she accidentally left behind is now gone,
which means she came by my spot while I was out and got in with a key she probably had made.
Think she most likely did this just to play mind games.
I download dating apps, start talking to new women, feel pretty good after two weeks of being done
with her, moving on with my life. She came across my dating profile last night and freaked out.
Woke up this morning with an email in my inbox saying how she was shocked to see me on a dating
app and how it hurt her so much - my interpretation is she thought I was gonna sulk and chase after
her once the relationship ended and now she realizes she's probably gonna lose me to someone better
(I'm a high quality man - got a lot of shit going on for myself).
Next in her email, she talks about and apologizes for everything she did wrong in the relationship.
She outlines what her flaws were and how they negatively affected our relationship. She says she
didn't love me enough, etc
Then she talks about the day we broke up and how it felt like sorrowful deja vu. Here it is verbatim:
"It was like I had lived that day before and I knew what was coming, but that I knew we would make
it out the other side. We didn’t. So I wonder if maybe my past self and my current self came to a
crossroads and chose to go separate ways. Maybe yours did too. It was sad but felt inevitable."
Then she closes out with this:
"You were, and still are the great love in my life. I am very sorry to have caused you pain. My only
intention was to love you and to open myself up to love. I failed many times, but you also helped me
succeed in more ways than I knew I was capable.
I’m sorry I was not better when I could have been. I hope you find what you're looking for in life and
that it's full and vibrant and more."
My initial reaction was a feeling of tenderness for her seeing as her email seemed really genuine and
heartfelt. But then I remember all the shit she's pulled in the last two months and it has me wanting to
simply ignore the email and keep on moving forward.
What is this? Does she want to secure a placeholder, keep me on deck? Is this beta bait? Is this desire
for validation? Or is this a genuine request to get back together? Looking for closure?
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Gf said she is more attracted to mind, energy than looks and
said a friend was objectively more beautiful than me.
135 upvotes | October 28, 2019 | by MethCrystal | Link | Reddit Link

My girlfriend of 2 years said i was objectively not a 10/10 and that it doesent matter to her, but then
further into the converstation when I asked her what one of our male friends is she said he was a 10.
She then said that she thinks that way because of all her female friends reactions to that guy.
I lost a bit of frame and acted a little bit beta. How would you guys respond react? What should i do
next? Am I over reacting. I know im not a 10 but it still hurt.
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Should I leave my wife?
135 upvotes | May 4, 2021 | by elpropiojalabola | Link | Reddit Link

Hi everyone!
I'll be short, my wife was having a lot of issues with me last year, since January 2020, she started
having a lot of rage against me, constantly yelling and threatening divorce, that continued happening
until march, I caught her writing in some kind of diary that she regret having that self-sabotage
attitude toward her marriage, but that she was mad at the world because she couldn't cope with the
fact that her father abandoned her. When I caught her at that moment she was crying, I told her that I
forgave her for everything, for us and our beautiful daugher.
We were fine for a while, really, even after the pandemic and the total lockdown, marriage was
actually improving, but then came december and it all went to shit again, I'll say it's even worse now,
she says that she doesn't have any issues, but I don't trust her. She has underlying issues that makes
her self-sabotage and I'm her punching bag. I really WANT to get out of this relationship, I have
made everything for my daughter But I will be there for her until the day I die.
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Things that affect our testosterone
135 upvotes | April 7, 2020 | by AbusiveFather1 | Link | Reddit Link

I know diet and exercise affect it, but do the decisions you make, your philosophy and mentality,
your thoughts affect it as well? Also, does the season (winter vs. summer) make a difference? I
sometimes find I'm getting a bit depressed/weak (also in frame), less driven, even though my diet and
exercise is in check.
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How to be Alpha AND likeable?
135 upvotes | April 30, 2020 | by whereabouts11 | Link | Reddit Link

Hey guys. Since becoming more alpha I’ve actually lost friends rather than gained them. I get girls
more easily but men seem to be threatened by me and they’re passive aggresive/purposely leaving me
out of events etc. Also new men I meet who are physically more beta/don’t workout are passive
aggressive toward me even when I am nice to them and don’t compete with them. Sometimes this
happens with other jacked men too.
Just before lockdown started, I went to a bar with friends and was hooking up with a friend of a
friend’s gf. We were all there together and I started getting attention from some other girls. Another
woman (few years older) tried to hit it off with me in front of everyone and I played it cool and she
left for a bit. I didn’t initiate anything. Then I went to the toilet and she followed me. My friend
clocked it and came to grab me.. he told her to piss off and was angry with me. He said I was
supposed to be dating his gf’s friend and I wasn’t strong enough with the other woman but I could tell
he was just jealous that I got attention and he didn’t. He was punching me in the ribs calling me
stupid but to me it was a translation for “I’m angry that you got so much attention and I can’t get
that”
Now I’m a nice guy. Even when I know other men can’t compete with me I don’t rub it in their face
because honor and respect. And getting girls isn’t the goal of my life. I actually want real bros. It just
pisses me off that they can’t see that and by being nice I get treated like shit it’s weird. I didn’t do
anything wrong with this woman. I got attention that I didn’t look for.
So my question is how do you be Chad AND likeable at the same time? My friends joke that I look
like a fuckboy which means they subconsciously think I look like I fuck a lot of women but they only
put a negative spin on it because they can’t do the same. They have left me out of the pack so many
times as if I’m some dishonourable guy who chooses hoes over bros but I never do.
My female friend who’s a PHD biologist (a very logical female who’s honest about hypergamy) told
me that I’m a threat to 90% of men. Also at the bar my friend’s gf told me when she was drunk that
I’m really handsome and every girl at the bar probably wants to fuck me. My friend didn’t hear and
neither did the girl I was dating. (Her friend)
So what am I doing wrong and how do I become more likeable? It seems that men don’t respect me
for whatever reason. Are betas more liked by everyone because they’re softer and more agreeable? I
mean I’m never an asshole to people but I’m always strong in my convictions and never lie. I thought
this would command respect from other people but it doesn’t seem to. Hmm or maybe that’s not it.
It’s just I have this one friend who everyone loves but he’s not alpha at all. He’s adopted the new age
mantra and is all about positive vibes etc. I’m not like that as I’m a realist, but I’m not an asshole
either. So I don’t get it.
What do you think?
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Charm is treating women like little girls?
135 upvotes | May 1, 2020 | by durdensworld | Link | Reddit Link

In the Book of Pook, he talks about how charm is treating women like little girls. He says to take a
girls hand and lead her places, be physical with her, make fun of her etc. As someone that is very
straightforward and logical in my communication I've found the verbal/teasing part of this to be
difficult to implement. Even with guys, some of my friends have told me that I seem a bit stiff/serious
when I talk. This could be because I have a bit of a monotone voice and am not very expressive when
I talk. How can I learn to be more relaxed and humorous? I just read another post on the main TRP
sub about a guy that teased women, made fun of them, made them laugh, etc. I think having this
playful attitude communicates a power dynamic; If you're willing to be playful and make fun of
women you don't put them on a pedestal and value yourself more. For example, if you met Warren
Buffet, you wouldn't behave this way with him as you enter his frame rather than him entering yours.
How can I learn to tease and be more playful in my communication? Are there any good books on
this? I've gone from not being able to initiate conversations/approach to being able to approach and
have a normal conversation, but I want to reach the next level of being able to tease and be playful
when I speak to women.
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Should I focus on self improvement instead of girls for a while ?
135 upvotes | June 27, 2020 | by Throwawayboss11 | Link | Reddit Link

In a pretty bad spot, I’m 21 last time I kissed a girl I was 18. My socials skills and game have been
poor, but I’ve had quite a few tinder matches, numbers but no lays. I’ve got two options at the
moment, should I:
A: Focus on self improvement, gym, career and hobbies, for a bit then redirect some attention to
game.
Or
B: Keep trying to game, and focus on self improvement at the same time even though results won’t
be as good since smv is low.
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Just quit vaping after 6 years, feel like a different person
134 upvotes | July 8, 2020 | by TheDero | Link | Reddit Link

I vaped for 6 years. Finally went over the edge in a fit of rage and threw all my vaping gear and shit
into a black garage bag and tossed it into a community dumpster. Never going back.
I'm like 36 hours in and cravings are peaked and finally wearing off, but I honestly feel like a
different person. Insane brain fog. I have these micro-panics where some minor stress will happen
and I'll reach for a hit. It's not there. I haven't done anything today, it's literally 11PM and I haven't
done anything besides sit and think staring at walls, drink coffee, walk outside.
I don't know what to do with my hands. I feel like a buddy of mine is missing. Vaping became like,
part of my personality. It sounds really gay when I type it out, and it is, but this is by far the hardest
shit I've dealt with. I'm so ready to just rebound out of this hole and be a better man. Someone freed
from that nicotine shit and the habitual fixation of smoking. Need some help brothers.
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This is the red pill, why don’t you even try to establish its
mindset before posting here?
134 upvotes | April 17, 2020 | by HeartOfOakDE | Link | Reddit Link

Guys I really want to help you, I really want men to stop simping and be red pilled. I don’t want
anyone to go through that misery, of BP trash life.
But what I don’t understand is, why do you ask questions, that are bluepilled beyond my ass? I mean
you have obviously not internalized the complete sidebar. But at least make your own thoughts on
Rollos Iron rules and Poons 16 commandments. I wouldn’t have asked some questions here even in
my most bp days:

Yes neediness is bad -> common knowledge
Oneitis destroys your inner self -> easy to find out
Divorce rape is so common, ask someone in your social circle
Everybody knows the friendzone and that girls exploit it
Yes all women have 20 beta orbiters. You can literally see them.

So why don’t you first ask yourselves: isn’t this a typical situation as in the books? What does the red
pill tell me here? Am I considering female nature here?
Guys read the sidebar, watch Rollo, Donovan, Rian Stone, even Rich Cooper or Matt Cross. It’ll
blow your mind and you’ll ask more idiotic questions like this one right here.
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Why do some of the women I go out with start acting like little
girls, literally? How do I nicely tell them that I don't find it
cute?
134 upvotes | January 26, 2021 | by strengthcondition | Link | Reddit Link

Some turn into like a little kid, especially while we're in post cuddling. It freaks me out a little, they
try to express themselves like they are from an anime or a kindergartner. Honestly, I just want to see
the starting string from this all, is this some kind of father issue they had before?
I'm just a guy who does not really have a thing for this. Who doesn't like to get called "daddy" but to
an extent, it makes me feel a little strange. I notice then afterward, it ends up in a sort of pampering
relationship. I don't want to be your ultimate protector or your parent. I like the idea of nurturing but I
think it's better when it both goes around. But what's the reason behind all of this? Is there a good
book to learn more about this thing that they sometimes do?
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Girlfriend(28) asking me (27) to marry her
134 upvotes | November 13, 2019 | by throwaway26180081 | Link | Reddit Link

Hello everyone, throwaway for obvious reasons. My (27) girlfriend (28) is asking, or better say
requesting, that I marry her. If it was another case, or other person I would show her the door, but it
isn't, and here's the long story.
I am from third world country, when I finished HS got into Uni, in field related to medicine, but not
the medicine (think radiological technologies, nursing, lab, physio) because my parents forced me to
go there but not the medicine. There I meet this 5'7'' girl who was 6 really. nice face but nothing to
stand out. Then I had 310lbs at my worst, while I was 6'4''. While I had height and kinda nice face for
fat fuck there is no chance I was over 3-3.5. I was Billy beta, no doubt.
We started dating and she was really nice to me, when I decided to study medicine (6 years) she fully
supported me and told me how I deserve it and how should I go for it, and shit like that. She helped
me even put arguments to my parents. I got into medicine and that was going fine until my Grandpa
died, the man I loved the most, and I was fucking depressed and cried many times on her shoulder.
After that I hit rough patch and was on verge of suicide, but she helped me go through that. We
always hung out somewhere cheap or free because I never had money and really was not into her
paying for shit, even though she always offered.
In my third year of medicine I decided it's time to stop overeating and all that shit, as much as I did
that for myself, I did it for her too. I hit the gym, always used to do MMA, now did it more, lost over
50 kg, now I have 100kg, at 11% body fat. When I started skipping meals, and working out a lot
more, I told her I did it for her as well and she always said shit like "You don't have to", "I love you
either way". In my 4th year she got professional job and nice pay, she bought me stuff, even though I
couldn't reciprocate.
I finished med school last year, got paid cardiology residence in the best hospital in the country, and I
am the shit, I look good, I am very appreciated in my field and people are projecting me good career,
I did some amazing stuff and award-winning researches.
But my gf now asked me to marry her, and shit I get that, she is getting older, and we both want
children, she had job, I've got job. But here's the thing, I know I am now, today 8 or 9, with nice
SMV, and she is 5.5 who is approaching the wall, and if it was anyone else I would told her to gtfo,
but she was always here for me, she never cheated on me (although even when I was the most beta
I've always told her:"If you think you could do better, go"). I did fuck other girls, but it's only that. I
don't know how to put it into words, I believe I can do much better, and I love her, I am not in love
with her, but I truly love her. Last year I tried to make her dump me, but it's not happening.
TL:DR girl was with me when I was 3.5 and nobody and she was 6, supported me all the time, now I
am 9 with good career and she is asking me to marry her.
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Do women get worse every passing relationship?
134 upvotes | July 15, 2019 | by hedden93 | Link | Reddit Link

After a breakup, men generally are forced to grow, get introspective and develop as a person. It
seems to me that the more failed LTRs a women is in, the more crazy, bitter and delusional they get.
I think this is mainly because 1. Even if they cheated or were just a shitty girlfriend, they rationalize
(hamster wheel) that the guy was an asshole. So she takes no personal responsibility and even
doubles down on her shitty behavior cause she views she isn't at fault. 2. Perhaps the relationship
wasted some of her prime years that she could have been on the open market, thus creating more
resentment for the relationship. 3. Every relationship might highlight and reinforce an insecurity (why
can't I get married, am I hot enough). Potentially making her less at peace with herself and more
craving for external validation, particularly from men. 4. So many girls I've met are still hung up or
constantly thinking about their ex. They can't truly let go of the relationship in a full capacity.
What do you guys think?
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All the YouTube redpill personalities except for the official
channel are just chumps. Anybody else feel this way?
134 upvotes | October 12, 2020 | by niceguyputin | Link | Reddit Link

Red pill coach is weird. He loses frame with moron destiny on YouTube. Wtf?
Rollos books, sidebar and the TRP YouTube channel are the only primary sources I think are worth a
dam. Everything else seem shit. Is it just me?
What am I not looking at
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So is this really the world we live in?
134 upvotes | February 27, 2019 | by tinmarFF | Link | Reddit Link

I may get alot of downvotes for this post but i need to put this out there.
I've been lurking around this sub for some time, and I've read some great advices and some not so
great. Most of the time people who comment here seem like someone who's been cheated on by a
long time partner and now is subocounciously seeking some kind of revange on every women they
meet...comments often seem like some tryhard neckbeard alpha shit. I cant say iam some big shot
alpha dude but i had my experience around women, slept with decent number of them and some
amazing and other hearbreaking experiences but still this TRP method doenst always look like
ultimate guide to women and men relationships.
The thing is Iam from eastern Europe and most ways some of the guys describe women in this sub do
not apply to women I've met. Despite having sex with multiple women I also had few girls that were
my life long friends, some helped me more then other guys who i concidered friends, and these
women have decent guys as their husband who i can guarantee they dont cheat on. From them ive
learned that not every girl i meet is a hoe or attention seeking brat... I may be wrong but often it
seems that these rules more often apply to the women from USA and western culture millenials.
I just dont want some young guys to get the whole idea of women as someone who will cheat on you
no matter what you do, this is from my experience and ofcourse i may be wrong, I got cheated on me
as well and also ive cheated alot, but somehow if you really want it, you can find a decent women to
be your life long partner. Just dont overthing all the time because it can be counter productive and
often times destructive.
Yes its true you need to hold frame and your woman needs to and want to know her place in your
company, but dont overcomplicate it, because thats what women do...
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I think my parents were a prime example of "Alpha Fucks,
Beta Bucks". Would you agree?
134 upvotes | January 3, 2019 | by hammerfan12 | Link | Reddit Link

Hey, so i'm familiar with the term "Alpha Fucks, Beta Bucks" and i noticed that my family was
similar to the structure of that situation. I will elaborate about my childhood below. So this may be
long.
So, growing up, my mom was what you'd call a "wild child" in her teenage years. She had multiple
boyfriends, even tried running off with them at one point. And as a 16 year old, she dated a man that
was about 10 years older then her. But, her older boyfriend had gone to prison. He was a real piece of
work, spending his life in and out of jails for theft and assault, didn't even finish high school. And
after a couple years, she hooked up with my father and had me. Yeah, dad told me it was his first
time, he met my mom the same day it happened. My dad was kind of a nerd. Straight A college boy
with a good job.
Growing up, i always felt my parents were an odd couple. They never showed any affection to each
other. She never hugged or kissed him or anything. There was practically no physical contact
between the 2. He bought her cars, clothes and even a house. But she never wanted to move in
together. They were like strangers. Mom only spent time with me and my sister. Her and dad never
went on dates or anything.
In fact, i don't think they were ever "intimate" together. I mean, i practically slept in the same bed as
them up until i was about 5 or 6. Except when dad practically would force me to spend a night with
Grandma. I mean, she did get pregnant with my sister when i was about 5, so they had to.
But really, i just feel she didn't love him.
Anyway, after a few years, when i was about 11, her older boyfriend came back. She never gave my
dad so much as a Dear John letter. He just showed up one day and she started seeing her older
boyfriend again. She split up from dad and he was forced to pay her child support. He always
complained about all the money he spent on her. That was the only time i ever saw her talk to him
was to ask for money or to buy cigarettes for her or anything
But, with this older guy, mom was completely different. She always was with him. They were much
more physically affectionate, i could tell she cared more about him. She took the time to see him. She
even had 2 kids with him, only a year apart.
I mean, this guy was verbally abusive, accussed her of cheating for anything, but she kept going back.
I mean, she gave up my educated dad with a stable, rising career for an unemployed convict with not
so much as a high school diploma.
So, that is my childhood and my parents. I think that my family could be a good example for Alpha
Fucks, Beta Bucks. What do you think?
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TRP Quarantined??? What is this shit?
133 upvotes | September 27, 2018 | by TruthSeekaaaaa | Link | Reddit Link
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What helped you the most to get a 'I am the prize mentality'?
133 upvotes | December 13, 2018 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

I used to wonder if a girl likes me instead of would I like to have sex with her so my frame is not
strong yet. This comes from scarcity I guess. How do I develop an abundance mentality without
having abundance?
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Share a typical daily schedule/ routine of a purposeful man.
133 upvotes | August 13, 2020 | by Qba1994 | Link | Reddit Link

Guys with purpose, please share your daily routine and actions you take during each day in order to
be a better man.
Also, mentioning your purpose in (brackets) will be appreciated so whoever reads this can get
inspired.
Since a lot of us youngsters have a bunch of free time due to Covid-19, I thought that this post might
bring value to many members of this community.
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Never let anyone steal your energy
133 upvotes | February 3, 2021 | by KoolAidmaan | Link | Reddit Link

[removed]
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Why do hot chicks tease you by suggesting to pair you up with
a fat/ugly girl?
133 upvotes | May 18, 2020 | by suddenlyChad | Link | Reddit Link

This is a shit test and you do what you do with generally all shit tests, but why do chicks do this?
I have a girl right now who jokingly mentions that me and a fat girl with SMV far lower than mine
should 'pair up' or that she wants to 'set me up' with her. Also made remarks about how the fat girl
would love to suck my dick.
What would be her rationale behind this or in general terms, when a girl you like does this, what are
her hamsters thinking and how do you ace the situation?
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Very disrespectful comments from LTR after broken frame,
soft or hard next?
133 upvotes | July 22, 2020 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

[deleted]
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Why do women always try to attack masculinity
133 upvotes | June 9, 2021 | by Vegetable-Ad5980 | Link | Reddit Link

i see so many comments where girls are actively trying to attack and blame masculinity for
everything and try to hide behind the patriarchy as a excuse for their own bad behaviors. And how
women are somehow more emotionally intelligent then men when girls cause the most drama on
average compared to guys.
like This one comment I saw this girl was trying to say that male friend groups don’t offer support
emotionally like how a girlfriend would do etc and that it’s masculinity which causes this which to
me is complet bullshit because almost any guy whose had a solid group of friends knows the boys
will almost always be there for you but a girl will never.
their honestly is a attack on masculinity these days and what’s scary is it’s so common place.
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Whenever my sleeping pattern goes to shit, I start losing grip of
being on my mission
133 upvotes | February 28, 2020 | by Asktrp66 | Link | Reddit Link

I'm usually a morning person, and I love waking up at 6 or 7 AM to start my day. I've been waking up
at anywhere from 11 to 1 PM nowadays and it's really starting to affect me. I can't get a good gym
session because the gym is busy as fuck after 12, my eating has gone to shit, and I've become a lot
more anxious/paranoid. I'm pretty sure this is all due to my sleeping pattern. How do I fix my
sleeping schedule if I can't sleep due to thinking about life when I'm trying to sleep?
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LTR found out I read "The Rational Male"
133 upvotes | October 15, 2018 | by stinkfinger1112 | Link | Reddit Link

LTR of ten years has been going sour for quite some time. I have changed my whole demeanor since
reading it. Even told her we needed a break....I get a text message saying " Spinning your
plates....from the rational male. Enjoy. you've broken free form oneitis." Obviously she has googled
the book and now knows why I have changed. Should this matter and what would my fellow red pill
brothers do? Please advise.
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I frequently go back and re-visit some post in the main sub
when it's something to remind myself of or important. What
are some posts or comments you frequently re-read?
133 upvotes | June 20, 2019 | by realf6479 | Link | Reddit Link

A few I frequently re-visit now are
https://www.forums.red/p/TheRedPill/4519/you_sound_boring_speak_with_emotion_and_confidenc
e since my main focus now is working on my speech, voice and verbal communication.
https://www.forums.red/p/TheRedPill/4380/beware_of_beta_bait as I encounter a lot of beta bait
seeking validation from me. I used to fall for them and wonder why they lose feelz before I read this
post.

Which posts or comments do you guys frequently re-visit and re-read? Would be interesting to hear
your answers!
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Soft nexted a married MILF who was blowing up my Snapchat
133 upvotes | December 17, 2019 | by therealbigoso | Link | Reddit Link

She (33F, 7/10) had been sending me mild photos on Snapchat and messaging me every day for a few
days. We set up a date for a night this week. She implied she wanted to have sex and was genuinely
interested in me.
But I saw a Snapchat of her 3 year old daughter. It wasn’t much to me at the time but over the course
of 3 days it was enough of an excuse to say no. I got her off my Snapchat and my Tinder.
Don’t care if another Chad comes along and blows up her life. It wasn’t me. But abundance is not a
thing for me right now because of my poor communication skills. So I know I’m going to doubt and
kick myself sometime in the near term future.
Any words from the community
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I was insulted badly out of the blue, and can't get over it
133 upvotes | December 28, 2019 | by MrYeahright_27 | Link | Reddit Link

We'd a training session where we discuss work related things and I have a tendency to not participate
in them. I just sit quietly and respectfully glean knowledge.
Today we'd one such session. All participants were girls except me and another guy. One of the
directors of the company was present along with my boss (both female). For context, the other guy
was pretty actively discussing his work related stuff (more power to him).
Typically i hadn't participated much. This possibly triggered the two speakers, though i don't think
that it should. During the break the director said "So among the boys only <me> has turned up
today." One girl corrected her by saying "but <otherguy> is also here".
Director: "I'm talking about boys not men".
*laughter*
I just smiled, wtf should I have said to a person who's 2-3 levels of hierarchy above me? I'm
disgusted with myself for even smiling for those 3-4 seconds. Any tips?
Edit: Thank you very much.
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Anybody find conversation or listening to women annoying?
133 upvotes | March 7, 2019 | by RangerZ3 | Link | Reddit Link

In one on one and group situations. I’ve noticed they hamster and spit out BS all the time. It’s also
annoying to see others mindlessly believe them and pay attention to their words rather than actions.
This doesn’t just apply with plates, but also family, friends, acquaintances. Law 38 says to keep this
to yourself, which I believe you should always do. How do you guys deal with this?
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I feel weird making eye contact with random girls??? Even
when I notice a hottie staring at me something tells me to look
away. How can I get over this? If they’re someone I know it’s
different for some reason
133 upvotes | April 29, 2019 | by rockyp32 | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/bisy5z/i_feel_weird_making_eye_contact_with_random_girls/
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I Fucked Up a ONS and Now I'm Laughing at Myself
132 upvotes | August 5, 2019 | by thesatellite23 | Link | Reddit Link

Met an HB8 last week. She was highly interested in me and seemed eager to setup a date. We went
out for a drink later, then bounced back to my apartment under the pretext of watching a movie.
For some stupid ass reason, I became so focused on actually watching the damn movie. I wasn't
nervous about escalating -- I was planning on going for it after the movie -- but my sexual brain just
completely shut off for awhile. Obviously she "had to leave" later and stormed out.
Looking back, I'm totally laughing at myself. What the fuck was I thinking? I'm a fucking idiot. I'm
not too salty though because she was plate material at best.
No contact since then. I bet she has deleted my number lmao. If by a small chance she does reach out,
I plan to rebuild attraction and see what happens.
How do I prevent that situation from happening again? How do I keep my RP mindset on at all
times?
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I talk alot with people one on one but suck at making convo in
groups.
132 upvotes | November 7, 2019 | by throaway69404 | Link | Reddit Link

I am able to talk alot with people one on one and have alot of fun, but when it comes to sitting in
groups I shy out and stay quiet depending on the people I am with. People i consider high value and
those I want to be friends with, I dont mess with them and generally stay quiet when I am in a group
with them. But people who aren't really high value, but I am friends with them I say whatever the
fuck I want. Is this because I am afraid of being insulted in a group with them and care too much
about what I say? What's the best way to go around this? I really want to be friends with people of
high value, but I end up being a big beta when I am with them.
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Are you guys obsessed with lifting and eating?
132 upvotes | November 26, 2019 | by fitness4393 | Link | Reddit Link

So I've been lifting for 18 months. I train under an IFBB trainer I hired. My meals are monitored
carefully. I train 6 days a week. I eat 5 meals a day. I never eat out. I don't miss meals. I eat clean and
my next meal is always on my mind. I don't drink. I don't like going out because I will end up
missing a meal or missing sleep and fuck my morning meals or recovery up. I don't hang out with
friends unless it's at the gym. All I think about is my next gym session and my next meal. I'm up over
30 pounds so far and my body fat according to callipers is under 8%. Lifting has become my life
because I want results and fuck being mediocre. Is this obsession normal? Is it mentally healthy? Obv
people keep telling me "There's more to life than the gym" etc - those people are out of shape.
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My girlfriend is very single on social media
132 upvotes | September 17, 2020 | by stoicAce | Link | Reddit Link

My girlfriend is very single on social media
My girlfriend of 8 months has drastically changed how her social media looks. She used to post about
me all the time. Now she makes an effort not to show me in her stories and posts things like “why
cant I stop catching feelings for anyone who looks at me”. I told her it bothers me and she tells me
She only does that because I don’t post about her. This feels toxic as fuck. Any advice or insight
would be greatly appreciated.
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Have you ever acted like a woman before discovering TRP?
132 upvotes | December 21, 2020 | by ParadiseCity22 | Link | Reddit Link

I'm not only just talking about when interacting with women, but also maybe with your friends or in
everyday life. Things such as hamstering and being an emotional, sensitive pu$$y? Maybe it's due to
a poor male role model growing up and having too much influence from your mother. Looking back
up until recently I cringe at myself for being such a bish
Edit: if you have, can you share how you got out of that mentality/ mindset?
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Why is being polite mistaken with being a loser?
132 upvotes | April 24, 2021 | by nadzaghlar | Link | Reddit Link

I'm sick of it. Overall I am pretty easy going person and polite. Polite not to the extreme levels, don't
get me wrong. But I say hi to people, and ask how are they, even if this is a guy from a carwash.
But for some reason I feel, that more easy going and polite I am with them, more I feel that they give
me this superior vibe. Like looking down on me. I really don't feel that way myself, but I feel that
"rude"/dgaf vibe from them.
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How accurate is Rollo in saying that "if a girl truly wants to
bang you, she will make it happen/make it easy"?
132 upvotes | April 2, 2021 | by HillaryLostTheEC | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/mi8zfq/how_accurate_is_rollo_in_saying_that_if_a_girl/
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Why do women these days collect mental illnesses like they're
fucking scout badges.
132 upvotes | August 10, 2015 | by user6580 | Link | Reddit Link

Sometime I stumble upon an r/askwomen or r/twoxchromosome post through the front page. I view
the comments briefly just to check how mamy confirm TRP which is most of them.
What I dont get is these women who spout off their mental issues like they're fucking ribbons they
won st the athletics carnival.
"I have PTSD, depression (from the time I got raped), trust issues amd abondonment issues (my
mother ditched me)."
Like its a fucking competition to see who can be the biggest victim. I can take anyone seriously who
managed to get PTSD not in a war.
What is the ressoning. Isnt it a bad thing to be this fucked up?
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Just had my first random hookup, first time having sex in
forever...kind of feel like sex is overrated. Am i right or just
need to have more of it?
132 upvotes | November 8, 2018 | by Scrummy671 | Link | Reddit Link

She was a cute black girl. We actually got a long real well. She had a really big ass something i love.
I came pretty quickly, her pussy kinda smelled like deep fried grease. But after i was done i kinda felt
“this is it”? This is what ive been stressing out about and all my frat brothers always rave about?
Ofcourse i want to have sex again, but i dont really feel super desperate for it anymore or super
excited about it anymore. Is this normal?
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My GF keeps asking people if she’s cooler than me?
132 upvotes | December 3, 2018 | by Locogooner | Link | Reddit Link

So my gf is a 9/10.
When we go out, people will come up to us on a regular basis.
Saying stuff like ‘you guys look great together’
‘Power couple’ ‘You’d have amazing looking babies’
But two nights ago, a group of guys came up and said I’m way cooler than her and that I could do
better.
My GF initially said she didn’t care but last night at a dinner with her friends she asked at least 3 of
her friends to decide who was cooler between me and her.
What does it mean?
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Am I the only one who doesn't like fucking sluts?
132 upvotes | August 21, 2020 | by VikingWaluigi | Link | Reddit Link

Seriously, every time a girl is down to fuck and I realize she's a slut I get turned off and don't want to
go through with it - mainly because of the lingering thought in the back of my mind that she probably
has an STD. I might be a hypochondriac about STDs. I'll obviously wear condoms but the fact that
there are STDs that can get through condoms scares me towards fucking sluts. Anyone else?
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How do I become obsessed with success and start doing what I
need to do to move my life forward?
131 upvotes | November 2, 2020 | by SnooCalculations990 | Link | Reddit Link

I have a plan in my head of what I want to do in my life but I'm someone who can just sit around and
do nothing all day. I want to stop allowing myself to be distracted and start doing what I need to
advance my life. I know I a lot of people will say "just do it" and that is the answer deep down but I
will end up doing what I need to do for a few weeks and then fall back into old habits. How can I
make lasting change?
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Went out solo last night. I hate the person I've become.
131 upvotes | March 8, 2020 | by redlurker9 | Link | Reddit Link

My gf introduced me to the world of underground techno parties. Last night I wanted to go to one
alone. I never go out alone. I'm an introvert, I have issues socializing, I'm the timid wallflower
invisible to everyone out there.
But whatever, I found this party, the line up was great, I took some ecstasy with me and off I was.
First 2 hours were boring as I needed the drugs to kick in (I can't really feel anything but boredom
without drugs).
The it kicked in. I morphed into my weird extrovert self, where I approach people randomly and talk
to them. Guys, girls, doesn't matter. Built some momentum and I had a few groups of "friends" to
bounce around. Met these 2 girls who were really fun, they were part of a bigger group of friends so I
joined them. Ended up making out with one for a bit.
Then my needy depressed self kicked in. I wanted sex. I wanted to be desired. I started cold
approaching girls I found hot and telling them I was attracted to them. I do not have to describe the
look on their face.
Then I started being nice to people. I would basically try to help anyone that needed something. Girl
that looked sick on the floor? I'd go buy and bring her a bottle of water and keep her company. Weird
dude looking like he's not having a good time? I'd say hi and chat a bit, hoping to lift his spirits.
Anyone who looked like they were in need, I'd approach them and try to fulfill that need. Just to feel
helpful. To feel validated. At one point, I was just picking up glass bottles of the floor and putting
them in trash so people wouldn't slip and get hurt. I mean picture that shit.
It went like that for a while, until I was so stuck in my head and repulsed by what I was seeing that I
had to leave.
Everything I do is to be validated by other people. Everything. I can't exist without knowing other
people enjoy me. And obviously, as I'm a taker, nobody enjoys me. My life is boring, I have no
character, I'm a weak child struggling for attention. It's pathetic. The person I've become disgusts me.
I thought I had internalized red pills principles, but really I'm just this weird abomination of a
construct, trying to appear red pill to feed my blue pill needs.
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I have to fake my personality around girls and it's exhausting
131 upvotes | March 15, 2020 | by ushirtrun | Link | Reddit Link

Everyone knows girls are attracted to outgoing guys. I've always been quiet and introspective, but at
some point I realized that wasn't going to get me laid.
So I started working out and developed a fake personality that I use around girls. This has been going
on for a few years now, and while I've had success with it, it really drains me mentally.
As time passes I've had a harder time "staying in character".
Anyone developed a similar strategy? Did you eventually get over this?
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Plate is falling in love with me, and it’s making me feel like shit
131 upvotes | December 16, 2020 | by __TheDon__ | Link | Reddit Link

I stay minimally invested in all of my plates in order to avoid such situations, but nonetheless they
still occur. I only text her when I want to see her, which once a week on a weekday. When we do see
each other, she comes over for 4-5 hours and we fuck 3-5 times. I enjoy my time with her and I care
for her, but never mentioned any talk of exclusivity with her. When she brought up the talk (after
we’ve slept with each other 3 times) I gave her the vague “ I like you, but for now let’s just have fun
and take it day by day. Who know what the future holds”
Yesterday she tells me that she’s falling really hard for me. She says : “I can’t find anything wrong
with you, and that’s driving me crazy. I don’t know what’s making me fall for you. The sex is
definitely one of the reasons, but you’re also always so calm and nothing seems to affect you”.
This whole time I am just listening as usual, but to be honest I feel like shit. I already made it clear to
here on multiple occasions that exclusivity is out of the question right now, and she’s still catching
feelings heavily. I don’t even know how many women I’ve been with, but everytime this happens, I
feel a certain guilt inside of me.
I am sure many of you have gone through a similar feeling, so some advice on how to deal with this
would be appreciated.
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Full BP friend, keep going out w him?
131 upvotes | June 5, 2021 | by WeDontLetHateWin | Link | Reddit Link

Title. My friend is prob a 2/10 and I been trying to get him to hit the gym, sidebar and even go out
with him as his wingman. He sees me pulling out HB7s and 8s but NOTHING gets this guy to finally
start having some game.
Last night I had a group of 5 girls dancing on us and ready to go and he said “I am not gonna kiss a
random girl, I got an older mindset”
This nigga is 22 and he says that he has a 28 yo mind set. I called him out, asked if he’s gay and told
him to quit the bullshit and enjoy the moment.
What do you do with stubborn friends like this? I am gonna cut him off because he turns off every
women I’ve been with
Should I go by myself to the club/bar?
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What do to do when a guy is competing for a girl your with? I
was making out with this chick and I noticed another guy was
trying to make moves on her but I knew if I got upset or fought
it it wouldn’t do me any good so I kinda didn’t give a fuck and
just played with her ass and kissed her.
131 upvotes | August 12, 2019 | by rockyp32 | Link | Reddit Link

I just know getting jealous is a waste of energy. So I kinda just stood my ground grabbed her and I
started talking to him casually.
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Physically handsome guys. Do you notice girls are more
friendly/assertive to your less attractive friends than you? Or
do they throw themselves at you like people would think?
131 upvotes | February 10, 2019 | by fuckboychadlmao | Link | Reddit Link

When im out with some bros, as a physically attractive and very well dressed guy, I notice girls throw
themselves at guys I’m with rather than me, even when the guy is extremely lower smv than I am. I
feel like they’re just too intimidated by me to approach so they are displaying availability through
different ways. Are they doing this to gain my attention, or am I just egotistical and overthinking
this?
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Wheres that post someone wrote about being tired of the type
women redpilled guys attract?
131 upvotes | January 7, 2020 | by letsbiohackslaves | Link | Reddit Link

Few months ago there was a post here or on the main subreddit, it was medium long and quite
popular. It described the certain traits of women that are attracted to redpilled and masculine guys. It
was kind of a criticism of the women actually. Help me to find it? Spent hours searching it...
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So basically her having a boyfriend means absolutely nothing?
131 upvotes | November 2, 2019 | by Wobblewobblegobble | Link | Reddit Link

3 different women within the past 2 weeks were trying to fuck but all had boyfriends. I’m 19 so it’s
college years for me right now. It honestly throws me off and makes me very weary of a relationship.
And one of my old plates started selling nudes on the low. I just can’t see myself ever wanting an
LTR.
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I've never been a true red piller but I agree with a lot of the
philosophy. Anyway, this pissed me off and I just wanted to
share my story, what are your thoughts?
131 upvotes | November 3, 2019 | by Throw4way4all | Link | Reddit Link

The last couple girls I've been hanging with have been huge sluts. Like 30+ dudes they've fucked. It
grosses me out.
I met a girl that seemed pretty chill and was really fun to hang around with. Picked up on my sarcasm
immediately, a lot of people can take weeks to understand when I'm joking about stuff.
She came over and she didn't want to sleep with me. That's honestly fine. I find it admirable if I can
pull all my cards and not get your pants to budge. If you sleep around like crazy, I genuinely don't
trust you to not cheat on me if we're in a relationship. Guys have to work for it, but girls just have to
say "yes".
She came over again tonight. Same story, she doesn't want to sleep with me. We're having fun
though. I end up getting her pants off, it's most likely going to happen but we're still flirting around.
I ask if she's ever had a threesome and she says yeah, "but with two guys so it wasn't like weird"
Finally it all adds up, this girl isn't some incredible gem, she's a slut just like all the other ones. We're
not equal if I've slept with a bunch of girls and you've slept with a bunch of guys. It's not some feat to
open your legs.
Then I realize this girl is out slutting it up without a care in the world but for some reason I'm
"special" so she wants to hold off. Get the fuck out.
I kind of backed off. She put her pants on. She said, "we could still hook up if that is what you want?"
nope. I don't. Thanks for playing.
Why does this stuff bother me so much though?
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Why do some people hate Jordan B. Peterson?
131 upvotes | August 11, 2019 | by TBtgoat | Link | Reddit Link

I finished his book recently and thought it was a great read. I have plenty experience in self help
books and still was able to takeaway good information from his book.
Is there something I'm missing? Is he an asshole?
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LTR went out last night, still isn't back. Instant hard next?
131 upvotes | May 7, 2018 | by Throwaway1992Molly | Link | Reddit Link

We live together.
She calls me at 10:30pm to tell me she's going to a work friend's house birthday party and doesn't
know when she'll be back.
I say, go for it despite not liking the idea (she was set on going so me saying no wouldn't change a
thing). Now, I text her at 2am to see if she's still alive, she says she'll take a cab home.
It's 5am now and she's still not home. If I pulled the same stunt, she'd bitch like never before. She
appears loyal but AWALT and even if she was the greatest unicorn, alcohol causes mistakes.
So I have the urge to confront her when she gets home or call her now (and ask her how she'd react if
our roles were reversed) which I shouldn't and then hard next... Thoughts? Or am I being too drastic?
Update 1
Her best friend who also lives with us swears to me that LTR wouldn't cheat if she's with me. I agree.
I trust LTR not to cheat. I don't trust alcohol though. So right now I'm running scenarios on what to
say and trying not to explode in rage when she shows her face. I've decided to next.
Only thing is I can't kick her out (lease). Fuck sake.
Update 2
She's always on Facebook yet had no Internet access at this party for over 6 hours. Suddenly, she
signs in at 7:30am. There's no way she woke up now and just got the log in details. She's guaranteed
to be at some dude's house... My rage is telling me to go nuclear right now!! I don't want to next
without telling her to go fuck herself. Maybe when I calm down I'll think clearer but for now, I want
to expose her for the slut she is... It's pretty much dead at this point anyways, so to call or not to call?
I can't sit in a corner and wait until she gets home to do it.
Update 3
I agree with all the advice to next and keep my cool. Makes sense to me. But I don't understand the
advice from the guys saying I'm insecure or that I should let her go out. Are you guys trolling? As for
the rest, thanks for the advice. I'll update next when/if she tries to get in touch (could be a long wait).
update 4 - The big one
She came home, walked straight into her room. I open the door, I'm like "You're back". She says
"And?". That triggered me but I held back. "I ask where she was, she says she got too drunk and slept
there". I asked her how she'd react if I did that, she spouted some bullshit about me not calling her to
check on her etc etc, that I should have gone to get her etc etc. Then I left for work (was running late)
but told her we'd chat about this tonight when I got back (mistake as I don't want to chat to her, will
probably text to tell her to forget our planned chat and get on with her life or something)
Update 5
I told my boss I was too distracted to work. Came home, she was there. I told her we were done. Told
her I'm breaking the lease too. She was shocked says I'm overeacting but I don't give a shit. Now, I'm
off to meet one of those hot lady friends the ex-ltr bitched about...
This LTR business is hard work... Think I'll stick to plates. Life was way easier with just plates.
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Update 6
I came home this morning, she was waiting for me. She asked the usual stuff such as Where were
you? How are you doing? But I was as interesting as a dead squirrel. I ignored her, did some stuff
whilst she got ready for work.
She said she wanted us to sit and have a chat tonight. I told her there's nothing to chat about as my
decision is final.
It's a Tuesday and I have a ton of work to do from home so she knows I'll come home at some point.
She says she'll be waiting for our chat. I have a feeling she's either going to beg for my ass back or
ignore me ending it and end it herself because she's so proud and so she can't say that she got dumped
(she's done similar shit before).
P.s. I got laid yesterday. And despite that I still wished it was the ex I'd screwed... Oneitis confirmed,
got to stay strong.
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NEWBIES READ THIS: The Red Pill Primer - A Sidebar
Made Simple
130 upvotes | December 15, 2015 | by bsutansalt | Link | Reddit Link

Introduction

What is The Red Pill
This thread explains why we are here and what our mission focus is. The short version is we're help
each other understand and leverage to our advantage:

Game
Acknowledging reality for what it is
Men and women's sexual strategies and how they differ

Glossary and Terms
In addition to glossary and terms, this thread also includes some key theory pieces you'll need to
understand if you're going to spend any time here.

Background Reading

The entries below serve as the backdrop of why we're here and over the years have helped shape our
mission focus.
Men Are Not Happy
The Misandry Bubble
Michael's Story <- CTRL-F "Michael"
Confessions of a reformed incel
The Manipulated Man
The Polygamous Sex
Gender Studies is Nonsense

Theory Reading

Once you've fully digested the above material move on to the theory reading below. Each section is
broken down into phases to help you better understand and reinforce the core concepts and
philosophies TRP espouses.

Phase 1: The essential differences between how men and women love.

Women In Love and Men In Love
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These articles do a great job at contrasting the differences in how romance is expressed by men and
women. We now know, contrary to popular belief, it's men who are the true romantics of society. A
follow-up to this is Of Love and War, which is best summarized with the line "women’s concept of
love isn’t what men would be led to believe it is."
Schedules of Mating
Anyone familiar with women's monthly cycles knows full well that women's preferences change. So
too does their desires and attraction to masculine and effeminate men. The main takeaway here is that
during ovulation women show more skin and tend to prefer more dominant and "alpha" traits in men.
It's also a great read because it's one of the manophere's first great delves into women's pluralistic
mating strategy.
Two principle types of love
An early dive into frame control, a topic that Rollo Tomassi has since expanded upon greatly over the
last couple years at his blog The Rational Male.

Phase 2: Women's pluralistic and mercenary approach to relationships.

Briffault's Law
This thread delves deeper into Briffault's Law, a core concept, and some corollaries that describe how
women do not express loyalty to beta men for provisioning and protection previously provided by the
male.
On Value and the Value of Women
The value men and women bring to the table is different, an artifact of how our sexual strategies
differ. Women's value is from being whereas men's value is from doing. For a woman to have sex,
she just has to show up and men will throw themselves at her. For a man, he has to dance to her tune
and be high status and this and that and the other. Men seek sex from women, not the other way
around. Instead women screen for which man she'll have sex with of the myriad of men seeking to
have sex with her.
Hypergamy 101: Women view men how men see jobs
Hypergamy 102: Her Perception and Context Means Everything

Phase 3: Freeing your mind of "blue pill" social programming.

Powertalk 101
This is a great primer on the mental gymnastics and power plays in language and how subterfuge can
be employed by women to dupe men who are not aware of the subtext being intoned.
Red Pill Antibiotic Nuke and Red Pill Video Compilation Nuke
This further expands on some of the concepts found in the Glossary and Terms thread above.
Sexual Strategy is Amoral
Game/sexual strategy itself doesn't have intrinsic moral value; it's all about how you use it.

Phase 4: Understanding power, agency, and the tyranny of hypoagency.

Sexual Utopia in Power
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This article discusses how marriage and monogamy constrained women's hypergamy to the benefit of
civilization. For those not familiar with history, Henry IV once said, "I want there to be no peasant in
my realm so poor that he will not have a chicken in his pot every Sunday." Hoover later used that
same line in his presidential campaign. Marriage and monogamy and social mores limiting women to
one partner served to provide for men a sexual equivalent of "a chicken in every pot". Doing so was
good because it served as the incentive that drove men to create civilization as we know it. Where
harems for elite men exist and large swaths of men go without sexual access, societal upheaval
follows.
The Covert Reason Women Hate Male Spaces
The internet has given rise to a new kind of support group or men's club, where men can compare
notes and figure out for themselves if a woman is being shady or not. This takes away power women
have enjoyed and instead empowers men, in many cases for the first time in their lives. On the larger
social scale this threatens women as so they attack and shame us as their way of trying to put the
information genie back in the bottle.
Women: The Most Responsible Teenager In The House
There thread has created a lot of butthurt since it was made, but the theories in which it espouses are
sound, particularly in dealing with women's shit testing in long term relationships (LTR), the roles
men and women are naturally predisposed to, and the establishment and enforcement of boundaries.
This is the article that the thread is in response to.

Applying Red Pill Concepts To Your Daily Lives

48 Day of Power Supethread
48 Laws of Power from a Red Pill perspective.
All-in-One Legal Compilation Guide For Men
An unfortunately necessity in this day and age.
All-in-One Red Pill 101
This thread is a great primer of the Game aspect of TRP as described in the Introduction above. It
also expands upon the core concepts found in the Glossary and Terms.
Feminist Shaming Tactics and What You Can't Say
It's important to familiarize yourself with the logical fallacies and bad faith arguments feminists use
when discussing gender issues online and in the media, and how the media is controlled/constrained
by those in power to service the feminine imperative. Note: The essay is linked in the What You
Can't Say thread, and is not the thread itself.
Goals
A how-to guide for creating goals and staying on track.
LTR Checklist and Unicorn Hunting
A great list of red (and green) flags to help you ascertain if a woman is worthy of your commitment.
Self-Acceptance
Life is short so make it a good one. And don't sweat the small stuff.
Shit Tests 101
Comprehensive introduction to shit tests.
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Shit Tests 201
In effect this was a follow-up to the above thread on Shit Tests.
The Red Pill Interacting With Other Subreddits
This thread offers some practical advice for dealing with other subreddits that are vehemently "blue
pull" and their alternatives.
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If your question is "there is this one girl", you're doing it
wrong.
130 upvotes | March 24, 2016 | by MattyAnon | Link | Reddit Link

Despite AWALT, girls are all random and all different. Some like you more than others. You'll have
a different "relationship" with each of them. So fixing your problem with "this one girl" doesn't mean
anything in the long term.
If you're in a LTR, then "trying to make it work" and "putting effort in" and "all relationships involve
work and sacrifice" just means you are a variation of beta bucks. Even if you're not paying dollars,
you're offering commitment and support by being a point of stability in her life and giving emotional
support. And chances are she's giving you shit (or the sex sucks) and you want to improve your
relationship.
Thing is... you can't change other people. Some things will help your LTR work better but ultimately
you are not in control. She'll do what she does, and you have influence over that but you can't force
her to feel something different to her actual feelings. And she'll act purely according to how she feels.
That's never going to change.
The solution to your LTR woes is to fix yourself irrespective of her. Get some abundance mentality
back, get more options with other women, flirt with more women, be more attractive, care less about
your LTR and be less reactive to it. She's probably getting less sexual with you, respecting you less,
while every year you're putting more and more effort into what's basically a sinking ship. You can't
say a few magic RP words and have her sucking your dick like a trooper again. Doesn't work like
that. It's YOUR life, you need to fix that. Make choices that will work no matter what she does. Be
more attractive, meet more people, lift some heavy shit once in a while, flirt with more women.
Conversely... if you're trying to get with "this one girl"... if you've not fucked her on two separate
occasions, she is nothing more than an option. Treat her as such. She might have boyfriend, she might
hate men, she might hate you. I guarantee she has a whole load of stuff (good and bad) going on that
you know nothing about. You can't take her seriously as a sexual option before having sex on two
separate occasions. Until then - she's nothing more than an option. So if your question is basically
"there is this one girl..." then the answer is "she doesn't matter, get more options".
If your question is "I find that every girl I chat up throws up when she sees me", then let's discuss
your situation. If you have ongoing issues about how to apply TRP, what specific bits of TRP mean,
then ask away. If you have a situation that has come up that you don't understand, then ask away. If
you want to know the best way to proceed with a specific situation then ask away BUT... from the
point of view of "I'm seeing three girls but a situation has come up that I don't quite know how to
handle and I'm curious on the best way forward".
But don't ask us "how can I make things work with this one girl that I really want to get with". That's
one-itis, it's trying to get control over one situation rather than having an abundance of options, it's
putting too much effort and emphasis on one girl, and it's the perpetuation of the blue pill media story
of the guy who makes a gigantic gesture to win the heart of his one super special snowflake unicorn
rather than fixing himself.
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Anyone else get fucking irritated by listening to girls just so you
can fuck them?
130 upvotes | July 11, 2018 | by themangu6 | Link | Reddit Link

I swear the prettiest girls just irritate the fuck out of me. Their stupidity, the fact they live in their own
bubble as if they have figured everything out and everythings perfect. Its just irritating. I actually like
talking to fat girls cause they are more down to earth. To bad i aint fucking them.
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What has caused society’s recent (last 10-20 years)
emasculinity?
130 upvotes | January 2, 2019 | by revaforce | Link | Reddit Link

What exactly has caused society’s recent emasculinity? Is it feminism? If so how?
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Men who can get sex super easy, what do you think is the main
reason you can get sex so easy?
130 upvotes | March 17, 2020 | by SomeAverageChap | Link | Reddit Link

I'm talking about getting sex as easy as a gay man getting sex from another gay man, where you
literally directly ask and get little rejection.
Is it your looks, is it your money or is it your status?
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What are your favourite myths you’ve heard when it comes to a
woman’s preferences in men?
130 upvotes | June 24, 2020 | by Adabadah | Link | Reddit Link

I’ll start off with 2. The first one is that women prefer dad bods over abs - this is complete bs, most
women prefer a lean physique over a fatty mess. They only say they prefer dad bods so that they’ll
not be competing with other women over you. Women don’t care if you have a big dick -
controversial one but size 100% matters.
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Those that started their business, how did you do it?
130 upvotes | October 23, 2018 | by jamesbond8181 | Link | Reddit Link

What does your business consist of? (Without going in too much detail if you don’t wanna share)
How much money did it take?
Are you doing your business full time now?
Would you ever go back to working if your business failed or start another one?
How did having/starting a business change your life and the way you interact with others?
What things did you have to change about yourself to start a business?
What things did you have to give up?
Anything else you would like to share.
Thank you
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My supervisor asked me out
130 upvotes | June 23, 2019 | by OfficerWade | Link | Reddit Link

My supervisor from work, as in police officer. Female in a costume. You understand? She’s been
placed in the office and mostly only does patrols because she cries sometimes the way guys are
pushovers around the office, nothing sexual but where there’s a physical conflict she obviously can’t
fight off a 300lb gorilla. So guys are always teamed up with her. Right? So every Sunday I get to be
her partner and it’s going to her head. There was an incident this morning with kids stealing bicycles,
we returned the stolen bikes and she was starting to come onto me. I mean I told her to stop... I
thought she was just feeling secure after we closed the case or whatever but she asked me if I wanted
to go out with her tomorrow. I said I was busy. She said at least your honest.
Obviously this is the rule we’re told to never break. Don’t shit where you eat. But man this red
headed step child is calling my name and I just need you guys to help remember it’s all worth it
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Why did Hugh Jackman and Jason Momoa settle for post wall
women?
129 upvotes | September 27, 2019 | by Gavin-Sangria | Link | Reddit Link

Hugh Jackman married some 40 year old after she had rode the cock carousel while he was in his
20’s.
She had two miscarriages and no matter how hard he thinks those adopted kids will never be HIS
kids. He didn’t pass on his genes.
Jason Momoa arguably has one of the highest SMV in the world. Girls swoon over him yet he settled
for a 35 year old divorcee crackhead at the age of 25?
These guys have it all (face,height,status,money) yet they settled for less?
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Shall I tell my friend about weird situation regarding his gf?
129 upvotes | September 27, 2020 | by BraveRaccoon | Link | Reddit Link

Was hanging out with this couple and girl's phone rang. How I got it, she told to the guy on the phone
she's busy and then "no, not alone". Then when he asked who she's with, she replied "with a boy and
a girl" (no word "boyfriend"). They were speaking in the language which bf doesn't know and she
probably also thought I suck in this language. Shall I carefully let my mate know about that? Don't
want to start the fire where it's not supposed to be
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Is it just me or does the friendzone not actually exist?
129 upvotes | March 7, 2019 | by BigFinding4 | Link | Reddit Link

Friendzone isn't a real thing. It's either just a shit test, the guy not escalating or the woman just using
the guy as a beta orbiter. That's not to say a woman and man cannot be friends. The difference
between friendzone and just friends is that in friendzone you have the intention to fuck the girl. If you
made your move on a girl/ she's aware and she's keeping you still as a "friend". You are not her
friend, you are just her orbiter.
Correct me if I am wrong.
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Little to no social life.
129 upvotes | December 17, 2019 | by Astoree | Link | Reddit Link

So in my sheer effort to become a successful man in terms of looks, money, "career" - your typical
SMV stuff - I completely isolated myself and lost what I think is 95% of my friends.
By lost, I mean "we're still good", but not "bro good" anymore. I'm way further ahead of all of them
in terms of money, cars I drive and other stuff that whenever we're together it's more like an
interview than hanging out.
This feeling of hopeless dread inside me triggered yesterday when I realized how rich and outgoing
life my current girlfriend has, she's surrounded by way more people, they go out maybe once a
month, they hang-out and etc. And I'm left with nothing, materialistic stuff.
Still, I would never choose the other path, but I would be a hypocrite if I told you that I'm happy the
way things are now. And sometimes this makes me feel indifferent, hollow inside. How do I establish
some balance?
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Why are blowjobs indicative of higher interest?
129 upvotes | January 24, 2019 | by FuckMichaelMcCoy | Link | Reddit Link

I hear about how betas very rarely get the pity sex and never a blowjob. And also in /deadbedrooms
their wife will never give them head.
But then when Chad comes in the picture, the girl wants to suck his juices out and swallow. So from
a red pill perspective, why do girls enjoy giving head to alphas?
I’ve heard that girls that give head are more often than not high interest. Some guys don’t even
unlock head from some girls, but only sex.
So why do women put giving head above sex? Is it just an effort thing, a power dynamic thing, or do
beta cocks repulse them lol
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Does Anyone Else Find It a Turnoff When Women Put You on
a Pedestal?
129 upvotes | July 4, 2020 | by OttoVonBismark71 | Link | Reddit Link

Back in my BP days, I often put beautiful women on a pedestal. The thinking was that she was
somehow unobtainable. She was like a sparkly prize. She wasn't quite normal like the rest of us, she
was special. This meant that rather than talk to her like a normal person, I would get nervous around
her and speak to impress her. I notice that many, many normie and low-value men do this. They treat
beautiful women as some amazing commodity. Meanwhile, they often treat ugly girls as beneath
them.
As my SMV rose and I became more red pilled, I started noticing a similar phenomenon play out
with me. Girls that would not give me the time of the day before would actually talk to me as if I was
somehow unobtainable or special. This especially occurred when my career took off. They'll treat the
low SMV guy next to them as garbage, and then turn to me and treat me divine. They are trying to
impress me.
I find this extremely off-putting. I would rather date a girl who just treats me on the same playing
field. I worry that someone that will put you on a pedestal will throw you to the ground when she
branch swings. I also just find it a marker of low-value. What do you guys think?
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I struggle to get erect with new girls
129 upvotes | February 27, 2020 | by UniversalFapture | Link | Reddit Link

Hey guys. For whatever reason, the first couple times I’m with a girl I struggle to get hard, and while
it hasn’t caused me to lose a girl in a while, it’s become a big enough issue to worry me.
I try not to be in my head too much, but when this happens, I worry.
I do consider the girls I’m with fuckable.
I struggled with this girl last night but got myself together enough to pound her once and eat her out.
Phew.
I don’t want this to be a chore, and not every girl is willing to communicate, or come back if i fuck
up.
Tips?
Edit: Met her again. Pounded her. Still struggled a bit. Resorted to other ways of making her cum
Edit 2: Banged her again last night. Seem to be getting myself together
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Where is the line between mysterious and boring?
129 upvotes | December 1, 2020 | by TheRealGeb | Link | Reddit Link

TLDR; Basically the title.
A little bit of backstory that lead to me making this post: Was in a LTR a couple months back. Since
then, I've been slowly putting my life on track and gotten myself mostly out of that psychological
hole after you get dumped, and rebuilt some of my ego.
One mistake I've come to realise I've made is that I spent too much time with/on her. I've been talking
with this chick nightly for at least one hour, usually upwards of 2 hours, throughout the 6-month
dating period. Texts or call. Didnt tell her the nitty-gritty of my life though. Had the sense not to that
at least.
Now, with hindsight 20/20, I see how that might've indeed contributed to her getting bored of me and
taking my time for granted.
My question is, is this inevitable in the context of an LTR? Could better social skills ameliorate this
in the future, and as such simply practicing it lead to better results?
What about on dates with new chicks? Where is the line between seeming interesting and mysterious
and not dull and boring because of the silences and lack of excessive small-talk?
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Asked for commitment mid sex.
129 upvotes | November 8, 2020 | by redhorndog | Link | Reddit Link

Plate is broken. Last three months because of corona it was just her coming over. She would bring a
pizza/takeout or we would watch netflix a bit and then smash.
Mid sex she said she doesnt keep fucking a guy unless he is her bf. I just STFU and continued
plowing.
Not going to try and fix it. or give her more comfort for an extra fuck or three.
What's the weirdest way a plate asked for commitment?
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What are the flaws in my current mindset or do I finally get it
129 upvotes | April 23, 2020 | by Nofapislit | Link | Reddit Link

Quit all drugs because the pill is hard and i shouldn't be seeking to suppress the harshness of reality.
Quit porn because of pied and it destroys motivation.
I have a job that pays minimum wage and i'm going to school at night for coding. Making more
money will help raise my smv because i can buy nicer clothes and get an apartment in the city.
I cut off all of my pot head friends but they're still invited to lift with me
I lift 5 days a week, even when I don't feel like it.
Some days your just not gonna feel motivated keep pushing and stick to your schedule.
80% i'm an aloof jerk to girls 20% of the time i buy them flowers and tell them their pretty
You can only rely on your self and you are responsible for all of your actions.
The past is over, you can only focus on the present and by doing this you build a better future
Do I finally get it, what things am I missing?
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In the end, what's the point of relationships ?
129 upvotes | August 31, 2020 | by Jakos_8569 | Link | Reddit Link

Having read through a lot of TRP material and seen it unfold irl, there is still something that bugs me.
I'll make this short and sweet, don't feel like writing a essay. If something isn't quite clear, do let me
know and I'll detail.
So we know that women love us conditionnally, just like everybody else, except our parents. We also
know that we can't talk to a plate/gf/ltr/wife about our anxieties, fears and expect them to provide
emotional comfort and reassurance, like a friend would (we also hear many stories here about guys
opening up or even crying in front of their girl only to see them gradually taking their distances or
brekaing up with them). We should keep our issues to ourselves and/or share them with intimate
friends or a qualified therapist.
So we know we can't rely on our woman during hard times. We're on our own there.
Since that love is conditional, and also prone to hypergamy, it is also very unpredictable. All
relationships end and if someone made "sacrifices" to keep the relationship going llike refusing a
great job opportunity in another state to stay with the gf for whatever reason would be an investment
gone in the wind.
Well, what can we get from dating a woman then ? Sex ? Sure. The physical act itself is enjoyable,
but far from meaningful: a brain fart of a dopamine rush for a few seconds. Just like the meaningless
pleasure you could get from eating a high fat, high sugar food. This type of pleasure pales in
comparison with, for example., the feeling of pride, and fullfilment from going to the gym
consistently and lifting more and more weight through effort and discipline, building a business from
scratch and making it profitable, learning to make music, hiking up a 4 mile high mountain etc..
Then there's the post sex oxytocin bath, where you start to feel a bond. But you know, deep down,
that you can never be loved unconditionnally but only for what you can offer her.
To recap : we can't have both sexual attraction and emotional support from a gf : her love is
conditional. If you lose your job, are down on your luck, her "love" could go just as fast. Investing
time with friends (male or female) who we could actually rely on seem to be much more beneficial.
Then, that leaves the actual sexual gratification, which ultimately, isn't of substance and even leaves
us lethargic after the fact.
My question is : Outside of the actual sex itself, is there any reason to even bother getting a
relationship, doing the cuddling, getting attached etc ?
It seems to me that the best way to go about this would be to simply enjoy the time spent for what it
is (doing activites you truly enjoy , without ever INVESTING ANYTHING (not paying for anything,
taking out of your time to help her out, undermining your opportunities in order to benefit her etc),
and without any expectation of it lasting at all, without attachment just like you enjoy a sunset
without trying to cling to it and when it's gone well then it's been fun while it lasted, and you move
on. And the woman you're doing things with, could be anyone, just like the sunset job could be
fulfilled by any star.
At the end, is this just it ? If so, why the hell do so many people invest so much time and resources in
finding a partner (even in this sub) in finding a partner and getting profoundly depressed when unable
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to ?
And bonus question : how could we even form families stable enough to raise children with this
reality ?
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I survived a car crash, but not my manhood.
128 upvotes | October 4, 2019 | by Le_Blizz | Link | Reddit Link

A few days ago I slid on wet leaves driving on the mountain with my girlfriend and hit the guard rail
at 80mph head on. We survived minor injury but everything is fine. I was 10 miles from nearest
civilization and it was getting really dark so I had to setup camp (I had plan to camp near water and
fish for food) and stayed the night. Long story short I made do with the current situation managed to
hitchhike back home.
During the whole event I was as primal as I can be because of the survival situation. But after I got
home I just completely break down. It was hard. It was brutal. I could have killed someone. I keep
getting nightmares about the crash. I keep getting trapped inside my head and spiral downwards.
Sometimes during conversations I just shutdown completely and it's out of my control (at least I think
it is).
Here's the situation. My girlfriend is picking up on this and keep reassuring me that things will be
fine (I think because the crash happened so fast to her and she walked away completely fine so it
doesn't affect her as much). She's emotionally supporting me through this but I can't shake the feeling
that this is how I will develope onitis and eventually caved back into my old beta days.
But whay can I do? I almost killed this woman. I put her in a situation where we could potentially die
(camping in sub-0 temperature without heating and minimal food). I lost my entire frame because of
this event and I don't want that to happen. I feel so guilty and all my instinct is telling me to put this
woman on a giant pedestal while ignoring myself because I almost killed her.
How do I maintain control of the relationship and be dominant while barely being able to support
myself emotionally?
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Can someone help me break down this Tinder interaction? Girl
literally tells me that she really isn't attracted to me and a few
hours later we are hooking up?
128 upvotes | January 10, 2020 | by Fusionnn | Link | Reddit Link

We matched a few times over the past few months cause I reset my account every so often. Basically
I invited her over to my place to hangout but she said she was tired and sore. This happened around
midnight I asked for her address so I could pick her up, but she says:
H: "I'm okay here" "I'm really not attracted to uu"
M:"that's why you keep swiping right huh �"
H:"Just wanted to see what you had to offer"
M: "some good dick and potentially boyfriend material"
H: "Ugh."
M:"what do you have to offer"
H: "Myself" "Have u meet me?" "If you get me in the right mindset I will give you anything u desire"
M:"i mean the only time you respond is like 2 am so i figure you're just trying to get some dick
�♂️"
H:"It's because I'm always up at this time"
M:"that's fair" "I've been trying to take you out but you're never free"
H: "I'm free now �"
M: "then let's go out"
H:"�"
M: "put some clothes on and get your lazy ass up we're doing something"
H: "Oh no �okay okay"
M:"dress warm where you at though i can pick ya up or just meet me somewhere"
H:"Dress warm?"
M:"ya dress warm" "we're gonna hammock and stargaze, you drink?"
H: "Yes." "I don't drink often but I do if it's good"
M:"ill bring us some angry orchards"
H:"It's way too cold for me" "And I don't own warm clothes"
M:"oh that's right you have no clothes fine lets do something indoors"
H:"Is there anything to do at this time?"
M:"eat late night snacks and snuggle"
H:"Okay lol" "You're lucky you're talking me out"
M:"we are gonna go to walmart though" "unless youre cool with extra spicy lime cheetos"
H:" I don't eat Cheetos �"
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M:"What's [her name]'s go to snack?"
H: "Fruit �" "Or dried fruit"
M:"mmm ok we're getting some kiwis and mangos" "what's your address so i can pick ya up"
H: "I'm not ready"
M:"i know but i think you're like 30 ish away so i'll start heading over"
H: "[Address]"
M: "ok i'll be there in 35 also i'm in pajamas so"
H: "Oh okay �"
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Do guys with no game and no "friend game" have similar
underlying issues that cause both problems?
128 upvotes | January 22, 2020 | by grandmapurp | Link | Reddit Link

I see a lot of questions on here about making friends and I think a lot of the answers aren't very
helpful. "It's hard as an adult" "get hobbies" etc. But today I was reflecting on my friendship history
over my whole life and had an epiphany about the similarity between game and making close friends
and how some basic underlying personality issues might cause someone to be bad at both things. I'm
curious to hear what you all think.
I'm in my 40s and have no close friends because my only close friend did some shitty things and I
had to cut him out of my life. I'm a perfectly friendly and personable guy and have lots of
acquaintances but throughout my life I've almost always only had one close friend, and I was
reflecting on why that was and what's wrong with me and I noticed some patterns.
I think a lot of guys here with these problems were probably teased, bullied, or made fun of at some
point in childhood for being different for whatever reason. A little odd, socially awkward, too skinny,
too fat, too tall, too short, unathletic, wrong accent, wrong race, or your mom dressed you funny. It
doesn't have to have been anything seriously traumatic, but I think that kind of stuff at an early age
gives you social anxiety and you try to avoid interactions to avoid getting hurt. Same thing as
avoiding romantic rejection.
When I was a kid I remember thinking "that person doesn't really like me" "they don't actually want
to be friends with me" and things like that. So I didn't make any effort to be friends and probably
missed out on being closer friends with people who actually liked me. Basically I had "approach
anxiety" because I didn't "assume attraction".
I don't know if it's an innate personality trait or a coping mechanism that I developed, but I'm
perfectly happy being alone. So I never developed the skills to build and maintain closer friendships.
How could I learn and get better if I wasn't actually practicing "friend game"?
And then if I'm happy enough being alone, getting one close friend is even better. Why bother having
any other friends? It's basically a friend version of "oneitis". And a lack of abundance. I take what I
can get because I assume nobody else will have me.
So the only close friends I had were people who made all of the effort to be my friend themselves.
Just like the only girlfriends I've had were women who pursued me. And as a result, these weren't
always the best quality friends I could have gotten. A lot of my close friends throughout life were
oddballs, had mental health issues, or people who did shitty things and burned all of their other
bridges. People who were kind of desperate and latched onto me. And then I would assume that's
because I'm a loser and only other losers would like me.
Having only one close friend meant I stayed too long in friendships with shitty people who I would
have bailed on a lot sooner if I had a lot of other friends. Same thing as getting stuck in an LTR
because of lack of abundance.
What do you all think? Does anyone else relate to this?
TLDR: Fear of rejection leads to fear of approaching leads to lack of relevant social skills and
experience leads to settling for whatever falls in your lap, oneitis, and lack of abundance.
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I can't seem to stop.
128 upvotes | May 21, 2019 | by moltenw | Link | Reddit Link

I'm only 20, and when it comes to easy-dopamine based activities, I can never do them in
moderation.
If I start to play video games and set a time when to end playing, I can't stick to it.
If I abstain from them but not reddit / youtube, I procrastinate 24/7. I literally just stayed 2-3 nights
up without going to sleep every 3rd night to watch classic wow streamers.
I'm not sure it's one singular thing either, because if I cold turkey one easy dopamine thing, I replace
it with another. The only thing that's even worked in my life is going cold turkey on both internet &
games.
Feels like I can never "overcome" my addiction to degenerating on these activities, I've tried for 6+
years now with various methods, yet I can't exactly not use the internet either.
I don't know, my brain might be messed up since I used to degenerate playing video games from ages
8-17~ 7+ hours a day, skipping school etc. In summer it was 24/7 if I could.
I tried not making this post for a very long time now (suffer in silence and all, I never speak about my
problems to anyone irl), but it seems like I really need guidance, because living like this is not
healthy or productive.
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LTR hid her location on Snapchat and showed suspicious
behaviour changes. How to emotionally prepare without
completely detaching?
128 upvotes | April 17, 2019 | by adhdrp | Link | Reddit Link

She's away with her family for Easter. She was moody all weekend (period starting) and then we
called and she apologised, took full responsibility and we are good again.
Last night she says she doesn't mean to blank me, she's just got loads of uni work to do. Which she
does. She disappears from all social media for the evening aside from a goodnight nude. This
includes not having her location on Snapchat which means she purposefully hid it.
She never sends me nudes, and today she's been fairly affectionate out of nowhere, but her location is
still off. I get the feeling you guys are going to tell me she got some good dick and now she's
overcompensating out of guilt or to satisfy the beta me that cares or something.
No hard evidence and I could definitely be over thinking, but I'm not sure how to both detach so I
don't overreact if it's true but still care enough to see the LTR through if she's been faithful.
Cheers.
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How do I carve Turkey like an alpha?
128 upvotes | November 27, 2014 | by newlifeasredpill | Link | Reddit Link

Just kidding
Happy thanksgiving boys!
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Girlfriend never creates drama. Never does anything weird. I
don't know what to do.
128 upvotes | April 18, 2018 | by g4casting | Link | Reddit Link

This is a weird post, and honestly it's done a bit tongue in cheek. But legitimately, sometimes I get a
bit anxious about the fact that my LTR is going so well. It feels like it's wrong. RP has taught me that
shit will hit the fan eventually.
My girlfriend just never, ever, creates drama. She never complains about anything, she's never upset,
or moody, or "too tired". We have argued once, and it wasn't rly an argument, I just scolded her over
some dumb shit.
She casually gave me her phone password maybe a month after we met. Never changed it. I use her
phone for a lot of stuff since mine is shit, she's got notifications on home screen and doesn't use
snapchat. She has my face plastered on all her social media. She tells me how she loves me so much
every day, compliments me. She proudly introduced me to all of her family, I'm talking 40 people.
Her childhood friends. And always brings up, "I have X friend, she rly wants to meet you".
I try to fuck with her sometimes, use some very subtle dread. But she doesn't bite. That's the weird
part, she's got a super solid frame, she trusts me so much I can't hurt her without going nuclear. She
never shit tests. And when she gives me a comfort test, I can't do anything but give her the answer
she needs, because she deserves it.
It's pretty cool, but RP doesn't actually address this situation so much. I know I'm supposed to keep
doing whatever I'm doing, but according to RP, it'll go wrong at some point anyway.
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Is The Juice Worth The Squeeze?
128 upvotes | April 3, 2020 | by alienreps | Link | Reddit Link

I spent a lot of years learning how to approach women in the perfect way,I’ve read hundreds of
books,I basically know by heart all paragraphs of the red pill. I’ve also improved drastically my daily
routine and my physical aspect. All this things combined gave me the chance to meet a lot of girls in
a short period of time and I came to the conclusion that they are incredibly boring: they can’t keep up
a good conversation,most of them are full of shit tests and are immature/disrespectful bitc*es. All
they have to offer is their body and for an hour of pleasure I have to face their shitty behavior,I give
my effort and drain my energy for a wet hole. I mean if we’re just chasing them for sex and we’re not
interested in LTR (because they don’t have nothing to offer except sex),why we can’t just go with
escorts? I have a good job and I can afford the most beautiful escorts,without a pain in the ass,so I’m
thinking about give up “the game” and going into a permanent soft monk mode: I’ll just work to
improve myself and if I feel the urge I’ll hire a wonderful escort. Guys,l’m curious to hear your
opinion about that...
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I am getting tired..
128 upvotes | December 28, 2020 | by SlowMotionEarthquake | Link | Reddit Link

I just found out that my girlfriend is still talking to her ex. This is a huge red flag for me, even though
she wasn't cheating, as far as I know, I still wanted to break up with her. I decided to wait another day
and then she texted me how she cried because he got into a fight with her ex, her "friend". Suffice to
say, I broke up with her in approximately 1.3 seconds after.


I am getting tired of this, I am angry at women and their way of thinking. I know someone would tell
me that I am a pussy. But I am really down at this moment. Breakup after breakup accumulates and
ware me down in the long run. Even though it was the right thing to do, and I would do it again. It
hurts. I want to stop feeling this way.. I want to stop having oneitis and I don't know how.

Can you help me?
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What sacrifices have you made to be where you are today?
128 upvotes | February 23, 2021 | by warshadow518 | Link | Reddit Link

I finished reading the Sidebar and already finished reading the The Rational Male. I'm trying to lose
the weight, make gains working out. I have friends who always wanna drink and really have no
ambitions to self improve. I'm surrounded by ppl that don't wanna improve their lives. I'm prone to
being lonely. So many bullshit temptations.
What did you guys do to get where you wanted to be? Lose friends? Lose family? Completely leave
behind your old life? Be alone for a whole year?
Should I say fuck it, just go monk mode and leave the world behind a year?
I want to reach my transformation as a Man. I need guidance. Whatever your experiences was or
advice you got for me that got you to where you wanted to be in life in terms of sacrifice. I wanna
hear it. Thank you.
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What is up with guys in their mid-twenties with no previous
sexual experience committing to “experienced” women without
playing the field themselves?
128 upvotes | January 18, 2021 | by LePetitPhaguette | Link | Reddit Link

https://archive.is/LE04H
25yo guy, stable job, 6’4, was fat up until the last two years when he seriously started lifting, and he
gets hit on by an attractive woman that’s a year younger than him. From how he describes her
(sociable, extroverted, a lot of guy friends), a healthy estimate is that she’s been with 20-40 guys.
She’s hot, so she’s dateable, but this guy says he can’t fathom dating without marriage being the
desired outcome. He wants to marry the only girl he’s ever been with, knowing he’s not her best,
biggest, or first pick. His instincts are rebelling against him and he’s ignoring them. Predictably, other
users tell him to stick with her. Interestingly enough, it’s mostly women who, upon inspection of their
post histories, are also failing in their relationships—I know checking is a lefty thing to do, but my
curiosity gets the best of me. Most of them confirm my suspicions: that these are NOT people you
should take advice from. AND this guy has a lot of things going for him, so it’s a shame to see him
waste what’s left of his best years with a girl like this.
He says that he, mentality-wise, is still that fat guy that’s bitter and resentful that he didn’t get any
female attention in his younger years.
I see this happening a lot, but not usually with attractive girls. It’s usually mid-tier girls with lots of
“experience” (as though fucking a lot of different dudes actually makes them better at it) getting with
beta guys with decent jobs.
A lot of these guys are finally in positions to date around, and yet they operate with this notion of
scarcity instead of abundance, so they grab the first girl who gives them any attention.
These supposedly intelligent guys do the least intelligent thing you can imagine by signing away half
their assets on the loose hope that their partners will remain faithful and not divorce them. They
willfully ignore damning statistics like 1680, where women with 16 or more sexual partners prior to
marriage have an 80% rate of subsequent divorce. In fact, this guy owns up to using TRP up until this
relationship and dispensing with it after “securing” this girl.
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Girl didn't bring money to date
128 upvotes | April 9, 2021 | by paizk | Link | Reddit Link

Bill came around and she goes "i have no cash"
tf do you do in this situation, tell her to go to an atm?
edit: there will be no second date
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Women are able to go from obsessed with you, to forgetting you
exist at the drop of a hat, how are they able to do this? Does
this mean their affection isn’t real?
128 upvotes | April 30, 2021 | by HTML_Novice | Link | Reddit Link

Every single girl I’ve been with, no matter how devoted she was to me, or how obsessed she was,
was able to act like we never even met extremely easily and quickly.
It’s frankly astounding, and makes it seem like when she is into you, and telling you how much she
likes you, that it’s not real because she can cut off all emotional ties if she wanted to, and act like you
were never even apart of her life.
This is in stark contrast to me, where even if I only hook up with a girl a few times there’s still some
sort of emotion there, even if it’s not strong.
For example, If a girl from my past were to hit me up I would remember what we did and act
accordingly, I would remember she was nice, cute, funny, and probably be warm if it ended well. But
if I hit up a girl from my past they will act like they don’t know who I am, and I think they genuinely
don’t, because it has happened with every girl I’ve ever been with. Even 4+ year long relationships
where the girl genuinely had extreme emotional attachments to me.
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Are women very basic or is it just that it seems so to me?
127 upvotes | April 17, 2021 | by Snoopy_ESP | Link | Reddit Link

If you adapt to basic and superficial conversations everything ok but a pain in the ass

If you divert to deeper or more complex issues (geopolitics, social changes, new world order, scarcity
of resources, politics, philosophy ...) they are already lost and they answer with "I don't know" or
they answer you with the simplicities that they have heard in the TV


They are so basic, you get out of commenting on a series on Netflix and they are unable to have a
debate arguing against your ideas because they don't know about anything that TV hasn't told them


I think the smart thing to do is to give up and adapt your conversation to theirs so that there are no
frictions or they feel intellectually inferior
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How do I join the top 15% in my 20’s?
127 upvotes | June 5, 2020 | by Dripsonhold | Link | Reddit Link

I’m 16 turning 17 and going into my senior year of high school and I’ve been following red pill
ideology for a couple months and been applying it into to my life and it’s worked wonders I’m much
happier now than I have been since I was a little kid and I think most of you guys are good with
money or at least have knowledge on it. So my question as a young guy is what are some tips so that I
can make good money before I’m in my 30’s?
Edit: jeez man I was only expecting like 3 replies but this is awesome! You guys gave a lot of great
advice that I’ll be writing down and apply to my life appreciate it you guys are the best!
Also any other young guys save this post and look back on it cause there’s a lot of good shit in these
replies.
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Anyone else depressed about how badly women are destroyed
by social media? (srs)
127 upvotes | April 6, 2020 | by cruelpain | Link | Reddit Link

this reddit is very good because it teaches men how to combat the modern women. But on the other
hand, it's still pretty fucking depressing.

For example, i know a girl, welll i dated her for a bit, super down to earth in real life, caring, nice
girl...BUT completely HOOKED on social media. Addicted. Can't get off it. Posting selfies all the
time. Hell there's a fucking global crisis going on and she is posting her ass and tits on instagram.
Jesus christ women? What is wrong with you? She is 26 as well, so it's not like she's young and silly
and get's a pass.

But it's a real shame that some women have become so ruined. I know another girl. Scroll through her
insta profile and it's just norma pictures of her at the beach, at the forest nothing crazy then all of a
sudden 1 picture at the gym then another and over the years full blown ass pictures.
Like what the hell?

I feel sorry for these women . I fuck em but feel sorry for them. Extremely low self esteem, mixed
with a bit of narcissism. And they only get ruined themselves because most of these women aren't
relationship material so end up getting pumped and dumped , pumped and dumped, pumped and
dumped.


Modern women guys :/
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Instantly losing interest.
127 upvotes | March 11, 2020 | by Alcatraz-12 | Link | Reddit Link

Anybody else becomes very unattracted to a girl when she starts mentioning other guys ? I don't
mean it in an angry way like "oh she's talking about this guy, now I'm really jealous and hurt and
can't even look at her anymore". More like a feeling inside of you like you don't wanna deal with her
anymore and everything she does from now on is simply unattractive. Is this normal or am I really
just jealous ?
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How do you handle dark ( depressive) days ?
127 upvotes | January 9, 2021 | by swimminginblue | Link | Reddit Link

Currently in lockdown: I have been doing it all: reading, lifting ( home gym) , focusing on personal
development, focusing on school and I have 4 plates on rotation so that’s not a problem either.
2020 despite the lockdown, was my best year yet in all aspects
2021 is here and maybe the 10 ( on and off) lockdown is getting to me. I miss socializing, I miss
being on campus and meeting new people or the gym looking at ass.
90% of the time I feel great. I’m lucky, I have a roof over my head, food to eat, a job, family and
friends and consistent source of sex when I need it.
However I still find 10% of the time I just have those days where it’s fuck, I can’t get shit done, I just
feel sad and depressed LOL .. It’s not medical depression, I’m still able to laugh at myself when these
feelings arise
Honestly, maybe this was just a rant and I needed to get it out. Regardless, thank you for letting me
do this .. I hope you are all well, we will get through this.
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Wife gets overt and angry when I pass shit tests
127 upvotes | March 18, 2019 | by PilotBass | Link | Reddit Link

I'll try to make this short. Already married for the second time when I discovered the red pill last
year. I have decided to keep her, as she is above average in every way, and game her monogamously.
Anyways, aside from a couple isolated incidents, I have not gone full Rambo, but have been
incorporating my own self improvement into our relationship. I was unknowingly pretty alpha when
we met but after we got married I went beta blue pill again. She expects that I fail most shit tests.
What has worked the most is Agree/Amplify. Example: Her: where were you really, with your
girlfriend? Me: girlfriendSSS... plural [smile]
She has a lot of insecurity. Sometimes my padsing the tests shuts her up, and sometimes she just goes
overt. "You're being a sarcastic asshole. Why the fuck would you say something like that? Are you
TRYING to get a divorce?"
Here is where I falter. I truly am fine with a divorce. I would be MGTOW or a plate spinner but
definitely not in a relationship had I been red pilled as a single man. My reaction, "oh no, what would
I do, no one to bitch and moan, or to work overtime for... why would I want to finish this great movie
when I can pause it and converse with an angry woman all evening..."
I know I get sucked in. I am working on disengaging. When I leave for the gym or start scrolling on
my phone, she makes it a point to threaten me, "you truly don't care, ok, I see how it is, your wife
doesnt matter to you, you just do whatever you want, you're a narcissist, 2 can play at that game..."
yadda yadda. I just grin and say "ok, you're obviously frazzled. Come talk to me about how you feel
when you have come down off it..."
She wants me to go beta and DEER. But when I used to do that, she didn't respect me. She still
doesnt sometimes but overall it's better because I can look myself in the mirror.
How do you handle this?
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TRP made me a Lone Wolf
127 upvotes | January 29, 2019 | by lifeisweirdasfuck | Link | Reddit Link

1 year ago I was still going out regularly with my beta friends. Smoking, drinking and wasting time
was part of the routine then.
I wasn't following my real desires at all. I didn't control life. I was controlled by it and its external
sources.
Deep inside I wanted to start gaming women, but my friends always kept me back on that. I was
completely attached to them and my success was completely dependent on them.
I then found out TRP and after reading stuff every day I was actually ditching all my "friends". Do I
regret it? Honestly, no. I never knew myself this much before. Spending time alone made me get to
know so much stuff about myself I would never realize in the presence of other people in my life.
I've always been an introvert (INTJ-A) and most things that entertain average people, don't entertain
me. This made it hard for me to form social connections with other people (And no, I'm not a social
autist by saying I'm an introvert. I can easily start conversations with random people).
Of course, there are some people who are successfull and ambitious, but it's hard to find them here in
the small city I live in.
I've been lifting for 4-5 years, learned many skills etc. and people both admire and hate me. Now that
I'm ditching my friends, they hate me rather than admire me.. I guess that's normal though.
When I found TRP I got used with the concept of "Be selfish. You are the only one who matters".
After a few months I realised there was another concept (or lifestyle) being advertised on TRP, and
that was the machiavellian one, thus, fake your behavior and try to influence/get as many "friends" as
possible.
I've never ever been so excited about being machiavellian with people 24/7, cause that just didn't
seem to match with my introversion (I know personality can change, and I definitely changed it in the
last years, but the core itself takes years to change). I sometimes manage to switch from introvert to
completely social and it happens exclusively when I'm traveling abroad.
So I ended up being a lone wolf. Literally. I have almost no friends nowadays. I'm still in High
School and plan on moving next year, and will definitely try to employ the machiavellian lifestlye in
a bigger city.
To be honest, being alone has been crucial for me. I realised that when I had one-itis or felt
depression due to women, it was because I didn't know what it meant to be alone, neither did I knew
myself. I didn't know what I wanted out of life. As I said in the beginning, I was reacting at life. I
wasn't really mindful about where I was going. But once I started being alone and more alone, I got
more in contact with my inner self. It's really hard to explain how it feels.
I guess that's also why "Being on a mission" is another important aspect of the TRP man. To me, it
means having goals and moving towards them daily. It means having vision and being the center of
your life.
Prior to TRP, I was joining in people's/women's life. Now, it's becoming the opposite. If they want to
join my life, great, otherwise I still have my mission. It took me a year to have this shift.
Now, I'm wondering, how many of you here became lone wolves? Is it normal to end up lonely
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when employing TRP's theories or did something go wrong in the process of my
transformation?
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Get over being unattractive.
127 upvotes | February 5, 2019 | by 2019throwaway5 | Link | Reddit Link

So I decide to make a tinder account with a moderately attractive guy in the pictures. Just 2 pics of
him in the gym, nothing crazy, no bio. What is probably call an 8/10 guy.
It’s crazy how much shit girls will take.
Firstly I had more matches in an hour than I as myself ever had. And much hotter.
Secondly, most of them were messaging me.
At first I was just talking as I normally would. I could easily have 5 dates lined up for tonight if I was
attractive. With hot girls too.
Then I decided to push the envelope. I started to talking to girls like shit. Calling them fuck holes and
useless sluts. Demanding pictures from them. Saying I only wanted second the first meet. Stuff that
would get me unmatched.
And it worked. Right now there’s a 9/10 19 year old girl messaging me. We had planned to meet so I
could “fuck your ass to see if your worth seeing again”. I literally said that and it worked.
I know guys talk about game and confidence and stuff. But Christ. What’s the fucking point?
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For the ones who had a porn addiction: How long did it take to
rewire your brain and finally enjoy sex?
127 upvotes | January 17, 2020 | by LeonidasGER | Link | Reddit Link

Pretty much the title but some backstory first:
-Discovered that it felt good to rub and squeeze my penis when i was like 10
-Discovered porn when i was 13
-jacked off like eight times every day for nearly 10 and a half years (im 21 now)
-had no success with women until i discovered the gym, got a job in sales and discovered TRP (when
i was 20)

I had some ONS with different girls and im currently in a sort of relationship with a girl (19 HB6) for
the sole purpose to practice sex but i never enjoyed it. I never came no matter how hot the girl was
and this lack of fun for me also leads me to become bored quickly so the quality of sex also decreases
for her which is bad if you actually want to keep some girls around. Lately i have also discovered that
if im sober my dick wont get that hard or hard at all as if I were drunk and i probably never got a
proper erection until the one time i tested viagra.
My brain is being completely wired to porn to get off so i only chased sex when i was really drunk or
getting approached while clubbing but tbh sometimes I did it for the validation that I still got it and to
tell some fun storys for my friends. I cut porn completely off of my life this year but couldnt keep my
shit together and jacked off two times thinking about the porn i would have watched around the two
week mark (((:
Im also getting subconsciously triggered EVERYTIME i see some boobs or cleavage online which is
insane but i have no intention of going back, sooo...
How long did it take for you to get rid of this shit? And do you have some additional tips how you
have beaten beating your dick all the time?
Thank you all in advance.

My current course of action is:
-No more porn
-Getting busy when i feel the urge (thats why im writing this post currently)
-Got a doctors appointment to see if there is also some physical damage
-Hitting the gym even harder and focus on my studies
-Try to improve while still having regular sex
-Decrease my time on social media
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Curious about this female behavior...
127 upvotes | January 20, 2019 | by alphabachelor | Link | Reddit Link

My gf was telling me about this behavior she noticed on Facebook.
She’s noticed some women will suddenly announce they’re getting married to some guy with zero
indication they were dating prior to the announcement.
In some cases, the dating was going on for more than a year. After announcing the engagement, the
floodgates open up and they’re posting selfies together, referring the guy in their updates but before
that happened, it was like the guy never existed. Zero disclosure about him.
My read is these women either:
A) Want to save face in case things don’t work out.
B) Wanted the best of both worlds. Be in a relationship but present to the world they are single so
they could branch swing / trade up and not been seen as a shameless sluts in their social circles.
Am I right or am I missing a third reason?
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Is Entrepreneurship the only real way to become wealthy?
127 upvotes | September 5, 2018 | by lifeisweirdasfuck | Link | Reddit Link

I believe TRP is focusing too much on women lately and I rarely ever see posts about personal
finance and success. (even though I know TRP is about sexual strategies, self-improvement is itself a
sexual strategy in my opinion)
I'm currently 18 and have got another year of High School before graduating so I started thinking
about which path to take after that.
My main goal in all honesty is money. I heard so many times that "aiming for riches" is bad but
honestly it's just bluepill thinking. I've read many books about personal success and I realised that
aiming for riches is good as long as you are persistent in what you do and do not fear failure.
So I thought about getting into Economics' university.
The point is, I really often read that graduating in universities is useless if you want to reach a 7 digits
net worth. They just turn you into a slave. Yes, I see people who earn around $120.000 a year and in
8-9 years they might reach the 1 million counter. But you'll get that only if you work hard 12 hours a
day for someone who earns your money in a much smaller period of time.
Starting a business is advised often here and I understand why. But can you really start a business
without having any educational background about how money work and the overall economic
system?
I mean, you increase your risks of business failure by not knowing shit about money and finance, and
honestly I don't know how a 18 year old guy could know this stuff, considering the fact that my
family never taught me anything neither school did.
I know the internet is full of information, but I know some sites such as Investopedia and It's hard for
a total beginner to understand the concepts, and it confuses me so much not knowing where to start.
Could you give me a general advice about how to get educated about this stuff in a self-taught
manner, and your thoughts on Economics' degree? Is Entrepreneurship the only way to pass the 6
digits counter? Thank you in advance.
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How do I Flirt Sexually and make my Intentions Clear without
coming on too strong?
126 upvotes | November 8, 2018 | by nicksaiz65 | Link | Reddit Link

I need some more help with this. I was talking with my Chad friend who has over 100 Laycount. He
told me that I’m desexualizing myself and still being a “Nice Guy.” As in I’m not making my
intentions known after the first date. And I need to do that to be considered an Alpha Male and a
sexual being.
For example, a girl texted him and said “what’s up?” And he replied “If I told you, would you sit on
it?” And the girl replied “possibly” with a sly emoji. They are now fvcking 3 times a week.
I just don’t really know how to flirt like this, especially over text. Some pointers would be great. For
example, one of the girls I’m talking too has the word booty in her Snapchat handle. I was
considering using that to talk about how phat her ass is. And do I explicitly let her know that I want
to fvck her before she comes over?
I just don’t know how to do it without coming on too strong, scaring her away and looking creepy.
Can y’all teach me how to do this?
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Trp changed my life
126 upvotes | December 6, 2018 | by jatert1 | Link | Reddit Link

I used to be kisless virgin and I’m 22.
Two days ago I’ve managed to bang tinder girl and I’m happy now. Worn protection, even for a bj.
Didn’t eat her pussy. Texted her after just to get a proof of consent.
Banged chubby just to get the monkey of the shoulder, feel so much better already.
Though that I’ll cum in 1min but went on for like an hour (extended pleasure condom)
Anyway thanks for your help, I’ll now focus on improving smv and self improvement.
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Have you ever had a girl get mad at you for not approaching?
126 upvotes | January 19, 2020 | by the--cuck | Link | Reddit Link

Last week, I dressed up in a suit and tie, went to the work, and went to the nearby coffee shop
afterwards. The cashier who took my order was super friendly. She asked me what school I went to,
smiled a lot, and when I got my order, she cleaned all the tables near where I was sitting. She stayed
really close to where I was sitting for a while until the coffee shop got busy again.
My first reaction was wow! She's a really friendly and hardworking person!
I went to the restroom before leaving, and as I'm leaving, this girl says, "Bye, [my real name]!" I look
back, and I say goodbye as well but I noticed that she looked super pissed. I honestly didn't know
why, so I just went on with the rest of my day.
I'm a painfully average dude, so I rarely get hit on by women. I'm also pretty oblivious and naive in a
lot of different ways. Was this girl mad that I didn't ask her out? Or am looking too much into this?
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Noticing how seem all western women under 35 seem have
tattoo these days?
126 upvotes | April 10, 2019 | by Mangasbzo7 | Link | Reddit Link

It's gotten to the point where it seems like being conservative and not having tattoos is actually edgier
than having a tattoo
To add insult to their own injury, why do pretty much all of these women have bad/trashy tattoos?
Why are most women incapable of good taste lol
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Probably found my main issue with women
126 upvotes | May 3, 2019 | by youtrain6969 | Link | Reddit Link

So I think I finally realized my main issue with women tonight. I went out to a bar with a few of my
friends. Played a few drinking games with some girls and talked to some more girls here and there.
Looking back on it, a lot of them showed interest in me, but I just refused to show my interest in
return. I feel like I do this to protect myself and feel like I have “the upper hand”. But within like
10-15 minutes they’re off taking to/hooking up with another guy.
What can I do to stop cockblocking myself by refusing to show immediate interest in these girls? Is it
a psychological problem I have?
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Real talk, does anybody else feel like a fish out of water trying
to approach girls in person?
126 upvotes | October 23, 2019 | by paprikk | Link | Reddit Link

I know this is TRP and approaching in person is the holy grail of chasing women around these parts.
I've been here like a year, I know all the theory in this sub. Have read all the sidebar. But even still, I
just can't do it. I'm pretty decent at Tinder. Not great, because I can't pull any 8s if my life depended
on it. But not bad, because I pull some 7s, many 6s, and a fuckton of 5s. God knows I'm doing miles
better than I was three years ago.
Approaching in person though? Might as well be rocket science. I went to a club tonight by myself. I
hate clubbing with a passion, but figured I'd get out of my shell and try to pull a girl. Mind you, I'm a
28yo blond white American in a third world country where such guys are revered. I'm talking
revered. Even still, I didn't do shit.
I was eyeing this cute girl the whole night who was clearly lonely. Half the time she'd talk/dance with
her ugly friend, the other half her ugly friend would talk to some guy while the cute one would be by
herself. Go figure. Even still, I couldn't do shit. I literally just stared at her the whole time hoping she
would look at me long enough for me to give her a signal to join my lonely table. But nope, she just
glanced at me once or twice and kept dancing by herself. And I just stood there at my table like an
idiot. And there was another somewhat cute girl I felt like approaching. But she was with her friend
100% of the time, and if I have trouble approaching one girl, how the fuck am I supposed to approach
two of them at once?
Honestly, I'm not even scared of it per se. Sure I get approach anxiety like most other guys, but it's
manageable. The real problem is I don't know wtf to do. I don't know wtf to say. We're at a (small
and cramped) club, the music is loud, I can't hear shit. And I can't dance for shit either. So if I can't
talk, can't dance, wtf am I supposed to do? How am I supposed to get her number, let alone make out
or take her home? So I stayed at the club by myself like an idiot for well over half an hour, then went
back to my hotel.
Clubbing is one thing but bars are even worse and day game is almost just as bad. Ok, let's say I go to
the mall, then what? It's already hard enough to find a girl who's by herself (they're always with
friends or family). But let's say I do find one... wtf am I supposed to do? Ask for directions? Tell her I
like her dress? Bother her while she's eating and ask to eat with her? Fuck if I know.
So yeah, just needed to get this off my chest. If anyone else feels like me, feel free to share here, this
thread is a safe space lol. And if no one else feels like me, feel free to laugh at the loser who can't get
cute girls without his phone. Whatever, tomorrow is a new day, hopefully I'll land another Tinder
date, cause lord knows I won't be getting any action elsewhere.
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How to bounce back after traumatic event in life?
126 upvotes | August 24, 2019 | by The-Hoss62 | Link | Reddit Link

My mother passed away about two months ago and it has left me by myself during my senior year of
college. I am an only child and have no parents around. Does anyone have any advice other than
hitting the gym which I have been doing since then. any type of advice on just how to bounce back
and how to better myself in anyway and to increase overall confidence from this and SMV. Thank
you
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I’m legit an asshole what do I do
126 upvotes | January 11, 2021 | by Da_SnowLeopard | Link | Reddit Link

I’ve fucked up soooo many girls who where into me by being an asshole.
My most recent, very pretty girl, met on tinder. Gamed her very well, date is set up, she is into me
and very excited. Chose to watch a movie instead of the alternative option I gave her of an actual
activity. Like she obviously wanted to fuck. Dropping mad hints. We are having a great conversation
the night before the date and for some reason my dumbass brain says deploy push.
And in the middle of a back and forth bantery shit testy flirty conversation I say “fuck off let me
sleep you’re so needy.”
And she tells me I can suck my own dick
And it didn’t occur to me until 3 days later that the reason the girl no showed and ghosted was maybe
because what I said was not appropriate. Literally it took me like 3 days to consider that maybe my
push was just being an asshole. I didn’t even consider for 3 days that maybe the “suck your own
dick” meant she was upset.
Infact she didn’t even block me after the no show as if giving me a chance to do the right move and
my dumbass hits her with the
“what happened did you get a bad haircut” and thats when I got blocked
And my recent ex whom I was in a relationship with for 2 years. We broke up for like the same shit.
For some reason my asshole brain keeps telling me to randomly call her annoying for no reason out
of the blue.
Its like I don’t know how to push properly. Like I start shit right and my aloof and idgaf is being
rewarded so my dumb ass brain is like DO IT HARDER and I go retard mode.
How can I train myself to take it like a step back. I’ve been talking shit to people like my whole life.
My group of friends was all like this and we all talked mad shit to each other but I guess my brain
never learned to filter that behaviour to only the friend group
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How do you guys deal with a world increasingly becoming
more beta?
126 upvotes | May 4, 2020 | by Tousen71 | Link | Reddit Link

I'm finding myself getting annoyed by a world that's rapidly becoming more pussified and
beta—particularly in response to coronavirus.
Example: I'm on the professional networking app, Fishbowl and some dude asks..."Wife won't wear
mask on walks, help pls" and people are ACTUALLY giving this dude advice—not immediately
telling him to find a pair of nuts he can wear and to go talk to her.
I feel like I'm seeing this stuff everywhere from the self-denial cucks on the relationships_advice
thread to the rise of shameless simps on Onlyfans.
I know the RP response will be to ignore it, laugh at them, and focus on your purpose (which is good
advice) but is the active crumbling of western masculinity not bothering to anyone else?
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My wife, 46 years old, of 17 years is having a virtual affair with
her first love from 30 years ago. Do I blame myself?
126 upvotes | June 19, 2021 | by NeglectedHubbyinNY | Link | Reddit Link

My wife and I have not been the most loving couple the last 5-7 years of our marriage. Good core,
but feel like roommates.
About 6 weeks ago, i found out she has been having a virtual affair with her first boyfriend, who she
got in contact with on Facebook. I see all their messages and have been saving them. There are I love
you's going back and forth, plans to meet up and have a weekend together, and even talk about
blindsiding me with divorce.
I know I have been lacking in the attention dept with her (and vice versa), but what do I do here? Let
it go and collect more data for divorce? Or talk to her about it? She says she cant leave me right now
because she is a stay home mom and I am the breadwinner.
I provide, Im in good shape, and look good for my age. Not lacking tehre. She is 100 pounds
overweight.
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DIVORCE CORP
126 upvotes | January 28, 2021 | by Revoc123 | Link | Reddit Link

Has anyone else seen this documentary? Its eye opening. I divorced my ex-wife in 2009 we had one
daughter together. I am still plagued in family court by her and her crook lawyer it never ends.
She is able bodied and does not work to increase child support payments. She filed a phony
restraining order and the whole bit to gain an upper hand and sympathy it is a total scam.
The whole divorce industry is full of crooked lawyers and judges and fighting it is hopeless even if
you win you lose because you must pay so much to the crooked attorneys. Nightmare.
I recommend never getting married and never having kids unless she is incredibly rich.
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If there's more to life than sex and intimacy, why am I
unsatisfied pursuing it?
126 upvotes | February 14, 2021 | by scarif24 | Link | Reddit Link

And why does hardly anyone around me pursue purpose beyond sex and intimacy?
I’m 25 and simply put, I’m confused with and sick of life as it is right now. As a kid I was always
interested in things, ideas, places, etc. Always looked to the future, something on a higher Being, etc.
I’ve always been drawn to greatness and I idolize the greatest at what they do; the Tiger Woods, Tom
Bradys, etc of society. Those who figure out how to be the best and then do it.
After all I know and see now, I am struggling with how to move forward happily in life. Even though
I’m likely in the top 25% of men at my age in terms of looks, wealth built up, intelligence, work
ethic, etc. I feel unfulfilled.
I’ve had a couple relationships with girls in life and the feelings of love and intimacy in the moments
when we were kissing and having sex may have been the most satisfying feelings I’ve ever
experienced. But the more of them I had, the less significant the feeling became. Supposedly sex and
intimacy is just a part of life, but it seems for so many people around me, it is all of life. Supposedly
there is more to life than sex…there are ideas and topics to explore, places to visit and appreciate,
activities to perform and enjoy, environments to play in, societal ladders to climb, etc. But most
people around me right now do not really seem to care much.
I know I’m going to sound arrogant, but I don’t feel normal. Most people around me seem happy
being normal and typical. Most people around me have sex and intimacy #1 on their list and their
lives are always about that. Could they be a more valuable employee at their job? Yes, but they
choose not to be. Could they figure out how to make more money? Yes, but they choose not to.
Could they become physically healthier by exercising and being active? Yes, but they keep making
excuses. Could they contribute to the lives of other people more? Yes, but they choose not to.
Yet most of these people who are putting in far less than 100% are in relationships and seem content.
I work with a couple who literally lay in bed all day and eat fast food and donuts, go to work, go right
home and repeat every day. Live paycheck to paycheck, never change anything, same thing over and
over. My boss asked her if she did anything fun the past few days and she replied “Nope, just stayed
home, I don’t really leave the house.” The girl is chill and my acquaintance, but I can’t imagine
letting myself live like that.
It seems like to be happy, you should do the following: 1) Lower your IQ to around 100, preferably
lower. 2) Stop working hard; do as little as possible to get by at your job. 3) Don’t save up money. 4)
Smoke weed/do drugs/drink regularly. 5) Overindulge in sex and porn, including online. 6) Don’t
compete. 7) Don’t make sacrifices for the future.
The reason I feel different is because I refuse to live like that and have always wanted to value other
things in life outside of sex and intimacy. I want to explore ideas, topics, build wealth and then share
it appropriately, appreciate places and projects, be my best self every day, etc. But the issue is, I feel
so isolated living this way, and I’m not happy. I have no vibrant social circle. I am appreciated for my
value but not for who I am. I go to sleep every night less than satisfied. Is it just that I haven’t found
my “place” yet?
I honestly do not understand life. I want to keep pursuing this higher level of Being but I’m not
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convinced it will bring me satisfaction. I don’t know if it’s a generational thing or what. For example:
I love my current boss; she’s a 52-year-old woman who is vibrant, fun, and loves life. She is happily
married 30 years and values travel, ideas, projects, experiences, building wealth and status and
sharing it, etc. Meanwhile my generation of girls and guys spend hours a day making nude and porn
content and selling it online to lonely men in their basements, and modeling as a career and lifestyle
if they’re blessed with great genes. What is THEIR purpose in life? They don’t seem to have any. So
how is finding my purpose, beyond sex and intimacy, supposed to fulfill me when most people aren’t
doing that?
I’m feeling lost, confused, unsatisfied, and like I want to transcend all of this. What is my problem
and how can I fix it?
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How would you guys proceed if this happened to you?
126 upvotes | August 30, 2020 | by CaramelJesus24 | Link | Reddit Link

So I’m a mixed race guy from Australia, so I thought it would be pretty cool to get one of those
AncestryDna tests to get a bit more of a picture of my background and such. Looking through it was
great, mainly West African/English (Half Caribbean ancestry) which was to be expected.
What wasn’t to be expected was that me and my cousin didn’t match up.. hmm this can’t be true but
also DNA doesn’t lie, so I confront my mom about it and all of a sudden she tells me a name. Now
but of a back story, although the guy I thought was my father didn’t look so much like me he WAS
black, I didn’t meet him till I was 18 which we both decided we should do a DNA test, but being
young and naive I let my mum talk me out of it.. Although I only met him twice in my life I have
always been super close with his family, he died a few years ago and I grieved not for the memories I
had lost but the future I may have missed out on.
Anyway, so over the next 48 hours after the name drop I made it my mission to find this guy, before
work, lunch break after work I researched the internet. Census records, electoral rolls,Phone numbers
anything. Couple of nights in I then stumbled upon an electoral roll record of a guy with the same
name, rough birth date and same city that my mum was in at that time. A quick google search
revealed an obituary again with the same name and birth date as the electoral roll I had found
previously... I was 10 years too late.
I had come to a dead end, I had no idea how I was going to confirm and there was no way I was
going to let this be an unopened door for me, but then I saw it... the website obituary had a
condolences section which has a message of love two years after his death, AND A FULL NAME
OF THE AUTHOR. I reached out over Facebook, a lot of shock on both sides then they sent me a
picture of him, I had never seen someone look so much like me. I then sent my mum the photo and
she confirmed this was the same guy. 25 years it took me to find him, and I was 20 years too late, he
passed away via suicide in 2009.
All these events happened in the span of 3-4 days from the DNA test results. It has been a roller
coaster and I have felt every single human emotion there is to feel. This would’ve broke the few years
ago version of me, but I’m dealing and processing with this and just trying to be logical about the
situation.. thing is I have this searing hate for my mother and I can work out if it’s irrational? I
mourned for a father that wasn’t mine, and missed out on meeting my biological. I believe that my
mum was alpha widowed by the supposed father, he was a criminal and physically abusive. Also
what do you guys do to occupy time when faced with such a big thing in life? I’ve tried to throw
myself into work more, keeping up my fitness etc
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What are your examples of women saying TRP shit
126 upvotes | January 13, 2019 | by ExcellentStudio | Link | Reddit Link

I've noticed that since becoming more realistic about intergender relations I'm able to have more
honest conversations with women and I'm often surprised at the textbook TRP shit that comes out of
their mouths, almost as if they browse this fucking sub lol. Some choice examples:

pillow talk with plate about her ex. She mentions that she didn't have sex with him for weeks at
a time towards the end of their relationship. Later she teases me for not being "nice" like him, I
don't buy her flowers and shit. I ask if he was so great why didn't she have sex with him.
"Well... he was too nice". We both laugh.
ex LTR tells me she originally fell in love with me cause I ignored her most of the time and it
made her feel special like I had other shit going on but chose to talk to her sometimes anyways.
She also told me she loved how I told her to do things straightforward like there was no
argument, but it made her feel "weird" when I did this in front of other people
feminist Tumblr plate. She's telling me about her faggy little brother and his problems. I tell her
I feel sorry for him and someone needs to be a masculine influence in his life. She tells me he
doesnt need to conform to soceities definition of masculinity. I tell her that life generally goes
much better for men who are masculine, girls aren't gonna like him. She says no she has friends
that don't like masculine guys. I ask if they generally have happy relationships. She laugh and
says no they're actually all single

What example do you have? I love TRP because as cringey and oversimplified as it often is, it's
tapping into a real vein of truth that is completely invisible to mainstream soceity. When you start
paying attention you start finding supporting evidence everywhere
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I'm a broke guy in a field of rich kids
125 upvotes | January 23, 2019 | by CoolaGoola | Link | Reddit Link

Hey good people,
So I'm currently at a well known college on a scholarship. A college that is almost out of my league.
Most of the people here seem to be from fairly rich backgrounds. At first it didn't phase me but after
socializing a bit more over the past month, it is starting to affect me a bit. It just feels like I just don't
fit in here.
I've been able to meet a few girls I can relate to but it seems like I have different perspective on life,
as well as different priorities.
I am from a pretty rough background so I've been a bit care free, go with the flow type of person. As
much as I like to have fun, I know how to prioritise my academics.
The social scene just seems like a whole different ball game here. You can just tell by the way I carry
myself I just don't fit in here. I've been told I am pretty confident and fun guy to be around but it feels
I'm constanlty being looked down upon because of who I am or where I come from. Picture 8 mile
Eminem at Princeton or Harvard.
How I turn things around and still have fun?
The past year I've made excellent progress developing myself, I workout a lot, reading and just
working my ass off to save some money.
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What to do when having good looks but no game
125 upvotes | September 30, 2020 | by almend23 | Link | Reddit Link

I’m trying to improve my game just by going out and doing day game. I’m usually told on parties that
I’m the best looking guy in the room, however I’ve got no game. I can approach girls easily without
anxiety. However when it comes to flirting idk what to do. I see them touching their hair etc...
showing interest and shit but the convo usually dies and it’s boring. Basic shit like what do you study,
where you from... I’m quite direct with them saying let’s go to mine but it’s not working.
How can I improve my game, I’m doing this on a continuous basis. However I feel like I need to
know some theory behind this.
So you guys have any Routines for daygame or nightgame
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I hate my dad and don't even want to talk to him.
125 upvotes | September 27, 2020 | by ABCDEFGthrowawayABCD | Link | Reddit Link

This is a long read and I don't expect a lot of people to read it but I hope at least one of you do.
My dad's father left him and my grandmother when he was a kid. I only heard one side of the story
and it was always that my grandfather was a "piece of shit". I come to find out now that he left
because my grandmother was bat shit insane and he could not deal with her. So, my father was raised
by his mother and a grandmother and the result was him being a beta male follower with a nagging
woman's personality. Therefore, I grew up with two moms and my father was more of a nagging
woman than my mother.
My dad never taught me any social skills nor did he teach me to fight or stand up for myself. He
pretty much let me figure things out on my own instead of teaching me and then would emotionally
manipulate me when I made a mistake or something not to his liking. How the hell was even
supposed to know when something was 'wrong'? He never taught me anything.
Which leads me to getting raped by a 55 year old man when I was only 8 years old...
When I was a kid, I was at a sleep over at a friend's house. It was a foster home. My parents were
socially inept and did not see the obvious red flags with the foster parents. If they had done a lick of
screening, or if they gave a shit about me, and simply talked to these 'people', they would have never
let me be around them.
So, my friend and I were playing Nintendo in the basement and the foster dad came down and asked
if we wanted some sodas. I said yes and so did my friend. The dad returned and handed me an open
can. I thought it was a little odd because he handed me an open soda and no one had ever done that
before but I did not think anything was wrong about it because I was only eight years old and did not
know any better (another thing my dad should have warned me about but didn't). I drank and finished
my soda while my friend and I were playing video games.
The dad kept checking on us during this time and would just open the door and not say anything, look
at us creepy, and then leave. I found his behavior odd but I was too young to realize what was going
on.
The next thing I knew, I woke up in a different room on a bed, and I was in pain. My penis hurt really
bad and I went to inspect it and realize that my pants were unzipped (I always zip up my pants after
going to the bathroom so this is really weird). My neck was really sore too and I was laying on my
stomach (I never slept on my stomach, ever). The room was dark but I rolled over to see a face light
up orange from the person that was sitting there taking a drag of a cigarette. It was the step dad.
In pain from both my rectum and penis, I rolled back over and pretended to be asleep until he left. I
waited until light started peeping through the edges of the window blinds so I could start to get my
bearings. I was too afraid to turn on the light and draw attention to myself. I was on a bed in the same
house I passed out in and my friend was next to me. I tried to wake him up but he wouldn't budge. He
must have been drugged more heavily than I was. So, I just waited until some people were awake to
ask to use the phone (because my dad said, "Always ask to use the phone at someone else's house -
the fucking moron should have taught me that I could use a phone at anytime especially this time).
It was the step dad that was up first. I held back tears and told him that I needed to use the phone for a
ride home. He handed me the phone and I called home. My dad answered and I asked for a ride home
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and started crying. The step father grabbed the phone and said, "He and my-friend's-name were rough
housing over Nintendo." I put my shoes on and went outside to wait for my dad.
He picked me up and I was crying. He didn't even ask why I was upset. All I wanted him to do was
ask me what happened so I could tell him but he didn't.
When I got home, I drank some water, went to the bathroom and had to defecate. I inspected my
penis which was raw and in pain and noticed that there was blood in my underwear that had leaked
from my rectum. It was really painful to go to the bathroom. I hid my bloody underwear from my
mother because she would have seen it if I threw it in the trash or put it in with the laundry.
As an adult, I now know that I was drugged, molested, strangled, and raped. The cigarette that the
foster dad was smoking when I woke up was a post-orgasm congratulatory cigarette.
The entire year after that I was plagued with extreme anxiety, flashbacks, PTSD, and I even missed a
lot of school over it (I still suffer from all of these things). My dad just got emotional and angry at the
way I was behaving. Not once did he even ask me why I was acting upset. All I wanted was him to
ask me.
I still have never told anyone except the internet. I want to tell my parents so they know why I had so
many emotional, self-esteem, and confidence issues but I feel like it is a waste of time because they
never gave a shit about me before. Why should they now? Besides, my dad will just use it as ammo
against me. Instead of asking me why I resent him so much and why we have such a poor relationship
he continues to bitch out and just be condescending toward me. After typing that out, I realize that I
need to tell him. Do I just fucking say it the enxt time I visit? I feel like my parents won't even
believe.
tl;dr I can't kill my rapist as I had allegedly planned because I discovered that he died in 2005. The
step-mom, his ex-wife is still alive but I really don't know if she was in on it or not so I cannot touch
her.
Yes, I know that I need therapy.
UPDATE:
I sat down with my parents and told them and they were surprisingly very supportive and apologized
for failing. They are here for me now which I appreciate. Typical of my dad to place the blame
elsewhere... he said to my mother, "I told your mom I would be a bad parent." After grilling them a
bit I forgave them.
Thank you everyone for your comments. I'm not going to be a victim anymore.
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Girl left because I played a song before we fucked
125 upvotes | July 5, 2019 | by TheDero | Link | Reddit Link

Second time with this chick. Didn't fuck on the first date, but second time got her back to my place.
No obvious red flags, she was all over me @ the bar.
We get to my apt. door and start making out, move fast into the bedroom. I go fast to grab my
condoms, and hit play on my iHome and this song plays, volume is medium to low. About 60
seconds into getting her warmed up on the bed and this is what follows.
X (girl): what the fuck is that
me: what?
X: this fucking song, why did you play this one
me: it's just a random playlist I don't know (it's my go to "fucking" playlist)
X: gets up, swearing under her breath, puts her skirt on and walks out
no word back from her after 24 hrs. Maybe an ex song that triggered some flashback? Lmfao lost for
words.
The song was by "Bazzi" but what the fuck does it matter? Anyone had a freak out like this before?
Did I autism somewhere?
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I failed! LTR asks for permission to "have a coffee" with a
fuckbuddy she used to date before. I didn't react well, how can
I save this?
125 upvotes | May 26, 2019 | by i-ren | Link | Reddit Link

Decent girl, no signs of cheating, very clear and strict about exclusivety. Guy treated her like shit, sex
pretty much sucked (so she says). Am not really worried about her cheating. Think she's a) looking
for confirmation from that guy or b) trying to make me jealous, as we'd had some problems lately. So
Friday night she asks me via WhatsApp if it was okay for me if she went out with him. I didn't react
as I should have ("Please go"). Instead I told her it was quite obvious, what this guy's intentions were,
as he never had any interest in her as a person. She said she only wanted to socialize etc, writing back
and forth ensued... I failed, my brothers. She ends up stating how much she loves me. Last two days I
barely answered her messages, she started sending me songs, pictures she'd drawn, all kind of love
messages.
Will see her later today. How should I act? Shrug it off like nothing? It will be the pink Elefant in the
room. How should I react, if she starts to talk about it?
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So, gentlemen, is there a way to enjoy women again?
125 upvotes | November 9, 2019 | by vaynsterrr | Link | Reddit Link

Ever since I swallowed red pill I lost my ability to enjoy female company. I feel no anger, i feel
nothing. I stopped seeing their personalities and became unable to get any sort of emotional
connection which fucking sucks. Is there away to bounce back? Any chances of actually enjoying
feminine company again? Thanks
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RPers who have been on the brink, what stopped you from
committing suicide?
125 upvotes | November 15, 2019 | by JPVoltaire | Link | Reddit Link

What steps did you take to pull yourself out of self sabotage and depression?
EDIT: Thank you everyone for your advice, it was actually a little overwhelming to see how many
people responded to this or could relate to it.
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Am I a beta faggot? An askTRP FAQ
125 upvotes | April 28, 2015 | by DarkisKnight | Link | Reddit Link

First if you haven't read /u/tepper2's wonderful post stickied to the top of askTRP do it now!

Am I a beta faggot? An askTRP FAQ

I've been on askTRP a lot lately helping you budding alphas out and giving advice where I can. And I
feel like I'm answering the same old shit or seeing other people answer the same old shit over and
over again. And I'm fucking tired of tippity-tap-typing the same old shit and I'm guessing some of
you are too.
It seems like many of you haven't bothered to read the sidebar, lurked for maybe only a minute, or
have the memory of a goldfish. I'm not really sure. But it's ok though.... DarkisKnight is here for you.
And if you read this and forget all of it a minute later well, I don't know what else to say....I guess I'm
just going to have to come over there and beat this shit into your beta fuckin' asses! You've been
warned.
This FAQ is by no means exhaustive. I would appreciate some of you RP veterans input, feel free to
comment/critique as you see fit. I'll edit and add/subtract as necessary.
Are you ready to unplug?

FAQ

Am I a beta faggot?
Yep!
But what if she is this... [special case]?
There are no special cases. AWALT.
AWALT. AWALT. AWALT.
I'm a whiney beta bitch [uuuhhh] why is this so hard?
If it wasn't hard everyone could do it. Man the fuck up and quit your whining.
My parents suck and my Dad's a beta bitch or absent.
Congratulations, you are 99% of TRP members. Work on TRP's basic tenets and make some guy
friends.
I'm new to TRP what should I do?
Read the sidebar. Lurk more. Start applying TRP tenets.
(What are those?? Read the sidebar again. What are you a goldfish?)
Is this a shit test?
Not everything is a fucking shit test but probably...
Regardless... ignore, agree and amplify, or amused mastery. Can't hurt either way.
People call me a "nice guy" what do I do?
Read "No More Mr. Nice Guy." Apply.
Do I tell my guy friends about TRP?
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Is your name Morpheus and your friend's name Neo? Then no. Lead by example. You can only
unplug yourself.
If my gf/plate/prospect says this... what does it mean? what should I do?
How the fuck should we know? Watch what they do, not what they say. When in doubt, escalate.
My gf/ltr/wife is not fucking me or not fucking me the way that I want.
Increase SMV. Apply dread game.
I think my gf/ltr/wife might be cheating or is making me suspicious.
9/10 your right. Demote or next.
Girl isn't texting me back what do I do?
Nothing.
Girl is acting suicidal/crazy/insane what do I do?
How much do you hate yourself?
Don't stick your dick in crazy. Next!
Girl rode the CC is she a good candidate for an LTR?
Nope. You have ONEitis.
How do I not lose my gf/plate?
Don't be afraid to lose her. Abundance mentality. Dread game. Also, oneitis
Should I fuck girls I work with?
Are you a pornstar? Then never.
Help me analyze my texts.
You probably texted too much. Text for logistics only or if they text you first and even then only 2/3
the amount they text you. Don't try to be cute. Never send pictures of yourself.
What should I do if...?
What do you want to do? Do that.
Tinder, OKc, PoF....
It's a crapshoot and skews smv in favor of women. Work on your in-person game. When you're
proficient with approaching and closing use online dating as supplementary.
...anything that involves your "wife."
We might be able to help but those guys over at /r/MarriedRedPill probably have a lot more to offer.
*Ok, I think that about covers it. I'll add more as they come up.
Stay Frosty.
Edit: Re-worded and some formatting changes. Hope this is easier to read. Glad you guys find this
helpful.
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It's the summer, I'm jacked for the first time in my life, and
women try to talk to me on their own... I love it!
125 upvotes | June 3, 2017 | by renyx1 | Link | Reddit Link

I know this isn't a question, but I never had this happen to me before. Just wearing a t-shirt that
highlights my muscles is enough!
Women used to ignore me, and now, even standing in the supermarket line or doing my stuff, as long
as I look at a woman nearby, she actually starts talking to me!
A girl I work with now acts shy when she says hi to me! Another one tried to feel my chest the other
day in the most clumsy way possible! (I know they are off limits, but still)
A third one checks me up, especially my chest, each time I walk by her!
Wish I had found TRP years ago! Thanks RP!
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If you give her the best D she’s ever had, she will never leave
you
125 upvotes | April 4, 2021 | by __TheDon__ | Link | Reddit Link

According to the Sex God Method, if you give a girl (LTR) the best dick she’s ever had, then she will
never leave you. A part of me agrees with it since she becomes physically addicted to you (as long as
you keep hitting it right), but another part is telling me hypergamy is one hell of a drug .
As RP aware men, we always keep the thought “not yours, just your turn” in our head in order to
maintain abundance, which I believe is the right mentality. The ability to let her go in a moments
notice is a super power that most people don’t have.
What do you think about this statement by the author? Do you believe it is accurate?
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She sends me nude videos etc. i ignore she now sent me this
125 upvotes | January 1, 2021 | by CloudyNova88 | Link | Reddit Link

"your kidding me there we are left on seen again im over this why am i chasing you wtf am i doing
im sorry but any other guy wouldnt leave me on seen like this its like nothing i do phases you do i not
interest you"
iv already fucked her twice, im happy to see her again in person and spend time with her but im just
not in to this texting bullshit how do i make this clear/how should i respond to her?
she sends me vids/pics every day and most of the times i give her minimal validation
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Need a reality check. Im about to get cheated on right?
125 upvotes | March 28, 2021 | by bindaeduk101 | Link | Reddit Link

I discovered this subreddit recently and everything makes perfect sense.
I upgraded this plate of 4 months into LTR status last week out of scarcity mentality because of
lockdowns and also I have an autoimmune disease so going out to cold approach for hours is really
taxing on my body.
Met her in tinder in 2019. As a fuck buddy. Dropped her 3 times. Then picked her back up in
November.
Red flags: she has slut friends, she lies about tiny things, her n-count changes everytime and new
names come up, she talks about her ex alot, shes had one night stands
Green flags: takes me out on dates pays, does anything i want sexually, buys me gifts
Last month she admitted texting her ex-bf (from 8 years ago lol) , she has nudes on her phones she
took but never sent to me last month, and... yesterday
She basically asked me yesterday that her slut best friend invited her out to a double blind date at a
bar.
So slut friend wanted to bring 2 random guys and invite my LTR to join them at the bar.
Obviously I said wtf? lol then she asked me if i wanna go with her.
This LTR is pretty much over right?
Also, when she asked I told her that my girfriend doesnt do that and you can do whatever you want
your a grownup but if you do that Im fair game too to go see other girls she got butthurt
Did i respond correctly?
Please give me some tough love and be honest.

. . . . . . .
UPDATE: Thanks guys for the brutally honest comments. Ive decided I will apply dread and spin her
as a plate. Im gonna meet up with a new girl tomorrow night. Thanks everyone.
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How to deal with never being a first choice for girls?
125 upvotes | May 29, 2021 | by Unbannable_1721 | Link | Reddit Link

I’m a US Marine, 22 yo 6’0 in peak physical shape. 30 strict pull-ups, abs— everything. But I was
born with a very unfortunate round ugly face. I look like a grumpy little kid no matter how I try and
posture my face. For this reason I’m never a girls first choice. I’m in the back of the bus behind every
skinny tacky 18 year old with a chiseled jaw line and that’s the truth of the matter. There’s no way for
me to overcome this problem and almost every girl I’ve been with I get the feeling they always think
they’re settling for less. This absolutely crushes my self confidence and I literally wake up every
morning reminding myself how inadequate I am. This drives me to shut a lot of people out. I just
want to work out because that’s the only coping mechanism I have for being born this way.
Edit: Thanks everyone for the comments!
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Why does the system want us to act a certain way?
125 upvotes | February 21, 2020 | by itzdjengo | Link | Reddit Link

The more I swallow this pill, the more I wonder why the system is created like this.
Men (especially Gen Z) are getting more and more feminine, anxious bitches who find their pimples
or their unicorn more important rather than adopting the masculine, independent behaviors of their
grandfathers focused on real success.
Women are getting more and more power but always remain unsatisfied because the world will be
eventually full of beta bitches.
Why is this shift happening? imo it looks like that in the last 40 years this world that ALWAYS has
been ruled by men is changing into this soft, yet depressed, victimized, egocentric society.
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Men who have reached the top 10% - do you game/spin plates
on easy mode, do women really throw themselves at you or is it
still a numbers game with lot of rejections?
124 upvotes | February 14, 2021 | by 18cmoftruedamage | Link | Reddit Link

I am asking this because i am trying to figure out if i am delusional about my smv and looks or it's
just an inevitable part of the game.
Every now and then, there comes a time in my life when i experience several first date rejections in a
row from different girls, but when the date actually happens with some of them, it literally always
leads to my place and fucking without any resistance or harsh shit tests (and i keep to my standards).
Still, my advanes are rejected more than accepted. Take my word, i improved everything that could
be improved for now (physically and mentally) except my financial situation. I am a 23 year old
student living alone. Maybe i should accept that not everyone will want to fuck me no matter how
tall, muscular, intelligent, witty and big dicked i am and not get so butthurt about it...
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I’ve been a follower of the Red pill for a couple years but my
experience with my GF does not align with a lot of the theory
here
124 upvotes | April 28, 2021 | by OnlineProfile69 | Link | Reddit Link

I’ve been dating a girl for 11 months. Strong family values, smaller city in the Midwest, Christian,
has a mix of secular and Christian friends, doesn’t party, never done drugs, n count of 1 before me,
she’s 23. Doesn’t use social media much at all, doesn’t entertain any orbiters, she’s frugal and
disciplined.
These factors I’m sure play a role. But, she’s never shit tested once in our relationship. She does
whatever I want and sex is on tap. She was really in to me from the get go, and I think she saw me as
out of her league from the start, which definitely helps the dynamic work in my favor like this in our
relationship.
Of course, I’ve learned how to balance beta and alpha traits. I’m generally pretty sarcastic and non
needy anyway, so that helps as well. But I’ve been waiting for the other shoe to drop, and it hasn’t. I
believe she really is who I think she is. That being said, I’ve kept my oneitis in check, and if she
leaves me tomorrow I’d be just fine in about a week. Objectively speaking she might be this hot
submissive “unicorn” you all speak of. As for me, I’m not marriage or family inclined so eventually I
will have to cut her loose so she can find her hubby.
I wanted to ask, what gives? Is it the case that, there’s a spectrum for AWALT and taking advantage
of hypergamy that these girls are on?
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Did I handle this situation properly?
124 upvotes | June 6, 2020 | by pizzaguy573871 | Link | Reddit Link

God I'm so turned off from sex after this. I (20M), was planning on hooking up with this girl from
tinder.
So the encounter proceeded as usual, then I went to go eat her out. Damn it was bad. It smelled so
awful. I lost my erection after that and left.
I told her why I was leaving. I said it smelled a bit down there and it turned me off. I got up and left.
I suppose that was rather rude of me. But then again, is it so much to ask for her to take a shower
before hooking up? Like God damn.
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UPDATE- Plate cried for an hour straight infront of me when I
said “No” to exclusivity.
124 upvotes | December 23, 2020 | by __TheDon__ | Link | Reddit Link

About a week ago, I posted that a plate is falling in love with me, and it’s making me feel like shit.
Yesterday, she came over and we did the usual. We hung out for 5-6 hours and fucked 4 times. Prior
to her coming over, she sent me a long ass text about how she’s falling really hard and what not. I
told her we’ll talk about this when I see her.
This is not the first time she brings up “The talk”. Last night, right before she leaves she mentions
how we should talk about the text she sent me. I thought she had forgotten, but nope lmao. I tell her
that I am not looking for a relationship right now, however I really like/care for her, and genuinely
enjoy our time together. After that, the crying starts. I am not going to be “Alpha” and act as if
nothing happened because seeing her like this really fucked me up. It legit made me sad, and I told
her that I don’t want to see her like this. I offered her comfort, and also offered her a way out. I said
that if you feel like you are only going to catch more feelings as we go on ( she said that), then maybe
it’s better if we end things. I reassured her that I want her the be part of my life, but I can’t do
anything exclusive right now. I told her you’re a free woman, and I will not tell you not go see other
men or what not. She says “ I don’t want to see other men, that’s the thing. I have no interest in
anyone but you, and it kills me that you don’t feel the same.” I say “ don’t worry about these things.
All I know is when I am with you, I am with you and that’s all that matters”.
I am not interested in a serious relationship. I literally contact her when I want to see her (once a
week on a weekday) and she comes over. All we do is have sex and watch Netflix. This has been
going on for 3 months. I purposefully maintain minimum contact to avoid situations like this, but
nonetheless it happens. Maybe I am being a bitch, but seeing her ball her eyes out made me feel some
type of way. I hate when that happens, and I don’t know if I handled the situation correctly so some
advice would be appreciated.
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Conquered the shit test, now to conquer pillow talk
124 upvotes | December 4, 2019 | by cactushatter | Link | Reddit Link

I [24M] started spinning a plate who I’ve known since high school. On Sunday we went bowling,
grabbed drinks, ubered to my place and then forked.
Never in a million years did I think I’d wake up next to her - what did it was my new ability to
respond effectively to her shit tests:

Are you talking to any girls? Me: Which one? I’ve slept with like 20 today.
What was that one girl’s name you were talking to? Me: It was either Carly, Rachel, Megan,
Sarah or (insert white girl name). Do any of those ring a bell?
I didn’t bring any stuff to stay over, I didn’t realize we’d be drinking. Me: No worries, I don’t
allow girls over past midnight so we can get you an Uber home. Plus, you didn’t bring a
sleeping bag.

Hopefully you guys find this useful. Anyways, she kept wanting to pillow talk after we forked and
asking me if I liked her, etc. Hinting that I used her. I kept being vague with her and telling her things
need to go with the flow, and to stop asking questions (I was visibly tired)...
...so how do I respond to these questions like “do you like me... where is this going?”
I want to keep a balance of keeping her interested without saying too much or too little and without
having her skeptical of my intentions.
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How to know you're just the "settle down" guy
124 upvotes | January 17, 2020 | by ThePandaPunisher | Link | Reddit Link

I'm dating this woman who is 28 and has been with 10 guys for sure since there was a scare with an
STD where she felt the needed to disclose that information. I know she got around and I don't hold
that against her because it was the same for me. Problem is that she seemingly suddenly doesn't want
to do anything fun or adventurous. No going out for New Years, hitting the city, or catching a drink.
It's always domesticated stuff like making menus for her to cook during the week while a few months
before dating me she was banging in gender neutral bathrooms. We have sex regularly but being with
10 dudes means you should know a thing or two in bed. I always initiate and she just complies and
it's missionary all the way. If I ask to switch up positions she says she doesn't really know how. I'm
afraid I'm just the punk she's decided to settle down with after her glory days. What do you guys say?
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LTR asked if it would bother me if she went for dinner with an
old friend
124 upvotes | August 17, 2019 | by maliktaus1 | Link | Reddit Link

Her: Hey, I know you probably dont care, I wish I was like that ....
Her: if i go have dinner with someone who is a whatever , would it bother you?
Me: define someone who is a "whatever"
Her: I met this guy b4 we met, we just went out for drinks but i tried to hook him up with my friend
instead , right now hes in the city for work reasons .
This is the first time she has ever asked something like thjis in 2 years, its a perfect situation to set
boundaries , but what the fuck should I say? Ive never had to respond to something like this lol
it feels like a slap to the face what she is asking .
how would you respond if your ltr for the first time said something like this, would you set
boundaries? what would you say?
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Which RedPill books helped you out the most and are a must
read for noobies?
124 upvotes | February 7, 2019 | by MH1108 | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/ao87qx/which_redpill_books_helped_you_out_the_most_and/
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Why do marriages fail although women SMV declines?
124 upvotes | May 1, 2019 | by urbanfoh | Link | Reddit Link

Assuming women divorce because they have better options than their husbands, how is it that divorce
is so common?
According to Rollo man's SMV goes through the roof right when marriages start to fail (mid to late
30s) while women hit the wall and should theoretically cease to have good options.
Boredom? Lost Frame? Irrationality? Unused potential of men? What do you think is the main cause
of divorce from the male perspective?
Edit:: Let me condense the top answers in this thread:
1) Many men do not in fact max out their SMV.
2) Women are not rational when it comes to SMV estimation. They overestimate their own value and
underestimate the risks of ending up alone.
3) Divorce laws further minimize the risks of divorce for women.
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My dad is having a meltdown
124 upvotes | April 20, 2019 | by spirot | Link | Reddit Link

I have been staying at my parents’ house recently because I am building a business and my money
has been tied up in it and I haven’t been able to take consistent pay for a few months. Right now I am
listening to my dad melt down and freak out because my mom is cruel to him all of the time. He tries
to be nice and please her but obviously as you all know this is incredibly futile. He is breaking down
and I don’t know what to do. I have subtly tried to redpill him in the past, his life is a lie and he’s
never going to earn my mom’s respect back that he lost long ago. I want to help my dad, nobody else
will and I can’t stand watching him go through this. Have any of you guys redpilled your dads? Do I
just have to watch my dad fall apart and grow old having failed to accomplish much of anything
besides raising a family? Any of you guys find the redpill in your 60s? I can’t stand this shit. I won’t
end up like my dad but I want to be able to help him.
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Does anyone else think they wasted their 20s?
124 upvotes | June 27, 2018 | by acertenay | Link | Reddit Link

I am a 29 year old guy and by the end of this year I will be 30. It seems it was only yesterday when I
was 22. I cant help but feel sad that I did not enjoy my life as much as I wanted.
When I was young I spent all of time on studying and other bullshit. You know what did I really
want? I wanted to sleep around with a lot of women. I wanted to have sex with dozens and dozens of
women before getting married. I wanted to get this out of my system. I know some people will think
its stupid but this is what I really wanted. However I only had two serious girlfriends so far and only
ever slept with 3 women in my life.
Now that I am 29 I almost all of my friends are getting married or getting engaged. It seems like my
time is up as a single guy. It makes me sad thinking about it what my life could have been.
I am learning seduction and focusing on it more than ever but I think its too late for me now.
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Why do 9's and 10's seem nicer and more down to earth than
6's and 7's? Am I crazy or has anybody else noticed this?
123 upvotes | July 10, 2018 | by urinetroublee | Link | Reddit Link

They seem way easier to get along with. What's odd is I wouldn't consider myself a 9 or 10 in looks
or personality. But I do very poorly with 6's and 7's and seem to get along with very attractive girls.
In some ways it's almost like they are bored of people hitting on them so if you're just a normal
person they're generally nice to you.
But the 6's and 7's seem bored with regular people just having conversations. Just some observations.
Has anybody else noticed this or am I insane?
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gave random girl at gym a card with my name and number
123 upvotes | August 29, 2018 | by Rhalium | Link | Reddit Link

https://imgur.com/gallery/ASE9HJH
she texts me back later. honestly wasnt expecting a response. was really just using her for practice at
getting used to rejection. figure that all the good ones are taken. ive kinda set a goal for myself to
approach to and talk to a random girl at least once every 24 hours.
thoughts on her response?
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If prostituition became legal in the future, do you think we
would see more men preferring to pay for sex instead of playing
these "games" with women just to sleep with them?
123 upvotes | December 8, 2018 | by Bagul_demon | Link | Reddit Link

I can't wait for prostituition to become legal because it's such a waste of time trying to game millenial
women because almost everyone of them acts like an entitled brat asking for money and gifts. It's just
not worth it anymore like I don't care about a relationship or being friends with girls. All I need a
woman for is sex, no feelings/emotional bullshit. Do you think that legalizing prostituition will take
away the power from women when it comes to dating, and make men more powerful again? Also,
with the increase of production of sex dolls, do you think men will no longer have the desire or
reason to date anymore? If you think this generation of women is awful, imagine what the next
generation will be like.... Anyways, let me know what your thoughts are!
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Was this rude of me?
123 upvotes | November 10, 2018 | by dream-hunter | Link | Reddit Link

4 months gf, 7/10, amazing at sex.
After sex we were cuddling in bed and she was touching my body everywhere, then she started
making fun of my hands for being small. Here's how it went:
Her: woah your hands are so cute Me: small smile thanks Her: they're so tiny hahah Me: ignore, no
reaction Her: these are such small hands haha Me: then they fit well with your breasts
She got silent and mad afterwards, then I had to go and left. She didn't say anything to me. No
response. I didn't let that affect me and left.
She told me months ago that she doesn't like having small breasts and that she hates it, so me pulling
that line on her must've been rude, or not? What do you think? She's mad in love w/ me by the way.
This situation happened 2 hours ago.
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Best replies after failed kiss?
123 upvotes | February 16, 2017 | by Gucci_sauce_ | Link | Reddit Link

Went out with a womens today for some bowling, my usual shit. After I thought I simmered the shit
enough went for the kiss. She kinda pushed me away and said "OH MY GOD (my name) NO".
I stared at her with puppy eyes and a depressed face, and slowly morphed it into a shit faced grin and
said "I was just trying to get something off your lip"
She looked at me dumbfounded, so I went in again and she recipricated.
Anyone have any other one liners/reactions for these kissy situations?
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Why do girls love playing hard to get even after fucking them?
123 upvotes | December 2, 2020 | by g4l4xy36 | Link | Reddit Link

A girl left her phone messenger signed in on my PC. Maybe a sign or something but a comment on
TRP main forum said "The fastest way to get redpilled is to read their messages"
I had access.
I message her around noon for date logistics and she usually is pretty prompt but this time decides to
take half a day to respond. What she didnt know is I read her incoming message from a gf of hers
confirming that they were going to watch some show. And she immediately responded. She could
have just let me know then but wants to play her games.
I brushed it off since the sex is good, but Another time she conveniently messages I should not cut
the call so soon if she doesnt answer. Bitch you get six rings.
Now its time for her to reach out all the time. Im not going to set anything. Earlier she would initiate
some random conversation and I would then set up logistics. Now I feel everything is on her.
Do women not realize playing hard to get especially after they've been fucked multiple times is hard
to want.
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I Genuinely am disgusted by simps and it's fucking me
up.[rant]
123 upvotes | June 25, 2020 | by Theoneandholy69 | Link | Reddit Link

We all know the guys I'm talking about. The thirsty messages, calling women queens, being a
doormat etc. I even have friends who are like that and every time I see them posting stuff it just
makes me disgusted.
I just see them make mistakes(that I used to make) and know that it's so avoidable. I even catch them
being depressed over females. I know that trying to give them advice will never work(I tried). It's like
they can't see the bigger picture and give their dignity up to be with a girl who just uses them.
Am I just mad at the world or myself? I don't know why I have the urge to want to change people, I
really see the potential and they're wasting it away on girls. Are simps maybe just destined to be
simps forever? If I could change couldn't they?
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no pussy in your 20s but a lot of pussy in 30s?
123 upvotes | July 24, 2020 | by AbusiveFather1 | Link | Reddit Link

can anyone here testify to having almost no pussy in early 20s but turned it around and gets a lot of
action now that they're in their late 20s and 30s? I want to hear your story, because I need some
motivation right now
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Plate told me she didn't want anything from me anymore so I
left her. She has now reinitiated contact after two weeks. More
inside
123 upvotes | April 5, 2020 | by Diligent-Cold | Link | Reddit Link

Yo guys
It was my birthday last week, plate texts me and texts me saying come stay at my house if you want. I
obliged expecting to go round and shag her and make some decent conversation, like we have done
before many times.
When I arrived at hers she was very cold and standoffish, I brought 6 beers down and she asked me
why I brought them. I was like I'm here to hang out, what did you expect inviting me here.
I was laughing and tried to kiss her, but she maintained her coldness and was just like I don't want
anything from you anymore, we can just be friends.
I just got up, gave her a hug and left, then proceeded to block her. I can't tolerate that kind of
disrespect being shown to me on my birthday of all days, after she invited me to hang out in the first
place
She text me this last night after 2 weeks of silence:
Wow.. I didn't think you'd ignore me like me like this... But I guess you do you. Look best of luck,
please keep safe in this mad world right now. That's all I ask.�
What should I do here? Should I tell her why I'm ignoring her? Should I just not reply?
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Day 8665, still haven't cold approached a single girl.
123 upvotes | November 15, 2019 | by holyrasta | Link | Reddit Link

Recommend me field reports or something so I can get hype and try to end this suffering. Even
buddism I am studying tells us we should face the suffering. Still I am shy. Kind of feels it's because I
am not enough lol. I wrote alote but I will just say this and read the comments. A exemple is: if
someone pointed a gun at me and said aproach I would faint.
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Before TRP I could feel myself falling in love and be attracted.
Now I'm just not interested
123 upvotes | February 24, 2019 | by ConfusedRoo | Link | Reddit Link

Not sure if this is anger phase but, every time I look at some sexy chick I can't stop thinking how
everything I read from the material here is real and I'm just not fucking interested. Not one bit.
I mean, I still fap to porn so it's not like my sex drive is gone, but I can't feel like I can let myself "fall
in love" or be relaxed. Should I try to force an approach with girls I find good looking? I'm really
pessimistic that we'll have nothing to talk about and I'll either have to fake interested in her minor shit
that are major to her like what new fucking album from Ernesto Lopez of the 7th dragon came out, or
what to wear for the super market.
Send help.
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Thanks TRP. Held frame with someone and kept my dignity.
123 upvotes | August 1, 2019 | by OHHHHHHHHHH_HES_HURT | Link | Reddit Link

I have been seeing my coworker for a little over a month. Lots of red flags but fuck it, not looking for
LTR. All of a sudden two days ago she started ignoring me, like basically acting like I don't exist. I
briefly misstepped and asked her what was up, but didn't look upset. I've been being myself and
ignoring her back since then. She won't even look me in the eyes and looks past me when we pass
each other in the hallway.
It's 100% on her end, and she's too chicken to say anything about it. I suspect her ex came back into
her life or something which is honestly fine with me, but she's too much of a pussy to tell me why she
is pulling childish bullshit games like ignoring a dude who was inside you a bunch the past few
weeks.
Either way, thanks TRP. I kept my dignity and didn't cry to her about whatever bullshit game she's
playing. My feelings of being disrespected by her have completely overwritten any feeling I might
have had for her. I can see this getting easier in the future.
(PS she was a temporary hire and is leaving next week so no shit where you eat lectures, please)
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Post nut mentality
123 upvotes | August 9, 2019 | by TheDero | Link | Reddit Link

Anytime I finish with a girl I'm usually immediately disgusted with women in general, and turn really
dry and neutral for 30 minutes. All I think about during that time is my own shit, how I could be
doing something more to improve my success, getting away from everyone. Overall frustrstion with
chicks and other bullshit. Its like a veil is lifted and I think extremely clearly.
It almost makes me feel like I'll never settle down with a girl, because I had this thought that most of
my attraction to girls stems from just my horniness alone. So when I finish, that all disappears and I
want nothing to do with them.
30 mins later and that goes away and Im back to being normal. Is this healthy? I workout 5times a
week, own my own business, have decent amount of plates so idk what im missing here. Wtf is
wrong with me?
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Always go for it. Don’t be a pussy.
123 upvotes | September 14, 2019 | by ATRP2019 | Link | Reddit Link

Went out with a girl from South America tonight. I’m really rusty it’s been about 3 weeks since I’ve
been out. We had a few drinks. My game was just terrible tonight. My body language and intent was
a deadset zero. I was off.
If you’re going out tonight please hear this message. Escalate. Do not stop escalating physically. I’m
experienced enough to know that is why I fucked up tonight.
Escalate escalate escalate.
This is the first time in forever a girl decided not to come home to my place with me. When I walked
her to her bus stop we made out passionately for 10-15 minutes. I still couldn’t get her back to mine.
Please if your reading this don’t be a beta fuck. Just suck it, escalate early. Because if I had of done
that, this girl would be with me at my place and I wouldn’t be writing this now.
I’m heading home alone tonight. Gym tomorrow. Shower tonight. Calling one of my other plates
over. Still I can’t believe how much I fucked up on the basics tonight. I can only learn. But I’m
fucking pissed.
Anything I can do to blow off steam this late? I’m so pissed at myself. I can do so much better than I
did tonight. Fucking fuck. Rant over.
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Need help dumping GF - most painless way?
122 upvotes | May 7, 2019 | by MajesticPitch | Link | Reddit Link

This is probably one of the most retarded things you'd have read. But here goes.
Current gf was my best friend. We eventually started dating each other and our social groups have
merged. As said she was my best friend and that feeling of best friend is what is making this hard.
She has lately ignored me and avoids contact with me - unless I approach and talk to her, she usually
replies but keeps the convo short.
If this was some random girl or something I wouldn't care. But it's because she was my best friend
before. And it is truly painful. I'm dumping her because this is bad for me. I'm dumping her because
the relationship is dying. The boat is sinking and I want out.
But it feels too painful at the same time. She was my best friend and I felt like she truly cared for me.
And now here I am.
I am planning to ghost her and just cut all contact all of a sudden. I am not sure why she is acting so
cold to me now, I feel like having a word with her would bring some closure to both of us. But I must
do what is right.
This is one-itis, this is terrible honestly. This is killing both a friend and a girlfriend - the friend
component is what is hurting the most.
Thank you for reading!
Edit:- Thank you for all the helpful replies. When my holiday starts, I'm going to shoot her a text
saying the relationship is dead and that as a result I think parting is the best. Then I'm ghosting her. I
thought she was my friend, but she isn't. The light-switch effect is a fucking harsh phenomenon. Iron
Law #7. For anyone doubting redpill, just look at what happened here. If you want anymore proof,
experience it yourself. This has been a learning experience and I'm glad that everyday I'm waking up
more and more. Again thank you!
Edit2:- This experience feels like an actual redpill. I haven't felt pain like this in a while, but jesus
have I learnt more about women. I don't regret this, but I do at the same time. But the pain is
temporary. Again, thanks you guys are an amazing community!
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Anyone else getting this ?
122 upvotes | August 3, 2019 | by Yavuzest | Link | Reddit Link

When you lose frame you feel like you are watching a video or
it feels like a video game and you just’ve chosen the wrong answer now the bad cutscene continues
When I lose frame I feel like its not me speaking (probably because you left the control to emotions)
Edit: It isn’t only for interaction with females it’s on normal situations too
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Too ugly for my ltr
122 upvotes | July 18, 2019 | by law_of_life | Link | Reddit Link

So I been in a ltr for a year now, we both enjoy each other. She’s a Latina flight attendant (8/10) she
gets showered with compliments, guys hitting on her. I on the other hand just a simple dude, I lift and
decently groomed. 3x girls that she talked to said I was ugly Or: “that’s him..?” Being called ugly just
makes me feel ugly and sad, I know I should have a idgaf attitude and after she told me I did stay
quiet and pretend idgaf, but deep down it hurts to be called ugly or that knowing girls tell her that
about me, girls she didn’t even know (from her training). What is the best way for me personally to
take this or react to this, because honestly it hurts being called “ugly”.
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I catch oneitis for any mildly attractive girl who takes interest
in me
122 upvotes | June 26, 2019 | by bbcbarbarossa | Link | Reddit Link

Virgin, never had a proper relationship but have made out with a lot of chicks in clubs
I cant keep people hooked... People don't look forward to hanging out with me. I'm pretty much
looksmaxxed and gym maxxed.
Due to social conditioning I feel very nervous to escalate when I'm alone with someone
I just saw my mild oneitis hang out with a guy. She used to take interest in me before i dried out her
pussy. It's not surprising but I do feel like there is something that needs to be done.
When I'm good/nice, I'm the good/nice guy. When I'm neutral, nobody really gets hooked, they treat
me like the neutral guy.
1- I'm not interesting but i want to be without faking it
2- want a healthy circle of friends who i can hang out with 3-4 times a week
3 - escalate without feeling nervous or without waiting for any obvious signs from her
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Got an offer... idk if I should take it.
122 upvotes | November 11, 2019 | by sjswander94 | Link | Reddit Link

This isn’t a troll post.
So I see an old friend in the gym. He’s a classic alpha male big dude jacked to the gills blasting and
cruising for a few years now so he’s a physical presence. We get to bullshitting and he tells me what
he’s been up to. Male escorting! He’s getting paid as much as 2k a night and 6k for an entire
weekend. His usual clients are older divorced white woman who have tons of money. He doesn’t
fuck them(most of the time), but they “muscle worship”him( it’s a fetish I didn’t even know existed
but apparently there’s a market for it).
Anyways he tells me I’d kill it and he could hook me up with a few clients right off the bat.
Does anyone have experience with this? Is it worth it? Are those prices accurate? Is he lying about
not having to fuck his clients?
Aside from the monetary value, I think this could skyrocket my confidence to the stratosphere.It’s
very discrete no real names used no phone numbers exchanged.
Edit: I’m not asking if you guys think it’s legit. It’s through an agency. Assuming it is legit do the
prices and circumstances seem reasonable. I’m looking to see if anyone has done this personally( or a
friend) and what their experiences are.
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Girls who actually want you vs. girls who want you to want her.
122 upvotes | October 19, 2019 | by AlphaBinomialDistrib | Link | Reddit Link

Ideally, we want to be with the girls who actually want us. The power dynamic is in our favor and we
are able to get more of the best out of her.
But is it worth going after girls who want us to want her first? They typically play games and behave
in a withholding manner to keep us wanting more. For guys whose SMV is capped out at 7.5-8 or
who are in the process of raising it up by improving themselves, is it even worth talking to these girls
if the power shift is in their favor from the get go? People in asktrp typically say next and then there
are others who upvote comments that say be persistent. Maybe the answer is it depends. But I’m just
curious what most people’s thoughts are on this.
ITPOLWATR! - Worm, Rounders
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In this day and age, why are there still men who are marrying
women?
122 upvotes | December 29, 2018 | by BumblingBeta | Link | Reddit Link

Even though marriage numbers have plummeted in the last 40-50 years, there are still men who are
marrying. Why? With all the information out there on how it's such a terrible deal for men, I'm
amazed there are still men out there who are opting for marriage. Are they just ignorant of the facts?
Do they know the facts, but choose to ignore them because they believe in happily ever after/Disney
movies/the lies society tells them? Do they think they've found a good girl/unicorn?

The facts are actually much worse than I initially thought. Even a woman who has had just one
previous partner, her chances of divorcing you almost double. Women will always be comparing you
to their best previous man. So to take an extreme example, if she's dated and fucked some Chad
Thundercock male model lookalike in the past, her chances of remaining married to you are close to
0%.
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[UPDATE] Went out alone last night
122 upvotes | October 1, 2017 | by becoolstaynschool | Link | Reddit Link

Update / Followup to this thread :
(https://www.reddit.com/r/asktrp/comments/739tuj/going_out_solo_tonight/)
Last night I went out clubbing alone. None of my friends wanted to go out, but not wanting to stay
inside and watch netflix again, I decided I was going to go out and have fun regardless of who I was
with. Honestly i'm glad I did because I had one of the best nights of my life.
Leading up to the time that I would actually be leaving, I began to have second thoughts. Everyone
told me I shouldn't be going out alone, they said that it's strange, or that I should just go to some
shitty bars that loners go to. I began to rationalize in my mind that I wont have a good time and that I
should just stay in and catch up on sleep tonight. As close as I was to just going to bed and not going
out... I knew I had to. I looked in the mirror and mentally told myself that I was going to run towards
the fear--and that was it. I didn't think. I just said fuck it and left for the club.
As I got in line to enter the club, I started talking to a few guys that were next to me about football
and other general guy shit. I told them why I was alone (friends didnt want to go out), and asked them
if they could chill with me tonight and they were all cool with it--I actually got their numbers and will
probably chill with them again sometime next weekend. When we finally got in, I bought a round of
shots for myself and my new group and set my sights on the dance floor.
At this point I wasn't concerned with girls at all. I wasn't worried about closing or spitting some mad
game on bar sluts. My main objective for the night was to have as much fun as humanly possible, and
to make sure that everyone around me was also having as much fun as they possibly could.
I hit up the dance floor with a wide as fuck smile and beer in my hand and just fucking let loose. I
legitimately felt the music (mostly EDM with a few hip hop mixes thrown in) and danced with
everyone. I danced with the guidos, I danced with the drunk sorority girls, I even danced with the
blatantly gay club boys. I didn't give a single fuck about who anyone was or what they looked like;
the only thing that mattered was feeding off each other's energy and having a great time.
Girls eventually noticed the fact that I didn't give a singular fuck and was just having a great
time:

I'm a white dude, but i've been able to naturally dance like nothing else my entire life. At one
point in the night, a group of black dudes pulled me aside and had me grind in their circle on
one of their girls.
Another girl came up asked me if she could get a snap with me. We kissed and danced together
afterwards
After last call leaving the club, a girl ran up to me and grabbed onto me and gave me hug. We
were both drunk as fuck at this point, but she told me she thought I was amazing. I told her
"your face is amazing" and got her number as we were walking out.

Lessons Learned:

Overall, I had a great fucking time. My self-confidence got a huge boost, and I now realize that
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I don't need a single friend to make shit happen. Confidence and a partying-energy is the only
thing I need to have fun.
People want to like you if you offer energy and fun into their life--every time I looked at
someone (guy or girl) in the eyes while I was smiling and dancing out on the club's dancefloor,
they immediately brightened up and wanted to be apart of that energy.
Everyone is there to have fun. Everyone wants to have as much fun as they possibly can. By
simply contributing value in the form of energy and friendliness, guys and girls alike became
emotionally invested in me without even having to speak a word. A dude just trying to get laid,
on the other hand, offers forth no value. He’s only there to take.
Confidence and energy is all you need. Everything else, including social proof and girls will
come naturally—just be focused on having as much fun as you can.

Big thanks to all of you here on /r/AskTRP who offered me advice and pushed me to just grow some
balls and go out alone. Never going to second guess going solo ever again.
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What are your views on "Joe Rogan on 'Incels' "?
122 upvotes | October 30, 2018 | by RM_Slays | Link | Reddit Link

I am talking about this video
So here joe rogan talks that incels needs to become men, become disciplined, lift, do some martial
arts and become more attractive. It is actually that simple.
I thought this was pretty red pill.
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LTR lied about attending a part while I was out-of-town. Need
advice.
122 upvotes | November 7, 2018 | by Electric_head | Link | Reddit Link

Hey trp,
This past weekend I went out of town with family to the countryside without the LTR. While
traveling, the LTR (of 1 year) told me her plans over the weekend consisted of visiting a friend's grad
party then going home early Friday night, then doing random chores and errands the rest of the
weekend. Later that night, she texts me and says she's not going to the grad party after all.
The next morning when I'm checking my social media, I see posts from mutual friends about a big
Halloween party. Surprise, she's attending... She's not wearing anything slutty, but she does have her
"on point" makeup done. Basically, just videos where she looks like she's having a good time,
nothing alarming except for the fact she didn't tell me she was going to a huge Halloween party. We
always tell each other about these kinds of things.
So I see her Sunday at my place when I get back into town and she's excited to see me, but can sense
I'm weirded out about something. Just to see if she's being forthright, I ask her about her weekend.
After a pregnant pause, she tells me and leaves out any mention of the party. At this point, I know
something is obviously up. She starts acting a bit pensive now. I leave to take care of some errands
and return later.
She returns to my place after finishing her errands, and wants to know "why I'm acting weird". I ask
her if there is anything that happened this weekend she hasnt told me about. She looks deep into my
eyes without changing her expression and says, "Of course not, I mainly just did chores this
weekend." I then tell her that I know about the party. She reacts defensively and indignantly asks why
I'm mad. Keep in mind, my tone and mannerisms have been calm this entire time. I respond by
simply asking why she's lying.
She breaks down, cries and swears she "just forgot" to tell me and that her phone was left at her place
the entire night or she would have texted. She swears that it was her roommate and other girl friends
who dragged her out to the party when she was already in bed. She also says she was going to tell me
because of this totally weird/cool thing that happened at the party.
After going back and forth with this wailing woman for a while, I ask to see her phone to check if her
story adds up.
It doesnt.
She is enthusiastic about going with her friends to the party in her messages, and initiates attending.
Her friends never dragged her anywhere. At this point I'm done with her and just want to rest after a
very long weekend.
(A note about this group of friends: obnoxious mid 20 y.olds who I detest, all of which are single.
They're sluts by any definition of the term. They're not her main group of friends, but she does hang
with them from time to time and one of them is her roommate. They have a "wine night" every now
and then.)
Long story short, I broke up with her Sunday night but she still stayed over insisting we're not
breaking up.
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I also contacted a man I deem trustworthy who was at the party and he told me she wasn't being
unfaithful or disrespectful, for what it is worth.
So guys, am I overreacting? Why would she lie multiple times in a row? Side note, she had just
finished her period by that Friday.
I'd like to hear your thoughts.
Update: Just found out that one of the girls she went with had sex at the party.
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Love my LTR girlfriend, but she has gained weight and doesn't
care/try to lose weight
122 upvotes | May 4, 2020 | by joebidenshairylegs69 | Link | Reddit Link

I have been dating my LTR for a year. She is really great other than a few small things that irritate me
and is usually super submissive/nice to me (cooks for me all the time, splits paying for things for me
or pays for them herself, has good career, is feminine, etc.)
When I first met her she was slightly chubby/curvy but had great proportions and was sexy. She was
probably 5'5" 140lbs at the time.
I had noticed her steadily gaining weight since we started dating. Now whenever I see her step on the
scale she is about 155 lbs. She looks fatter and even her face looks fatter, and also has a belly.
I have sat her down on 3 separate occasions within the last 5 months and said "Hi Amy, I like you a
lot for all of these reasons XXXXXX, however I noticed I think you've gained weight since we
started dating. I still like you a lot, but I was a bit more physically attracted to you before... Do you
think maybe you should get healthier and lose weight"
When I've told this to here she started crying and agreed that she has a goal of losing 20lbs.
Well.... it's 5 months later, and if anything she has gained 3 or 4lbs. She has lost no weight at all.

Fast Forward to last night. I had just eaten dinner with her, and I saw her inputting the calories into
MYFITNESSPAL. I looked at what she was inputting, and saw that she had chosed a 1/2 serving for
each item on her plate. I had looked at the food on her plate, and I KNOW it was more like 1 or 2 full
servings per item. I said "Hey Amy, I use myfitnesspal too. Just letting you know there is absolutely
no way you ate only 1/2 servings of each. You got to be honest with yourself when inputting that
stuff"
She exploded at me and said if I mentioned it again "she is done".
What should I do in this situation?

TL:DR Girlfriend keeps getting fatter. I bring it up to her nicely and she says she will lose weight.
Doesn't lose weight. Makes fake attempts at losing weight, but uses fatlogic and lies about her caloric
intake
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Why do men test you/ your frame?
122 upvotes | April 12, 2020 | by Axorasi | Link | Reddit Link

Alright so i’m from a dangerous area of Brazil, alot of gang fights and wars around here.
My friend circle also consists of drug dealers/criminals So when there is a party or some other shit i
will most likely meet other criminals etc.
The thing is whenever i meet new guys, they almost always test me/ others. Jokingly but also
insulting they say shit were you can act as a beta or alpha.
What i noticed is in my younger years when i was not that aware of this shit and acted/responded beta
they would pick on me more and more. Going as far as pointing a gun at me.
Compared to these guys im the biggest beta from heart.
But now since i learned how to play the game, this shit doesn’t happen anymore.
For example, i met a dangerous gang member/og who has cut people with machetes (which i didn’t
know at the time or sure i would acted like a pussy) when this dude insulted/joked i did the same
thing to him pretty much not giving a fuck. And that day we were pretty much good with each other.
Why do guys test you? And why are you more respected/good when you don’t give a fuck and
jokingly insult them back etc?
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Should I tell my friend about his girlfriend
122 upvotes | December 22, 2020 | by sevuwe | Link | Reddit Link

I know a lot of red flags about my friend’s LTR, but I’m unsure if he knows them too.
The red flags include: divorced, hardcore partier, cheated on ex’s
I only know because my sister is friend’s with his LTR and she told me her secrets.
She is 28 and my friend is 22. She is his first kiss, took his virginity and first LTR. They have been
together for one year.
He’s pretty beta, and half of me wants to leave him in ignorant bliss, but the fact that he is thinking of
proposing to her soon means the red pill side of me wants to tell him everything.
When I was blue pilled, people told me red flags about my LTR and I didn’t care at the time.
Obviously I was eventually cheated on and my friends were right, but it is very hard for someone
blue pilled to accept the truth of someone they love.
That’s why I’m wondering, is it even worth telling him what I know, or should I just let nature take
its course and let him find the red pill the hard way.
I feel like I should before she takes half of his assets, but I don’t want him to resent me for ruining his
perception of his unicorn.
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How Does the Average Man Struggle SO Much With Dating
Women?
122 upvotes | October 26, 2020 | by OttoVonBismark71 | Link | Reddit Link

Growing up, I was definitely no Chad. I was a cute kid in college (probably a 7? In good shape), was
pretty kind and empathetic, and still had no problem getting plenty of pussy. Looking back I had pre-
selection, a good social group, and a good job. But it's not like I was some dark triad guy, an asshole,
a player, etc. etc. I was pretty normal, in fact I was a really really nice guy, too nice probably. Yet
still got pussy without any trouble.
So it shocked me when I discovered there was another world. Not the world of Chad (which I was not
part of, but knew existed), but the world of incels. Unless someone is literally deformed, disabled, or
incredibly ugly, I just don't get how these guys can suck so much at dating. Since that doesn't apply to
most guys, it still astonishes me. The only thing you really need to do to get pussy is to de-value it in
your head so that your frame is that most women are beneath you. You would actively have to put
pussy on a pedestal in order to not get pussy. So my question is: how do so many men suck at this so
badly, to the extent that women are oftentimes put on some pedestal by society in general due to their
intrinsic value?
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Veteran redpillers, what are some of your regrets you wish you
had (not) done when you were younger?
122 upvotes | January 29, 2021 | by Marteko3111 | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/l7otv2/veteran_redpillers_what_are_some_of_your_regrets/
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We live in a world of RP unaware men, that are constantly
chasing women and blowing up their phones, so....
122 upvotes | February 11, 2021 | by michael_in_chains | Link | Reddit Link

Do women notice when men are not putting them on a pedestal, keeping texting for logistics only
etc., or does it only make a difference to them when attraction is built, or they're emotionally
invested?
I understand that first and for most it's meant for us to not get attached. Just curious if they notice
from the start?
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What in god's name is FemaleDatingStrategy and why is
TheRedPill quarantined but not this clown fiesta of men hating
people?
122 upvotes | May 20, 2021 | by Dudestrong | Link | Reddit Link

The posts there are mind blowing and just confirm everything the RedPill states.
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"You smell like my dad". Then leaves a puddle on the bed. Is
this a red flag?
122 upvotes | March 10, 2020 | by mismm | Link | Reddit Link

So she stays over, some time later I shave, I come back and she asks if I put on perfume. No I shaved.
"You stink" Really? "Yea, you smell like my dad"
Few minutes later she's jumping me and is extremely horny.
I was thinking this girl could become a gf, but is this a red flag? I've heard girls with daddy issues are
a problem.
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Anybody else notice that feminists are way more demanding
regarding sex?
122 upvotes | July 30, 2020 | by Tousen71 | Link | Reddit Link

Was meditating on this one recently.
Between all the girls that I've had sex with the more liberal ones were always down for just about
anything, but after a while, they became more and more demanding—especially if they viewed me as
LTR-material.
Note: In this case, I would define "demanding" as "I don't cum from PIV intercourse, I need oral" etc.
However, when thinking back on girls that were way more traditional and submissive, not only would
they get off WAY easier, they didn't need to cum every time and were happy to give me head and
swallow without me having to fuck them.
Anybody else notice similar behavior?
I'm starting to think modern feminism is causing a lot of girls to get in their own way sexually.
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Girlfriend became "asexual" after 4 years of relationship
122 upvotes | December 19, 2020 | by neberizad0 | Link | Reddit Link

I will try to be as short as possible. We have been in a relationship for 4 years, we are both 25 years
old. In the beginning, the relationship was ideal, the sex was perfect and regular. She doesn't even
have a lot of red flags now. She has no male friends at all, she has 2-3 female friends, she is not
interested in nightlife, doesn't drink alcohol, doesn't smoke cigars and so on.
What’s a problem in this relationship is her “asexuality” and the conversation we had last night. She
said: "I feel bad. Nothing is interesting to me anymore. I have no general need for sex or any kind of
intimacy. I don't even want to hang out." I was shocked and replied, "Okay, can I help you? I
understand you, but you're not alone in this relationship. I have some needs too. You can't just look at
yourself."
In the last year, we literally haven't had sex, she hasn't even sucked my d. I realize that the problem is
in me, that I am no longer attracted to her, but I do not understand what caused it? What did I do
wrong? How do I fix the situation and start attracting her again? 4 years is not a short period and I
don't want to just leave it like that because I hope that this current phase will pass. What are your
suggestions?
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Is it normal to not be bothered with getting pussy?
121 upvotes | August 5, 2020 | by ToiletPaperPringles | Link | Reddit Link

I’ve stopped porn, I lift 7x per week, bulking before school starts, etc. I’ve got all that part of my life
sorted out.
I’ve stopped seeing pussy as such a massive part of my life even though i never experienced it. It
honestly seems like time I could spend doing something better.
I find that the information here is so much more valuable than for getting pussy.
Although I should say I’m still young as fuck but is it normal for a 16 year old to not be bothered
with pussy and girls that much?
All I wanna do now is improve myself, physically and mentally which will prepare the fuck out of me
for my twenties.
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Why do all women feel like they deserve a 9 or a 10 guy when
they look like a HB5 or HB6?
121 upvotes | November 19, 2018 | by shamakvv | Link | Reddit Link

I see this all the time!!!
Women strive to obtain the best looking men, even if that guy is way out of their league. On average,
men tend to be way more health conscious than women when they get older. Just take a look at most
men in their 30's compared to most women, and you'll see what I mean. All these women that feel
like they deserve a 9 or a 10 look like they don't even work out or take care of their body. It's like
they expect the man to be better looking, taller, more successful, and more fun to be around than she
is.
Then later on, all these women tell themselves, "Where have all the good men gone?" Why do
women do this? How can they say they deserve highly successful men when they bring no value
whatsoever? Please help me understand this!
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Nexted my Oneitus, you know the story, fucked other bitches
and am lifting and she calls me.
121 upvotes | November 27, 2018 | by OfficerWade | Link | Reddit Link

It’s like the life of a rockstar. When the music is good the bitches love me. When I’m down they are
like deer in headlights. However, I think most of you are familiar with the story I’m sharing. I made a
lot of daring moves to seduce my Oneitus that didn’t work.
What works is what you gentlemen shared about lifting, getting a hobby and making money.
So she calls me. I’ve been talking to a couple girls and have forgotten about her altogether. As a
matter of fact I wasn’t to interested to make room for her in my list of women I’m fucking and told
her I was busy and will call her back when I get the chance. It felt good. I’m just a little disillusioned
about all of this. What happens now?
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What are some manipulation tactics you've seen women pull
off?
121 upvotes | September 12, 2020 | by MeshackAjax | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/ircatw/what_are_some_manipulation_tactics_youve_seen/
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Anyone else had an LTR who progressively looked worse the
longer you dated?
121 upvotes | September 9, 2019 | by studentsensei | Link | Reddit Link

I had an LTR awhile back that was objectively the prettiest girl I had ever been with. She had a
beautiful light complexion (half Puerto Rican and half black) long flowing black hair that she would
dye with light red highlights, and she had HUGE tits and a nice ass that jiggled when you smacked it.
She was a mess emotionally and I cheated on her (long story we lived together- never cohabitate) and
we recently reconciled.
But I began to leave her because she cut her beautiful hair that took her years to grow out, dyed it
blue, and gained weight. She looked like a clown and I stopped sleeping with her. I remember her
crying to me about it saying that "she didn't know that it'll be this bad" when I told her that I'm not
into bald headed chicks.
Anyways I still find myself looking at some of her old pics because even though she's trying to grow
her hair out again she's older now (26) and doesn't have that youthful glow she used to have.
Sometimes I want to fuck her but I know what I really want to do is fuck the old her.
I'm just wondering is this a common phenomenon? Most women I date flatline in appearance and
then go down. I've never dated a woman that began to progressively look better - which makes me
glad for fucking them in their prime.
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Cant forget LTR
121 upvotes | October 11, 2019 | by blackxsnight | Link | Reddit Link

I broke up with my gf almost 3 years ago, found out she was starting to see other dude while I was on
a trip, but lucky for me I had found this place a month earlier, so I broke up with her, gave her no
explanation, just kept repeating "Its over", told her we wouldnt be in contact and wished her a happy
life, moved out the same day, blocked her everywhere... and left the country.

For the next 2 years she kept trying to message me through any means (making new emails, etc), and
I never replied. Ever. I had deleted all her pics, every single link to her, I have nothing left, yet, she
still crosses my mind almost daily. I've had another LTR since then which I had to end because I
moved again and I dont do Long distance, banged close to 30 chicks since the first break up, and now
I already met another good chick, yet this one, remains there, like lodged in my brain.

Is it there forever? I've had plenty of girls, plenty of gfs, but this one remains. Why? Is there a way to
stomp it out?
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I see happy couples everywhere
121 upvotes | March 9, 2019 | by RedNightOwl | Link | Reddit Link

And it makes me wonder if I'm doing something wrong. I go to the gym, bars, work, parks,
coffeeshops, anywhere and I see happy couples and my mind pauses and questions my rp lifestyle.
My family has been pushing for me to settle.
You all will laugh buts its becoming a tough job playing "The Prince" at work and then playing
Romeo with the plates.
I feel guilty because my lifestyle gives me a sizeable advantage over many men but the mental
gymnastics of handling plates is catching up to me. My mind almost wants to fold into a relationship
and build something meaningful. Dane Cook put it in a good way about how jealous he was of one of
his friends because he was never locked down in a relationship but I cant remember the story.
Anyone feel this?
Edit - Thank you all that responded. it's hard to live the rp life, but worth it.
All the best gents
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On paper my life is 'better' than ever, and I have plenty of
opportunities due to a new stable job. Why do I feel more stuck
and apathetic than ever?
121 upvotes | September 3, 2020 | by AUSTRALIAN_001 | Link | Reddit Link

I'm 26 living at home, have saved 22k and have finally landed a stable job 7 months ago (when my
saving started).
I've tried to sit down and write out what it is I want and where I want to be / who I want to see in the
mirror in 6-12 months time and I come up with NOTHING. I just coast on by feeling very apathetic
and in a routine of things, nothing more.
Like, what is this shit? I was once DREAMING about being in this sort of position (during bad
depressive episodes) but now I am here It's like nothing has really changed for me mentally.
Don't know how to proceed forwards.
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Watching reruns of sitcoms is almost unbearable after taking
TRP. Has anyone else noticed this?
120 upvotes | January 17, 2019 | by koldkillah83 | Link | Reddit Link

Been watching a bunch of shows from when I was younger. Friends, The Office, Scrubs, Parks and
Rec, 30 Rock and Seinfeld. Seinfeld seemed to be the only show not having a man chase a woman. I
could not finish Scrubs and am having a hard time with season 7 of the Office. I remember taking
mental notes when I was younger about how the men treated the women. It seemed to make sense. Be
nice to them and they’ll like you just like John Dorian and Elliot. Friend zone is just a temporary
holding place. Ask Jim Halpert!
Now watching it makes me cringe after learning about TRP. Thought watching these shows would be
a nice trip through my high school and college years. Really it’s making me mad thinking about all
the women I did this “friends first” BS to and with.
Anyone else experiencing this when watching older shows (or newer shows example: Big Bang
Theory)? What shows are other examples of beta promoting?
Seinfeld seems to be the only show that I could watch without cringing. Jerry had it right.
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It’s kinda sad, right?
120 upvotes | October 31, 2018 | by ikeurbantraut | Link | Reddit Link

I’ll preface by saying I’m a relatively decent SMV guy, 5’11 athletic, always spinning a plate or two.
No Sean Connery but I get mine. 19 Y/O.
I read all his Red Pill literature from this community and guys like Rollo and whatnot, and I’ve been
led back to this idea on how sad things are now.
Back in the past in many societies, women were married to a men who was vetted by their father and
considered a good man. Cheating many times resulted in death/other severe punishment (not
advocating for that). That kept everyone in line.
But now it’s the 21st century. People have cars and phones. Chad’s will fuck an HB6 when they’re
bored and on a dry spell and, BOOM, alpha widows everywhere. Hell, I have one blowing up m
phone as I type this.
Now married women can just pull out their phones when their husband has been boring and get a
dopamine high and a wet Vag from someone else instantly.
Court systems and pubic opinions favor the ephemeral feelings of women leading to all sorts of
divorce rape. 0 incentive to stay with a guy
The Ballad of Clark Kent demonstrates this perfectly
So unless you’re a millionaire, packing 8 inches, or are dating well below you, it’s tough to hold onto
one.
Or am I just being un-based by preemptively worried about my future marriage situation?
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Have any of you wasted large chunks of your life
120 upvotes | December 21, 2018 | by whitecauliflower | Link | Reddit Link

Pretty sure I just wasted 5 years of my life being depressed and having absolutely nothing to show for
it. I literally closed myself off from the world and dropped out of college, now here I am trying to get
my shit back together at 22
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The TRP fallacy - why don't most men need TRP?
120 upvotes | August 26, 2018 | by stokacanec | Link | Reddit Link

I have a great career (tech, spoke at many international conferences) and average looks. But I've had
trouble with girls all my life, even after discovering TRP.
What boggles my mind is that most of my friends and people I know don't care much about self-
improvement and don't know about TRP, yet they have no trouble getting girls.
They don't "spin plates", but easily jump from LTR to LTR. I have many friends that have been 5+
years relationships, they don't lift and their hobbies include stuff like gaming and watching anime.
Their GFs are good-looking as well.
I like to ask them "how did you meet your SO?", and the answers are usually: "at school", "at work",
"got introduced by friends". There's no going out and cold approaching 20 girls per day, or
attempting to game any girl in sight. No Tinder or no online dating. The "don't shit where you eat"
rule is constantly broken.
When they break up and we talk about it, I can recognize many BP mistakes they made. Yet they had
5+ years of sex and love. I would happily trade my TRP knowledge for that.
Why do most people not need TRP?
The only advantage I can recognize they have over me is a more natural upbringing. My mother was
abusive and my parents divorced early, I had a terrible childhood of conflict between my mom and
my dad's families and my dad was mostly never available. Is it possible that I am "fucked up"
because of this, without realizing it?
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Pothead Girls - Turnoff? Red flag?
120 upvotes | July 3, 2020 | by nadzaghlar | Link | Reddit Link

Do you also have a turn off on a girl the moment you hear she is a pothead and loves smoking and
TALKING about weed.
I don't have anything against MJ, I am not a user myself though. And if a person is using it, I can
respect that, but when the person is a pothead, meaning keeps talking about it, like it makes her cool -
my dick dissapears.
Do you also get turned off by that?
And is it a red flag?
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She wants you to judge her and see yourself as the more
important one.
120 upvotes | November 22, 2020 | by TroubleGettin2Reddit | Link | Reddit Link

Girls that are like this are usually the ones that are extremely pretty and feminine.
Sometimes they will purposefully appear dumb to see how you react. They want to know that you
don't have her value inflated in your mind. When they do this, they want to know if you're too nice to
point it out, or you're confident with what you think. If you're being too nice to tell her her flaws, that
means you're limiting yourself around her because you see her as better than you or equal to you. And
she knows...
But it's not really about you. It's about her. She firmly believes that she does not deserve to be treated
that nicely. IF SHE WERE A MAN, she would point it out if she messed up. She just does not agree
with you on what her value is.
I discovered this through my own failure. She acted dumb on purpose, and sometimes very subtly. I
knew I was being nice, and that it wasn't going well. But I knew no better than to be polite. I wasn't
sure how I was supposed to act. So I knew I had to learn from this. The first thing I learned is that
being polite is useless for attraction.
This girl was the type to want to feel out of the equation compared a man. She wanted to feel useless.
At least in the beginning of attraction. She was more eager to talk to me whenever I myself felt like
I'm more important than her and treated her accordingly. Her father is a strong man who is extremely
confident and doesn't fear saying anything to anyone. He does love them dearly, but does not interact
much with his female children. Leaves it to the mom. So it's likely that her sense of what a man is, is
just that, through genetics or learned when growing up.
We haven't stopped talking, but I know attraction has been diminished. I'm not in the position to
make any moves and she deserves someone stronger.
Which is ok, because this is a lesson for me. Her sense of masculinity was better than mine and
therefore understanding it has helped me open a doorway for improvement. Always learn from
others. Know how their thoughts work. Dig into their mind if u have to. Take the knowledge and use
it to your benefit. But try not to be malevolent.
It's been a long post and my thoughts are probably scattered all over the place but if you read up to
here, thank you and I hope you can agree with me to an extent.
TL;DR DON'T PUT WOMEN ON A PEDESTAL. If she even feels like she's treated better than she
deserves to be, she will lose attraction. Because her sense of masculinity does not agree with you.
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Women terrified of getting older
120 upvotes | February 8, 2021 | by Kindjump7 | Link | Reddit Link

My last LTR told me that she is terrified if she thinks about our future in 10 years when she is a mom
and so on. We broke up before we moved in together because she is aftaid of growing up and scared
of responsibility. she was 25 at that time. I thought that she wanted to fuck around bc we met when
she was 18 but she would get genuinly, really upset about this topic.
Yesterday I talked with a girl I was seeing about getting older and she literally began crying. She said
her life was getting serious and why it has to be that way. She Is turning 27 in a few days.
It is that after a time this women lose something that comes with beeing carefree. It is like they all
want to be 19 forever, living with their parents, like a child. Dont get me wrong I also sometimes
miss college (I am 27 now) but I look forward making money, having a family, i dont want to be 19
again, broke, no respect. Problem is that all the girls my age are always thinking 5-10 years ahead and
freaking out. If I meet a women that is 26+ I KNOW that it will be the same way.
What do you think is the reason for that?
Edit: why I ask this question is: if I get in LTR again I dont want a women that is going to get
depressed if she gets older and hates me for beeing her boyfriend/husband and that she is missing out
her youth.
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Ignored by every girl, ever, on every platform, and in real life.
It's making me depressed.
120 upvotes | May 8, 2021 | by f0ster91 | Link | Reddit Link

As title says, girls basically pretend I don't even exist. It's mind numbing; I don't get it. I swipe for
days on every dating app imaginable, Tinder, Hily, even Facebook dating, and I get maybe 1 match a
day on any of them COMBINED, and even then it's maybe a week before I get one of them to answer
a message, which is usually one word followed by more ignoring. I'm not ugly, I'm confident in
myself, straight forward type. What am I doing wrong? I message girls on snap or instagram (only if I
pass them on Tinder or some shit and they have it public) and again, ignored, blocked, one word
answers, etc.
Same thing in real life. If I see a hot girl, anywhere, the grocery store, mall, park, I try to talk to them,
no hesitation. I don't why I even waste my time and pride though, because virtually every one of them
either just stands there in awkward silence or finds an excuse why she can't talk or go on a date if she
managed to not act like I was going to cut her up and eat for an entire 2 minutes of conversation.
I haven't been on a date in over a year, despite trying harder than literally every other guy I know. I
work out, take care of myself, have good grooming habits. And I'm easily more confident and willing
to talk to girls than 99% of guys. So what gives? I really just feel like something is wrong with me
that girls treat me like I have the plague whether it's in person or online, and it's making me actually
depressed to the point I've been considering a psychiatrist. Someone help.
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Girlfriend of a year and a half broke up with me over text,
started hoeing around immediately
120 upvotes | June 1, 2020 | by JDSooners | Link | Reddit Link

I've been dating this girl for around a year and 5 months and it started as a dream. She was everything
I wanted in a girl. Great listener, my best friend, absolutely beautiful. It was the most fun I'd ever had
in a relationship. I was and still am head over heels in love with her. Tooting my own horn here, I
have been an amazing boyfriend. I take her on dates, give her random gifts, love her as well as I can.
She started getting depressed about a year and a month into our relationship and we basically
completely stopped having sex. She stopped being emotionally available and we never saw each
other anymore. She's from my hometown and I'm in my college town 2 hours away. She went to
college with me last year as well but now she's back home with her family because she doesn't have
an apartment like I do. A couple months ago she asked if we could take a break and I was completely
against it. We continued dating until last week she decided she was taking a break and we stopped
texting and talking cold turkey. The weird thing is a day before she wanted to go on a break we face
timed for hours and I had a great time and I thought she did too. I was planning on going back to my
hometown to see her and we would hang out. I requested off 3 days of work so I could focus on her
and be with her. As soon as I got to my hometown she decided we should go on a break so I was
stuck wallowing for a few days before I headed home.
I have been in contact with one of her good friends who is just as confused as I am and we decided
that I should send her a thoughtful text message explaining how we should have ground rules if we
are going to actually make this break work. After I sent her that, she did want to even respond. I had
worked like an hour on the text messages I had sent and they were literally perfect, she had nothing to
complain about apparently. Then she sent me a text an hour later telling me that she thanks me for the
relationship but she doesn't think that she is the one that I am supposed to spend the rest of my life
with. She said that it's time we grow apart. I had a terrible panic attack as soon as I saw that message
and her friend was not happy with her for leading me on. I've had the worst anxiety I've ever had this
last week or so. I feel so alone. There was little to no explanation for why she doesn't want to be with
me and what I did wrong but everyone I have talked to tells me that I have done literally nothing
wrong. I sent her one last message explaining that I'm confused and I asked her why. She didn't
respond to that message, so I sent her another a while later that literally just said "I deserve clarity"
and she proceeded to block me on every social media, including my phone number.
Yesterday I learned that on our break she downloaded tinder to try and find and talk to girls. She told
me she's bi about 2 months ago. I also learned that she went to a party and fucked some guy I went to
high school with after we broke up, she was supposedly looking to fuck anything breathing and
moving. Someone I've known since preschool. My family is members at the same country club as his.
I had a conversation with him the last time I went home. She's apparently fucked a girl, and a few
more guys. Her and two of her friends decided to make a game where they got points for stuff they do
with guys. She was winning by a lot. They stopped that game last night because of her mental health.
When she went to that party, she stayed the night at her friends house who lives two houses down
from my house back home. She drove by my house knowing what she did. I can't stop thinking about
her body on his, something only I have had the ability to touch and love. This has to be a rebound,
something to try and get me out of her head. I think this hurts worse because she told me how she
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was never horny and didn't ever want to do anything sexual in any way for about three months before
we broke up.
I want to wait for her. She's coming back to the same college next semester in a few months. Only 4
months ago she was head over heels in love with me. A couple of my friends have been telling me
that eventually she'll smarten up and at least explain to me why she did this. All I can do is wait until
then.
If anyone has any input on my situation I would love to hear it. At this point I'm just venting because
I don't know what else to do. If there's anything else you would like to know, leave a comment and
I'll answer. Thank you all so much.
TL;DR: Girlfriend broke up with me after a year and a half. I'm confused, broken, and hurt. I don't
know what I did wrong here, or what I did to deserve this. She started sleeping around and it hurts to
think about.
EDIT: currently reading the sidebar and hahaha holy shit. Thank you guys for the help.
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25 year old alcoholic construction worker.
120 upvotes | February 10, 2020 | by BigDickEnergy123 | Link | Reddit Link

I want to get out of this life. I make $14 an hour. The work is physically demanding, which is good
for my health/lifting. But it's so exhausting I come home and do nothing, but drink the physical pain
away.
I have an inferiority complex about the fact I do construction work and make shit money. I'd like to
go to school and eventually graduate with a degree making around 80k. This seems impossible to me
as I'm well aware I'm not nearly motivated enough in my current lifestyle/state. I have $2,000 in
savings and lately it's been stagnant due to an increase of drinking.
How do I break out of this cycle/has anyone been in my shoes before?
My plans are to quit drinking, save up enough to graduate community college debt free (with an
associate's) and take on loans to transfer to a state school in a STEM major.
Currently in an LTR (1 year) with a graduate student who was summa cum laude, so I know I'm
capable of my goals, but my inferiority complex is my biggest obstacle and I'm unsure how to
overcome it.
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I lost my life motivation/goals/happiness after swallowing the
pill
120 upvotes | April 22, 2019 | by kmf01 | Link | Reddit Link

Not sure if these are signs of depression or what? Will try to make it as short as possible without
much details.
I am way too much in my head, want to fucking stop thinking about everything. Please help my inner
voice to shut the fuck up and let me be active. I'm 24, yes I've been lifting for many years and love it,
it actually helps keep my sanity in check.
My entire bluepill life got destroyed and swallowing pill literally shattered everything I believed in. I
was deeply catholic for most of my life. You know, I was waiting for my perfect girl for marriage etc.
Thought God has a plan for us and all that stuff. Now because of all the knowledge I have, after I saw
true girls nature and how things really work out in practice in life, I am thinking about everything
about my past. How I wish I made a lot of things differently and wasted tons of opportunities, really
cannot stop thinking about it and in last weeks I cried more on my own than probably in last few
years before. Life seems to be so shallow right now for me, like I have nothing to work towards for
And because of it, I lost my passion. I no longer enjoy most of things in life and I have no fucking
idea what I want to do. What's my mission, what's my goal. Sure I want to have money, travel the
world, be strong and healthy, fuck women, but that's it.
I have nobody to talk to about it. Sure I have buddies, close male friends who I can talk to about
everything and they will help me. But they won't understand RedPill philosophy and everything
going on in my head. When I try to talk to my dad about something, he tells me to get married.
On paper I kinda made it, have 2 fwbs right now, my own place, own business. But I have a life
crisis, lost 90% of my savings because I lost motivation to work, invested some and lost, was
travelling for many weeks abroad, spent on rent in last 1,5 year and was lazy fuck. So if I won't kick
myself to do things again, will have to move back to my parents soon.
I used to be hella disciplined and motivated when I was younger, so I know I can do it again. But it's
always when I had a plan. When I genuinely wanted to do things because I enjoyed them, or because
the end goal was important for me. And now I have nothing like this. Decided to write here, maybe
some of you can understand me and help. I probably don't want to read more books, I'm already too
much in my fucking head and read most of the sidebar. I want to start acting and stop visiting this site
to focus on myself. It's like I hit some rock bottom emotionally and mentally, thinking about sense of
life, meaning, my true desire, just trying to find myself around here and I feel lost
Before RedPill I was ignorantly happy with my life, but had zero success with girls. RedPill fix me
with girls and now I have no problems, but it destroyed my inner world and I can't find happiness in
life.
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Plate just threatened to kill me and herself..
120 upvotes | April 26, 2019 | by victimization | Link | Reddit Link

Went out for breakfast with an plate of mines, she then asked abruptly do I love her, I figured this
was just a shit test, and shrugged it off saying I love you as much as you love my dick, she then told
me to quit playing, and that she couldn’t see herself with anyone else besides me, and how if she
can’t have me to herself than no one can, I laughed it off thinking it was another shit test and decided
not to answer but instead change the topic, she then states “ I have a dream where you didn’t love me
back so I sliced your throat in your sleep, then killed myself”
At this point I’m super weirded out, so I excuse myself to restroom (which is in the front of the
building near the exit for context) and booked ass out of the restaurant and got in my car and left.
She’s texted me about 30 times since this, confessing her love for me, and even sent me a paragraph
about how I never cared to which I responded to all of this saying “ok”
Should I report this incident to the police? What do you guys suggest?
And here’s the texts for content. https://imgur.com/gallery/dPZegcf
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How to get over a fear of breaking women's hearts
120 upvotes | November 8, 2019 | by DownBy15TDGoFor2 | Link | Reddit Link

For me, when I get over the fear of rejection, the opposite fear comes over me: the fear of rejecting. I
have historically in my life stayed in relationships way longer than I should have - I think that the
reason for this is I just have so much empathy for the woman. If she likes me, I don't want to break up
with her even if I don't like her. I went through some breakups early in my life that crushed me and
now I feel like I never want to do the same to someone else.
This is obviously a wrong mentality for me to have. Any man or woman has the right to leave any
relationship that's not a great fit for them and they shouldn't consider the other person's feelings very
much in that decision. I'm saying this now but deep down I don't firmly believe it. It's like my soul
thinks it's morally wrong to cause someone to become attracted me and then leave them.
Is there any red pill info for me to digest that addresses this issue?
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Why is there no daily ask thread for minor questions unworthy
of own posts?
120 upvotes | November 16, 2019 | by Niocs | Link | Reddit Link

is the sub too small for that to work?
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My brother with his gf - he’s incredibly blue pilled. Do I try to
help him?
120 upvotes | November 30, 2019 | by WannabeSoftwareDev | Link | Reddit Link

My brother (27M) with his girlfriend (25F) been dating about six months. He brought her home for
thanksgiving and she’s a really sweet girl, I’m happy for them.
The problem is, he is SO beta and does everything he can to please her. Asks her once an hour if he
can get her anything to drink, anything to eat, “oh you don’t want anything, are you sure?” Asks her
if she needs his sweater, etc. I’m curious if I should say something to him, and if so, how would I
even approach the situation?
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What steps should one take to achieve happiness in their 20s?
120 upvotes | October 14, 2020 | by Senth99 | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/jaqenv/what_steps_should_one_take_to_achieve_happiness/
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How the fuck do I stop being so quiet around girls?
120 upvotes | November 3, 2020 | by LifeTopic | Link | Reddit Link

I seem to be really quiet around girls (and even strangers in general), it's not that I'm nervous or
anything.
It's almost like I have nothing to talk about with these girls, I am interested in fitness/weightlifting,
UFC and martial arts. I rarely meet girls with overlapping interests in clubs - the girls in my judo
class I can talk to just fine since we share interests. I also have a pretty bad sense of humour and it
can be seen as pretty offensive hence I rarely open my mouth to make a joke knowing that I will
cause a bad reaction.
I also have a sense of narcissism now, I am fitter than most of the population and have a pretty good
future. I might not be the tallest or even best looking but that just fuels my narcissism even further
because I end up thinking how I am above everyone even with the odds against me. As a result I end
up ignoring and being quiet around girls whenever shit-tests are thrown at me because I see them as
below me. E.g. A girl made fun of my height and I just blankly stared at her for a few seconds just to
make her feel awkward and then carried on speaking.
My pauses have been described as sort of intimidating too, a girl I dated for a while commented on
how my pauses felt a bit scary.
I'm not here to "make girls feel good", I'm here to improve my game, and I believe that my silences
and just being quiet in general is stifiling my chances with girls.
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Why shouldn't you date a former slut if you yourself were a
player?
120 upvotes | June 27, 2019 | by iwishyoudstopstaring | Link | Reddit Link

Genuine question here. I had a discussion with a friend last night. I thought about getting serious with
a chick that I've been banging and she has an awesome personality. I told my buddy that I just wasn't
sure because I suspect that she had a promiscuous past. He mentioned that I myself am no saint. I've
banged well over 100 chicks. I said that it was different for guys, but I couldn't really explain why.
Now I'm stuck wondering if it's wrong of me to hold her to higher standards than I hold myself. And
if it should be a standard of excellence in the first place.
Any thoughts?
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Why is it that girls wear very revealing clothing, and then
complain when guys start to give them ‘looks?’
120 upvotes | August 13, 2019 | by lord_of_ligma | Link | Reddit Link

I’ve been seeing a lot of this at school and this one has always had me thinking. Is it because they
want a guy they find attractive to hit on them, and aren’t getting it? Or is it a shit test to see if a girl
saying eww to a guy will brake their frame?
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Girlfriend called me on skype to break up after 4 years
together. Says she still loves me as a best friend but not
attracted to me anymore.
120 upvotes | June 8, 2019 | by stanleyThe | Link | Reddit Link

What the fuck does that mean?
I got a skype call last night with her in tears saying she wanted to break up after 4 years. She says she
loves me as a best friend but is not romantically or sexually attracted to me anymore.
This of course has come out of the blue for me. I was with her only a few days ago and we were
cuddling and having a fun few days.
I told her that i want to see her and she can tell it to my face but she says she doesn't want to meet me
and that she is at her sisters. Next week she said that she is going away on holiday for 2 weeks with
her girl friends.
Please help me. I am in utter turmoil. This was the woman I wanted my whole life and would have
proposed to her eventually.
I think if i see her i can maybe her convince her to change her mind. I think she is confusing lust and
attraction (which comes and goes) with other love. i think her friends and sisters have never liked me
and are also influencing her decision (they are all single and want to party).
Me and my GF are very quiet introverts. I am an only child with only a couple of friends. This is my
only thing i had going for me and i'm so alone.
Please can someone just guide me on what to do next.
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Losing all male friends to girlfriends
120 upvotes | June 10, 2019 | by Rsdreddit | Link | Reddit Link

Over the past years I’ve had a bunch of great bros. Many of them actually read and practiced TRP. It
was great, we’d go out get girls and get laid.
Eventually here and there one of the guys would catch feels for one of the girls we’d bring back from
the club and eventually disappear. Few years later I’m left with essentially no bros. Every other dude
I know is ok with not lifting, staying in on weekends playing Fortnite and even the ones who go out
don’t try to get girls or anything. I feel like nobody I know tries to life the lifestyle I live
Oh well maybe I’ll just shift all my focus on my career and go out solo
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Why are we attracted to what we can't have?
120 upvotes | July 25, 2019 | by oiltank | Link | Reddit Link

CONSCIOUSLY I prefer girls who are into me with little to no effort. Call them sluts, easy, or
whatever you want but in my experience this type of girls are so much more fun to be around with,
give you less headaches and the sex is usually great.
But UNCONSCIOUSLY from the moment I take a girl for granted I immediately loose all interest.
I may have 10 super hot girls completely drooling over me but deep down what I really want is that
slightly above average shy girl who doesn't pay any attention to my advances.
Id like to say that Im a pretty stable individual but I cant get over this. What causes it? Is it
unresolved daddy issues? Is it just the nature of the human being to never be satisfied with what you
have?
Looking forward to hear TheRedPill's opinions on the subject matter.
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Why do women despise RedPillers yet despite men who do not
understand women, when RedPillers clearly understand
women at the core and use this knowledge properly?
119 upvotes | July 2, 2019 | by nicyhasreddit | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/c88lwi/why_do_women_despise_redpillers_yet_despite_men/
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The Red Pill changed one of my endgame goals: Marriage. Yet,
there are times when I romanticize about that Blue Pill life.
What methods have helped you move on form your deeply
ingrained Blue Pill mindset?
119 upvotes | May 8, 2019 | by relationship_padawan | Link | Reddit Link

Been single for over a year and a half now. Discovered you lovely bastards just as I was going
through my break up. Thank God.
I was saving up for a ring and thinking of proposing when we had the talk and decided to go our
separate ways. I was thankful at the time because I knew I wanted to get laid; yes we had a dead
bedroom and I knew it. Better yet, I knew I knew partially it was because I was needy and giving
attention freely and having hidden contracts, etc.: the whole ‘Good Guy’ deal. Fucking complacency
at its best.
Went through the whole anger phase when we broke up. Upset at her and the world and the reality of
The Red Pill. But thank God I didn’t get married. I learned a lot about hypergamy, how women love
and to read their actions not their words. Which is why I knew she had moved on and didn’t want to
make up even though she said she was ‘considering’ it.
That was over a year and a half ago and I have moved on for all intents and purposes. I still have a
visceral reaction to her presents so I maintain all contact at all times (the wound is still healing so I
don’t touch it).
Anyways, to the question:
I have decided that I no longer want the wife part of the wife, kids and white-picket fence; instead I
want abundance, multiple FWB, large bank account, the FIRE SINK life, and maybe if I can figure it
out kids down the line. But every once in a while my ex pops in my mind and I feel the draw of the
Blue Pill side. How do you push away that side of your self? I only mentally moved on six months
ago and seriously committed myself to everything Red Pill for the past three. And yes, I know
reading the sidebar and recommended literature is a must, but anything else? Is it just living The Red
Pill that will over write the former Blue Pill mindset? What have you done to help you stay The Red
Pill path when The Blue Pill beckons you back?
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Finally installed TikTok - omg the slutification is that bad now?
Enjoy the decline?
119 upvotes | September 28, 2020 | by 4TBhdd | Link | Reddit Link

I was late to getting into FB, but apparently I didn't miss much.
You know that RP saying, "enjoy the decline" which is sorta about the increased slutiness of modern
women? Hold that thought a second.
So when I keep hearing people talking about TikTok, and that it may be restricted from the App
Store, I figured I'd give it a look-see.
At first I found the animal videos funny. Ok, cool.
But then you start going down the rabbit hole of women trying to out slut each other by dancing and
showing skin and talking dirty/cursing or whatever. I mean, it just goes on and on.
So, TikTok shows that the slutification of modern women is really that bad now? "Enjoy the
decline"?
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Intimidating characters, fights & how to deal with them?
119 upvotes | September 18, 2019 | by Startlivingfornow | Link | Reddit Link

I was at the bar last night with my girl and a friend when a large (6’6?) and extremely overweight but
somewhat built fellow approached our table. He did so under the guise of grabbing us a few drinks
but it quickly became clear he was either drugged up or looking to start something.
(Security and staff gave him the pass as apparently the owner knows him)
Noticing the situation, I simply smiled and chatted as if we were old pals, but in between chuckles I
caught him cussing at me under his breath and shortly after he wanted ‘to see which of us was the
better fighter’.
Laughed it off, changed the subject, and then excused myself and my girl.
In the event that he was slightly less stable and either swung or backed me into a corner, what’s the
best way to deal with a big fucker like that? One wrong move, a clean hit, and I’d be done.
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How to handle female boss who is after you?
119 upvotes | September 10, 2020 | by FormalVisit | Link | Reddit Link

So I work in a senior position at a very big corporation. Dont know if this is relevant but it is a
German company, but very internationally oriented.
Short story: my female superior is gunning after me because she feels I stepped out of line by
pointing out some fault in our operations. I didn't think it was a big deal, as we do have an open
culture in our firm where advice for improvement like this gets aired all the time. But this time I feel
she really took offence to it because it touched upon something she is in charged of. So she has hit me
with some real passive aggressive behavior ever since. You know the basics, excluding me from key
meetings, not involving me in projects I used to be involved in, psychological warfare basically.
My question is how do I handle this? any advice?
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Why are women obsessed with Horoscopes and Zodiac Signs?
119 upvotes | February 17, 2019 | by Thrist4knowledge | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/arffyj/why_are_women_obsessed_with_horoscopes_and_zodiac/
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OmLaLa on YouTube
119 upvotes | July 30, 2015 | by OmLaLa | Link | Reddit Link

If I made RP-based YouTube videos for the community, would you watch them?
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Women don't hit on men, they "put themselves in his vicinity"?
119 upvotes | August 11, 2017 | by 4TBhdd | Link | Reddit Link

Went to the beach earlier this week, and my weightlifting is becoming really obvious.
I'm hanging out in the water (it was pretty calm) and I'm starting to notice women are showing up in
my vicinity... sometimes making eye contact. I would say something simple to a girl like "the water's
nice today isn't it?" and she would proceed to tell me all about herself. This happened multiple times.
I haven't been to a night club in years, but I've heard about this phenomenon. Guys actually have to
go over and TALK ("hit on") a girl ... but it seems that women never do this ... they simply "put
themselves in the vicinity of a guy" that they want to talk to them?
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How did YOU get your dopamine levels in control?
119 upvotes | August 22, 2018 | by moneymakingmiguel | Link | Reddit Link

I've stopped gaming, using social media for anything unneeded, reduced YouTube. But I'm still weak,
because I'm turning to masturbation whenever I'm upset. I can feel the dopamine hit me while I'm
searching, and I hate that shit.
I want to feel that thrill when I'm developing something, not while I'm jerking off. It feels like such a
waste of time, but it's compulsive now, and a pain in the ass to stop.
What I've noticed when I cut off on social media, youtube and gaming is that my brain is screaming
for dopamine. For that sweet thrill of the hunt. But it's screaming at the wrong things. It's not saying
"Can't wait to sit down and make that app", "Can't wait to study this subject and get closer to my
degree", instead, it's screaming "Find another one to show you her tits on snapchat", "Find a new girl
to play with on skype", "Why waste time approaching someone, when we can get off RIGHT NOW".
I don't like those screams. And I'm turning to the TRP community because this is a place where I feel
I'll get good, usable advice. I feel like this is the last obstacle within myself that I have to jump over
to really proceed to the next level.
How did you give up on your instant gratification activities and get your dopamine levels in control?
Is there something I can read and apply to sort myself out?
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Anyone else find TRP and its network to produce the most raw
and factual information regarding bettering yourself? I've
looked at a bunch of other subs and this place in general has
helped the most.
119 upvotes | May 14, 2018 | by bf1bro18 | Link | Reddit Link

Over the past 2 years I've casually browsed subs including DecidingToBeBetter, Selfimprovement,
Advice, Relationships, and a bunch of others that aren't so big. And I have to say overall I have learnt
the most on here. Nothing is left unturned. No elephant in the corner nobody wants to talk about. Just
real shit. And this goes for employment, women, exercise, mental health fucking everything.
Good shit guys. I look forward to the future. (providing TRP is still here and not shut down).
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Why do girls like guys who treat them like shit so much
119 upvotes | January 31, 2021 | by kingrob445 | Link | Reddit Link

I’m 17 in high school and my female friend has problems she has all these simps but the guy she likes
is a asshole to her. He literally never cares about her she even accused him of it and using her and he
denied her accusations but his actions showed other wise. Yet she still keeps giving him chances and
still does shot for him she’s a total simp for him and says she loves him while he’s not even alpha he
never lifts and is a huge degenerate loser bum. What’s wrong with these girls he even calls her a thot
or slut as a joke. And he has no respect for women and constantly call all girls sluts.
Everyone says to leave him but she stays why?women liking good guys with good personality’s is a
joke and meme. Even after he ghosted her she still hates on him but obsessively
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What is the most valuable/important self virtue for men who
found red pill?
119 upvotes | May 21, 2020 | by ev214 | Link | Reddit Link

What virtue would you say sets you up for success the most as a man who found red pill. I’m 19
years old, I’m very lucky to have found red pill this early, and I’m using this quarantine to start
reading, and practice self virtues as I learned all about it in positive psychology in college. It is
extremely beneficial
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How how to handle insults from other men
118 upvotes | May 5, 2020 | by WeddingCrasher91 | Link | Reddit Link

What can I do to handle confrontations in a better way that wouldn't make me look like a beta pussy?
Everytime i find myself in situations where someone (most often in my social circle) calls me word
or an insult, i just clam up thinking how the fuck can someone say this to me. Not knowing the right
thing to say at the moment, i try to de-escalate the situation and justify my mistakes like a pussy.
After the encounter, i replay and overanalyze the whole thing until i figure how I should have acted. I
get pumped and psyched up to destroy my next opponent, just to fuckit up in the next encounter,and I
am back to square one. I am tired of it.
I am a coward, have been so most of my life and I am sick of it. I wanna be brave and confident, i
wanna be that guy who no one wants to mess with. I always imagine how my life could have been
different had I just respected and defended my self.
Besides lifting, fight training, and more exposure, how can I handle that part of my life?
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Do you ever just think about the extent that so many of these
chicks go through to look a certain way and just feel...pity?
118 upvotes | December 30, 2020 | by ISCOREDwithISCO | Link | Reddit Link

I’m on Snapchat right now and only one or two chicks have posted selfies with no filter. Every other
one has a filter on, with a full face of make up, and even then some still look ugly/avg. You have to
go that far to appear beautiful?? None of that shit is even real! And that’s not even including the
chicks who may have gotten rhinoplasty or Botox. It’s actually sad. These women are in their early to
mid twenties too. It’s incredible. As a man, aside from losing face fat through working out or
growing facial hair, there’s nothing you can do about your facial appearance. If you’re ugly you’re
just ugly.
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Do you have any "guilty pleasure" plates?
118 upvotes | October 26, 2020 | by Pimpcool420 | Link | Reddit Link

1) "low hanging fruit" less-attractive girls who are easy
2) girls that you "break frame" with a bit
3) girls that you endulge specific/weird fetishes with (maybe also fitting into category #1 or 2).
Do you have any other "guilty pleasures"? Any of them regulars, or just one-offs?
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As the average American woman is a whopping 171lbs @ 5ft4
is wanting a slim girlfriend under 135lbs and a size 4 to 6 now
considered "high standards"?
118 upvotes | June 18, 2021 | by Turdcutter99 | Link | Reddit Link

I'm a fairly fit guy and in good shape (5'10, 168lbs, 14-15% bodyfat), I do gym and road & mountain
bike cycling but somewhat average-homely facially with receding hair, and I like my ladies slim to
normal, a size 4 to 6... I'm on the fence regarding a size 8 (it either looks ok or doesn't), but it seems
that wanting a slim or healthy weight female is now considered "high standards" by a huge entourage
of people as the average American female is very overweight (5'4 / 171lbs) and a size 14 (that's too
big/fat). I'm not going to get out the scales when judging a woman to date, but using 140 to 150lbs as
a loose guide, anything considerably more than 150lbs looks overweight on an average height woman
unless she is muscular or very large framed.
I'm not talking about wanting "hot" ladies either, just average looking faces - or even below average.
It seems simply being a healthy weight woman in America makes you automaticlly in high demand,
where as guys are going to be judged on facial attractiveness, height and general genetics before fat /
bodyweight, as well as status and income. Its simply a lot harder now for the average healthy weight
guy to get a healthy weight girlfriend.
Is it better to just look for foreign women at this point, considering a plain, slim 5/10 American
woman has thousands of orbiters she's swatting away and she has the luxury of holding out for that
6'3, 9/10 Chad?
Thoughts?
https://www.healthline.com/health/womens-health/average-weight-for-women
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"If you've ever had a one night stand or hooked up with
multiple people in a short span of time, It is unfair to then
make your long term partner wait months on ends to have sex
with them." Is this really that crazy of an opinion?
118 upvotes | May 26, 2021 | by keyz_progression | Link | Reddit Link

I posted this on Unpopular opinions
Now I know sex isn't the only thing that matters in a relationship but I really do get annoyed at how
much people undermine it. I think it's especially unfair when you're telling your partner how special
they are or how no one has done such things for you or made you feel this special an yet still come up
with reasons why it's "not yet time for sex". I just struggle to reconcile with the notion that something
that is supposedly "special" can be easily given to a random person while the suppose special person
has to earn it.
Thoughts?
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I act like a girl
118 upvotes | January 23, 2021 | by socialloutcast | Link | Reddit Link

This is not an easy thing to admit. It took a lot of self reflection and swallowing of pride to accept
this. There might be some beta fucks out there who'll laugh and step on me for acknowledging this
about myself, so that they can feel good about themselves. but that's not what I'm here for.
I am a young 18 year old. I grew up in a fatherless household and for a long time im my childhood
and I didn't get to spend time with any friends besides my female cousin. I may have picked up some
habits from them.
I tend to have mood swings and I am somewhat sensitive to what people say and think about me. I am
a people pleaser in real life. I find it hard to lead. I am reliant on other people to keep conversations
going. I am extremely agreeable. Defending myself feels odd. I feel weak. And sometimes people
better than me intimidate me.
I don't have feminine hobbies or interests tho, my hobbies are generally masculine. It's just in the way
I act and feel that troubles me. I feel like how a girl does, not always though, it is most noticable
when I am feeling down. I've been facing hard times so im down most of the time now.
I wanted to ask for any good books, articles or anything of that nature that will help me feel more like
a man and not a bitch. Any advice or insight will also be appreciated.
The thing with me is that I don't notice my behaviour while I'm doing them. Only after.
I have been having moments of clarity lately though. Moments where I get a sense that I am alone
and that I can't rely on other people like my mother or friends. I feel that my world is mine only and
that it comes with responsibility and it feels GOOD. In those moments I know what being a man truly
is. Its a sense of freedom. Its after these moments faded that I started realizing just how weak and
feminine I had been acting my whole life and that I need to get my shit together.
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Is it ever ok to open up to Women?
118 upvotes | February 28, 2019 | by spider_1337 | Link | Reddit Link

I say open up as in telling a woman your feelings and not necessarily in expressing them. What are
you supposed to do when she starts opening up and venting towards you but then wants you to do the
same? I don’t really like sharing my current emotional status or even talking about shit like that
because even though i do feel and experience just like everyone else i don’t really like to open up like
that at all. Is it better to just not really be all out there as a good rule in general?
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High SMV men are interesting, exciting and stimulating for
women, but intense Self-Improvement is a highly boring
process?
118 upvotes | February 6, 2019 | by MatrixofLe3adership | Link | Reddit Link

In that women expect most High-SMV men to be exciting and stimulating vs. boring (self-
improvement). I'm able to constantly, consistently engage myself with the second. How do these two
reconcile? Should "self-improvement" include dedication to more conventionally exciting hobbies?
I'm assuming tight game---> that covers an aspect of exciting/stimulating that I'm not talking about.

Edit:

Why is self-improvement boring for you?

I don't find it boring at all. I'm referring to others' perception of the above, and what's considered
"exciting" (which is undeniably important to Game)

Edit 2:

girls want the final product bro, not the marathon

^ Several comments have said this.
The marathon is never ending---but whenever a girl checks you out, she sees a final product. The
question is how to make that final appearance look as interesting as possible (even if it already is),
when the self-improvement process itself looks disciplined and boring (in a way)?

Edit 3:

Frame's wrong, hot stuff. Don't be givin fucks about others' opinions, man.

^ Few have said this as well. I don't do stuff unless I choose to, want to. The fact remains, women are
hot---and I want in, literally.
Girls often prefer fun hobbies in male. Some men, too, would probably recommend I branch out into
more fun hobbies. I somewhat agree with that, but I don't know to what extent yet. Trying to figure
that out.
tldr: FUUUUCCKKKKKK (For real tho. I've had this thought in mind for a while, and this
discussion really helped me nail down what I want to do).
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Why do good-looking men date ugly women?
118 upvotes | July 27, 2019 | by Threecompasses | Link | Reddit Link

Just after a red pill perspective here. I'm not talking about a good-looking guy with an average
woman. I get that. I mean a handsome guy who is good-looking and charming guy who CAN get
much better looking women with a fugly. I mean a guy who is a 7 with a 3.
A huge gap in attractiveness.
This is the red pill so I wouldn't expect the beauty on the inside nonsense here. Are these men
mentally defective in some way that they can get hot tail but choose the fugly option?
Edit: I am not asking about plain Janes here who compensate by being good in bed etc I am talking
about pink-haired, piggy-eyed landwhales who could lose 8 stone and STILL not be classed anorexic.
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Walking out on red flags
118 upvotes | November 5, 2019 | by Chicagolax | Link | Reddit Link

Met this girl and immediately hit off, massive chemistry. Noticing some red flags though early on:
has never had a real relationship at age 29, lives for the weekend and drinking, not a club girl but
always has a beer or wine around on the weekend, not great with finances, Warned me that she has a
habit of sabotaging anything that starts to get serious because of insecurity, scared, etc. and finally
always traveling with her “girlfriends” everywhere very frequently.
After a great couple weeks of her essentially treating me like prime brad pitt, I can already feel her
starting to pull back. Feel like I already know the answer but time to pull the plug on this right? Like
this girl a lot and love the chemistry and affection but just don’t want to get burned here.
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30s in 2020s. What advice do the RP veterans here have for us?
118 upvotes | January 6, 2020 | by lovemyself123 | Link | Reddit Link

I only found TRP in my late 20s and I wish I knew all these going through my 20s.
It feels like a decade lost of my prime.
I want to date young girls and not girls reaching their wall.
What advice do you have for us from red pill tinted lenses?
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Honest question for long time red pillers
118 upvotes | October 4, 2019 | by Whycantwealltwerk | Link | Reddit Link

So I’ve been in this community for two years and I’ve finally raised my SMV to get the exact kind of
girls I want. My exact type and they’re gorgeous (LA and San Diego girls).
How in the flying fuck do you guys stay detached from multiple girls who display no red flags and
are your EXACT type, basically the dream girls of your blue pill days?
It’s easy to plate girls who are even 7-8 but when you get to 9-10 who actually appear to be sweet and
help you in life don’t bitch and rarely shit test. Along with pleasing you sexually to the best of their
ability your natural inclination would be to be like fuck I should take these girls seriously. I know
about AWALT and I know what even these girls are capable of. And it’s happened and I’ve just
brushed it off and moved on and got more girls (mostly from just plating beautiful girls you can live
off the remnants of her friends and other girls who saw you with her for awhile).
P.s. no one in the anger phase or still incel reply I don’t care for your opinion.
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Hard next after TRP said something
118 upvotes | September 21, 2019 | by 6paths_luds | Link | Reddit Link

So it was a Friday night, we were texting about nothing in particular, suddenly she asks me “guy
advice.” My heart sunk when she asked me what she should wear on a first date with some dude from
another school (he lives kinda far ngl) I’ve been trying to get this girl since May. I’ve seen her almost
fuck 2 guys in the same party and now this. I can’t believe it took so much time to realize I had
oneitis over here, and that she ain’t the one. So I stopped texting her, no more streaks, nothing.
Anyway, count me in The Red Pill Community!
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How do you deal with the stress of wanting to be successful
118 upvotes | August 26, 2019 | by Rasheediscool | Link | Reddit Link

I turned 24 a few months ago, graduated college with a degree in Computer Systems last year, and
work a shitty help desk IT job that i'll be quitting in a few months. I'm only here at this job for a pay
check as i do photography/videography on the side and i'm starting to get into acting and music.
Hopefully one of these things either offers me a better career or more financial success
So heres the big problem. I have a huge ego. So huge to the point where i feel anything that i put my
mind to is achievable. Doesn't sound bad does it? It can be at times. For example, look at someone
like Jay Z. Came from NY (like me), didn't have much growing up (like me), is black (like me), and
he became a billionare. My ego makes me feel if he can do it and be THAT successful, i can too. The
big issue is feeling stressed and pressured by yourself as well as having outlandish goals
(millionaire/billionaire goals). Feeling like every moment that you're not "making moves" is a wasted
moment. I'm 24 and know im still young and have time to develop whatever skills needed to be
successful, but i feel its the millennial in me that's wanting it to happen sooner rather than later.
How can i deal with this pressure that i'm putting on myself to succeed? Because honestly its starting
to stress me out
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Anyone get a little disgusted by your girl's social media
history?
118 upvotes | September 10, 2018 | by WoodenToe | Link | Reddit Link

I'm dating a girl who has religiously documented every club/bar/party she's been to in the past 6 years
on instagram. It's a little sad to see how youthful she looked then compared to how she looks now.
But what's especially upsetting is the number of random guys in her photos. I spent the past 6 years
building a business, buying a house, traveling, and bodybuilding. She spent it destroying her liver and
hooking up with frat boys. Make me feel a little bit of contempt.
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15yo niece is turning into a thot and I am disgusted by it. She
doesn't give a fuck and does so many things that she will clearly
regret. Are all women growing up like this nowadays?
117 upvotes | July 24, 2019 | by 321cmecum | Link | Reddit Link

First of all I will say that I love her and care about her regardless, and a huge part of me feels that in
terms of growing up in this technology world and the fact you can get attention at the click of a
button is something that I may not understand as a guy, because I didn't have that growing up
personally. So her brain is in this entirely new realm compared to riding bikes with your friends on
weekends and playing with fucking sticks.
Now the last 3 years she has just rejected all of the advice, parenting, and decent opportunities to
better herself in a healthy direction and become what I'd consider a respectable young woman. Me,
my brother, my parents, nothing leaves an impact.
She has Instagram, Facebook (who doesn't I guess), twitter, that snapchat one, and some other
message app. Just fucking GLUED to her phone all the time. She dresses in short shorts, has bright
pink nails, wears tight tops and leggings and this includes to family events which I always find rather
infuriating cause I've said to her before about the fact that she isn't going to a house party and maybe
dressing more modest is a better look when visiting the wider family, she just laughs and says I'm
being dramatic and shit, which I do laugh at cause it's as though she is fucking in lala land in terms of
self awareness, but ultimately I hope she snaps out of it.
The real issues are her fucking pictures she posts online (to all those listed above). Just these thot
selfies with full faces of makeup and lying on her stomach with her ass in a thong, pictures of her
with an open mouth licking an ice cream captioned something stupid like #cheatday, hundreds of shit
like that, just a bucket of bikini shots and selfies that are almost showing nipple, the poses, all that
shit.
It's so fucking disappointing to see unfold because up until the age of like 11 she was very bright and
you could actually talk to her at length about all sorts of crap.
I just see it is ramping up very fast and that she will probably end up tattooed up and working as a
hairdresser while going to clubs every weekend. It's this constant fucking phone shit that does my
head in, I see her glued to the attention and that without it she'd be empty inside.
Her downfall is making me feel terrible, anything I could do?
I've passed the point where I just right-off her behavior and actions as 'growing up' I more so see she
is losing herself to the social network in some creepy futuristic way.
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When you improve yourself so much, do your standards get
unrealistically high?
117 upvotes | December 8, 2019 | by h0ud | Link | Reddit Link

I still have a ways to go, but I'm finding myself so much more turned off by the qualities of "high
quality" girls. Laziness, impulsiveness, dependence, instant gratification, etc. I feel like no girl will
ever live up to the same standards I hold for myself. Anyone else have this problem?
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A friend of mine had a monitoring device on his girlfriends
phone for almost 3 months.
117 upvotes | November 7, 2020 | by Brogba420 | Link | Reddit Link

And the results were quite astonishing to me. Not one single even remotely flirty message sent or
received(this app had access to tons of different apps as well, not only the usual ones) no unknown or
suspicious locations, not one suspicious mention from keylogger, no calls to suspicious people. She
always come home straight after work, I could go on. 3 months and absolutely nothing. She’s 100%
faithful to him.
This is of course great news, he’s a close friend of mine and I wish him the best. Here is the part
where I’m puzzled though: this guy has had a rough last few years. He’s had extended periods of
crippling depression and anxiety. He has no social circle, spends his time at home with his girlfriend
almost all the time, I’m the only friend he has, and we meet rarely these days. He has no job, no
hobbies, not really great style(he’s decent/good looking though - when groomed well prob 8/10) he
switches between seeming alpha and beta.
His girlfriend which he lives with cleans most of their apartment, makes all the food, makes most the
money(he’s on welfare) and genuinely seems very in love with him when I see them together.
Apparently gives a lot of blowjobs, rarely turn down sex, never seen her shit test him. She’s also an
8/10.
I’ve been reading a lot of posts on this sub and so many times even half of these factors in a guy and
the girl strays. I’m both this subs and most peoples opinion this guy is not a bad boy, he’s a loser. It
seems fucked up to say this about my friend, however I don’t see him like that because I know him.
He’s a cool guy who’s just going through some shit, and hasn’t sorted his life out.
Has this guy really found a unicorn that despite a long time of him being at his worst, still loves him
like that and hasn’t even been flirty with guys to spot a potential branch swing?
Meanwhile I read posts where some guys tear up in front of their girlfriend because their father died;
or she watched them get threir ass kicked in a fight, and suddenly she needs space. And I read about
guys being deceived even though being high value, just not high enough value. Doesn’t make sense
to me.
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Friend who turned me onto Redpill is getting jealous
117 upvotes | January 18, 2020 | by DJCuddlessp | Link | Reddit Link

My friend who showed me TRP is getting pissy with me because I'm starting to build confidence
around women.
He entered into a long term LTR about a year ago, and only recently has he been acting like a beta.
He literally told me last week that "I've become too obsessed with getting women", "that is affecting
our friendship". This is coming from a guy who I would Third wheel for all the time, I would
wingman for, that I would run interference with a group of girls while he would single out one.
I'm a naturally confident person but that goes away with women, I started gaining it with women by
reading the sidebar and using dating apps to just test stuff out and to see how they would react. I've
been getting good enough responses that I'm ok enough to cold approach on my own.
How should I deal with a friend whos getting jealous? It kinda pissed me off
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Older guys - Do you regret having/not having children?
117 upvotes | July 11, 2020 | by _exos_ | Link | Reddit Link

Apologies if this has been discussed before, but I did a search and couldn't find a decent thread on
this.
I want kids. Yes, you can call me a retard bluepie fag, but it's a personal preference, and I've wanted
them since I was a teenager. Yes, I've done the self-analysis as to why I want them - I want to pass on
my genetics, I want to have a legacy, I want a family. I'm not posting this to debate the merits of
having/not having children. I don't care about your opinion on why I want kids; If you deem this to be
a validation issue, or whatever the fuck, I honestly don't care about your opinion.
I want to know from the older guys here who decided either way - What was your situation
beforehand? Did you want kids? And if you had them, do you regret it? On the flip side, if you didn't
, do you regret not having them?
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Is it normal for men to cry...? How in the fuck do I stop
drinking every god damn night... I cannot control my
alcoholism...
117 upvotes | June 9, 2021 | by RetractElm | Link | Reddit Link

 24yrs old I’m self sufficient, I have a car that I own, A Yamaha
R6, and my own apartment... I cannot kick the alcohol... I drink
Every Fucking Night from loneliness... It interferes with my damn
ability to defer gratification... I have been drinking while,
talking to my older sister on the phone about it it, some how I
started tearing up, fucking weird, I never cry... Shit man, I’m
tearing up again... Fucking weird, you admit your problem and the
inability to conquer it yourself...

I know the solutions to my problems, for some god damn reason alcohol offers a convenient, artificial
and extremely rewarding alternative that I’m addicted to... I can’t control this shit... Should I fucking
go to a damn AA meeting...? I can’t control this bullshit...
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Group of friends says I make other females feel uneasy and
uncomfortable.
117 upvotes | April 14, 2020 | by z1stxfile | Link | Reddit Link

I just received a message out of the blue from one of the main guys in my social circle.
"Hey man, be aware that your actions/ messages/ words make females that we are all friends with feel
uncomfortable and uneasy including my girl. This is me reaching out and letting you know, giving
the benefit of the doubt at this point no harm no foul. But be aware how your actions are being
perceived whether or not that was your intention."
Context: I haven't talked to or messaged any of the women in our group since the beginning of
February and I have been in sparse contact with the whole group since the quarantine/lockdown
started.
Any advice on how to handle this situation.
Update: His response didn't answer any questions, so I've asked for an example.
"People that we are friends with “females” feel uncomfortable by your actions at times including my
girl. The way you reach out to them or interact with them in person. This is not a response to one
specific incident but a multitude over time. I’m letting you know to be aware of your actions and how
they can be perceived"
https://imgur.com/a/PB6O8rJ
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Girlfriend broke up with me yesterday due to our relationship
being long distance. Today she kept calling me. What should I
do?
117 upvotes | January 17, 2018 | by TRPKaty | Link | Reddit Link

Recently moved to University, 7hrs away from our hometown, and I come home every month due to
work obligations.
I’ve been at my new University for two weeks so far. Girlfriend of 6-7 months told me yesterday that
she didn’t think she could do the long distance thing.
I’m fine with this as I haven’t been taking the relationship seriously. I’ve been spinning plates and
maintaining abundance as I knew this was bound to happen. Especially because since I’ve been at my
new Uni she’s been a lot more distant. She started hanging out with her “cousin” more often than
usual and even told me that the university she wanted to attend she doesn’t anymore. I just played
along since I was doing my own thing as well.
After she broke up with me I wished her the best to which she said “we aren’t even going to talk
about it?” to which I said “I have nothing to say. You made your choice, I’m willing to work through
it, you aren’t. Goodbye” to which she said “wow ok. I wish you the best too”
I understand LDRs don’t work out. I just just going through the motions with it.
I did care for this girl as we have many wonderful memories and she did hit a lot of the boxes on the
LTR material checklist:
Father and mother is in life She doesn’t party, drink or smoke She doesn’t disrespect me in front of
others We split the bills 50/50 when we went out Great communication Have a lot in common
Until obviously this. A girl who cannot handle an LDR (as silly as they are) isn’t LTR material.
Anyway, today she kept calling me while I was in class. I guess this was due to the fact that she saw
my snapchat of me with another girl and she wants closure or validation to which I owe her nothing.
Her friend also snapped me. I deleted them both off of snapchat and haven’t responded since.
I understand if I “give in” to her and tell her I’m willing to work things out, she will do a complete
180 and revert back to “I don’t want a relationship right now” or “I can’t do this LDR thing”
Am I right in my assumptions? Why is she calling me? What should I do? Ignore and continue to spin
plates and lift? Engage her? Play along? Hard next? Soft next?
Any advice is welcome or appreciated.
EDIT: Thanks for the gold kind stranger.
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I got #metoo'd at work. (Never be friendly to a female at work)
117 upvotes | July 13, 2018 | by Threwuhway | Link | Reddit Link

So today was a fucking shit show.
At 930am I was brought into hr, greeted with a stern face and the door was shut. I was completely
confused about what was happening, and in complete shock about the accusations that were about to
be said to me.
I recently got a promotion to a new department and have been getting trained by a younger female. In
the 3 days of training I was attempting to build a work relationship as she would be working directly
with me. I was learning about her life, hobbies, passions, and sharing about mine. During this time I
didn't feel as if any of our conversations were rude, harassing, or sexual.
Today in the morning she went to hr accusing me of sexual and verbal harassment by doing the
following.

asking if she was single
choose to train in a meeting room and closing the door instead of training at her desk
asking her what she's doing during the weekend
making reference to a friend's bad tattoo on her hip

I was not written up, but my boss, director, and hr managers are all aware of the situation and I am no
longer allowed to talk with her. (I have a team of 3)
I can't believe this. My reputation is screwed, I went to my boss and he understands my side of the
story and hr agrees that she may have been over sensitive and that I didn't intend to do this. I would
like to soon apply to a government job that does a VERY thorough back ground check and will be
asking my managers about stuff like this. SHIT.
I have learned a HUGE lesson to NEVER be friends with females at work. NEVER expect people to
be friendly and to never talk about anything other than business with a female.
Hear my warning gents. I am not a douche, I am very well respected in the workplace and didn't think
this would ever happen to me! Be careful out there.
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Trying to find that list of passing shit tests
116 upvotes | November 14, 2018 | by CCJ22 | Link | Reddit Link

There was a link on TRP some months back to a website that had incredible ways to deal with shit
test.
Does anyone have that link by chance?
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Why are women considered the empathetic ones?
116 upvotes | January 25, 2020 | by AffectionateJunket0 | Link | Reddit Link

Women are considered to be more capable of empathy but they are much more cold than men, they
move on more quickly, they are more judgemental, and friendship among women are normally just a
fight of backstabbing, where did the stereotype come from?
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What does healthy self esteem look like in women?
116 upvotes | September 21, 2019 | by Earth-Angel11 | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/d7ha4u/what_does_healthy_self_esteem_look_like_in_women/
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female dating advice is repackaged redpill?
116 upvotes | December 25, 2019 | by sweatybuyer | Link | Reddit Link

I heard about this book called "Why Men Love Bitches" and apparently it has sold over one million
copies. I decided to pirate the book and skim it to see what kind of tricks the other side is using on
me. What I noticed is that the book is basically word for word the same strategies we use and talk
about. It's basically the fucking sidebar. Here are some of the sub-headings of a chapter. I wasn't able
to copy what is under the subheadings due to my book reader not letting me copy paste text, but
you'll get the general idea from the titles.
"Meet the New and Improved Bitch:

She maintains her independence1.
She doesn't pursue him2.
She is mysterious3.
She leaves him wanting4.
She doesn't let him see her sweat5.
She remains in control of her time6.
She maintains a sense of humor7.
She places a high value on herself8.
She is passionate about something other than him9.
She treats her body like a finely tuned machine"10.

There's a whole chapter called "How To Convince Him He's in Control While You Run the Show"
and from reading it I can see how some of the tactics are effective.
There's also sections on dealing with shittests from men like men showing up late, men bringing up
exes, and getting amog-ed by hotter females in the presence of your man. There's even a brief section
on nexting. Just skimming this book has been useful to me as I've picked up on female manipulation
tactics that have been used on me that I didn't even know existed.
Why is it that mainstream dating advice for women is extremely similar to what we preach on here?
This book is mainstream but when we pitch these same ideas it's somehow manipulative and sexist
lmao.
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I have a good one for you boys
116 upvotes | October 27, 2019 | by redpilllogin | Link | Reddit Link

An old ex (3 girlfriends ago)has been texting me on social media wanting to "catch up". I know the
drill. In my experience, girls do this when they just got out of an LTR and want to jump back on the
carousel, or if things aren't working out with the bf.
She calls me tonight saying she's in the neighborhood and asks if she can come over and "say hi". I
wasn't doing anything so I said fine.
She walked in and immediately jumped on me. I actually wanted to talk and catch up but she didn't
give me a chance lol. We got down to business almost immediately, and get this:
As soon as she had an orgasm, she said she had to go, got dressed and started walking out
immediately. I called her out and told her she just got her nut but was leaving me with blue balls. She
said she would explain later, and refused to tell me why she did that.
WTF guys. This one's a first for me.
I'm now debating if I should finish up or wait until tomorrow for my newest plate to come over and
finish the job.
Why the hell did she do that?
EDIT: She also left her shirt sitting on my coffee table.
EDIT 3: She definitely cheated on someone as some of you suggested. I don't know who she's dating
now but she texted me the next day asking me to keep it between us and not tell any of my friends.
We have some friends in common and some probably know her current BF. Even if this was about
her, I'm still mad she didn't let cum lol. I never do this to women and I think it's selfish AF. In any
case, this is probably the last time I let her ride my dick.
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What advise do you have for someone who understands RP, but
is still discouraged with life?
116 upvotes | October 31, 2019 | by throwawaylife58924 | Link | Reddit Link

I realize no one gives a shit about me, and that I'm disposable. I also have known instinctively for
many years (and experienced) how a woman will destroy a man.
In this sense, I don't really see much to look forward to.
I know the default answer is to: find your purpose.
But there is nothing I enjoy doing. I wish there was, and I could go all out.
I think this is congenital for me, I remember having these same thoughts in kindergarten, and every
fucking time I brought this up it was always: it will get better when X.
Well now I'm 30, I've done college, I have had jobs, girlfriends, made money, lost money, even
served in the military, and I just have always had this feeling that none of this fucking matters.
The struggle doesn't seem worth the pay off.
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Women parading in front of you at the gym...?
116 upvotes | March 26, 2019 | by throwawaybpdnpd | Link | Reddit Link

Hey guys,
Ever since I started applying TRP principles, my perspective changed; I noticed that many women at
the gym are “parading” with a style of plausible deniability in front of me.... coming back and forth
making it look like they’re “doing something” but clearly aren’t
Does this happen to you as well?
Thanks
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Co-workers being flirty in the office
116 upvotes | July 17, 2019 | by Myalt2019 | Link | Reddit Link

So I have a hard rule that I never get involved sexually or romantically with anybody I work with.
Ever.
I break my “wear a condom” rule but NEVER this. The problem I’m running into is my office is
overwhelmingly women. I’m also the youngest guy (26) and in good shape and all that stuff.
These women in their 30s-40s (and there are younger/older ones too but most are middle aged) ask
me when I’m going to get a girlfriend at least once a week if not every other day. Every time we have
a potluck or something and we’re just chatting it gets brought up. It really bothers me because there
are a lot of people at these including our higher ups. Even our Director. I always respond with saying
how expensive girlfriends are or how I don’t have time or if they really press me I basically admit I
sleep with multiple women but don’t do anything “serious” with any of them. One of my favorites
when being pressed was saying I don’t have a girlfriend but several “gal pals” and they all thought
that was hilarious. They all knew exactly what I meant when I said that... Or I joke that I’m picky and
girls need to send me a resume and 3 references before I consider dating.
They tried setting me up with one of the college intern girls and I shut that shit down so fast it was
like an MLB fastball coming in hot. Straight up said I don’t do shit with co-workers period. The
intern girls are cute and I chat with them often just because there’s nobody else really my age but I’m
not making a move on them come hell or high water.
They’ll casually put a hand on my shoulder or arm and things like that too when talking to me. Some
of them aren’t bad looking and I kind of get a kick out of it. Even my direct supervisor does this (and
she’s probably one of the 2 hottest woman that works here so idgaf). They’ll also casually say shit
like they can tell I work out and other stuff where if it was a girl at a bar I’d know it’s an IOI (which I
know it is in this context too I just refuse to engage).
However, I’m not fucking around. It’s 2019 and I know how this shit works. As a man I’m always
guilty. I can continue on never breaking my “rule” and still get in trouble.
I’m half tempted to go to HR and get this shit in writing. Problem is I genuinely like all my
coworkers and don’t want to get anyone in trouble. I’m terrified though that I may refuse some more
aggressive advance and then that person tries to get revenge or some petty shit.
I’ll be honest I try to follow the “Pence Rule” but how the fuck am I supposed to just say “sorry
ladies not getting on the elevator or sitting in that office with you alone” without THAT coming off
as inappropriate and potentially backfiring and getting me in trouble for “sexism” or whatever.
Idk. My career is everything to me. I’m not putting in these 50-60 hour weeks every week and
working weekends for my health or enjoyment.
Just wondering if any other guys have been in similar situations and how you handled it. Like I said I
really really really don’t want to go to HR because I feel like that’s opening Pandora’s Box but I also
feel terrified about not having this stuff documented.
Any advice would be appreciated.
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Friends calling me a whore.
116 upvotes | July 16, 2019 | by BobberBobbieBob | Link | Reddit Link

Hey,

My best friends started to call me a "male whore" ever since I've been having a bit of succes with
woman. Or because I'm having sex without commitment. I've tried amplifying in the beginning but
this just makes them talk longer about the subject. Now I just try to deflect by not aknowledging their
insult as if it is below me, smiling a bit and keeping the conversation going. Is there any better way to
handle this? They keep bringing this up and are amplifying my behaviours when they're gossiping
about me to other friends. Is there an easy way to contain this? Nobody needs to know what I do and
don't do.

They aren't very succesful with woman and only have had sex in relationships. I'm obviously a treat
to their beliefs and trying to convince them to Red pill won't be possible. They're too invested in their
own beliefs at the moment. I also learnt to shut my mouth to them when it comes to my involvement
with woman.
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Red pill is.....depressing?
116 upvotes | August 27, 2020 | by sillyfruit19 | Link | Reddit Link

I'm 26 and I've become red pill. It's happened a lot of times now, for example i'm dating a girl and
next moment she starts ghosting me..i look at her instagram and she is with a man with probably
higher SMV.

My last girlfriend left me for another man. The week before doing so she was hand feeding me
cupcakes and telling me about all the cool things we would be doing next month..then next minute
boom..cya later. That's the definition of women nature right there..LOL

But it has gotten to the point...i almost feel depressed and emotionless.

Women are not my purpose. I value other things before that, money, my career, hobbies. BUT, Every
time i'm dating a women or with a women..all i can think of is she's not mine it's just my turn. Thus, i
do not care for these women. If they were to fall of a cliff the next day would I care? No... but that
brings up the depressing point...dating and sleeping with women whilst being emotionless. I may as
well jerk off or fuck a hooker. My heart and emotions have become so cold and red pilled.

Do you guys understand what i'm trying to say? I suppose my mental state is good as i have
abundance, i don't care about rejection, don't care how good or hot a girl is, don't care if the girl i
banged died the next day ..but in doing so i've become an emotional cyborg. If a women says she
loves me or she is so lucky to have me so what, it's not true. It's just how i make her feel in that
moment, which another man can make her feel the same way in a week, months or years later.
Does anyone kinda get what i'm saying?
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Generational Shift in Body Preferences?
116 upvotes | July 10, 2020 | by BaronIncognito | Link | Reddit Link

I’m an older dude (40s) and have been seeing a lot of progress pics where girls go from having really
tight, fine bodies to working very hard to have big, bubble butts. They look weird and totally out of
proportion to me. One in particular I saw recently, I thought the girl looked amazing in her before
picture, her after picture I wouldn’t have an interest in her. I guess this is a result of having the
Kardashians as “influencers” or whatever.
My question for the younger dudes, do you really think this looks good?
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What is it about the stoic vibe that women like so much?
116 upvotes | December 17, 2020 | by porterchet | Link | Reddit Link

To clarify when I say stoic I mean truly stoic, not being antisocial in the corner.
Talking to a chick and she teases saying I’m “serious and angry”. I know I’m not just cause I’m not
an angry person and like to joke occasionally, it’s just that if I’m not actively cracking a joke or
speaking, I am silent and calm. I just don’t ever see the reason in talking/reacting unnecessarily to
things.
Of course I know she likes it cause she is fucking me, just curious what it is about this personality
they like so much. Thanks
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Who are girls fucking on tinder?
116 upvotes | November 13, 2020 | by I_cant_go_to_heaven | Link | Reddit Link

I made a new tinder profile with nice pictures and still only get a few real matches per day.
I'm not a bad looking dude at all, at this point I'm genuinely curious who these girls are choosing up
on tinder. Are they going for 30-40 yo guys? Rich guys?
I've heard about the top 10 percent thing, but I think that's bullshit. I think it's 0.5 percent of guys on
tinder getting 95 percent of the girls.
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Should i be a bro or nah?
116 upvotes | October 1, 2020 | by Xerexes3869 | Link | Reddit Link

I have been seeing this girl for like a year+. She has introduced me to all her friends and they are very
cordial with me. She has this one friend who is her best friend and they share everything with each
other. When my girl and I met each other we didn't know that we'd end up togather. We got drunk
one day and were having an animated conversation about parties, during which my yet to be gf blurts
out about her friend that she makes out with guys in parties. Months pass away and one day I meet
her friend and her boyfriend and we go out to get drinks etc. Later we came back home and she starts
telling me about how the bf asked her friend to marry her and bought a ring but she said no because
she's quite young and doesn't want to be tied down right now before she gets her master since she
wants to party one final time for 2 yrs in college. (They have been in a relationship for 3 yrs and
there's an 8 yr age difference). So I chuckled and said "it's not as if she loves him, if she did she
wouldn't cheat on him". My girlfriend got startled since she didn't remember telling me about her
infedality. She just blurted out that her friend just went out once on a date and fucked a guy but that
it's not what she does regularly. Now I was shocked since I was only referring to her kissing the guys
not actually sucking their cock.
My gf pleaded with me not to judge her on that because she was a good friend of hers and was overall
a nice girl and an awesome friend and if I told her bf she would know that it's my gf who leaked it
since she's the only one in the know. Now after that I have hung out with that couple many times and
the bf seems like a stand-up guy with good family background and seems quite morally upright. He is
an accomplished doctor and also gives time at local food bank. Now the girl is overall a nice person
with me and whenever we hang out she tries to be quite friendly and if I didn't know about cheating I
would also give her rave reviews. The girl also told the bf (in front of me and my gf) that she doesn't
want to marry right now and would like to have some fun in Masters and she wonders if she might
like someone else in college so don't want to tie him down. If the bf wants he can break up with her.
But her bf seems like doesn't get the msg. He seems to be in love. Now I have an awesome time
hanging out with them. They are fun. But now the doctor has got a even more well paying job in a
different city and he is again pressuring her to marry him. I usually don't care but I personally feel
that the girl will keep on cheating on him and in the past it wasn't just the one time that she cheated
that he doesn't know of. My gf I believe is concealing facts and trying to shield her friend. He seems
like a nice guy and id hate for him to provide for a cheating hoe since the girl literally doesn't have 2
pennies to rub together. Although she is also a doctor. I so want to disclose her hoeing ways to the
guy (although we aren't friends as such so I have no obligation). What are my options?Should I do it
or not?Should I also dump my gf since she keeps company with such hoes?
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Girls weight x personality
116 upvotes | December 4, 2020 | by 1v1rustfaggot69 | Link | Reddit Link

I came across an observation that I’ve never heard anyone talk about so I was wondering if this was
just me or if others have noticed the same thing.
They say fat chicks have the best personality for obvious reasons I don’t need to get into.
However, I’ve met about 7 or 8 chicks that were hot at 18/19 who were hot and really chill and fun to
be around who put on weight the last few years and it seems like they are much less feminine, much
more hostile, find much less funny, and are overall much less fun to be around.
Are hot chicks that get fat that miserable to be around or is it just my experience? The notion that fat
chicks tend to be more fun to be around doesn’t seem to apply to hot chicks that get fat
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Has anyone here ever struggled with overcoming being too
nice?
116 upvotes | January 6, 2021 | by Eddie-Nash | Link | Reddit Link

What did you do? My confidence, frame and looks are strong but at some point, usually later in the
talking stage or even with a plate I gradually let my guard down and the dynamic shifts somewhat. I
see it discussed on here a lot, but haven’t seen where anyone has specifically addressed steering clear
of nice guy syndrome.
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(opportunity) Cost of marriage
115 upvotes | May 6, 2021 | by Intrepid_Artist | Link | Reddit Link

In my 30s... Wanna share with young guys. Even you marry a right girl (good luck with odds), there
are a lot of cost having kids.

You need consider good neighborhood, where good schools are. Need to commute to job
Instead putting all of your money on bitcoin or hot stock, you will put money on downpayment
(which self respect man pays rent? )
man who doesn't spent time with his kids, is a weak man (forget working crayz hours and
second job). Or you prefer your daughter grows up with low self esteem and later becomes
single mum?
can't save much (read above) and this will hit long term accumulation of investments
if wife is stable, it will be tough anyway. If she is crazy, your life will be hell.
can not invest heavily in real estate (your wife will get it at divorce)

Do this now (if you want to have kids one day).

never ever dated older girls (girl need energy to take care of baby)
stop spending money and learn everything about investment (hide your money abroad).
get in good position at job, business. So once you have kids, you can afford day care, long
holidays and spending time together on weekend.
never talk finance with girl. Look and live like a poor guy. She pays half. Everything. Don't
marry if she can't pay half of downpayment. Buy house before marriage.

What i did wrong was not being invested enough. Neither in my skills, neither in stocks. I do hide my
cash from wife. She and hers, believe I am broke ass mf.
I wish to have much more money when i married. Cause right now, our saving rate is just 20%. And
no way i work second job, next to small kids.
Rich are getting richer cause they put 70%+ of income into investing.
Poor people make kids, and this is reason they stay poor.
And trust me, man, is never too old to marry.
Don't blame women and kids, if you don't have s. together
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She wants to bring an ugly friend over
115 upvotes | April 8, 2021 | by RelativeWear0 | Link | Reddit Link

Just picked up a new plate recently, been making her as low priority as possible and today she asked
to come over l. I told her tomorrow would be a better day or I could go to her (I usually prefer going
to hers). Then she starts asking to bring a friend over, so of course I ask who ( who wouldn’t want
another cute friend to spice things up with). And of course she sends photos of her fat bestie who will
never step foot in my home. So my response is that we haven’t really met yet and if she wants to
come hang with she can herself. She’s still pressing and said I could bring a friend and we could all
hang out, but I know none of my boys are gonna take an L this big... what should I do?
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Exactly how mainstream are Red Pill concepts? Just saw a
2xchromosomes post about a girl’s experience with Trp hit the
front page.
115 upvotes | January 24, 2021 | by CashSplash123 | Link | Reddit Link

It’s already over 11k upvotes. Granted, I know Reddit is just a subset of the population, but I’d say it
seems that considering you shouldn’t be talking about fight club, it seems Trp strat has been exposed
heavily.
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why do girls early on open up quick?
115 upvotes | January 10, 2021 | by Art___Vandelay___ | Link | Reddit Link

Been seeing a few as of late that opened up about their troublesome past REAL fast..
One I met at a party told me her life story as I was laying with her playing with her necklace and
body, ended up smashing later but the experience put me off.
Another invited me over to her home for dinner and as we were eating and drinking she does the
same. both times the stories were about family issues, abuse, and trauma. we ended up sleeping
together.
What's up with this? anyone have any experience with this sort of thing?
Every time it happens the girls mention that I'm a great listener and that I ask really interesting
questions, then ask me to open up which I obviously refuse to do in a playful manner.
Is this a giant red flag warning to leave? I managed to fuck everytime it happens so I've come to view
it as a sign of attraction. Is this correct?
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I've been happily single most my life, but at age 25 being single
suddenly feels lonely and unusual.
115 upvotes | June 14, 2021 | by halfheartedvalentine | Link | Reddit Link

All through college at any given point maybe a quarter of my peers were in serious committed
relationships. Most folks were partying, going to bars, sleeping around, etc. I only had 1 girlfriend
(year-long), and a couple one night stands--attractive girls, but the vast majority of my twenties have
been 1 big dry spell.
So, although I wasn't getting laid nearly as much as I'd have liked, I never used to feel unusual or
lonely about being single. Now, at age 25, that has suddenly and dramatically changed. Nearly every
of my friends is in a serious relationship. When I go out to bars with them, I'm often the 3rd wheel,
5th wheel, 7th wheel etc. The bars they go to aren't fun bars with music and dancing and singles etc.
They generally prefer quiet bars that have a vibe more analogous to a coffee shop. College had
awesome parties every weekend, and these days I'm at a party once in a blue moon and the norm is to
bring your significant other.
It seems most people treat ages 18-24 as the time to party and sleep around, be wild etc. Since I
missed that boat I suddenly feel immature and out of place at age 25. I feel like most folks my age
have gotten hook-ups out of their system and now everybody is in "spouse search" mode. If I found a
great girl I wouldn't run away from a real relationship, but all my friends have me feeling pretty weird
for not actively seeking a girlfriend. One of my takeaways from my year-long relationship was that
I'd like to have more casual sex before jumping into another LTR, but it seems no high-quality girls
are interested in anything casual at age 25.
I've gotten better looking and better at talking to girls over the past 5 years. I'm absolutely no Don
Juan but I'm not as hopeless as I used to be. That being said, my life currently has almost 0 situations
that involve meeting new people: work, hanging out at lame bars with my coupley friends, and
occasionally going to concerts / festivals (a hobby of mine). At work, my friends are very casual and
we don't hang outside the office. I suppose concerts could theoretically be an ok place to meet girls
with common interests, but my friends aren't really into music and it can be weird going alone.
I'd welcome any advice or blunt feedback on my above rant. I hear a lot of the same advice when it
comes to meeting new girls--use Tinder/Bumble, do hobbies, meet people at work, meet people
through mutual friends, and unfortunately I haven't found any success in any of these yet.
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Johnny Depp and Amber Heard situation
115 upvotes | April 8, 2020 | by caylocsgo | Link | Reddit Link

So I’m sure lots of you are aware about the current situation between Johnny and his now ex-wife
Amber. I recently started following the case and after hearing a phone conversation between the two
(I will put the link in the comments) it was extremely disturbing seeing just how much gaslighting
and manipulation was going on. Johnny Depp lost millions of dollars , lost his reputation, lost
contracts , and mostly his respect within his industry. Without any shred of evidence, he was labeled
a woman beater, and abuser, and a manipulator. Now that evidence has come out against Amber, the
case is strongly in Johnnys favor but still, the damage has been done. What do you guys think he
could of done differently in this situation? I think he handled the aftermath extremely well , but I still
fail to understand how he let it get to this point. Such a famous Hollywood actor with endless
amounts of pussy but instead he chose the psychopath bitch who’s dead set on ruining his life and
CONTINUES to proclaim his love for her. Is he just a simp? I don’t get it. What compelled him to
stay even after the crazy bitch sliced his finger off? Is it Stockholm syndrome? Let’s have a
discussion about this.
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What're you guys doing to stay in-shape during this
"lockdown"?
115 upvotes | March 17, 2020 | by nknltlw | Link | Reddit Link

Regular gym and jiu jitsu gym are both closed down for the next 2 weeks.... looking for some ideas to
keep muscle mass on during this lockdown, especially if it ends up being longer than that.
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Why would she lie about having cancer?
115 upvotes | July 25, 2019 | by EnlightenedViking | Link | Reddit Link

A strange moment last night.

I'm sitting at the bar getting a little buzz on celebrating a promotion I received at work with the girl
I've been dating.
I'm telling her a story when she puts her hand on my knee and says..."There is something I need to
tell you"
She goes quiet for a moment and says the doctor she saw on Monday "found a little bit of cancer on
my left breast".

Turns out after pushing her on it and asking how she knows 100%, she backpedals and said she
doesn't actually know if it is and that she doesn't actually have cancer.

It was weird as shit and really threw me off. Especially how she made a dramatic show out of it. This
is the second time she's pulled something wired. I brought her on a work trip and she accepted a drink
from a stranger. I thought she got roofied by the way she was acting and after a 4am hospital visit,
they said she had a kidney infection.

I told her I watched my mom go through chemo and stage 4 breast cancer and she can't joke around
about that shit.
Now I am questioning the "kidney infection" and think I have a chick who is either a hypochondriac
or uses some fucked up tactics as a cry for attention and affection.

Have you encountered this behavior before? What did you do about it?
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Kicked a girl out after she disrespected me, did I handle it
right?
115 upvotes | February 15, 2019 | by oldsoulkt | Link | Reddit Link

Had a girl over tonight that I was planning on turning into a plate. The first time we hung out she was
on her period. Today was the second time. So we start talking and we’re in my bed. She jokingly
calls me a hoe, I laugh, and change the subject. Then she starts talking about how she’s too much of a
woman for me and how she’s not like other girls and that I love being around her because she’s
different and that her being different attracts me to her.
Basically she was putting herself on a pedestal making it seem like she’s so great and I should be
lucky to be around her. I felt disrespected because who the hell is this girl to say this to me? I told her
I won’t tolerate disrespect under my own roof and told her to leave. I told her straight up, I don’t like
women with an ego and that she can’t come back to my place anymore. She said she used to be
insecure so she deserves to feel like that.
She’s now trying to frame the situation saying that I’m mad she wouldn’t have sex with me and how
I’m acting like a child lol.
I have no intention of having this chick back over or even talking to her anymore. Did I handle this
right? Thoughts, opinions, advice?
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Turning your life around at 25?
115 upvotes | March 22, 2019 | by myaccountforIRLstuff | Link | Reddit Link

One of the hardest things to accept is that I've wasted the first 25 years of life.
I have no useful skills. I'm not good at anything except video games. I have a useless psychology
degree. Just got fired from a shitty job. Girls don't like me.
I was decently popular in high school, but that was before I was expected to be anything.
I grew up very bluepilled. Raised by single mother, believed in all this love bullshit, etc. Very entitled
and victim mentality.
I've shed this little bitch mentality (mostly), but I want advice on what to do now.
How can I turn my life around from this point? What is the fast-track to success?
Here's my plan:
- Lift
- Learn computer programming during free time
- Hold a job and pay rent until computer job pulls through
- Talk to women sometimes
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Whats your gym fuel?
115 upvotes | May 5, 2019 | by Wolveryn | Link | Reddit Link

Lately I’ve found this huge burst of motivation thinking about my ex and the dudes she cheated on
me with, Or the lies she told or the emotional manipulation she pulled..: as stupid as that sounds,
anger motivates more than anything... sometimes I think people that have wronged me are really a
positive thing, they exist to fuel my fire.
I find motivation thinking of rising above the people that lurk in the shadows taking cheap shots, I
find motivation knowing I’ll be dead one day... I find motivation by the beautiful women i want in
my life.
I find motivation in competing with colleagues for promotions... I need to be mentally and physically
fit to achieve this.
Every time I go to the gym I meditate on these sorts of things and channel every ounce of energy into
new personal bests... one more rep, one more set.
And when I shop I buy food that helps build that body, that helps keep me on top of life...
To quote the late bodybuilder Zyzz, “Obsessed is a word the lazy use to describe the dedicated.”
What fuels your fire?
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How do you get out of your own head?
115 upvotes | September 28, 2019 | by polarizingpotato | Link | Reddit Link

I’m a massive over thinker.
I get stuck in my own head a lot.
I have experienced being “in state” before and that’s just truly IDGAF mode for me.
But the next day or the usual day, I just get in my own head again. This includes caring too much
what people think, holding myself back from truly expressing myself, being overly self-conscious
etc...
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Why do I prefer to hit on less attractive girls?
115 upvotes | September 26, 2019 | by Throw83736282 | Link | Reddit Link

Everytime I go out I will subconsciously hit on less attractive girls more. For example I will go to
two girls and logically I should be hitting on the hotter one of the two of them but I always hit on the
less hotter one of them. (Maybe I think its easier? Or the hot girl is out of my league?)
Anyone else notice the same thing? I find hot girls to be intimidating
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Why is it a red flag if girl has bad relationship with her dad.
115 upvotes | July 5, 2019 | by Iwannaeatrp | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/c9ff9v/why_is_it_a_red_flag_if_girl_has_bad_relationship/
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How to respond if a girl disrespects your dick?
115 upvotes | October 26, 2019 | by Everglade301 | Link | Reddit Link

Small dick people, how did you respond?
My dick size?
Above average. She wanted an 8+ inch cock though lol.
What are some cheeky responses you've replied to this shit test or comment?
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What does your list of priorities look like?
115 upvotes | November 8, 2019 | by thankyouhaveanice | Link | Reddit Link

One of the main things I've learned from TRP is how to prioritize effectively.For example, to never
chase women, instead let them chase you by chasing your success and raising your value first and
foremost. I've come to realize how it becomes a complete mess when you get these priorities twisted.
So that brings me to ask, what do you think is the most effective way to prioritize a fulfilling life in
terms of everything relating to your status (personal success, relationships, fame, money, social skills,
etc.)?
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What should you do if your female boss asks (in a professional
or indirect way) if you have a girlfriend/wife, but you don’t
have either? I’ve had female bosses who literally say they think
guys with girlfriends/wives are better employees/managers.
115 upvotes | November 26, 2018 | by NewNombreWhoDis | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/a0kp0m/what_should_you_do_if_your_female_boss_asks_in_a/
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My ex falsely accused me of rape and nothing happened of it
cause I didn’t. BUT
115 upvotes | November 6, 2018 | by SteveRogersPill | Link | Reddit Link

Alright so the title pretty much explains it. I explained myself to a detective without self
incrimination because that’s honestly the only choice I had because I’m flat out broke. (currently
getting my shit together)
BUT. After she falsely accused me. I can’t even think about having sex for the moment. It’s like my
mind can’t believe the dumb bitch pulled that cause I thought we were good and both moved on. I’ve
been radio silent for a long time now. I don’t even feel like approaching for the moment let alone
have sex. This normal?
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Why the FUCK do you ask for advice if you don't want it?
115 upvotes | December 29, 2016 | by fnordsnord | Link | Reddit Link

Why do guys come here with a plan that is not working for them, and ask what they should change,
when they're just gonna come back with a vomitous mass of excuses about why they can't do
anything different other that what they are doing?
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If you have a dry social life, what is the best way to get your
shit together?
115 upvotes | August 17, 2020 | by ArmouredTaco | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/ib98rw/if_you_have_a_dry_social_life_what_is_the_best/
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I know im not worthless, why do i get treated like i am?
114 upvotes | November 11, 2019 | by Poopidtyscoopdipoop | Link | Reddit Link

I've got nothing but hard rejection for a while now. Romantic, sexual, and social. Had to break it off
with a romantic partner because she rejected my affections. I'm regularly rejected at clubs and on
tinder. I get socially rejected trying to make plans with aqaintances. I haven't been able to make
friends. People treat me like trash. I'm always alone.
I'm a well adjusted, funny guy. I'm over 6 foot tall, fit, white, and I have a jawline. It's not like I'm
new to any of this social shit either.
I'm really struggling with my whole world telling me I'm worthless this extensively. I'm mentally
tough but being singularly isolated in such a social environment is incredibly depressing. Since I
started college its been like this alot. I'm at the point where I'm completely miserable here and am
considering taking a job offer and giving up on getting an education. Should things continue, I'll have
no choice. I cannot sacrifice my mental health. I don't want to start relying on drugs for happiness
again. I put alot on the line to get to college in the first place.
What would advice would a male role model like trp offer me? Monk mode? Suck it up and grind?
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26 and heading towards giving up. It does get better, right?
114 upvotes | August 4, 2019 | by 321cmecum | Link | Reddit Link

I remember being 21 and feeling like I was really starting to figure it all out. Women, career path,
hobbies, increasing passion for hobbies, working on frame and building my savings account.
But here I now am at 26 and I still live at home, I have never had a girlfriend, never had a full-time
job, haven't had a friend in 3 years, no savings, still mostly in the same routine as I was in years ago. I
don't feel good.
I know on paper it is MY fault, but the gradual decline to this point doesn't make it feel that way. I've
had depression and anxiety running mad at times, and on top on trying to figure out who I am/want to
be & holding down a job.. I've just fucked it all up and now have nothing to show for the last 5 years.
Quarter life crisis, doomer, existentialism, nihilism, whatever it is or a combination of a few of these
often referenced things. I don't know what to do or where to go.
I've had fleeting moments of clarity during or after intense cardio where I feel like I am going to take
charge and do 'something' big, but it never lasts and I often hunt for that feeling by doing 3k or 5k
jogs but it doesn't always happen.
Some good news is that I finished a 12 month course a few weeks ago and have been interviewing for
roles since. Just had another interview today and it felt promising. But that's the only thing I can say I
am holding onto at the moment.
I've tried forcing myself to wake up at a set time every day and going on a cutting diet yet fail
quickly. I feel pathetic and as if I am not living up to my own standards, whatever they are?
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TRP view on Instagram
114 upvotes | June 12, 2019 | by lifeisweirdasfuck | Link | Reddit Link

I deleted Instagram a lot of time ago, and that brought up many benefits.
First, I stopped seeking external validation. Realising 99% of the guys/girls stay on instagram to seek
validation is astonishing.
Second, no more body dysmorphia and comparing myself to others. This was huge for the
development of my own frame.
For last, much more free time and focus on what really matters in my life.
Now, I’m just wondering. Should I delete myself from Instagram completely? It serves me no real
purpose, really.
I’ve got <500 followers and I’ve got nothing apart from my physique and above average looks.
I feel like Instagram only serves people who are already successful in life, who have real shit to
showcase. Who have pics with bitches and cars and shit that displays high smv.
Point is, I’m 20. Some will say “Delete it completely” and I understand why they say it, BUT At my
age, 99.9% of people use it. I’ve searched some posts on here with a similar question and some said
“Having it at your age is a must to get laid” or shit like that.
What do you think?
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So basically women will fuck the most attractive guys they can
and will only settle down when they've hit The Wall?
114 upvotes | January 15, 2020 | by BreakBad9002 | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/ep9v3x/so_basically_women_will_fuck_the_most_attractive/
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"He is gay" is it often defense mechanism from women?
114 upvotes | May 9, 2019 | by BraindeadIQ | Link | Reddit Link

I was thinking about this while talking to my friend who is actually not gay. He is what women call
asshole. He is Cocky. Funny and with that i don't care mindset. But he told me many of his female
friends. They often say he is gay to their boyfriends. when they get jealous on how much time they
spend with him.
Is this like a defense mechanism from women? when they are intrested in a guy or hopefully looking
to branch swing. But wanna make sure the boyfriend doesn't ruin everything?
added: Ya'll guys are awesome. Thank you all for the responses. I see there are many different
reasons for why woman would say this. All of these respones are true in one way or another. Guess it
depends mostly on cirumstances.
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Girlfriend wants me to “rape” her. How do I go about this in a
smart way?
114 upvotes | March 22, 2019 | by -saltymangos- | Link | Reddit Link

After sex she was telling me how she wants me to “rape” her. Like if I’m feeling horny, just take her
and throw her on the bed and fuck her hard. I was a little hesitant about this because it can easily be
used as a false accusation. I remember reading a post on this sub like 1-2 weeks ago and there was a
guy with my exact situation but I can’t find the post.
She loves the idea of me being totally dominant against her. I will ask her about her fantasy when we
have another after-sex cuddle session though, just to get more details. The last thing I want is a false
accusation against me. I plan on recording her telling me about the fantasy (secretly of course) and
possibly texting her about the situation so I have concrete evidence.
Any advice?
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I accept it, but it's kinda fucked how dishonesty/suppression of
feelings often wins
114 upvotes | November 24, 2020 | by exegol24 | Link | Reddit Link

If you meet a girl who you really fall for; aka you truly do love everything about her as a human
being (she cares about you, supports you, and does the right things) and start to envision a future
living life together, you better not start talking like that, especially with young immature girls. The
best way to keep a girl with you is to basically convey that you could leave and be chosen by another
female tomorrow. If you're honest and open about how deep you've fell in love with a girl, if it hasn't
been after years and years together, she's more likely to leave you and see you as beta than if you are
to just keep your mouth shut and suppress your feelings. I get it, it's reality, but it's so strange and
bizarre sometimes.
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Never plan to have sex
114 upvotes | November 7, 2020 | by Sandwich-Illustrious | Link | Reddit Link

Just some thoughts and experiences I've made when it comes to having sex is: never plan to have sex,
plan to meet out and just let sex happen. It will put pressure away if you have performance anxiety.
Any thoughts on this matter?
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Friend got plate pregnant help
114 upvotes | April 19, 2021 | by rnsbrum | Link | Reddit Link

Yesterday me and my buddy were getting ready for a heavy deadlift session, then this girl sends him
a message saying that "she doesn't know how to say this, you are very young but I'm sure you are the
father, you can get fatherhood exams if you want". He doesn't breaks down but gets up and goes talk
to the girl.
He only fucked her once, he is 21 and she is 34. I'm asking this on his behalf because he does not
speak english but is somewhat redpill aware.
What is the best way for him to proceed? He is not rich, does not hold a high paying job and still lives
with his parents.
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Overcoming shame of being a virgin
114 upvotes | August 3, 2020 | by heavyappl | Link | Reddit Link

I feel terrible shame. I'm 25, graduated university and never had sex with a girl.
I was overweight until I was 24, had a lot of stomach fat, man boobs, love handles, no muscle, which
caused me to be shy and passive.
I felt like I don't deserve girls, I was awkward and haven't met a lot of people.
Recently, I've found a courage to approach a girl I liked. We went out on a date, but she rejected me.
That date changed everything for me. I've lost 35kg. Realized I was acting needy and insecure.
Realized that I was a "nice guy". I feel testosterone for the first time in my life, and I want to fuck
women.
I wake up with a boner, and I masturbate twice a day. It's like fucking puberty, I feel animalistic.
I'm currently a bit skinny fat, working on losing fat on my stomach before I start bulking.
The problem is, every time I see a girl I'm attracted to, I feel like she would judge me for being a
virgin. Girls have had so much sexual experience, while I don't even feel like a man.
I feel like everyone else has settled down, and I have no idea how to meet and hook up with women.
What should I do?
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Woman flat out refused to pay for her drinks last night...
114 upvotes | October 26, 2014 | by burneraccount11122 | Link | Reddit Link

I met up with a chick from OkCupid. She picked a pretty high-end restaurant. I usually aim only to
get drinks, but it was near her place and that was where I wanted to end my night. Everything went
fine, drinks, laughter, making out, a little fingerbanging, etc. When the bill comes, however, it was
not cheap. I ask her to kick in what amounted to about 20%, just so I didn't have to pay the more-
than-expected full-freight. She flat-out refuses to do -- "I don't pay for drinks"..."Men should do
this"...blah blah blah. It's not like when we talked I was like 'hey, let me take you out.' No, this bitch
straight-up just shows up, eats and drinks like no tomorrow, and expects me to pay. Well, fuck that. I
was pretty insistent that she help pay something and she refuses, point-blank. I leave to go to the
restroom, slip out the back door, and leave her with the entire bill. I go home and masturbate. She
sends me a couple angry texts, but whatever. My question is: How would you guys have handled
this? Am I in the wrong here? I'm not sure if this was the best play...
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What the fuck is up with horse girls.
114 upvotes | June 26, 2017 | by bostonburrito | Link | Reddit Link

Before I started actually getting laid I thought the "horse girls are crazy" thing was just a meme. But
living in a rural city I've now had my fair share of five self-proclaimed horse lovers and not one of
them didn't have at least one screw loose. Is there a legit reason behind this conundrum?
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I saw gf on a date with some guy. Did i handle this correctly?
114 upvotes | July 29, 2018 | by TopOccasion29 | Link | Reddit Link

Been exclusive with this girl for a few months now. I have 5 other plates in college and other
colleges...but dropped them when we became exclusive. I applied trp in our relationship and things
seemed well. During a night out with my mates at the mall, we were checking out what restaurants to
eat. We chose one and as we were waiting to be directed to our table, one of my close friends tapped
my shoulder and said "isn't that your girl". I though he was fucking around then he pointed to a table
and i saw her with some dude. He was touching her hair and they were flirting..WTF.
I tried to make my self visible so she could see me...she saw me and she was embarrassed and
covered her face. The guy she was with also looked confused. I was like wtf. I just told my mates we
should leave and go eat at another place. My mood for the whole night was terrible. How could she
do this to me so early in our exclusive relationship?. She knew i was fucking other girls before we
became exclusive and i dropped my other plates just to reaffirm her of our exclusivity. My girl and I
are in the same college and i blocked her off everything after she called and texted me she's sorry
with crying emojis and all that
It was embarrassing and very disrespectful because out of 7 of my friends that went out that night
abut 4 or 5 of them knew she was my girl. I dropped my plates for her because i though she was
special...sweet innocent christian girl, i took her virginity and she was not only submissive but
respectful and full of confidence. But to disrespect me like this so early in our relationship...wow.
Tbh I was shocked and hurt, i blocked her off everything and the bitch actually message me through
out university emails lmao. I called other plates to be on standby and get ready for me. I also got
blocked by 2 plates who i cut off because i found and exclusive gf. Before they blocked me they
expressed disgust and disappointment that i cut them off for my "unicorn" lmao.
What did i do wrong and how did i handle this situation?
TLDR - Gf and I became exclusive after i dropped my plates, found her on a date with another dude,
while was out with friends. She saw me and was embarrassed. I left the restaurant with my bros,
blocked her and proceeded to contact plates. She still tried to get in contact with me through our
university contact email.
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My story: a called off wedding
113 upvotes | July 4, 2016 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link

I called off a wedding a month before the wedding and broke up with my fiancee 3 months ago. We
had been dating for about a year and a half and known each other for close to two years. Having been
the one to call off the wedding, you would think that I would have it easy. It's been far from easy! I
have had spells where I just break down. I try to talk to people about it and it doesn't really help. It's
one of the hardest things I have had to go through.
What acted as a catalyst for the break up was me facing an impending layoff at work. My fiancee had
just graduated with a masters. As she was working minimum wage in retail, I was the one pulling all
the finances (also while she was in school). She said she wanted to contribute, but with her student
and credit card debt she wasn't really able to. I was fine with it. You make sacrifices for the ones you
love. However, given the layoff notices, I suggested we try to cut back on things that aren't
necessities and that she try to find work in her field. Up to this point she hadn't sent a single resume;
she claims she was stressed out.
Both our parents live far away and visiting them requires a flight. Because of the financial burden, I
haven't been able to visit my parents for 2 years and she would have seen her parents for the wedding
having seen them only 6 months ago. I suggested we not visit her parents this Christmas to save up
because it could be a while before either of us are able to find work. When I suggested that, she got
really upset and sad and started to guilt trip me and said that I was preventing her from seeing her
family hinting that I was controlling. She later went on to say that all I cared about was money. At
this point I began to feel used because she hadn't made any effort to contribute. She went on to say
that she hadn't asked me to contribute. At that point I couldn't see the point of being in a relationship
where I wasn't appreciated. I was so stressed out dealing with layoffs at work and then coming home
to deal with her that I couldn't take it any more. I felt like I was losing my mind.
At that point other things that weren't deal breakers in the past became an issue. She would constantly
be in touch with her exes and had pictures of her with them all over FB. She stopped when I said it
bothered me only after creating a big fuss. Her friends were also disrespectful. Her best friend called
me her 'sugar daddy' which I found offensive more so for my girlfriend than for me. When I talked to
my girlfriend about it later she took her friends side and said I was over reacting. It always felt like
she put her exes, friends and family before our relationship. In the end I felt like she didn't have my
back.
She still wanted to give it another shot. She said she would change. At that point I had already
decided to go back to school and update my skills and I couldn't have her derail that again. I couldn't
deal with with the instability in my life any more. I have broken off contact with her, and have no
intentions of staying in touch.
You are probably wondering why I hadn't broken up sooner. I guess there were good parts and the
hope that things could change and I guess I always looked to what could have been. I guess that's
what makes this entire thing so difficult. We make decisions based on past events and how they may
shape the future, but at the end of the day we have no clue how the future would have turned out.
based on the way she treated me, I felt getting married and continuing the relationship would have
been the wrong thing to do.
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There are good days, but there are also days, like today, when I feel lonely and sad.
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Do you let women become the freaks that they secretly are?
113 upvotes | December 27, 2018 | by throwitaway5450 | Link | Reddit Link

Few things that are important to pursuit. 70% of women have rape fantasies.. so they like being
submissive, or under the control of someone trust worthy.
They enjoy when the guy understands their dirty secrets and natural desires that she hides from the
public.
Teasing their flaws and emotions. Forcing them to do the same back to you, only to have you one up
them.

Are you trying to get them submissive, are you trying to get them to be a sex freak, or let them be
true psycho they are? Are you sculpting them to be the submissive freaks that they are?
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Sadly, I realized that cucking another guy is the harshest red
pill learning experience. Share your thoughts.
113 upvotes | August 10, 2020 | by SuperTigerVictory | Link | Reddit Link

When you see the girl on the phone with her boyfriend while she's in bed with you. When you have
sex with a girl and later you come to know she has a husband that gives her EVERYTHING. When
you are a spectator of all the lies, tricks that she pulls on her boyfriend. The gaslighting!
And only one question floats in your mind while you wonder if that guy feels the same gut feeling
you felt at least once in your life:
" Could that guy be me at some point?"
and then you come to a realisation: The woman you are fucking is an angel in the eyes of her
boyfriend, she is probably a perfect girl, she wears the most beautiful mask, and her boyfriend is not
even as bluepilled as a stereotypical "beta". And yet, here you are RAW DOGGING her a couple
hours after chatting with her on Tinder.
You realise that the girl you are fucking is not very different from your ex girlfriend..the one that you
loved so much and sometimes suspected of being shady, but never acted on it because "she would
break up with me, she wouldn't do me like that"
I love women...but damn, they can be some ruthless beings.
My dear redpillers who experience "cucking" another person, do you think this experience taught you
more about relationships than actually being cheated on? Also, would you say that it made more
cynical? After 6 times finding myself in this situation I'm utterly unable to trust any woman in a
relationship.
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My neighbor sent a message on Instagram to a girl I brought
over
113 upvotes | May 30, 2019 | by EnlightenedViking | Link | Reddit Link

Memorial Day weekend at my apartment complex and the community pool was the place to be. I
brought a girl I've been seeing for 2 months with me and introduced her to some people, including my
neighbor. I don't mate-guard and keep things at a chill/friendly vibe with everyone at my pool. She
talked to a lot of girls at the pool and I had a good chat and beer with my neighbor.

2 days later this dude somehow found the girl I brought over to the pool's Instagram profile and sent
her a direct msg a couple of days late saying "great to hang out this weekend"

She showed me last night and laughed it off saying "how guys are creepy and just don't care"

It just a weasel move from my perspective. How would you handle it? Any different that he is my
neighbor?
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Cuddleslut
113 upvotes | December 11, 2019 | by Steely_D | Link | Reddit Link

You expected the title to be in reference to a girl, but it's me. I like cuddling. I'm honest. I am not a
rich man or a super player. I'm just a bit obsessive with one-track minded pursuits. This year I made a
point to step out of monk mode and apply my autism to putting in more numbers to do a bit better
with women this year. No hard goals, just wanted to try my hand at more casual sex. Did alright, just
got gonorrhea and herpes. Think I might have also gotten HepA from eating ass but it's unclear, but I
won't be in a rush to do it again. Bit of a Pyrrhic victory there but that's the law of equivalent
exchange. In any case, my priorities now have shifted from just wanting to bang all the vaginas. I
want to be a better man. I want to make more money. I don't want a girlfriend or any more diseases
yet. I hooked up with this Chinese chick who I vibe with pretty well as long as we don't talk too long,
but I definitely wouldn't want to commit to. I'd say she's an HB6.5. I've had my share of whambam
thank ya mams and ghost, but some nights I just want to cuddle. I don't know, I just like high quality
cuddling. It makes me nice in a place that's not my penis. Sounds a bit gay but it's fine because I lift
and take shirtless pictures, so I was already a bit of a homo. I don't want to buy a body pillow, it's
much cheaper this way. LTRs sound like too much work and sex is just sex. Anyone can get that. I
like squeezing something warm and human shaped that doesn't make too much noise at night. Not all
cuddlers are made equal either, some are just bad. Some you just want out of there as soon as you
bust. This is a good one. Anybody else have a cuddle plate or am I gonna be the only one who does
this? Are there rules that apply to maintenance? Is it enough to be just beta enough to keep the
cuddling going with one particular chick without necessarily needing sex or commitment? That'd be
ideal
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Beta orbiters
113 upvotes | December 27, 2019 | by braincelwarrior69 | Link | Reddit Link

I saw it happen time and time again. A girl is in a LTR with a guy, the girl has beta orbiters and 99%
of the time you don’t have to worry about them.
But if the guy hurts the girl or the girl feels hurt due to whatever reason she goes to the beta orbiter to
„talk“. She needs comfort and the beta guy is right there, add alcohol to the mix and things can
happen...
She will never date this guy but occasionally he may get lucky and make her cheat with him.
How can one prevent this? Something similar happened in my last relationship and now it’s
happening to a bro. They regret it afterwards and dont want to have to to anything with the guy but
say an excuse like „i needed to feel loved“ or something similar
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Anyone 40+ unmarried (and childfree)?
113 upvotes | October 28, 2020 | by fxvp | Link | Reddit Link

Im in my twenties and I am seriously considering not getting married ever.
I am 100% sure i don't want kids. But does being alone 40+ sucks?
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No emotions at all
113 upvotes | July 22, 2020 | by Emit_M | Link | Reddit Link

I just can’t seem to get any emotions out, I’m too rational, nothing lights me up anymore I don’t feel
anything anymore. I’ve been with this girl some time and I feel like I love her but can’t fucking
express anything. It’s not that I’m scared of expressing affection or what ever, I just can’t.
I’m too rational, too cool, never let emotions get the best of me
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LTR of 5 years weaponized sex for the first time
113 upvotes | February 17, 2020 | by Thefreeman911 | Link | Reddit Link

Last night her and I were slowly striping away clothes during a makeout session. I teased her by
going down on her and pulling off her underwear with my teeth only to kiss back up to her lips rather
than stick around downtown.
After a few moments of kissing she retracted and stated "You better go down on me" I thought
nothing of it and continued to kiss her. About a minute later she made the same statement and I said
in a quiet voice "And just what are you going to do about it" with a smirk on my face. She said in a
serious tone "you can forget about sex" and I laughed and continued to kiss to which she pushed me
back. I looked her in the eyes and stared for a moment before acting like nothing had happened and
said "Goodnight, I love you" and got up, got dressed and left the room for some water.
When I came back she was pouting and had put on her baby face. I ignored it and started a regular
conversation with her and she immediately had acted like nothing happened. Made her laugh a few
times and she started going on about how horny she was and needed it badly. I told her goodnight
with a smile on my face and went to bed.
Throughout the day she has sent me several texts (without me responding) talking about how much
she loves me and asking about my day. She even sent me a photo of an engagement ring and asked
for my opinion on it.
My question(s) for you guys are 1. Did I go too Rambo in this situation? 2. How do I follow up? Sit
her down and let her know that shit does not fly with me OR do I just act like nothing happened?
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Why do guys give away their power to girls so easily?
112 upvotes | March 20, 2020 | by bayfarm | Link | Reddit Link

Ok I get that they put them too high on a pedestal but why? A lot of times a guy will do anything a
girl tells him to do and are easily manipulated. She could say go buy me some food and the guy will
run as fast as he can to get it. I don't think a lot of guys realize what they're doing because it's done
sub consciously. They don't see that girls are using them and how easily they're being controlled. I'm
just trying to figure out why. So many guys if not most guys are like this.
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Got more likes on Gay side of tinder in a day than i Did in a
year
112 upvotes | December 29, 2020 | by Drakane1 | Link | Reddit Link

Decide to see the competition out there on tinder and set my setting to men. i got a super like in the
first hour and 89 likes by the end of the day. fam it is depressing out here if yyoure not at least an 8
on tinder bro, shit is skating up hill.
bo
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Mid 20s. Don't give a shit about much
112 upvotes | June 14, 2020 | by ThatOneDrunkUncle | Link | Reddit Link

I really only care about making money, setting my career up nicely, and fishing. Anyone else in a
similar boat? I'm really not into pussy anymore. Or making friends. Or partying. Just doesn't even
feel worth it to live in that scene anymore, or put in the effort to game chicks. I can't figure out if it's
nirvanna or I'm making excuses. I've gotten enough pussy to know I can whenever circumstances are
right. I spent my early 20s partying and travelling. I just don't even want to anymore. I cut out some
deadweight friends. I just want to make money, lift, and chill. Anyone feel me?
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Need advice on moving forward
112 upvotes | January 6, 2021 | by BenDoberman | Link | Reddit Link

I feel generally devastated in life, and I don't know how to take back control.
A few months ago, I saw my dad get killed by unidentified gunmen in front of my house, in front of
me and my siblings. Ever since that point, I've found it hard to do anything. I can't summon the
discipline to work out, find a job, or even do general chores.
I've spent 4 years internalizing TRP principles, and I have those principles to thank for the things I
achieved before the quarantine hit. But that one event shook me to the core, and I find it hard to
realign myself. What steps do I take?
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Becoming the man my son deserves
112 upvotes | February 18, 2021 | by JohnZoffman | Link | Reddit Link

This may end up in me rambling, but i will try to keep it simple.
Im 29, no education, working manual labour at a warehouse, have zero hobbies, 2 close friends who
have wife and kids so we dont hang much, and then I have a 5 year old son that i see every other
weekend.
All my life i have put to much focus on the wrong things, and had a really negative mindset, but im
slowly realizing, im kind of a loser, and unless i do something, i wont feel like a man my son will be
proud of.
Trying to get laid has been taken so much of my mind, and im not having any success so confidence
is rock bottom, im working on getting in shape and im gonna put girls at the bottom of my priorities
now.
Starting from scratch, how do i go about becoming a guy of value ? Education is free where i live so i
could start something, but with zero interests it may be a gamble. Also the money i get from my job
now, only covers my expenses like rent, car, food, child support, and since my kid lives 1 hour away i
need the car and money.
When my son becomes older i want to be able to teach him everything. I dont even know simple
finance shit.
I will admit i havent read the sidebar, only the part about getting over my ex, it didnt help and im still
regretting everyday i didnt treat her properly and was more aware.
All advice is appreciated
Edit : one episode really got me down. Was drinking with friend, his insanely hot sister in law was
interested in talking to me, and she even said it out loud, but i couldnt even go talk with her. Even
though i wanted.
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I'm 42, had sex with a 20 yr old Sat, now ghosted
112 upvotes | May 25, 2020 | by KidBrody77 | Link | Reddit Link

Trying to figure out where, if anywhere, I went wrong here....
About a week ago I cold approached a smoking hot 20 year old Facebook friend that is easily an HB8
or HB9. Without going into too much detail she is a college student who participates in a college
sport that is a sport I am heavily involved in (not with her or her college but in a separate capacity).
This was my obviously my "in" I used in my cold approach.
We quickly developed a strong rapport and she was soon texting me and snapping me selfies all the
time. This went on everyday all last week. At first they were quite innocent but gradually became
sexier and sexier. I've been red pilled for 3 years so I've become quite skilled at building attraction
and drawing women into my frame. At no time during our conversations over this past week did she
mention the age difference.
She lives 2 hours away but mentioned she would be at a lake near my town on Saturday for the
holiday weekend. On Saturday she started sending my selfies in her bikini from the lake. It was
obvious she was drinking and was doing some hardcore flirting with me. By Saturday evening she
was snapping me multiple full blown nudes. At this point its pretty clear to me she wants to fuck so I
ask her where she's staying that night and if she wanted to she was welcome to come over and stay at
my place since I was only 20 minutes away. She agrees and comes over about midnight.
She did the required "Ok but I'm not going to have sex with you" every female does which I just said
that's fine. Basically as soon as she gets there we start making out. Eventually all of our clothes are
off except her thong. When I go to take that off she gives me a soft no. I just said ok lets go to bed
then. We start spooning to go to sleep and a while later she's backing up on me and ends up taking
her underwear off herself and we have sex in basically every position imaginable. The next morning
she gets up and leaves. I kiss her goodbye. Life is good.
Here's where things go sideways. A few hours after she left I texted her and asked her if she was
going back home or staying in town another night. I was going to try to hook up a second date. She
simply replied with a short "IDK yet". I said ok well if you stay in town you should come stay with
me again to which she replied "Probably not. I'll probably just stay with my friend if I do". So now
I'm like WTF but I just let it go and didn't text her the rest of the day. The entire day she doesn't send
me a single text or snap...the first day since I started talking to her she hasn't done so. So finally at
9pm I texted her "Are you ok? You've been pretty quiet today?" to which she responded with a
simple "Yep" and that's all. I responded to that with "Are you sure? You seem pissed." to which she
never replied.
That was last night and she still hasn't responded nor have I sent her any other texts or snaps. Not sure
exactly where I went wrong or where I go from here. Any outside perspective on where I went wrong
or what I should do from here would be much appreciated.
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I have a lot of free time. What should I be learning how to do
they will make me money?
112 upvotes | June 12, 2020 | by j-19851 | Link | Reddit Link

Butchered title, my bad.
Basically I have a lot of free time. I’ve been living off savings for about a year but it’s starting to dry
up. I spend my days at the gym and at the range.
Now I’m thinking about learning a new skill. I am thinking software but have no idea what to learn or
where to start. The last thing I programmed was an AOL punter in 1995 using Microsoft Visual
Basic. I was 10 years old. I can learn computer shit pretty easily.
What’s “in” right now? What should I be learning in my spare time?
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Does anyone else outside of America feel like they're the only
sane one for not believing Trump is a terrible person?
112 upvotes | November 13, 2016 | by parkthebus11 | Link | Reddit Link

I come from England, and I've met one single person (a black guy, ironically) that didn't hate trump.
Everyone else says he's this and he's that without ANY reason for their critisism. Jeremy Corbyn
(leader of our prominent left wing political party) called the wall that's going to be built outrageous,
as if doing your best to keep out illegal migrants is outrageous. I think it's bizarre that no one thinks
the mans an idiot for criticizing a nations commitment to controlling their borders, the very thing that
make them a nation in the first place.
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CorporateLand: How to Interview, Survive, Thrive, Get Paid
and Have Fun in the Modern Corporate Environment.
112 upvotes | December 8, 2016 | by VasiliyZaitzev | Link | Reddit Link

CorporateLand: How to Interview, Survive, Thrive, Get Paid and Have Fun in the Modern
Corporate Environment.
CorporateLand: A Rat Race Survival Guide For New Rats
-Field Guide to Getting Ahead.
CorporateLand: How to Kill it in Your Job Interview
-A guy who interviews candidates tells you what he looks for in job interviews, and how not to fuck
yours up.
CorporateLand: How to Handle Salary Negotiations.
-How to Get Paid.
CorporateLand: How to Ask For a Raise
-How to get paid more.
CorporateLand: Restaurant Lockdown for Sales Guys
-How to look like the Duke of Cool in front of clients.
CorporateLand: The Deportment Department or How to Behave
-How to stay out of trouble in social situations at work, plus some other random stuff.
CorporateLand: Working With Working Women In The Modern Corporate Environment
-The 7 women you will meet at work.
CorporateLand: Holiday Parties
-Nobody ever got promoted at the holiday party, but plenty of people got fired. How to Not Be That
Guy.
CorporateLand: Negotiations for Business
-How to get what you want.
CorporateLand: How to Travel Like a Prince and Live Like a Maharajah
-Travel veteran explains how to use your business travel to maximize your lifestyle, Part I.
CorporateLand: How To Turn Your Hotel Into a Vacation Villa
-Travel veteran explains how to use your business travel to maximize your lifestyle, Part II.
CorporateLand: Uncle Vasya's Top Ten Books on Management
-These are in my library, and should be in yours, too.
CorporateLand: What To Do When You Get Fired or Laid Off
-What to do when shit goes wrong.
CorporateLand: After Hours
Life After 30: How to Be an Old Guy
-You have one life. Here's how to enjoy it.
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Uncle Vasya’s Guide On Dating Models
-You Landed a 10. How to keep her in line.
Uncle Vasya’s Guide to Submissive Women
-How to lead when she wants to follow.
Of Human Bondage – Uncle Vasya’s Guide for Men Who Like To Tie Up Young Ladies.
-The Field Guide to playing knotty games with naughty girls.
Uncle Vasya's Guide To Threesomes
-When It Comes To Head, Two Heads Are Better Than One
Older Men, Younger Women: How & When It Can Work
-For Older Men who prefer Younger Women, and vice versa.
Older Men, Younger Women, Part II
-More Fun With Younger Women
Uncle Vasya's Advice For Young Men
The Before Time…A TRP “Origin” Story
-A Fable About How Things Got To Where They Are.
Things My Father Taught Me: Advice for guys raised by single moms
-Fatherly Wisdom, Distilled.
The Anna Karenina Principle and the Problem of Bad Relationships
-Sometimes, Even Good Fits Are Bad Fits.
Think HORIZONTALLY, Not VERTICALLY
-Don't Become the Mayor of her FriendZone.
"Women are a Lagging Indicator" or "If You Build It, They Will Come"
-Fuck Bitches, Stack Paper.
You Never Stop Competing
-Life is About the Struggle. Here's What You Need to Know to Win.
Approach Anxiety: Faint Heart Never Fucked Fair Lady
-Take a Deep Breath, and Make It Count.
Abundance Mentality - Why It's Good For You.
-If You Really Want To Know, Go And Build It.
Uncle Vasya’s Guide to Outcome Independence or Welcome to Level 99 DGAF
-How to Rock Out With Your Cock Out
Teachable Moment: Every Encounter is an Opportunity
-Girls Are All Around You.
End Game or Handling Life on Your Own Terms
-Take a Deep Breath and Make it Count.
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Any positive LTR stories?
112 upvotes | November 26, 2018 | by ThreeEyez | Link | Reddit Link

I get it, no matter how alpha you are, your girl can cheat on you. But I feel this sub just shits on
having a girlfriend and being in a LTR. I don’t believe in getting your “dream girl” or finding that
‘unicorn’, but I do think it’s possible to find a girl who appreciates you and is viable enough to
possibly start a family with and remain monogamous. Don’t get me wrong.. fucking hoes, having
threesomes and all that is fun, but sometimes that gets old and you just want to settle down with one
girl.
Thoughts? Any positive stories anyone can share?
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Older guy at my gym recently "casually" brought up in brief
conversation to me that he pays $2300 a month child support.
What the fuck is this serious?
112 upvotes | July 26, 2018 | by bf1bro18 | Link | Reddit Link

And that he has been paying $2300 a month for the past 10 years and has 8 years left (until kids are
18). This is in Australia btw.
I was literally speechless. He also said he hasn't seen them in like 7 years too.
How in the realm of fuck is this possible?
I literally thought it was like 500/1000 a months MAX.
I will be wearing 2 condoms from now on.
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what did you all replace Porn/Video games with?
112 upvotes | April 8, 2019 | by Kn1ght0 | Link | Reddit Link

Title says it all. leave answers with a why please
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What does it feel like to have achieved a top physique?
112 upvotes | November 13, 2019 | by Goldentwocents | Link | Reddit Link

Describe that feeling of when you first realised you have finally achieved an extraordinary physique.
I guess Im fishing for some motivation here but Id love the insight into what its like.
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20M. I don't have a strong father figure. My parents (mom and
dad), treat me like a snowflake and have spoiled me . How do i
become more disciplined, masculine and tough?
111 upvotes | January 25, 2019 | by RM_Slays | Link | Reddit Link

My parents completely treat me like a snowflake. We are broke but my parents never made me work
for anything. From my childhood, i got everything i wanted without having to ask twice. I never had
to worry during my childhood days but this is becoming a problem for me now.
I cannot confront anyone. I am very very soft. I feel bad about very small things. I am the definition
of a nice guy. When someone roast me in my group i don't have anything to say. And even if i say
something they say something even better. I am underconfident, insecure, indisciplined, lazy. From
age 10, i failed on every of my exam(except board exams), still my parents never told me anything.
And this is ruining my life.
How do i change myself? I have tried with changing everything at once but i usually quit after day 2
or 3. I want to become a man. I want to become someone like Jocko Willink, Jason Statham, Vladmir
Putin. Can you guys guide me, please?
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Good red pill channels on youtube
111 upvotes | February 25, 2019 | by CristianoRonaldoSi | Link | Reddit Link

Hello started watching Alpha Male Strategies on youtube and really enjoy his views and opinions. I
think he is spot on with TRP (correct me if I am wrong tho) but want to know which other channels I
should check out? Thank you!
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Overwhelming amount of women claiming they’ve been sexual
assaulted
111 upvotes | June 3, 2020 | by southflsup | Link | Reddit Link

Do you guys believe all the women who claim they’ve been sexually assaulted in their life? Just
looking through twitter recently , and I was overwhelmed by the amount of girls I went to middle
school / high school with who claim they were sexually assaulted. It’s an extremely high percentage,
maybe 8 or 9 in every 10 girls will admit they’ve been sexually assaulted in their past. Could this
percentage actually be true , or are a lot of these females simply categorizing sexual assault as
something as harmless as cat-calling , etc. Would love to here TRP’s views on this.
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I found a girl with an EXTREME scarcity mindset. Is this a
good or bad thing?
111 upvotes | April 23, 2020 | by PhysicistPro17 | Link | Reddit Link

She’s very traditional in her values.
Like she’s 22 and she will do ANYTHING for me, partly, because she’s afraid she’ll never meet
someone else as good as me.
Is this a good or bad thing?
Edit: Didn’t expect the comments. Here’s some feedback to clear up the situation. I’m mostly asking
for perspectives, not advice.
1) at first I didn’t even know that the fuck a unicorn was... I had to look it up. No I don’t think she’s
that and I don’t think she’s perfect. its a stretch for you to assume I did.
2) Weve been fucking for almost a year, no real intentions on LTR or marriage (some guy mentioned
me pushing for marriage?). That’s a dumbass assumption and I don’t know why you guys think I’m
trying to LTR her.
3) Yes she is BPD confirmed. For those of you who are scared shitless of BPD women, I’ve
maximized my benefits from out relationship. You guys just need to know how to control BPD
women and don’t be so fucking emotionally manipulated
4)
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The current sentiment in TRP is disturbing
111 upvotes | April 3, 2020 | by machocornflakes | Link | Reddit Link

I’ll be straight.
I’ve been gone here for a while, focused on my life, my fitness, my career. Center stage, me.
I’ve sorted a daily routine which made me better as a person.
I’ve upped my fitness (here is some proof)
I moved from working at a pension fund because I was asked as CTO/partner for another company.
Initiated an investment group with a few finance stars I met along the way.
Life is good, money is good, women are great.
TRP has taught me timeless lessons, ever grateful.
Scrolling through the posts brings me to recognize victim roles being displayed.
I don’t know about you, but I vibe with all my plates.
TRP showed me how women are, but I don’t hate it. They are just like that, nothing wrong there.
Deal with it, how you react is on you. If you react negatively, this is your problem.
Women look for leaders, they are a +1, that’s their nature. It’s just how they are.
It’s obvious they want the best man.
I also see the general sentiment that you have to make up a story and construct a house of cards with
lies.
No, if you’re doing that, your life sucks. Go find something to do with your life.
If you are uninteresting, that’s YOUR fault.
Figure out what you want to do with life, write it down, plan it through, act on it, and don’t be a bitch
about it.
It’s 10x easier for me to have a great life and be genuine about it than it is to construct a book of lies
which I have to keep track of with every chick I know.
Women are secondary, when you put the focus you do on women on yourself, along the way women
come to you. Once you gain traction, you will have magnetism. Shit comes to you man.
Also, women ARE abundant, it’s not about trying to think that way, it‘s just a FACT.
I go to clubs and I chose.
You’re the fucking captain of your ship, no woman wants to get on a stranded ship, nor one with
holes, nor one that is going to somewhere uninteresting, nor one where the captain is a negative bitch.
Be fucking grateful for who you are, where you are, what you have, what you can do, and what you
want to do.
Mods, I can’t post on TRP (my time inactive) and I need to get back to my life, but if this reaches a
few twats, I’ll deem it successful.
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Dad is dead
111 upvotes | December 28, 2020 | by Guinnessthemenace2 | Link | Reddit Link

Pops was an alpha in many respects, killed men for a living. I singlehandedly put his suffering at ease
during the hardest of his 16 year battle with cancer, after on and off deployments as a leader of
special operations.
Struggling to get a good bearing on the path ahead. Obviously I’ve been lifting, getting rich with the
company I partner, and moving to a new city.
Other than that it’s been grinding me down. I grieve and cry, if someone wants to say that’s not a
man thing to do, I feel sorry for you and feel grateful for you. I’m happy you don’t have that kind of
pain, loss, or hardship. He was a man who led men into war. I was with him every day in hospice (
last place he wanted to be ) until the bitter end.
My question is, how do I move past this. I’m feeling it hard and heavy. I’ve read all the shit and been
here a while. How the fuck do I go forward in some meaningless shit to get laid while I couldn’t give
a fuck?
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Gf blocked me on her instagram stories
111 upvotes | April 30, 2021 | by Hairy_Satisfaction36 | Link | Reddit Link

I got a notification a few days ago from instagram saying she posted a story, i went to look at it
shortly after and it didnt show up. I asked her why she deleted it and she said she didnt feel like
keeping it up. Didnt think much of it at it the time but then it happened again two days later. I think
shes blocking me from her story selectively. And she said a guy messaged her asking for nudes on
instagram right around this time i find that odd. Thinking about downgrading her to a plate shes been
acting strange, not calling as much and taking a long time to reply to texts etc
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Co-worker accused me of staring at her ass (lifeguarding) Why
are they like this?
111 upvotes | December 8, 2018 | by Joeatomic | Link | Reddit Link

I had a morning shift today and the co-worker was doing a private swimming lesson with a kid. I was
guarding and looking at everyone in the water (scanning) to make sure no one is drowning.
Everything is good. My shift ends and I swim for 30 minutes in the lap lanes. Once I get out, my co-
worker is on the life guard stand (working her shift) and tells me to come over to her. She asks me
why I was staring at her ass when she was in the pool. I literally had no idea what she was talking
about. She said she SAW me staring LMFAO. I said she probably wanted me to stare, but I wasn’t,
and I was focusing on doing my job. I then said something like, “Sad how I’m minding my own
business lifeguarding and swimming, and then you come out of nowhere and make a lie like this. On
everything that is holy (she’s catholic) I wasn’t staring, you’re strange.” She then just said “sorry.”
Why do they have to make shit up out of thin air?
P.S. There’s cameras recording everything, so if she takes it up to higher management I’m safe.
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I stuck my dick in a crazy, clingy girl. How to save my ass?
110 upvotes | August 12, 2018 | by ALPHAapprentice | Link | Reddit Link

Long story short, I met this girl on Tinder and she agreed to come to my place where we had sex.
Right away, she made sexual moves on me which led to the act. After we were done, we were lying
in bed and she was showing me pictures on her phone. Turns out, this chick fucking screenshot and
saved all of my Tinder profile pictures onto her device and she already told her family and friends
about me and told me about us going on long adventures together and is making legitimate plans. To
add fuel to the fire, she literally drove two hours from her hometown to my city just to see me and all
of this happened in less than 72 hours. The cherry on top? She initially did not want to use a condom
until I stopped her and put it on myself...
How do I ghost her to avoid legal trouble?
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is anyone having a hard time finding male friends after you got
muscular and better good looking ?
110 upvotes | January 8, 2020 | by herrazki | Link | Reddit Link

Since I got jacked and changed my entire wardrobe and took care myself, I became muscular and
good looking, I am having hard time finding male friends, it wasn’t like this before, when I didn’t
used to lift and look like a shit and smoked weed, I had lot of male friends and keeping them around
was no problem, but since I raised my smv I find it harder to find male friends that I enjoy of course,
I am still in college and tried my best to be friends with guys but they all they do is make short
conversations and avoid me, now it’s pretty obvious that’s it’s about the way I look, even in my
student job a girl told me ‘’ I don’t know why men hate you’’ she finally said ‘’ it’s jealousy they are
envious’ ( some guy probably told her that he hate me because she was the one to start this topic),
Last time there was a party every other guy was invited but me, I never gave up but today I was really
frustrated, so I tried again and started talking to this guy in my college , we really was connecting, but
as soon he saw how ladies talk to me and how fit and well dressed I was, all his attitude changed
towards me , fu** déjà vu, it really sucks not having close male friends, because there is lot of thing I
don’t find myself comfortable telling to women who are really receptive to me. why some men have
to be like this ? acting all insecure when I start to talk to them in front of their female friends or
girlfriends, even this guy is the gym who I always initiate conversations with him and compliment
him, as soon his girl come, avoid eye contact with me and even stopped talking to me, there is also
this guy in work who stopped talking to me because I Talked to his ex, just talked I swear !! and
countless of stories like this, it seems that they respect me more for looking more strong but damn I
can feel the envy and the mate guarding. I am not an asshole when it come to male friends, when I am
talking to a male in front of other girls I always try to compliment him and not to bring him down,
but it’s like a dead end. guys see me now as thereat for the reproductions chances and not a potential
male friend.
where to meet close male friends who accept the way you are ? and if you have one? how did you do
it ?
I talking about close male friend, not a just a guy who you talk to the gym or work from time to time .
sorry for any grammer mistake, english is not my first language
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What was life like in the 1950's before the sexual revolution?
110 upvotes | June 21, 2019 | by knowledgeseeker999 | Link | Reddit Link

What happened to a women if she had a child outside of marriage? What happened to men that left
there families What happened to people that had a divorce? Would they become social pariahs?
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Bad social skills, low self-esteem, passive. What can I do?
110 upvotes | November 19, 2019 | by lesstalkmoaction | Link | Reddit Link

Good hygiene, good looking, I've been lifting for 7 years and have a lean and muscular physique.
It's difficult for me to make friends. I'm quiet especially in groups and with people who do not show
interest towards me. I am scared to talk and be ignored or be judged and made fun of
It's difficult for me to be comfortable in my skin and have fun.
How can I improve? Are there any good resources that will give me good advice to change?
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Outlook on women
110 upvotes | December 26, 2019 | by Nastynatee | Link | Reddit Link

Its safe to say I'm thru the rage/depression phase that most people go through when they first start to
actually internalize TRP. My question is, has TRP fucked up the way you now look at women? Its
awful for me cuz now the last year I just look at most of them w distrust out the gate and some slight
disdain for them. I was bs'n w a friend over xmas listening to him whine about his gf and I said "if
they're not related to you or there under the age of 65 they're all selfish ignorant pigs". That's a bit
strong lol but more or less this is how I feel about them... not sure where things go next. I still fuck,
still have my eye on a couple others and maintain a couple plates but TRP has completely changed
how I look at them. I do not want a relationship, I do not want to get close with them or even "build"
anything with them anymore. The idea of that is laughable to me now. Its almost as if I'm putting on a
bit of an act when I'm around them cuz if I didn't I would prob be seen as a total asshole. Cant have
that lol. Just seeing what other perspectives you guys have and how it changed things. Thanks guys.
Hope the holidays are treating u all well
Edit- Thank you , sincerely for all these replies. They are very helpful. ��
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Tinder to roll out height verification but still no weight
verification. Thoughts?
110 upvotes | March 30, 2019 | by linkofinsanity19 | Link | Reddit Link

Figured someone else might also be able to laugh out of this.
https://blog.gotinder.com/introducing-height-verification/
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How do I make the first move without being creepy when a girl
invites me to her home?
110 upvotes | March 21, 2019 | by MandigoFalcon | Link | Reddit Link

So a girl invited me to her house for snacks, asked me to sit on the couch with her so I'm more
comfortable while we were watching a movie, asked me where I was going when I announced my
intention to leave. I left without making a move and she ghosted me after that. I didn't even realize I
was supposed to make a move until I made a post about it on this sub.
This is not the first time this is happening. On Valentine's day, a different girl invited me to her
house, we had chocolate and watched a movie and I left afterwards. I was lucky to be invited for the
second time and I would have left after the movie if she didn't say "I hope you're not planning to go
back home this time"
How do I make a first move without turning out creepy or awkward and the girl is not
uncomfortable? In this #metoo era, I can't be careful enough. Is it even possible to rectify my
stupidity with the girl that ghosted me? Any advice or tip is appreciated and I'm particularly curious
to read a woman's perspective on this.
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Dudes who used to have short fuses, how did you evolve to
DGAF over moderate to highly fuse-lighting stuff?
110 upvotes | August 16, 2019 | by javascript_dev | Link | Reddit Link

I've been successful dropping my reactivity to the petty irritations in life like people being obnoxious
in traffic, in line etc. But when confronted or antagonized my dad's rage still comes through.
I'm not doing the whole health professional visits, I'm pretty self sufficient with most things if I can
work out a plan. This issue is one that cuts deep though. Have you other former hot heads been able
to tone down your explosive tempers? If so how did you go about it and what tips do you have to
offer?
Here are a few things on my list

Reflect on what the trigger was, and what about it upsets me (this one really helps especially
done at home in my journal)
Catch yourself carrying anger around, that's when you're most vulnerable to blowing up on the
next thing
Being cheery about something helps in the other direction. Probably good in the long term to
correct being overly triggered by stuff. I have a hobby writing jokes which makes me more
sensitive to the comedies hidden everywhere in life, when I adopt that mindset I have a much
easier time laughing about dumb shit.
When all else fails I try to breathe for 5 while blanking out my mind and focusing on the
breaths
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Guys kissing girls at the bar/club immediately after meeting?
110 upvotes | August 8, 2019 | by MarvelousWhale | Link | Reddit Link

Was picking up my roommate who got drunk at a bar while she was hanging out after work with her
co-workers.
While she's running her drunken mouth off about what went down, something that caught my
attention came up, she is telling me this one girl, who's a solid 7 to me, and another girl who I've slept
with before who's a 6, were kissing these two guys they'd just met at the bar. They're all getting drunk
and having a great time when my roommate finds out the one girl has a boyfriend and the guy she's
making out with and making plans to go somewhere later has a fianceé. The other girl I smashed
previously, I don't care about, I ghosted her 6 weeks ago.
My question gents, is what are these guys doing to pull this off with women to get to this stage with
them within minutes of meeting? I haven't known or met anyone whose ever been able to do this
insta-bang or insta-kiss move, but I've seen it firsthand and I've heard about it from women.
We all know women aren't just okay with it, they actively encourage their peers to kiss guys, so long
as the guy has high enough smv to warrant the confident move. But what's the guy doing in this
scenario? Agree and amplify x10 speed? Is there a method?
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Girl says "I won't have sex with you, but I'll give you a
blowjob", while in bed
110 upvotes | September 15, 2019 | by goldenflourish | Link | Reddit Link

I've had two girls the past two pulls (nightgame) say this to me while we're in my bed. Almost
verbatim, the same thing. Then subsequently blocking much access to the pussy (I usually try to
finger to warm a girl up to sex).
Got blowjobs. But no sex happened either time.
What the hell gives? And how do I get past this bizarre LMR?
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7 Women To Avoid/Next Immediately (Answer to 90% of
questions posed here.)
110 upvotes | May 18, 2017 | by Il128 | Link | Reddit Link

[removed]
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Why do I always lose interest in an LTR?
110 upvotes | April 20, 2021 | by AnonBro34333 | Link | Reddit Link

Doesn’t matter how high quality they are - how driven, attractive, how great they are as a person.
After several months I eventually lose interest. I.E - no desire to have sex, always on the prowl for
other chicks (though I wouldn’t cheat), show them zero affection.
After the relationship ends I always realize how great they were even though I could never
acknowledge it during the relationship.
Is this an issue within myself?
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How to tell bro to move on from imaginary pussy
110 upvotes | May 16, 2020 | by amphix339 | Link | Reddit Link

My bro went on exchange and got a girl. Dope shit, he was travelling the continent and had pussy on
demand. I was proud when he told me he almost had a threesome at the request of his girl.
Now he's back due to Covid and he's still in a "long distance relationship". One side of me really
wants to tell him she just wanted to have fun with him while she was on exchange, do drugs and get
loose. And that now that he is back its time to let go and focus on real pussy. But another side wants
to let it play out and have him figure it out himself because I don't want to step boundaries.
I would go for the latter option 99% of the time but I really love the guy, he's a long time homie.
Can u teach someone the pill or does one have to find it himself?
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The more I understand female nature, the more I want to avoid
females completely ?
110 upvotes | June 18, 2021 | by helpfulguy2 | Link | Reddit Link

Is this the wrong mindset. The more knowledgeable I become with trp and girls, the more I see how
rare it is to find a unicorn and how much of a waste of time, energy and resource it is. Literally if the
crave for sex wasn’t there, I wouldn’t step 100 m next to a girl in terms of a romantic relationship. I
am not hating on the female gender, I understand males and females both have our pros and cons, but
relationship wise it seems to me women don’t benefit men in almost no way other then sex. Does
anyone else think like this?
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What's with the zoomers saying "simp" all the time lately?
110 upvotes | March 12, 2020 | by Drainstink | Link | Reddit Link

I don't know how or when this got tendy but i noticed it's a popular meme now to call people simps
and to preach on how not to be a simp. even women are using the word orbiter all of a sudden.
This is primarily in the 18-23 crowd though. Why did this catch on so suddenly? It's kind of annoying
because they are all very much blue pilled still
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"Hoe Stage"
109 upvotes | March 11, 2020 | by panic119 | Link | Reddit Link

So I recently had a plate that said " These are the best years of my life and I just want to spend them
going out and partying" Clearly translated to I want Chad's to fuck my holes till I'm to old and settle
down.
I looked her in the eyes and just grinned and felt like she knew I saw right through her. Honostly died
a little bit inside. What's your guys experience with this sort of thing?
Also, just go on twitter and search up tweets with the words "hoe stage" and you'd be suprised.
Any experience with woman saying this indirectly??
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how do I get through to my simp, beta, BP cousin? he's putting
both of us in jeopardy with his stupidity.
109 upvotes | November 23, 2020 | by PayneGreyWolf | Link | Reddit Link

Last October my cousin and I went to a club and there was this girl outside the doors, within an hour
she was back at the spot and we both fucked her. During, there was a situation where I noticed a rip
in the top of the condom (mid stroke) and I mentioned it and she was like "whatever, your fault".
Before she left she added me on Snapchat and I never cared to reach out though the pussy was good.
lately she's been posting baby pics, of her newly born kid, to Snapchat and one particular post caught
my attention, saying the baby was now a few months old, I did the math and the months old puts the
date the baby was conceived (sperm + egg) back in October or November of last year.
I showed my cousin this and he thought to add her to his Snap.
My cousin: he is in his early 30s, and a bonafide simp that doesn't want to accept it. he already has a
trash baby mom who fucked another guy while they were broken up for a few months and had a kid
by him. he's said stupid shit to me before like "if it wasn't for my money these hoes wouldn't give me
the time of day, I'm just an average dude". he's not a multimillionaire, he makes 60k. Good money,
but he has 2 kids of his own by the trash baby mom. he pays for pussy and is always fucking it up
with women because he talks too much. Everytime he deals with a girl it becomes a situation where
she's looking for money out of him without giving him shit.
Apparently the girl and my cousin have been talking on Snap and he just told me, like it's a fucking
badge of honor, "guess who I'm going on a date with. The girl".
I don't think she knows who the baby daddy is. I warned him that the math puts the baby's conception
around the time we met her. his response?
"sheeit... if it is one of ours, it's family"
Q: But what if she tries pinning it on you?
"money is meant to be spent. Don't worry about it." (coming from a person with a trash baby mom
already).
how do I sabotage or get through to his ass. Please. I feel like this situation is a Pandora's box.
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Anyone else not give a fuck about politics?
109 upvotes | June 4, 2020 | by ThrowawaySitevhy | Link | Reddit Link

I cringe whenever I see cuckservatives try to equate RP with conservatives. Conservatives preach
marriage and traditionalism. Marriage is a bad deal for men and it's a tool used by women to trap beta
males. AWALT.
I never vote in elections. I don't give a fuck about left wing or right wing politics.
I'm just wondering whether anyone else here doesn't vote either? I cringe at people trying to co opt
this place for politics.
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How do you activate her inner slut?
109 upvotes | June 7, 2020 | by suddenlyChad | Link | Reddit Link

I'm sure all women would want an attractive man to go dirty on them, no matter how prude they are
of how conservative their culture is.
I'm right now raising my SMV in all possible areas - fitness, style etc and got my teeth fixed and I'm
getting IOIs basically stares and smiles from random girls walking on the street.
What kind of game do you need to have to be very sexual in nature without being creepy and in a
way that a girl would love? I'm watching RSD Tyler videos for inspiration, but are there any good
posts here about how to being assertively sexual with chicks?
Thanks
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What red pills were the toughest for you to swallow?
109 upvotes | December 30, 2020 | by MichaelLifeLessons | Link | Reddit Link

/r/asktrp/comments/kndoga/what_red_pills_were_the_toughest_for_you_to/
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If a girl likes you will she beta bux aka simp for you.
109 upvotes | April 13, 2020 | by Cahoots32 | Link | Reddit Link

[removed]
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Is it bad to be motivated by anger and rejection?
109 upvotes | March 29, 2021 | by FitnessCoderX | Link | Reddit Link

Hello, I am a 17 year old teenager who for my entire high school life has encountered immense
bullying. In 2017 when I was 15 i moved in with my Dad and went to an entirely new state to start
high school. There I didn’t fit in at all. I was incredibly lonely but make friends.
However I was bullied for practically 3 years. People used to make fun of my dark skin, body
composition( I used to have male boobs and one time a girl noticed them and laughed at me in front
of the whole class). I was called Mr.PoPo from dragon ball Z, I was called ugly multiple times. Last
year through it was the worst it had ever been. One of my”friends” invited me to a party and when I
got there I was immediately called ugly.
It was so bad, almost everyone in that damn party roasted the fuck outta me and called me the ugliest
guy alive. It didn’t stop from there either throughout the first half of my junior year multiple people
called me ugly. One time a random person in the bathroom looked at me and called me ugly. This one
dude called me ugly in front of a bunch of girls too. Practically almost everyone in my classes roasted
me and called me ugly. The made fun of my durag all the time and joked about how I never took it
off. It was practically a personality trait that I was ugly. It got so bad one time one person told me I’d
never find love. Girls even rejected me and called me ugly as well. I remember this one time I joked
and kinda flirted with a girl and she said “get away from me”, not only did she say that two people
behind me laughed at me for what I did.
I told myself that enough was enough. I got sick and tired of having assholes say things about me so I
started working out at the gym and at home. I lose weight, learned about nofap, raised my GPA,
learned about cold showers, meditation, and learned about computer programming. I ever got a new
haircut and felt really good about myself.
The day after I got a haircut and returned to school it was like I was a different person. Everyone and
I mean everyone noticed and gave me compliments. Some people I didn’t even know noticed me.
Random girls also found me attractive for the first time in my life.Those bullies were actually nice to
be now, but I knew they were all jerks.
During the first few months of quarantine I decided to become better at life than those who bullied
me. I confined to learn about programming and math and now am working toward a career in
software engineering. I workout 5 days a week and feel almost amazing about myself.
However I’ve developed this insane drive and motivation to prove them wrong. Everyday I wake up I
remind myself of what they did to me, and use that as fuel to crush everything in my way. I’m
motivated my a huge anger and resentment to become a better individual than those who make fun of
me. I think I’m losing myself being this disciplined and motivated but I can’t stop. I honestly want to
crush them and be so great in life and career that I can make fun of them the way they did me. Is this
bad motivation?
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"You don't text much" and another shit test
109 upvotes | August 5, 2019 | by GirTheRobot | Link | Reddit Link

I just said "Yeah I don't like texting all that much" and kept making out with her instead. She said
after "well you should cause I'm usually bored at such and such time." She'll randomly text me
throughout the day with a "hey :)" and I usually just respond with logistics lol. Like "Hey (her name)
I was thinking we do this and that etc." and she'll usually respond with "yeah that sounds fun" or
whatever.
I think I'm just going to keep only (mostly) texting for logistics. This was our second date and she
seems into me. Actions over words and all that right? And as we all know if I give her what she
wants and fall into her frame she'll just be less into me right?
She also said earlier that I "frustrate" her, but she said this while smiling and laughing and pulling
away from a kiss. When I asked why she said she didn't know why, which frustrates her more. What
does this mean? This was before she mentioned the whole texting thing, which could be why she's
frustrated?
Thanks dudes.
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Whats with this 'warrior' thing?
109 upvotes | September 25, 2019 | by masterpiece00 | Link | Reddit Link

Is this some new RP meme getting spread? -- people in posts saying they "are a warrior" and 'were
born as warriors but beta brainwashing has made them forget' -?
Seems to be seriously deluded and fucking hilarious, men jumping in their car dressed up going to the
supermarket "Ya but really i'm a dragonslayer warrior behind my cultural programming dude"
even the most alpha you can think is not - A warrior.
The last thing we need more of are womanly here me roar BS fantasies.
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What do I do in university?
109 upvotes | September 4, 2019 | by tai_kuen | Link | Reddit Link

I just started university and am wondering what’s the best way to meet girls and make new friends.
I’m here alone and don’t know anyone so I don’t know how to start. I tried introducing myself to
other people and making small talk, but I’m not sure how to make them my actual friends. And do I
just walk up to random girls and talk to them? What happens after I talk to them? A rough step by
step guide would help, and sorry for the autism.
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Suicide note from my deceased GF - proves AWALT. What to
make of it?
109 upvotes | January 10, 2020 | by lolurfucked | Link | Reddit Link

if u dont know what im talking about u might wanna see my last post. my girl took her life just a little
while ago, turns out she left a suicide note but her mom showed it to me only today. im translating
the part that was about me.
"dear :myname:, i love you more than anything in this world, but i cannot hold out much longer, the
depression is killing me. i cant talk to u, since u cannot save me, but i dont want to leave u clueless so
im confessing. u are the love of my life - that being said, i want to confess - i am cheating on u. i dont
love him, he just had something in the moment that made me feel a little bit alive. i didnt want u to
find out about my condition, so i just talked to him and everything just followed. dont hate me, just
remember me, ur the love of my life. even tho u dont, i still hope there is an afterlife and i will see u
there and have one more chance for forgiveness. dont let my death be the end of ur feelings. love
another one, just keep me in ur thoghts. urs forever, :hername:.
i have mixed feelings, this hurts more than her death, god fucking help me, i love and hate her at the
same time. with her mental condition, i cant make anything out of it.
i forgive her. i know no unicorns exist but this shit still hurts. do u think she really spoke from the
heart or is this the guilt/depression talking?
no chance for me to guess what was going in her head in the last moments, so i need an opinion from
someone whos distant from the situation.
mods, if im messing up the sub by being a lil bitch feel free to remove the post.
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Plates with fucked up backgrounds behaving better?
109 upvotes | January 26, 2020 | by Former-Rabbit | Link | Reddit Link

It's an observation that I've had in the last couple years of actively spinning plates. Very often it turns
out that well-behaved women (ones that defer to male authority, appreciate the time you invest in
them, not leech off you, etc.) had some pretty fucked up events in the past. Abuse, bullying, growing
up dirt-poor, etc.
I do not in any way condone abuse of women, but it does give off the impression that nowadays
women have such inflated egos that to bring out even an inkling of humility in them, they need to be
SEVERELY beaten down by life.
I have yet to meet a hot chick with an untroubled past that doesn't act like a brat.
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How did you kill your beta
109 upvotes | April 15, 2019 | by SameArmy | Link | Reddit Link

I’ve been in redPill for a while and I’m trying to raise SMV and genuinely build a life worth living. I
don’t really care for getting bitches- I’m not in any position to peacock and chase empty goals like
most of my peers at age 22.
I’ve done a great job at getting in shape and I’m deep in the process of trying to kill the beta (One of
my favorite Rollo posts) but it’s really hard. Everyone around me is chasing the typical girls/useless
Ph.D. academia stuff and quite frankly it makes a bit lonely since it feels like I’m the only one going
the other direction.
It’s so tempting to pick up the Xbox and play a match. But I don’t – I read instead.
It’s so tempting to consume lots of junk, but I don’t. I drink green shakes instead.
It’s so tempting to degrade back into social media, but I don’t. I stay off except for one messaging
app to keep in touch with everyone.
It’s like trying to choke out your old self and their putting up a decent fight and beta you is about to
go for your eyeball and you are just wringing its neck as hard as you can and hope they run out of
oxygen before they can do crazy damage on the way out.
I’ve tried to go back but the handful of times I’ve tried it…It never feels fulfilling anymore- I used to
consume gaming content all the time- now I’m lucky to run into a trailer on YouTube during
commercials. I can’t believe I wasted so much of my teens paying attention and getting hyped over
this nonsense. Same goes for every other bad behavior I’ve mentioned- it feels like crack cocaine-
I’m not trying to get hooked again.
To those who were at a similar point in their journey- what drove it over the edge and finally choked
out the beta for you? How did you handle going solo in your own direction? What did you replace it
with?
Greatly appreciated, thanks.
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Guys, i'm broken, would love to hear from you...
109 upvotes | April 16, 2019 | by KaRzual | Link | Reddit Link

Dear TRP,

I'm a man in my early 20's. I've been following the subreddit for like 3 years now. For sure it changed
me positively in many ways. But i'm devastated. For some time i feel like i can't hold it. I need help.
I'm going through therapy for over a year now. I have my ups and downs, but downs are very
heartbreaking.

TRP learned me how to escalate, how to get balls and approach a girl. I've followed it and i'm
currently in close to one year relationship. But it's killing me. When i don't feel like i'm important to
my gf i feel lonely, anxious and really sad. Like no reason to live. I'm coming from broken family, no
contact with my mother for 4 years now. I miss mom's love. Through therapy i know it's never
coming back, can't expect it from ANYONE else. Yet i crave it. Yet when i feel i might annoy my
girl i play it hard, but crumble inside. Shaking deep down.
I want to get over it. Still feel emotions, love, hate, happiness, sadness, but i want to find a way out of
this. Typing this arleady helped me feel a little better. I hope some of you can relate and maybe share
some of your stories overcoming feelings of not being enough, feeling empty, being worried what my
girlfriend thinks of me, feeling child-like anxiety (I would explain that feeling on an example of a
child that does not want to upset his parent. I feel this in man - woman relation).

Sometimes i just want someone who can hold my back and tell me everything is going to be ok. I just
feel not strong enough to deal with this life like that. I know it's naive to think that someone may
bring happiness for me, but damn, i'd love to live in this BP reality vision with loving caring girl...
Thank you.
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If you haven't been laid in 7 years, should you lie to women
when you start dating again?
109 upvotes | March 27, 2019 | by E46M54 | Link | Reddit Link

I went MGTOW, bought property, bought toys, focused on my hobbies, got jacked, read philosophy,
etc. Gave up on women completely though. Now after 7 years I realize complete isolation from
women isn't healthy. I may be far too socially gone to get a real girlfriend, but I believe I can get laid.
If the topic does come up, is it better to lie and say I've had some type of intimate relationship/s
within the past few years?
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What exactly is it that all these supposed “asshole” boyfriends
do to make their girls so fucking mad?
109 upvotes | July 1, 2019 | by Onidramon | Link | Reddit Link

The reason I ask this is because even though I can’t imagine being emotionally invested enough to
get into a literal screaming match with a woman over whatever, I can’t help but be morbidly
fascinated by what leads up to these volcanic emotional eruptions.
I feel like that ability these guys seemingly have to create strong emotional turbulence in women is an
interesting tool to examine and I’m wondering if anyone has examples of it. How exactly does it even
start? What is it just like a difference of opinion that swiftly escalates? Like she tells him to pick up a
shoe or stop scrolling on his phone or something and he says “nah nigga” and it’s off to the races?
Is it really just as simple as him casually existing while simply not doing what she wants him to do?
Is it really even the guy himself or just an emotionally volatile girl being a girl in general?
Within my personal flavor of frame way over here, I just can’t for the life of me picture exactly how
these intense fights between other couples get heated up. In my experience, if me and a woman have
a conflict of interest about something, then I just do what I want and that’s the end of it. If she wants
to get goofy about it and go do something stupid then that's on her. There’s not gonna be this big
drawn out theatrical clash full of mutual name calling and hand throwing between us, because who
the fuck cares? Who has time and energy for that?
This relationship dynamic is truly not my style at all, but nevertheless, the results speak for
themselves. These perpetually pissed off chicks stick to these guys they fight with like their cocks are
made of gorilla glue and gain an addiction to complaining about it all the way to the end. Suffice to
say I'm curious. What are some specific ways that these passionate couple fights begin?
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How do I be alpha without being a narcissist?
109 upvotes | December 19, 2019 | by pornodio | Link | Reddit Link

So I've been lurking for a long time now and reading all the material I can here but honestly I'm still
confused on one major factor: how can I be alpha without being a pure narcissist?
I understand that women want to have the kids of alphas, which are dudes with dark triad
personalities, ie: narcissism, psychopathy, and machiavellianism. And in terms of settling down they
want a guy who is beta which basically means gives a shit about her and provides for her and protects
her, but doesn't give her the actual full on attraction an alpha does, which is why women resent their
husbands and cheat.
So basically if I am either of these, I can't have an actually happy relationship because I'm either up
my own asshole and incapable of empathy or care for another person, or I'm a cuck. ie: a "bad boy" or
a "nice guy" and both sounds like losers to me, just in different ways.
I know a lot of guys here promote being as alpha as humanly possible, but being any of the three dark
triad traits is not a good thing. Being a dark triad is a mental disorder on the extreme and those are
not traits that will lead to a happy life, unless you consider being a sociopath a happy life. It'll get you
laid a ton but I have other things in life I value besides pulling in as many sluts as I can at the cost of
my soul and I actually want a relationship. However, as a beta I'll always be resented and cucked and
cheated/divorce raped, which is a nightmare.
Is it possible to achieve both the positive of alpha and beta or is being a man basically choosing one
of these paths and sticking with the fucked up life? I haven't seen this addressed much because most
of the guys here just want to get as much pussy as physically possible and the few LTR threads I
come across seem to treat relationships like sex dispensers and claim any amount of emotional
connection at all is a failure. I'd appreciate some insight on this, thank you.
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(UPDATE) Accidentally matched with an 18 year old on
Tinder...she's still in High School...I'm 27
109 upvotes | June 12, 2017 | by Atticus_Crowley | Link | Reddit Link

Enough of ya'll commented in the original thread, figured ya'll deserved an update.
Upon reflecting and realizing that I didn't really care about the "weirdness" of it, and just wanted to
get my dick wet, eventually we met up, I checked her ID (she only turned 18 last month!) and as
predicted she seemed to just really want someone to smoke her up. I said I had some bud up in my
bedroom and well....one thing lead to another.
I'll spare the explicit details, but will say it felt weird at first because she seemed really nervous when
we were making out, but maybe she's just not much of a kisser because all that shyness went away
when I told her to blow me. And gotta say....holy shit that pussy was tight. Been a long time since
since I've nutted that quickly.
Anyways, I find out after the fact she has a boyfriend and she wants to be loyal. I say ok. She says
"we can still chill though :)" I say, "Yeahhh...I don't see that happening anytime soon. Gimme a shout
when your situation changes." And a couple days later she's already hittin me up.
Girl is probably gonna be more drama than she's worth, but she's got a tight ass and enjoys being a
slut...and she lives like 4 minutes from me, so gonna enjoy this until it becomes to troublesome.
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My gf exhibits inappropriate behavior around homosexual men
109 upvotes | August 27, 2018 | by RexPillerson | Link | Reddit Link

The other night I went to a gay club with my gf for her birthday. We are both straight but she had 2
gay friends who came with us so we decided to check the place out. I have been with her for about 6
months and thought that she was great and she checked all the boxes for a LTR. This night however
she was acting like I've never seen her act before. She was talking to every gay dude at this club like
they were best friends. They were flirting with her and would be touching her hair, touching her
thighs and picking her up and spinning her around, and she was loving it. She has never done that at a
normal bar/club, but because these guys were gay she seemed to allow it. I was so fucking
embarrassed by the way she was acting with these gay dudes in front of me. Her behavior was so
noticeable that 3 of HER friends came up to me and said "are you okay with that?"Obviously I wasn't
but I can't control her and I don't even try to control her so I just gave them a neutral answer.
The way I handled the situation was to not mate guard at all. I just observed her behavior, decided to
dread her by not looking at her, not touching her, and not giving her the slightest bit of attention.
Then later that night I told her that I am no longer interested in being with her.
My question is was I too harsh in completely cutting off an otherwise great 6 month relationship with
this girl because of how she was acting with these homosexuals. Personally I don't care what your
sexual orientation is, I don't like it if a guy is touching you inappropriately and you allow it to
happen. But I could just be over reacting. I honestly don't think she would cheat on me, that's not the
problem. The problem was how she chose to behave around these gay men. She thinks that just
because they're gay it's fine to flirt with them. Keep in mind she NEVER acts this way with straight
men. Any input would be greatly appreciated.
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How to deal with aggressive men?
109 upvotes | September 30, 2018 | by enterim | Link | Reddit Link

Yesterday I went back home from an night out. It was 4 a.m. and the railway station was busy
because everyone tried to go home.
I noticed 3 arab / turkish men harassing a younger woman who clearly felt unsecure and was in fear.
She tried to get away from those guys but they followed her and were really aggressive.
Literally no one had the balls to say something. There was a group of 6 "men" right beside me and
they were talking about how it WOULD be the right thing to help her. Everyone noticed, but no one
did something.
I went there and told the guys that they should leave if they do not want problems. I do not know but
in my experience dogs that bark do not bite, so when stuff like that happens I try to counteract with
being aggressive as well. They were older than me, but not as tall and definitely not as strong - but
you never know in this town if they have a knife or whatever with them and I was outnumbered as
well.
After telling them to leave one of them immediately went rage mode, shouting that he will fuck my
mother and beat me up, stuff like that. Obviously drunk / on drugs. I just stood there holding my
frame and smirking at him, telling him to just leave. Hoping that he wouldn't do shit :-)
He didn't. They left. One of them came back 5 minutes later and told me that I was insane and that I
shouldn't mess with the wrong people, threatening me again and telling me I only had the balls to do
it because I seem to be on drugs. I was sober. Still hold frame, not showing any fear.
The girl thanked me later, told me she was scared. A few other guys came up to me and told me they
did not have the balls to do something and they thought it was a good act.
However:

Situations like those can quickly backfire. I do not want to get stabbed or whatsoever. On my1.
nights out there are often aggressive drunk dudes and I wonder what is the best way to deal
with those guys. Counteract with being aggressive and holding frame? Staying out of their
way? What is your way to deal with aggressive men?
If I remember correctly there was a post on trp about how you should NOT help woman in2.
situations like that, because your well being is far more important. But is that really the right
thing to do? Do you guys look away at stuff like that? In this situation it was NOT about the
woman, I did not care about her at all. I just felt that it was the right thing to do as a man. And
that a man should not try to avoid confrontation out of fear. And it was a great way to practice
to hold my frame.
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Why is so much of the TRP contradictory?
109 upvotes | November 4, 2018 | by HastTagLavishLust | Link | Reddit Link

For example, I just read "How to get laid like a warlord". This post has 4.2k upvotes. I feel like it
applied to me and I've experienced it first hand yet it goes against other redpill teachings.
The post describes that for a woman to be attracted to you, you MUST pass her resistances, as
resistances are not rejection but rather tests. In my experience this is spot on. The hottest girl I've ever
LTR'd put on a massive fight. Bitchy behaviours, acting dis-interested, making me have to pretty
much persuade her to come see me in any way. The whole nine yards. But eventually she cracked and
admitted she is SUPER attracted to me and I stole her from her 2 year LTR... Basically the post says
that rejection does not exist.
Now this is contradictory to fundamental redpill teachings. Fundamental teachings say that if a girl is
interested you will know. It says if they are putting up resistances they are not interested. There is the
common "Brad Pitt" rule and shit like that.... basically it says don't even waste a single bit of time on
a girl who isn't willing to just jump on it. But I've personally found that no girl is EVER willing to
just jump on it.
For other examples, I've read that cold approach is king. I've read that as long as you have a rock
solid frame and a "I am enough" mentality you can succeed. The post says that "Men and Women are
naturally designed to be together and just by approaching you demonstrate huge value that puts you
much above other men"... The post basically says that as long as you are decently normal and can
hold conversation that you will succeed.
Other posts claim that cold approach will absolutely not work unless you have chad-tastic looks, a
nice body, big ass height, basically the top of the fucking food chain.
Now I don't know what to believe. I'm pretty fit, decent looking, can dress pretty well. My game is
not incredible but after a couple of seconds my heartbeat slows down and I can hold a pretty fun
conversation. Yet out of about 30 approaches I've had absolutely nothing, not even a date.

There are just so many contradictions on theredpill and its hard to figure out the truth. I'm starting to
think that we are all on a different level of SMV and thus we each have a slightly different game we
have to play with slightly different rules... with only the basic fundamentals like AWALT and lift and
quit porn being the correct advices that apply to all.
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Plate has boyfriend - how to handle?
109 upvotes | January 6, 2019 | by witchcoin | Link | Reddit Link

A plate of mine recently texted me something along the lines of, 'I have a boyfriend, and we can't see
each other anymore.' I'm quite chill about it so I reply, 'okay' and she replies with something along
the lines of 'I'm so sorry bla bla bla'. Again, I say it's no problem. Abundance mentality.
A week goes by, and I get a text late at night from her saying she's sorry for acting like that, but no
mention of meeting up again. In her text it was quite obvious she's still playing the 'We can't see each
other anymore' card, but thanking me for all the fun times we had, and tells me I'm a 'great guy'. My
reply: 'no worries see you round'. She then replies angry/upset (could be either) that I'd respond like
that to her 'heartfelt' message. Haven't replied.
I'd like to continue seeing this plate as she's a good shag. And her new 'boyfriend' seems to be a LDR,
and I doubt it will last. I even suspected that the boyfriend was made up as some sort of shit test, to
get me to beg to keep seeing her. Maybe, maybe not.
Am I handling this correctly? Is it worth even replying to her being sad at my (quite reasonable)
IDGAF reply? If so, what's the best thing to say? It's hard for me to discern whether she's genuinely
angry and at risk of breaking this plate on bad terms, or if it's just another shit test to get a rise out of
me.

Edit: as this problem is bugging me I decided to do some remedial side-bar reading. The answer hit
me in the face when I saw it, and I'm kicking myself for not thinking this from the get go.
So let's turn this question into a lesson. The correct answer to this question is 'it doesn't matter.' It
doesn't. There's literally nothing in this situation to even think about. She's a broken plate, and when a
plate breaks you throw it in the bin. You don't try and glue it back together, you throw it in the bin
and get a new plate to spin on your stick (he he he).
Thank you everyone who said my responses were good and that I held frame, but I think there's more
to it. On the surface, yes, I held frame, but deep down I broke it big time. My frame here is IDGAF,
but clearly I do, otherwise I wouldn't have made this post. It was a good coverup because the girl
thinks I don't care, and for a while I thought so too. But being honest with myself I know my replies
weren't driven by my solid frame, they were an attempt to fix the plate - thinking by keeping frame,
she'll come round. I failed, call it oneitis maybe (although I'm not infatuated, just
annoyed/disappointed), but deep down I was operating in her frame - I was being REactive and not
PROactive. I should have a reason not to give a fuck, I should have been busy not worrying about
plates. This whole situation has identified a flaw in my RP thinking - I'm trying to do it for the girls,
and not me.
This is totally negative and I'm glad it didn't go further. As far as I'm concerned, the plate's broken.
And after identifying this issue, I can safely say that NOW I literally don't give a fuck. Plate's gone,
big whoop. Now to go lift some metal. Cheers TRP.
Edit 2: since realising the above, I messaged her saying that it was fun, yet I’m happy for her. Again,
she said sorry and thanked me again (3rd time) for everything and that she hopes to see me around. I
said I’m sure we’ll bump into each other and for her to drop me a line if she’s around.
I think this was a good outcome. Coupled with the fact that I shouldn’t care whether the plate breaks
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or not, I left it on good terms with an opening for her to contact me in the future. So either I never
hear from her again (okay because it’s just a plate, I can get more) or she pops up in the future (also
okay as she’s a good fuck). Whatever happens, the important point was remaining impartial.
A non-red-pilled guy would have either begged to keep seeing her, or got stroppy and left it on bad
terms with no possibility for the future. By letting the plate drop on good terms, I avoided both of
these.
Some people would say that my last messages were beta - validating her feelings, being too impartial,
being too ‘available’. I would disagree; I think it’s important to maintain some ‘nice guy’ traits, like
being friendly, for situations like this. There’s no telling what the girl’s intentions are, whether it was
all made up or she really has a LTR - that’s why it’s best to just be nice, yet remain totally impartial
to the outcome.
I hope this post can help people with the same problem in the future.
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Netflix is a joke. What is this shit?
109 upvotes | August 18, 2018 | by bf1bro18 | Link | Reddit Link

Browsing though the different categories on Netflix Australia and it's just this big fuck pot of feminist
empowering fuckery. I've attempted beginning 10-15 different types of sitcom type shows and other
TV shows and it takes not much time and you're being repeatedly hit with ever so slight feminist shit
and then more so in your face feminist shit that they "work in" to the show as a big joke or
something. Fucking creepy. I canceled by subscription as a result. Men are portrayed as absolute
beta's or willing providers who are the loyal dogs of the women. And the women are these intelligent,
leadership driven, strong, kick-ass bitches who get away with saying mind boggling shit.
Anyone seen this too?
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GF found all my Redpill literature
109 upvotes | September 1, 2020 | by Jahshua | Link | Reddit Link

Hey guys,
Back around July 4th, my girl snooped through my computer and found all my Redpill bookmarks
(50+). It took about 2 months for relationship to disintegrate. When I look for a turning point where it
all went sour, it was surely the 4th. We broke up about 2 weeks, but looking back on it - I should
have just dumped her the day she secretly went through my computer .
So lesson learned for me. What's been your experience? You talked about fight club with girls
before? You GF figure out you're redpilled?
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What are common dopamine releasing behaviors we should try
to avoid?
108 upvotes | October 24, 2018 | by CypressSmallz | Link | Reddit Link

We commonly talk about addictive dopamine releasing behaviors that we should try to avoid or
strictly limit such as: drinking, watching tv, sleeping in, etc.
What are other dopamine releasing behaviors that should be monitored?
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How to treat a 10 like a 5 ?
108 upvotes | November 18, 2019 | by LoLoJeJe | Link | Reddit Link

I realised that girls that I dont give a fuck about and only look at them like someone I want to fuck
and than never see again in my life, orbite around me all the time.
But the girls I would give my soul to be with dont give a single fuck about me so I end up fatasizing
scenarios and self-pittying myself bc of my incapability to have them. I just dont feel comfortable
around them, I get all fucked up and overthink basic things like for example: how much I blink, how
often do I looked at them, how I walk etc. Basically all of the things that I dont give a single fuck
about when I’m w less atractive girls.
I (18M) consider my self good looking, I was fairly lucky with my genes and I lift a lot. But I just
cant stop treating girls I like the way I treat those 5,6,7s and I end up not having them and fantasizing
unreal scenarios.
What do you guys think, how can I change my mindset bc based on what I learned from TRP is that
AWALT (or are those 9,10s special?) and therefore the only logical anwser why I’m not getting those
attractive ones is bc I cosinder them godlike.
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Being a wing man when you're the AMOG? (not a flex I swear)
108 upvotes | October 7, 2019 | by PreEntertain | Link | Reddit Link

Bro of mine lifts, good lookin dude, pretty fuckin alpha, but he constantly asks me to be his wing
man because I can catch the ladies attention easily and keep them entertained..
but the fuckin guy just can't seem to sway them his way. I try and act dumb and fail shit tests, set him
up for them where I can but they go right over his fucking head
Aside from just tellin bro to fuck off and try it on his own, is there anything else a guy can do to help
bro with his game?
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“you are talking to many girls” “not worth my time” she says
108 upvotes | August 19, 2019 | by dadfrombrad | Link | Reddit Link

“A MAN would put me first” she says
Wtf how do I respond? Obviously putting her on a pedestal would be the beta move.
I know this is a shit test because she texted me asking to make out with her about a month ago then
started calling me a lot. Then she played hard to get and I said not worth my time and soft nexted her.
Now she’s texting me about not wanting to be a side hoe etc.
How do I pass this obvious shit test?
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